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MAP OF : 

Showing Areas Set Apart as Provincial 

Game Preserves and Bird Sanctuaries 
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Tt shall be unlawful for any person 
(1) to hunt game; 

(2) to have in his possession firearms or traps of any description; 
(3) to permit hounds or dogs to run at large. 

SCHEDULE B 
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Tt shall be unlawful for any person 

(1) to hunt game at any time, except ducks, geese, chicken, partridge 
and grouse in the open season. 

SCHEDULE C 
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(Closed in 1931 and Odd Numbered Years thereafter) 
Tt shall be unlawful for any person 

(1) to hunt big game in the odd numbered years, commencing with 
the year 1931.
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SCHEDULE D 
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It shall be unlawful for any person 
(1) to hunt game. 

SCHEDULE E 
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It shall be unlawful for any person 
(1) to hunt game birds; 

(2) to carry firearms for such purpose. 

SCHEDULE F 
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It shall be unlawful for any person . 
(1) to hunt big game or fur-bearing animals; 
(2) to hunt game birds, except ducks of any kind, in the open season; 
(3) e ne firearms in his possession except for the purpose of hunting 

lucks ; 

(4) to have traps of any description in his possession. 

ORDER-IN-COUNCIL No. 237/38 
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It shall be unlawful for any person 
(1) to hunt big game or fur-bearing animals; 
(2) to have traps of any description, snares or snare wire or any 

material from which a snare may be made, in his possession. 
(3) to hunt game birds other than migratory water fowl at any time, 

and migratory water fowl only during the open season for same; 
(4) to have firearms in his possession, except during the open season 

for water fowl, when under the authority of a license he may have 
a shotgun in his possession. 

ORDER-IN-COUNCIL No. 314/35 
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ORDER-IN-COUNCIL No. 299/37 
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| Orders-in-Council Nos. 314/35, 299/37 and 1479/37—No trapping 
3 of fur-bearing animals.



North of the 53rd Parallel of Latitude 
SEASONS. 

Wild Geese, Wild Ducks of any kind, Coots, Rails... .Sept. 10th to Oct. 31st 

Wilson or Jack Snipe... ................+........Sept. 15th to Nov. 30th 
IRtarmigatieen s.. 6 ot No tiee kin rein. 2 Ootrel stito Oct: 20th 

BAG LIMITS: 
Geese, 5 a day; possession, 15; season, 50. 
Ducks, 12 a day; possession, 40; season, 100. 
Coots and Rails, 25 a day. Wilson or Jack Snipe, 25 a day. Ptarmigan, 15 a 

day, season 50. 

SEASONS. 

Male, Caribou, Moose, Deer.......................Nov. 28th to Dec. 8th 

BAG LIMIT. 

1 Male Animal over the age of one year. 

SEASONS: 
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Any Fox (other than Blue, White or Arctic), Lynx. ...Nov. Ist to Feb. 15th 

Blue, White or Arctic Fox.........................-Nov. Ist to Mar. 31st 
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CLOSED SEASON: 

Beaver, Marten, Raccoon, Badger, Bison (Buffalo) or Musk-ox. 

North and South of the 53rd Parallel 
of Latitude 

CLOSED SEASON: 

Mourning Dove, Little Brown, Sandhill or Whooping Crane, Swans or Curlew, 

or shore birds of any variety. Wood or Eider Duck, Plover, Woodcock 

or Yellowlegs, Caper Cailzie, Pheasant, Quail or Wild Turkey. 

Ruffed, Canada, Sharp-tailed or Pinnated Grouse and Hungarian Partridge. 
Bag limit and date to be set by Order-in-Council. 

CLOSED SEASON: 

Antelope, Cabri, Elk or Wapiti, Female or any Male under the age of one 

year of Caribou, Deer, Moose or Reindeer.



South of the 53rd Parallel of Latitude 
SEASONS: 

Wild Geese, Wild Ducks of any kind, Coots, Rails. . Sept. 20th to Nov. 15th 

Wilsonior Jack Snipe. ..5.....,-.+-+...+.-.+++.++.8ept. L6th to Nov.. 30th 
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BAG LIMITS: 
Geese, 5 a day; possession, 15; season, 50. 

Ducks, 12 a day; possession, 40; season, 100. 

Coots and Rails, 25 a day. Wilson or Jack Snipe, 25 a day. Ptarmigan, 15 a 

day; season 50. 

SEASONS: 
Male Caribou, Moose, Deer. 

(1) Oct. Ist to Oct. 15th. In that portion of the Province lying north of the 
Winnipeg River, east of Lake Winnipeg to the Ontario boundary and 
north to the 53rd parallel of north latitude. Re-opens Nov. 28th to 
Dec. 8th. 

(2) Nov. 28th to Dec. 3rd. In that portion of the Province (except game 
preserves) lying south of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Winnipeg to 
Edmonton line and west of the Red River. 

(3) Nov. 28th to Dec. 8th. In any other portion of the Province (except game 
preserves) not included in the above. 

BAG LIMIT: 
1 Male Animal over the age of one year. 

SEASONS: 
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In that portion of the Province lying to the South of the 53rd Parallel, East 

of Lake Winnipeg and to the Bloodvein River, the season is from March 
20th to May 10th. 

CLOSED SEASON: 
Otter, Beaver, Badger, Marten, Raccoon, Bison (Buffalo) or Musk-Ox. 

Otter—In the area lying east of Lake Winnipeg to the Ontario boundary and 
north of the Winnipeg River to the 53rd. parallel of north latitude, and 
in that part of the Whiteshell Forest Reserve lying to the north of the 
Whiteshell Game Preserve, the season is from Nov. Ist to April 30. 
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HUNTING 

[t 1s Unlawful 
To hunt game on Sunday. 

To hunt between sunset and sunrise. 

To hunt or trap on any person’s land without permission. 

To hunt game with an automatic shotgun. 

To use weapons using ball cartridge when hunting ducks and geese. 

To carry or discharge a rifle using ball cartridge in any marsh during the open 
season for game birds. 

To hunt any game birds with a pump gun unless the magazine has been plugged 
or altered so that it cannot carry more than two shells in the magazine. 

To use swivel gun or gun of any kind of a larger bore than 10 gauge. 

To carry a loaded firearm in or on or discharge from any vehicle, aircraft, horseback 
or any boat propelled by steam, gasoline or other mechanical power. 

To use any contrivance for taking game birds known as monitors, sunken punts, 
batteries or night lights or boats not propelled by hand. 

To have wild ducks in possession after March 15. 

To use snares. 

To use live decoys. 

To buy, sell, deal or traffic in any game or part thereof. 

To kill any birds other than Goshawks, sharp-shinned hawks, Arctic owls, crows, 

magpies, cowbirds, blackbirds, (grackles) and house or English sparrows. 

To destroy or take the eggs of any birds protected by the Game and Fisheries Act. 

To hunt, shoot or trap without having a license and such license must be carried 
on the person. 

To export any game, skins or pelts of fur-bearing animals without the necessary 
license. 

To ship big game later than seven days after close of season. 

To use or be accompanied by a dog while hunting big game. 

For any person to hunt big game unless clothed in a complete outer suit of some 
white material. 

To have game of any kind in any camp used for commercial purposes.
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To neglect to attach tags on the carcass of any big game animal or part thereof _ 
immediately after the animal has been dressed and leave attached until | 
disposition has been made of these parts. The tags must bear the number of | 
the license under which the animal was shot. j 

To act as guide without first obtaining a license. 

For a guide while employed as such to kill or take game. 

To molest or destroy a den or usual place of habitation of any fur-bearing animal 
other than wolf or to destroy any muskrat or beaver houses or beaver dams 
or to shoot or spear any muskrat, beaver or otter. 

Yo use dogs for searching out or hunting muskrats or to allow a dog or dogs in 
any marsh during the open season. 

To train more than one dog for hunting without a license. 

To deal, traffic or export the skins or pelts of fur-bearing animals without a license. 

To purchase or upon any pretence or upon any device, sell, trade, barter or in 

any way whatsoever deal in unprime skins or pelts of fur-bearing animals. 

To have raw pelts in possession ten days after close season without a holding permit. 

To have in possession game or trapper’s license thirty days after close of season. 

To purchase or obtain by barter from any Indian the flesh of game. 

To set or use poison in any manner, shape or form for the purpose of taking fur- 

bearing animals. 

To fail to supply the information asked for on the back of big game, game bird 

and trappers’ licenses. 
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License Fees—Continued 
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Conserve Our Wildlife 
The religious conservation of our wildlife means the continuance of a natural 

resource of incalculable value, which adds measurably to the health, happiness 

and prosperity of our people. 

SPORTSMAN’S WATCHWORD 

We must not, as a country responsible to posterity for the handing on of our 
resources as unimpaired as possible, neglect or wantonly destroy the unique wealth 
of forest and stream. The sportsman’s watchword must ever be— Use without 
Abuse. 

GOOD SPORTSMAN . . . GOOD CONSERVATIONIST 

The artificial weapons of offence that man’s intelligence has furnished make 
him a potentially destructive adversary. But that same intelligence should enable 
him to appreciate the limits to which his destructive bent may be carried with 
safety. 

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES 

Our responsibilities in the matter of conservation of wildlife are unmistakably 
clear. The major obligation of the Game and Fisheries Branch is to maintain an 
adequate and continuous supply of game, fur-bearers and fishes. In this the 
Branch is concerned not only in the commercial aspects but also in the recreative 
angle of wildlife, which, of course, cannot be measured in economic terms. 

While conservational measures can be carried to extremes, it is still essen- 

tially true that wildlife must not be destroyed at a greater rate than it can reproduce 
itself. Therefore, we strive to adjust the duration of open seasons in accordance 
with the numerical strength and current conditions of individual species. 

Conservational laws and regulations are necessarily restrictive; but they are 
designed solely in the interest of wildlife and not for the embarrassment of the 
conscientious sportsman. 

RESTORATION OF GAME FISH 

The Game and Fisheries Branch is keenly concerned in the problem of restora- 
tion. Within recent years an intensive study of a large number of rivers and lakes 
in different parts of the Province has been conducted by experienced biologists 
for the purpose of determining the variety of game fish best suited for introduction 
into such waters. Within recent years approximately 25,000,000 Pickerel fry, 
35,000 Salmon Trout fingerlings, 7,000 large-mouthed Black Bass fingerlings and 
25,000 Brook Trout fingerlings were planted in more than thirty selected and 
scientifically-surveyed lakes and streams. 

WE EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR CO-OPERATION, BECAUSE WE 
FULLY RECOGNIZE THAT THE SUCCESS OF OUR EFFORTS DEPENDS 
LARGELY ON YOU.



FISHING 
Residents of the Province can fish by means of angling without a license, 

subject always to bag limit and seasons, as shown elsewhere in this publication. 
The following is a list of the more important varieties of fish available to 

anglers in Manitoba waters: 
Northern Pike Pickerel (or Wall-eyed Pike) 
Yellow Perch Goldeyes 
Mooneye Fresh Water Drum 
Catfish Rock Bass 
Lake Trout Grayling 
Speckled Trout Arctic Charr or Trout 

THE NORTHERN PIKE has the widest range of any of our sport or angling 
fishes. It is to be found virtually in any waters where fish life exists. 

THE YELLOW PERCH AND PICKEREL (or Wall-eyed Pike) are almost 
as common as the Northern Pike. These varieties are found in waters across the 
Province from east to west and adjacent to and within fifty or sixty miles of the 
United States border. These waters are accessible by motor car over all-weather 
roads or by rail or bus line. 

GOLDEYE, MOONEYE, CATFISH, FRESH WATER DRUM OR 
SHEEPSHEAD, AND ROCK BASS are all to be found in the Red River, par- 
ticularly below St. Andrews Locks, and to a lesser degree above the locks, as well 
as in the Assiniboine River as far west as Brandon. Lake Winnipeg is also the 
habitat of these varieties. These waters are convenient to all-weather highways 
or railways. 

LAKE TROUT is found in many of the small, deep lakes throughout the 
rocky areas of Eastern Manitoba adjacent to the Trans-Canada highway, and all 
the way north through the Central Manitoba Mining territory, as well as in many 
of the lakes in the Hudson Bay Railway area. These waters are accessible either 
by highway or railway, and beyond that by canoe or air routes. : 

ARCTIC CHARR OR TROUT is found in the tide waters of the Nelson and 
the Churchill Rivers and in fact in nearly all waters emptying into Hudson Bay 
from the west andsouth, and as far north along the west coast as is known. It is 
equal to any of our trout. The best time for fishing is during August and 
September. Accessible only by rail, canoe or air routes. 

ARCTIC GRAYLING—This is a fish little known by the angling fraternity. 
The Northern or ““Maritime’’ portion of Manitoba offers some of the finest grayling 
fishing in the world. It is extremely abundant in certain rivers in the vicinity of 
Churchill and reaches a very good size. There are only eight different species of 
grayling widely distributed throughout the northern portion of Europe, Asia and 
America. Grayling fishing with the ‘‘dry-fly” is even better sport than trout 
fishing. It is one of the best game fish in the world. Accessible only by railway, 
air or canoe routes. 

SPECKLED TROUT—Conceded the peer of all fresh water sport fishes, is 
plentiful in many of Manitoba's northern waters, particularly in the Nelson River 
and its tributaries. In abundance and individual sizes, they will hardly be equalled 

» on this continent. They are best taken by means of artificial fly or spoon. Acces- 
sible only by railway, air or canoe routes. 
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Save the Forest 
On your hunting and fishing expeditions you are pleasure bent and doubtless 

thrilled with the grandeur of the scenery and delighted with the evergreen forests. 
. .. The scenes are enchanting today, but may be desolate tomorrow unless you 
are careful in the use of fire. 

Fires are the relentless enemy of the forest. . .. Your camp fire, lighted match, 
cigar, cigarette, or live ashes of your pipe may destroy many square miles of trees, 
scrubs, flowers, bird nests, game animals and other interesting things. An aban- 

doned camp fire may even jeopardize human life. Do not leave your camp site 
until every vestige of the fire is out. . . . Pour water on the ashes. 

The considerate sportsman would no sooner throw a match in a keg of gun- 
powder than cast a burning match in the woods. 

Break your match in two before throwing it away. 

Never break bottles (glass is dangerous) or leave them where the sun may 
focus through them and start a fire. 

MANITOBA FORESTS ARE YOUR HUNTING AND RECREATION 
GROUNDS, PLEASE HELP TO PRESERVE THEM. 

Avoid Accidents 

Do not mar your trip by avoidable accidents. . . . In the pursuit of pleasure 
in the wilds, accidents are too numerous, and many of them are preventable. 

Do not attempt to swim long distances in unknown waters or against strong 

currents, even though you pride yourself on your prowess in home waters. 

Do not carry loaded firearms in vehicles. . . . Remove the cartridges from 
your gun before you return to camp. 

Make sure of your target before you press the trigger. 

Do not over-load canoes. . . . See that the load is evenly distributed. 

It is never safe to stand up in a canoe. 

The amateur canoeist should always paddle to the shore before attempting 
to change seats: the experienced canoeist arranges the seating accommodation 

before he embarks. 

: Remember that moss-covered rocks are slippery. 

Be Careful!



Regulations Governing Non-Resident 
Angling in Manitoba 

License fees for anglipg for non-residents are as follows: 
Three Days cress \Mirse ni. as Geese aoe cneptieete oars edie genie eee 

Seasonal: ait came (655. Oy aM nie oak ci. oem 
Family, 3 Days or less—(2 Adults and 2 Children under 16)........... 2.25 
Panuly—Sensongl ee ee... : wards os. cae doe 

BAG LIMIT PER DAY 

Black Bass—not more than 6 fish. 
Trout—10 fish. 

| Other varieties—15 fish. 
Weight doubled for family license holders. 

OPEN SEASONS FOR ANGLING 

(Subject to Change) 

Pickerel, Perch, Pike, Goldeye, Saugers, Maskinonge, 

Mooneye, Arctic Grayling.........................May 16th to Oot. 3lst 

Whitefish, Lake Trout, Speckled Trout.................April 15th to Oct. 10th 

Large or Small Mouth Black Bass........................July Ist to Oct. 31st 

SIZE LIMIT 

Make Trout... 3095... eee... ones. not less thanulG@emaltes 
Mpeckled Troata 45. sg eee..  Sdg ats a oe 
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Bellow Perch iiraitactec ci CU UMMM. 5 fin, ¢ 0 MMR joa YAS ON Rea 
geoldeye or Mooneye. 1: ela tmee, oss cues cee a ae 
Back Bass... iu Meat enems. .fs'og) neem SS SCL Gehan 

No one shall buy, sell or offer for sale any fish caught by angling. 

Applications for 3-day licenses must state exact dates for which required. 

A licensee must carry his permit with him when engaged in angling, and 
produce it upon request of any Law Enforcement Officer. 

Such permit is not transferable and shall be used only by the person named 
therein. 

“One day”’ shall mean from sunrise to sunset.



First Aid in Drowning 

Persons completely immersed in water for even ten or fifteen minutes have 
been restored by artificial means. Therefore, if the body is recovered within a 
reasonable time, absence of the signs of life is not to deter immediate attempts 
to restore animation. 

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION (SCHAFER’S METHOD) 
1. Make no attempt to loosen or remove clothing. 

2. Lay the patient in a prone position (back upwards) with his head turned to 

one side, so as to keep his nose and mouth away from the ground. No pad is 
placed under the patient, nor need the tongue be drawn out, as it will fall 
naturally. 

3. Kneel at one side facing the patient's head, and place the palms of your hands 

on his loins, one at each side, the thumbs nearly touching one another in the 
small of the back, and the fingers extending over the lowest ribs. Leaning your 
body forward, let its weight press straight downwards upon the loins and lower 
part of the back, thus compressing the abdomen against the ground and 
driving air out of the chest. This produces expiration. Draw back your body 
somewhat more rapidly and relax the pressure, but do not remove your hands; 
this produces inspiration. 

4. Alternate the movements by a rhythmic swaying backwards and forward of 
8 your body, twelve to fifteen times a minute, persevering until respiration is 

restored. 

While performing these operations send someone, if present, to the nearest 
place to procure blankets, dry clothing, hot water bottles, etc., and to fetch 
a doctor, if possible. 

ARRESTING HEMORRHAGE BY APPLYING TOURNIQUET 

1. Apply a firm pad on the pressure point. 

2. Encircle the limb by a narrow bandage with its centre over pad. 

3. Tie the ends of the bandage in a half-knot on the opposite side of the pad. 

4. Lay the twisting stick on the half-knot, and over it tie a reef-knot. 

5. Twist the stick to tighten the bandage, thereby pressing the pad upon the 
artery, and arresting the flow of blood. 

6. Lock the stick in position by the ends of the bandage already applied, or by 
another bandage passed round the stick and limb. ‘ 

\ 
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There are many types of canoe trips available for the visiting tourist to choose 
from, ranging from a week-end to three months’ duration. 

F On the waterways of Manitoba one sees nature at her best—vast marsh areas 
where wild waterfowl nest and hatch in countless numbers. Some of these canoe 
trips may be made without guides, but the majority traverse a country so very 
sparsely inhabited and with such myriads of lakes and streams, along with many 
rapids and portages, that competent guides are a necessity. 

Some of the Canoe Routes recommended 
The Whiteshell Forest Reserve (along many lakes and streams) and the 

Winnipeg River, either down to Lake Winnipeg or up to Kenora, Ontario, the 
total distance depending upon the route selected. 

From Norway House, at the north end of Lake Winnipeg, to York Factory, 
on Hudson Bay, traversing Playgreen Lake, a reach of the Nelson River, numerous 
small lakes to Gods Lake; thence through Knee and Swampy Lakes to the Hayes 
River, and so to Hudson Bay, a distance of some 350 miles. 

From Berens River on Lake Winnipeg, to Fort Severn, on Hudson Bay. 
This route, along the Wanipigow River, Family Lake and many smaller lakes, 
Upper and Lower Severn Rivers, reaches the Bay in about 750 miles. 

From The Pas to Port Nelson, on Hudson Bay, the tripper follows the 
Saskatchewan River, Cumberland, Athapapuskow, Cranberry, Elbow, Wekusko 
Setting, Witchai, Split and other lakes to the Nelson River, and on to the Bay, 
covering in all about 644 miles. 
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WATERFOWL STUDIES AT DELTA, ANITORA, 1938 

Sabet 0 Vateahas Senkeiny xine 

The Delta projecth/ is an attempt to contrite to the development 

[Faals "wore Taralched W Ws Tacrisen WITALITe Vesti wtey Taal, IVa” 

Aa hr ie 
University of Tisconsin; ecoperation by the dominion and provincial 

A i cccrsctsnenicrenennmnrnnnneieniinniniinnnapnmeiinnnione 

of eaologieal methods for the study of waterfowl breeding grounds. This 

report covers in part the work from June to November, 1938. Banding, 

predation, nesting, and plumage studies are reserved for later repertea- 

The Delta Harsh is eighty miles northwest of Winnipeg, lant toba. 

It lies at the broad southern end of Lake Manitoba, and ie separated 

from the lake by ® marrow, wooded sand ridge. the aren is sbout 75,000 

a2Ores. 

About one-half of the narsh is covered by great stands of cane 

(Phragehtes communis). The other half consists of large shallow Lakes 

(Leeally called bays) and amaller shallow ponds (locally ealled sloughs). 

the bays are connected with Lake Manitoba and do not dry up. The sloughs 

are isolated and disappear in dry summers. Some bays and sloughs are 

vordered by cattail end bulrushes ond many bays contain bulrugh islands. 

The marsh has been less severely affected by recent drouthe then 

the prairie regions farther wost. Thirteen species of ducks breed hore, 
nine spesies in abundance. 

Sex Ratio of Mucke Killed at Delta, 1938 

During the 1936 shooting season 1,301 ducks idlled on the Delta 

Marsh were examined in hunters’ bags, and sexed by comparison with the 

;
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hatchery birds. Unpublished plumage studies of Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 

were used as a check on the tallies. 

The sex ratio of 710 river ducks of 7 species examined was 41 

males to 59 females (Table 1). 

Table 1 
Sex Ratio of River Ducks, Sept. 20-Nov. 15 

Llard 92 6 225 35 
Blue-winged teal 81 32 4g 40360 
Gadwall 74 32 42 43357 
Pintail 73 21 52 29:71 
Other species = 90 40 U 45 355 

L/Green-winged teal, 43; shoveller, 29; baldpate, 18. 

The kill of females was heaviest in early season shooting 

(September 20-October 7) when the male-female ratio was 40:60. Sven 

in the late season shooting, when the kill was mostly mallards and 4 

when there was a very decided preference on the part of many local 

ganners for greenheads, the ratio in this species was 46 males to 54 

females. 

Unlike the river ducks, the diving ducks in the Delta bag showed 

a preponderance of males. The sex ratio of 591 birds of 4 species was 

52 males to 4S females (Table 2). The male-female ratio of 211 canvas- 

backs was 53 to 47. ‘The early canvasback bag (September 20-October 7) 

was slightly heavy in females, mt for the remainder of the season the 

males predominated. 

fable 2 
Sex Ratio of Diving Ducks, Sept. 20-Nov. 15 

Canvash 21 100 53:47 
Lesser scaup 331 171 166 51:49 
Other wg 3 25 18 58:42 

Redhead, 34; ringneck, 9.
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The male-female ratio of 337 lesser scaups was 51:49. Because of 

mild weather there was no large kill during the early flight, but in the 

late season shooting (October 21-November 15) females were more numerous 

in the bag in the ratio of 45 males to 55 females. 

This sex ratio in the Delta bag may not reflect the sex ratio in 

the Delta Marsh. Selection of drakes may distort the bag ratio in some 

species; type of hunting in others. Moreover, even if we know the ratio 

for one marsh at one season, it would not reflect the ratio for the con- 

tinental population. 

If, however, many observers can make similar sex tallies for many 

marshes through a period of years, it is believed that valusble new light 

can be thrown on the sex balance of waterfowl. 

Age Ratios 

We were unable to census all species for age ratio. With most species 

clear-cut differences are lost early in the season and many juvenal birds 

are indistinguishable from adults as early as the last week in October. 

Lesser scaups, however, retain well-marked juvenal characters until the 

end of the local season, and the young blue-winged teal retain the rectrix 

character until their departure early in the season. With these two 

species, then, an accurate age ratio was possible (see Table 3). 

Table 3 
Age Ratios, Juvenals 

Coe ee eo ee | a a, 
Species No. of nie ome tage to pores 
Lesser scaup 3 1 
Blue-winged teal iL 22 55 28:72 

In the bag of lesser scaup there were 249 juvenal birds and 88 adults, 

a ratio of 74:26, or 2.8 juvenals for every adult. ‘he sex ratios of the 

two age groups were quite dissimilar. The kill of young birds was heavier
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in males (54:46), while with the adults the females predominated (41:59). 

The number of blue~winged teal taken was small, perhaps too small 

to have statistical significance. Of 77 birds, 55 were juvenals and 22 

adults, a juvenal-adult ratio of 72:28. It should be noted that this 

ratio is quite similar to that found with the lesser scaup. 

Composition of Bag 

The bag tally is more a record of what species bear the brunt of 

shooting pressure than of what species compose the local population. 

Shooting conditions, local shooting preferences, the habits of the 

different species, affect the kill. The composition of the Delta bag 

is given in Table 4. 

Table 4 
Composition of Bag 

ist e a, 
ser scaup 337 26.0 

Canvasback 211 16,0 
Blue-winged teal gl 6.0 
Gadwall rh 6.0 

Pintail 3 6.0 
Green-winged teal 3 3.0 
Redhead 3.0 
Shoveller 2g 2.0 
Baldpate 18 a" 

Hi neneck . 

Flightless Period in Ducks 

Adult ducks and geese become flightless during the summer molt. 

This is obviously a critical period and should be better understood. 

River Ducks 

In mid-June great gatherings of river ducks, mostly mallards and 

pinteils, were loafing on the beach of Lake Manitoba and feeding at the 

edges of the marsh, or in the openings in the sand ridge between the
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marsh and the lake. ‘These flocks were composed largely of males rapidly 

losing their spring plumage and assuming the drab eclipse. Later in 

the month the flocks were augmented by influxes of male baldpates, many 

still in full breeding plumage. The baldpate is not a common breeder 

here. These males presumably came from other marshes. 

The congregations of males steadily grew until the second week in 

July. Then, in a period of a few days, the gatherings dwindled and finally 

disappeared from the lakeshore loafing grounds. Coincident with their 

disappearance from the loafing grounds, large numbers of flightless birds 

appeared in the shallow bays of the marsh. Evidently as the males became 

flightless they moved to the marsh. Until now the marsh had contained 

only hens with broods, nesting females, and a few still mated birds, in- 

eluding ruddies still going through their courtship performances. Now 

the marsh was alive with flightless adults (flappers). As one paddled 

through the great bays, hundreds of birds boldly feeding in the open 

would make for the reeds in frantic, awkward rushes. In eight miles of 

travel on July 27, approximately 20,000 ducks were seen on the open 

water, a mere handful of which could take to the air. On several occasions 

startled mallard drakes were seen to drop to the water in a shower of 

primaries lost in the first quick strokes. 

At times these flightless birds were not to be seen on open water, 

wut the reed-covered edges of the marsh fairly rattled with ducks as one 

paddled by. Protected leafing grounds were at a premium and old muskrat 

houses became feathered mounds. At mid-day on duly 27 a long, narrow 

opening extending into the dry edge of the marsh spewed forth a stream 

of flappers that passed the canoe for two solid minutes in their frantic 

rush to water. Here several thousand birds had been loafing on an area
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less than one-quarter of an acre in extent. 

A few flightless drakes of blue-winged teal and mallard were 

seen as early as the last week in June. These early birds were secretive, 

being seen only in the later afternoon, evening or early morning, and 

spending the day in the sanctuary of the reeds. With increased numbers 

the birds apparently become more bold. 

The peak of abundance of flightless males in the marsh came between 

the second week in July and the first week in August. Early in August 

gatherings of males were again appearing on the lake shore. At this time 

males in eclipse plumage but with new primaries wore taken at the lakeshore 

banding station. By August 3 mallards and pintalls, probably males, were 

flying to the stubble fields to feed. 

No flightless birds were seen in the many closed sloughs water- 

filled in July but dry by the first of August. Whether they actually avoid 

resorting to dwindling waters for the flightless period is an interesting 

but unanswered question. 

Adult females followed the males in the loss of the primaries. 

No flightless females were seen with young. Evidently the female does 

not become flightless until after her family duties are over. 

The flightless flapper escapes by a frenzied skittering over the 

surface. The wing strokes strike the water hard, and are so clumsy 

that it seems doubtful whether they help to propel the bird. Skittering 

flappers can frequently be overtaken by a canoeist. When caught in open 

water, all the river ducks dive readily, often returning to the 

surface with only the top of the head and back breaking water. ‘Then, 

nearly submerged, they swim slowly to the nearest cover. When diving 

they become rapidly exhausted and may be rather easily captured. On
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one occasion a blue-winged teal flapper became hopelessly entangled 

in a bed of pondweeds after its second dive. 

When taken unawares in cover, the flapper strethces out the neck 

and sinks slowly in the water until only the eyes and backs are visible, 

and in this posture remains motionless until danger has passed. 

It has been generally believed that flightless birds are ina 

weakened condition. All of the birds I examined were plump and very fat. 

The flightless adults or flappers appear remarkably free from 

attacks of predators. Marsh hawks were continually coursing the marsh 

edge, but on no occasion were the flappers seen to shy as they swung over. 

The mink probably takes flappers; feathers of adult river ducks were 

found in mink scats collected during July. 

Diving Ducks 

Male river ducks remained in the marsh during their flightless 

period, but male diving ducks seemed to repair to the open lake. This 

4s only an inference, but i¢ supported by two kinds of evidence. 

The first is that male redheads, canvasbacks, lesser scaups and 

ruddies disappeared from the marsh and appeared in the open lake immediately 

after the breeding season. In the case of redheads, flights of males 

from the marsh to the lake were seen. 

The second evidence is that throughout August, as flocks of males 

appeared on the open lake, cast-off primaries of diving ducks appeared 

on the beach, together with masses of pondweede on which they were 

evidently feeding. We found as many as 12 primaries per yard of beach, 

mixed with windrows of pondweeds. 

Although the male deepwaters were largely absent from the marsh in 

late summer, females in the flightless stage were frequently encountered
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there after the brood season. As with the river ducks, female deep~ 

waters with soft primaries were encountered during the hunting season. 

Viewing the flightless period for both the diving and river ducks, 

I suggest the following as the probably sequence of events. The first 

flightless ducks are non-breeding males. These are followed by breeding 

males, non-breeding females and unsuccessful females. The last birds to 

lose the primaries are the successful females. The flightless blue-winged 

teal and mallards seen in late June were already in their eclipse plumage, 

but were still identifiable as males. At the same time the males attending 

females were still in brilliant spring plumage. A few females were seen 

with the great gatherings of males on the lakeshore in June, and a few 

flightless females were seen with the gatherings of flightless males in 

July. Flightless females, however, were not seen in any numbers until 

August and a lesser scaup with a very young brood at the end of August 

had not lost her primaries. I conclude from all this that the non- 

breeding and unsuccessful females become flightless early, while the 

successful females retain their powers of flight until after their broods 

are independent. 

This preliminary work raises several questions important to 

management. 

Why do females predominate in the Delta bag of river ducks? Does 

their belated molt detain them on the breeding grounds? 

Does a bag tally reflect the true sex ratio on a waterfowl shooting 

grounds? How mich does differential migration, type of hunting, and 

selective shooting affect the sex ratio of the kill? 

What is thenormal ratio of young to old ducks? ‘The ratios here 

reported for two species will have meaning only after similar ratios are
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recorded for all species through a period of years. 

How extensive are the early summer movements of males preparing 

for the eclipse? Wetmore 2/ pointed out the early summer influx of males 

2etmore, Alexander. Wild ducks and duck foods of the bear river 
marshes, Utah, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bulletin No. 936, May 31, 1921. 

on the Bear River marshes and the influx of males was conspicuous at 

Delta. Species inventories should not be misled by these shifting males. 

What are the habitat requirements of birds during the flightless 

period? 

What is the phenology of the flightless period? It is evident 

that the sequence in which various species and sex groups become flightless 

must be known before census counts can be correctly interpreted. 

Hott



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management December 8, 1938 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commeree 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I have been withholding action on our proposed 
conference pending assurance from the Institute that we 
are financially "in the running" for the coming year. 

, Henry Davis now writes me that we are. 

Hence I request that you set a date when 
Dr. Pirnie, Albert Hochbaum, and I can meet with you in 
Chicago. I am glad to tell you that Henry Davis may come 
on from Washington for this meeting. I also suggest that 
we invite Arthur Hawkins, who has been doing parallel work 
in Illinois and whose technical advise would, I think, be 
very valuable. 

I am tied up here after December 20 and would 
appreciate it if we could hold this meeting before that 
time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Davis 

Pirnie ,



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

December 5, 1938 
Come to the 

4th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Sponsored by the 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Hotel Statler, Detroit, Michigan 

Prof. Aldo Leopold FEBRUARY 13 to 17, 1939 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Let me assure you that we have considered, upon 
your advice, the Delta project as a definite part of our 
progrem. We do not think we'll have any trouble in finding 
funds to follow through on this project during the coming year. 

I think it would be a very constructive plan for 
you to arrange a conference between Mr. Bell, Dr. Miles Pirnie, 
Mr. Hochbaum end yourself in the near future so that we will 
have a better idea of what we shall attempt to do at Delta 
next year and what the activities will coste I would like very 
much to be personally present at such a conference. . 

We are going to have to lay some locel ground 
work at Detroit for the Fourth North American Wildlife Conference 
pretty soon. Perhaps I, or some other member of the Institute's 
steff, could arrange to kill two birds with one stone--by 
attending your proposed conference with Mr. Bell and also work 
out some details at Detroit at approximately the seme time. 

Please see what dates will be convenient for all 
those concerned and we will try to make our plens accordingly. 
In the meentime don't forget thet we are trying to arrange a 
conference for you with the Sloan Foundsetion. 

With kindest regards, I am 

ahi yours, 

/Heury Pe Davis 
Secretary 

Deg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4eh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management senemeay 8, lose 

Mr. Heary P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institate 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Henry: 

Albert Hochbaum is just back from Delta and 
will shortly submit to you his account of this year's 
work. 

Ducks Unlimited, through their field supervisor, 
3B. YW. Cartwright, suggested to Hochbaum thet they would 
like to help finance the project next year. I personally 
am not disposed to accept financial help from them at this 
time and I would like to arrange a conference shortly be- 
‘tween Mr. Bell, Miles Pirnie, Hochbeum and myself to 
formate definite proposals for next year for submission 
to the Institute. 

Before we can formlate a proposel for next 
year, however, we should have some inkling of the proba- i 
bility of Institute support. Can you give me any light 
on this? / 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
ec Technical Professor of Wildlife Mansgement 

Committee



4a University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Decesber 2, 1938 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Albert got back yesterday and brought with him 
the attached letter from Cartwright (please return). His 
reply, which is enclosed purposely stalls the answer. 

I think we should have our conference with Mr. 
Bell before replying. However, before we oan effectively 
have our conference we mst know something about probable 
Institute support for next year. Accordingly I have 
written Henry Davis the attached letter. As soon as I 
hear from him I will try to get Mr. Bell to set a date for 
the conference. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

enel Professor of Wildlife Management



4ah University Ferm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Seoesbor 5. 1998 

Mr. 3B. Wo Cartwright 

Pield Supervisor 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
Winnipeg, Canada 

Dear Mr. Cartwright: 

Thank you for your letter of November 24 and 
the comments on the milard. I stopped at your office 
on my way down Tuesday only to find it empty. Sorry te 
have missed you and Mr. Russenholt, for I had hoped we 
might go over the changes you desired. Will you send the 
picture back with suggestions or shall I make another 
sketch? 

Your proposal regerding financial support for 
research at Delts is interesting. As yet I haven't had a 
chance to talk with Professor Leopold, however, and believe 
that I my be better equipped to answer your question after — 

we have had an opportunity to go over the mtter together. 

I am really sorry that I finally had to leave 
Canada and will be glad to get back next spring. It has 
deen a real pleasure to have been able to see you from time 
to time at Delta and I hope you will plan to stop over in 
Madison if you are in the states this winter. 

With kind regerds, 

Yours very truly, 

vh H. Albert Hochbaum
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MICHIGAN 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I appreciate receiving the copies of 

your letters to Bell, Langlois, and Albert. 

I am returning your letter from Mr. Bell. 
My letter from Mr. Bell was very similar 
to yours so will not bother to send it on 

to youe I certainly like his attitude as 

far as it is revealed from this correspondence. 

Enclosed is the Delta story I sent in 

for the September Inland Sird Banding News. 

At the A. O. U. meeting I did not report on 

the Delta banding results as I had intended, 

but reported on the results of ten years 

banding in Michigan. 

T am very anxious to discuss with you 

and Albert the present status of the Delta 

project and the relationship with Ducks 

Unlimited. Of course I shall be glad to 

come to Chicago or Madison to meet with you 

and Mr- Bell. 

Please forward to me at Augusta the 

paintings of Alberts which he wishes to 

have exhibited at the Wilson Club meeting. 

Hope to see some of you at the Wilson 

and Columbus meetings. 

Sincerely, 

MDP/gvh Vin tes KF? Dee 2 
‘ Vand 
Enc. 2 

M.D. Pirnie, 
Director. 

A Gift from Mr. i ; ae Gift from -Mr. Kellogg & This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing
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200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

UISTAS 

TARE S bates November 3, 1938 
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0D we a ae 
Dr, Aldo Leopolé, vie wy 
Professor of Game Management, er ii i 
424 University Farm Place, Se 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

First, my apologies for failure to acknowledge and 
thank you for copy of your letter of September lst 
addressed to Mr. Davis, together with your report 
on the Delta Project. 

This was lost in an accumulation of mail while I 
was away this summer and did not receive my 
ettention before I went North. 

Certainly the work you have sterted at Delta 
has meq with enthusiastic interest and support 
and we are all delighted with it. I am so sorry 
I could not have been there with you and Dr. Pirnie. 
Hochbaum seems like an extremely able young chap. 

I did not have before me the suggestions you made 
about the winter carry overs, but Hochbaum was 
familiar with it and I gave instructions to Ward 
that they should be followed out as you indicated 
through Hochbaum. This I am sure will be accomplish- 
ed to your satisfaction, 

I did greatly enjoy reading your report and I am 
encouraged in the thought that we have really done 
something useful and that this may be continued with 
increasing usefulness in the future. I shall be 
glad to confer with you and Dr, Pirnie at any time 
you mey elect. Possibly we can find a convenient 

date when we can both be in Chicago. 

With kindest versonel regards, I am, 

Yours sincerely, 

JFB-G Th Py oume
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I / INLAND BIRD BANDING NEWS 

Quarterly, issued by the 
e Inland Bird Banding Association. 

VOL. X September, 1938 No. 3 

THE ANNUAL MEETING 

seal Acting President J. W. Stack, after consultation with 
the other officers of the Association, has called a 
business meeting to be held at the Museum of Zoology, 
Ann Arbor, Mich., Friday afternoon, Nov. 25, 1938. 
This will follow, immediately, the program of that 
day of the Wilson Ornithological Olub. 

There is an important election to be held at the time 
and questions to be discussed having a bearing on the 
future of bird banding organizations. 

There will be no formal program but papers may be 
4 submitted to the Secretary to be read by title. These 

| f will be published later in Inland Bird Banding News. 

« 

’ A notice of the meeting, giving all particulars, will 
be mailed, about November 1, to each member. 

Edward R. Ford, Secretary, 
sac) Chicago Academy of Sciences, 

Chicago, Ill.
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DELTA BEACH WILD DUCK HATCHERY AIDS MIGRATION STUDIES 
by M.D.Pirnie 

In Canada is located one of the least known but one of the t 

most important duck banding stetions in North America. It is 

owned by James F. Bell of Minneapolis and is in charge of ° 

Superintendent Edward Ward. This duck hatchery has raised and 

leg—banded over 6000.wild ducks in the past six years for velegse 

at the Delta Marshes of Manitoba. (At the south end of Lake 

Manitoba, about 70 miles west of uidniseg?) ‘The species banded 

include the tai (avd: pintesd: Redhead,. Oanvasback, and Lesser 

Scaup. This has been truly a, pioneering work. for nowhere else 

have the Redheads, Canvasbacks and Pintails been raised success— 

fully in such large numbers. ; 

Banding returns received to date show that the Pintails and 

Mallards raised at Delta have held very close to the Mississippi r 

fly—way. The Lesser Soaups and Ganvasbacks have spread more | 

widely and some have been shot at the Atlantic Coast. 

During the past August, the writer was at the Delta Marshes 

: for waterfowl plumage studies sponsored by the American Wildlife 

Institute, Michigan State College, and by the University of 

Wisconsin. Professor Aldo Leopold spent the last week of August | 

at Delta to confer with me and H.A.Hockbaum, one of his graduate | 

students at the University of Wisconsin. Mr. Hochbaum is banding 

ducks and is otherwise busy with intensive waterfowl studies at 

the Delta Marshes for a five-month period which began last June. & 

He trapped 27 Blue-winged Teal in one "haul," and reports taking 

young Ruddy Ducks and Redheads in his funnel traps.
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Our late president, W. I. Lyon, banded Franklin's Gulls at 

the Delta Marshes several years ago and at that time reported 

er most enthusiastically on the Delta Beach Wild Duck Project. 

ie SK ok eo ie kak Se 

BANDING lL er TAKES ~ 1938 | is 23
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Up to the present time we have banded more than 51,000 birds in 
the past 12 years, Since Janvary lst, 1938, we have received 
195 returns through the Biological Survey. Some of them are most 
interesting. I don't remember now how, many returns in all we 

have received but it runs into a great many hundred. We. have had ts 
reports from thirty-one different states and eight foreign coun- . 
tries, including several provinces of Canada. We are making maps ( 
of each species of bird, showing where they have been recovered. “ts 

Lansing ,.‘Mich.



4oh University Tarm Plase 
October 7, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. H. A, Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Glad to hear from you. The bag tally interests me 
particularly. I am certainly surprised at the low percentage 
of juveniles. The advance migration of females is of course 
expected. ( 

Tt am moh interested in Pitbledo's proposal that a 
University of Winnineg student be assigned as your assistant 
next year. I suppose this is financed by Ducks Unlimited. In 
any Gase my offhand opinion is that if the offer comes from a 
university we cannot decline it, but of course we would have to 

> meist that the university pick the man and not any outside conor. 

Of course, I advance this opinion only for disaussion with you 
and Miles. Hr. Bell might heve something to say about it. I am 
sending a copy of this to Miles so he can be thinking 1t over. 

: I am delighted to hear about your telk at the Natural 
History Society next month. 

Caragana is an Asiatic legume widely used by the Soil 
Conservation Service. It has not been successful in Wisconsin. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Dr. Pirnie



Delta, Manitoba 
O)ct. 2, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I am afraid the temptation to slip out with the gun 
in any spare moment hes been too great and I have let my 
correspondence slide. It is a new experience to shoot ducks 
at ones very door. Thank you for the new Riley Brogram and 
for the note from the boys. Must have served three Cocktails 

this time! 

It has been a busy place here with guests coming and 
going every day. Mr. Be#l arrives today and I am looking 
foreward to meeting him and going over our program. Since 
the opening day there have been 280 ducks shot and I believe 
that, even with this small number,you will be interested in 
the record. 

Males 124 Adults 146 Adult M. 64 Juvenile M.60 
Females 156 Juveniles 134 Adult F. 82 Juvenile F.74 

As L look over the records I am a bit concerned with the number 
of juvenile birds as compared with adults,but I have gone over 
all of the birds very carefully and the juvenile characteristics 
are still quite obvious on most of the birds I have seen. I have 
saved tail feathers and the wing or parts of the wing of each 
birdg so that I will be able to check the records again. 

Mallards head the list because,with the June weather we have 
been having,a great deal of the hunting has been jump shooting. 
For the mallard the record is as follows: 

Males 45 Adults 79 A.M. 31 J.M.14 
Females 75 Juv. 41 A..F. 48 J.F.27 

Shooting will continue at the lofige until the third week 
in October Ward says and,with the prospects of looking at over 
a thousand birds, I think these records should prove interesting. 
After that,the locel game guardian has kindly consented to let 
me look at bags with him on Fridays and Saturdays until the end 
of the season. 

The most surprising thing about the season here is the 
small amount of shooting that is done. Except on Saturdays when 
there is a small amount of shooting, one seldom hears a shot all 
day long. There is almost no shooting at all mam east of the 
far’ lodge.



After I had written you last, I realized that it was too 
late to reach Mr. Elton in Ottawa by mail, and then car troubles 
complicated things for a trip to Winnipeg. I did get in and 
had a chance to talk with him for a short while which made me 
all the more sorry that I could not have made better arrangements. 

Here is an item that caals for a good deal of thought, 
considering our discussions regarding personnel difficulties 
of maintaining a large staff here at the present time,and 
relations with Ducks Unlimited. Mr. Pitblado wants to have 
a University of Winnipeg student to work as an assistant under 
our direction here next summer. He seems to know where funds 
are available and his object, as he stated it, is to bring about 
en interest in this type of prworkm at the University. 

You will be interested to know that the ‘atural History 
Society of Winnipeg has asked my to give a talk next month. 

Thank you for the troubles to which you have gone 
concerning enrollment in the University. I em not perturbed 
over being unaffiliated for a few months, 

The plant used so much for snow fences here is Caragana. 
I am not familiar with it and can't find it in my books, but 

you probably know what it is. 

Hope you will enjoy a pleasant shooting season at Riley 
and that you bag a deer this year. Wish you could drop up 
here for a few days this fall. 

Yours sincerely,



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Game Management September 10, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
Anerican Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Deer Henry's 

I think it would be safe to go ahead on publicity 
on the Delta project except on the proposed plumage study and : 
duck tally. It is barely possible that More Game Birds might ’ 
run awey with this idea. In other words, go ahead with the 

banding program and the nesting study, but say nothing about 
the other. 

Should you want me to look at your material, I would, 
of course, be glad to do so. 

if you are especially desirous that I write the 
material, let me know and I will do my best. , 

Vith best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E, DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. 
ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

September 7, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your letter of 
September lst attaching the report on the Delta 
project. We would like very much to give this 
project quite a bit of publicity. You suggest that 
“the technical conclusions be given no publicity 
at this time". Naturally, we will abide by this. 
But we would like very much to "tell the world" 
that we are engaged in a waterfowl study and mention 
what type of work is being undertaken. 

I'm sending copies of this report on to 
the officers of the Institute. Many, many thanks 
for your splendid cooperation. 

Te cerely yours, 

Henry P. Davif, 
Secretary 

Dig 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

 — DR. -MILES D. PIRNIE, Director Telephone 7-F-4 

af BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN sees ee 

gl ; September 7, 1938. . 
oe Freight and Express 
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Y), MICHIGAN 
f Prof, Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I did not expect to let a week elapse 
before telling you again how much I enjoyed your 
visit at Delta, and especially the trip back and 

my stop-over at your home. I had a fine rest. 
Please thank Mre. Leopold for me. 

I have again read the report to the Institute 
and to Mr. Bel]. I am sure you have covered all of 
what had seemed to Albert and me essential items. In 
spite of a fair start in plumage determinations of 
age and sex, I realize there is much hard work yet 
to be done in this part of the study; and I hope 
that it may be possible to greatly expand our locel 
duck propagation es well as to make full use of the 
Delta Wild Duck Hetchery program. 

Enclosed ere sample record sheets. The 

printed one is used for birds or memmals, and it 

certainly seve work and prevents many omissions. 

Our field sheet for banding records is being revised 
to include a colum for weights, Other suggestions 
will be appreciated. The ruled sheet for posting 
all bandings seems very satisfactory, provided the 

cause of death-when known- is recorded so as to 

permit tabulations of shooting mortality, etc. I 
believe repeats ( weights, etc.) can best be taken 
care of by a card file for all repeaters. Other data, 

weights and plumage records, etc. can be teken from 
field sheets directly. A card file for all bandings 
seems cumbersome and unworkable. Still need for study. 

A smell enlargement of the dowitchers is 
on the way. Expect to send you several others when 

we get doing owr own this winter. -- The color ‘ 

films are fine, including straw fires. Am anxious 
to finish them as slides so you can borrow some. v 

a% Sincerely yours, x Q \ 
o\4 S . UNS . Tyee prea o* M. OD. Pirnie. x ra 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg % This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing



424 University Farm Place 
September 1, 1 

Game Wanagement Division re 938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, BD. C. 

Dear Heury: 

I am just back from Delte and am enthusiastic about the start which 
Pirate and Hochbaum have made, and hardly less about the excelleat cooperation 
between them and Mr. Bell's organization on the ground. 

Wy. Bell ie still in Scotland and I shall have no immediate opportunity 
to confer with you and the other officers of the Institute. Hence I have had to 
neke the budgetary espects of the attached report tentative rather than final. 
So many possibilities are opened up at Delta that I need to confer with you and 
with Mr. Bell and learn something of your wishes before I can make a final recom 
nendation for 1939 organization. 

I have sent copies of the report to Mr. Bell, Dr. Pirnie, Hochbaum and 
Mr. Ward, and am circulating # copy among membera of the Technical Committee. 
Will you kindly give the attached copy the necessary circulation among officers 
of the Institute? 

I would suggest that the technical conclusions be given no publicity 
at this time. Mr. Bell hes wisely followed this same policy in recent years. 
Some of these conclusions might be snatched at and possibly misused by other 
organigations. There are, of course, many things about the project which could 
be safely publicized even now, tut I think this should await the determination 
of future objectives in personal conference with the Institute and Mr. Bell. 

It am glad to tell you that relations with the Canadian authorities 
are excellent. I called on Mr. Cunningham, the Provincial game officer, and found 
him very friendly toward the whole undertaking. ‘Several flyway officers of the 
Biological Survey have dropped in and expressed enthusiasm for the usefulness of 
the results which will shortly be forthcoming from this project. 

An accounting for the 1938 grant from the Institute will be submitted 
to you by Dr. Pirnie as soon as the season is over, namely about November 15. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Profeseor of Game Management 
cc J. F. Bell 

M. D. Pirnte 
H. A. Hochbaum 
Tech. Com.



42h University Farm Place 
September 1, 1938 

j My. H. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Now that I have had a chance to collect my thoughts, I think of 
& few things we should have talked about. 

cote I would like to have you take enough time off to do 
additional paintings regardless of any loss of technical output. How mich, 
I will leave to you. 

ot ae I suspect that we overlooked something in Table 1 
of the r . doubt 1f captive stock is available this year for all of 
the nine species proposed for second-generation bandings. Accordingly I 
have left a loophole in the report and will simply leave it to you and Mr. 
Ward to make any necessary adjustment, subject, of course, to Pirnie's 0.K. 
There is, of course, no reason why part of the plumage lots cannot come 
from wild eggs next year. 

SHELL Propagation. I have talked over the relationship 
between Pirnie and Ward in respect of artificial propagation next year and 
Pirnie and I find ourselves in entire agreement, namely, we will give 
advice on artificial propagation only as Mr. Ward asks for it. 

fuition aE I have a further letter from Michigan State and 
have again attempted explain the matter to then. I suggest that you send 
Vivian your fees on a resident basis, and if we do not get resident status, 
that you do not register during the first semester. I will try to get straight 

with Michigan by that time. 

Mr. and Mrs. Elton will be in Winnipeg September 16-21, c/o The 
Yur Trade Commissioner, Hudson's Bay Company, Hudson's Bay House. From 
September 5 to 11 they will be c/o Dr. R. M. Anderson, National ifuseum, Ottawa. 

In closing let me again tell you of my satisfaction over the whole 

job as you and Pirnie have conducted it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce M. D. Pirnie Professor of Game Management
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Game Management Division Septemher 1, 1938 j 

Dr. H. R. Bunt 
Department of Zoology 
Michigan State College 
Bast Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Hunt: 

This spring Dr. Pirnie, with my help, obtained a $1,000 grant from 
the American Wildlife Institute to make a duck study in Manitoba. 

The field work required a student of special qualifications and Pirnie 

selected one of my students, Albert Hochbaum, as better qualified than any of 

his available men. Hochbaum has been at work all summer and is being paid by 

Michigan State College from Institute funds deposited with you. 

This winter about November 15 Hochbaum will return here to work up 
his field data and prepare for next year's field work. He will register this 
fall in our Graduate School. The question is, "Must he register as a non- 
resident student (he comes from Washington, D. 6.) or can he register as a 
student given the benefit of resident fees because he is doing research work for 

the University?" 

At this university all students supported by university grants get 

resident tuition privileges even though they may be non-residents. Non-resident 

tuition is $100, resident tuition is $27.50. Dean B. B. Fred of our Graduate 
School told me he would be glad to recommend to the Regents that they extend 
resident tuition privileges to Hochbaum if Michigan State College would certify 

that he is doing satisfactory research work jointly for the two institutions and 

is receiving a stipend from Michigan from a grant for such work. 

The question is of official importance to both Wisconsin and Michigan 
State because Hochbaum is supported in part by his savings, the stipend for 

summer work being insufficient to carry his personal expenses. Now that he has 

been especially trained for the job it 1s important to both of us that he be 

financially able to hold out long enough to finish the job. If he has to pay 

non-resident tuition he will naturally be able to hold out for a shorter period 

than if he can be accorded resident tuition status. If the grant had been made 

to Wisconsin instead of to Michigan State, he would automatically have resident 

tuition status. Since, however, this is a joint undertaking between the two 

universities, I thought it would be to our mitual interest if you wrote to Dean 
Fred, suggesting that he extend resident tuition status to Hochbaun. 

As to his qualifications and the satisfactoriness of his work, I 
would prefer that you see Pirnie. Both of us are enthusiastic about Hochbaum 

and believe it would be very difficult to locate another man anywhere near as 

good.



2-H. R. Hunt September 1, 1938 

I am sorry to have to bother you with this long explanation and 
appreciate your friendly inquiry. 

I might add in closing that I have a high admiration for the 
services which Dr. Pirnie has contributed to our project. If you have time 
to read it, you might ask him for the progress report which he and I have 
just drawn. In my opinion this project provides a channel for making useful 
on a national scale all of the findings which you have been accumlating at 
the Kellogg Sanctuary. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

ce Pirnie



MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING 

August 18, 1938 

APPLIED SCIENCE DIVISION 

é DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Conservation 
Division of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have just received a letter from Dr. Pirnie mailed from 

a town in Manitoba asking that a Mr. Hochbaum be given resident status. I 
am not quite sure as to just what Dr. Pirnie means, I am not acquainted with 
Mr. Hochbaum and I know nothing about his record or abilities as a student. 
Would you be so kind as to explain just what you and Dr. Pirnie wish to have 
done concerning Mr. Hochbaum, and give me your estimate of him from the 
standpoint of his ability, preparation and personality. 

We hope to see you in East Lansing again sometime before 

long. The recollections of our contacts are very pleasant to me. 

% 
“HER Nuun 

i Re IN 
Head of the Department of Z6ology 

HRH/Mc
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Ui August 15, 1938. MICHIGAN 

. Aldo Leopold ? 
niversity of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

At the end of ten days at the Del&a marshes 

with Albert, I feel qualified to report on the progress 
of the waterfowl study. In brief, both in public 

relations and in wildlife research I consider he has 
done an enviable job. His findings substantiate our 
hunches thet censusing nesting waterfowl and "productivity" 
are exceedingly difficult,- that several years work and 
study in a marsh such es this would yield considerable 
base data for other waterfowl field work ,- and that 

the Delta Duck Hatchery can be very useful in studies 
of duck growth and plumage development. (Aids in taking 
inventories of broods and in sorting bags of ducks.) 

The enclosed progress report from Albert is 
quite adequate for now, I believe, to give a good idea 
of accmmplishments to date. A general inventory of 

a situation and marsh yields few specimens than a 
collecting trip, fewer nests than a nest study,,etc., 
but is, I believe, none the less valuable to wildlife 

management. And in this case I consider the details 
and specimens are of themselves a credit to the study. 

To summarize: We are getting a photographic 
record (chiefly in color) of the marsh stations likely 
to be of importance in future studies, of birds and 
mammals, habitats and special plants. Albert has 
painted sketches of the downy young of 8 duck species. 
Forty specimens of ducks in various stages of development 
have been prepared to date. Five duck traps have been 
built and 115 ducks--mostly young- heve been banded. 
(Baiting young ducks is far from easy, we find.) 
In predator study, 80 ground squirrel stomachs (Franklin's) 
50 mink scats, and 50 crow stomachs have been collected. 

In an intensive nest survey, 21 nests were found on 15 
acres; where inciden#ally, early nests have been robbed 
for the hatchery. Brood observations number over 300. 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg % This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing
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Current work includes completion of about 15 more 
duck skins, juvenals and eclipse canvesbacks end redheads 
of known age, hatchery birds; more photos of broods, etc.; 

new traps and still more active banding efforts; more 
marsh trips to locate new concentrations and "noving out"; 

Fall work will include the tally of ducks bagged together 
with listings of species seen in the marsh and. redative 
abundance. We plan to set up stations for marsh plant 
ecology studies. Muskrats and algae~ also milfoil- seem 
likely to greatly affect other plants, but water fluctuations 

may be even more important. 

Mr. Ward has insisted on making tentative plans for 
next year's duck rearing program; and,with no obligations 
to the Institute, we are offering some suggestions. We 
could have the use of extensive mink pens which seem very 
suitable for starting young ducks. Ward is prepared to 
build additional outside pens and to adapt his progrem 
in the hatchery to suit the needs of plumage and species 
studies, according to our needs. A wonderful chance, it 
seems. 

In talking of possible future studies, Albert and 

I boil down the opportunity to about the following, in 
brief: : 

1. A full season study of waterfowl migretben-and—— 
nesting in e Phragmites-Scirpus marsh. 
Lr 

2 Detailed study of duck development, weights end 

plumage changes, for age determination, sexing, etc. 

STUDY 
OBJECTIVES « An evaluation of and contributions to artificial 

propagation of ducks. Chiefly Ward's Program. 

4, Study of flocking, migration, and dispersal by 
means of the leg-banding. 

5. Preparation (with Ward) of report on banding 
results to date, and on artificial propagation; 
also other reports end papers for publication as 
data gathered seem to warrant, eventually including 
the identification "text" Albert and I have taked of. 

Without doubt, the above objectives an be fairly well 
accomplished should it be possible to operate with at least 
the present personnel and aids from the Institute and 

from Mr. Bell. I trust that this season's results will 
cause you to hold the seme opinion.-- We look forward to 
your visit; and still have funds for all or most of your 

expenses one way. ** Have written Dr. Hunt as to letter 
to Dean Fred.-- Advise if you wish special report to Davis 

prepared by us now. We assume otherwise you will report 

informally on basis of this letter and report. Thanks. 

Sincerely, Pir f2 Sores 

ieee
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Questions About Duck Nesting Study 
In a conference with Miles Pirnie on August 1 the following list of 

unanswered questions about duck nesting was drawn up. 

Group A. Questions not likely to be investigated by others. 

1. What species re-nest? What species, if any, have second broods? 
Is either character changed by domestication? 

{ 2. What per cent of birds on breeding marshes are actually breeding? 
What per cent are paired but not nesting? What is the age of first 
breeding in the various species and how does this- affect the first 
two questions? 

v 3. What are the criteria of stage of incubation in duck eggs? What are 
the criteria of age in ducklings? (Needed for mortality and predation 
studies. ) 

“1 4. Cam plumage criteria be developed for classifying the duck bag of 
the various species by sex and age? (Needed for productivity studies. ) 

Group B. Questions which might be investigated by others, but have not been 
sufficiently studied. 

5. Is it possible to get productivity measurements on sample units of 
breeding ground? How? What kind of units? (Furniss' work indicates 
this is feasible on potholes. Stoudt's work shows promise for lake 
shores. ) 

6. Can nest density samples be obtained by burning sample areas? 

| 7. How can grazing, fire, cultivation, and barbed wire be used for cover 
improvement on nesting grounds? 

8. What refinements of technique for identifying nest predators can be 
developed? r 

ae Questions not investigated by others and not yet approachable for 
lack of technique. 

9. What is the carrying capacity of typical nesting grounds? To what 
extent are they under-stocked? Is carrying capacity determinable by 
experimental manipulation of any kind (such ae planting additional 
breeding stock) or must it be historically determined, as by Brrington 
in quail? If the latter, how should sample plots be located and 

measur ed? 

Waterfowl Research Seminar 

It was agreed that these approaches to waterfowl nesting problems are as 

yet crude and therefore likely to profit by repeated discussion. The group ~ 
interested in them is in part scattered and not able to hear such discussion.
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It is therefore suggested that a special seminar be held annually before or 
after the Wildlife Conference in which isolated workers can describe their 
local opportunities and get the advice of the group on what to attempt. All 
workers could likewise describe their techniques and get criticism as to 
improvements. 

Aldo Leopold 

y



' Delta,Manitoba 
July 29, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison , Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Certainly am glad to know that you have decided to 

visit Delta. I know you will find it a great place. 

Thank you for sending me the announcement and the 

outline for the new course. It is very clear and quite brief 

enough, I believe, and I can offer little in the way of 

suggestions. I am enthusiastic about the new course, it is I 

great. My only feeling is thet it should stop at three credits. 

The Saturday field trips should be an important part of the 

course, but I believe the work outlined on page three should 

come under 161. 118 might well be a prerequisite for this 
work but could it be carried along with the course? Again, 
it will mean two groups of students under individual supervision 

2 ra r than one. Thi eragraph describes work that I believe 

vt might be offered to students in other fields in 161. This is 
but a minor point and my perspective on school work may be a bit 

warped way up here. 

Your outline of the purpose of the course certainly 
carries a great deal for thought. 

Trepping started with a bang'put has dropped off a bit 
in the last few days. Have taken’35 young ducks and believe 

I can take several hundred before the season is over. Mr. Kalmbach 

informed Mr. Ward that he, too, intends to band young ducks this 
year, though he has not started as yet. 

Have had over 50% good luck on pictures,though the 

bright lights here fool one. Here are a couple of nest pictures 
taken with your camera. 

Enclosed is an outline of progress during July as 

requested by Pirnie for his visit with you August 1. 

Hoping to see you at Delta soon, 

Yours sincerely, 

dbus



Qutline of Brogress for July 

1: Field work 

As much time as possible has been given to reconnoitering 
the marsh, particularly Bell's land. This has been justified, 
I believe, because any work we do here must be preceded by a 
knowledge of the area. Frankly I have been absorbing as much 
as possible about ducks, this being my férst opportunity to gain 
first-hand knowledge of them on the beeeding grounds. 

I believe I have some interesting notes on birds during 
the flightless stage of the eclipse. This is apparently near 
its peak now and Ward and I estimated that about 75% of the 
birds seen in a trip through the marsh on thursday were flappe#s. 
Flightless birds of seyreral species were seen the last week in 
June. Their increased abundance in the marsh was noticed shortlg 
after the disappearance of the large flocks of males that 
frequented the lakeshore until about Juby 10. 

Considerable attention has been given to brood observations, 
and I have observed about 300 broods, mostly redheads, canvasback, 
and ruddy. 

Of the predators the most interesting object of study is 
the Franklins ground squirrel, more abundant on the marsh 
borders than I have ever seen a mammal.of its size. We have seen 
them kill a young duck and have found numerous others they have 
taken. I have a collection of crow stomachs, ground squirrel 
stomachs and mink feces for later study. 

8; Banding and Trapping : 

Two traps are now going and three more are under construction. 
I have banded 35 young redheads,pintails, mallards and blue-winged 
teal. 

@: Skin collection 

A beginning has been made on a collection of downy young as 
well as birds in eclipse plumage. Color sketches of downy young 
of several species have been made for future reference. The 

iil collecting permit has arrived from fmmahm Ottawa. Incidentally, 
redheads and bluebills have been fimmmdmifiommdimfibh collected 
in flightless stage because 6f feather-wear before the primaries 
are lost. Peter Ward is becomming adept at preparing skins and 
may be of help later on. 

4. The Hatchery 

Eight species are now under observation for plumage 
developments, etc. 

Ward has banded and released 437 of his own birds,cans, 
redheads,pintails and mallards. 166 birds have been sent to 
the Bio. eid A for experiments in changing birds from one 
flyway to another.
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Ward has saved about fa and redheads for 
us and is going to release the adult birds now in the channel 
pen. Some of these birds might as well be burried as released 
and we wonder if it might be worthwhile to run some experiments on 
them -- differential mortality in lead poisoning etc.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold _ (eee 
Professor of Geme Management a)! p Gl 
University of Wiscdnsin ee Aa) eae 
424 University Farm Place { ; Np Ae ae 
‘Madison , Wisconsin. ~ Wig ima ' 
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; Dear Professor Leopold, pe Ms 

It would be a mistake, I am sure, if you did a Sik oe 
to Delta this summer. Ward is expecting you and would be very | 4. 
much disappointed if you could not come. He is extremely = 8 §= #@ 
interested in the program and is anxious that you have a chance a 5 
to see the set-up this summer and help outline the work for — a ee 
the future. I am sure that you will see things that Pirnie a 

7 end I will overlook, ce - : pe 

Yes, visitors have been rather frequent but I am certein ea. 
that your coming up would not be at all unwise. I think na 2. oa 

: might consider ourselves one of the "family" here ,and the = = © 
Wards are looking foreward to your visit. They feel. I elteve, a 

' that they are getting as much pleasure and knowledge out of 2 ats oy: 
| . this as we are and your visit this summer can only add to thie, a ae 

bet | Ae to the time, I believe that anytime after the 15tt of + cs : 
i August would be best. Mr. Cunningham and family spend the hs { 
fe, first two weeks in August at Bell's lodge. While he is a very _ 

nice person,I do not believe he would make a very interesting = 
only next-door neighbor for any length of time. Seems es Foe a 

e : most of his time here with a bottle. i Peters al ae 

1 The work is going ahesd nicely and we are looking fi ; a. 
. foreward to Pirnie's return. Ward and I can sex live day- j§ = = = 
. old ducks now, or at least we have been able to do it with a ’ 

the few I have taken for specimens, When we cet into this — i ee 
next year we can check this by sexing all casulties and the | ~ av 

: te remaining birds that can be readily sexed when they are $9 4... =) 
¢ released. f ‘ ag a eae Tat 

Be ey oe me =H i ean 

i Ducks. Unlimited are getting into swing on fheiree Se x eS 
cengus andhat I can gather, most of their work isa 5, Me es 
stage show for the money. They spent a dayout here, their. = ; Re 
only day in the field, building ea floating blind land then ~ 2 es 
taking pictures of the blind. - ee eo a a ee 

A : ae fe ae - ~~ ee ae She : 

Hope you will be sble to spend as much time here es ts” 
possible, at least two weeks.I am certain that it ia the thing = = =~ 
to do and that the Wards expect you. TF re ae hese ey 
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“HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 Tt 5 DOREMUS 

ana INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. ae 
ALDO LEOPOLD ; Teer eh HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 29, 1938 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You will note from the attached copy of a 
letter I've just written to Dr. Huston that Dr. Pirnie 
has outlined the plan for the expenditure of the 
$1,000.00 which the Institute has appropriated for the 
Delta, Menitoba, duck study. This arrangement is entirely 
satisfactory to us and I hope it meets with your 
approvel. 

We will look forwerd with a great deal of 
interest to Dr. Pirnie's progress report. I think this 
project is going to be very worthwhile. 

With personal regards, I eam 

Ze, yours, 

Henry PJ Davis, 
Secretary 

Deg j 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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Y FOR ALDO LEOPOLD dune 29, 1938 

Dre Rs C. Huston 
on a oa 

Michigan State College 
East Lansing, Michigen 

Dear Doctor Huston: 

Piret let me express the appreciation of the Institute 
for your generous action in contributing the time of Dr. Miles D. 
Pirie to the initietion of the duck study now under way at the 
James ¥. Bell Project, Delta, Manitoba, We are confident that from 
this work will come some very constructive contributions to the 
waterfowl restoration movement and we are glad to be able to play 
® part in it. 

I am enclosing herewith our check for $1,000.00, made 
payable to the Treasurer of the Michigan Stete College. This is in 
He ete hase ne Reagan matt ly bre Hanho, wihch be guutnbans ; 
in his letter of June tous. Dr. Pirnie suggests the following 

; agreement and plan conserning the disbursement of these funds, and we 
ere entirely agreeable to this arrangements 

1. Salary: 

Pay to Albers Hochbaum for salary as field worker 
$100. @ month, payable on July tenth (or 15th) 
for the period June 10 to July 10, end for each 
succeeding month he works full time on the Delta 
study, for five months, or to November 10, 

Selery total $500.00 

2 ‘Travel and other incidental expenses: 

As Expenses of Albert Hochbaum for trip from 
Madison to Delta Marshes June 10, 11, and a 60,00 
like sum to be paid at the termination of his 
services at Delta, for return to Madison 50,00 

B. Dr. M. D. Pirnie 
Expenses of Dr. Me D. Pirnie for the June trip ‘ 
to Madison and Delta, June 8 to 17 inclusive, 
(Payable now. ) 100,00 

Living expenses for the last half of August 
at the Delta Marshes and travel return to 
Battle Greek. Payable August 25. 100,00 ; 

Travel to the Delta Marshes end Living expenses 
for the first half of August. Payable July 25 100,00



Dr. R. C. Huston “Be June 29, 1958 

The Institute is not being charged for Dr. Pirnie's salary 
while et Delta as this is the contribution of Michigan State 
College te the study. 

C. Balance $200.00 

For additionel local labor and (or) trevel 
expenses to Winnipegosis and Neteley Marshes; 
or possibly to cover Professor Aldo Leopold's 

en ee 2 eee 
» The details of distribution of this 

$100. to be left to Dr. Pirnie's discretion 
provided it is used solely in connection with 
the Manitoba waterfowl investigations, / 

Te GOR eae He ee ES ee ee Soe 
funds are disbursed in above manner, 

it is understood that Dr. Pirnie will furnish the 
Institute with progress and final reports of the study which he and 
Mr. Hochbaum will make at Delta, together with whatever additional in- 
formation the Institute may request. 

Agein let us assure you of our deep appreciation of your 
cooperation and our complete confidence in the effectiveness of the 
contemplated work. 

Sincerely yours, 

Henry P. Davis, 
Secretary 

Deg 
Enclosure



HERBERT L. PRATT piel ent WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER CA F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 ( T. E, DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 28, 1938 

: Prof. Aldo Leopold j 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The attached correspondence is 

self-explanatory. 

Sincefely, 

mry P. Davis, 
Seoretary 

Deg 

Enclosure ‘ 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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P CANADA 
Y DEPT. 

or 
MINES AND RESOURCES 

Ottewa June 14, 1936 

Dear Henry: 

I have read with e great deal of interest your letter of June 10, 
1938, and the attached report to the Wildlife Institute on the Delta 
Waterfowl Project 4 Aldo Leopold and Dr. Pirnie's detailed statement 
of reseerch possi ties that might be undertaken in the Delte arene 

Tt is most gratifying to note that waterfowl research under such 
excellent direetion is planned te be undertaken at the instance of 
the Institute, and I am sure that this Department will be glad to 
cooperate in the matter of permits, or in any other way possible. 

Mr. Je Dewey Soper, Chief Federel Migratory Bird Officer for the 
Prairie Provinces, may be found at 636 Lominion Public Bldgs, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, end will, I am certain, be pleased to extend any advice that 

‘ he can. It would elso be desirable for you to get in touch with Mr, 
Ae Ge Cunningham, Direotor of Game and Fisheries, “innipeg, Manitoba, 
who is the responsible rovineiel officer on all wild life mtters 
relating to the Province of Manitoba, If at all possible I think thet 
it might be desirable for you to send copies, or extracts of the two 
reports angen attached to your letter to Messrs. Seper and 
Cumningham so thet they will understand exactly what work is planned, 

This office is already dealing with an enquiry from Dr. Pirnie 
for a permit under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, end he has 
been fully advised concerning the requirements. 

With best regards. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) HOYES LLOYD 

MET i atten. 
Henry P, Davis, Esq. 
Secretary, 
American Wildlife Institute, 

Investment Bldg., Washington, 
D. Cop Ue Se Ao ’ 

} .



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

c 2 

0 
P 
Y FOR ALD@ LEOPOLD June 26, 1988 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
Supt. of Wildlife Protection 
Department of Mines end Resources 
Ottewe, Ontario, Canada | 

, Deer Hoyes: | 

Thenk you very much for your letter of June 14th | 
which would have been answered sooner had I not thought it 
could be the subject of a personal conversation with you at 
Asheville. 

We are delighted to know that you approve of the 
Institute's action in supporting some research work at Mr. 
Bell's Delta, Manitoba, property under the supervision of our | 
Technical Committee and Dr. Miles D. Pirnie. I note that you 
have already had some correspondence with Dr. Pirnie, so I am 

: ee meee ee Woes De Se ee ee We will 
Sete soe ee, ee ae Oe % through it 
this activity will result some very constructive develop- 
mentse 

Thank you very much for your suggestion that I write 
Mesers. Soper and Cunningham. I'm doing this today as per copy 
of the letter attached, I am also sending them copies of ‘ 
Galan & Gen which will explain to them the details of the 

to be conducted, 

Dr. Pirnie will no doubt be contacting you from 
time to time and this office will keep you informed concerning 
developments. Please give my very best regards to Ted and Bun 
when you see them, 

Again assuring you of our appreciation of your 
expression of willingnese to cooperate, I am 

Sincerely, 

Henry P, Davie, 
Seoretary 

Deg 

Ence



AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE é 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 2, 1935 a 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. b 

c SAME LETTER TO A. G. CUNNINGHAM — 
0 

P = 
Y FOR ALDO LEOPOLD dune 28, 1938 Sy 

Mr. J. Dewey Soper, Chief ; 
Federal Migratery Bird Officer oe 

636 leminion Public building Pm 

bear Mr. Sepers -— 

It gives me « grest deel of pleasure te inform you Yes 
that the ‘nericen “ildlife Institute is financing « preliminary we 
research study on the waterfowl breeding aree of tir, James F. Sell, _— - 
which is located at Delta, Manitoba. You would have been informed = 
of our plans long before now had it not been necessary for us to i 
take inaediate action in order te get this work under wy. The Ty 
Michigan State College has generously centribted the services of i P 
Dr. Miles 0. Pirnie, whe will be in charge of the studies eon- = 
templated. Due te eumer school teaching. br. Mirnie could got WS. 26 
ewny only during dune end August. Consequently, it was necessary i 
for us to rush our plans. We are financing br. Pirnie's visita  ° 
Oo Se cee Se ees 6 Enea: ee Sn ae  F 
on the area for the reminder of field season. . 

in order that be fully of the history = 
ot the enterprise andthe vor planed, 1'¢0 et tae ing bareto . ae 
copy af a repert by Professor Leopold of the University of ; 
Wiseoneim, who is Cheirmen of the Institute's Technical Comittes., a 
Both Professor Leopold end Dr. Pirnie have made it clear to us . 
thet, while they hope ultimately to contribute some new scientific 
developments in the field of duck nesting studies ,in getting the 
practical work started they wast depend in a great measure upon F 
the advice of those vio know the grounds and the locs] problems. bs 
Dr. Pirnie and Mr. Hochbewn ave now et Delta. Professor Leopold — 
is at the University of Wisecnsin, Madison, “iseorsin. All would - 
appreciate any advice they oem get from the lominien and *revincial es 
staffs and the Institute would be deeply grateful for sny assistance ca 

i would like to suggest that wher you or your men are 4 
in the vicinity of Delte this svamer you drep in and talk the matter b 
over with Dr. Pirnie end Albert Hochbaum, : 

Agele aseuring you thet we will greetly sppreciete — 
your cooperation im this work, we are ot 

Foti 

Very sincerely yours, a 

Heury FP. Davie, 
a Secretary



er = 

wy : Re / 

1. Manitoba Game & Fish Association will pay 5c 

per pair of feet (Crows’ or Magpies’) for the first 

24,000 feet turned in to Crow Control office: 505 

Commercial Bldg., Winnipeg. This Contest closes - 

when above 24,000 feet are received; or on July 

31, 1938, at the latest. 

2. For each 50 feet turned in a certificate will be 

issued to the sender, entitling him to a draw for 

valuable prizes (totalling $400.00.) This part of 

the contest open to Nov. 1, 1938. 

RULES 
é 1. All contestants must abide by the decision of the 

judges appointed by the Manitoba Game and Fish 
: Association. : 

2. Contest open to any sportsman in Manitoba who is 
over 16 years of age. é 

3. No pay made under contest unless and until 50 feet 
ee ti have been sent in by one contestant. = 

4. Crows feet should be thoroughly dried or treated 
with a solution of formaldehyde before mailing. 

: 5. We suggest mailing feet in old shell boxes. 

Sponsored by: 

Manitoba Game and Fish Association 
Crow Control Office: 505 Commercial Building, Winnipeg



fom HAH | 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN | 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

yolk University Farm Place | 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS June 2% 1938 | 

Division of Game Management ee | 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 

_ Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I am mich pleased with your letter, particularly 

with the good news that you and Mr. Ward get along so nicely 

and that you have so high an opinion of his abilities. 

I circulated the Williams report with the intention 

of calling it up at seminar and seeing which of you boys could 

abi, do the best job of shooting it full of holes. My opinion of it 

Pe cae is the same as Mr. Ward's. Do you know this is the game 
Williams as is co-euthor of the excellent paper by Marshall and 

Williams? One can't help drewing a flattering inference as to 

Marshall. 

I appreciate you and Miles both urging me to coue up, 

but I know I can't at present and I cannot promise later. 

Don't worry about.a program not immediately shaping 

itself. It should not. Your notes sound goqiand the whole 

thing will shake itself down soon enough. 

With best regards, " 

3 Yours sincerely, 

ee 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management 

*
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42k University Parm Place — 

Division of Game Management + Se 

Dr. Miles D, Pirnie 
W, EK. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

, Dear Miles: 

I am glad you and Albert were pleased with your first 
impressions, and I am especially glad to know of your good 
opinion of Ward. 

The letter to Dean Fred has for its purpose the oppor- 
tunity for Albert to pay resident rather than non-resident tuition. 
If he were supported on a piece of research by a University of 
Wisconsin assistantship, he would automatically get the benefit 
of resident tuition. Since his employment by Michigen is virtually 
the same thing as far as research is concerned, I thought your Dean 
would be willing to write a letter of the kind I sent you, and it 
would save Albert $200 out of his none too large salary. You 
ungerstand, of course, that he is supporting himself for the whole 
year out of what he earns this summer. I of course do not want 
you to do anything which embarrasses you. Dean Fred tells me, 
however, that these exchanges of courtesy between colleges are not 
infrequent. : 

I appreciate your urging me to go up to Delta in August. 
I can't yet tell whether this will be possible. 

Your letter to Mr. Bell is very well handled. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



Tue W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 
— DR. -MILES D. PIRNIE, Director ‘Télephonei 4 

i BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN pa ae 
Gers ee 

e 

A June 20, 1938, Freight and Express 
Z 

AUGUSTA Uf 
MICHIGAN 

| Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Just to reply to your letters and first 
of all to say that Al and I were more than well 
pleased at our "take-off" with Ward at Delta, and we 
found facilities excellent and propitions. The 
Gopy of my letter to Al (enclosed) will sumf up the 
present emphasis on field and lab work for him. Any 
suggestions? He read me parts of his letter to you, 
so I feel you have by this time a fair notion of the 
setting, habitats, etc. 

As to the letter to Dean Fred: I em rather 
puzzéled as to the letter which would be in order 
coming from Michigan State. The idea you want put over, 
if I get you, is that he will be on the job into 
Hovember, and not working just in regular collere 
terms; but actually he will be doing research for 
which you feel he should heve College credits. But 
are we at this end in position to enter this discuasion? 
I do not understand the details of your tuition request, 

As to the paying oub of the expense money and 
Al's selary: I have written the College and shall again 
write Davis when I have their reply, sending you a copy 
of my letter to him, 

There should be money for your travel to 
Winnipeg in August if you can find time. Better plan 
on it, Al and I egree, 

I am increesingly impressed by Werd as well 
as by Albert's ability and belance, Evidently it is 
up to us to plen someway to utilize this combination 
in the future-- provided Mr. Bell can see his way to 
aid; or in case he backs out, we should find another 
sponsor, 4he-ehmnee The chance is too good to lose. 

Sincerely, o 

Miles D. Pirnie. 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg * This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by «Michigan State College, East Lansing
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June 20, 1938. 

Dear Al (Hochbaum): 

Gadd to report a fine trip above the clouds 
on Thursday, and all fine at the Wintergreen lake 
toothy kane when I returned, This morning the 
family left for Rochester, N. Y., and I am busily 
engaged with the typewriter-- Bell, Leopold, et al 
due to hear from me, 

No new ideas yet; --we did cover so much ground 
I shouldnt need any new ones for a while, 1 suppose 

you think. To summarize, however: 

1, Reconnoitering mershes and ridges. 

2. Daily check at ditch along road, end sev. bayous. 

3. Color sketches of downy young at Delta hatchery 

4, Recording develop. of embryo ducks, also later 
plumage devel, and age at which cen fly. 

5S. Banding of wild-reared young before flying; 
also banding of any and all ducks, even if flyers. 

6 Attention to predation facts and theories as 
effecting locel area. 

7. Swimming, dancing, and crow shooting for health; 

tea drinking for recreetion. 

If Pitblado receives the color film just save it 
for me; do not mail here. -- Find telephoto shots 
have been poor in color film, Still hope for best 
from Delte pictures, Will report as soon es heve them 
Hope you mey heve found the scissors, ete. Thanks for 
all the chauffeuring-- until better paid, 

Good luck 

tmeal 
Miles D. Pirnie



Ce 

June 20, 1938 

Mr. James FP, Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. 

Minmnee polis, Minn. 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

As you my know by this time, Hochbaum 

(the etudent) and I went to Delte on the 12th, and 
although of course I had to return here for teaching 

' dn the Summer School of Biology, he is now well et 
the weterfowl studies-~ thanke to your hospitality 

and the help from the Wildlife Institute. 

1 am very much impressed by the work Mr. 
Yard hee done; end in feet it is not stretching the 
fects to say he is way out aheed of the so-called 

“wildlife epecieliets® who are so lacking in experience 

that they cennot properly evaluate his work. I 
consider it @ reel privilege to be able to learn 

from and to werk with him under so fine a set-up. 

Rather than teke your time by trying to 
write in greater detail, let me merely sey at this 
time thet I sincerely hope you may find ea chance to 
be at Delta for a few deys when I have returned for 
the month of August. 

IT expect that Wr. Hochbeum will fit in end 
get along very nicely at Délta. He mde good in the 

Nationel Parks Service and is one of the most capable 

workers I know-- in addition to being well along as 
a bird artist. 

Agein may I express my thanke for what you 
ere doing to aid our waterfow] nesting studies, 

Sincerely yours, 

Me D. Pirnie



keh University Farm Place 
June 20, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Dr. F. C. Lincoln 
Division of Wildlife Research 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S$. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Frederick: 

Since you bring the matter up, I had no impression 

that you were uninterested in artificial propagation. My object 

in writing was this: all of us think of waterfowl banding as 

your bailiwick and I didn't want to start anything in that field 

without letting you know and seeking your guidance and advice. 

Since you regard our little venture with friendliness, 
I am entirely satisfied and hope you can stop in there this 
summer to give the boys your ideas. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management 

ay sf y



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

Bi-B-Banding 

June 17, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of June 14 and in reply I may say that 

for some reason I seem to be on record as being uninterested in the 

artificial propagation of waterfowl. The truth of the matter is 

exactly the reverse, provided the birds to be propagated are not 

puddle-duck Mallards. 

This project of Mr. Bell's at Delta, Manitoba, has been 
watched by me for several years and I feel that he is really accom- 
plishing something decidedly worth while. He and I have had con- 
siderable correspondence on the subject and his Superintendent, Mr. 
Edward Ward, is one of our regular banding cooperators. While I 
have not had an opportunity to make a careful study of the data re- 

sulting from his operations, it has seemed to me that the birds 
banded and released at that point migrate and otherwise behave in a 
manner that is almost identical to birds raised in the wild. 

| 

I am enclosing herewith a copy of a recent memorandum to Dr. 
Bell on this same topic. 

You may be sure that the project, whether private or under the 

guidance of the Wildlife Institute, will have my most sincere 
interest and if I get any kind of an opportunity to make the trip, I 
will be delighted to visit the plant at Delta. Men from my section 
working in Canada make this a regular point of call. 

With cordial regards, I am 

| 

Sincerely yours, 

F.C. Lincoln, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

Division of Wildlife Research 

Enel, i



COPY 

May 26, 1938 

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. BELL 

Re: Bell duck propagation project in Manitoba. 

With reference to the attached correspondence regarding!the 
Bell duck propagation project in Manitoba, I feel that I should go 
into some little detail, chiefly because in the letter of May 1a, 
1958, from Mr. Henry P. Davis, Secretary of the Wildlife Institute, 

I to Prof. Aldo Leopold, of the University of Wisconsin, he states 
"I am reliably informed that there exists a somewhat difference of 
opinion between Pirnie and Lincoln and this may complicate matters." 
I am not informed concerning any opinion on this subject that may be Be 
held by Dr. Pirnie, and to the best of my recollection the subject 
has never been discussed between us. 

I believe, however, that you are fully informed of my own ideas 
on this matter as it has been the subject of several memoranda from 
me to you urging that the Bureau take up similar investigations. As 
a matter of fact, I have always felt that I was at least partially 
responsible for Mr. Williams going to the Bear River Refuge in Utah 
for the purpose of making similar studies. You will recall that en 
route to his new station, Mr. Williams visited the Delta project and 

rendered a report thereon. 

Briefly, it has been my belief that Mr. Bell was doing a most 
worth while piece of work and one that merited scientific investigation 
in an effort to find out whether or not artificial or controlled 
propagation of game waterfowl other than Mallards and Canada Geese 
might not be successfully undertaken within the natural breeding range 
of the respective species. To me the underscored thought is the crux 
of the whole situation, for reasons that are not apparent. It is, 
however, my belief that the only real successful propagation projects 

that are being conducted with these birds are those of Mr. James Bell 

at Delta, Manitoba, and that of the Flanders Club on Long Island. 

I am attaching hereto some correspondence from the banding 
files that we have had with Mr. Bell and his Superintendent, Mr. Edward 
Ward. In this connection I may add further that Mr. Bell has co- 

operated with us for several years, using our bands on the birds he 

raises and releases. These have yielded data that appear to be in 

every way comparable with similar information resulting from banded 

birds raised in the wild. I should like nothing better than to see 

this project taken over and directed through the Survey in cooperation 

with the Canadian officials. 

F. C. Lincoln, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

Division of Wildlife Research 

Attach, 

| "
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424 University Farm Place 
June 14, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Dr. F. ¢, Lineoln 
Division of Migratory Waterfowl Research 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Frederick: ; 

Last winter the Wildlife Institute referred to me as chaire 
man of their Yechnical Committee some correspondence with Mr. James F. 
Beil of Minnespolis concerning Institute participation in some duck 
studies at Delta, Manitoba. The first proposal dealt with artificial 
propagation and while the committee was friendly toward Mr. Bell's 
efforts, it did not recommend any financial contribution by the Institute. 

Later I learned that Mr. Bell really intended to offer his 
property for any kind of research and it cocurred to me that this would 
be a good place to seek a final answer to the whole question of survival 
value of artificial versus wild ducks which you opened up four or five 
years ago. 

fo make & long story short, Miles Pirnie and one of my students, 
Albert Hochbaum, are now on the ground to organize some research work 
directed toward this end. The work is supported by the Institute. 

: The purpose of this letter is to bespeak your friendly interest 
in the enterprise and to suggest that if you are in the vicinity of Delta 
this summer, you drop in and give us the benefit of your advice. Pirnie 
will be there only a short time but Hochbaum will remain for the field 
season, I think you will like him, and I know that he would be enormously 
Pleased by a visit from you. If you do not already know Mr. Bell, I am 
sure you would like him, too, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
vh Institute Technical Committee \ 

j 

»



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management Tune 14, 1938 

Dr. R. C. Ruston 
Dean of Applied Science 
Michigan State College 
Hast Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Dean Huston: 

Ag chairman of the Technical Committees of the 
Wildlife Institute, I want to express my appreciation of 
your readiness to contribute the time of Dr. Pirnie to the 
initiation of the duck study in Manitoba. An you probably 
know, Dr. Pirnie occupies a rather unique position in the 
waterfowl field and it is a great help to our enterprise to 
have the benefit of his supervisory services. 

Youra sincerely, 

Aléo Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Game Management 
Mr. Leopold's absence 

ec Pirnie 

Davis 

1



4au Nuaverehay Yarn Place 
d L Division of Game Managenent —— 

Hon. J. H. MeDarmié 
Minister of Mines and Natural Resources 
Winnipeg, Meniteba 

Dear Sirt 

Prof. Wiles D. Pirnie, Michigan State College, 
has told me of your many courtesies to him on his recent 
Canadian visit. I am now happy to tell you that the 
American Vildlife Institute has made it possible for 
Dr. Pirnie to pleee « graduate student at Delta. Or. Pirnie 
and Albert Hochbaum are now on the ground. 

If time had allowed, I would like to have written 
you in advance about this undertaking, but in order to get 
there before the conclusion of the nesting season it was 
necessary to proceed in a hurry. Despite our failure to 
consult you in advance, I trust that Dr. Pirnie's further 

work will bo acceptable to you and your Department. 

Dr. Pirnie or Hochbaum will doubtless call on you 
vefare long to get your adrice on the progress of the study. 

Yours sincerely, 

vn Alde Leepeld, Cheirman 
Technical Committee 
Auoriean Wlldlife Institute 

ec Pirnie 
Hochbaum 

| ; 
a



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. 
ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretery 

June 10, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place i 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I deeply appreciate your letter of Jume 9th. I have 
written Pirnie asking him for information concerning the manner 
in which he desired payment of the $1,000 we had made available. 
A copy of the letter went forward to you yesterday. Just as 
soon as he replies to my letter these funds will be forthcominge 

I'm delighted to know that Pirnie and Hochbaum are 
on their way to Delta and I am confident that their work on this 
project will warrant the expense on the part of the Institute. 

I am writing Hoyes Lloyd as per your suggested letter. 
As soon as I have a reply from him I will send you a copy of ite 
Incidentally, Gardiner Bump is quite enthusiastic over this 
project--you have already received a copy of his letter to me 

of June 7th. This makes four out of five of our Technical Comnittee 
giving this project their approval. We have been unable to hear 
from Dr. Ellis in quite a while. So, we are assuming that he 
is in the field, 

We deeply appreciate your interest in this matter 
end your maintaining the contact with Mr. Bell. Senator Walcott 
has also written to him informing him of our action in making 
these funds available. 

In reference to the postcript on your letter I think 
this will be entirely satisfactory insofar as we're concerned, 

but in view of the fact that I have already written Pirnie I 
would rather wait until I hear from him directly before sending 
hima check. If it becomes necessary for him to have money 
immediately, we can supply ite 

With kindest regards and every good wish, I am 

ey 
Henry P. vis, 

Secretary 
Deg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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Copy to Pirnie eo 

yak University Farm Place 
June 9, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Henry: 

Miles Pirnie is here today and he and Albert Hochbaum, who 
is to be the field student at Delta, leave this afternoon to begin work. 

Mr. Bell is absent from Minneapolis, but ha very thoughtfully 
completed arrangements for the reception of Pirnie and Hochbaum at Delta. 
They will not be able to stop and see him at Minneapolis as I had hoped, 
put they hope to see him at Delta in the near future. 

At the present time there appears to be only one possible 
cloud on the horizon, and that is the attitude of the Canadian authorities. 
It appears that Pirnie, before he had any serious idea of Institute 
participation, had asked Hoyes Lloyd for scientific permits in case he 
were able to return to any part of Manitoba for waterfowl studies this 
sumer. He hag not had a reply. I do not know how to construe this, 
but it certainly adde urgency to my previous recommendation that the 
Institute feel out Hoyes Lloyd on the whole enterprise. I assume you 

have not yet done this and I attach a rough draft of a proposed letter to 
Hoyes Lloyd. I recommend that you or some other officer of the Institute 
address some such letter to Hoyes Lloyd as promptly as possible. 

Would it be too much to expect that you or Senator Walcott or 

some other representative of the Institute drop in at Delta some time 
this summer? It would be a great encouragement to the boys on the ground. 

| Yours sincerely, 

enel Professor of Game Management 

P.S. As to the mode of disbursement of the Institute fund: Michigan ; 
State College designates to Pirnie authority to disburse funds for 
special projects on the Kellogg sanctuary. Pirnie tella me that the 
proposal is for the college to likewise delegate to him the distursement 
of the Institute fund. An accounting will of course be rendered through 
the College to you at the expiration of the summer. Is this satisfactory 
to the Institute? ‘ 

i AL. 

/



Copy to Pirnie 

hah University Fern Place 
Fane 9, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce ‘ 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I am happy to tell you that the Institute appropriated 
the funds for the Delta work on June 6 and br. Pirnie and Albert 
Hochbaum are leaving for Delta by car today. Dr. Pirnle mst be 
back in Michigan by dune 20, but Hochbaum will remain during the 

reat of the field season. 

In accordance with your letter of May 27, I an wiring 
your secretary to please release the necessary instructions. Ye 
all greatly appreciate your thoughtfulness in making these 
arrangements in advance of your departure. 

I am writing Henry Davie, suggesting that he make sure 
of the aceeptability of the new plans to Hoyeslleyd and to the 

Provincial authorities. ; 

I hope that you yourself will be able to visit Delta 
before long. While we have had to organise the whole thing in a 

hurry, I myself am confident that the enterprise will ultimately 
yield considerable satisfaction to all of us, and your attitude 
throughout is particularly appreciated by myself and by the 
Tnoti tute. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



OT 9 : 

Draft of proposed letter from Institute to Hoyes Lioyd : : 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 

Department of the Interior a 
Ottawa, Canada i 

Dear Mr. Lloyd: 

During the past two years Mr. James F. Bell of Minneapolis, who as 

you know, owns some breeding marshes at Delta, Manitoba, has been asking the 

Institute to cooperate financially in a research enterprise on his lands. 

The first proposal was for the Institute to utilize his propagating 

plant in exploring the possibilities of raising ege production in deepwater j 

i ducks by the use of artificial light. This proposal was not approved by our 

Technical Committee. It seems certain that egg production could be thus raised, 

but the project seemed to our committee less urgent than other needs for 

Institute funds. g 

More recently it has developed that this is by no means the only subject 

in which Mr. Bell is interested. What he really intended was to offer his property 

for any research enterprise which might be needed and for which the property was i 

suitable. Aldo Leopold, after a conference with Mr. Bell, recently submitted the 

attached report, which proposes some exploratory work on the Bell property by 

Dr. Pirnie of Michigan State College, whom you doubtless know as the author of 

"Michigan Waterfowl Management." 

‘ It so happens that due to summer school teaching, Dr. Pirnie can get 

away only during June and August, hence the Institute had to act in a hurry on 

Leopold's recommendation. It has appropriated $1,000 for Dr. Pirnie to visit 

the area and to maintain a graduate student on the area for the remainder of the 

field season. They are now on their way to Delta.
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Leopold recommended that I write you to make sure that this new 

; proposal for work at Delta is acceptable to you. I have not written sooner 

, because it was not until a few days ago that I had any assurance that the 

Institute could finance the undertaking. I now hasten to send you this history ; 

of the enterprise. Does it, meet with your approval? 

. I realize, of course, that you cannot appraise the situation on the 

basis of a paper record alone. May I suggest that when you or your men are in 

the vicinity this summer, you drop in and talk the matter over with Dr. Pirnie, 

Mr. Bell, snd Albert Hochbaum, who will be doing the field work. May I also Ste 

suggest that you inform Dewey Soper of the situation and likewise urge him to 

drop in? ‘ 

Leopold and Pirnie have made it clear to me that while they hope 

ultimately to contribute some new scientific approaches to duck nesting studies, : 

in the practical eerabione of getting started they must lean heavily on the 

advice of those who know the ground and the local problems, and that they will 

heartily welcome all the advice they can get from the Dominion and Provincial 

staffs and from the Canadian conservation groups. 

: : ZO Is evident, of emiee, that he won operations will depend : 

on scientific permits from you and from the Provincial authorities. Neither 

Pirnio, Leopold, nor myself know the status of such permits for the present 

year, but I anticipate that the change in emphasis, that is, the change in 

objectives of the Delta work described in Leopold's report, will require less 

rather than more egg~lifting than has been required in the past. 

With personal regards, ; 

Yours sincerely, ‘



c AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
0 Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

P INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Y FOR ALDO LEOPOLD 

June 9, 1988 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 
i We Ke Kellogg Bird Senctuary 

Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Doctor Pirnie: 

It gives me pleasure to inform you that the 
sum of $1,000.00 has been made available by the Institute 
for the exploratory work on the Delta, Manitoba, Duck 
Nesting Study Project, which has been the subject of dis- 
cussion between # Mr. James F. Bell, Aldo Leopold, and yous 

: Payment of this $1,000.00 should be the subject 
of em agreement concerning the mamer of its expenditure x 
and I will greatly appresiate it if you would write me 
immediately outlining your plan of procedure and elen advise 
me whether or not you desire the entire amount to be paid 
at onoe or in insteliments. 

I am sending you herewith a copy of a letter 
received from Aldo, which is self-explanatory and, while it 
is not entirely necessary for us to draw up a formal, de~ 

tailed cooperative agreement, I believe that a statement of 
procedure should be on file. 

Assuring you that we are glad to cooperate in H 
this work, I em il 

acafote 
Ie Pe ‘ey 

Secretary ; 

Deg 

Enclosure : 

©
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° UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
P COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Y Madison, Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

June 6, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis " 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

Z am delighted to receive your wire stating that 
$1,000.00 has been made available for the pxploratory work on 
the Delta project in accordance with my letter and report of 
May 7. I still feel somewhat disturbed over not hearing from 
Gardiner Bump and Dr. Ellis, but I am assuming that if they took 
exception to the recommendations of May 7, they would have let 
me know by this time. in other words, I am assuming that they 
are in the field. 

The payment should be made to Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, 
We Ke Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Michigan. I do not 
know the rules of Michigen State College for handling a cooperative 

project, but I em sending @ copy of this letter to Dr. Pirnie with 
the request that he notify you about any additional details which 
you need to know, 

j 

As to details of organization, I think it best not 
te specify them too closely. It is already understood that the 
$1,000 is for Dr. Pirnie'’s expense to visit the area and for the 
employment of student assistents for the remainder of the field 
season, It is also understood that this first year's work is 
exploratory end that continuation of the project will be recommended 
only if an attractive opportunity for duck nesting studies is found 
to exist. 

If you need « more formal, detailed cooperative agreement, 
I will draw one. 

I much appreciate the prompt action of the Institute 
in making the funds available. I am sending a copy of this letter 
to Mr. Bell. 4 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) ALDO LEOPOED . 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Menagement



424 University Farm Place 
June 6, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Henry: 

I am delighted to receive your wire stating that 31,000 
has been made available for the exploratory work on the Delta project 
in accordance with my letter and report of May 7. I still feel somewhat 
disturbed over not hearing from Gerdiner Bump snd Dr. Bllis, but I am 
assuming that if they took exception to the recommendation of May 7, 
they would have let me know by this time. In other words, I am assuming 
that they are in the field. 

The payment should be mde to Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, ¥. K. Kellogs 
Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Michigan. I do not know the rules of 
Michigan State College for handling a cooperative project, but I am sending 
&® copy of this letter to Dr. Pirnie with the request that he notify you 
about any additional details which you need to know. 

As to details of organization, I think it best not to specify 
them too closely. It is already understood that the $1,000 is for Dr. 
Pirnie's expense to visit the area end for the emloyment of student 
assistants for the remainder of the field season. It is also understood 
thet this first year's work is exploratory and that continuation of the 
project will be recommended only if an attractive opportunity for duck 
nesting studies is found to exist. 

If you need a more formal, detailed cooperative agreement, I. 
will drew one. 

I mech appreciate the promt action of the Institute in making 
the funds available. I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Bell. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

i Copies: Pirnie 
Bell 
Committee , 

\ . 

)
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Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

: dune 6, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
i 424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Following up your letter of June 3rd, I 
talked to Senator Walcott this morning and he gave me the 
green light on proceeding with the James F. Bell Duck 
Nesting Project at Delta, Manitoba, under the terms of 
your letter of May 19th. 

I wired you today as per copy attached. We 
are assuming that either you or Pirnie have your student 
picked, or know where you can secure him, and this letter , 
may act as your authority to proceed with the organization 
of this project. You are in much better a position to do 
it there et that end, due to your contact with Pirnie and 
Mr. Bell, than we are here. Please advise me of your plan 
of procedure at the earliest possible moment and give me 
the information concerning to whom the check should be 
made, and I'll see that it is put in the works immediately. 

A waterfowl research project in Canada is 
much needed right now on the part of the Institute and 
even though this work must be continued on a year-to-year 
basis, I think it is fully warranted in view of your 
statement. 

Ted Doremus is confident that he can raise 
the money to finance this project over a term of years. 
Will you please put the machinery in motion to get this 
survey under way? 

With kindest personal regards and looking 
forward to hearing from you in the very near future, I am 

oe yours, 

Hehry P. Vs, 
Secretary 

Deg 

Ence



Same letter to Gardiner Bump 

424 University Farm Place 
Division of Game Management June 3, 1938 

Dr. M. M. Bllis 
Department of Physiology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missour4 

Dear Dr. Bllis: 

The duck nesting project on which you were asked 
to vote (my letter to Henry Davis of May 19, copy of which 
was sent you) is being held up pending receipt of your vote. 

Since Pirnie's summer field plans depend on the 
action of the Institute, I would appreciate either an early 
reply or notice that you are absent and not able to reply. 

It will save a couple of days if you will send your 
vote direct to Henry Davis with a copy to me, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee



beh University Farm Place 
June 3, 1936 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Henry: 

I am embarrassed to find on my return from the 
field that no votes have been received from Gardiner Bump 
or Dr. Mllis. Stoddard, Hubbe and myself have voted 
favorably on the duck nesting project. I have sent a re- 
minder to Bump and Ellis and asked them to send their vote 
directly to you. I suspect, though, that they are both in 
the field and that we may not be able to get a vote from 
them in the near future. I do not anticipate any objections 

on their part and I am willing to go ahead on the three out 
of five vote if you think it wise. Sorry for the delay. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

Y
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re June 7, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis : 

American Wildlife Institute 4 
Investment Building 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Henry: 

I am in receipt of a note from Aldo Leopold 
asking that I drop you a line direct with regard to my 
vote for or against the Institute's financing the proposed 
Delta duck nesting project. 

Please record me as voting emphatically in 
- favor of this proposal. I have long felt that the artifi- 

cial quantity production of game birds has received so much 
attention that efforts to determine and improve the ee 
of the birds produced in terms of their reaction under 
field conditions have gone entirely unsupported. In a small 
way, you may remember, we have been working on this problem 
with grouse, pheasants and certain ducks, particularly black 

: duck and mallards, at our Say eee Game Farm here in | 
New York State. Present indications are that the ability 
to satisfactorily revert to the wild and to maintain them- 
selves therein is 7, influenced by a host of smail 
items which make up the incubation, the rearing and the 
liberation techniques. The past tendency has been to 
place relatively little emphasis on those practices which 
would encourage survival once the bird is liberated, since 
they are apt to cut the number of birds raised to liberat- 
able age, which to date has been the criterion of success 
in this field. The problem, for instance, of raising mal- 
lerds is greatly simplified by keeping them teme and by 
feeding them commercial feeds, but the inevitable result is 
to lose the migratory instinct and to develop a bird that is 
too heavy end too unwary to maintain itself once liberated. 
Likewise, the wilder the bird the smaller the number of eggs 
they are likely to lay in captivity. 

It is to be hoped that Institute support for 
this much needed but little understood phase of game breeding



Mr. Devis B= 6/7/38 

will assist in focusing attention thereon. 

: Of course, too, it must be realized that the 

Delta experiments are in effect out on a seientific limb, 

much as is our —. Game Farm vork, in that, because 

of geographical distribution it is impossible to tie them 

as closely to a research center such as is represented by 

most universities, as is desirable. Aldo's suggestion of 

encouraging Canadien researchers to interest themselves in 

this project is,-I believe, one key therefor to future 
suceess at this station. 

5 Later, as this work develops, it might be that 
some of our work in erossing the black ducks with the 

Planders strain (now fourth generation,) the development of 
what we hope is an at ork strain of free-flying wild 

mallards, and of a strain of black ducks that will reproduce 

satisfactorily in captivity, may be tied in as helping to 

round out this field. 

Sincerely yours, 

Superintendent, Bureau of Game 

GBs VA 
¢. to Mr. Leopold



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

May 26,1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

I found your letter copies and the copy of the report on Bell project 

at Delta,Manitoba, here upon my return a couple of days ago froma short 

field trip. Have gone over this and previous material along this line with a 

lot of interest. 

As & member of the Institutes Technical Committee, I certainly approve 

the proposed appropropriation for exploratory work on a duck nesting study 

in the Canadian breeding grounds,and Delta might well be an ideal place. 
If the preliminary investigations looked good, some long time and 
comprehensive studies wight follow. 

Am very glad to have the copy of Williams report. ( note that you have 

marked many things through this report,which may be open to question-they 

impress me the game way). 

Am glad that this proposed investigation is not a game farm proposition, 

but a study in the wild with the game farm product handy for supplementary 
studies. I cannot but feel that it will take a generation or more,with 
a great many game farms and propogators to settle the question of the relative 
value of artificially produced birds in restocking the wilds. Certainly this 
will be true if quail propagating is in any way paralell, Here we find 
that birds reared by certain methods,and “finished off" in certain ways, 
adapt themselves readily to wild conditions and thrive in fair percentages, 
The product of another game farm may be reared on wire to maturity, be as 
tame as barnyard pets, know noting of food outside of mashes, and almost 

entirely fail when released. But the product of one farm sells for as much 
or as little as that of the othe. If the product of one game farm be considered 
as typical “artificially propagated" birds,the method might be considered 
as successful, If ones experience has been with liberation of birds from the 

other type of farm,the result can be put dow as failure, I presume that the 
same will prove to be true of waterfowl propagating. 

Personally, I cannot warm up to my method which entails the gathering 
of first eludh duck eggs in the wild, for artificial propagation purposes. 
If ducks were like quail and layed large second and third sets it might be 
different. But such evidence as we have indicates that the second clutch 
may usually be very much smaller than the first,which leaves the duck with 
a small set to inc.ibate and rear if the first is taken. I would much prefer 
at the present stage of the game to leave the wild duck with her larger first 
sét. And until the game farms demonstrate that they can produce an abundance 
of eggs, and from them high grade birds for restocking, from second and 
third generation birds, they have not gotten very fare About all that it proven, 
in my opinion, by the hatching and rearing of wild produced eggs from the 

various species, is that they _may be worth further working with.
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It may interest you to know that Mr. Bell is much interested in 

artificial quail propagation on a place that he is interested in in Mississippi, 

and that this place has taken out a Non-Resident membership in our Association, 

Komarek has visited his project twicey though I have not seen it yets He seems a: 

man greatly interested in attacking these problems in a scientific manner. 

I hope that you and the family are all well, and that all goes well with the 

work. There is small liklihood that Iwill get up that way this sumer (have 

a week or more work in the Missouri Ozarks for second week in June and later, 

but hardly believe I can stretch this into a visit to the Rockford-Madison 
section). Surely would like to see you dom this way sometime;have a lot I would 

enjoy showing you and discussing with you. 

Am a poorer archer now than I was three years ago, which is saying a lot. 

Am away half the time and rushed the rest, so am out of practice badly. But the 

interest does not fail,and hope to shoot some during the summer. 

With kind regards to you and yours, I an, 

Sincerely yours, 

e



. 200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 
JAMES F. BELL 

May 27, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am going away Tuesday, to be gone about a 
month. If in the interim anything should de- 
velop on the Delta proposal and you wish to 
have Dr. Pirnie or the graduate student go up 
please communicate with my office here, which 
will release all the necessary instructions to 
Delta to insure reception, care, and coopera- 
tion. 

Kindest personal regards. 

ee 

mn (72S 
\ } 

Sa



UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY May 23, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisc., 

Dear Aldo: 

I believe I virtually gave a vote in 
favor of approving for American Wildlife 
Institute cooperation, the preliminary 
research on duck reproduction at Delta. 
To leave no uncertainty, however, I formally 
express approval of recommending this 
project, with the budget as outlined in your 
letter of May 19 to Mr. Davis. 

I agree that the project is desirable 
because of its bearing on management; because 
it promises to lead to scientific advances; 
because it may help the development of 
wildlife research in Canada, and because it 
will put the Wildlife Institute in a better 
position. 

ea 

Qt L. Hubbs ‘



42% University Farm Place 
. May 20, 1938 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Greek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

I am much gratified by the good news of Michigan State 
Gellege's contributing your time this year. Theat helps a lot. I have 
now placed the whole matter before the Committee for final decision, 
and I have word from Henry Davie that the finencial prespects are 
encouraging, although the money is not now in the bank. 

In view of the fact that Henry mst find these funds, I would 
like to keep this year's amount low, and for this reason I have taken 
the liberty of not including the extra $500 for an additional student 
and for a trip by myself. I did include $100 for local temporary help. 

After all, we can only hope to open this thing up this year, and by show- 
ing ites possibilities, we can expand it to fit. 

While I am frankly admitting that one of the purposes of this 
atudy is general stimlation of the field, including the work of the 
U.S.3.8. in that field, I think we should try from the outset to enlist 
their enthusiasm for the job. Wouldn't it be a good idea for you to 
invite Idncoln up there sometime during the summer to get his advice on 
present and future work? This is just a suggestion and of course should 
await the action of the Institute. It would be a friendly gesture and 
might help greatly later when the time comes for somebody to go to 
Washington to analyze the banding records which, as you say, are in 

arrears. 

I have been much heartened by Williams and Marshall's nesting 

paper in the current Journal. It shows that the yeast of new methods 
ig beginning to work from the bottom up in the Survey and will put us on 

our mettle in this project. Don't you think their paper is a good one? 

In my judgment it would not be wise to try to interest the 
Institute in the duck book at this time. I thoroughly agree with you 

that such a book is needed, but to introduce proposals for publications 
at this stage doesn't seem to me good strategy. You can, of course, 
count on Albert's interest in furthering the book project.



2-M. D. Pirnie May 20, 1938 

Your enthusiastic response to my efforts is meh appreciated 
; and I look forward with mech confidence to the future. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Game Management 
Mr. Leopold's absence



THE W. K. KELLOGG BirD SANCTUARY 

y DR. -MILES D. PIRNIE, Director Telephone 7-F-4 
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AUGUSTA 
Gi Prof. Aldo Leopold EN 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On Friday I saw Dean Huston and from him 
got a tentative 0. K. for absence from the Sanctuary 
a week in June and for three weeks in August to 
help in the waterfowl investigations, provided my 
expenses are met by the Wildlife Institute or others; 
and they are willing for the College to contribute 
my time. I shall be anxious to learn the decision; 
and if necessary, shall try to get funds elsewhere 
should the Wildlife Institute fail us. Should you 
learn more about the Ducks Unlimited, (Canade or in 
U.S., I should like to hear from you in thet regard. ) 

Might the Institute be interested in 
beginning work on a duck identification publication? 
Right now there is a lack of suitable illustretions 
and text to cover even whet is known on the plumages 
of waterfowl, age and sex differences, etc. As you 
know, I have hoped that Albert might prove to be the 
artist who can adapt himself and apply himself to 
this task; and of course such effort should be ¥ 
rewarded. Such mtters as the aid of the Field 
Museum in preparing skins of record specimens of 
young ducks of known age can of course wait until 
there is epproval for the project. Rudyerd Boulton 
was here last night and spoke very highly of the 
Golden-eye work of Albert's I have in the office. 
I am writing today a reply to his (Albert's) letter 
of May 7. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Miles D. Pirnie 
Director, 

£( ok Chrcoge -) 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg % This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by -Michigan State College, East Lansing



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

gE DR. -MILES D. PIRNIE, Director Telephone 7-F-4 

LE BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN HICKORY CORNERS 

Zag May 12, 1938 : 
z Freight and Express 

Ui AUGUSTA 

if MICHIGAN 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am really thrilled with the prospects 

of teaming up with you and your group, and bringing 
whatever this place and the Michigan State College 
have-into the waterfowl researches in Canada or anywhere. 
To try to stimulate end aid such studies- as weal es 
to partcipate-- seems a proper aim; and I hope a good, 

long-time program may result. As you seem to be willing 
to do the steering, I am ready for the job as one 
oarsman, marsh=-wader, or whatever I can do. 

I am in accord with your outline, and think 

$1,000, should do for the frees Ict might not be 
enough to put over a very extensive research program, 

but- more important, almost-- it should most certainly 
goa long way toward doing what you list at center of 
page 2 in your Report on the Delta Waterfowl Project! 
(Items a to e.) * 

There is no need at this time to elaborate 
on the types of waterfowl investigation which might 

well be included in the proposed field work at and near 
the Delta Hatchery at leke Manitoba. You heve listed 
enough of the recognized problems and which tie into 
Mr. Bell's work. Members of the Manitoba Fish end Game 
Association end members of the Natural History Society 

will be very cooperative and helpful, I am confident. 
(In this connection you may be interested in the enclosed 
letter from Ralph Fryer, a local naturalist and likely 

young fellow who might be included ina field crew) 

Enclosed is a tentative, and I think reasonebly 
accurete budget for this summer's work as you have outlined 

it. Should funds be available, I should very much like 

to see the crew enlarged to three men on the work~ 

Albert” Brewer from M. S. C., and Fryer, perhaps, from 
Winnipeg-- in addition to Mr. Bell's staff who I assume _ - 
would be on the job es usual. [Sor 

Please accept my thanks for thé etic emd 
way in which you are trying for stor fowl research 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg * This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by ~Michigan State College, East Lansing 
and cooperation with Canada. Sincerely, Miles D. Pirnie.



Tentative Budget for the Delta Waterfowl Project, 

June to October, 1938.-- M. D. Pirnie. 

Salary and expenses for ornithologist, 

(Hochbaum suggested) 
5 months @ $125. per mo. $ 625. 

Travel expenses, M. D. Pirnie, 

2 trips, total time 1 month 300. 

Misc. supplies or local lebor . 
1000. 

Another $500, would be most useful as follows: 
ornithologist 

For assistant to(Hochbaum, ) 
salary and expenses for 

Rrewer of Mich. Stete, $ 300. 

" Travel for Leopold 
to Winnipeg in August 100. 

" salary for 3rd helper 100. 
$ 500. 

Note: Rooms would be available at a duck club nearby, 

and I imagine Bell's man (his name escapes me) would 

teke in boarders for one meal a dey. Mersh is not over 

40 miles from good small town, so getting supplies is 
eesy. 

As to my salary; I shall try for Kellogg or M. S. CG. 

aid for the work, also for student fellowships; and do not 
doubt my time would be contributed by the College. At worst 
I would have to have not the equivalent of my own salary 

but encugh to furnish a worker in my place here while I 

Was absent from the State. Shall see the Dean tomorrow 

and write Sat. or Sun. on this point. Expect the Pres. 
here tomorrow end mgy may get some answer then. Agree 

with you thet we dpuld go for expenses only; and hope 
the officials think so also. heed 

Ite. 249°
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42% University Farm Place 

Mr. Henvy P. Davie 
American Wildlife Inatitute 
Tuvestment Building 
Washington, BD. G. 

Dear Henry: 

I am sending the Williams Report and your letter of May 15 | 

to the Technical Committee with the request that they send me their 

votes on whether the Institute should appropriate (if and when available) 
$1,000 for exploratory work on a duck nesting study at Delta, as per ny 
proposal of May 7. 

Thie amount is confirmed by a letter from Pirnie which brings 

the good news that Michigan State College is willing to contribute his 

time for a month this year if the Institute can meet his expense (2 tripe, 
dune and August). The approximate budget ie: 

Student, stipend for June-Ccteber, 5 mos. at $100....9500. 
expense for trip.....-ceeeceeeeceseneessenes 100 

Pirnie, expenses for 2 trips, total 1 month.......... 300 

Temporary assistance in BLOM. «ee eeev neon eee sees AOR 
$1, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
enel Institute Technical Committee 

Copies to Committee ~ 
Pirnie,r 

Belle



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOIT 
Chairman of the Board President 
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ne 

Prof. Aldo Leopold se se 
424 University Farm Place ¥ ere 
Madison, Wisconsin w ya 

° Jo Dear Aldo: ee 

I am particularly interested in your letter of May 7th 
concerning the Bell project at Delta, Manitoba. I believe that this 
proposition, as it is now presented, offers considerable opportunity 

for the Institute to develop a worthwhile duck restoration projecte 

I had lunch with Gabe the other day end discussed this 
matter with him. He is of the opinion that your suggestion that this 
work could ultimately be taken over by the Canadian universities, the 
Canadian bureaus, end the Biological Survey is entirely feasible. I 
asked him if the obstacle of Government redtape would prevent his co- 
operating in this work in Canada, and he assured me that he did not 
consider ik such an obstacle insurmountable because he has had co- 
operators in Canada right alonge 

I am taking the liberty of sending copies of your letter 
to Senator Walcott, C. K. Davis, J. N. Darling, T. E. Doremus, and Dr. 
Gabrielson because of their obvious interest, but will not approach 
Hoyes Lloyd on the matter until you have heard from Pirnie. I em reliably 
informed that there exists a somewhat difference of opinion between Pirnie 
and Lincoln end this may complicate matters. On the other hand it may 
not be of serious moment. 

; I discussed the matter briefly with Jay Darling when he 
was here this week and he is very moh interested in this project. It 
would appear to me that if Mr. Bell is willing to furnish end operate 
the plant and the land, the Institute would find the necessary funds 
for research--certainly if this phase of the work would cost only $1,000 
for this year. 

I am sending you five copies of a report on this project 
which we secured from Gabe and which was made in February of this year 
by Cecil 8. Williems, Assistant Biologist. I am sure that other 
members of the Committee will be interested in seeing copies of this reporte 
I know that Senator Waloott is extremely interested and I hope that we 
can work something concrete out of this matter. Many, many thanks for 
your splendid cooperation and I am attaching hereto a check for $20.00 in 
payment of your expenses in connection with your visit with Mr. Bells 

With kindest regards end again in appreciation, I am 

es 
a AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF Nort RECAP Whales Secretary
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REPORT ON THE ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION 
OF DUCKS 

Artificial propagation of waterfowl has been advocated from 

time to time as a means of supplementing the supply of wild birds. 

Attempts to rear ducks artificially, however, have nearly elways 

” resulted in failure to produce birds of equal quality to the 

wild stock. I looked forward therefore, with considerable interest 

to my visit in March, 1937 to the Delta Beach Wild Duck Hatchery 

ot Delta, Manitoba, which had been reported as heving surprising 

success in propagating both puddle-ducks and divers that had all 

the characteristics of wild birds. ‘The following report is an 

outgrowth of my visit, end the data included are the results of 

observations at the hatchery and information obteined from 

conversations with, end letters and reports written by, Mr. Edward 

Ward, manager of the hatchery. The detasre not original with the 

writer and, therefore not available for publications 

|



Preliminary (Observations of wild duck nests. . 

Observations of nests in the wild have indicated my pro- 

cedures to follow in artificial propagation. When wild ducks 

begin to lay their eggs, the nests are usually not completely 

finished until the number of eggs approaches a full clutch. Down 

is lacking at the start end hardly enough nesting material is 

present to cover the few eggs. This applies to the rests of j 

both diving and puddle-ducks, In many instances the inside bottoms 

of the wnfinished nests are quite wet and the eggs imprinted with 

marks of grasses and rushes upon which the eggs have lain. The 

time it tekes for these imprints to be made is not known, but in- 

@ications are thet the qgs are not turned for the first few deys 

et least, although it is known that the attending femles cover 

them at intervals of an hour or so at a time, probably just sufficient 

to keep them viable without initiating ineubations 

As the clutch grows larger, the nests are built up with vege- 

tation above the wetness and filled with downe The full clutch size 

j varies with the different duck species, but at approximately eight 

eggs the females tend the nests more regularly. Since the eggs in 

a@ clutch hateh within a few hours of each other, it is evident that 

the first laid eggs take considerably longer te hatch than these that 

ave laid immediately before incubation begins. The atmospheric 

condition surrounding a wild duck nest seems nearly always to be 

one of high humidity, even though the eggs themselves appear to be 

dry and glossy. They are undoubtedly wetted whenever the attending : 

female returns from the water. : 

-8« 
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Collecting Eggs 

Eggs ere collected from nests of wild ducks and transported 

to the hatehery in fibre board containers which may be strapped 

over the shoulders. Bach container contains six drewer compart- 

ments capable of holding twenty-five eggs (Fige 1). In the center of 

the box is « compartment in which a hot piece of tile is placed 

on cold mornings to prevent the colleoted eggs from becoming 

chilled (Figs 2). 

Incubation 

When the eggs arrive at the hatchery (a picture of which is . 

shown in Figure 3) they are candled to eliminate the infertile 

ones, Wild duck eggs often give off an unpleasant odor after 

several days in the inoubator if they are not cleaned firsts : 

They are therefore wiped with a cloth damp with lukewarm water, 

and then dried with another cloth, Results of experiments with 

dirty and washed eggs have shown that the washing treatment in 

no way affects the percentage of hatch, As a phase of candling 

the eggs are sorted according to their degree of advancement 

and then placed in the ineubator compartments at a temperature 

of 99 degress F,. ‘This temperature was found to be the optimum 

setting for ruming of the incubator in order to afford the 

highest pereent hatch, and to work equally well for the ineubation 

of eggs of the following duck species: scanvasback, redhead, lesser 

scaup, mallard, blue-wing teal, pinteail, spoonbill, gadwall, widgeon, 

and ruddy, The ruddy eggs are the lergest and normally the heaviest 

of all the ducks. ; 
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The operation of the incubator 4s perhaps the most vital 

factor determining the success of the hatch, Besause of this, 

the operation of the ineubetor will be given in some detail. 

One to three compartments are left empty in order to check the 

operating temperatures from time to time and to afford room 

to place eggs that are found pipped. The machine used is 

& Jamesway and the shutter controls are set open 1/6 inch 

at 99 degrees FP, and are not altered all during the hatohe 

the bedy heat of the ducklings or eggs serve as the only shutter 

control, If more heat is needed during cold spells or less 

heat during hot weather, it is obtained by changing the water 

flow, using the temperature in the control (empty) compartments 

as en index to the necessary manipulations, As the inoubetor 

is never left without an attendant, the operator soon learns 

when ehenges should be made, By keeping the control compart- 

ments at 99 degrees F. the temperatures in other compartments 

are eutomatically raised to 105 degrees or whatever the tempora- 

tures the eggs need to hatch. Large water pans in the compartments 

; are kept filled with water by replacing the amount lost through 

evaporation. 

As soon as the eggs have become warmed to incubating temperatures, 

‘ they are apreyed with distilled water from an atomizer, This is 

done as often as is deemed necessary in the opinion of the operator, 

; normally six times « day, but less often when the room humidity is high. 
Never is it done fewer than three times daily. The use of the 

atomizer proved more efficient than other methods tried because it 

: es



permits even dampness without excessive handling of the eggse 

After about the sixth day of spraying the eggs regain the 

glossy appearance thet was lost before being placed in the 

 tabtones And though they shed water quite readily on the 

sixth day, spraying is continued until the hatch is completes 

The spraying of eggs is felt to be an important mesns of re- 

‘ ducing the excessive loss of weight due to evaporation. In 

this connection an interesting case occurred at the hatchery. 

A mallard egg weighing 70 grams hatched out « duckling weighing 

50 grams, the shell remains weighing 9 9/10 grams, Had spraying ; 

not been done, it is logical to assume that evaporation would 

have resulted in more then 10 1/10 grams of water and probably 

@ weak or deformed ducklings 

For the first twe days following their placement in the 

ineubator, the eggs are turned twice daily. If ell eggs are 

approximately equal in their stage of devebpment, they may be 

turned simuiltencously by the operating mechanism, in case they are 

not sbout equally advanced, eggs should be turned by individuel : 

compartments. Eggs should not be turned after they are pipped, 

When turning eggs of different sizes, difficulty is sometines 

experienced in making them stay end for ond. Strips of wallboard 

the length of trays and of different widths may be inserted in 

the trays and between the eggs to alleviate the problem. 

Pipped eggs are placed in the empty compartments as soon as 

they axe noticed, The pipped mark should be placed up and the 
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small end toward the incubator door in order that proper spray= 

ing be more easily accomplished, Care must be teken to keep 

spray out of the pipped area. Once the egg begins pipping, 

the duckling should be out within forty-eight hours. After 

the eggs have hatched, the young ducklings are permitted to 

fluff off in the empty compartment for at least twenty-four 

hours before being removed to the hovers, 

The time of artificial inoubation also varies with the 

different duck species. ‘The smaller eggs generally hatch in 

twenty-two deys,although some teke a few days more. Freshly 

laid eggs of the canvasbeek and redhead may be expected to 

hatch in twenty-four days, but eggs of these ducks have taken 

twenty nine days, An interesting cheok on the inoubation time 

of the canvasback egg. was obteined when en egg, squeezed from 

a female which had been collected for a museum, hatched exactly 

24 days after being placed in the incubators 

The incubator room should have ea humidity somewhat equivalent 

to thet found about naturel nests, To attain this, the floor of 
the room is covered with an inch of sand which is raked and 

sprinkled twice daily. Sufficient water is used to saturate the 

send and maintain humidity between 70 and 80 degrees at « room 

temperature of 85 to 90 degrees Fee e 

; in da



Causes of Egg Losses 

It ie thought that the greater number of embryonic (?} 

deeths result from veriations in the temperatures to which the 

eggs at different stages ef development are subjected. In the 

sorting process, it is impossible for all the eggs to be 

sorted according to their exact stage of development and 

pipping, ocourring first in the more advaneed eggs, increases the 

compartment temperatures often as high as 105 degrees F.. Thus, 

those eggs which are not prepared for such high temperatures 

are subjected to them anyway. Ag a result the young duckling 

. _may be killed by the heat or stimilated inte growing so fast 

: thet it bursts into the air cell of the egg and loses all power 

of movement eo essential to pippings By using the empty compart- 

ments of the incubator as discussed under pipping, the losses 

due to this cause may be markedly reduced. 

Another cause of egg loss or rather death of duckling in the 

eggs was the wmetural tendency toward pipping at the small 

end of the ogg. “vidently pipping from this end is more difficult 

and tekes longer, thus permitting down which creeps through the 

pipping crack to dry to the shell and preventing further egress. 

In instances of this kind, the eggs should be washed to free the 

downs ee SE ey ae ee EHS the Shee Sengpres 45 am, 

great that paralysis of the toes end neck result, A gentle massage 

of the neck muscles usually alleviates the latter ailment, but so 

fer meens of treating the toe paralysis have not been found, Birds 

with this effliction are best killed, ‘The dangers of such deform= - 
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ities may be avoided by breaking the egg shell sufficiently to 

permit the bird to emerges Cere should be teken, however, to do 

the breaking gradually and to avoid causing bleeding, 

Some of the eggs which are brought to the hatchery are 

rotten. Cendling does not always locate such eggs, but after 

about five days in the incubator, the rotten eggs are easily 

found providing they are kept warm, When eggs beoome coo] they 

lose their emell, 

Infertile eggs do not become rotten during the incubation 

process, but « low temperature recording on the compartment therm- 

; i ometer is indicative of infertile eggs since such eggs do not 

absorb the heat that good eggs dos No positive means of locating — 

infertile eggs or eggs with weak germs is know, although candling 

after the fifth dey in the incubator does help. Veins may usually 

be seen after 24 hours, but many eld eggs do not show veins until 

the third day, In one instance, fourteen eggs in which veins could 

not be noticed on the fifth dey were left in the incubator and 

showed veins the following day. 

A Warbeh 00 S08 has Deum detained ob the hatchery, tut teks te 

unusual, The egg losses from all causes may be expeoted to amount to 

twenty pereent of the eggs brought in. Another 10% loss is normally 

due to weeklings or runts which éle or have to be killed, end still 

enother 10% may be expected to be lost due to accidents and undetermined 

deaths of healthy birds. Thus the final number of birds raised to 

maturity would approximate 60% of the eggs collected and brought to 

the hatchery. 
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Rearing the Young Ducklings | 

As has been indicated the ducklings are sufficiently fluffed . \ 

off after twenty-four hours in the hetehing compartment to plece 7 

directly under the hovers. These are at the rear of the rearing 

pens as is shown in Figure 4, and are half=tent like wooden 

structures with the front edges hinged and fringed with rubber=- 

ized cloth. Youmg ducklings may wander from the hover into the 

peh at will. ‘The interior of the hover is warmed by means of 

eirevlating hot weter, piped from a central heating unit, end 

circulation of air my be controlled by mans of air vents : 

hinged to the slepe of the hover, Hover bottoms are covered 

with wire cloth through which feoal material drop inte a pit 

which may be cleaned from the back of the pen, The floors of 

the pens are wooden, but it is believed that cement would be 

fer more practical. Sides of the pen are mostly chicken wire 

with a finer mesh extending about three fest from the floors 

The ewimming tank (Fig. 4 and 5) holding 125 gallons of water, 

and the érying off trough ere located lengthwise of the pam and at one side. 

A corrugated slope is placed betwoen the tenk and the drying off 

trough te permit the ducklings to enter or leave the water more 

easily, The tenke are filled by means of weter pipes extering on 

the side and drained through plugs in the bottom 

The hover fronts are kept closed ot first but as the ducklings 

become older the fronts are raised saecordingly until they ere 

completely open. Heat is meinteaimed in the pipes, however, until 

the birds are liberated in order to prevent excessive collection 
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of moisture on the wills which usuelly results in matted featherse 

Hey is pleeed over the wire-cloth bottom of the hovers to prevent 

the dengers of smell legs being broken by slipping through the 

meshe Care should be taken to eliminate any slunkgrass (foxtail) 

from the hay. Electric lights are burned at night to prevent 

stampeding. The slightest sound or movement in the dark often 

excites the birds to the point of fatally injuring or droming 

a Lew. 

the young are allowed the complete use of the rearing pens 

from the time they are placed under the hovers, The swimming tank 

is filled for their use and food is kept before them also, Ix- 

periments with feeding have shown that the young birds feed only 

when necessary and are not gluttonous if the food is always 

available. One experiment in which ducklings were killed every 

ten hours and examined fer yolk, showed that the yolk was completely 

absorbed after tbount 72 hours. Examination of wild young showed that 

the gizzards are often filled, while the yolk is still unabsorbed, 

Then too, no differences could be detected between young birds 

which sterted feeding at 24 hours end those whieh were not fed until 

72 hourse 

The food for the ducklings consists for the first three days 

of hardbeiled eggs passed through a potato ricer. On the fourth 

day grein mash is mixed with the egge by hand to form a crumbly 

moist mixture. At the end of the first week, food consisting of 

the following ingredients is always before the ducklings and constitutes 

their diet until they are liberateds 
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Middlings or shortgo<-<-<~-=20 lbse 

Powdered buttermilk---~--=—«-3 lbs, 
Oyster shells Vanty Gred}-6 toe, 
Bone meal-------« 1 lbe 
Codliver meal~-<----—««6§ lbse 
Screened meat meal~-----—~-«-«§ lbse 

The originel formula was based upon a hundred pounds but beceuse 

the alfalfa meal which made up the remeinder wes found to be 

very dirty with coarse bone meal, pig bristles, and saltpetre, 

it wes eliminated, If it is used it must be screened through 

@ very fine meshes 

This food apparently provides for every nutritional requirement 

that either the young or adult ducks may experience, Evidence of 

this my be cited in thet young birds raised on the formula are often 

only about seven ounces lighter at 57 days of age than adult birds. 

Again, at 21 deys of age covert feathers are just appearing (this 

is the one time thet the age of young ducklings may be told with 

any degree of accuracy) ond a wild pintail of this age weighed 176 

grems compared to 287 grams weight of en artificlally propagated 

pinteil of the same ages. ; 

The amount of food which the birds consume varies considerebl y, 

but on an average one pond of dry mash mixed with water will be 

sufficient to feed five ducks a day, This amount with oll the 

swiss chard that they can eat has proven successful in producing 

fine healthy ducks.



Winter Laying of Eggs 

Mellerd and pintails kept at the hatehery as breeding 

birds heave leid eggs as early as Jamery 17. All were 

fertile and the young birds propagated were released April 

28, at the time thet the wild birds were just arriving from 

the south. Mellerds have laid as high as three clutches 

a year. The first clutches leid during the winter averaged 

eleven eggs, while the second clutches hatched ag high as 12 

out of 13 eggs and as low es 3 out of nine, The third clutches 

showed » tendency toward white birds,and I believe were 

destroyed, ‘The young which were produced in the unter time 

began themselves to lay st ten months of age and during the 

: year produced second clutches. 

Less success was had with getting redheads and canvas 

backs to lay eggs in captivity, It was accomplished, however, 

during 1935, The eggs of the canvasback were destroyed by 

mallards threwing the eggs into the weter, mt two redhead females 

laid 38 eggs from which 16 young were hatched. 

Mortality Among the Young 

Ducks seom to be relatively free of disease in captivitys 

They do, however, succumb to other factors, probably the most 

evident being the clogging of the gizzard
 with sand, cloth, or 

; alfalfa mel, Other causes of mortality include bresking their 

legs in wire mesh, swallowing pieces of wire, and being trampled to ‘ 

death or drowned due to spasms of excitement. 

-lWe



Liberating Ducks 

At about five weeks of age the young of all species of 

ducks cen fly and are banded, They are then placed in crates 

and transported to leke areas miles from the hatchery te be 

released, The crates used are 2' x 4' x 7", with a solid 

wooden bettom and slatted tops and sides. ach orate holds 

four ducks, thus permitting emple air and room for movement, 

The birds are usually released on the shore and let discover 

open water for themselves because the feathers often become 

rumpled in transit to the releasing area and may not completely 

shed water. The birds usually join wild flocks immediately. 

Banding retums have shown that these artificially propagated 

ducks have been shot from Saskatchewan, Ontario, and Quebec to 

Mexico. They have been reported teken in fifteen states and 

as far east as the Chesapeake and as far south as Lovisianne 

The birds are trim and apparently revert inmediately to the 

wilde 

: death & Widitons 
Assistant Biologist 
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Quotation from Williams, Feb. 10, 1938 F 

"In a recent report on the methods used by the Delta Beach 

Wild Duck Hetehery in artificially propagating ducks, I 

made no mention of the number of birds reised. In view 

ef the fact that perhaps information of this sort might 

' be of use at the Wildlife Conference in Saltimore, I am 

passing on whet information I have to you, relative to : 

the output during 1936", 

' Eggs collected Eggs infertile Eggs hatched 
Pietail 809 99 710 
Mellerd 425 Of 371 

, Can 271 108 163 
Redhead 870 163 207 
Le Scaup 301 141 160 
Ruddy 12 1 1
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42h University Farm Place 
May 7. 1938 

ur. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute i 

Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

I had a pleasant and interesting visit with Mr. Bell yesterday 

: and I attach a preliminary report for your information. I will add fiseal 

estimates after I have heard from Miles Pirnie. As a tentative guess, 

however, I think the cost for this year would be under $1,000. 

I am not posted as to whether the Institute has or can get such 

a gum. Neither have I any information as to the fiscal relationships 

with Mr. Bell, exeept the general principle outlined by him that he will 

furnish and operate the plant and the land if the Institute will do the 

research. I take it, however, that you and Senator Walcott would not be 

eo actively interested in the case if there were not at least s hope of 

funds. 

fhe report should, of course, be passed on by the Committee 

before being acted on by the Institute. It can be sent to the Committee 

as soon as I have the fiscal estimates from Pirhie. Will you let me know 

whether you are submitting it to the Committee or whether you want me to? 

I think the ultimate objective should be to develop a line of 

work which can be taken over by the Canedian universities, the Canadian 

boreaus, and the U.5.3B.S. I take 4t the Ganndiens should be consulted 

before the Institute makes any final move, and I assume Hoyes Lloyd's 

department would be the one best able to spesk for the Canadians. May I 

leave it te you or Senator Walcott to take the matter up with the proper 

Canadian authorities? Mr. Bell told me that Hoyes Lloyd was anxious to 

see him take on some scientific guidance and thet the lack of this guidance 

constituted his only doubt about the Delta operation. 1 infer, therefore, 

that the work would be recommended by the Canadians. 

There may be a residual question as to whether the Delta 

property 1s the best possible bese for Canadian breeding studies. The 

heaviest breeding belt apparently lies to the north. However, there would 

be quite an advantage in a definite fiscal base and none other is available 

or in prospect, and Pirnie seemed to have no doubts as to ite suitability. 

If there be any weak point hore, it will doubtless appear before any long- 

time commitments need by made. You will note that I have phrased the 

report as the try-out of an idea rather than as the ultimate adoption of 

one.



2 Henry P. Davis May 7, 1938 

Quite aside from the Institute angles of this question, I 

greatly enjoyed becoming acquainted with Ur. Bell. 

With beat regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ene) Professor of Game Management 

P.S. If possible, I would like a decision reached by June in order 
i that summer field work may not be delayed. A.le



42% University Farm Place 
May 7, 1938 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

. Dear Miles: 

I went to Minneapolis yesterday and had a very interesting 
conference with Mr. Bell. I am submitting today a report to the Institute, 
copy of which is attached. Before going further with this, I would like 
to be sure, first, whether the general ideas embodied in the report meet 
with your approval; secondly, I would appreciate your sending me recom 
mendations for this year's cost estimates. 

fhe first item in these costs is your own trip, and I would 
recommend that you spend at least a month there if you can. Albert tells 
me that you are tied up in summer school. Would it be possible for you 
to go up there twice, once before and once after summer school? In any 
event, give me your figure for such time as you can spare up to a month, 
and make it clear whether your figure is inclusive of travel expense. I 
would suggest that the simplest set-up in both your case and that of the 
student would be a lump sum, you to travel yourself up and back. Mr. Bell 
did not make it clear what the local facilities for board and lodging are 
and I hesitated to inquire about such details. If you know anything, 
however, you might tell me, since the question obviously bears on rates of 

pay. 

The second item of expense would be the graduate student. 
= Assuming that you want Albert Hochbaum, he could be up there this year from 

June to October inclusive, which would be five months. If he pays his own 
travel to and fro and furnishes his own car, board and lodging, it would 
take a little over $100 per month to yield the same net earings os the 
Park Service pays for summer students, namely $70 per month. I understand 
these summer students are furnished board and of course they do not have 
to have a car. Shall I ask for $100 per month or do you think a slightly 
higher rate necessary? Next year Albert could spend the entire summer 
from April to October on the ground. 

If you feel like it, I would also like to have your corrections 
or additions to the research appendix attached to the report. I pulled 
this out of thin air simply to give the Institute some realistic idea of . 
the kind of work to be done. 

You said something while here to the effect that Mr. Kellogg 
might be willing to stake you to a Canadian trip. It occurs to me that 
the work up there might be an extension to the Kellogg Sanctuary and to 
Michigan State College by reason of the research data it will yield for 
ultimate publications and for current teaching. Possibly then either Mr.
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Kellogg or the State Gollege could furnish all or part of your salary, 
the Institute contribution taking the form of an additional honorarium 
to cover expense, personal trouble, ete. I am, of course, not trying to 
lay down your fiscal policy, but merely to suggest various ways in which 
the fiscal apsects might be handled. If there is to be any contribution 
through salary or otherwise from Mr. Kellogg or the State College, please 

inform me fully. 

I would like to see this thing develop a kind of team work 
between your group and mine. At a later date, when policy questions have 
somewhat crystallized, I might want to ask the Institute or somebody for 
a trip up there myself. What 1 visualize and look forward to is a combin- 

_ ation of your technical knowledge of waterfowl and my experience in the 
policy field. I can also see at a later date active cooperation by 
physiologists, geneticists, etc., to be hand-picked from both institutions 
and possibly the Canadian institutions. I think the ultimate object 
should be for the Canadian institutions to take over the job, but I gather 
from Mr. Bell that the University of Manitoba is hardly yet in a position 
to do this. I hope you can stop over here either on your way up or on 
your way back. 

If there is any part of this letter that is out of harmony with 
your own views and hopes, be sure to let me know. Please also let it be 
eleer that I am not trying to write the ticket. I am merely giving you 
ny thoughts for criticism and comment. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management
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May 7, 1938 

Report to the Wildlife Institute 
on the 

Delta Waterfowl Project 

Aldo Leopold 

History. Mr. James F, Bell of Minneapolis last year offered the Institute 

the use of his land and propagation plant at Delta, Manitoba, for research 

work in artificial propagation of waterfowl. 

The proposal was not recommended by the Technical Committee, on the 

grounds that the banding returns from artificially propagated waterfowl 

were not sufficiently encouraging to make them of prospective value in 

maintaining the supply. The question was considered wholly in terms of 

improvements in propagation by means of artificial light. 

New Proposal. It now develops that Mr. Bell is not interested exclusively 

or even mainly in artificial propagation. What he desires is to offer his 

plant and his property for any research useful to waterfowl conservation. 

He will earry the plant and the land. 

Research Needed. As has been frequently pointed out by members of the 

Technical Committee, waterfowl research has lagged far behind upland game, 

whereas the respective urgency is in reverse order. The recent work of 

the Biological Survey on the breeding grounds shows improved vitality, but 

only along three lines: 

1. Generalized banding 
2. Predation studies ] 
3. Food habits and food plants.
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The present units are doing no considerable amount of waterfowl work, 

and only a few are located to do any breeding-ground research. 

There remain almost untouched a number of urgently needed kinds of 

waterfowl breeding-ground work: 

4, Intensive localized nesting and survival studies. 

5. Breeding physiology. 

6. Final determination of the survival value of artificial 
birds vs. wild birds. 

In general, the Biological Survey research in waterfowl is not as 

closely in touch with related sciences as it should be. 

In my opinion the initiation of some breeding ground work of a sort 

which, for brevity, I will call the "new kind" would tend to: 

(a) Stimlate official bureaus in both the U.S. and Canada. 

(>) Induct the Canadian universities into the problem, so 
they can ultimately take the lead in solving it. 

(c) Steer U.S. and other funds for breeding ground improvement 
into good channels. 

(a) Grystallize the enthusiastic Canadian conservation movement 
into good channels. 

(e) Open the way for ultimate research contributions by 
scientific foundations. 

In my opinion the Delta property holds out great promise as a location 

for needed studies, and as a suitable field-base for others. 

How to Start. The Canadian institutions so far active in wildlife research 

are not near Delta. ; 

The American institution most competent to size up the waterfowl problem 

is Michigan State College (Dr. Miles D. Pirnie). 

I recommend to the Technical Committes, and if they approve, to the 

Institute, that:
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1. Dr. Pirnie be sent to Delta this summer to size up i 
its possibilities and lay out plans. 

2. A graduate student be sent for the remainder of 

the field season to do such detailed field work 
as Dr. Pirnie may direct. 

Cost Estimates. Detailed cost estimates will be submitted shortly 

after consultation with Dr. Pirnie. 

Appendix. There is appended a more detailed statement of the research 

possibilities now in sight. This is subject to revision and extension 

by Dr. Pirnie.
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Needed Research Studies on the Waterfowl Breeding Area 

Survival and Breeding of Artificial Birds. A good mmber of banding 
returns on artificial deepwaters raised at Delta have come in, but they 

are virtually all from birds of the year. There is as yet no evidence 

of whether or where the artificial releases breed. Moreover, birds of the 

year means birds from wild eggs, floods having so far destroyed two nestings 

of artificial birds which would have yielded second-generation artificials. 

One obvious thing to be done at Delta is, therefore, the continuation of 

Mr. Bell's releases of artificial deepwaters (including second-generation 

or truly artificial birds). These should be matched against equal numbers 

of wild trappings, and the two systematically compared not only for survival, 

but for breeding dispersal, migration routes, physical development, sex 

ratio, ete. (The present Delta canvasbacks weigh more than wild ones of 

like age at time of release. ) 

Another experiment which is badly needed especially for mallards is 

to match good and “mongrel” artificials against each other, and against wild 

trappings, for comparative survival and behavior. The Institute has a 

chance to carry to a final showdown the value of artificial propagation as a 

means of replenishing the flights. This need tot all be done at Delta. 

Mongrel releases are obtainable at many spots. 

The present prospect is that survival is a matter of quality. Past 

experiments such as Iincoln’s have not taken qaulity into account. Mven wild 

canvasbacks vary greatly in weight and perhaps quality. 

Ultimately standards of quality will have to take into account the : 

development of instincts as well as physique. This is clearly foreshadowed 

by Long's work (unpublished) at Michigan. Long has found "wild" turkeys
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of satisfactory exterior but radically defective interi@ equipment for wild 

survival. 

Nesting Studies and Breeding Physiology. The neod for wild nesting studies 

of the standard type is too obvious to need comment. 

There are fundamental aspects of nesting, not so far studied at all, 

which need to be opened up. 

Mr. Bell says canvasbacks ao not nest until two years old. This may 

be true of other despwaters. Simltaneous study of artificial and wild 

birds is the obvious way to get at these basic properties of our "raw material." 

Deferred maturity makes an enormous difference in "breeding potential," and 

this may account for the relative severity of the effects of drouth and over- 

shooting on deepwaters. 

Physiologists now detect two kinds of breeding cycle in birds, the 

“determinate clutch" and “indeterminate clutch." Our waterfowl species are 

not yet classified in this respect. Renesting and egg-lifting depends on it. 

Theonly way to develop the subject is by experimental manipulation (with false. 

eggs) of both wild and artificial nestings. Delta is an obvious place for - 

such work because it requires repeated annual experiments on the same ground. 

Canvasbacks at Delta have been seen this year in a collective mating 

display analogous to the booming of prairie chickens. Since these displays 

are now recognized as no mere ornithological oddity, but as an essential 

stimilus to endocrine changes preparatory to breeding, it is likely that 

discoveries important to breeding-ground management might result from mere 

continuous ornithological observation of a breeding ground like Delta. 

Canadian Initiative. The excellent pothole study by Furness in the current 

mamber of the Wilson Bulletin is a good indicator of the readiness of the
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Canadians to embark on really scientific waterfowl work. A project at 

Delta would build up a first-hand acquaintance with Canadian scientific 

manpower essential to the ultimate objective of Canadian scientific leadership 

in waterfowl breeding problems. Research progress in Canada is held up by 

laek of research funds to an extent hardly credible to those familiar with 

the generously financed "9 units." The mere existence of a visible and 

productive duck study might turn loose more generous support of their own 

research by the Canadians themselves.
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April 30, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

I think ft made a mistake in the Bell case. I think we 

were right in expressing lack of financial interest in the arti- 

ficial propagation of ducks, but Pirnie thinks, and I agree with 

him, that Bell's place would make an extremely valuable headquarters 

for banding and other experimental work whieh is so badly needed in 

the duck breeding belt. I have been corresponding some more with 

Mr. Bell and find that he, too, is interested in this, and I am 

offering to run up to Minneapolis to see him about it. I hope this 

meets with your approval. Do not be surprised if you hear from me 

further about the Bell case. 7 

What I visualize is an experimental station where his pre- 

existing game farmer does the game farming work if he wants to con~ 

timue it, but where a new series of banding and other duck experiments 

are to be initiated, supervised in detail by Pirnie, and in a general 

‘ way by myself. Pirnie brings me glowing accounts of the cooperative- 

ness of the Canadians, and I think much local help can be obtained. 

Anyhow I think it is worth going to see Bell about. 

I have no travel funds. Would it be within reason for the 

Institute to carry this trip? If not, I of course will gladly do it 

personally. 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Professor of Game Management 

Mr. Leopold's absence
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S. AY 
JAMES F. BELL April 14, 1938 

i Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 

: Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your very interesting letter of the 
thirteenth. 

I am pleased to learn that subsequent developments 
have shown that the banded returns from artificially 

raised ducks are satisfactory when the ducks liber- 
ated are in proper condition. 

As I told you, my experience has been largely with 
the diving birds, because at the time I undertook 
this experiment very little, if anything, had been 
done with them. The mallards are quite another 
proposition. 

While I don't share your opinion about artificial 
game production, provided it can be made a more or 

less continuous process, nevertheless I appreciate 

that it is rather a long shot from the standpoint 
of operating costs. However, as I follow the re- 

sults of the various shooting clubs which now 

raise and liberate birds for shooting, I am in- 
clined to believe that if the cost could be reduced 

from the present basis more attempts of this charac- 

ter would be made and there would be some lessening 

of the pressure against the migratory stock. 

Now, as to the possibilities of the Canadian plant 

along the lines you have suggested, we have almost 

unlimited opportunity for trapping and banding 
wild birds, and we are also undertaking, with the 

Department of Biology, some experiments with the 
homing instinct of birds. This year they are 

shipping me a number of newly hatched birds to 

be raised, banded, and liberated, and they are 

also sending me several hundreds of eggs from the 

same lot, to see at what point this homing instinct 

is developed. 

You suggest that I resubmit the case, with only 
incidental emphasis on light manipulation and
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with primary emphasis on the comparison of survival 
of wild and artificial birds of as many species as 
possible through a term of years. 

I am distinctly interested in what you tell me 
about your own thoughts in the matter and the 

qualifications of Mr. Hawkins. 

I am off East again Sunday night for some ten days 
or two weeks. On my return I should be very glad 
if you would suggest some means of our getting to- 
gether for a personal talk. 

As to the matter of expense, I shall be very glad 
to undertake any of this in connection with these 
preliminary considerations. 

; Sincerely yours, 

JFB B /)—~ ey 

(al 

ae



1532 University Aveme 
April 13, 1938 

: tr. James ¥. Bell \ 
200 Chamber of Commerce \ 
Minneapolis, Minnesota \ 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

The publications on which [ based my impression that the banding 
veturns from artificially reared ducks were poor were those of Dr. Lincoln. 
At the moment I am unable to lay ay hands on them, but I remember that the 
normal first-year rate from wild bandings ran from 13 te 20 per cent while 
the first-year return from artificial bandings ran from 3 to 4 per cent. 

I have now, however, hed a chance to check up with Dr. Pirnie of 
Michigan, who telle me that the Lincola figures did not include « let of 
Michigan work which showed satisfactory returns from artificial aallerds of 
good stock and poor returns from artificial mallards of deteriorated stock. 
This distinetion between good and poor mallards is further accentuated in 
the following publication: “Banding Studies of Semidomesticated mallard 
ducks,” by Paul 1. ie and W. &. Albert, Jr. Bird-Wending, Vol. VII, 
Wo. 2, April, 1936, pp. 73. 

It appears that I was not up to date on the returne from good 
mallards and the reason for this is that they have not been By seers nee 
Pirnie also has the impression that you have some unpublished banding returns 
and I hope that you can arrange to get them into print, because this is really 
an importent question on which we need all the avellable evidence. Your 
returns on species other than mallard would be particularly valuable, since 
no one else has worked on these species that I know of. 

I am still of the opinion that game farm production holds smali 
promise at a meane of eugnenting the wild flight because costs alone would 
operate te that end, os Gusuthin shuts cade bean eta eon ome ee 
possibilities of a good Canadian plent where both wild and arti 
could be banded in competition with each other. I take it that your plant 
presents such an opportunity. If oo, I persomally would encourage your re~ 
submitting the cage, with only incidental emphasis on light manipulation and 
with primary emphasis on the comparison of wild and artificial birds of as 
many species as possible through a term of years. Dr. Pirnie has persuaded 
ne of the worthwhileness of such a procedure, and he is especially impressed 
with the degree of cooperation obtainable from the Canadians. ’ 

fo re-orient your proposal along these lines I would suggest thet 
you need first of all a suitable man trained not so meh in artificial — 
rearing ae in the general ecology of waterfowl and in banding studies.
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I have exactly such a man ia Arthur 9. Hawkins, but he has already signed 

up to work for the Illinois Natural History Survey. If you are interested 
i would be glad to make further inquiries. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 

ec Committee Inetitute Technical Committee 
Henry P.Davis



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 
JAMES F. BELL 

April 8, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have been away and I am therefore tardy 
in answering your letter of March fifth. 
I quite understand your position with re- 
spect to the attitude of the committee and 
I will not bother you further. 

I am very much interested in the next to 
the last paragraph of your letter, in which 
you say you are at a loss to understand why 
artificial releases do not survive. We have 
not had this unfortunate experience. Our 
returns have been equal in percentage to 
those of trapped and banded wild birds. 
Maybe this is because of the age and condi- 
tions under which we release them. We have 
yet to receive a report that a bird was not 
in excellent condition. 

If there is any literature on the non- 
survival of artificial releases I would 
like to have it. 

Thanking you for your consideration, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

JFB B yr



Copies to Committee "i 
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Walcott 

1532 University Aveme 
March 15, 1938 

Mr. James FP. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I would be much interested to see your place, but I am afraid 
the question of an Institute contribution is settled in the negative, 
at least as far as the Technical Committee is concerned. 

We found ourselves in unanimous agreement on this point: that 
the returns from all artificially propagated ducks (1.6. bands from 
birds released to the flight) are so far so discouraging, as compared with 
returns from wild=banded ducklings, as to cast doubt on the value of 
artificial releases as a means of building up the flight. 

It is the committee's belief that the stimlation of egg pro- 
duction of light would be an interesting experiment, but even if successful 
would hold out little hope of practical value as a means of augmenting the 
crop because the artificial birds do not survive. 

Incidentally the committee believed, as you do, that egg pro- 
duction San Be built up by lighting. It has been done on so many species 

_ && to leave little doubt of success. 

Just why artificial releases do not survive is still a total 
mystery. When we get light on this we might possibly see your proposal 
in a different light. 

The committee is sorry to have to write you unfavorably, but 
the call on Institute funds is so great that we cannot justify research 
the outcome of which is not clearly of ultimate utility to conservation. 

: Thanking you for your interest, , 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee
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MINNEAPOLIS,MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F.BELL 

March 4, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have had several telephone conversations re- 
cently with our mutual friend Senator Walcott. 
Indeed, I conversed with him last night and 
among other things he told me of the meeting in 
Baltimore and of his satisfaction in the pro- 
ceedings. 

He said also that he had talked with you about 
our proposition in Canada and that you had ex- 
pressed a desire to see the place and familiarize 
yourself more with conditions and what we have. 
I hope this can be arranged. I shall be very 
glad to consider going up there with you when 
the season is sufficiently advanced so that we 
can have the most favorable circumstances. 

I wonder if you are at all familiar with the 
work that William Rowan has been doing at the 
University of Alberta. I think he is a real 
genius and that he is doing some very constructive 
research work. 

Trusting I may hear from you at your convenience, 
I am 

oo / 

JFB B eh 8
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F.C.WALCOTT OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF WELFARE 
COMMISSIONER State OFFiIceE BuiLDING, HARTFORD 

March 5, 1938. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Aveme, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am delighted to get your letter and the 
four pamphlets, "Farm Game Management in Silesia," 
"Naturschutz in Germany," "Notes on Geme Administra- 
tion in Germany," and "Deer and Devuerwald in Germany." 
I shell read all of these with the greatest interest. 

You are doing marvelous work in the field 
of netural history and supplying the backbone of our 
own progrem, which is going to be the real program for 
the Biological Survey to follow before we are through 
with it. We have an outstanding committee, and it is 
refreshing to hear them telk. 

I cannot help but agree with your findings 
with reference to the Bell proposition. There is no 
particular justification for attempting the artificial 
reproduction of wild ducks, particularly the deep-water 
or diving ducks. I have raised them end have gotten 
them to breed in captivity, canvasbacks, redheads and 
broadbills. It is terribly artificial, however, and 
even though it can be done as a stunt, as it is done 
by Hugh Wormold of Norfolk, England, the birds do not 

compare with the birds reered in the wild stste under 
natural conditions. : 

Sincerely yours, 

W/N



1532 University Avenue 
Jamuary 18, 1936 

Wir, James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minn sapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I am disappointed that you will not be able to 
moet with the Technical Committee, as I am convinced that 

t your project is one which cannot well be discussed by mail. 

I would like to run up to Minneapolis but for the 
fect thet I have just come back from # month's bunting trip 
in Mexico ond it will keep me jumping to get away even for 
the Conference. I could come up later in the year, but 

presumably you would like to shake this matter down in the ; 
near future. 

; i I am glad to know of Senator Walcott'’s interest and 
would especially like to have him sit in on our discussions. 
Possibly he is sufficiently posted on your operations so that 
we could talk with him as a starter and later take the matter 
up with you on some occasion convenient to you. 

Tn order not to get wires tangled, the committee c 
will leave the entire matter in the hands of Henry Davis, 
thet is to say, ws would like him to act for us until the 
Coumittee can actually get together. Hence I am sending him 

- @ @opy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo leopold, Chairman 
cc H. P. Davis Iustitute Technical Committee



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

Ta Ciena December 20, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Former Senator F. E. Walcott has been interested in 
some experimental breeding experiments which I have 
been carrying out in connection with wild ducks at 
Delta, Manitoba. He has taken this matter up with 
Mr. Henry P. Davis of the American Wildlife Insti- 
tute with the thought that the Institute may become 
interested in Joining with me in these experiments. 

Mr. Davis has asked me to sit with the Technical 
Committee between the fourteenth and seventeenth of 
February but my engagements will not permit this. 
He suggests that if it is impossible I get in touch 
with you. I am wondering if you have in contempla- 
tion a trip to Minneapolis at any time between now 
and then as I would like very much to have the 
pleasure of meeting you and going over this subject 
in detail. 

Sincere yours, 

JFB B



1532 University Avene 
December 10, 1937 

Mr. @. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 

; Washington, 9. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

fo render a final opinion on the request of Mr. James F. Bell 
for Institute support of his waterfowl propagation project at Delta, 
Manitoba, requires much more detailed information than we can place before 
the committee ty mail. I therefore suggest that if you regard the proposal 
seriously, Mr. Bell be asked to meet with the committee at Baltimore. 

I will try to sketch for you some of the questions which would 
occur to me. 

Mr. Bell wants to manipulate the endocrine system of his breeders 
to prolong the laying season. It would seem to me that before investing 
in such @ venture, it should first be determined what survival value the 
artificially propagated birds of the various species have. This can be 
done only by banding, and as far as I kmow, the question has never been 
answered. I would therefore give priority to a banding development rather 
than an endocrine minipulation. 

Secondly, who is to direct and operate the plant? The questions 
involved are too large to be entrusted to any but a disinterested public - 
administration. ‘he correspondence does not even mention this question of 
supervision. 

Approaching the question from the negative side, it would be 
easy to get the public excited about artificial propagation as a supplement 
to wild propagation, but it would be dangerous to do this before we are 
sure that any kind of propagated birds survive in worth-while numbers. 
The same thing is true of pheasants. We have the public all excited about f 
raising outputs of game farms but sre now beginning to realize that part 
of the output has no survival value and is therefore a wmste. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the committee and also 
circulating your letter to the comsittes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
vh Institute Technical Committes
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December 7, 1937 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em attaching hereto copy of a letter 
received from James F. Bell of Minneapolis. He is desirous 
of having the Institute contribute to the continuance and 
furtherance of this project at Delta, Manitoba. 

We have asked him for a detailed description 
of this project and his proposed work and the attached is 
the answer. It would seem to me that you would want more 
specific and more detailed information than is contained 
herein to determine the advisability of the Institute allocat- 

ing $4,000 to this project, of which Senator Walcott seems to 
approve. 

If you desire more information, let us know 
and give us an idea of what it is so that he can answer your 
questions fully. If no further information is needed, please 
advise us end we will forward copies to the other members of 
the Technical Committee for their consideration. 

With very best regards, I am 

uaieiey ton) 

(\ 
CTOs 
C. Me Palmer, Jr. 
Assistant Secreta 

Pig 
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Jemes F. Bell November 30, 1937 

Mr. Henry P. Davis, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

The Senator wrote me that there might be a chance of our running across each 
other when I was in New York but as I didn't hear fram you I assumed that 
another engagement prevented you from coming. 

As to thé Delta project, possibly a brief review of the history of this enter- 
priee will prove informative. 

When I first took the place it was overrun with all kinds of vermin and with 
cettle. The first thing I did was to get rid of the crows; 864 of them in 
one year. The next was to prevent the cattle from coming over the property 
and trempling down the nests. 

Then came the thought that I should put back in the air as many or more birds than 
I killed during the open season. In this we followed the easiest way, with 
mallards, wintering them and giving them ample protection during the nesting 
season. The next step was to stimulate the number of eggs laid by actually 
robbing nests and incubating the eggs. 

My interest, however, was in the diving birds end we graduated from the mallards 
into an attempt at the artificial raising of canvas, redheads, bluebills; in fact, 
with effort on every variety of duck that frequemts our marsh, and we were 

successful in doing a scientific job of robbing the nests of wild birds and 
incubating the eggs artificially. Our percentage of hatching was high and, ex- 
cept for one or two misfortunes, we came through with a large percentage of mature 
birds. As a matter of fact, we found our five-week old hand-raised birds when 

released almost twice the size of those born in the natural environment. 

From the captive birds we have secured eggs from canvas, redheads, and bluebills. 
It took some time to get the canvas to lay and we were unfortunate in two 
instances in storms which drove the birds off and chilled the eggs. In the 
case of the redheads and bluebills we have succeeded very well. 

About this time I became interested in the work that William Rowan was doing and 
we tried to stimlate production with the use of artificiel lights, including 
ultra violet. This worked very well with the mallards but I didn't have the 
scientific supervision necessary to carry on the experiments. 

The objective at the present time is to duplicate the environmental changes which 

a bird goes through in migration and return and to see if we can not increase 
the cycle two or three times a year, with breeding in each cycle. This will re- 
quire work in hormones, with artificial stimlation with both light and tempera- 
ture and also with feeding. To do this we must engage a scientific staff and 
establish a laboratory. I have a man in mind who has finished his doctor's degree 
at McGill. I can furnish the necessary housing md laboratory equipment but I 
need some assistance in the expenses involved in the services of Dr. Byllingsley. 

.
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I suggested the amount of four thousand to Senator Walcott and should have 
told him that I would join equally in this experiment. Personally, I believe 
that we can do it for less but one must provide against contingencies. I 
think the work is well worth while and I would like to se it carried on if 
we can secure the necessary financial assistance in doing so. 

Sincerely yours, 

(signed) JAMES F. BELL 

JFB OB 

|



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

December 30, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for the copy of your letter to 
Pirnie. I apologize for not having acknowledged 

your brief of the co-operative agreement for 

the Delta Station, but I assumed I would 
hear from Palmer. 

As a matter of fact, a letter from him just 

comes in, which speaks of some further delay. 

However, anything you work out is entirely 

agreeable, and when the Foundation is ready 

to act, you will find me responsive. 

It was unfortunate that I was away when you 

and Hochbaum were here. You apparently have 

stirred up great interest in the Delta project, 

as is evidenced by the various museums and 

colleges which propose to participate. I am 

afraid you are far too modest when you say 

this all comes up spontaneously. : 

Give my best to Hochbaum and Joan and extend 

to them and accept for yourself my very best 

wishes in the New Year. 

jfb aj aw



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 

Vice-Chalrman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE View- President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

a BEES or eee r C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee December 27, 1939 Secretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

I am attaching hereto our check in 
the amount of $441.56 to cover Hochbaum's salary 
for this coming month and his expenses while at 

Delta. 

So far we are over our share of the 
Delta budget but I am hoping that we'll be able 
to get the thousand from Bell to even us up. 

We're having a meeting of our Executive 
Committee next week on Wednesday and I hope some 
definite action with regard to contacting Mr. Bell 

will be undertaken. 

With best regards, I am 

et > 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 

Pig 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
December 13, 1939 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Mort: 

The budget for Delta set up $400 for Hochbaum's 
expanses and $200 for travel expenses for Pirnie and myself. 
I afterward found thet I had failed to take account of Peter 
Ward, and I charged his salary from April to November($240) 
against these expense funds. 

Attached is Hochbaum's expense account in the amount 

of $291.56. Since it has never been clear how we were financed 
at Delta, I am unable to make a flat recommendation for Hochbaum's 
reimbursement in this amount, but hope that enough balance remains 

to take care of the account. I will leave the matter in your 

hands. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Expense Account ~ H. A. Hoch 

Delta Duck Station - 1939 

Mileage 

March - 850 miles at 4¢ per mile... .......2... $ 34.00 
April - 280 miles at 4¢ per mile... .......2.2.. «12.20 
May 1 to June 20 - 320 miles at U¢ ie Me. is cas BS 
June 20 to July 20 - 6164 miles at 4¢ per mile... ... 32.66 
July 20 to August 20 - 907 miles at i¢ per mile... .. 36.28 
August 20 to October 20 - 1196% miles at 4¢ per mile. . . 47.85 
October 20 to December 3 - 994 miles at 4¢ per mile... 39.76 

Supplies for preperation of specimens, ........4.... 18.84 
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HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board TOE eo 

ELTINGE F. WARNER Vicaihainan ate Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE “Vice-President 
_ FREDERIC EWING _ Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee aM a 

December 11, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have a copy of your letter of November 29th 

to Miles Pirnie. 

We had a very hurried meeting of the Executive 
Committee on November 10th, the day before Senator Walcott 

sailed for Europe. This meeting was called specifically to 

consider the Conference and affairs of the Federation. Little 

else was undertaken. 

I tried to get some action on the Delta project 

but nothing definite was done. Since that time I have written 

to Mr. F. Be. Davis, Jr., who, as you know, is our vice 

president, and who is well acquainted with Mr. Bell. At the 

meeting during the brief time we discussed the Delta project, 

Mr. Davis suggested a counter proposal to Mr. Bell. As the 

matter was left pretty much in the air, I wrote Mr. Davis 

giving all the information I had, a copy of your correspondence, 

the agreement, program and budget, and asked that he contact 

Mr. Bell with the proposal he made at that meeting. 

I have not yet heard from Mr. Davis but as soon 

as I hear anything definite from him I will advise you. I 

certainly hope we can get something done on this project 

pretty soon. Everyone is extremely interested in the work 

and eager to see it progress. They favor the taking over of 

the hatchery and Mr. Bell's proposal but it has been very hard 

to get any specific action. 

We will have another meeting after the first of 

the year and I hope that we can get the thing settled at that 

time. 

_— With very best regards, I am 

! ee ae: . fT 

GLy wwe Ly seal Sincerely, 
oA CO 

Can r 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 
Peg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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We ‘ax A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

\ ip 505 Commereial Building, 
aa Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
a i December 9, 1939. 

Dr, Ald Leopold, 
/ a Voge Dept. of Wildlife Management, 

| Y | 424 University Farm Place, 
Lig? MADISON, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Bh Dear Dr. Leopold: 
7 Wy 

’ vy Mr. Main changed his plans and has gone out to 
the Pacifie coast in connection with Ducks Unlimited 

work, This is the reason he did not call on you last 

we Thurdéday as I had led you to believe he would. He 
still intends to have 4 short holiday in the south 

after January 1, and will, no doubt, advise you later 

when he will be passing through Madison. 

44 Your note end the reprints of Al's paper were 

fi received yesterday and, as I am leaving for the coast 
es myself to-day, I will take one along for Mr. Main to 

w read. Al.is certainly doing splendid work at Delta 
ry » and the information is of practical importance in ¥ 

4 management, Pecos. 

iy “ih With kind regards, I am, 

Lae is 
tention — Yours very truly, 
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42h University Farm Place 
December 6, 1939 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Greek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

The attached letter to Mr. Bell holds out, I 
think, considerable encouragement for the Delta venture. 
I hope it appeals to you that way. 

Attached is a letter from George Sutton. Do you 
see any objection to Albert's sending him unneeded specimens? 

As for the student, we propose to reply that we 
cannot pay his way but that if they care to he will be welcome. 
Does that meet with your approval? Please return the letter 
with your reply. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



kok University Farm Place 
December 6, 1939 

ly. James F. Bell 

200 Chamber of Commerce ; 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Balls 

Hochbaum and I were sorry to have missed sesing you in St. Paul. 

We now have reprints of the 1938 report and I hasten to send you 
@ supply. I am also sending some to Dr. Pirnie, Mr. Palmer, Mr. Ward, Peter 
Ward, and lyle Sowls. If you can use more, please let me know. 

the particular purpose of this letter is te report to you how the 
Wood's Hole" idea of a biological station is working out. At the present 
moment the following institutions are proposing scientific work at Delta at 
thelr own expense: 

The Minnesota State Museum (Dr. Breckenridge) is proposing te collect 
eclipse plumages for the Minnesota collection. 

Carleton Collage (Dr. Pettingill) is proposing to use Delta as a 
base for photographing of pelicans. 

Cornell (Dr. Sutton) is proposing to send @ student te collect 
eclipse plumages. {I have hopes that this might eventually result in Dr. Sutton 
coming himself to paint or to study. 

University of Wisconsin (Dr. Hasler) is considering using Delta as 
& base for the study of fisheries in Lake Manitoba. 

There has been no effort te promote these enterprises. They have 
Gome up quite spontaneously. Let me repeat that they entail no liabilities, 
financial or otherwise, on our part. 

I am hoping that the Institute will see in these developments renewed 
evidence that its participation is proving to be worthwhile. I heard from My,rt 
Palmer the other day and he hopes for early action on the part of the Institute 
in regard to next yoar's program. 

Hochbaum i¢ now in Madison and up to his ears in the working up of 
the 1939 data and collections. 

Yours sincerely, 

ce Palmer 

Pirnie Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



corr 

4ah University Farm Place 
November 29, 1939 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

I have not heard from you or Mort Palmer or Mr. Bell 
about the rough draft of the cooperative agreement for the Delta 
station. I have, however, just received word from Dean 
Christensen that should the other parties be agreeable to such 
a set-up, he heartily approves the venture. I had anticipated 
some possible difficulty because the agreement does not provide 
for handling the funds through the University. This, I fear, 
would not work because of the local expenses for local help. 
Before pushing the matter further though, I would like to be 
sure that the rough draft conforms in general with your own 
picture of the future of Delta. 

I am sending you half a dozen advance copies of Albert's 
news letter. You will remember approving this proposal while we 
were at Delta last summer. : 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Bell for his 
informatim and also to Mort Palmer of the Institute. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

\



HERBERT L, PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vico Prasident 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Acting Secretary 

November 27, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of November 17th 
checking for us the status of the Delta funds. 

I am enclosing herewith our check in 
the amount of $60.00 which is required to complete 
our obligations as of December 31st. 

We had a brief meeting of the Executive 

Committee in New York last week. It was called in 
pretty much of a hurry to consider plans for the 
Conference, Wildlife Week, and the stemp sale. 
Little else was accomplished as Senator Walcott 
was leaving the next day for Europe. 

We are planning another meeting shortly 
after the first of the year but in the meantime I 
em trying to get some action through Mr. F. B. Davis, 
Jr. in connection with the Delta project. He has 
suggested a counter-proposal to Mr. Bell and, in 
view of the fact that they are good friends, I have 
asked him to approach Mr. Bell on the subject. I 
hope we will yet be able to see this matter 
settled. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely, 

C. M. Palmr, Jr. 

Secretary 
Peg 

Ence 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Distribution of Delta News Letter 

Dr. A. A. Allen, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Dr. George M. Sutton, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Arthur S. Hawkins, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois 

Prof. Gustav Swanson, University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, University Museum, Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis, Minn. 

B. W. Cartwright, Ducks Unlimited, 505 Commercial Bldg., Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Ed Ward, Delta, Manitoba 

Dr. M. D. Pirnie, W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Michigan 

C. M. Palmer, Jr., American Wildlife Institute, Investment Bldg., Washington, D.C. 

James F. Bell, 200 Chamber of Commerce, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Students



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR November 27, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Economic Entomology Building 
Campus 

My dear Aldo: 

Herewith I am returning the cooperative agreement 
covering the Delta Duck Station which you left with me 
Friday afternoon. 

I have read the agreement and have shown it to 
Dean Christensen. Both of us agree that it is a very 
desirable project, and are of the opinion that the methods 
of administration which are provided in the cooperative 
agreement should meet the needs. We have no suggestions 
for change in the agreement, and are glad to give our ap- 

proval to your participation in the study to the extent 
indicated in the agreement, 

Sincerely yours, 

Associate Director 4 
Experiment Station



Delta Duck Station 
Delta , Manitoba 
November 19, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I had not thought of the news letter as anything 
more than a note for our own bunch and 100 copies will be 
more than plenty. I do not want to burden you with Delta 
chores and can send them out from here if Vivian will send 

yr them up. On second thought, though, time is so short before 
leaving that it might be better to hold them and I will 
take care of them when I get back. 

I will be bringing some specimens across and in order 
to get over the line with out delay will you kindly send a 

| letter y the Collector of Customs a8 Noyes, Minn. This shovld 
: merely te thet I am an American citizen working with the 

University and that the specimens I carry are to become a 
part of the Collection of the University of Wisconsin, I had 
some difficulty last year but was told this spring that such 
a letter will be enough. You may be sure this will be greatly 
appreciated, 

It_is my plan to leave Delts November 39 and be in 
hmm St. Paul for the meetings on Yec.1 and 2. Swanson has 
asked me to give something on the Delta wotk under the titles 
Delts. Duck Studies, 1939. If you agree, I think I shall 
confine my topic largely to the bag tally considering, 
particularly the relationship of the different types of shooting 
to the sex ratio of the bag. By the way, Ik was very much 
interested in your note on the jump shooting at La Crosse. It 
looks as though the heavy kil] in females in jump shooting 
is not confined to the breeding marshes, 

Art writes that he is having good results with the 
cloacal character and that he is using it on trapped birds too. 
I have made a last check-up on the captive birds and there is 
no sign of any important changes in the characters. Wish we had 
& place to keep birds at Msdison,for we should follow this 
through the winter. 

The fishermenk started to fish a few days too early 
this year and many were nearly wiped out with the first south 
wind, ~ 

Looking foreward to seeing you soon, 

; Sincerely, 

BOM,



4ol University Farm Place 
November 25, 1939 

Collector of Gustome 
Noyes 
Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

On approximately December 1 Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
will cross the border at your station en route from Delta, Manitoba, 
to the University of Wisconsin at Madison. He will have in his car 
a number of scientific specimens of ducks and other waterfowl, 
collected in Manitoba under permit from the Canadian government. 
These specimens are the property of the University of Wisconsin and 
will be used entirely for scientific purposes by this university ond 
by Michigan State College, which is cooperating in the project. 

The purpose of this letter in to explain the origin and 
use of thie material to avoid aiffieulty or misunderstanding when 
Mr. Hochbaum reaches the line. : 

Sineerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Movember 17, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Mort: 

Thank you for the cheek for $280 which just arrived. 
This leaves the account as follows: 

Carried over from October. .......+ + $20.00 
Received from Institute Nov. 17. ...... 23-33 

November 1 payroll .» «6 5 se ee wee 180.00 
(Hochbaum $150, Ward $30) 

Carried forward Nov. 17 $120.60 

December 1 payroll $180.00 
Gash on hand seas 

AMOUNT NEEDED FROM INSTITUTE DEC. 1 . 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER A \V/ | F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935. T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Acting Secretary 

November 15, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Fam Plece 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thenk you very much for your letter 

of the 10th telling us the amount needed for the 

October payroll on the Delta project, which is 

$160.00. 

Since the enclosed check was made 
up before your letter was received we are sending 
you $280.00 instead. The difference, of course, is 
to be applied on the November payroll. 

I would appreciate your letting us 
know the totel amount needed for November. 

With best regards, I am 

ot 

C. Me Palmer ,Jr. 
Secretary 

E Peg 

Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
November 10, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, dr. 
American Wildlife Institute J 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mort: 

Just to let you know that the October payroll 
for Delta is as follows: 

H. A. Hochbaum, salary. . . . 4 + + + + + «$150.00 
Peter Ward, enlary. «6 ee cee te ee ew BO 

sido-00 
Carried over from your last check 
(Sowls dia - work a full month 
in Geptember). . 6 1 ee ete tet ees 

Total needed for October... ...... ‘ites 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Delta, Manitoba s ye 

Novembe4 4, 1939 q 

wer 
yt 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

IT am afraid that I have been a bit lax im answering 
some of your notes in October. We don't know how to thank you 
for thinking of as on your trip to the south-west. The colleeting 
of things from the Wavago country has been one of my earliest 
hobbies and something which you have chosen in your own 
country means more to me than I can say. ; 

We hope that you will be able to stay at Delta for 
a longer visit next year and that some of the family can 
come up seme time. I hope too that you will be able to make 
a fall visit to Clandeboye. I visited the east side of the 
bay last week and it is wilder than our part of the marsh. 

The bag tally has been pretty much of an all-day affair 
since the season started, but now with ice I am having a chance 
do do some of the things which must be finished before coming 
down. Swanson wanted me to stop over in Minneapolis to give 
a class lecture or a seminar. I wonder if it would be 
prolonging things too long, however, if I remained here until 
the end of the month in order that I might take in the 
Minnesota conference on the way down. It comes such a short 
time after I would get back and would save the trip right back 
up again. 

I know that it may seem pointless to remain up here so 
long, but I think I should stay until the ducks go at least 
and there seem to be an endless number of chores to be 
finished up. 

The cloacal character is still holding up %14@ at this 
date and I am anxious to here from Arthur of any changes during 
the latter part of his season. I wondered, too, if anything 
has been done along this line by the poultry people. The 
poultry expert at the Manitoba Experiment Station had not been 
famaéliar with the @haracter. I should think that the ground 
work for investigating this in gallinaceous birds could begin 
with domestic shickens. 

The marsh has been forzen over for over @& week and yet 
ducks are remaining in large numbers on the lake. There are few 
birds being shot, however, except on the stuvble. 

Gave a discussion of the Velta work for the Winnipeg 
Natural History Society earlier in the week. They are a 
live bunch and are folléwing the work at Yelta with a great 
deal of interest. 

Yonrs sincerely, 

Fe. Bahl alee hb. 
thn Et Aerts Y abivelyetiv— Awet 

Rincleliinn Yom Ce DO. Reha. Colt, Were metho,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
November 4, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed is a letter form Mr. Merrick of the 
Pennsylvania Committee of Ducks Unlimited. I presume it 
was written in good faith and I have tried to answer it as 
best I could. I do not know what sort of a personnel 
D. U. has in the States, however,and am sending this to 

pr you for your approval. If it is all right will Vivian please 
nt send it on. 
ON 

Sincerely,



PENNSYLVANIA STATE COMMITTEE 
1641 Widener Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 

C Telephone: LOCust 6421 

; f RODNEY K. MERRICK EDWARD STARR, Jr. LEDYARD HECKSCHER 

Cinienae Ticshres Seecey 

October 23, 1939. 

Philadelphia Vice-Chairmen- 

N. Emory BARTLETT ir, BA; Hoon 

R. Dae BENSON, JR. ° He Ae Hochbaum, 

CHARLES J. BIDDLE or. Wildlife Institute, 

G. Dawson CoLEMAN elta, Manitoba, Canada. 

Cuarves P. Davis 
ere My dear Mr. Hochbaums 

Cc E 
i ile In reading over some of the literature of our 
ae ra organization, I note that you and Mr. B. W. Cartwright flew 

FREDERICK V. HEBARD approximately 2,000 miles over some of our great duck breeding 
tk ie ; grounds, and I am writing to ask what your impressions were 
fa Nae eT of the conservation work that can be done in Canada. We in 
Berauey W- JONES this comtry realize that it is a vast territory and we are 
Lrvineston E- JONES keen to have the opinion of a man not in our organization who 
RatpH H. Knope has had a chance to see things at first hand. 
JosrrpH W. LipPincoTr 

NUE a ACO es I have had a number of very interesting talks with 
THomas NEWHALL Ted Doremus of Wilmington, and understand that you are doing a 
WM. WINSOR PHILLER splendid piece of work at Delta. 
‘CaRL B, RAUTERBERG 

B. BRANNAN REATH With best regards, and hoping to hear from you, I 
FRANK A. SARTORI, JR. am, 

Hon. CHARLES SINKLER ; 

EDWARD STARR, JR. Sincerely yours, 

R. ELLisoN THOMPSON ' 

—_ Kernen 
* 4 f 

Sub-Chairmen. Chairman. 
Epwarp T. STUART, JR. 

Epwarp W. TAYLor, Jr.



3 Delta Manitoba 
Octobe¥ 31, 1939 ie 

ip bo 

Mr. Aldo “eopold (ae 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Profeffor Leopold: 

Your dreft of the budget had not reached me when 
I sent the first note concerning the hatchery costs nor had 
Ward had a chance to go over his accounts thoroughly at that 
time. I hope that my further account of hatchery costs did 
not make things more complicated. - 

The coste in 1926 for hatching and rearing 800 birds 
and carrying the hatchery through the year were as follows; 

Supplies Bee eee eon ae 
(coal, feed,hay,gas etc.) 

Wards salary for four months 
@ $125 ------------=-- $500.00 

‘ Assistant for 6ix months 
@ $75 66~------------ $450.00 

Total cost --------------- 1491.00 

Mr. Wards salary was included because he must 
hire outside help during the hatchery season to take his 
place with the estate. 

The advisability of appointing a superintendent for 
but six months may be questioned,but the suggestion comes 
from “ard who will continue to take care of the hatchery 
during the winter months. It would be another matter, of course, 
if we were to bring someone from the outside to run the 
hatchery,but as I have understood the matter,it was to 
be turned over to Peter this year. The aid of an assistant 
will be necessary during May and June when the incubators 
are going. As such the costs of running the hatchery would be: 

Superintendent eee eee =| ==) £000.00 
six months @ $100 

Assistant 
Two months @ $75 ------- $150.00 

Supplies Se = 1 90 OO 

Total -------$1200.00
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The cloacal character is still holding up %100 
and I am anxious to learn how Arthur is finding it. 

The enclosed wes prepared at the request of Ducks 
Unlimited and in view of the short time in which I had 
to prepare it and our policy of cooperation with Ducks 
Unlimited, “let it go without calling it to your attention. 

Yours sincerely, 

CM,
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42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Hovenber 2, 1939 - 

Mr. C, M. Palmer, Jr. 

. American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, DB, 6. 

Dear Mort: 

In order that the Institute may heve something 
definite to act upon, I am proposing the enclosed eoopera- 
tive agreement for the Delta station. Copies are being 
sent to Mr. Bell and to Dr. Pirnie for criticien. 

The proposed budget is nearly the same as in the 
past except for $500 which has been added for a bulletin. 
I have no way to guess where this bulletin fund is to come 

from so I have left its origin blank. . 

Sincerely yours, 

8 Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Pirnie 
Bell 
Hochbaum
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COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT et 
Delta Duck Station 7 
Delta, Manitoba 

Parties 

This agreement is by and between the following cooperators: 

ee Hereinafter called 
American Wildlife Institute, Investment Bldg. , 

Washington, D. ¢. "The Institute" 
James F. Bell, 200 Chamber of Commerce, 

Minneapolis, Minn. ‘Mr. Bell? 
Miles BD, Pirnie, Michigan State College, 

Bast Lansing, Mich. ‘Dr. Pirnie"® 
Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. ‘tr, Leopold" 

of Delta Duck Station penny s 

to { researches in waterfowl] conservation, particularly in the 
/ breeding ape of wild ducks and the mangenent of duck breeding grounds. 

To Sty weley foul Niles! HsTovy fan 4 ThY Growth ¥ develypmenl « pe focal speery § 

Te pub: am the findings of such researches. 

fo train men to appraise andanalyze waterfowl conservation problens. 

To enc: the development of scientific waterfowl management in 
‘Canada by Canadians. fe 

Contributions by z 
Pipettes 

The Institute will furnish funds (see budget). 

Mr. Bell will ft the use of his land, duck hatchery, and equipment 
on the Delta marsh, Delta, Manitoba, for the Delta Duck Station. He will 
alse furnish funds (see ). ’ 

ff nt e " ARR. gases: 

; Dr. Pirnfe and Ur. will furnish supervision, wy de see 
fteld-expenses; but 

Organization 
The Delta Duck Station will be administered by a Board of Advisors of 

three men, at least one of whom shall be a Canadian. ‘The board will be 
appointed by the cooperators. The members of the board shall receive no 
selary, but they shall be reimbursed for expense of at—Least one meeting per 
year at Delta. 

The Board of Advisors shall appoint » Director who shall receive salary 
and expenses yearlong, and who shall headquarter at Delta during the field 
Season. The Director shall be in charge of all operations of the station.
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vasalh The nuove! of fh. vend, 

the Director, shall appoint a yearlong hatchery superintendent, who 
shall operate the Delta hatchery ag an adjunct to the research program. 

wnt fy Chie app Arvin 4 Chee Teeneet 

The Direetor shall appoint such field assistants and employ such labor 
crews as are needed for the research program, up to the limit of available funds. 

The operation and maintenance of the Delta property (aside from its use 
for research) remains the function of Mr. Bells and is not the function of the 

Delta Duck Station, Ygnion, fplaemmae whe halle 
The funds of the Station shall be deposited with and disbursed by, one BE chara 

of Ue ‘octep advisors, who shall_be.designated by tpe-secperatere-ae freasurer. 
OF how prrew aa arcs oAdreerel ay da Coupteredoras 

All selentifie collections shall be housed at Delta and remain the 
property of the Station unless otherwise disposed of by joint consent of the 
Cooperators and the Advisory Board. 

Budget and Program. 

Before the beginning of each calendar year the Director will prepare, 
for approval by the Board: 

1. A budget 
2. A program. : 
a. Repovt ot previous yee de nities 

Upon approval by the Board, the Director shall axecute the program, subject 
to the limitations of the budget. 

The budget and program for 1940 are attached, and become part of this 
agreement. 

ahead vanpe Radenparute 

The Director may undertake researches, tradning-dehecke, or other functions 
which are consistent with the purposes of the Station but not provided for by 
Station funds, provided funds covering the costs are deposited with the 
Treasurer, and provided the Board of Advisors has approved a suitable agreement 
for the execution of the work. 

APPROVED BY THE COOPHRATORS: 

date



Delta Duck Station 
Budget and Program for 1940 

(A) Bupest 

Proposed Receipts r 
Contribution by the American Wildlife Institute $2,000 
Contributions by James ¥. Bell 

Yor research operations $1,000 
Yor hatchery operations aie 

Total " ’ 2,350 

Hontetvathon ty J fave. for Billottx Tot 00 

Proposed Expenditures 

Director, salary, 12 mos. at $150 $1,800 
expense, travel aaa 

25 $2,100 

2 summer assistants, 3 mos. at $100 600 
expense, travel to and from Delta 38 

7oo 

“Hatchery superintendent, 6 mos. at $100 600 
assistant, 2 mos. at $75 150 
supplies ey 

’ 1,350 

Inspection trip by Board of Advisors 200 

Publication of Bulletin No. 1, "Growth, 
Development and Movements of Delta Ducks" 500 

of tha heliohioy 
*Vinter malntenanse Gan be handled by the resident force.



(B) PROGRAM 

' 1. Continuation of nesting study, with attempt to isolate factors 
of Grows, ground squirrels, grazing. 

2. Gompletion of plumage study for mallard, pintail, canvasback and 
redhead, for publication in Bulletin No. 1. 

3. Continuation of banding study. Try to trap enough wild ducklings 
to mateh hatchery releases for age, species, and ausber. 

4, Continue predation studies. 

5. Continue marsh phenology study. 

6, Publish Bulletin No. 1, "Growth, Development and Movements of 
Delta Ducks."



veh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Noveubar 2, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
investment Building 
Washington, D, &. 

Dear Mort: 3 

In order that the Institute may have something 
definite to act upon, I am proposing the enclosed coopera- 
tive sgreement for the Delta station. Copies are being 

: sent to Mr. Boll and to Dr. Pirnte for oriticlen. 

The proposed budget is nearly the same as in the 
past except for $500 which has been added for a bulletin. 
I have no way to guess where this bulletin fund is to come 
from so I have left ite origin blank. 

Sincerely youre, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Pirnie 
Bell 
Hochbaum



4oh University Farm Place 

Divieton of Wildlife Management Gatever £5. 1999 

Wir. H, Albert Hochbaum 
Delte, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: : 

Your note on hatchery costs atteched to the news letter 
still has me guessing. You give $1,500 as the total cost for the 
year and $200 per month as the cost for wages, presumably of temporary 

: labor from May 1 to July 1. You do not tell me, though, the main 
thing I need to know, namely what is theyear-long salary of the 
hatchery superintendent. I know, of course, that at present this is 
fused with the care of the grounds, but under the new setqup what 
should it be? If you will £111 in the blank lines in the budget, 

: 4t will all be perfectly clear. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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t October 22, 1939 
“ds | 
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Mr. Aldo “eopold a 
Professor of Wil‘Life Menazement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold : : 

| 
L wanted to queetion Mr. Cartwright before answering | 

your note regerdine the letter to the University of Vanitoba. | 

fhe President is Mr. Sidney ©. Smith and he is,indeed, 
; very much interested in undertaking a proposition such as 

you have set forth. In the opening meeting of the Natural 1 

History Society, Mr. Cartwright brovght before the members | 

the matter of prairie chicken research in Manitoba and suggested | 

that the Society support a cooperative project with the 

University,with the Hamerstroms to annointed to carry out the 

work. The Society was keen on the idea and,as I understand it, | 

willing and able to support the project. The hitch, of course, 

4s that there was a strong objection to bringing someone from 

the States to do the work and the woot would only 
consider supporting a local,or at least Canadian neturelist. 

In the absence of anvone here equinned to carsy out the work, 

I believe the matter has been dtopprd for the present. , 

From what I can gather about Mr. Smith, I am sure 
your letter will be well received and will at least get the | 

pall rolling towards making an opening here. However, I do 

think that it would be better if the sugcestion could come 

froma third party. You maf recall that Mr. Main is | 

particularly interested in the Hemerstrome and in getting 

them in Canada. It might be well to write to hém firsts to cet 
any suggestions he may have on the anproach. He has opened 

a@ good many purse strings in the U.S. and might be able to | 
do so here. Z 

You may recall, that it is the hope of the fellowr in 

Winnipeg - Pitbledo, Vartwright cot.- to get a set-up at 

: the University similar to the 9 unit system. There has mana 

even been correspondence, I understand, with the Institute 

for help in getting this started. Would it not be heat, then, 

to discuss endinvestigtte with Mr. Smith the problems of 

establishing wildlife research es a part of the Universtttem 
function,of ering your experience mma and aid, suggesting 

the prairie chicken.as the lorical problem and the “amerstroms 
as the manpower. Why not surest, also, that the Pelta 
Station might be used as a field headquarters and laboratory 
for prairte chicken studies end other wildlife problems which 

may be underteken by the University. 

I must bé in Winnineg next week and I chsll try to , 
uncover anything. more that has been done end said about this.
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I gave you the cost of hatchery onerations as ebout 
. $1500.00 the other day. Now that the lodge is closed we 

have gone over the records carefully and find that the actual 
cost in 1978 for hatching and rearing $90 birds and carrying 
135 through the winter was $14°1.00 This included Mr. Wards 
salary for 4 months at $125.00 (included on hatchery costs because 
he had to hire outside help to care for his lodge and property 
duties during this period) and an assistant for 6 months at 
$75.00. The cost of feed,coal,zasoline ,hay etc. , included 
in the above figure ywas541.80. 

It would seem to me that we should kecp our operating 
costs as close to this as possible. It seems only fair to 

. pay the superintendent the same as the summer assistants and, as 
you have suggested a twelve-month appointment, this would 
bring the cost to around $1750.00 . An assistant will be necersary 
during “ay end June as the hatchery job is 24 hre a day during 
this period. At $75.00 a month this would bring the bill to 
$1900.00. 

It should be explained that the the detailed hatchery 
operetions involve only the period between Ney 1 and Novemberl. 
For the winter months there is no necessity for a full-time 
overator. I would sugvest that the superindendent be apvoointed 
only for the six-mwonth period, reducing the operating costes to 
$1200,00. This will leave the responsibility for the hatchery 
during the winter to Ward and me. Ward is willing to do this 
as he has before during my period in the States. 

In regards to your second question Mr. Ward seys th: s 
Mr. Bell would like to transfer the Hatchery teginning in 1940, 

The onte eriticism of the draft is on the statement 
regarding Mr. Bell's contributions. Ward sugcests that & 
"buildings" should not be inoluded and the sentence should read3 
"Nr, Bell will furnish ihe use of his land,duck hatchery and 
equipment on the Delta Marsh -~-" 

The season closes November 15 and I would Like to 
rem&zin here until that date. { am giving a paper for the 
Netural History Society early in November end beside continuing 
the tally until the end of the season, there seem to be 
endless chores to wind things up for the year. 

Yours sincerely, 

q 
A & / : 

/(® 
/ yy 

& ‘



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management October 18, 1939 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Alberts 

Mort Palmer agrees that it would be well to have a 
cooperative agreement ready so that &11 the Institute has te do is 
0.K. and sign. 

I am crippled in trying to write such an agreement because : 
I do not know (1) what it costs to run the hatchery, (2) whether Mr. 
Bell would like te transfer the hatchery te us retroactively during 
1939 or beginning in 1940. The document as now drawn up supposes 
that the hatchery will not be transferred tow until 190, 

San you tell from your conversations with him the answers 
to these two questions? If so, will you enter them in the approp- 
Piate places in the draft? Also, of course, I want your eriticiens 
in general. 

I am sending a copy of this te Miles for his criticisn. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management 

\ !
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta Manitoba 
October 14, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold i 
Professor of Wildlife “anagement 
University of Wisconsin 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

_. Enclosed is a copy of a letter to Arthur describing 

some Characters in the cloaca in waterfowl that appear to 

be an excellent index of age. We have checked this in a 

large number of birds and I feel confident that it is a 

reliable character. 

You will remember that our idea for sexing ducks ; 

in this way was suggested by the poultry industry. If it 

is a good age character for waterfowl, why wouldn't it hold 

for gallinaceous birde? During the last week I have had a 

chance to examine a few sharptails,pinnates and ruffed grouse 

and find that the structures and differences in the cloaca 

are essentially the same - that adults can be distuinguished 

from juveniles and males from females. I say this with some 

hesitation for I have been able to opeh but a few birds and 

I have no check for age. I think that 4 caréfiil examination 

of pheasants where one might work with birds of known age and 

sex might be worthwhile. 

The enclosed sketches are of mallards but the parts 

are quite similar in the grouse,though the male parts are 

not as easily found as in the ducks. I am passing on my notes 

on the ducks to the Hamerstroms in the hopes that they may 

have a chance to work something out during the open season. 

The lodge has been full sinee the season opened and 

we have looked over more than 1000 birds since the season 

started. Mr. Bell is still here and will remain until the 

end of this week. 

I heve held the first news letter up until it could 

include something on the bag tally. It will be along in a 

few days. 

Sorry thabeyou are unable to make your hunting trip 

to Clandeboye this year, for the geese are hanging out there 

now. 

Sincerely yours, 

tort, ee 1d ar yes « Wa hon Loe ti,



hah University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent Getoder 4, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Anorican Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, BD. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

I gather from the correspondence that Senator Walcott has not 
yet seen Mr. Bell and that the Institute has not yet met. I am afraid 
of this delay, which is embarrassing to all concerned. I now learn that 
My. Bell is at Delta for a month, hence I fear that if Senator Walcott 

does try to get in touch with him, he will be unable to do so, 

What do you think of boiling this whole proposition down into 
a Simple cooperative agreement and having that agreement all ready to lay 

before the Institute so that all they have to do is sign? I fear that if 
we do not do this, the thing will drag on forever. 

Do you want me to draft such an agreement? If so, shall I make 
it read as of the beginning of this field season or as of the ond of the 

field season? It seems to me that Mr. Bell's interests would be better 
served by having it begin last March; then the various advances you have 
made are simly a matter of bookkeeping to untangle what additional funds 
go into the pot. 

I lask one figure which I did not ask for out of delicacy, namely 
the cost of operating the hatchery. On the chance that you will want me 
to write such an agreement, I am sending a copy of this letter to Hochbaum 
to see if he can dig out this figure for me 

/ Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
oc M.D.Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management 

H,A, Hochbaum



© HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT ° 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER . B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE "(ico President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Acting Secretary 

October 6, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of October 4th. 

I feel exactly as you do about this 
and don't know whet there is to be done wmless 
Senator Walcott calls a meeting of the Executive 

Committee. 

I am writing Mr. Bell per the attached 
and hope that this will hold things for the moment. 
In the meantime I think it might be well for you to 
draw up ea simple cooperative agreement as of last 
March covering the entire proposition. We must have 

our Executive Committee approve the three-year part 
of it but I don't think we'll have any difficulty 
doing this if the Senetor will just call the meeting. 

I can eppreciete your feelings in this 
matter end also Mr. Bell's and I can only sympathize 
with them one hundred percent because they ere my 
ow. 

With very best regerds, I am 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

P ig 

Enc. 

a AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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P 
Y FOR ALDO LEOPOLD 

October 6, 1939 

Mr. Jemes F, Bell 
Delta Duck Stetion 
Delta, Menitoba, Canada 

Dear Mr. Sell: 

, I saw Senetor Waleott the other day 
for a brief period in this office. 

I discussed with him tentatively j 
your proposition concerning the work at Delta and 
teking over the administration of the cn 
He favors this as heartily as do I but it will be 

4 necessary f@ us to get the approval of our 
Executive Committee to undertake this proposition 
on a three-year basis. 

The Senator has agreed to call a 
meeting of the Executive Committee shortly. Just 
as soon as this has been eeted upon we will 
communicate with you further, 

With very best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

CG. Me Palmer, Jr, 

Acting Secretary 
Pig 

=



holy Seapentite Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ahi taaliniditen 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I think you have uncovered something in the differontial 
sex ratios in different kinds of shooting. I would strongly encourage 
you to develop this further. 

Your directions on Clandeboye are very explicit and very 
> tempting, but I am afraid I have been out on my 8.0.5. trip so long 

that there is no chance this year. Let's call it a date for next year. 

On thinking further on the matter of enrollment, I am inclined 
to agree that it would be better for you to enroll the second semester. 
I think it would be importent that both your thesis and your examination 
take place at a time when you are registered. 

While I was in the Navajo country I had a chance to pick up a 
rug for you and Joan. I did not ship it to Delta because I was afraid 
of mix-ups on duty, and besides I knew you would have more need for it 
here than at Delta. Accordingly we are holding it at the house. I 
thought I would mention this because you are probably worrying about 
house furnishings for the winter. 

This is just a preliminary note. I will have lots more to 
write to you about later. 

Yours as ever,



Delta, “anitoba 
: September 21, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Protessor o1 Wildilie “anagemeiit 
Uuiversaivy vs WLECONB IU 

madicou Wiscoosiu 

Uvear Professor Leopold: 

The season opened Mouday With mr. “cli sua a party 
of four at the lodge. Shooting has been excellent and 
we have had a chance to look over a large early bag. 
Mr. Yell expects to be here for a month which should give 
us a chance to handle more birds than last year. 

You might be interested in the mallard bag. Birds 
shot over decoys or on the lakeshore are mostly old males 
or juvenal males and females. Jump shooting bags are 
composed almost entirely of adult females with soft 
primaries. We are classifying all the bags this year — 
according to the type of shooting and ft think there will 
be some interesting notes. 

' I have not had a chance to explore the rosds 
to the east beach et Clandeboye but Mr. “ard says that 
it possible to get there by car. He suggests, however, 
that it would be better to come in from the “elta road 
end hunt and camp on the west beach. Mr. Bell does not 
use this land nor is it hunted by anyone else. The chicken 
season is October 4-- 14. If you find it possible to plan 

a trip, I shell make arrangements for a place on either side of 

the bay, as vou wish. 

In regards to enrolhent in the (niversity, Vivian 
informs me thet I still must enroll as a non-resident. This 
I can do now, of course, But if it would be possible to 
enroll in “ebruary and take my degree before I left in the 
spring I would rather do it that way, for I can hardly hope 
to get all this summer's material together by the end of am 
“enuary. i 

Your short visit was a disappointment for we had 

hoped for a longer visit. I hope that next year you 
may be able to be here long enough for a reel stay. 

Youre sincerely,
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ur ao [eeranrwen oF wines [gf uma ones \ LOPS a 
Dedicated to all those who believe in the RESIDENT SS 

Maintenance of our Wild Life, and who are e 
i Game Bird: cet a 

ready to be good Manitobans and Good Sports. Big Game—Moose, Caribou............. 5.00 GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

Big Game—Whitetailed or 
MY BELIEF Jumping Deer ............-2... 72-60) 

| believe that— Papper fees call al Pe ae 2.00 

1, The Wild Life of Manitoba is ours to @ralner estes es ees OOO 
maintain rather than to destroy. We hold it ae ae or aan 
in trust; the rising generation, as well as this Ur Dealer -...-.....-ese-ccesceecceesnereneesee 5 
one, is entitled to benefit from it. | am one of Travelling Agent —..........-.-....----- 10.00 

ehentrunreee: Cold (Storage. ene | OU) 
2. If the father today sccene the ad Game or Fur Farm— a 

limit, his sons tomorrow wi e deprived o . r 
the most enjoyable and most healthful of all 1to 15 birds or animals............_ 1.00 € u ations 
outdoor sports. 16 to 50 birds or animals... 2.00 

8. The conservation of our game supply lies 51 to 100 birds or animals... 5.00 
very much more in the hands of the sports- 101 or more birds or animals........_ 10.00 South of the 53rd Parallel 
man than in the hands of the Game Guardians. Muskrat Ranch License— 

4. Manitoba’s game birds, more than any- PirstleQjacres....2. oc 8 1000 A. G. CUNNINGHAM, Director 

ee eer rae gone eer enann he peak Hach additional 100 acres or WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 
‘across the Line’ will get them.” fraction thereof ......................... 1.00 SOUTH OF 53RD. PARALLEL 

6.1) enould) ramamnber that shocan ithe Fur Dresser or Tanner..................... 10.00 
suakerae south, vet pbey, are Manltons Birds: Paxidermist tet | 000 OPEN SEASON FOR DUCKS 

ith ducks, as wi umans, where the house <por smi i 
is built and the family raised, there is home. BOSH ee eons Cariboo 5.00 AND GEESE — SEPT. 18th. TO 

_ 6. Manitoba ina: tho Gheatces Sere Export Permit, Deer Heads.............. 2.00 NOV. 15th, 
ing area in ort merica. ecognize: n wes vi 
authorities, after an exhaustive survey, state Export Permit, Horns or Antlers... 2.00 ! A 
that this is true of the marshes north of Lake Export Permit, Hides 000000. 25 The Game Branch is Endeavoring to: 
Minn Begasie: Export Permit, Scalps............00.......... -10 be Prateae wile tite. 

MY RESOLVE GUID6 So. 2s. ec es | | 200 2. Produce more game and fur-bearing ani- 

Therefore— NON-RESIDENT 3. Establish and patrol game preserves and 

1. | will not abuse opportunity. I will not Game Bird (British Subjects)... 10.00 Pu MEb Un sanctuaries 
bea eee eg simply because | expect to Game Bird (Alien).........0.000.-..-. 25.00 = novEc e public f eee grounds. 

Be Big Game (British Subjects) ......... 25.00 5. Develop a public interest. 
2. mer I eae if my gun val not lay Big Game (Alien) ..............-.--.-- 40.00 6. Unee clean Rporismedenip, 

eaSiehe Leec Oe Ce aL ages cies Trapper (British Subjects) ............ 100.00 7. Promote respect to the owners or occu- 
: kg Dog Trainer (25 dogs)........................ 25.00 = - 5, . 5 

3. | will help preserve to the rising genera- eer 8. Encourage farmers to assist in increasing 
tion its rights in our Wild Life. Each additional dog... 1.00 game.



OPEN SEASON INDICATED BY THE WHITE SQUARES CLOSED SEASON INDICATED BY THE BLACK SQUARES 

BAG LIMITS—Geese, 6a day; possession, 15; season, 60. Ducks, 12a day; possession, 
40; season, 100. Coots and Ralls, 25 a day. Wilson or Jack Snipe, 26 a day. 5 Ptarmigan, 15 a day; season, 50. Deer, etc., 1 male animal. Bs 

i} | | | i Wild Geese, Wild Ducks of any Kind, Coots, Ralls | | | a] | 
= t t i } = 

tm ae eos Ee) Bee \ 2 

Are eee leat | | 
Mourning Dove, Lite Grown, Sandhill or Whooping Grane, Swans oy Carlow, oF shore 7 [pee See eee ee a birds of any variety, Wood or Elder Duck, Plover, Woodcock or Vellowlegs, Caper | Est nists Pheasant, ual oe Wiha Novkey™ si | i) aes Ml 
Ruffed, Canada, Sharp-tailed or Pinnated Grouse and Hungarian Partridge. | i} | Bag limit and date to be set by Order-in-Council. | i | | | Se ante 5 a 

Ss CS Ge Games Gee ee ieee ate 
“Mate carton Mose, Deer | a | la 

ao sc So Ea a cs «| 
Antelope, Cabri, Elk or Wapiti. 
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Otter, Beaver, Badger, Marten, Raccoon, Bison (Buffalo) or Musk-ox. | | i i — 

-, t Sid ee es on —- 7 

28 Es fox or Lynx. 
| | 2” 

- -_ -. Sn a es ae Se ie 

[a eer eee if | 
*BIG GAME—Oct. 2nd to Oct. 14th—In that portion of the Province lying North of the Winnipeg River, East of Lake Winnipeg {o the Ontario Boundary and North to the 83rd Parellel of North Latitude. Re-opens Nov. 27th to Bec. 7th. Now. 27th to De. 2nd--In that portion of the Province (except game preserves) lying South ofthe Canadian Pacific Rallway, Winnipeg to Edmonton line, and West of — 

Now. 27th to Bee: 7th—In any other portion of the Province (except game preserves) nt included Inthe above. 
}MUSKRATS—In that portion of the Province lying to the South of the 53rd Parallel! East of Lake Winnipeg and to the Bloodvein River, the season is from March 20th to May 10th. SOTTER—In the area tying East of Lake Winnipeg to the Ontario Boundary and North of the Winnipeg River to the Sard Parallel of North Latitude, and in that part of the White: ‘shell Forest Reserve lying to the North of the Whiteshell Game Preserve, the season Te from Nov. 1st to April 30th. 

To hunt game on Sunday. To avoid to show sex of big game animal. 
To hunt between sunset and sunrise. To trap or take big game by means of night 
To hunt or trap on any person’s land without lights of any description, traps, nets, snares, 

permission. baited line or other similar contrivances. 
To hunt game with an automatic shotgun. To ship big game later than seven days after 
To use weapons using ball cartridge when close of season. 

hunting ducks and geese. To use or be accompanied by a dog while To carry or discharge a rifle using ball cart- hunting big game. 
mee in any nee during the open season For any person to hunt big game unless 
or game birds. thas Pei ; 

To hunt any game birds with a pump gun Sloth coe nee ecommulers outer suit of ‘some 
unless the magazine has been plugged or = e : ot ee 
altered so that it cannot carry more than To have game of any kind in any camp used two shells in the magazine. for commercial purposes. 

To use swivel gun or gun of any kind of a To act as guide without first obtaining a 
larger bore than 10 gauge. license. 

To carry a loaded firearm in or on or dis- For a guide while employed as such to kill or 
charge from any vehicle, aircraft, horse- take game. 
peer OF enor Hunt See pices en ot To molest or destroy a den or usual place of 
rom a motor vehicle or aircrat or any habitation of any fur-bearing animal other boat propelled by steam, gasoline or other than wolf, or to destroy any muskrat or 

rs mechanical power. 5 * beaver houses or beaver dams, or to shoot To use any contrivance for taking game birds or spear any muskrat, beaver or otter. 
known as monitors, sunken punts, bat- ™, Seg for shi hunting teries or night lights or boats not propelled To use dogs for searching out or hunting by hand. vous ats or to noe a dog or dogs in any 

To have wild ducks in possession after March Fe re ie open See A 15th. To vrata more than one dog for hunting with- 
™, out a license, To use snares. . i 6 use tive decoys To deal, traffic or export the skins or pelts of io Bay SPS AGal op teat sim ant cae fur-bearing animals without a license. 

noth therestn pa On ye BREN To purchase or upon any pretence or upon ae ou . : . any device sell, trade, barter or in any way To kill any birds other than goshawks, sharp- whatsoever deal in unprime skins or pelts 
shinned hawks, Arctic owls, crows, mag- of fur-pcaxing aoimaic 
pieke cowbirds, blackbirds (grackles) and To have raw pelts in possession ten days after ouse or English sparrows. ee S s n s ma : = ae lose season without a holding permit. To destroy or take the eggs of any birds pro- las a 3 ae 
tected by the Game and Fisheries Act. To Have. in Por ession same on trappers mn e ae a license thirty days after close of season. To hunt, shoot or trap without having a To purchase or obtain by barter from any 
license and such license must be carried Indian the flesh of game. 
on the person. . To set or use poison in any manner, shape or 

For a non-resident to apply for or obtain a form for the purpose of taking fur-bearing 
resident license or permit to hunt any game. animals. 

To export any game, skins or pelts of fur- To fail to supply the information asked for 
bearing animals without the necessary on the back of Big Game, Game Bird and 

license. Trappers’ Licenses. 

Published by Authority of __ A. G CUNNINGHAM, _ 
Hon. J. S. McDIARMID, Minister. Director of Game and Fisheries.
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September 25, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith our 

; 4 check for $280.00 to cover the salaries of Messrs. 
fe # Are ‘i Hochbaum, Sowls, and Ward for the month of September. 

| Sincerely, 

C.M.e Palmer, Jre 
Acting Secretary 
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September 14th, 1939. 

Dear Aldo: 

Re - Bird Banding 

Thank you very much for your letter of 
September 9, 1939, and it is interesting to know that you are 

about to summarize the returns for waterfowl banded at Delta, 

Manitoba. 

It happens that the 21 duck “returns” you 

mention were from the oldest lot of reports this office had on 

hand. The system in use between this office and the United 

States Bureau of Biological Survey is for that Bureau to send 

the original letters reporting returns which concern Canada 

to this office for our use, after which the letters are returned 

to the Survey. Further, it is believed that before original 

letters are sent to this office by the United States each "return" 

is copied on a Return Card (Form Bi - 137) in that Bureau. These 

cards may be sorted into various combinations of data by means 

of electrically operated sorting machines. Any information on 

these cards could be obtained from that Bureau. 

At the moment we have several thousand letters 

involving returns for hundreds of banding stations dating from 

1936 to date, which have not yet been dealt with. This office 

is dealing with this materiel as quickly as possible, the main 

difficulty being shortage of clerical assistance. . 

It is my understanding that the Survey usually 

advises all banders by means of card notices concerning all re- 

turns received before sending the original letters here for 

action. 

This being the case, the Delta station should 

now have Biological Survey card advices for returns in the letters 

we have on hand; we do not know for certain, however. 

Since, apparently, both the United States 

Bureau and this office are advising the Delta station concerning 

returns, it would be advisable to watch for duplicates. 

Yours faithfully, 

oR 
Professor Aldo Leopold, 2 

Division of Wildlife Management, 

Department of Agricultural Economics, F. H. H. Williamson, 

424 University Farm Place, Controller. 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
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42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management September 9, 1939 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
Department of Interior 
Ottawa, Ontario 

vanade 
Dear Noyes: 

During my recent visit to the Delta duck station, 
I noticed that banding returns for some 21 ducks had recently 
been received from your office for ducks killed in 1935. 

I realize, of course, the difficulty of finding 
sufficient clerical help to keep returns up to date. On the 
other hand, we are about to summarise all Delta banding returns 
to and ineluding 1939 and would like to know before working on 
this mamscript whether there is likelihood of other delayed 
reports which might subsequently change the data. Can you give : 
me a general appraisal of whether more deferred reports are 
still in the offing? 

With best regards, : 

: Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 

cc Hochbaum 
Pirnie
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September 13, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

I am attaching herewith our check in the 
sapere amount of $48.05 to cover your expenses to Delta. 

Yours . truly, 

C. Me Palmer, Jre, ' 
Acting Secretary 
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Septesber 9, 1939 

Mire Ge Me Palwer, dre, 
Anerioan Wildlife Institute, 

investment Suilding, 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear Wre Palmer: 

I was fortunate thie past month in again being 
relieved of Sanctuary duties by the Dean so that I 
might resume wy field studies of waterfowl and to 
contact Hochbaum and the Wards at Deltas Again this 
year Professor Leopold and I arranged so that we could 
meet at Delta to review the work accomplished; and now 
50) eee oe an © Pate Sue eee good ones. Many 

use ts about duck identification, nesting, flocking, 
etes, are accumulating and certainly some are ready for 
publication. I refer especially te the important findings 
of the seven or elght years of duck hatchery work under 
Bd Ward, the result from legebanding over 6,000 pintaile, 
mallards, canvasbacks, redheads, eto, and also an introe 
duction to duck development and how to tell the sex and 
approminate age, at least weether juvenal or adults,etes 

Following our conference at Delta, I stopped in 
Minneapolis and had a most enjoyable visit with Mre Je Fe 
Sell, and reported informally the resulte of the year's 

work abd our enthusinem for keeping on at Deltas I am 
very sorry we @11 were not in position to give Mrs 3611 
& prompt reply to his suggestion that the Institute take 
over the hatchery operation, and now he appropriately 
again realees this questions : 

#% the risk of seeming to speak out of turn, I take 
this opportunity to report that I very strongly recomend 
aceeptance of Me. Hell's offer to continue the hatehery 
operation ~ solely for reasearch uses = on the condition 
thet the Inetitute take charge with Peter Ward and at least 
one assistant at the hatchery. Remember, Mre Bell has offered 
to continue to finance the hatchery to the same extent as 
proviously, but the money would be paid to the Institute and 
ve part of the budget for 1940. I am very sure you grasp 
the importance of the hatchery program in our study of young 
ducks and the need for researches on captive breeding of the 
game species, This, by the way is an item in which Mrs Sell
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is especially interested, and one which I think is very 
worthwhiles 

Professor Leopold's report will present our tentative 
conslusions as to the desirability of early publication of 

* or Hoe 1 from the Delta Duck Stations lire SET sions stPenely Paetaele Ce nae SE ee 
the data now ready and sure to be useful to refuge managers 
and to wildlife workers generally. I trust you will Approves 
(Surely we won't lack for photos or sketchess and even a brief 
but well illustrated report will help explain to others the 
whet and why of the Institute's Delta project.) 

I am anxious to help uke plans for 1940, and shall 
Cee as alee ok en re ned ee and plesse 

Mrs Sell hear as soon as possible on the $40 hatchery 
operations oo 7 

meetin let mo say that words can't express my 
deep gratitude for the boost the Institute and Mrs Bell 
are giving to these waterfowl studies underway by Hochbaun, 
Peter Ward, and myself. We are indeed lucky to have Professor 
Leopold's guidances 

1 ask for continued support from you and Mre Sell in the 
firm belief that the job oam be a credit to all of the cow 
operators and sponsors, and « mest important of all « it can 
do soothing worthwhile and practicable in waterfowl HANAZO— 
monte 

Sincerely oe ee? wi 

uDe/gvh . 7; due. 

7 Miles Ds Pirnte, 
Directors



September 9, 1939 

Mre Co Me Paluer, Jre, 
American Wildlife Institute, 

Investment Building, 
Washington, De Gs 

Dear Mr. Palmers 

My letter (attached) tells of the recent Delta 
trip, but in it I could not very well ‘include a new 
slant on the entire usefulness of the Delta project 
«the outcome of my visit to the Lower Souris and Des 
Lacs refuges earlier in August. & J. Henry, the Lower 
Souris manager, took me really around and through his 
refuge, and it is a wonder for its chances to study 
and photograph, band and teach of waterfowl and uplend 
game. Lots of sharptails, hunkies, and pheasants, + 
and 13 breeding duck species{ And only 240 miles from 
Deltat 

; I don't know the extent of your er with the 
UseSeBeS. but (a pipe dream of mine, perhaps) sould we 
team up with them, both to help our studies at Delta and to 
help coach their men with perhaps a summer course at the 
Souris refuge (7?) then we really would be getting somewhere 
fasts Also, we might arrange to save for specimens many 
of the ducks which die at some of the botulism areas. In 
time the Delta duck collection could be one of the most 
used as well as the largest collection of ducks in summer 
plumages and of known agess xxxx And this all ties to the 
"Delta Project's usefulness and objectives". Even though 

we may not find now the proper time to offer help to 
Salyer's or Bell's divisions, I feel I should “spill" my 
ideas to yous / 

I reached home September 2, but almost at once came 
on into Northern Michigan for a short vacation and trip to 

: visit a couple more refuges, as usual, trying for more 
bird piotures and collecting pondweed seeds} (dust like 
the postman on his vacations) Hence the explanation for 
my delay in reporting the Delta conferences 

Mr» Bell seems ready to help on a 35 year program, 
end yow should not hesitate to submit tentative budgets 
for 1940. ih 

Sincerely yours, . 
uP /evh : Bi ae) 

Mi ° e, Directors



September 9, 1989 

Ue Se Biclogical Survey, 
Department of Interior, 

Washington, De Ce 

Attention Messers Salyer and Plwers 

Dear Sirss 

How lucky for we to be at the Tamarac Refuge at 

the time of your visit! We went from there on to the 

Lower Souris, where Henry showed us @ good sample, and 

for good measure he took us to the Des Lacs and Upper 

Souris also. 

I am “wild” about the quality and size of the Souris 

developments. It is most wonderfully adapted for a wide 

assortment of waterfowl, shore birds, and upland game. 

Wish I was Henry's biolegist! 

I have no adverse comments, Only, of course, I 

am very anxious that lienry and the rest have better 

trained Zoologists (invwaterfowl, I mean). (We hope 

our "Delta Project" may get study materials and helps 

in shape for the much needed identification manuals, etos) 

But I am amased at the researches already underway while 

yet so many construction jobs end other development items are 

requiring nearly fulletime attentions 

It looks as if the Wildlife Institute may be operating 

Bell's Hatchery at Delta next yoars If so, may we get some 

Widgeon and Gadwall eggs from your orth Dakota refuges, 

and perhaps Ringenecked Duck and Goldeneye eges from 

Gigetead at Temarac? 

Sincerely tL 

uoP/evh Thicles ‘a 
Miles De Pirnie, 

Directors 

P.S. Would like to plan to salvage for specimens ducks 

dying from botulism, if large losses occur in ‘we futures
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4o4 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management September 7, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. GC. 3 

Dear Mort: 

The Delta budget for this year included $100 each for 
Pirnie and myself for om inspection trip. I have just returned 
from Delta. Pirnie will submit his account direst to you. The 
following 1s my account: 

dug. 24 Paid F. N. Hamerstrom as my share of auto 
expense, Madison-Delta.........05.+5--+++ $15.00 

aug. aye 

dag. 26 2 lodgings on route... ...-csseeeesesenes 2025 
YT MOnks BB SObenssscescdnvecnerscceseress 3.50 

Sept. 1 rain fare, WinnipegeMadison........0.0++ Obes 
Sleeper, Winnipeg~St. Paul... ...seescceee 2. 
Porters and parcel check, Winnipeg & 

Meals en route, 4 at 75¢....-66..eeee sees ee 

Our report on the trip will reach you shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER ) F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Wee er selat tre boned AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE ViewPraiident 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Acting Secretary 

September 6, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em sending you herewith our 
check in the amount of $280.00 in accordance 
with Miss Horn's letter of August 29th for 
Hochbaum, Sowls, and Ward. 

Best regards. 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

Psg 
Ene. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4oh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management dngnat 29, 1999 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. ; 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr. Palmer: 

Before he left for Canada Mr. Leopold asked me to 
let you know, toward the end of the month, the amount needed 
to meet the September 1 payroll Hr the Delta project. The 
salaries are as follows: 

H. A, Hoohbawm ....6....0000.00000 $150.00 
Tale Sqwle....ccccrccssccsecscvece 100,00 
Peter Waihi. cc ccccvevcvecccccscous 0. 00 

fotal for paesesteciessseeehstaaaaae 

Sincerely yours, 

Vivian Horn 
Secretary



4oh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management September 5, 1939 

Dr. Miles BD. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Does this report embody the sense of our con- 

clusions? If so, will you please forward copies to Mort 
Palmer, Mr. Bell, Mr. Ward, and Albert? 

If not, please change it as you think best. 
I will be in the field, so don't hang it up for my approval 
of changes. I'll stand by whatever changes you make. 

Yours in haste, 

Aldo Leopold 

enel



i die Sept. 1, 1939 

Copies: Hochbaum FILE 

Palmer 
Bell 

Plenie RAPORT ON DELPA DUCK SEATION, 1939 
Aldo Leopold and Miles D. Pirnie 

We have just spent a weeek at the Delta Station. Our joint opinions 

are briefed in the following report, which is submitted to the Institute and 

to Mr. Bell. 

We suggest we meet at the Midwest Wildlife Conference at Minneapolis 

(date not yet known, but this fall) to reach a decision on the recommendations 

here made. 

1939 Research i 

Bo attempt is made to report in detail on the various projects, since 

Hochbaum will be writing these up during the winter. In general, the status is: 

Nesting Study. About 100 nests studied, with and without crew control. 

Good headway made. Experiments with and without ground squirrel control cut 

off by natural disappearance of squirrels. ‘ 

Plumage Study. ‘Excellent progress, especially in preparing consecutive 

series of skins to show age and species. Ready for preliminary publication 

with one more year's work. This includes the development of new sex and age 

eriteria, which have unfolded with unexpected speed. 

Banding. Only 100 wild birds banded so far, which is not enough to match 

the artificial releases, either in number or date. ‘This, however, could not 

be helped, because the poor hatch of wild ducks made driving of flightless 

birds impracticable. 

Predation Studies. Good headway. Mink shortage has reduced volume of 

date on that species. 

Marsh Ecology. Valuable checks obtained on 1938 conclusions. 

In general, the scheduled work for 1939 was executed exactly as planned,
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except for unavoidable upsets by weather, and except for three weeks devoted 

to painting pictures for Life magazine. ‘This interruption is not regretted, 

but it mist be taken into account in appraising the 1939 research output. 

1939-1940 Publications 
Bulletin No. 1. In addition to the annual progress report to be published 

in the Wildlife Conference Transactions, we are now ready to prepare Bulletin 

Mo. 1 of the Delta Duck Station, which will include: 

1. Hatchery Technique. A summary of the accumlated findings by Pirnie 

and Ward. 

2. Growth and Development of the four main species (mallard, pintail, 

canvasback, and redheads) by Hochbaum and Pirnie. This will give the results 

of the plumage study, and of criteria for sex and age. 

3. Banding Returns. A summary of all bandings to date, by Hochbaum and Ward. 

This mMlletin will be written this winter, but will probably be held over 

until next winter so that gaps can be plugged during 1940. Publication funds ‘ 

should be assured in advance. 

This bulletin is badly needed by (a) dozens of U.S.B.S. refuge managers, 

(b) Ducks Unlimited field force, (¢) wildlife schools, (d) ornithologists 

and studious sportemen. It has no counterpart in the existing literature. 

Annual Crop Report. xcept for the Furness papers, there are as yet no 

reports on the duck crop issued by local observers each year for a local region. 

An annual report for the Delta marsh would have great educational as well as 

scientific value. It should be published yearly in advance of the shooting 

season. It may not be possible to get into press in advance of the season 

this year. 

Hews Letter. Hochbaum is starting ea monthly news letter for the sponsors, 

staff, and cooperators.
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Organteation Plans | 
The Delta work has now matured to a point where we can appraise its 

value and its possible future. It is clear that: 

1. We are doing work not covered, and not likely to be covered, 
by any other agency. 

2. The results are in demand. 

3. The jobs extend far into the future. 

4. A personnel has been developed. 

From now on it seems advisable to adopt a definite organization (ineluding 

a@ name), to delegate fuller responsibility to the local force, to unify the 

hatchery and research operations, and to start to build up, by publication and 

otherwise, the identity of the station. 

It seoms not impossible that the station could expand its future operations 

without additional cost, for there are certain expansions which can be self- 

supporting. That is to say, the station can operate as a consulting laboratory, 

which undertakes jobs which somebody is willing to pay for. A list of such 

jobs appears later. 

All that is needed to launch this new plan is: 

(a) Definite underwriting of the present skeleton budget for 3 years. 

(>) A small publication fund by winter of 1940. 

(c) Assent of the Institute and Mr. Bell. 

The operation of the property and improvements should contime under Mr. 

Ma Ward, as heretofore. The station would operate the hatchery, but wholly for 

research purposes. The Board of Advisors should include one Canadian, possibly 

Hoyes Lloyd or Dewey Soper. The ekeleton organization would be:



é he 

Pee ee Board of Advisors ma Pee ae ee 

| (Pirnie) no (Leopold) | (Canadian) | 

Director ‘ 

(Hochbaum) i 
ELEC e are . 

a eee, Pic aay 

Hatchery 2 assistants Field Opera- 

— tions 
(Peter Ward, (summer only) 
yearlong) (Hochbaum, 

yearlong) 

It should be understood that members of the board might function in 

research operations (thus Bulletin No. 1 would be the joint product of the 

staff plus Pirnie). 

The board would meet once a year at Delta, and once in conjunction with 

the Wildlife Conference. 

The skeleton tudget would be the present budget of $2,800 plus sufficient : 

funds to operate the hatchery. ‘Since we do not know what it takes to carry the 

hatchery, we are not able to add that item at this time. The hatchery fund 

should include a summer hatchery assistant who would also make skins, as at 

present. It is difficult to operate both field operations and hatchery with 

only one assistant for both. The exact allocation of duties between the two
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assistants would be varied from year to year according to the qualifications 

of the men available. 

The above plan assumes that Mr. Ed Ward wishes to be relieved of duties 

at the hatchery and that Mr. Bell approves. 

The two assistant positions, in addition to getting work done at Delta, 

would of course be a valuable way to train selected students for waterfowl work. 

Possible Pay Jobs 
With the skeleton organization here outlined, it would be possible to 

temporarily expand the organization for special jobs for which someone is 

willing to pay. The possible nature of such jobs is sketched in the following 

captions. 

Instruction of Refuge Managers and Field Men. The U.5.B.8. and Ducks 

Unlimited are carrying many young technicians who do not know one duckling from 

another, and who do not know criteria of sex and age. The information does not 

exist except at Delta. Such organizations might pay either for organising a 

field school at Delta, or for the loan of Delta staff to instruct at their 

own field schools elsewhere. Ducks Unlimited have already borrowed Hochbaum 

to teach their steff identification of ducks from the air. 

Some clubs might be sold the ides of installing technicians to analyze 

bags, conduct banding operations, and improve wild foods. If so, these men 

would need initial coaching, and possibly periodical inspection. 

Some research statione might be willing to detail selected men to Delta 

for training in our particular specialties. Thus the Illinois Natural History 

Survey is well advanced in ducks, and might send ite men at ite own expense. 

Grow Research. ‘The author of the best recent crow research (C. T. Black, 

University of Illinois) happens to be at the University of Wisconsin for study 

this year. It might be that Ducks Unlimited, or the U.8.B.8., could be
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interested in setting him up at Delta for an intensive banding study to deter- 

mine the winter range of the duck belt crows. No one knows their wintering 

place. The wholesale crow control operations on the winter range should assure 

banding returns. 

Prairie Chicken Survey. While Delta is primarily a» duck station, it might 

well work on other species as opportunity offers. Mr. Pittblado believes that 

the University of Manitoba would find funds if offered the services of Mr. and 

Mrs. Hamerstrom, who will finish their Wisconsin chicken work in 1940. To 

extend their study in a region well supplied with chickens would be very desir- 

able, and the next logical step in working toward an ultimate monograph on the 

natural history and management of chickens. 

Dapbnia Tests. Ducks Unlimited have found a correlation between abundance 

of Daphnia and abundance of nesting ducks. It is possible that Daphnia are an 

especially tind food for ducklings. They might want this tested under experi- 

mental conditions, but they lack the hatchery and the stock to make such experi- 

ments. Daphnia can be "cultured" for feeding purposes; many fish hatcheries 

produce them in quantity. 

Miscellansous Points 
Gollections. The Delta collection of duck skins is already the best in 

the country, and the only one accurately aged. If Delta is to become a station, 

the collection should be a part of its working equipment. No elaborate buildings 

are entailed but some beetle~proof metal cases should be provided. 

A food collection has also been started. 

Phenology of Embryos. In nesting studies it is important to tell the age 

of incubated eggs. Hawkins of Illinois has worked out accurate criteria of 

incubation stage in Hungarian partridge. ‘The Delta hatchery offers an admirable 

chance to do the same thing for the various ducks.
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Development Curves. Weights are an important check on plumage as « 

criterion of age in ducklings. ‘The hatchery offers a chance to work out 

development weight curves for the various species. 

Census by Primaries. Hochbaum has started to count 25-yard samples of 

primaries cast up on the beach. By statistical analysis such counts might 

lead to a census of the breeding deepwaters using the lake. We might thus 

overcome one of the main handicaps of Delta as compared with pothole country: 

the difficulty of breeding censuses. 

General Discussion 
There is no longer any doubt in our minds that the Delta combination of 

wild and artificial ducks, and of ornithological, ecological, and practical 

personnel, plus the artistic ability ef Hochbaum and Peter Ward, has a large 

potential utility to conservation. ‘The organization here proposed is our 

attempt to develop that utility within the limite of the present funds. 

ee
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424 University Farn Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent east 16, 1939 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada . 

Dear Albert: 

In response to my question whether the money 
for Peter Ward was added to the budget or merely repre- 
sents a redistribution of its iteas, Mort Palmer now 
writes met "I have simply revised the original budget 
to inelude this amount." I assume this means that there 
is no net addition, However, I think that our expense 
items can stand the charge. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management 

‘ Palmer



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman ofthe Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vieo-Pretident 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Acting Secretary 

August 14, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of the 11th and 

I am glad you approve the Cadham approach. I 
sincerely hope that we can get him to back this 
project. His reaction seemed quite friendly 
and his willingness to stop off at Delta to see 
it is rather encouraging. I know Al will do his 

job there. 

With respect to the additional funds 

for Peter Ward--I have simply revised the original 
budget to include this amount. I can appreciate 
that the need of proper skins is essential to this 
study and they would occupy a great deal of 
Hochbaum's time which he probably should be spend- 

ing in the field. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

; ' C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Acting Secretary 

Peg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Managenent August 11, 1939 

Mr. Peter Ward 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canade. 

Dear Peter: 

ft am glad to send you herewith check for $120 to cover your 
part-time work on bird skins up to August 1. I am sorry I did not get 
this to you sooner. Due to Senator Yalcott's sbsence it was impossible 
for me or the Institute to arrange the full budget for the year, and 
accordingly I did not have until this moment any funds to draw on for 

your pay. I hope the delay did not inconvenience you. 

Miles Pirnie and I are both very much pleased with your skins 
and pleased to know that you are making more of them. ‘The plumege studies 
are going to be an important part of the Delts work, end without the skins 
for permanent reference we could not make such studies to any advantage. 
If Albert had to make all the skins he could not get his marsh work done. 
We are lucky to have someone to handle the sitim~making job as conscien- 
tiously as you are handling it. 

T am glad to tell you that Mr. Palmer has actually added enough 
funds to our budget to cover your check for the balance of the field 
season. This means, of course, that the Institute, as well as Dr. Pirnie 
and myself, appreciate your contribution te the project. 

I hope to see you again late this month. 

With best regards to your mother and father, and best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



42k University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management wnat Uy 1999 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I am mech concerned to hear about Hd Ward's difficulty. 1 
hope the thing will iron out. A less cooperative man in charge of 
Delta might easily prove a bad handicap for the whole project, 

You handled the matter with Miles Pirnie just right. : 

Mort Palmer is trying to interest Mr. J. Cadham of Canadian 
Industries Ltd., the principal manufacturer of shotgun shells in 
Canada, in helping support the Delta work. Mr. Gadham will visit 
Delta to look things over some time this fall. I have had previous 
dealings with him in connection with the Ammunition Institute and 
like him very mech. I know you will take care of him when he arrives. 

I will be interested to hear your theories to account for 
the lateness of the duck broods. 

I expect to come up to Delta just as soon as I ean get George 
Hartman fully launched on the pheasant survival experiments, which begin 
next week. 

I enclose July checks for you ani Lyle. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta, “anitoba 
August 6, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your consideration of the trip. The plens 
now are to leave gugeet 14. Thank you ,too, for making the 
arrangements for Peter. I am sure it will work in all right 
on the expense account and it makes it a lot easier here. 

With nesting over and the young ducks in the pens nearly 
grown we are concentrating on trapping to match the second 
batch of artificials to be released soon. ave been keeping 
close watch of the creeks at Robertsons, but there are not 
yet enough young ducks gathered to make a drive worthwhile. 
The majority of broods in the marsh appear to be under three 
weeks of age and there will be a great many birds this year 
unable to fly by the beginning of the hunting season. 

Confidentally, things are not running too smoothly 
here. Nothing about us, but a number of the leacal 
roustabouts who once worked here have been continually 
threatening Ward and I am afraid he has fears for his life. 
He wants to get away and may ask that the hatchery operations 
be turned over to us if things do not clear up soon. I'LL know 
more about it when you come up. 

I hope that we can ease Miles' feelings when we 
are all here together. I guess this has been a hard spring 
for him. 

Please feel free to come to Delta any time that is best 
for you. September 1 -10 will be fine. 

Sincerely, 

Lb6a”™,



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER Vieo-Cheirmen of he Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE “Vice Prevent 
E FREDERIC EWING y Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Sar nen eceuye carne INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD . 

Chairman Technical Committee otis sary 

August 7, 19359 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

I am sorry that absence from the office for 
a couple of weeks has held things up but I am attaching here- 

to check in the amount of $320.00 in accordance with your 
letter of July 21st. I am arranging to add to the budget the 
$30.00 for Peter Ward. I am sorry that this has not been 
going through regularly in the past but please don't think 
I am blaming you. 

I have the copies of your correspondence with 
Al Hochbaum and agree with you that he should accept the 
invitation of Mr. Main to accompany Mr. Cartwright on the 

air survey of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. He can lose nothing 

by such e@ trip and undoubtedly gain considerable experience. 
From my brief observetion of him I do not think he is going 
to say anything or sign anything not in line with Institute 
policies. Al has impressed me as being a pretty substantial 

young chap who weighs his words carefully. 

You may be interested to know that during June 
I wrote Joe Cadham of Canadian Industries Limited telling him 

about the work of the Delta project and suggesting that they 

might like to renew their former contributions to the American 

Wildlife Institute, to be earmarked for the Delta project. 
Mr. Cadham has just written me in accordance with his letter, 
copy of which is attached. I am sending a copy of this also 

to Hochbaum so that he will be prepared to greet him and show 

him what he is doing with this as a background. 

I hope that we can scare up some help from 

these folks and if you have any suggestions I would appreciate 

theme 

ue 
C. Me Palmer, Jre 
Acting Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



‘, CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

¥ 
bf 

Box 10 
Montreal, Canada 
27th July 1939 

Mr oC. Me Palmer, Jr. 

Acting Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Palmers 

et eS a 
in whieh you refer directly to the waterfowl research 
project that Mr. James F. Bell] is carrying on at Delta, 
Manitoba in cooperation with the American Wildlife 

: Institute, 

You suggest that we ought to be affiliated 
im some way with this projeot. We will consider this 
matter, and for your information, Mr. P. B. Yancey, General 
Manager of the Explosives and Ammunition Group of this 
Company and I will be making o trip West this Fall, at 
which time we will visit Delta where we will look into 
Mr. Bell's project and will write you on our return from 
the West as to our views concerning the subject. 

Yours very truly, 

CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

(signed) J. Cadham 

J, Cadham Manager 
“DOMINION AMMUNITION DIVIsl ON 

Joss



4oh University Parm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management August 11, 1939 

Mr. CG. M. Palmer, dr. ; 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

Thanks very moh for the August payroll. Do I understand 
that the additional funds for Peter Ward are actually added to the 

previous budget or are we merely authorized to take them out of the 
margin for expense that had already been allotted? In either event, 
I appreciate your approval of his part-time employment, but I would 
like to know whether the total is the same as it was. 

Your move to interest Mr. Cadham sounds to me like a very 
good one. I remember him pleasantly from my employment by the 
Agmanition Institute and have written him as per carbon attached. 
You may be assured that Albert will hold up his end at the time of 
his visit. Maybe Miles and I will be there also. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, i 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Parm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management mn Uy 9 

ur. J. Gadham 
Canadian Industries Limited 
Box 10 
Montreal, Canada 

Dear Mr. Cadhams 

Mort Palmer of the American Wildlife Institute 
has told me that you will look over our Delta project 
this fall. I am pleased to hear this and remember our 
previous meetings with pleasure. 

I think you will be interested in the Delta 
work, which is directed jointly by Dr. Miles Pirnie,of 
Michigan State College, and myself. H. A. Hochbaum, our 
field man, is, I think, particularly competent, and he 
will be much pleased to tell you all about it when you 
get there. It may even be possible that Pirnie or I will 
be there at the time of your visit. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managsnent



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management agent 1, 199 

Mr. EH. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I would certainly advise you to go along on the aerial 
survey trip with Mr. Cartwright. 1% will be an exceptional oppor- 
tunity for you to get a better mentel picture of Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan, and I do not think that the lustitute would have any 
serious objection to your doing eo. It will certainly be worth 
four days of time. 

4s I understand it, Ducks Unlimited will not ask you to 
sign any published statement. There might be objections to that, 

but certainly no objection to your accompanying their men on a trip. 

Tn order to make sure that Miles Pirnie and Mort Palmer 
agree with me I am sending them copies of this letter, but I would 
not await their 0.K. since I think they will agree. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
oe Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta, “anitoba 
July 31, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr. Main has asked me to accompany Mr. Cartwright on 

the air survey of Manitoba and Saskatchewan next week. I 

feel that I should not accept until you have considered the 

matter. The trip will take four days and we will cover 

most of the breeding grounds in the two Provinces. It is not 
@ cencus this year but more of a look around. 

Ducks Unlimited is making it their policy to have observers 

from the outside accompany all of their air surveys and George 

Peunders of the Biological Survey is going in the other plane 

to the more northern breeding grounds. The question,of course, 
is of time and whether or not the Institute would want one of 

their men to tag along with Ducks Unlimited z 

Sincerely,



THe W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 
gE DR. -MILES D. PIRNIE, Director Telephone 7-F-4 

big La BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN PCR OR) CORES 

oe e 
Ai July 24, 1939 

Freight and Express 

4, AUGUSTA 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wise. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

This is to acknowlegge receipt of carbons of . 

letters to Albert and to Palmer, relative to the 
Delta budget. Before commenting on its details, let 

me express my siprise that gradually since a year 

ago- my status seems to have been that of "technical 
advisor" rather than “cooperatér,as we started out. 
True, I made no specific bid for Institute help, but 
was working under the assumption all along that some 
part of the available funds would be used to further 

my research- the plumage studies, etce- as well as 
that most of it would back the more nearly full-time 
marsh eoaleny studies of Albert. 

I have all along suggested and approved paying Pete 

Ward for making skins; but I do not see how I can assume 
the role of "advisor", pay my own expenses to Delta, and 
in turn make any headway with the studies I first asked 
for Institute help with a year ago last April. Please advise 
where and how I have slipped, if I have. Also we should 
have a more definite understanding as to just what if 

anything of Albert's observations and specimens are 
coming this way in teturn for the initial boost and 
continued helps I have trie to give him. 

The rush of WPA activities here, plus Summer School 

Teaching have not helped any as regards correspondence 
with Al end the Wards, or with yourself; but I am very 
anxious to keep things ironed out as we gfo-= or else 

there can be no "five year" cooperation and joint 
Delta project. 

Sincerely yours, 

ec to Albert. Me D. Pirnies 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg x This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by -Michigan State College,€ast Lansing



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 
gE DR. MILES D. PIRNIE, Director Teleghone 7:24 

Me: ree BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN Be he Cee tS 

ae . 
oe July 27, 1939 Freight and Express 

OH AUGUSTA 

Professor Aldo Deopold 
Unive of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisce 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Thanks for your letter of the 24th, 
indicating that you believe the amount of $100 
will be available in travel expenses if I return 
to Delta as planned. But does this mean that 
you are squeezing yourself out of a like sum? 
Your trip is even more important than'mine, and 
I do not want to be small in this matter, even 
should it meen that I have to give up the trip. 

Sorry you cant take the longer auto trips, 

but even I do not like them, and count them work 
and loss of time except for the readside scenery 
and chances I may get to photograph.-- By the way, 
I now have a Leitz enlarger for the miniature filn, 
and shall be printing many of the Delta shots not 
yet seen in any but negative form. You will receive 
these for your files where they will be available 
to Albert and yourself for any usee 

The best time for me to go to Delta is 

August 10 to 30, or Sept. 1 at the latest. Surely 
must overlap our visits somehow. 

Very glad Pete is to get cash from the 

Institute. His work is good and it will "set" 
better at Delta, than otherwise. I want you and 
Albert to begin doping out disposition of specimens 
for as yet you recall there has not been any definite 
decision as to how best to do this so as to make 
material available to all of use Shipping birds 
back and forth helps complicate this, a bit. 

Trust you do not take offense or misunderstand 

my last letter in which you may find me apparently 
"peeved" at not being listed as cooperator instead of 
advisor. It is my belief that I have not pushed my 
plumage studies enough; and also I imow you are very 
enthused over the good work Albert is, d can doe 

* 

sibs et Ao 
A Gift from Mr. Kellogg * This Sanctuary is Now Owned and Operated by _ Michigan State College,East Lansing



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ent 2. 1999 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanetuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miless 

I do not recall the paper which referred to you as “sdvisor® 

instead of “cooperator," but I can assure you that there is no change 

in my mind about your relationship to the Delta project. 

As to the plumage studies, my impression was that you ani 
Albert were hoping one day to get out some joint treatment of this 

question, it being your original idea, tut Albert having the chance to 

do the field work and the ability to do the drawings. If I am confused 

on this let's talk it over on the ground with Albert. 

As to the skins, I hed not thought about their ultimte dis- 

position. If 1% is important to decide about them now, I am ready to ’ 

@iselaim any ownership for this institution, subject only to such use 

as Albert may wish to make of them. In other words, I am entirely 

happy to have you and Albert settle the question. 

If there are residual questions which are worrying you, let's 

talk them over when we are together at Delta. 1 am unaware of any 

: change whatever in my own view of the project except that this year I 

am handling the fusids instead of yourself. With no definite deposit 

and correspondence to conduct for a payroll bgpendenagh, grange I 
certainly have no desire to keep the job. It may very i be that I 

have conducted the negotiations with the Institute unskillfully, bot 

you seem to imply that I have changed my attitude, and this, I can 

assure you, is not correct. 

1 will keep you posted about dates as my own schedule develops. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



yal Wesvovetey Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ma oe 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Greek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

We had $400 set up for Albert's expenses and $200 
for ourselves. Through oversight I neglected to take care of : 
Peter Ward and when you Called my attention to it I had to 
charge this liability against these expense allotments. It 
will reduce them by $240. I see no reason, though, why you 
should not collect expenses up to the $100 originally con- 
templeted. 

I am obliged to discontime making long drives and 
hence regretfully mst turn down your invitation to go up with 
you. 

My available dates are limited on one end by some 
pheasant experiments which I cannot accurately date at this 
time but which will probably fall between August 15 and 
fugust 25. On the other end they are limited by a promise to 
do some work for the Soil Conservation Service beginning about 
September 10. Roughly, then, my trip met fall between 
August 25 and September 10. ven if it should prove impossible 
for us to be there during exactly the same period, it would 
seem that we can probably overlap and thus exchange observations. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hochbaum
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Freight and Express 

Oi AUGUSTA 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have written Ed Ward to/see if it wi]l be 

agreeable with them to have come either for 

the 15th to the last of August, or late September 

and early October. 

Also Dean Huston will be back from his vacation 

in a couple of days and then I will know what my 

chances are for getting away in August for about 

the same period as last year. 

Is the $100. still set aside for my expenses 

to Delta? 

I shall get in touch with you after I see 

the Dean. 

Sincerely, 

MDP/gvh eK ai 
© | pape Ns 

sat x a 

Miles D. Pirnie, 

Director. 

2 i, La n [ag Costs oe a ay 
45 
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Jap Saiverstty Foun Plase 

Division of Wildlife Management a 

Mr. F, G. Walcott 
' State Office Building 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Dear Senators 

f am delighted to have a note from you. I hope 
that on your return from California you can conclude the 
arrangement with Mr. Bell in regard te the Delta set-up. 
the fact that we have not pushel the matter of his proffered 
sontribution might, I fear, by regarded by him as a lack of 
interest. I am glad to tell you that the work on the ground 

hae gone full steam shead and ia making excellent progress, 
wat the boys will be encouraged when I ean tell them that the 
set-up provisionally adopted at Detroit bas actually been 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mangement 

ec Palmer 
Hechbaun



; Norfolk, Conn. July 17th, 1939. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Aldo, 

I have just readryour letter to Dr. Bell dated July 6th 
on the question ofsupervision. I am delighted that Hicks has 
been visiting the wild life units. Your letter is very thought 
provoking as most of your correspondence is. 

I am gust back from two weeks fisfing in Newfoundland and 
am flying tomorrow to Southern California with the President 
of Carnegie Institute to work on some problems connected with 
the 200 in. telescope. Will be back about the middle of 
August prepared to give a great deal more time than I have 
previously been able to to the affairs of the Institute as I 
have declined to accept another four years appointment to the 
Welfare Commissionership. Will probably be in Washington late 
in August looking into the affairs of the Institute and calling 
a meeting of the Executive Committee and making some definite 
decisions in connection with policy. 

Best regards. 

OS Oita ~. ; Wrlerh—



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management uty Ms t00e 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Alberts 

You are right that $300 for a taxidermist was included 
in the Jamary 9 budget but omitted through oversight in my 
June 1 budget. The monthly rate of $30 which you mention is, 
however, lower and for a longer period than was originally con 
templated. Thirty dollars from April to November would be $240. 
Since this has such psychological importance, we had better 
simply take it out of the funds for your expense and the small 
fund set up for expenses by Pirnie and myself. I will try toe 
get from Mort Palmer on August 1 enough to make up the arrears to 
date for Peter. 

ity file copy of the June 1 budget does not indicate 
that a carbon was sent you. On the chance that this was acel- 
dentally omitted, I enclose a copy herewith. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encL Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Pirnie



a Tebvenstiy Yorn Plane 

Division of Wildlife Menagement + a 

Mr, 6. M. Palmer, dr. 
; American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: d 

The proposed budget in my letter of June 1 inadver~ 
tently omitted $30 a month for Peter Ward from April to November. 
Peter Yard ie making the bird skins for the project and Hochbaum 
tells me is doing a very excellent and conscientious piece of 
work. He ie being carried part-time on Mr. Bell's local payroll 
but Albert telle me it ie psychologically important that his 
work be at least recognized in the Institute payroll. 

I do not want any new money but want to charge this 
ageinst the expense money already in the budget. On Angust 1, 
however, I will need $120 additional te make up the arrears in 
Peter Ward's pay to that date. ‘The total needed for the August 1 
payroll is as follows: 

Rochbaum's salary for July......cesce.sece+0+$150 
Sowls' salary for July. ....-cccsecesesceessee 100 
Peter Ward's salary, April-July ee 

Remittance needed for August 1 payroll....... 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 1 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Pirnte : . 
Hochbaun ‘



Delta, Manitoba 
; July, 17, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professa of Wildlife “anagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison » Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We realize the difficulties involved in working out 
the budget problems and hope that you will not feel the need 
to push things on our account. 

In regards to Peter, we discussed a proposed budget 
with Miles in adison-last winter. In considering the 
possibilities of bringing up an assistant this season, we 
felt that it should not be done unless we could allot a 
small part of the budget to cover some of the work that 
, is doing, for it would be hardly fair to bring someone 

n from the outside to do the same work Peter was doing on 
his own. 

A report of the budget was prepared and a copy sent 
to “r. Palmer and to Mr. Bell, I believe. I did not get a 
copy of this , but as I remember it,the assistant and Peter, 
were to be put on a similar basis for three summer months, e 
Peter to take care of the bulk of the preparation work and ~ 
the assistant to work with the sex ratio and plumage study 
chores in the duck house. Peter is on Mr. %ell's payroll 
but it is only for part-time work cleaning tanks, feeding, 
rumning the incubator gigs. in the duckhouse. The proposed 
summer pay for him was to cover the rest of his time with 
us from April until November and would amount to about 
$30.00 a month. 

While I am afraid that we would have a hard time to 
match the skinning work Beter is doing, I am sure that he 
would be glad to do it for experience alone, and I am sure 
that Mr. “ell would be glad to pay him,aside from his 
contributions to the project,for thig work. However I think 
you will see how important it is to Peter and to Mr. “ard 

to have his work included as part of~the project. I know 
that it means a great deal to Mr. Bell to have him carried 
part-time by us, for he is personally very much interested 
in Peter's abilities. 

I had not brought this up before because I knew that 
there was nothing definite on the budget. But now that Lyle 
is here and knowing of the proposed budget of last winter 
through Mr. Bell, fhe Wards have been a little hurt that 
there has been no mention of Peter's work .



=2= 

August will be fine for your visit to Delta and we 
are gaad to know that it will be for more than a week. Ward 
does not think the a shooting season vistt would be out-of- 
place, and if Miles chooses to come then it will be all 
right. Few deepwater broods are more than a week old now 
and you will probably be here in time for some banding of 
young. 

We have started to release the first pintails and 
mallards this week. I believe that Lyle told you that the 
sex ratios of the casulties ran rather heavily towards males. 

In pintaizs the sex ratio of all birds we have examined 
so far, including the first releases, was 61 male®to 39 
females.with 128 birds. 

Yours sincerely, 

ibe



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management July 13, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, dr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Tnvestnent Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

I don't know how I can act for the Institute in completing 
the contribution from Bell. Pirnie and I talked from the assumption that 

we were the technical advisors and that the financial dealings would be 
between the Institute and Mr. Bell directly. I% would embarrass us now 
to assume the role of financial negotiators. 

The only thing I can suggest is fer you to say to Mr. Bell that 
the Senator had hoped to see him but had been called away before being 
able to do so; that the work must go on, so would he, Mr. Bell, be willing 
te set 1t up for the first year pending a future agreement with the 
Senator for the long-time aspects of the project? You can then present the 

budget which I have already sent you and show the respective proposed con- 
tritutions by the Institute and by Mr. Bell. 

Por your information, Mr. Bell mentioned that one reason which 
impelled him to contribute $1,000 was that a gift to the Institute could 
be credited as an income tax exemption. 

I am afraid that if we let this whole thing lapse until fall the 
project may die on us. 

Thanks for sending the July 1 payroll. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management —_



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Viee Charman ofthe Boer AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING — Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Charman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

July 7, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Fam Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em attaching hereto a belated B2re 2S 
eheck for Hochbaum end Sowls. Sorry this was 
delayed but hope it is not too late. 

I have just received the story 
end edditioneal pictures from Hochbaum and will 
do the best I can with Life Magazine. I hope 
we can make it, 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc. M. Palmer, Jr, 
Acting Secretary 

Pig 

Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairmen of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Cheirman ofthe Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 ee Ee 
Chairman Executive Committee D.C Feces: Dine tESeoLb INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. HENRY P. DAVIS 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

July 5, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I have held off on the July 1, 1939 check 
hoping to have the agreement signed and future payments made 
in accordance with that agreement. However, I have just 
received a letter from the Senator saying that he will be 

| away for the entire summer and that he will not call a 
meeting of the Exeoutive Committee until after the middle of 
September, Theat means that the signing of the agreement on 
the Velta project will be considerably delayed, to say the 
least. In the meantime, of course, we will continue to mke 
payments as we have in the past unless you have some other 
suggestion. 

Senator Welcott has not discussed with 
Mr. Bell his possible contribution to the work at Delta. 
As a matter of fact he said in a recent letter he understood 
Mr, Bell is in Europe. 

I am wondering if you would be willing to 
talk to Mr. Bell about this. If you think I should contact 
him by mail, I will be glad to do so but personally, I think 
it would be much better for you to follow up your original 

; contact. 

Please let me know as soon as possible what 
you think about contacting Bell. 

If you can also prod Hochbaum a bit to get me 
the story for Life Magazine it would be appreciated, I am 
going to New York in a week or so and can take it with mee 
We ought to get it into their hends before the duck nesting 
season is over. 

With best regards, I am 
Sincerely, 

OF tere oe C, mM. Palmer, Jr. Mad mh Cad: Acting Secretary 
Fig 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4oh University Farm Plate 
Division of Wildlife Management duly 13, 1939 

Mr. EH. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 

Canada 

Dear Albert: 

The attached letter will indicate to you that Senator 
Walcott and Mr. Bell have not yet gotten together. 

I realize that nothing has been said about expense 
accounts. I did not want to complicate the situation until a 
formal set-up was completed. I would advise you, however, to 
keep track of your mileage and other official expenses, and when 
I can get a formal budget set up we can then submit an account. 

My last letter from Miles indicates that he is thinking 
about visiting Delta during the open season. I have some doubts 
about whether either of us ought to be showing up at that time. 

I have tentatively proposed to come up myself during the last 
half of August. Would that suit you? 

Miles asks how Peter Ward is being carried. I ama bit 
‘ confused about it, but I had assumed that he is on Mr. Bell's 

payroll. Is there anything about Poter that needs to be untangled? 

I have not acknowledged the news notes from you and Lyle, 
but I appreciate your keeping me posted. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold . 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta, Manitoba 
July lo, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 Univ. Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Some interesting things are beginning to show up in the sex ratio 

date from casualties and embryonic deaths which we are able sex. 

The ratio is almost 2 to 1 in favor of the males except tin the canvas-— 

ack where it is almost even. All together we have sexed some over 200 

ducklings. At the end of the season the total from all the hatchery 

reared birds will total about 800. This week we are liberating the 

first pintails and mallards. 

I have been trying to get enough weights to make a growth curve 

for every species. I was too late for mallards and pintails and rede 

heads and canvasbacks are too wild to molest by catching. The gadwall 

seems to be about the fastest tgrowing duck on the curve that I have p! 

plotted., however, we have only a very small sample and have to kill 

] those for specimens, 

I started a trapline for small mammals between here and the lodge 

for recreation. A lot of interesting data can perhaps be obtained on 

the mammal populations. 

I have been too busy trying to keep up with Al and Pete to do 

anything on the rabbit paper. After showing it to Al and others here 

I doubt if I have enough to warrant publication. 

Please give my best regards to everyone at Riley and Faville Grove 

Very sincerely, 

a4 ae e 
on’



42h University Farm Place 
dune 7, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. GC. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building . ; 
Washington, D. 6, 

Dear Mort: 

There is really no rush about the execution of the 
final papers. It is all right to wait until the Executive 
Committee has met at the end of June. The only thing that 
worried me was whether to send Sowls up, and you have assured 
me that I should. 

The temporary checks may continue to be made out to 
me, but when a formal agreement has been reached the checks 
should be made te the University of Wisconsin. 

I hope the revised budget sent you the other day 
may make it easier to figure things out. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOIT 
Chairman of the Board President 
ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 

Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E, DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 1, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The only difficulty about the delay in signing 
the agreement is that Senator Walcott feels it necessary 
that he have the authority of the Executive Committee to do 
this. The Executive Committee has not met and probably will 
not meet until after the end of June. 

I have written Senator Walcott to see if he would 
be willing to sign the agreement anyway. In the meantime I 
shall continue to forward to you the necessary funds as we 
have been doing in the past. 

Would you rather that these checks be made out 
to the University or to yourself as we have been doing? 
Please let me know exactly how you want them made out and,if 
a change is in order, the exact name of the individual. 

By now you will have received my letter regarding 
the employment of Lyle Sowls. Senator Walcott has instructed 
me to contime to provide you with the necessary funds for 
this project and I see no objection to sending Sowls up to 
Delta for the summer. 

Senator Walcott is very busy trying to get his 
affairs in Comecticut straightened out end he just hasn't 
had much time to give to Institute matters. I hope he can 
teke care of matters in the meantime. 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. “4 
Acting Secretary 

Psg 

; AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT aQSPaon 
Chairman of the Board President 
ELTINGE F. WARNER Fe OA eae Vice-Cheiman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Viee President 

ene Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 Te DoneMs 
Chairman Executive Committee D.C Tonle? ane INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. babe bathe 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretery 

June 5, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wiscomsin 

Dear Aldo? 

Thank you for your letter of the lst. It came 
like a breath of cool, fresh air in this over-heated Wash- 
ington guilley. 

I am delighted to have this definite budget for 
the Delta project. I have been feeling around in the dark 
and getting nowhere. Now I can get my feet on solid ground 
and go some place. 

I've just received three black end white sketches 
from Al Hochbaum, which he has sent to us for use in AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE. I am not going to use them for AMERICAN WILDLIFE, 
however, until I can submit them to Life Magazine. I have 
been working up some contacts with these folks end have had 
some correspondence with Al about a proper presentation. 
When I cen get this lined up properly and can make up the 
proper contact, I am going to turn over the whole works to 
them in the hope that we might be able to get some good 
publicity for the Delta project therefrom. It won't hurt 
Al a bit and neither will it the Institute. 

i I have asked Hochbaum to write a very brief state- 
ment of the work of the Delta project as illustrated by the 
pictures and I do believe it can be made attractive enough 
for them to publish. My first letter to Mr. Otis Peabody 
Swift of the Executive Offices of, Life Magazine met with an 

| immediate unexpectedly interest, response. Any help you 
can give to this idea will be greatly appreciated. 

I will see that you get the $225 prior to July lst 
for Sowls and Hochbaum. If you can keep us advised of your 
needs regularly, we will do our best to get them to you regularly. 

With best regards, I am 

Sinderely, 

SA 
C. Me Palmer, Jr. 

Peg Acting Secretery 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management June 1, 1939 

Mr. C, M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mort: 

The Delta budget seems to have gotten itself somewhat tangled, so 
I am making out a new one setting forth my underetanding of the verbal agreement 
with Mr. Bell, plus the previous action of the Institute trustees. 

Appropriation by the Institute for 1939-19N0......ccceeeecceceeeesecses $y 800 
(at first $2,000, now $1,800) 

Donation to Institute by Mr. Aer rierarepncoa shepeves enely sini saa 

peapteal Beetham: ary, March 15, 1939-March 15, 1940, 12 mos. at $150... 145+. -$1,800 
Sowls salary, June 15, 1939-Sept. 15, 1939, 3 mos. at $100...ccseeeeses 300 
Hochbaum expense, March-November, 9 mos. This is to include 

Car mileage, equipment and supplies... .essssscseceeceeesesevesesss 400 
Sowls expense. No car. To cover trip up and baGk......sssceeseeesesees 100 
Inspection trips, Pirnie and Leopold.....ccseesevscensecccneneeserscnse # 

, 

Received in temporary remittances to PTT yi: ax seenynis SE 

In answer to your last inquiry, I will need $225 to meet the July 1 
payroll for Sowls and Hochbaum. I have so far paid Hochbaum no expense, but he 
is doubtless keeping track of his expense and can submit his expense account 
when things get untangled. ' 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman ofthe Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
Ge ee caiics Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 2, 1935 1 foes 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, W/ASHINGTON, D. C. ALDO LEOPOLD HENRY P. DAVIS. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 25, 1939 re 

Ret 
Profe Aldo Leopold Vw 
424 University Farm Place yr eae 
Madison, Wisconsin SD 

RO SS 
Vv \ 

Deer Aldo: \ © 
Wak 

I have not heard from Senator Walcott regarding 
any conversetions with Mr. Bell but I em writing him again 
to see if these conversations have taken place. As soon 
as I have heard from him I will advise you as to his answer 
and also about the student assistant. I do not think 
there will be any doubt about putting him on but want to 
find out whet has developed. This ought to be early next 
week. 

In the meentime I have located in our files your 
report of January 9th, which supplements your report of 
September 1st, end calls for $2,500.00 in a finencial 

, summary as follows: 

Ed Werd. Hatchery supervision and trapping. To be paid by 
Mr. Bell. 

Temporary Assistents. Egg collecting, gopher work, etc. To 
@ peid by Mr. Bell 

Hochbeum, Merch-November, 8 mose at $150 $1, 200 
expe ns e 300 

1,500 
Technical assistent, June-September, 3 

mos. at F100 300 
expense (no car) 100 

400 
Taxidermist, 3 mos. at $100 300 

Inspection. Trips by Pirnie and Leopold 200 

Equipment and supplies (en electric refrigerator 
for specimens is needed. Buying a new om 
is too costly. Ask Mr. Bell if a used one 
could be found). For other supplies - 100 

$2,500 

The Septenber lst budget called for $1,800.00. I 
teke it that this $2,500.00 budget does not include Mr. Bell's 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- May 25, 1939 

proposed contribution of $1,000.00. 

I think it is much better for us to handle the 
funds through the University of Wisconsin than through 
Michigan Stete College as lest yeer. 

I will try to keep you supplied with whatever money 
is necessary to carry on until we have our reguler meeting 
and I can discuss the matter with Senator Walcott. In the 
meantime if funds are delayed unduly please do not hesitete to 
write me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

Peg 

te el 

} a By Goad 
®. A ef pee Alay 7 a 

' sige macecdeed 5



Delta, “anitoba 
May 28, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ty <0 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold : 

Thank you for reférring the Saskatchewan query to 
me. I have answered it as best I could and apparently to 
their pleasure and satisfaction. I am glad to have this cont- 
act and to have been able to answer questions from here, for 
they seemed pleased that someone in Yenade could help them. 

I am sorry that my pictures had left Milwaukee before 
you wrote and are scattered too far to get together again 
in a hurry. I would send Mrs. Swigart a note to save you the 
trouble but have only her husbands address. Hope the cranes 
reached you safely. 

Mallards and pintails are hatching and some of them 
are already in the pens. Some of the wild nests are hatching 
too and we will be looking for young ducks in the marsh. Have 
about fifty nests going and hope to get many more in the next 
two weeks. This week we are concentrating on redheads and 
canvasbacks. The canvasbacks start nesting @ week or so 
before the redheads and the redheads drop eggs in the can 
nests before they start to make their own. 

Drake mallards and pintails are starting to gather 
and many of them are losing their spring plumage already. 
You will be interested to know that everyone here feels 
certain that canvasbacks and redheads are much more abundant 
this year that¥™they have been for the last four or five 
years. Certainly there are many more of them than there 

were mid-June last year. 

We have a scheme for catching females on the nest, 
marking them and robbing the nest to find out something 
about renesting. We know of several females which can be 
approached rather closely and hope to make a try at it 

at least. 

Yours sincerely , 

Ltbuy:



4h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management May 24, 1939 

Mr. C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

I’ve been thinking about the delay in the Delta set-up. 
If the "agreement" is a mental hurdle, I'd be agreeable to your 
disbursing the funds yourself. ‘The only disadvantage of so doing 
is that 1t would deprive Hochbaum of the “resident” rate for tuition 
fees--a saving of about $200 per year. (The university extends 
resident rates to all students supported by outside grants disbursed 
through the university.) 

Within two weeks 1% will be time for Hochbaum's assistant . 
(lyle Sowls) to leave for Delta. He has been turning dom other 
offers of employment on the strength of the verbal assurance that 
the budget at Delta would provide for him for the summer. 

Where is the difficulty? Is it in the arrangement with 
Mr. Bell? If you could give me some idea of where the trouble is, 

E I might be able to help. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



é yoy Sirens Farm Place } 
Division of Wildlife Management ay Mh tee 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaua 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada, 

Dear Albert: 

T am glad to have the news. 

The only reduced price on eo? Sopenonont available 
to me is the usual reduction offered to authors for their own 

personal use. It would hardly be proper for me to order the 
number Mr. Main wants under that arrangement, but he might get 
a@ reduction by writing to Seribner’s direct. 

Mr. Palmer's interest in your pictures sounds good 
to me. I will keep an eye on what he sends me for review. 

Bill Schorger will be interested to hear that the 
: _ pigeon has been rediscovered in Canada, 

I like the reproductions of Peter Scott and am sending 
them on to Starker. 

The enclosed check for $25 represents the amount due 
you on your April salary. 

Sincerely yours, 

! Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta, Manitoba 
May 11,1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wihdlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of May 3 and the check. I am 
quite secure now and, as far as I am concerned, there is no need 
for haste in getting the budget through. 

I am writing to Dr. Elton and have asked Mr. Pitblado, 
who is getting the prairie chicken work started, to get in 
touch with the Hamerstroms.. There were three pinnate booming 
grounds within hearing distance of the duck house this spring, 
one of them on a plowed field near where we watched the 
stubble mallards last summer, 

Thank you for the sugzestion on the scat analyses. We 
will get busy on an outling and will have much more material to 
work with this year. Yesterday we found a horned owls nest om 
with two young at the edge of one of the study areas. They 
have been after the coots already. 

Dry conditions extend throughout the Prairie region of 
Manitoba this year. There was almost no runoff from the snow 
and the dust was blowing on the wheat fields a few days after 
the snow was gone. We had one rain late in April which helped 
some but many of the sloughs are bone dry. 

We are getting a fairly good picture of the early nesting 
season, though it had been only a few days since we have been 
able to get far enough east to watch the canvasback. The guides 
have been hunting for a week and, following the schedule 
prepared last summer, we have about 300 eggs, mallard and 
pintail, in the incubatoo. 

Crows and ground squirrels are being controlled in the 
region of the lodge and an area of similap; nature ig 
being left untouched in the region of the‘ lodge. TLostsone nest 
ontthe*controlled area to crows this week. 

Mr. Main, of Ducks Unlimited, is buying your Game 
Management for hie Canadian offices and field staff, He asked 
me yesterday if it would be possible to obtain these, twelve or 
fifteen copies, at a reduced price. 

Yours sincerely,



-  FREDERIC C. WALCOTT HERBERT L. PRATT 
President Chairman of the Board 

ELTINGE F. WARNER ra, F 2. dani * 
Vie Chalman ofthe Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 7 

T. E, DOREMUS FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 Tresurer 
halen eee cones INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. HENRY PUDAVIS ALDO LEOPOLD 

Secretary Chairman Technical Committee 

{ 
April 27, 1939 

' Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hochbaum: 

Did you see the last issue of "Life" 
magezine, in which was included a story of the Robin 
in color by Roger Peterson? 

The thought occurred to me thet we 
could get some excellent publicity for the Delte 
project if we could induce "Life" magazine to publish 
some of your paintings of young ducks. 

Before approaching them I would like to 
get your reaction to the idea. I understend from 
Leopold, however, that you have only three such 
paintings ready at the present time. What is your 
reaction to this idea? 

I would elso like to reproduce your 
paintings in black and white in AMERICAN WILDLIFE and 
in connection with a news story in our reguler monthly 
clipsheet which goes to newspapers all over the entire 
country. If you could have photographs of those made 
for us at our expense it would be greetly appreciated. 

With best regerds, I am 

Sincerely y 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. \ 
Acting Secretary 
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MEMORANDUM AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE AND THE 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN RE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A RESEARCH FELLOW- 

SHIP AT THE UNIVERSITY 

The American Wildlife Institute desires to establish for the period 

May 1, 1939, to May 1, 1940, a research fellowship at the University of 

Wisconsin for the purpose of studying the ecology of breeding waterfowl. 

For this purpose it is mtually agreed between the American Wildlife 

Institute and the University of Wisconsin as follows: 

(1) The Institute agrees to place at the disposal of the Regents of 

the University of Wisconsin on May 1, 1939, the sum of $1,800. Voucher is 

to be made payable to the University of Wisconsin and is to be sent by the 

donor to the Administration Office, Agricultural Experiment Station. 

(2) The University of Wisconsin will keep this fund separate and will 

engage & competent research fellow to be known as the American Wildlife Institute 

Fellow. This fellow will carry on the study referred to above, detailed plans 

for the conduct of which have already been agreed to. 

The fund of $1,800 is to cover the salary of the research fellow for 12 

months at $150 per month. 

(3) The Undversdty will furnish laboratory facilities and such usual 

equipment as is required for the carrying out of this research, insofar as 

the facilities of the University will permit. 

(4) This study is to be carried out in the Department of Agricultural 

Economics, Division of Wildlife Management, and the University has designed 

Aldo Leopold to give the project immediate supervision. At the request of 

the University, Michigan State College has designated Miles D. Pirnie to give 

the project technical consultation. 

(5) Upon the termination of these studies any equipment, material and 

supplies remaining in stock shall become the property of the University of 

Wisconsin.



: * 2- 

(6) The University will render at the close of the period to the 

American Wildlife Institute a detailed report of the research carried on 

under this grant, with the understanding that the University in accepting 

this fund for the fellowship herein created intends that it shall be used 

for the promotion of scientific knowledge in the field referred to, that 

the results of such research shall be made public by the University, 

through publication or otherwise, in any manner that it may deem desirable, 

keeping in mind that the public interest or welfare shall be dominant. 

The above memorandum has been presented to the Board of Regents of the 

University of Wisconsin and accepted by them on and 

is declared effective upon the signature of the Business Manager of the 

University and the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station for the 

University of Wisconsin and the proper official for the American Wildlife 

Institute. 

Date Business Manager, University of Wisconsin 

APPROVED: 

Date Director, Agricultural fxperiment Station 
University of Wisconsin



yak Vaivesstiy Parm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management May 16, 1959 

Mr. @. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investuent Building 
Washington, 0. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I have received the additional remittance of $200, 
which makes the total in temporary provision for the Delta 
project $400. From this I have disbursed as follows: 

H. A. Hochbaum, salary March 15- 

aN teaaen stet elt Oe oe + 4. Hochbaum, 30. 2s 

T am sending you an extra copy of the proposed 
agreement. This is a routine form under which all cooperative 
projects in the College of Agriculture are handled. Last year, 
as you remember, the funds camo through Pirnie ot Michigan aad 
were disbursed personally by him, but I think it would be pref+ 
erable this year to have the salary go through regular official 
channels. The expense fund I had planned to disburse myself 
in order to avoid fiscal complications. 

I assume that my letter explaining the proposed set- 
up has not been lost and that you have a cony of it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management 

f



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F, B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 TE DoreMeS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

MAGEDSON INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. CEE RIDAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

Mey 11, 1959 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching hereto check in the amount 
of $200.00 made out to your order for the Delta Water- 
fowl Project. 

I discussed with Senator Walcott very 
briefly the proposed agreement when he was in town 
recently but he did not sign it at the time nor have I 
heard from him since. I will try to get this matter 
straightened out as soon as possible. In the meantim 
I hope this check will help carry things slonge 

With very best regards, I am 

Simerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Acting Secretary 
Peg 
Enc. 

P. S. I wrote Life Magazine recently complimenting then 
on the two-page spread on the robin and told them some- 
thing about Hochbaum's work. They nibbled definitely at 
the bait. I don't know whether enything will come out of 

/ it on it but I sincerely hope so. / a assluap 
Rupe hie aan iy 
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent ae oN noe 

Mr. O Me Palmer, dr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 

: Washingtoa, Db. G. 

Dear Mort: 

I take it that your letter refors to o discrepancy 
in the anmal budget of $1,800 which I gave you in my letter 
of March 2 and an aunual budget of $2,000 which I have men- 
tioned in subsequent correspondence. 

This is probably a slip on my sang Rither sum will 
be satisfactory. My conversations with Mr. Bell, however, were 
for an additional $1,000, and the sum of $2,800 instead of 
$3,000 would be 0.XK. 

The Senator did not say anything about Delta when he 
/ phoned. ‘ths discussion was entirely on Institute and Technical 

Gommittee matters. 

If the confusion which you meation arises about the 
Sere in my own figures mentioned above, then don't worry 
about it. If there is some other confusion, it is not yet 
Clear to me where it comes in. Write me wore fully and I will 
do ay best to untangle. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 TE DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

RCeareLS INVESTMENT BUILDING, \W/ASHINGTON, D. C. VERY PUDANIS 

Chalrman Technical Committee Secretary 

wy May 9, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your note on the memorandum 
for e third resolution for the minutes. 

The only information I have here is 
the budget submitted with your letter of March 2nd 
of this year, which calls for $1800. 

I wish you would straighten me out 
on it beceuse I don't want to get these things 
confused. 

Sincerely, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. ® 
Acting Secretary Nt 
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4oh University Parm Place 
1 

Division of Wildlife Management “eh to 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I am surprised and disappointed to learn about the low water levels. 
Do you know whether this is representative of any considerable area? 

Your observations on the fact that the people in the Carberry hills 
do not know Seton is, I think, one of the most illuminating details that has 
come my way for-some time. 

I would be delighted to have you offer to play ball with Elton's 
snowshoe inquiry. I suggest you write him direct, bat I will be glad to do so 
should you prefer it. Lyle might be of help in this connection. 

This morning I went over Lyle's seat and stomach analyses. He is 
sending you a copy. It strikes me that you have here not merely a valuable 
report on food habits, but an equally valuable contritution to food habits tech- 
nique. 

In order to accurately locate the gaps I would suggest that you and 
lyle make a rough draft of a paper. This would disclose the gaps and his work 
could then be directed toward filling them. If it is to be a techniques paper, 
4t might also be well to include a number of little line cuts to illustrate the 
differences between downs, feathers, etc. You might be playing with these during 
the sumer, 

I am pleased thet Hi Ward has been recognized by the Game and Fish 
Association. If there is to be | prairie chicken study, might it de possible to 
work the Hamerstroms in on it in some capacity? Now that Delta is apperently set 
up on a salary basis for a mmber of years, my ambition is next to set up the 
prairie chicken study on some comparable basis and to extend it beyond Wisconsin. 
My idea is a "Prairie Chicken Institute" which would consist of a liaison officer 
plus a small fund to chink up cracks, but the bulk of the "Institute" would con- 
sist of the contributed services of persons working on chickens, including Hawkins, 
Yeatter, Bartlett, Gus Swanson's crowd, and the Texas crowd. If a Manitoba study 
were set up with a man in charge of it, he might be one more of the component 
parts of the institute. Let's talk over more detail when I come up. 

I have not heard further from Mort Palmer, tut I have every reason to 
believe the Delta set-up will be all ironed out before long. 

I enelose a check for $125, which is the residue in the temporary 
deposit made by Mort and which will cover 5/6 of the payment due you for April.



Hochbaum = 2 

I will remit balance when the regular set-up is untangled. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta, Manitoba 
April 29, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The ice is nearly gone from the marsh and the ducks 
are here in large numbers, particularly mallards, pintails 
and lesser scaup. Mallards and pintails have started to 
nest and we are beginning our nesting study observations. 

Marsh fires have been raging for the past week and 
most of the Phragmites in the region of Delta has been burned 
over. The east marsh has not been touched, however. The lake 
is 18 " below the level of last summer,many of the sloughs that 
had twoofeet of water last summer are empty and everything 

is very dry. I am assembling 811 my notes of the pvabt month 
and will send a full account of events. 

Sundey afternoon we took a trip over to the sandhill 
region at Carberry. It is still very wild and beautiful 
and I hope you may have a chance to visit it this summer. 
Nobody there had ever heard of Seton or Thompson except one 
old fellow who remembered him as a " crazy young fool" who 
spent all his time wandering about in the hills. 

I have just finished reading Dr. Elton's Annual Report 
of the Bureau of Animal Population . It occurred to me that 
we might ofifer to cooperate with him on the snowshoe rabbit 
enquiry,particlarly the reproduction enquiry mentioned on 
page 26. I realize the necessity of not piling up too many 
things,but we are in such constant touch with the rabbits 
that we might easily accumulate some valuable material 
for him if he provided an outline of the information he 
desires. The fact that this is more or less an isolated 
range where the rabbits are never shot might interest Dr. 
Elton. 

Ed Ward has just been appointdd a Director of The 
Men. Fish and Game Assoc. The Association is setting up 
a fund to support a study of prairie chicken in Manitoba 
and as soon as can learn more of the details concerning 
the proposed study I shall pass them on. 

Mr. Cunningham has a sharp eye. Thank you for meking 
the change. 

Yours sincerely,



holy mere Farm Place 
April 14, 1 

Division of Wildlife Management er eee 

Mr. EH. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

It has been winter here again also, and I am not surprised 
that the same weather has hit you. 

Keep the crane picture as long as you have an opportunity 
to show it. 

Thanks for the crow map from Kalmbach. I will see that it 
is not published. I have excellent use for it, since six members 
of our 118 class are banding crows for Lincoln this spring. I 
will show it to them. The Kalmbach correspondence is returned. ! 

Dr. Ebner of the University of Munich has been here and | 
we were up at Plainfield with the Hamerstroms and Art Hawkins. | 
We had some excellent discussions and all of us were sorry you : 
could not be there. 

With best regarde, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



ad Delta, “enitoba 
April 10, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

( Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Thank you for your letter of April 5 and the 
check. I am glad that things are going through so nicely 
and thank you for all the trouble and work you have gone 
through to get this accomplished. 

We are having a sbell of winter agein with near zero 
weather and are still spending most of our time scraping 
fat. Nevertheless spring is here and Saturday the snow 
geese passeé over flock after flock for almost an hour. No 
more ducks , however, 

Mey I borrow your picture for another month? The 
Milwaukee - Downer College wishes to have the pictures 
for exhibit and I have asked Meuers to ship them over. I 
certainly appreciate the start you and Mrs. Leopold heaven 

f given me in getting some pictures out in the air. 

i You will be interested in the enclosed note from Mr. 
Kalmbach. He seems very much interested in the project 
end I hope he will be able to visit us this year. 

This is a bit of e lull before the storm of the : 
nesting season and we probably will be working on nests in 
another two weeks. I hope to make the most intensive study 
between the bays and lake in the region of the lodge and 
we are mapping that while the sloughSare still frozen. 

Yours sincerely, 

\ 

‘.



a 

424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management April 5, 1939 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta 
Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I enclose my check for $75.00 to cover your salary 
for one-half of March at the new rate of $150 per month. 

Attached is my letter to Mort Palmer proposing the 
fiscal set-up for the coming year. ‘There may be slight adjust- 
nents, depending on the date by which the papers are signed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management 

be 

MK 
\ DN



42h University Fern Place 
Division of Wildlife Management April 5, 1939 

Mr. G. MH. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

I have received your letter of March 29 with the $200 cheek 
and it will serve to carry the Delta project until the formal papers 
are completed. 

Miles Pirnie has approved my suggestion that the funds be handled 
through the University of Wisconsin this year, in orier that Hochbaum may 
have the benefit of resident tuition. (The University gives resident status 
te such graduate students as are supported by donated funds.) This saves 
Hochbaum about $100 per semester. 

I propose that the funde for Hochbaum's salary be deposited with 
and paid by the University a9 per standard agreement attached. I propose 
that the expense funds (and salary up to May 1) be handled either by me or 
by you in a separate account sot up for that purpose. The fiscal mchinery 
of the University is not adapted for expenses incurred outside the state 
and in a "foreign" country. 

I would prefer you handle the expense fund and let me submit 
expense accounts to you. 

The respective amounts will be (assuming Mr. Bell and Senator 
Walcott do not change the figures we discussed with Mr. Bell): 

Salary fund (see agreement), 12 months at $150.....91,800 
Uxpense DOB ec. cecscrccccenneescneresenceresceeceses 1,000 

ee ee a ee a ae 

° 

Mr. Bell said he would give the Institute $1,000 to carry the 
salary for the full year, tut no date was specified as to when the year 

would begin. I have drawn the agreement to have it begin May 1 and last 
$111 May 1, 1940. Nochbdaum began work March 15, which will make 13} months 
to May 1,1940, but I think the $3,000 will suffiee for that period. 

1 am sending copies to Firnie and Hochbaun. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT | 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER FB. Pa Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

eee te NS Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E, DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee nie Treasurer 

ph LE OBOID INVESTMENT BUILDING, W/ASHINGTON, D, C. MEN BDAUS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

April 3, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of the 30th relative 
to the Delta project and I am delighted that Mr. Bell 
has such a friendly attitude and is willing to 
actually spend some money on it. I hope he end 
Senator Walcott can get together on a really progres- 
sive basis. 

: You can bet your boots I won't forget ‘ 
that trip this summer because I plan on getting 
around and seeing what is going on. Incidentally, 
what are the possibilities of getting some photographs 
of a few of Hochbaum's selected paintings of young ducks 
for use in AMERICAN WILDLIFE? These will, of course, 
have to be done in black and white as we do not have 

€ means nor the funds for color reproductions in 
AMERICAN WILDLIFE at the present. It won't do Hochbaum 
nor the Delta project a bit of harm to give this a 
little publicity. ; 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely, 

et 
C. M. Palmer, Jr, 
Acting Secretary 

Peg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Delta, Manitoba 
April 2, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold i 
Professor of Wildlife “anagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We were glad to hear of your meetings with Mr. Palmer 

and Mr. Bell. Now that I am here I am in no immediate need 

for funds but certainly am pleased to know that things are 

going along as they are. 

I am glad that I was able to get up here when T did 

for things will be moving rather rapidly before long. We have 

had time to make a fine office and laboratory and it makes it 

a greatd deal easier to have everything in order.and under one 

roof. I am getting all records ,papers etc. filed and in 

place and hope that this will help 'to keep things going in 

@ businesslike manner. We are also taking this time to preserve 

the needed specimens of adults of known age and the 1939 

collection is already of-good size. The skins are getting 

better all the time too and a fat duck is no longer the 

chore it used to be. 

Saw the first ducks March 29, Mallards. Canada geese 
have been going over every day since then. The marsh is still 

frozen but there is much surface water on the ice. The rat 

season is on now and the marsh is alive with half-breede and 

indians, at least two for every house. 

Crows are abundant . As soon as they got here they had 

a large roost west of “elta and there is quite a flight along 

the ridge in the evenings. Shooting is good and the boys are 
bringing in quite a few birds for stomachs and sex ratio, Looks 

as though the early birds are mostly females. 

I'm glad you revised the footnote for the report. Thank 

you. Fred insists that "Retrice" should be rectrix on page 

three. I hepe there will be a chance to check that before ' 

the paper is printed. 

Thanks for the good word on the pictures. The Milwaukee- 
Downer College asked for them on your recommendation and I 

am letting them know that they may use them, 

Yours sincerely,



42h University Farm Place 

| Division of Wildlife Management Hance 3. 1999 

Mr. ©. HM. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mores 

Miles Pirnie and I met Mr. Bell in Chicago yesterday to talk 
over plans for Delta. 

We found him entirely in agreement with the rest of us in 
regarding the job there as a long rather than a short tone. He is writing 
Senator Yaleott and offering to make a sufficient contribution to the 
Institute to carry Hochbaum through the present year instead of only to 
the ond of the field season, He is also writing the Senator about a joint 
plan for carrying the project in future years. 

We told Mr. Bell that $3,000 per year would bo a reasonsbdle 
budget, and that $1,000 added to the present year's appropriation of 42,000 
would enable us te put Hochbaum on « yeaYlong basis from now on. 

A® soon a8 the Senator and Mr. Bell have agreed on the main 
outlines, let me know and we oan fill in the details. 

Miles and I are meh encouraged by this friendly attitude toward 
the Delta Job. Looks like we were ell eet to do a real job of it. 

Don't forget your proposed Delta trip this summer; now that we 
axe really launched there will be need of someone on the Washington end 
who has seen the ground. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce uM. DB. Pirate Professor of Wildlife Management 

H. A. Hochbaum



4oh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management March 30, 1939 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
Department of Interior 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 

Dear Hoyes: 

Here is Hochbaum's report on the 1938 work at Delta. 
It was given at the Detroit Conference and will come out in the 

Transactions. Some additional subject matter, reserved for later 

report, Hochbaum hopes to place in the Canadian Field-Naturalist. 

Pirnie and I went over the work yesterday with Mr. Bell. 
All three of us are very appreciative of your friendly help, and 
would like to be sure that this proposed report meets with your 

approval. If you have any comment, will you let me know? 

We have recently had two exhibits of Hochbaums's Delta 

paintings here at Madison. They were well received. The Winnipeg 

naturalists are including them in an exhibit there this spring. 

Should you ever want to include them in any Ottawa exhibit, I'm 
sure Hochbaum would be much pleased. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec J. F, Bell 
M. D. Pirnie 
C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
H. A. Hochbaum



424 University Farm Place 
March 30, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Del. ta 
Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Miles and I mot Mr. Bell in Chicago yesterday, and I 
hasten to tell you that he has supplemented the Institute funds 
enough to carry you through the present year. 

We found him entirely receptive to the idea of regarding 
the Delta work as a continuing rather than a temporary venture. He 
is writing Senator Waleott about joint support for the future. 

Miles and I mentioned three more or less distinet objectives: 
monograph on the canvasback, general ecological study at Delta, and the 
“training school" idea. Mr. Bell had no preference. He leaves the 
choice to us. We can be thinking about it, and talking it over later. 

The Institute appropriation is still awaiting formal approval, 
but I think it is only 4 formality. We may regard the thing as virtually 
all set. 

Miles showed Mr. Bell some of his color photos. He was mech 
taken with then. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce M. D. Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
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ABO LEGROLD INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Hoey BDA 

Chalrman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 29, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em attaching hereto a check made 
. out to your order for $200.00 to cover the immediate 

needs of the Delta project. As soon as I have an 
opportunity to get together with Senator Walcott 
and get things definitely straightened out I will 
probably be able to send more. This will take care 
of immediate needs, however, I believe. 

I am not sure whether this is the 
proper way to have this check made out but I felt 
that this would save time. You can endorse it over 
to the agency and give us further instructions. The 
last checks I think were sent to Pirnie at Michigan 
State College. How should we handle this in the 
future. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

ie 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

Pig I 
Enclosure 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Delta, Manitoba 
4Yarch”24, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife “anagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We arrived at Delta Monday after an easy trip up with very 
little digging. Had a most pleasant visit with the 4amerstroms 
on Thursday and Friday. My what a job they have. I never 

realized what difficulties attended chicken trapping. 

I was surprised to find that spring was here ahead of 
us. The redwings and yellowheads have been here for some time, 
and are picking territories with the tops of the reeds just 
sticking out of the snow. The first crows arrived on the 2ist 
and are feeding now on fish out on the lake, lings left by 
the fishermen, 

Ed Ward and I are busy converting one of the mink houses 
into an office and laboratory. Its going to be a grand place. 
Pete and I have made a good start on the 1939 skin collection -- 
making up birds that died during the winter. I hope that we 
can get a good collection of ducks for theestudents as well 
as the plumage study collestion. 

Everything is melting rapidly and everyone expects ducks 
any day now. There should be some open water in the marsh 

within a week. 

I want to thank you and Mrs. Leopold for the many nice 
things you did for me this winter. The tea was grand and I 

appreciated it more thani can say. Thakks, too, for the help 
on the paper . I got a great deal out of going over it with 
you. 

: Sorry I couldn't let you know of our arrival before this. 

This is the first mail out since we came. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Cots



4a University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Hanagement a a ee 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta 

Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I saw Mort Palmer at the Izaak Walton League meeting in 
Chicago Friday and he entirely approves of your departure for Delta 
on schedule. He feels certain that the Institute not cnly intends 
to continue its support but that the assistant for thie year will 
be provided for, He has not yet been able to straighten out the con- 
fusion es to the trustees’ action but will do so before long. 

Miles and I are meeting Mr. Bell in Chicago, Monday, March 27, 
at which time I hope to get some more definite information about con- 
timaity and about future plans. Mort is strongly in favor of setting 
up a five-year program. Of courte his attitude does not commit the 
Institute, but I was pleased to know of his attitude. I asked him to 
visit Delta this sumer in order that some member of the Institute 
might have first-hand knowledge of the work there. 

Mort tells me that our report is shorter than many of the 
other papers which he will have to handle. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc M. D. Pirnie



| : 

{ 
42k University Farm Place 

Division of Wiidlife Management 135 1939 

| 
1 

I Dr. Miles D. Pirnte 
¥W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Dr, Pirnie: 4 

You will recall the difficulty of meeting resident 
status for Hochbaum due to the financial support from the 
Institute feeding to us via Lansing rather than via Madiagon. 
Would you be willing during the coming yoar to heve these 
funds handled direetly through our Graduate School? 

It would be understood that this in no wise affects 
the joint natre of the undertaking, wt is merely » fiscal 
device to facilitate Hochbaum’s academic relationships. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

on



4olk University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ey hy oe 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C6. 

Dear Mort: 

It is hard for me to understand how the trustees should get con- 
fused between supervision for the Ten Units and operating funds for the ; 
Delta project. Gertainly we do not need any additional supervision for 
Delta. If, however, fiscally speaking, $3,000 is available for both, then 
I gee no choice but to segregate $2,500 of it for Delta in accordance with 
my report of Januery 9, and use the balance for giving the scientific super- 
vision idea a brief trial in one or two local spots. I am not sure, of course, 
that we could get anybody. 

This new twist is a little embarrassing for me because I had already 
begun to consult with the Blological Survey about possible personnel for the 
scientific supervision function. 

If we mast consider that project as either out or reduced to very 
mall proportions, I hope you can let me know at an early date so I can reduce 
our proposals to fit the reduced funds. 

I have revised the mimites for pages 3 to 6 of the rough copy you 
sent mo, but I have revised them to fit my own recollection of what happened. 
If this mst be twisted so that the $3,000 covers both Delta and the supervision 
project, then further modification in the minutes will be called for. 

I can appreciate your difficulties and I can see that we probably 
must drop or wholly drop the scientific advisory project. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. Since writing the above I have received the attached letter from 
Gabrielson which somewhat changesthe acceptability to the Biological Survey 
of advisory help. Gabrielson practically limits acceptability to members of 
the Technical Committee. Under these circumstances perhaps it is just as 
well to have the allotment cut down to a very low point, since I am not at ail 
sure that any members of the Technical Committee can spare any time for 

; advisory service. Kindly return Babrielson's letter. 

‘ A.l.
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March 9, 1939 j 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have deciphered, very unsatisfactorily, 
the minutes of the meeting of the Trustees meeting in 
Detroit. You may remember that that meeting was rather 
hectic insofar as the writer was concerned and that I 
was in and out of the room frequently. The minutes 
were taken by several different peqle,alternately. 
Some of the notes are very difficult for me to decipher 
and I em, therefore, asking you to go over certain parts 
of this and straighten me out and make a better connection 
between the various subjects of discussion. I would 
certainly appreciate your doing this as it would be a great 
help to me in getting this matter straightened out. 

One thing about which I am especially 
concerned about--thet is, that in talking with Senator f 
Walcott on the phone the other day with respect to the 
status of the Delta project, he stated that that was all 
teken care of in the $3,000.00 item appropriated for your 
cohsultation work et that meeting. This does not at all 
jibe with my recollections nor with the notes of the 
meeting. I wish you would please check me on this and 
advise specifically. He says the project has been 
officially okayed but I cannot put my finger on the official 
record. 

I will discuss with him shortly your desire 
to get Hochbeum started early at Delta. 

Sincere ee 

(\ 

Ce. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

Pig 

Encl, 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
February 10, 19 

Division of Wildlife Management ae 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bells 

I am sorry not to be able to be in Chicago Monday. A 
bunch of committee meetings were called in advance of the Detroit 
conference, which forces me to be in Detroit by Sunday noon. 

In my wire I suggested Wednesday evening as an alternative 
since I have to be back here for a class Thursday morning. 1 now 
gather from your letter, however, that you will not be back in Chicago 
until the following week. 

Since our meeting was originally projected, Pirnie and T have 
had a chances to talk things over, and the unsettled questions are now a 
little bit different than they were. 

We feel the need of a talk with ym, but the question is one 
of your future preferences for the development of the project rather 
than one of dotailed plans for the coming year. This is something that 
can be gone over at any time. Let's, therefore, leave it this way: 
you call us down to Chicago at your convenience, preferably within the 
next month or two. 

All the above assumes that the Institute can finance the 
latest revision of the 1939 plans which calle for a total of about 
$2,000. I have no idea how the Institute stands on this but will find 
out at Detroit next week. Should there be any upset, I will, of course, 
let you know. The above also assumes that you have no objection to any 
of the details of 1939 operations which we have laid out with Mr. Ward 
and which have been described in the past correspondence. 

One thing I regret is that you have not yet seen Hochbaun's 
Delta paintings. I really believe we have something there which may 
ultimately equal in value the scientific work. Knowing your interest 
in that sort of thing, I am anxious te show them to you. Mrs. Leopold 
and I are holding an exhibition for Hochbaum at our house sometine 
within the next month or two. Would there be any chance of your stopping 
off at Madison sometime? If not, I shall bring some of thom with me to 
Chicago because I want you to see then. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce U. D. Pirnte Professor of Wildlife Management



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

USA. 
JAMES F. BELL 

29 59 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am unduly dilatory in writing you about 
the possibilities of our getting together 
with Dr. Pirnie in Chicago. However, my 
plans have been so uncertain that I have 
put off the matter until I could name a 
definite time. 

I wired you today that I would be in Chicago 
Monday. I have a meeting in the early part 
of the morning, but I can be free by 12:15 
and I thought we might have lunch at the 
Chicago Club and then I could remain with you 
until my train goes at 3:15, or I could arrange 
to take a later train if necessary. 

If this is not convenient, I will be returning 
through Chicago either on the 20th or 21st, 
but cannot let you know positively which day 
until some time later. However, I will be 
glad to accommodate my plans to you. 

A, pee 

jfb aj ¥
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; 42h University Farm Place 
January 13, 1939 

Divieion of Wildlife Management 

Messrs. James F. Bell, 200 Chamber of Commerce, Minneapolis, Minnesote 

Henry P. Davis, American Wildlife Institute, Washington, D. CG. 

Gentlemen: 

Dr. Pirnie and I had an unforeseen opportunity to talk over the 

Delta project on January 9. Our conclusions are summarized in the attached 
report. This report deals with organization and finance rather than research 
projects. The research projects as outlined in the report of September 1 
stand as our current recommendations. Our summer's experiences have naturally 

had a chance to be digested during the intervening months and 1 think this 

report is somewhat more mature than the previous one. 

I feel at present that we have need of consultation with the 
Institute and with Mr. Bell, not so much on either technical or organization 
details but rather on (1) whether we should aim toward a long or a short time 
job, and (2) whether you have any preferences as to the lines along which 
Delta should develop. 

Both these questions are too intricate to be detailed in a letter 
but they should form the principal subject matter of the pending conference 
with you. 

The unavoidable delay in holding this conference has forced us to 
give Ducks Unlimited a reply to their "feeler" of financial cooperation. 
Hochbaum has written Cartwright in as nice @ way as he could that there are 
four cooperatore in the project already and that we are afraid it would become 

unwieldy if the number increased to five. 

fime is now so short that in order to avoid useless travel it 

occurs to me that our conference might well be held in conjunction with the 

Detroit meeting. If Mr. Bell is not attending the Detroit meeting, could we 

meet at Chicago on February 117 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc M. D. Pirnie



Jan. 9, 1939 

Delta Waterfowl Project 

~~ 1939 Organization 

(Note: This memo is supplementary to our report of September 1. It 
gives the conclusions reached at a meeting of Pirnie and Leopold January 9. 
We have not yet had a chance to consult Mr. Bell or the Institute as to 
their views and preferences, or as to financial prospects. This memo is 
written "in the dark" as to these points, and subject to amendment on these 

points. ) 

the 

The Outlook. ‘The work has now reached/point where there is more to be 

done than one man can do. This pressure of opportunity will of course grow 

greater with time. 

We think that the Institute and Mr. Bell should be reminded at this time: 

(1) That an early decision should be reached as to whether to aim 
toward a hand-to-mouth continuance, or at a 5 or 10 year 

program. 

(2) If the former, the program should be narrowed and curtailed 
to quick-dividend short-time ventures. 

(3) If the latter, do we need to let any new parties in for the 

sake of assuring funds? (U.8.B.8..for example. ). 

(4) If the latter, Hochbaum at the end of 1939 should be put on 
a salary basis equal to what he would get if he cut loose 
and got a job. (He will get his degree after next summer's 
work is reported on. ) 

(5) If the letter, what special kind of achievement interests the 
Institute and Mr. Bell most? 

(a) Development of Delta as a place for training waterfowl 
experts? 

(b) Development of Delta for output of scientific and 
educational publications on waterfowl? 

(We can elaborate these alternatives verbally. They are 
net mutually exclusive, but both can't receive equal 
emphasis. ) 

1939 Crew. Uxpressed in terms of jobs rather than projects, we need in 

1939:



At the Hatchery (peak load June 1-Sept. 1) 

Por care of hatchery birds - Mr. Ward plus assistant. 

For post-mortems, skins, sexing, banding and releasing, weights and 

plumage notes - a technical assistant. 

For Trapping and Bending Wild Ducklings (peak load June 15-Aug, 15) 

Yor operation of drives. Mr. Ward. Hochbaum. Help of technical 
assistant. 

Yor Taxidermy. Peter Ward for 3 months. 

For Field Crew to mnt nests and to execute experimental gopher control - 

‘3 temporary assistants. 

To run ecological experiments in marsh - Hochbaun. 

Financial Summery 

Bd Ward. Hatchery supervision and trapping. fo be paid by Mr. Bell 

Temporary assistants. gg collecting, gopher work, ete. To be paid by Mr. Bell 

Hochbavm, March-Hovember, § mos. at $150 $1,200 
expense 300 

1,500 

Technical assistant, June-September, 3 mos. at $100 300 
expense (no car) 100 400 

Taxidermist, 3 mos. at $100 300 

Inspection. Trips by Pirnie and Leopold. 200 

Equipment and supplies (an electric refrigerator for 
specimens is needed. Buying a new one is too 
a Ask Mr. Bell if a used one could be 
found). For other supplies - 100 

92,500 

Comment 

The estimate in the September 1 report was $1,800. This, however, 

figured Hochbaum at $100 instead of $150 per month and included no technical 

assistant. If the $2,500 estimate mst be cut, the technical assistant should 

be eliminated, thus reducing the cost to about $2,000.



- 3 - 

It is very important that we know the 1939 budget by April 1, because 

students make their summer plane early and the best technical assistants are 

net available at the eleventh hour. Only the best assistants are worth 

having. 

It may not be improper for us to point out at this time that the Delta 

project is a very exacting one. The very wealth of biological opportunities 

and the unbounded cooperativeness of Mr. Bell's local force create a 

perpetual temptation to attempt too mech. Daylight begine at 3 a.m. and 

ends at 10 p.m. Duties are extremely varied and included everything from 

painting pictures to digging mck. Diplomatic relations must be maintained 

with a double set of bureaus, conservation organizations, and scientists. 

A break in continuity of personnel would represent a huge loss of accumulated 

information. It therefore seems both fair and wise to pay the "market" rate, 

and to pull rather than push on the reins of supervision 

Aldo Leopold 

Miles D. Pirnie



Jan. 9, 1939 

Delta Wat wl Pro. 

“ergs Organisation 

(Hote: This memo 1s supplementary to our report of September 1. It 
gives the conclusions reached at a meeting of Pirnie and Leopold January 9. 
¥e have not yet had a chance to consult Mr. Bell or the Institute as to 
their views and preferences, or as to financial prospects. This memo is 
written “in the dark" as to these points, and subject to amendment on these 
points. ) 

the 

The Outlook. The work has now reached /point there there is more to be 

done than one man can do. ‘This pressure of opportunity will of course grow 

greater with time. 

Ye think that the Institute and Mr. Bell should be reminded at this time: 

(1) That an early decision should be reached as to whether to aim 
toward a hand-to-mouth continuance, or at a 5 or 10 year 
program. 

(2) If the former, the program should be narrowed and curtailed 
to quick-dividend short-time ventures. 

(3) If the latter, do we need to let any new parties in for the 
sake of assuring funds? (U.3.3.S.,for example. ). 

(4) If the latter, Hochbaum at the end of 1939 should be put on 
a salary basis equal to what he would get if he cut loose 
and got a job. (He will get his degree after next summer's 
work is reported on. ) 

(5) If the latter, what special kind of achievement interests the 
Institute and Mr. Bell most? 

(a) Development of Delta as a place for training waterfowl 
experts? 

(bd) Development of Delta for output of scientific and 
educational publications on waterfowl? 

(We can elaborate these alternatives verbally. They are 
not mutually exclusive, but both can't receive equal 
emphasis. ) 

1939 Crew. Uxpressed in terms of jobs rather than projects, we need in 

1939;
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At the Hatchery (peak load June 1-Sept. 1) 

For care of hatchery birds - Hr. Ward plus assistant. 

For post-mortems, skins, sexing, banding and releasing, weights and 
plumage notes - a technical assistant. 

For Trapping and Banding Wild Ducklings (peak load June 15-Aug. 15) 

Yor operation of drives. Wr. Ward. Hochbaum. Help of technical 
assistant. 

for Taxidermy. Peter Ward for 3 months. 

For Field Crew to hunt nests and to execute experimental gopher control - 

3 temporary assistants. 

fo run ecological experiments in marsh ~ Hochbaum. 

Financial Summary 

Ra Ward. Hatchery supervision and trapping. To be paid by Mr. Bell 

Temporary assistants. gg collecting, gopher work, ete. To be paid by Mr. Bell 

Hochbaum, March-Hovember, 8 mos. at $150 $1,200 
expense 300. 

1,500 

Technical assistant, June-September, 3 mos. at $100 300 
expense (no car) 100 400 

Taxidermist, 3 mos. at $100 300 

Inspection. Trips by Pirnie and Leopold. 200 

Equipment and supplies (an electric refrigerator for 
specimens is needed. Buying @ new one is too 
costly. Ask Mr. Bell if » used one could be 
found). Por other supplies - wee 

Somnent, 

The estimate in the September 1 report was $1,800. This, however, 

figured Hochbaum at $100 instead of $150 per month and included no technical 

assistant. If the $2,500 estimate mst be cut, the technical assistant should 

be eliminated, thue reducing the cost to about $2,000.



- 3 - 

It is very important that we know the 1939 budget by April 1, because 

students make their summer plans early and the best technical assistants are 

not available at the cleventh hour. Only the best assistants are worth 

having. 

It may not be improper for us to point out at this time that the Delta 

project is a very exacting one. The very wealth of biological opportunities 

and the unbounded cooperativeness of Mr. Bell's local force create a 

perpetual temptation to attempt too mech. Daylight begins at 3 a.m. and 

ends at 10 p.m. Duties are extremely varied and included everything from 

painting pictures to digging mck. Diplomatic relations mst be maintained 

with a double set of bureaus, conservstion organizations, and scientists. 

A break in continuity of personnel would represent a huge loss of accumlated 

information. It therefore seems both fair and wise to pay the "market" rate, 

and to pull rather than push on the reins of supervision 

Aldo Leopold 

Miles D. Pirnie
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January 2, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I am rather ashamed at the accumulation 
of letters and carbon copies from you that have 
not been acknowledged. I had, of course, been in 

part expecting to meet with you and Mr. Bell, so 
let Christmas rush and rabbit hunts interfere. 

The visit from Al, Hawking, and the three 
boys from Lansing for the waterfowl plumage and banding 
conference was a most enjoyable accasion- to me at 
least; and I look forward to more of just that sort 

of informal exchange. 

I hope the Bei1-Leopold-Pirnie conference 
can be held before the Conference; and to that part 
of the conference as deals with weterfowl problems 

and ecology, technique etc. I most certainly would 
think it proper for you to include both Al and Art, 
Not knowing Bell, however, I am inclined to think 
you and I would be enough for the first, general, 

get acquainted phase of the meeting. If I were Bell, 
I am sure I would be less free with extra, new persons 

present in such a preliminary interview. 

I agree that the reply to Ducks Unlimited 
is not easy, and should await decisions from Mr. Bell 
as well as the Institute. There are of course, several 

projects in the air, first: Al's study at Delta; second, 
my plumage and other waterfowl work, and of course the 
need for additional propagation plants in the States, 
to say nothing of sucH field work es Art is trying to 
get fitted for in his job with the Natural History Survey. 
I hope it may be possible to create support for these 

as well as the Delta studies. But very easily, Al end I 
could very well get ourselves lost at Delta or the 
Kellogg Sanctuary; and this we hope to avoid. 

When is Als seminar talk? And would you have 
time for a visit and conference if I came over for it? 
I can bring or send the color slides, if You and Al wish. 

A relief project to start soon makes soon best for, me. 
: : s i i Tay, A Gilt From My. Kallogg—TRis Sanchsary Is now Owned and Opened be Michi Spatd*Callage, East Lansing 

VM. D. Pirnie



P. 8S. Sutton seemed very glad to include Al's three 
duckling paintings in the Wilson Club bird art exhibit 
at Ann Arbor. Both there and at the A. O. U. meeting 
in Washington I had chances to tell of the Delte work 
and the part the Institute and your department are 
playing. There was a surprising interegt shown by 
many of the staid A. O. U.-ers. MDP sede



1938 SKIN OLLEOTION 
Delta Waterfowl Project 

H.A.H. 1. Canvasback, male, captive reared, 11 days old 
6/24/38. L.204, B. 26, M.T. 27 

H.A.H. 2, Mallard, female, captive reared, 18 hours old 
7/4/38. L.158, 3.18, M.T. 22 

H.A.H. 3. Shoveller, male, captive reared, 3 days old 
7/5/38. L.142, B.18, M.T. 20. 

H.A.H. 4. Gadwall, male, captive-reared, 5 days old 
7/7/38. 1.159, B.19, M.f. 20 

H.A.H. 5. Redhead, male, captive-reared, 1 day old 

7/12/38. 4.194, B.18, M.T. 23 

H.A.H. 6. Gadwall, female, captive-reared, 10 days old 
7/13/38. %.153, B.18, M.T. 20 

H.A.H. 7. Lesser Scaup, female, captive-reared, 1 day old 
7/15/38. b.14., Blk, Mt. 22 

H.A.H. 8. Blue-winged Teal, male, captive-reared, 12 hours old 
7/17/38. L.124, B.13, M.T. 18 

H.A.H. 9. Ruddy Duck, female, captive-reared, 48 hours old 
7/23/38. 4.142, B.20, M.T. 22 

H.A.H. 10. Ruddy Duck, female, captive-reared, 48 hours old 
7/24/38. 1.147, B.20, M.T. 20 

H.A.H 11. Redhead, female, captive-reared, 25 days old 
8/5/38. L. 328, B.39, M.T. 42, Tar. 33 

H.A.H. 12. Shoveller, female, captive-reared, 19 days old 
8/6/38. L.273, B.Wk, M.T. 30, Tar. 39 

H.A.H. 13. wWhite-winged Scoter, female, wild bird found on ridge road 
able to fly only a few yards, emaciated. Down absent 
from breast. Ovaries enlarged. Apparently nested this 
year. Spleen large and dark. Fungi on air sacs. 
Number of eggs 2 mm. broad. Ovary 25x8. lungs 0.K. 
Giazard very small, empty. 
6/7/38. 1.503, B42, MT. 62, Tar. 49, 4. 268. 

H.A.H. 14. Ruddy Duck, female, wild bird, shot. Col. 11 a.m. Gadwall Bay. 
pondweed seeds in gizzard. 

8/8/38. Lb. 212, B. 27--width 16, Tar. 18 

H.A.H. 15. Blue-winged Teal, female, wild bird, Cook's Creek 7:30 p.m. 
Giggard--small amount of gravel. Bird was alone. 
8/8/38. 1.349, B.38, Tar. 27, M.T. 35, We. 10 oz.
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H.A.H. 16. White-winged Scoter, female, wild bird col. sect. 22, 7:30 p.m. 
one of a brood of 4 birds. 

8/11/38. %.334, 3.28, Tar. 34, MT. 52, Wt. 17h on. 
Ovary 16x5 

H.A.H. 17. White-winged Scoter, female, wild bird col. sect. 22, 
about 3 weeks old. Bill-lead. Syrinx - normal female 

8/12/38. 278, B.22, M.T. 35, Tar. 27, Wt. OF os. 

H.A.H. 18. Shoveller, female, captive-reared, 6 weeks old 
8/14/38. L401, B. 60, M.T. 39, Tar. 33, HW. 178 

H.A.H. 19. Ruddy Duck, female, captive-reared, 25 days old, s runt 
8/16/38. %.162, B.31, width 16, Tar. 17, M.?.28 

H.A.H. 20. Redhead, female, captive-resred, 60 days old, eyes dark 
yellow ochre 
8/18/38. 4.417, B. 56, M.T. 62, Tar. 41, W. 198, 

ovary 12x3 

H.A.H. 21. Redhead, female, wild bira 
8/23/38. 1.265, 3. 27, Tar. 21, M.T. 31, We. 5h on. 

H.A.H. 22. Pintail, male, captive-reared bird, 6 months old. 28411 same 
as adult male, Bursa present 

11/25/38. 4.645, ¥. 263, B. 47, Wt. 1 1b., 13 os. 

H.A.H. 23. Pintail, female, captive-reared bird, 6 months old, Bursa present 
11/25/38. 4.500, W. 24, B. 47, We. 1 1d., 43/4 os. 

H.A.R. 24. Mallard, male, captive-reared, 5 months old, Bursa present 
11/26/36. 1.588, W. 274, B.62, Wt. 2 lbs., 11 on. 

P.W. 1. Gadwall, male, captive-reared, 34 days old 
8/7/38. U.317, B34, M.7.32, Tar.33 

P.W. 2. Ruddy Duck, male, captive-reared, 17 days old 
8/17/38. 1.170, Bok, M.7.34, Tar.20 

P.W. 5. White-winged Seoter, female, wild bird. Bill ecolor--dark lead. 
8/11/38. 1.333, B.27, Tar.42, M.2.57, Ovary 5215 

P.W. 6. Lesser Scaup, male, wild bird. Bill--slate blue 
6/38. L.331, B.38, Tar. 16, M.7.57, Tarsus--light blue-yellow 

P.W. 7. Redhead, female, captive-resred, 65 days old 
8/18/38. 1.343, 3.55, Tar. Ul, MP. 73 

P.W. 6. White-winged Scoter, female, wild bird, found in weakened 
Condition at Delta Channel. 

8/38. B.45, Tar. 75, ovary L.23 mn., largest orum 2 mm. 
Spleen normal.
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P.W. 9. Broad-winged hawk, female 
8/28/38. L.421, ¥.295. 
Gullet--shrew, white-footed mouse, frog, grasshopper 
Stomach--white-footed mouse, insects. 

P.W. 10. American Bittern, male 
8/27/38. &.650, B.72, M.7.105, W. 283 
Stomach--grasshoppere 

P.W. 11. Pinnated Grouse, female. Langroth, Manitoba, 
10/17/38. %.415, W.225. 

P.W.12. Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse, male. Langroth, Manitoba 
10/17/38. L.470, #.215 

P.W.13. Lesser : female, tive-reared, 48 days old 
8/31/38. L.455, 3h, M.T.64, Tar. 40 

P.W.1d. Whistling Swan, male, juvenile 
10/15/38. 1.1214, W.520, Wt. 15 Lbe.



Copy of M. D. Pirnie 
Field Notes of Specimens at Delta 

August 1938 

1. Pintail, Aug. 5, 1938. Delta, captive reared, 29 da. 
Female, b. 370, B. 39, M.T. 41, Tar. 37 
Bill unspotted, bill pale lead. (No syrinx blub) 

2. Redhead ad male, found on Ridge Road, east of Bell's, 2 mi. 
Wt. 1 1d., 6 og., L. 20" B. 46 om. thin 

3. Lesser Scaup, Aug. 6, 1938, 23 days c.r. (like a week or less old). 
L. 165, B. 19, M.. 22 (runt) 
Iris, light hagel, female 

4. Lesser Scaup, male, juv. normal 23 days old c.r. 
L. 295, B. 29, M.T. 46, Tar. 38 
Iris grey, hazel 

5. Mared Grebe, female downy, 4 day (7) 
L. 120, B. 8.5, Tar. 18, M.7. 18 width 33, depth 20 
"Comb" & bill flesh, egg tooth white. 

6. Coot male juv. age (5 weeks?), iris hazel, bill horn-dusky~slightly 
lighter tip and pale beneath. Bird probably whiter than average. 
Wings not developed, legs gray outside. Grey-green (light) 
front and inside; greenish at edge of feathers on tibia. 
L. 270, B. 26, Tar. 4b, M.t. 62 
11:30 a.m. stom, pondweed fragments 

7. Redhead juv. female, wild, 11:30 a.m. August 8, 1938, Robertson Creek 
Probably 5 weeks? 144 oz. 
L. 390, B. 35, Tar. 39, M.T. 50, bill uniform lead. 

8. Ruddy male (incomplete eclipse). 
We. 143 og., thin. 
L. 380, B. 42, Tar. 35, M.T. 56 
Bill--blue chiefly at base, iris dark. Legs grey, dark, found and 
ceught by boys at breakwall. (Wings new) Bursa present (bird 
probably l yr. old) Growing both red and gray mantle and some 
molt on venter & flanks. Gonads 10 mm. Qullet, 7 leeches 1 to 2" 
long. 

9. Red-back Mouse male, August 11, 1938. 
L. 115, H.F. 18, T. 31, Mar 12. 

10. Young Snowshoe Rabbit, female, 14 weeks(?), photo, Aug. 11, 1938. 
L. 150, T. 10, H.F. 40, B. 26. 

11. Young Redhead male, wild 
L. 330, B. 32, Tar. 33, M.T. 37. Gonads 8 mm. Stomach, many 
sedges and potamogeton seeds, 2 small snails, see color photo 
with young ruddy in molt. 4 to 5 weeks, plumage too advanced 
for weight (?). ot os.
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12. Redhead juv. female, wild, Aug. 12, 1938, age 3} weeks (7) 
L. 295, B. 27, Tar. 29, Wt. 35, Ovary 14h mm., Wt. 6-3/4 on. 
Nail light colored yellow down under wings, stomach, fine 
seeds and dragon fly (7) fragments. (HN) 

13. Ruddy juv. female, shot Aug. 15, 1938, 7 p.m. ("22 bay) 
L. 365, B. 38, Tar. 33, MoT. 54. 
About 7 weeks if field observations dependable. Based on time 
of first broods. Wt. 15} oz. 1st primaries: 21-60, Tail 66 
(nearly grown). Stomach, a few sedge and pondweed seeds. Ovary 22 am. 

14. Redhead male juv. c.r., 2 mo. 5 days, hatch June 13. 0.2. 
L. 477, B. 48, Tar. 43, Me. 65, Tail worn from captivity, iris 
yellow, wings growing, bird able to fly, Band 38, 679, 859. 
Color photo on Aug. 16, Bursa 20 mm. Gonads 10 mm. 

15. Canvasback ad male eclipse, wild, caught Aug. 23, 1938. 
nye yellow, right eye red, 2nd year old or better 
B. 62, Tar. 45, u.?. 69 
Rt. iris, yellow 5 minutes after death. See color photo. 
Penis 73 mm. extended by slight pull. Gonads 11x3. Shot on 
forehead, left eye injured, bird thin.



PEL TA BAG ‘TALLY, 
(Sept. 18 = Hov, 15) 

—Sresiess __ Juve o”_Juva 9 Adult. Adulte? Amite, Juv, Maen, Homes ota. a 

—Despeater Ducks. 

Gonvasback  i77 206 27 oT 8h es 204 263 N67 

Redhead 9 x» 7 8 5 78 6 7 93 

Lesser Semmp 40 & m 15 29 rg oy sh Ths 

Bingwnecked 9 6 o 8 9 Bs 9 6 5 

Whistler 3 3 ° I I 6 3 hy 7 

Rulay ° t ° ° x I r 

Baffle Head t I I 1 

River Iucks. 

Mallard ahr err 106 98 20% we sr OS 656 

Pintad) 23 ar 6 20 26 hy 29 ot we 

Mue-ving Teal 32 is i m 5 5e 3 3 & 

Green-wing feal 13 my i 2 3 27 mh - 16 9 

Cafwall 23 2h £ B 21 uy 3” 3 68 

Shoveller 20 co 6 10 x6 38 26 28 5h 

Baldpate ae ab «ala de i A aL. 2. xu. 

_2OTAL Ghe Gus I77 2uy Lah 1,286 81g 89z 1, 7i0.
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Delta Duck Station 
Deltu, Manitoba 

December 6, 1940 

Wr. Aldo Leopold 

Deptecof<#ildlife Nanagement 

University of ‘isconsin 
. 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Derr Professor Leopold: 

The plert Mr. Bell propores for the hatchery is a rather 

inexpensive portable plent which #d end I believe Mr. Pall world 

like to huve on the plece to carry the additionsl lord at the Lodge 

d@urine the fell. The hatchery is wired already and the only expense 

4e for the mechine itself. In any event it is 8 property inprovement 

thet apparently hes concerned Mr. Bell for some time and I don't think 

we could change hie mind. 

I know he ‘ould like to use winter liebting in the duck houvee. 

Whether thie in to be considered an experiment or merely additional 

winter lighting the purpore 4s to carry the birds over the winter in 

good condition, I do not pelieve that Lighting cen bring about | 

premature reproduction with the canvasbeack but we know the birde | 

come through the winter in much better condition with light. 

I pointed to the etudies of growth of young becevee we had | 

dircussed this lest eummer,not with artificiel light but with coatrolled — 

daylight. Artificisl light would give ur more Letitude. | 

. 

Another point we hav2 not discuesed recavee,until Vr. Bell prousii 

the matter up,it seemed out of reach. Artificiel liskting ie 

necessery throucheut the ineubstion snd reering serson. C4nee the 

old plynt went out kerorene Llichting has been used tut hee not been 

effécient and is more or leer of se hevard, particularly with ehered 

responsibilities during the summer. From the etandpoint of operation, 

then, I would welcowe 3 plente 

I do not know how far Kr. Bell wants to go with artificial 

Lighting. If he hae in mind studies beyond our means and deeires 

we should make ourselves clear, but nothing we heve said to-dete 

hes convinced him that winter lighting would not brine ebout the 

ertificial propagetion of cxnvasback, But es for the Lighting plant 

iteeilf I do not think acespting it means that we commit ourselves 

to go beyond our interests or maans. IL think it would be unwise to 

question the advisability of inetslling the plant. #d and Fr. Sell are 

elweys working together on some property improvement and this is 

the job this winter. 

fo sum up my feelings; if T thourht that aecenting the plant 

committed ue to carry through @ series of winter lighting experiments 

I would not want to see the plant inetalled.for this reason alone. |
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Because the plant meets # real need during the inovbstion and resring 
Feasons snd becaure there are other uesa the plant will serve,both for 
ourssives end for the Lodge, 1 do not think it advisable to question 
Mr. Bell's plan. 

I know that I have brought out = number of pointe I have 
not msde clear before. I believe we ehould have an understanding on 
the question of the importance of Light in the artificiel propagation 
of cenvesback and our limitations in carrying out thie work. But 
I think thie latter question is our concern, rather than the plant 
iteelf. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Albert Hochbaum)
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ia \ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT how University Farm Place 

December 2, 1940 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station aa - 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada : 

Dear Albert: a 

I am a little bit disturbed about Mr. Bell's letter, copies of 
which I am sending to Pirnie and Rowan. I, for one, am ready 

to debate this departure with Mr. Bell. If, however, you are 

thoroughly convinced that you want to make some light experiments, 
I will, of course, go with you. 

It seems to me that there are several good reasons why new ex- 

periments should not be made. The first 1s that there is no 
trained physiologist or endocrinologist on the ground. The second 

is that since Rowan's original work in this field, dozens of workers 

have entered it; the fact that lighting can produce premature re- 
production is well-known and needs no further proof. It is unlikely 
that any important new findings will follow except by more detailed 
physiological work than has heretofor been done. 

Thirdly, if there is additional money, we could make better use of 

it by pushing ventures alreedy undertaken and in providing a more 
ample travel allotment for you. 

Of course, if you are really convinced that lighting experiments 
would be valuable in connection with your study of latitude, that 

might be a different story. Please let me have your real attitude, 

and send a copy of it to Rowan and Pirnie, after which I would like 
to have their vote as to whether or not the advisory board should 
approve this departure. I am not sending copies of this letter to 
anyone except members of the advisory board and yourself. 

We dropped the mallard experiment because the program was already 
heavy enough. I doubt if we should load the program further at this 
time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cate. 
Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

PRE ES yea ae



Delta ,Manitoba 
November 2°,1940 

Mr. James F, Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

One of the Ruralite wind plante,I believe, would provide 
the most efficient and satisfactory lighting for the duck house. 
Ed's plant has provided excellent service for more than two years 

| and a similar plant could be rifged up to meet the lighting needs 
of the duck house. #d points out that gae as well as wear and 
tear for the lodge plant would,in the long run, require greater 
running expense than the wind plant. 

Aside from the importance of following up your earlier 
experiments with lighting,artificial light in the duck house i 
would permit us to study the effects of light on *he growth of 
young ducks. You will remember our discussion of this with 
Dr. Rowan last summer. There is considerable evidence that birds 
reared in northern latitudes develop more rapidly than those 
reared in more southernly regions. Certainly the young that move 
down from the north in the fall are further advanced than the 
Delta young of the yeer. 

This is an important ecological problem and something 
which must be determined if plumage development as a kee to age 
of young birds is to mean anything to field workers, With artificial 
light the naturel periods of summer lighting for several latitudes 
could be simulated in the duck house, 

I have gone over your letter with Ed who believes the wind 
charger would be in meny waye better then bringing up the lodge 
plant for a temporary period. Aside from this, however,I feel 
in my own mind that,if we are to light the duck houee,the wind plant 
would be the moet satisfactory. 

Have had a number of eacellent reports on Peter's work 
. with the Natural History Survey. I do hope it will be possible 

for him to go on to New York after he is finished there. 

Sincerely youre 

; ; (Albert Hochbaum)



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL ‘ 

November 28, 1940 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Al: 

If we are to conduct experiments in respect to the 
effect of increasing and decreasing light on ducks, 

4t will be necessary to have an electric plant. 

There are two ways of accomplishing this: either to 

put in one of these Ruralite wind plants, or to move 

up one of the plants from the lower lodge temporerily. 

I think the latter would be the thing to do. How 
important do you think this is, and how should we 

move to accomplish it? 

Yours very truly, 

J iyPy C2. 

ee c } 
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Sane Delta Duck Station 
i Delta, Manitoba 

November 19,1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 5 o 
Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am making this accounting for the month of October and for the f 
trip to the Bear River Marshes in Utah from where I have juet returned. 

The trip to Uteh wes made by cer,stopping at the Long Lake 
Waterfowl Xefuge et Moffitt , North Dekote and ptceedine from there to 
the Beer River Refuge fifteen miles weet of Brigham City, Uteh. I left 
Delta November 4 end returned November 17, The coet of the trip was as 
follows: 

Gae and oil $27.68 
Meels -lo days 11.90 

. Lodging-9 deys 20.90 

Cost of trip $109.58 

I was without sufficient pereonel funds to cover the trip at the a es 
time and withdrew $122.00 from the Delte Petty Cesh fund, As the trip was ‘ 
mede Largely in the U.S.A. it wae neceessry to change this money from the 

‘ Cenadien to the U.S. standard, With 2 10% loss in exchange this brought 
the $122.00 of the Petty Crash fund to $108.78 . The Betty Cash fund,then, 
covered all but $0.80 of the cost of the trip, 

The trip down and return was 2,970 miles but as this wes more or 
lees en unexpected trip and ce there were no other cer expenses I em not 
submitting mileage coste ee wevhave for other travel. F 

The Delte Mileage for the month of October is as follows: 

877 miles @ 4¢ per mile Been See ee CAL Oa 

Other expenses for the month of October are noted on the enclosed 

Petty @6esh fund record sheet. : 

Yours sincereky 

t4ryr 
.H. A, Hochboum . 

J



Delta Duck Station 
| Delta, Manitoba 

\ November 14,1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : by 

Professor of Wildlife Menagement en . 
peed of Wisconsin 
adison, Wisconsin sate 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Back egein at Deltareturned last night. Went by car because of 
the stopover in North Dekota but it was e longer trip than I hed 

expected,four deys down and four back with the best pert of two days 

at Bear River. Cut dovn through North Dekota to the Long Lake 
Refuge near Bismark where they had less birds(25)than they hed 

expected,and then through Montana,acrors a corner of Yellowstone and 
down to Brigham Uteh end the Beer River Mersh. Yellowstone wes in : 

se cloud of snow when I pessed through but I wes impressed by the fact 
as stated in meny roadside signs that plettst"comnonly known to 
biologists as eslgae" were common in the feysers, It wee quite worth 

the trip to see a herd of elk,with canada geese and ravens in an EReastern 

Ideho forest pesture. ' 

The Bear River marsh is indeed a great plece,but with 211 its 
mountein beckground and western atmosphere ,it did not take long to 
decide that Delta is mich the finer sree, The refuge area is open 4 

to shooting es you probebly know,hunters checking in and out eat the 
refuge station. A great place to shoot but to me it would seem too 

much like throf#wing a psrty in ea government liquor store « everything 

one could esk for is there withing easy reach,but still it does not Be 
seem the setting for e shoot, : 

All ducke shot on the refuge are checked for species and sex. ; 
The Survey hes been doing this for nearly ten years,I believe,and hes 

been taking sex retios for about four years. As they may check out 

thirty or forty or even more shooters @ day,the number of birds they . 

examine each year is quite large. &s I recall,they had checked out , 

over 6000 birds elready this seeson, They are not checking age, One 

of the oldtimere ,a helper in the office is familier,in part at 
least ,with the cloacal cheracters,but I gathered that they are not used 
by the staff in hendling birds,eit er in the bage or tm the lerge 

number of birds they examine during the botulism season. Williams end 
Quotrop,the research steff were away,but the Superintendent end / 

refuge maneger were very kind to me and interested in the work and 
methods, 

I examined 350 birds,mostly pinteil and green-winged teal.All 
were picked up September 6 andlO. The sex and age retios of pintails 
,»ereen-winged teal and a few shovellers are es follows.
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Adult Male Adult Female Juv, Mele Juv.Female 

Pintail 67 62 14 13 

GawW Teal 70 45 al 11 

Shoveller 11 5 ja 1 

The ratios were not what I expected them to be. Apparently meny 
of the birds of the year move out befor- the outbreak or at least 
before this particular period of the outbresk.) The edult femele pintails 
were largely birds thet hed just recently moulted the primaries but 
most of the adult teal hens hed herd primsries, The post—breeding season 
influx of adult drakes and probably a later mov ment of birds that 
have moulted in other aress(we have few adylt pinteil drakes in late 
summer snd early fell at Delta) accounts for the heevy loss in drekes. 
There were only two deepwaters,two redheads. [I was told that hens 
and young,as well as drakes leave the marsh in late summer nd the loss 
is not great from disease nor are redhesds present in any numbers during 

the shooting season, ; 

; This is surely soxething worthwhile going into next year. It would 
be best to plen our work so thst we can be on the *ield at the time 
of the outbreak and to confine our studies to nearby areas. The Long 
Lake refuge and one or two others in Worth Dakota are within easy reach 
of Delta and the local staffs offer considerable help. But we can talk 
thet over later. I have just been advised that refuges in Oregon 
and California have some more birds for me. They are in smell numbers 
and I em asking them to ship them to Medison where we can go over them 
this winter. 

It was good to visit the refuges to see what they were doing 
and to understand 211 the better the importance and values of our 
own place. They have us beat in pick-up trucks,laboratory tables 
and inside plumbing but not much else, 

The ducks are gone-left Saturday with the freeze-up. 

Thenks for heving the pictures sent on. I forgot about the 
courtine redheads, 

Youre sincerely,
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424 University Farm Pyace 
November 9, 1940 

Dr. Hoyes Lloyd ; 
Dept. of Mines and Resources 

Lands, Parks & Forests Branch 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 

Dear Hoyes: 

The executive committee of the American Wildlife Institute has 
requested Dr. William Rowng, University of Alberta, to serve on 
the Board of Advisors of the Delta Duck Station, Delta, Manitoba, 
and he has atcepted the appointment. The other members are Dr. 
Pirnie of Michigan State College and myself. An announcement 
of his appointment will probably run in an early issue of American 
Wildlife, but I am sending this letter to you thinking you might 
want to run a brief announcement in the "Canadian Field Naturalist. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
November 9, 1940 

Mr. J. Paul Miller, Secretary 
Amerigan Wildlife Intitute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

In regard to your various letters of November 5, first of all let me 

correct your impression that we are trying to study botulism at Delta. 

Our Delta group includes no pathologist, and we are not competent to 

ao any such thing. If you will read my letter of October 22 carefully, 

you will see that we are merely trying to determine whether botulism 

has a differential impact on sex and age. Since most Biological Survey 

men do not know how to age ducks, we had to send Hochtaum out to work 

over the pickled speciments. Hence, our activity is in no way a study of 

votulism, but merely a follow-up on our own age study in duck populations. 

Dr. Bell evidently appreciated this, or else he would not have instructed 

his refuge keepers to pickle botulism-killed carcasses. 

As to Bulletin Mo. 1, Hochbaum is focusing all his efforts on its completion 

this winter, and you can count on me to let you know in advance when it 

will be ready. I suggest you tell Mr. Carpenér that we have not forgotten 

his generous contribution, and that we will call on him for it when we 

have the material ready. We are admittedly late in getting it ready, bat 

this is not umsual in our kind of work. Something new always comes up. 

As to Dr. Needham, I will regard him as informally a member of the Technical 

Committee, and I will continue to keep Dr. Hliis on the list until you | 

inform me of further changes. ‘The material on the proposed salmon study i 

sent me with your letter of October 8 went out with my circular of October 

9 to the committee. ] 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I am glad that the Executive Committee has formally ratified the 

Rowmappointment to the Board of Advisors. I suggest that all of us send 

Rowan copies of important letters on Delta. I also suggest that you runa 

little news story, perhaps with a picture, in "American Wildlife", announcing 

his appointment. I am also asking Hoyes Lloyd to run an announcement in 

the "Canadian Field Naturalist."



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Viceshaltman oF le bas AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. ireasiires 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

November 8, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter 

' of October 22nd enclosing Hochbaum's report 
on lead shot experiments and your comments 

regarding it. 

Senator Walcott was in the office 
Wednesday and after discussing the broad phases 

of the lead poisoning situation we are more or 
less agreed that, although the work should be 
carried on, it would not serve a very good purpose 
to give it too much publicity at the present time. 

We, therefore, both of us concur 

in your opinion to leave this matter out of 

print until further verification is made. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committes INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

November 8, 1940 yor 

(Ke on 
Prof. Aldo Leopold Ce 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of 

September 28th regarding Hochbaum's salary. 

I discussed this with the Senator 
on his visit here Wednesday and both of us agreed 
thet there should be some adjustment made in this 
matter. We must, however, await the budgetary 
approval and have some idea of our potential income 
for next year before we can commit ourselves on 
this matter. I will put it on the agenda for the 
next Executive Committee meeting. 

It might be possible, although I 
think it is very unlikely, that the proposed 9 
increase could be made up from funds now available 

to the Delta project. This remark is made merely 
to indicate that we are in sympathy with your 
suggestion but at the present time are just a little 
uncertain in our minds as to how to accomplish it 
in the immediate futuree We hope it can be adjusted 
by January lst, howevere 

Sincerely yours, 

de Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Msg 
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HERBERT L. PRATT rnens Cc. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice Presidoat 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

November 5, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thenks ever so much for your letter 

of the 22nd of October and the enclosure from 
Hochbeum. 

As you know, Dr. Shillinger has 
conducted a number of experiments similer to the 
one outlined by Hochbaum in this report. I do not 
believe that the work has been broken down in 
quite the detail that Hochbaum's work program 
indicates. However, I think it is something that 

should be followed upe I agree with you, however, 
that until more specific information is gathered 

it should not be published, 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 

P. S. I plan to teke up the matter of Hochbaum's 
salary this week when Senator Walcott comes to 

Washingtons 
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

:. WARNE! F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vico. Chatman of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vico President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

j November 5, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold i 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At a special meeting of the 
Executive Committee of the Americen Wildlife 
Institute on September 24th it was moved, seconded 

and approved that Dr. Williem Rowan be appointed 
on the Board of Advisers of the Delta duck project. 

In complience with this action of 
the Committee I wrote to Dr. Rowan on October 14th, 
a copy of which is enclosed, and received his reply, 
a copy of which is elso enclosed for your information. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 

Secretary 
Msg 
Enc. 
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 

‘ Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

‘ November 6, 1940 

Dr. William Rowen 
Department of eng | i 
Edmonton, Alberte, Canada 

Dear Doctor Rowan: 

Thenk you very much for your 
letter of October 20th and your generosity 
in secepting the responsibility of assisting 4 
us on our Delta duck project. 

I em forwarding a copy of this 
letter to Dr. Leopold and I sm sure that he 
will get in touch with you in a few days. 

We are also sending you under 
seperate cover such literature as we have 
available at this time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Pavl Miller, 
Seéretary 

Mig 

Copy to Prof. Aldo Leopold v



a Department of Zoology Edmonton, Alberta 
P Canada 

at 

20. X- 40 

Mr. Je Paul Miller 
Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr, Miller: 

Please accept my thenks for your 

invitation of the 4th inst. to serve in the capacity of co- 

adviser on your Delta Duck Project, a distinction that I greatly 

appreciate. I met Dr. Aldo Leopold many years ago and have 

a great respect for his work. It will be a pleasure to be 

associated with him in this manner. 

I would be much obliged if you covld 

send me any printed information of the scope and activities 

of your Wildlife Institute. I am familiar with its activities 

in a general way, of course, but feel that a more intimate 

acquaintance with its detailed set-up and aims and objects 

would be of value to me. Anything in this nature that you can 

send me will be much appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) WILLIAM ROWAN 

Wm. Rowan.



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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¥ 
October 14, 1940 

Dr. William Rowan 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Canada 

Dear Doctor Rowan: 

The Executive Committee of the American 

Wildlife Institute would greatly appreciate it if 

you will serve in the eapacity of an adviser on 

our Delta duck project in cooperation with Professor 

Aldo Leopold and his associates in this work. 

Your interest in and knowledge of this 

underteking makes it unecessary for me to go into 

any deteils regarding the work at Delteo 

We would greatly appreciate it if you 

will accept this responsibility end so advise me in 

care of the Washington office. 

Sincerely yours, 

J, Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 

Copy to: Prof. Aldo Leopold



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

November 5, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Plece 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of 

October 22nd reletive to the publication of 
meterial from Delta and your inquiry regarding 
the contribution of $500.00 promised by Mr. Carpenter 
of Du Pont. It is our understending that this 
amount is not to be collected until the publication 

is ready for the press. 

Although there is no immediate need 
for the detailed information regarding the No. 1 
publication, and I plan to leave this entirely in 
your hands, our suggestion was mde to get the 
wheels rolling as soon as possible and to assist 
you in accomplishing that purpose if we could. 

I think thet your suggestion of using 
the proceeds as a revolving fund has many desireable 
features. It may be advisable, however, to 
incorporate this in a general revolving fund for 
all publications. This is something I would have 
to give further thought to before I would care to 

make a commitment either way on the matter. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 
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Delta Duck Station 
‘ Delta, Manitoba 

November 2, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 4 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Shooting is still poow and I cuess Ducks Unlimited is a 
bit on the spot after flowery sccounte of # great incresese. I still 
believe it is a matter of weather, for our mallard populstion on 
the lakeshore has shown no decline and there have been heavy concents 
tations of deepwaters on the lake. 

I have asked Art to try out the cocsin treatment on live 
females to see if it is worgable under trapping conditions. I have 
tried it out on our captive birds and they suffer no ill effects. 
The local physician who is workine on this with me believes there 
is no personal danger in handling the cocain,a matter which bothered 
me for 2 while. 

Regarding the leaded birds, I have been bothered all along 
by the belief that perhaps the birds that did not die were not 
affected because we had slipped up some way in administering the 
doses. The only way to check this was to kill a bird and this 
I did yesterday. The bird was a Juvenile drake which had received 
5 shot August 71,8shot September 270 and 10 shot October 18. The bird 
was a good heavy,nearly three lb. bird ,sctive and very fat. The 
izzard contained 8 shot all ground to about 1/25 of their original 

he size. It looks as though we are clear on this point. All the 
birds are in good shape after the three doses except the adult female 
who will kick the bucket any day now. 

Fred suggested the the adults may have already a sub-lethal 
storage of lead to which obly a little more need be added to knock 
them down,while the juveniles eterted from zere . The adults were 
birds from the pens ,however, and have no way of getting lead-in 
any form, Perhaps timmmm,no perhaps not. I have fifty canvasback and 
would like to try them es we have sbout twenty adults. 

, The trip west starts tomorrow. I am drawing on the Petty 
Cash assount and will hold my report of monthly sccounts for this 
fund until I return. 

5 Yours Sincerely



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Wise Prete oF foe Bard AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-Presidaat 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 7 
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October 31, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am sending you a copy of our work sheet 

for the Delta Duck Station and also a copy of my letter 

to Mr. Hochbaum explaining our allocations wherein they 

differ from his. 

Yours very truly, 

Ethel M, Quee, 

Office Manager 

Qiv 
Ence 
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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October 31, 1940. 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitobe, Canada 

Dear Mr. Hochbaum: 

I em enclosing herewith our check for $24.19 to replenish 
petty cash. Your item of September 6 calls for $9.95. The itemized bill 

of Hill's Drug Stores totals $9.75. That is the reason for the difference 
between your total and our check. I am also sending your salery check for 

the month of October and a third check of $28.84 covering your expenses 

for the month of September. 

Referring to your letter of October 14 regarding the supplies 

account, I em sending you a copy of our work sheet so that you may further 

check your records. I feel sure that there is no diserepancy in the amounts 

but simply a difference in our interpretation of the Director's travel and 

expense account and supplies and allocation of items under these two differ- 

ent accounts. 

Under the heading, "Director's Expense Account" we have 

ineluded only items of travel, that is railroad, ete., hotel and sustenance. 

Your summary under item No. 2, Direstor's expense and travel 

account under date of January l-April 30 shows an item of $93.89 for travel. 

You will note from our work sheet that we have allocated $60.32 to Director's 

travel and expense and the balance of $33.57 to supplies. 

Under item 1 for August, $2.50 of the $5.60 (office and hatch- 

ery supplies) we have allocated to Director's travel and expense which 
—< the total for August under item 2 (Director's expense and travel) to 
53.50. 

You will also note that we have set up a petty cash fund but 

we do not allocate this until expended. I am returning your summary, feeling 

that perhaps you may need it to have in front of you when checking my alloca- 

tions. 

At Prof. Leopold's suggestion, I am attaching a statement of 

the unexpended balances in each item of the budget as they stand on our books 

at the close of October 31.



H. Albert Hochbaun ~2- ‘Oeteber 31, 1940 

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to write 
me and I will do my best to straighten them out. 

Yours very truly, 

Ethel M. Quee, 

Office Menager 

Qe o 
Copy to Prof. Aldo Leopold



Delta Duck Station Budget 
Unexpended Balance 

As of October 31, 1940 

1. Director's Sa Budget allowance $1,800.00 
wad Expended 1,500.00 $800.00 

2. gl Trewel oan 

' Expended 28718 «62.4 
$. Summer Assistants’ 

Salaries Budget allowance $ 600.00 
Expended 877.80 

Balance transferred 

to #7 2220 

" & en ’ ' Budget allowan $ 100.00 ee el 

Expended wan B22 85 

Balance transferred 

to $18.18 

6. Hatechery Supt. Selary Budget allowance $ 600,00 

Expended 800200 
6, Hatchery Assistant Salary Budget allowance $ 150,00 

Expended =nwhB02.00 
Te lies Bud llowance $ 600.00 Hatehery Supp’ got & 

s 22.20 
28238 

$ 640.35 
Bxpended 541.86 “1.51 

” fepentt nee Budget allowance $ 200,00 a ° 

or Expended an 80.02 19.99 

9. Monograph Bulle‘in #1 Budget allowance 500.00 

$881.32 
Additional amount available due to currency exchange 52.87 

Total unexpended balance $944.19
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Delta Duck Station 

; Delta, Manitoba 
October 27,1940 - 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
Univereity of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

South winds continue to blow,the weather is feir and 

shooting continues poor. ‘We are hoping for north winds and 

a change of weather for the last three weeks of the season. 

2 plan to make my trip to Bear River next week leaving 

Monday if possible. Another report has come in from a North 

Dakota refuge and I shall visit there on the way out. 

I appreciate your letter to Paul Miller regarding the 

Bulletin. I em afraid of advance puplicity;no matter what one 

| saye it always comes out garbled, If there is to be an advance i 

puildup, however, I would rather wait until we can get together 

in December. I em doing my very best to cet the material in 

scape for our winter get-together and am sure thet it will 

be ready for publicetion before the winter is over. 

Have been working on e@ technique for exemining vents 

of live female ducks which the boys may want to try out with 

pheasants or chicken. & 10% solution of cocain epplied to the cloaee 

will relax the sphincter muecle,allowing a rather ceasy exeminetion 

of the Mmm bursa, Thie is applied on 2 cotton swab placed gently 

through the anus into the cloeceal cevity. 

I would like to ex>ibit two of framed pictures I left Behind 

at the Wilson club meetings next month and I wonder if you would 

ask one of the boys to take them to Meuer's for packing and have 

them shipped to: 
University Gallery 

: re 710 Northrup Auditorium 
ya a" University of Minnesota 

px } Minneepolis, Minnesota 
ca I am enclosing notes regarding shipment end will return 

pecking,shipping etc.cherges. I do not like to pass the chore 

along but es long as I am not there Bruce or Lyle might be willing 

to take cere of them. The one of the two young ducklings and the 

redhesd brood were the pictures I had in mind. 

Yours sincerely, 

eS, A aa eed pinitedey
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kok University Farm Place - 
October 22, 1940 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢, 

Dear Pauls 

Senator Walcott, Mr. Bell, and the rest of us had a 
long discussion on the subject of Delta publications at Delta this 
summer. 

In the first place, Mr. Carpenter of DuPont made a special 
contritution of $500(?) for this purpose. My record of the amount 
has been loaned to Professor Rowan, hence I must go by recollection. 
I wonder if this was ever collected? 

It was agreed among us at Delta that there should be a 
Delta bulletin series, each of which would include the important 
developments since the last was published. This being No. 1, it 
would include everything we have ready to publish by this date. 
Hochbaum will write No. 1 this winter. He cannot push it any faster 
than that because this fall's data mst be incorporated. If you need 
a list of contents, Hochbaum can furnish an approximate one at any | 

. time. 

Thore remain a lot of detailed questions such as whether to 
charge for distribution over and above # picked list, detaile of make- 
up, ete. Unless it conflicts with your other plans, I would suggest 
charging and using the proceeds as a revolving fund. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Hochbaum



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

October 15, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Aldo: 

In your report on the Delta Duck Project 
you suggested the desirability of having some 

\ publications released this fall or winter. 

I have called this to the attention of 

Senator Walcott and he has asked me to request that 
you push the publication of some of the leaflets as 

repidly as possible; also that you give us some 
estimates on the cost of these items and the type 
of publication you think desirable. If possible it 
might be well to give us the title or at least the 
subject matter on which these bulletins should be 
released so that we can start a build-up prior to 
their actual publication. We could arrange to have 
them printed or perhaps you have some other suggestion. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretery 

Meg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
October 22, 1940 

Mr. J. Pal Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, BD. 6. 

Dear Pauls 

Hochbeum has showed me Miss Quee's letter of October 1 which 
gives the Delta balances to that date. 

Senator Walcott has probably teld you that while he was at 
Delta, botulism broke out on nearby marsh. This was a heaven~sent 
opportunity to test the hypothesis that the disturbed sex ratio in ducks 
is due to the differential impact of botulism on the hens and young which 
are still in the small ponds at that season, and the drakes which have 
already regained their feathers and are on big water. Our local epidemic, 
however, soon died out, hence we wrote the Biological Survey to please | 
preserve botulismkilled ducks on their refuges so we could sex and age 
then. 

You understand, no doubt, that most of the Survey men do not 
understand aging by the cloaca. 

' Hochbaum now has word that the Bear River Refuge in Utsh has 300 
ducks preserved for us, and other refuge keepers may report later. To go i 
through these birds will require unanticipated travel. Hochbaum has man- { 
aged his expenses well and would have been in the black, but I anticipate 
that if he has to vieit many refuges he may run a deficit. He will advise | 
you later about this, and we will make the trip anyhow whether we can get 
expense for it or not, because the opportunity is too good to hiss. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Hochbaum :



ee nen Delte Duck Station 
Delta, *anitoba 

October 15,1940 

Mr. ‘ldo teopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Msnagement 
Univercity of Wisconsin 
Medison, Yisconsin 

‘Dear Professor Leopold: 

I just received the enclosed letter from Mr. Bell. I wee a 
bit surprised,for I hed expected that they would save ducks only 
in nearby arease Dakotas,and Minnesota. Apnerently not,however and 
it looks as though he asked all the refuges to save birds. 

I feel thet we must take advantage of the opoortunity if we are 
to eapect similar cooperation next year. I can make the trip by car 
and return in about a week and estimate it will cost between $ 80.00 
and $100.00 There is still over $100.00 in the patty cash fund which 
will be enough to cover the trip. I am not particularly worried 
about expenses for the reeset of the year for there will be little else 

then trevel and I can foot it after we go over the mark, 

Enclosed is a summary of Delta accounts in answer to Miss Quee's 
letter of October 1. I have kept careful month by month records and 
do not believe that this can be greatly in error. , The $975.99 is 

over the alloted $900.00 for travel and hatchery expense,but as you 
will note from Miss Quee's letter my overdrawal has been more than 
balanced by a small surplus in two other accounts. 

We got Peter off Ssturday after three solid days of red tape 
in the American Consul office. 

Yours sincerely, 

G5, Peete, ben Qo Att es Son Aone G Fla 

a a LC 

Fhe 0A olay PT mi eR PA



424 University Fara Place 
Osteber 22, 1940 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6, 

Dear Paul: 

Hochbeun had not told me about his lead shot experiments, 
0 when I received your inquiry of October 10 I had to write him. 
A copy of his reply, with an extra for Mr. Doremes, is enclosed, 

While he seems to regard this as a rather light-weight 
side-line, 1t seems to me that the discovery of a differential age 
mortality is a first-class contribution to the subject of lead poleon- 
ing. His oumber of experimental birds is, of course, inadequate to 
finally establish the point, but 1% certeinly gives us « clue which 
should probably be followed up. You will agree, I think, that it 
would be well to leave this matter out of print until further veri- 
fication has been made. 

Sincerely yours, 

e Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Hochbaum



Delta Duck Station 
Delte, Manitoba 

Oct .16.1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

The mail has just come in with your letters of October 14 and | 
copies from Mr. Miller and Dormeus. I mud confees that I am a bit 
sheepish about the birds with lead poisoning end not havine passed 
word along regarding them before this. You will remember that Mr. Bell 
mentioned his interest in lead ets when he was here in August . 
After you left we had a small residue of mellarde which we had kept over 
pendind a decission on the breeding experiment. Having let these plane 
pass by we were going to hand and release the birds when Bd sugcested 
thet we feed them some lead! just to see what eres He was interested 
in ooaney how many shote would kill a bird and I welcomed the chance 
to see if hens might fall off quicker than drakes. 

On August 21 the following doses of etandard # 6 lead shot 
were given to 22 mallards: 

ag birds. - Ages No.of Sno. per bird. 
arate UY. 

a ‘ * 3 
# ” : : : : group 1 

3 « ” & 

2 Hen Juv. 3 
2 8 ® : 

" ; : . . group 2 

3 " ” § 

A 2 drake Galt 3 group 3 

1 hen Adult 3 

The shot was given the birds by depressing the tongue and forcing 
the shot down the gullet. They were then allowed to swallow and then 
the tongue agéin depressed,the birds turned upside down and shaken to 
make certain the shot was with them for good. All birds were banded. 
They were placed in two of the house pens and giveh the same care and 
food 48 all the other mim captive birds. 

Among the juveniles,two of the hene (both birde with 5 shot) were 
very weak and had lost considerabég weight by September 6. One of these | 
birds died September 19 and at that date was little more than skin and 
bones ,although until the lest it fed as heartily as the rest of the birds.



‘ wRe 

The other female recovered and by September 30 had regained normal 
Weight. WNone of the other juveniles showed any signs of having been 
affected by the lead. 

Among the four adults the three drakes,two with three shot and 
one with two shot. began losing weight within a few dey after they had 
received the shot. One diedsix days after the dose of two shot,a second 
died 16 day after » dose of three and the third 39 days after the dose. 
All three lost weight until they were nothing but skin and bones,yet they 
all fed well end hed had heavy meals before they died. The adult hen 
with three shot remained heavy. and is still alive. 

On September 70 all the remaining birde,all in good condition, 
were given an additional dése of shot. Bight birds were given 15 #6 shot 
each and ten were given oc shot. Todate none of these birds have 
shown sny signs of having been affected by the second dose. 

The whole thing began more or less se a Sunday afternoon affair 
and I was aware that similar teste had been conducted elsewhere. I welcoméd 
the opportunity to see the effects of lead poisoning at first hand and 
believed that ree something might come Ls that might be well worthwhile 
talking over thie winter for future plans. evertheless I did consider 
the whole aeeee very lightly,althouch everything with the birds has been 
done very carefully, and was waiting to see whet happened to the birds 

. after the second dose before bringing the matter up. 

I have no hunches as to why the three adult drakea dropped off one 
two three while the rest of the birds took it in good shape. Perhaps 
it is worth thinking about,for I don't believe anyone has marked the effects 
of lead on different age classes. I shall keep you in touch any other point 
of interest that may develop. 

Mr. Bell ee his guests to the duck house for one morning each 
visit and I am afraid the account of the leaded birds wae a bit flowered 
on the trip through with Mr. du Pont. The movement of the guests 
through here is so much a sleight of hand affair that we seldom know 
who ie shooting. Mr. Bell had us down for a talk with Mr. Bu Pont, 
however,and I had intended mentioning this for, if I am not wrong,he 
made the donation for the bulletin... 

Sincerely, 

(LAbaASZ, 

ae 7 Oe, 
* ee 4 ee 

Zam AS 
En



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice paltmen of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE View-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

October 10, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am q@closing a copy of a letter 
which I have received from Mr. Doremus. lt is 
self-explanatory end I think indicates the 
interest of some of our Board of Trustees in the 
work being conducted at Delta. If you can give 
him eny information as to the progress of the wrk 
up there in this perticular line in which he is 

; | interested, I think that a personal letter from 
f | you to him should be in order. 

/ I am most anxious to visit the Delta 
7 Station and hope thet I will have the opportunity 

/ in the relatively near future. 

/ Sincerely yours, 

oS Paul Miller, 
| Secretary 
\ Meg 4 

\ came Ww ot NG ya! 
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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x October 7, 1940 

Mr. Je Paul Miller, Secretary 

Americen Wildlife Institute 
Washington, De C. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr, Eugene du Pont was in the 

office this A. M. and reported on a visit he 

recently mede to the Delta Station with Mr. Jemes 

Belle Mr. du Pont was quite impressed with the 
several research activities at the Station. He 

particularly mentioned the studies being mde of 
ducks being fed No. 6 shot. Hope sometime before 
long that we will get a bulletin giving us to date 

data on findings et Delta. 

I like your monthly report idea, it 

is a step in the right direction. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) 

i . T. E. DOREMUS 

D*S 

s
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. 

Ostober 14, 1940 

Dr. William Rowan 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Doctor Rowen: 

The Bxeeutive Committee of the American 
Wildlife Inetituwte would greatly eppreciate it 
if you will serve in the cepacity of an adviser 
on our Delta duck project in cooperation with 
Professor Aldo Leopold end his associetes in this 
works 

Your interest in end knowledge of this . 
underteking makes it unnecessary for me te go into 
any deteils regarding the work at Delta, 

We would greatly appreciate it if you will 
accept this responsibility and so advise me in care 
of the Washington office. 

Sincerely yours, 

: J» Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 

Copy to: Prof. Aldo Leopold :



42h University Farm Place 
October 14, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Alberts 

I was pleased with your letter, particularly your 
description of Mr. Bell's interest in marsh wrens. 

Thenks for the cobinet drawing. I will go shead 
with one and we can look it over while you are down so that your 

, next one will be better. 

Your schedule sounds sensible to me. My only worry 
was lest you were intending to omit your winter contacts. Have 
you included in your schedule the cleaning up of your degree? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



any Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Menitoba ; 

Bctober 9, 1940 

Ur. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

t 

Enclosed fe a sketch of the skin case shdowine tray arrangement, 
Everything hae been satisfactory except the door. Oure fits in the groov- 
at the bottom and fastens et the top with tro epring inmminmm catches. It 
would be better with catchesxmt the ton and bottom snd I think that catches 
that may be forced tight by hand,I don't know what thev are celled but 
they are small helf circle affeire,would be better. I would sugcest that 
one tray be given a clearance of 8 or 10 inches for your larger ekine. 
Otherwise I think the case rill hold everything you have. As a craftemen 
this sketch will shock you but it is whet our carpenters wmhhh used and 
I think It will give you an idea of whot it is like. You made certsin 
suggestions when you were here regerding the door,etc. and I am anxious 
to see yours when it is completed for we vill need at least one more here. 

I guess I have expressed offhand my desire to spend at least a ; 
; good pert of a winter here. This comes partly from a desire to spend 

two or three months with the skins,birds and other material collected F 
during the season end which can't be lugged back end forth. It comes partly 
from the fact that that the hatchery is considered our year-round 
responsibility. Ed,of course is perfectly willing to teke over while 
we ére away and Peter will be back from the States thie year before 
the first of January. For the present,however,I am mostly concerned 
ebout getting the-bulletin in shape. I want to have it well rounded out 
so that we cen go over it together this winter. It is coming along 
in good shape and my present plabs are to get down,ar I did last year, ° 
about the first of December. I would like to get down for the Wilson 
Meetings. We are planning to build ecme new pene as soon as the season 
ie over Nov. 15 and I may be held up on this.until after the meotings 
are over and I do not think I cen foot 9 special ‘trip. 

a 

Thenk you for bringing up your idess for the proposed set-up 
after the bulletinx goes through. They sound good 

Peter wae anpointed for a two-month psriod with Arthur . We 
are having a little trouble with the Imrigretion authorities but I 
believe everything -will go through ell right. He will be with Arthur 
from Oct. 15-Decl§&. 

. Mild weather continues here end shooting poorp. Mr. Bell 
hes been up several times but hasnt had a good shoot vet and left 
yesterdey for good. He took me out with him several times to mmm 
bimammm check sex composition of can flocks as they decoyed but no 
luck. The chicken season has been another story and everyone says there 
ere more birds than there have been in many years. I was out onee 
end it was like shooting birds in a hen yard. By the wey, the pinnate



is called the "Dakota hen" northwest b6 here were we were shooting. 

The seminer schedule sounds fihmm interesting and my date and 
subjeet are fine. 

Sincerely, 

°c 
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42h University Farm Place 
October 9, 1980 

My. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Alberts 

I see no reason why there should not be complete 
fluidity as between sub-allotments. The only thing that 
worries me is whether you can finish the year without a 
severe pinch, hence I have asked the Iystitute to give you 
the balances as they stand on their books. I have kept no 
books, leaving it to you to keep within your totals. 

After you have Miss Quee's balance I would sug- 
gest you cast up your liabilities and let me know whether 
there is any special sotion necessary. 

Arthur was here yesterday and is getting ready 
for big~scale duck season work. The waterfowl season here 
is so far poor due to dryness. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
Ostober 9, 190 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Paul: 

I enelose herewith Hochbaum's September expense 
account in the amount of $28.89, also his petty cash account. 

I gather from Miss Quee's letter of October 1 that 
the Delta allotment is running pretty close to the line. The 
transfers which she has made as between sub-allotments are 
sensible and satisfactory. May I ask that she send Hochbaum 
a complete statement of balances as they stand on her books, 
including salaries so that he can plan the remainder of the 
year accordingly? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene) Professor of Wildlife Management



; Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
“eptember 30, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are coming close tbh the end of our expense money and in 
submitting accounts I want to be certain that I do not go over. For 
this reason I am providing e brief summary es I submit the accounts 

for September. 

Of the $900.00 aet aside for my travel and hatchery running 
? expenses, 824,44 had been consumed by September lst. My expenses for 

August, submitted September lst were t56. 60. These have been received, 
leaving now $8,96 of the originel $900.00 . This is not as bad as 
it sounds, for $166.00 of the $874.44 mentioned above went to the 
Petty Cash fund in August. I have drawn on this account during the 
last two months but have also deposited the exchange surplus from 
the July and Auguet expense checks (but not pay checks) with the 

; Petty Oash fund. In addition to this Mr. Miller has sent a chech of 
$44.95 to replenish thés fund. This ,with the exchange from expense 
checke brings the Petty ‘Cash fund to $128.00 after peyment of 
September expenses, 

All September needs for the hatchery,etce. have been paid out 
of the Betty Cash fund. As my figures show thet this fund is ell 
thet remains of the expense money I would like to esk if travel expense, 
which I am submitting es usual should not be withdrawn from this 
fund. There will be another,large feed bill,about $70.00 that must 
be petddin cash from this fufd as well se smaller items before the 
year is over. Still, I think it will cover travel and other expenses 

until the end of the year. 

I have sent a copy of budget accounts as I have been able 

to check them to youx and to the office in Weshington with my 

expense account last month. I heve not sent a copy of this letter 

to Mr. Miller for he probably hes not had time to go into our accounts 
and I do not want to bother him until we went over it together, 

Sincerely, 

(Albert Hochbaum)



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

eptember 30, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Profes®or Leopold: 

We are coming close th the end of our expenee money and in . 

submitting accounte I want to be certain that I do not go over. For 

thie reason I am providing a brief summary ae I submit the accounts 
for September. 

Of the $900.CO set aside for my travel and hatchery running 

expenses, 834.44 had been consumed i pepsenter let. My expenses for 
August, submitted September let were $56.60. These have been received, 
leaving now $8,96 of the original $900.00 . This is not as bad as 
it sounds, for $160.00 of the $874.44 mentioned above went to the 
Petty Gash fund in August. I have drawn on this secount during the 

last two monthe but have also deposited the exchange surplus from 
the July and August expense checks (but not pay checks) with the 
Petty Cash fund. In addition to this Mr. Millef has sent a chech of 
$44.95 to replenish thes fund. This ,with the exchange from expense 
checks brings the "etty Cash fund to $138.00 after payment of 
September expenses. 

All September needs for the hatchery,ete. have been paid out 

of the Betty Cash fund. As my figures show that thie fund is #11 

that remains of the expense a I would like to ask if travel expense, 
which I am submitting as usual should not be withdrawn from this 

fund. There will be another,large feed bill,about $70.00 that must 
be peid*in cash from this fulld as well ee smaller items before the 
year is over, Still, I think it will cover travel and other expenses 

until the end of the year. 

I have sent a copy of budget accounts as I have been able 

to check them to your and to the office in Washington with . 

expense account last month. I have not sent & copy of this letter 

to Mr. Miller for he preety has not had time to go into our accounts 

and I do not want to bother him until we went over it together. 

Sincerely, 

(Albert Hochbaum)



Ss Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
September 26, 1940 

Mr. J. Paul Miller, Secretary 
The American Wildlife Inetitute 
Investment 7 
Weshington, 0.0. i 

Dear Mr. Miller: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your check ftor'44.65 
received on 27 and deposited in the Delta Duck Station 
Petty Cash Fund. The cheek for $56.60,4ugust eagease money, 
Was aleo received. I also acknowledge receipt of the July 
Expense cheok for $435.62 received earlier in the month ae well 
as my own and Peter Ward's pay check for August. 

The —- rate at pocoue ia very pears 10% in our 
favor,and I have deposited the exchange yr eg | of theese two 
expense checks as well as the exchange on the $44.95 check in | 
the wart. Cash fund. I eam making a note of thie in my accounts 
which will be eubmitted at the close of the month. 

Sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum.



AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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October 1, 1940 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Mr. Hochbeum: 

We have set up a work sheet of expenses for the 

Delta Duck Station so that we may keep accurate account of the 
money expended as allowed by the budget for the various items 
of expense. 

I assume that the last expense account covering 
the travel and expenses of the two summer assistants is the 
final payment on the budget of the $100.00 allowed for this 
item. 

According to the budget, $600.00 has been allowed 
for supplies. The total disbursements for this item, to date, 
amounts to $627.67. Assuming that the account for the summer 
assistants is closed, we are transferring to this item for 
“Supplies” $22.20, the umexpended balance of the summor assist- 
ants' salaries. In the Travel and Bxpense account for the two 
summer assistants (budget $100.00) there is an unexpended balance 
of $18.15 which we are also transferring to the item for “Supplies” 
thus increasing this fund to $640.35. The balance to date is 
$12.68 after making the above named adjustments. 

If our records here do not agree with yours, will 
you kindly advise. 

Yours very truly, 

Ethel M. Quee, 
Office Manager 

Qsv 

Copy tos: Prof. Aldo Leopold ,—~



42h University Farm Place 
September 26, 1940 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

In your round of Institute projects I hope you will cover 
the Delta station. 

I have two reasons for recommending this. One obvious reason 
is that Pirnie and I want you to see the Delta work. 

The other is that an adjustment in Hochbaum's salary is, I 
think, due. Pittman-Robertson is beginning to hire his assistants out 
from under him at salaries as high as his own ($1800). I consider him 
as good as most U.S.B.5. unit leaders who are getting much more, and 
also most Pittman-Robertson project leaders getting $2400. 

I purposely recommended a low initial salary for Hochbaum 
because I do not approve of the bureau practice of high initial rates, 
followed by no firings and no raises for good work. 

By the same token I feel obligated to raise Hochbaum as soon 
as "Delta Bulletin No. 1" is in press, which will be sometime before 
spring. 

Hoehbaum has low housing expense at Delta, but other living ; 
costs are high and the necessity of moving south for the winter entails 
costs. 

It is conceivable, of course, that we should hold the Delta 
directorship down to $1800 and be resigned to frequent shifts. However, 
the available replacements can all get $2400 under Pittman-Robertson, 
so we are really in competition with ourselves. 

I am not sending copies of this to either Pirnie, Walcott, 
or Mr. Bell, as this might tie your hands. Will await your opinion 
after you have seen the works. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



P. &. Audubon Society paid my trip to New York. Mr. Dodge bought my 
plane ticket back, and I suspect charged it to himself. The tickot 
cost $51.25 (see attached). Senator Walcott asked me to remind the 
Institute of this, so that the necessary bookkeeping adjustments 
could be made. sia



42h University Farm Place 
September 26, 1940 

Mr. J. Peul Miller : 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

; Dear Pauls 

Here is the Delta payroll for September. Under 
the new procedure checks are issued from your office and 
sent directly to Hochbaum. 

ji With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enci Professor of Wildlife Management



194 f The Delta Statio 

Accounts as of Sept #t 1940 

Payroll. 

The Budget provided $2150.00 for the Delta 
payroll to be paid as follows: 

Director...12 monthe@$150.00 per month...............$1800.00 
| Hatchery Superintendent, 

j 6 monthe 2$100.00 per month..............$ 600.00 
j 2 Field Aesistantes 

| 2 months @$100.00 per month..............$ 600.00 
| 1 Hatchery Assistant 

2 monthe @$ 75.00 per month..............# 150,00 

i $3150.00 
The payroll expenditures to date have been: 

| Albert Hochbeum-8 eneene apes -non let) 
@€150.00 per month....$1200.00 

Peter Ward -5 monthe{April 1-Sept 1) 
@ $100.00 per month. ..$ 500.00 

Lyle Sowls - 3 ancl lst-Sept1) 
@ $100.00 per month...$ 300.00 

Ralph Morrill - 2 3/4 monthe(Junel-Aug. 24) 
@ $100.00 per month...$ 277.80 

Leonard Hawkinson-2 months (May 1-JulyL) 
@ $75.00 per month....§$ 150.00 

$2427.80 

Ralph Morrill, Lyle Sowls and Leohard Hawkinson 
have completed their work at Delta and will receive 
no more pay after Sept.lst. Peter Ward will be on the 
payroll until the end of September and Albert Hochbaum : 
until the end of December.



> pagee2< 

Expenses. 

The paget provided $1200.00 for Delta Expenses. $200.00 
| of this . provided for inepection trips of advisors and 

a. for travel to and from Delta off assistants, leaving 
900.00 for Dé&tea running expenses as follows: 

Director- expense and saueeh... 20-2 
Hatchery supplies and cobte....%600.00_ 

$900.00 

The expenses to date have been as follows: 

Date Director expense and travel. Hatchery expense Tadsd 

Jan, leHay 1 $93.89 Came sane $93.89 

May 20.00 $106.55 $ 126.55 

June 14.08 ; _ 40.09 54.17 

July 80,42 375.20. 435,62 

$188.39 $521.84 $710.23 

eect CCC LCCC LLL LOL CLL LL A, 

Director-expenee and trevel-- $198.74 
Hatchery Expenges............ $531.84 

WORE coc cccdvctectanccsedicied FEARS 

1 Set of Scales purchased for Station through 
Professor Leopold's Office $ 24,91 

Petty Cash Account held at Delta 

for running expenses. .........-+0+2$100,00 

$834.44 

Hatchery and Travel expenses from Jan. 1lst-Sept.1let....$834.44



1 f “nate 

wee * Delta Duck Station 
Delta Manitoba 
September 22,1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management s 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Professor Leopold: 

. The seeson onened Mondey and you should have seen the array 
of poor little ducks and old flightlése females. The weather is 
as warm ee guly,there are clear skies and no wind and the mallards 
are feeding under a full moon on the stubble fields. Except a few 
birds out on the lerger bays most of the birds are on the lake and 
the only birds shot were late-hatched young and flightless females 

taken by jumping along the edge of the mareh. We have three more 
good clubs lined up this year and I hope they can line up some ducks 
before the season closes. 

I was very sorry that Dr. Cole was unable to come up. We must 
try to get him up when you come again. 

The enclosed is the payroll for the month of September. 

The lodge opened with the first day and there heve been four 
or vive shooters here ell week. Mr. Bell comes Mondey and will 
probably be here for several weeks unless this summer weather continues. 

Yours sincerely, 

aR



424 University Farm Place 
September 20, 1940 

Mr. 3. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Paul: 

The Delta tudget contains an item of $100 
for the travel expenses of student assistants to and from 
Delta. We have had two assistants this summer, Lyle Sowls 
and Ralph Morrill. Their expense accounts, certified by 
Hochbaum, are attached. The total is within the allotment. 
I recommend that cheeks be issued. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
September 12, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for the papers and the duck pictures. I forgot 
to mention how much I appreciated your notes on the recent meeting. 
Enjoyed the note regarding the banding club but am afraid the 
banner would be ruled out in Canada. , 

Mr. Bell decided to open the lodge inepite of war and 
low water. The season opene Monday and we have a number of 
Clubs lined up for examinations. 

I agree with you regarding the budget. I hope Art can teke 
Peter for I do want him to haye the emperience and I know Art 
would get a good deal out of Peter. 

Relph and vere heve sent in their travel expenses for their 
trips to end from Delta and I am enclosing their sccounts. You 
will remember $100.00 was set aside in the budget for student 
travelling expenses, 

You received a copy of Mr. W.B.Bell's second letter. 
Seeme to make quite a difference who writes and I'M glad 
you sent them your mote. 

Yours sincerely,



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 

Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

September 11, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed is our check in the 
amount of $65.46 to cover your expenses 
on your recent trip to Delta. 

I am todey sending Hochbaum 
our check to cover his July expense account 
which you enclosed with your letter of August 
7th. 

Sincerely yours, 

eck : 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Peg 
Ence 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



424 University Farm Place 
September 10, 1940 

Miss Ethel M. Quee 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washingtm, D. 6. 

Dear Miss Quee: 

I transmit herewith the Delta expense eecount 

for the month of August ss submitted by Albert Hochbaum. 

Very truly yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



September 10, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I don't like to ask the Institute for additional 
funds during the year. I think we must establish the 
reputation of operating within our budget, unless some “act 
of God" changes conditions. . 

Arthur is still trying to take Peter on. Some- 
thing may come of that. 

I can readily appreciate that conditions at Netley 
changed rapidly. Just our bad luck thet you couldn't tear 
loose during the “visitation. " 

Vivian is handling your accounts. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta,Manitoba 
Cenade : 

Sept. $rd.1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leovold: 

We have Sega ap to our ears disinfecting,cleaning the 
Cuck houdge, pulling in traps and releasing the lest of the ducks 
thet I heve not been able to get at this machine or to town with 
letters, 

I had gathered from your earlier correspondenee with Mort 
Pelmer that the payroll was to be sent directly to Washington from 
now on and did not mean to be premature in making this change. I am 
enclosing the August expense account end our accounting of the petty 
cash fund. 

As you will see from the enclosed summary of expenditunee 
for this yerr we heve underestimated our needs for the rest of the 
year. Peter's pay ends the last of September, In making ott our budget 
last year, Peter's plen for winter work in the Staies started Oct.1lst 
and we hed not planned to carry him beyond this. Mr. Bell has just 

z written thalthe American Museum cannot take Peter this year and with 
conditions so unsettled it looks as though he will not get away this 
fell. I would like to have him with me on the bag tally end with 
his car end mine together it would be vossible to exemine many more 
birds this fall, and tie up the three year’ bag tally with ea good 
finish. Would it be too mch to ask the Institute for $200.00 for 

: Peter for October and November and for $100.00 travel money? If that 
sounds toovbig would $100.00 for October and %50.90 for travel be 
too much?, Otherwise he will have to guide and have little time for 
anything else. : 

I have been v-ry diseppointed with our success with sick 
birds at Netley. When we returned the 24th conditions had changed 
with cold weather and there were almost no recent deaths. The birds 
thet had died the week before were so herd to find in the vegetation 
that 40 wave the best we could do in-the reBion of the severest out— 
breaks. We stayed three days but were able to look at few birds, 

: Tom Mein had called off his crews thet were collecting the 
dead birds and we had no help there. He is out of money hut I urged 
him to find enough to keep one man on patrol and if warm weather 
comes again we m@y have some birds.



The enclos d letter foom Dr. Berhidoes not offer much in 
the way of help but I am writing to Low and Heneryand may be able 
to do something down there. Nua Gita eee Rebut, Pela 

No rains and water going down every day. Can find no sick 
ducks, however, after 4 careful search over a good part of the east 
marsh. Season opens Sept.16th and we wish you were here for a shoot. 

Yours Sincerely,



424 University Farm Place 
August 30, 1940 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, dr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I notice that Hochbaum has sent you the 
August payroll (see his letter of August 22). It 1s 
not quite clear to me whether you have approved this, 
although I have no objection if you are willing to 
approve, because it is Hochbaum's responsibility to stay 
within his budget and no one except temporary labor is 
put on the payroll without previews action by the 

advisory board. 

If, however, you want my approval before acting i 

on this payroll, this letter constitutes such approval. 

Will you please give us definite instruction 
whether future payrolls are to go in directly or via my 
office? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Hochbaum Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck St#tion 
Delte, Manitoba 
August 22, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Henagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor “sopold: 

Hove your ride home was not too bumpy and that you eaw some 
of the Red River Valley through the clouds. You beat us home,or 
at lesst to “eaneapolis,for we took the cross-country route to 
wetch the burning stecks. Every wheet farmer in southern Manitoba 
wes burning last night. 

It wes quite a time and I'm glad its over,though we wieh 

you could have stayed on with us for a few days. The sky id clear 

this morning end there ie promise of some brisk,clear early fell 
weather. We are clesring up 9 few odde and ends and will go 
back to Netley tomorrow to. dive into some of those bad bays -- with 

rubber gloves. 

I think we accomplished more in bringing ovr group to gether 
than we have since the project started end all of us have new life 
for the progrem. It means a greet deel, too, to know we have 
someone outside ovreelves with the Senator's interest and enthusisaem 
for the work. 

I heve sent = copy of the enclosed to Mr. Gebrialson and 
while I do not wish the ducke in North Pekote ang herd luck I do 

hope we cen get in on any outbreaks that may eccur there, Mr. Main 

will cave birds in Eestern Saskatchewan and we have good prospects 
for sesing meny birds at Netley. 

Thank you for your Escudilla. I like it. My fingers have 

not yet caught up to my plans for them as yet but im I have been 

et black and whites #11 summer and I hope thet some good ones will 

beat me down this fall. : 

Yours sincerely,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
August ?2, 1940 

Dr. Ira N, Gabrielson, Director 
The U. S, Fish and Wildlife Service 
Weshington, D. 0. 

Dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold has written to you of our interest in 
examining sex and age ratios of waterfowl losses in outbreaks of 
botulism. Within the last week there has been one serious outbreak 
in Manitoba and several in Saskatchewan. Mseny birds are dying on 

; these areas in spite of rescue efforts and, because of the 
Simultaneous occurrence and the spread of the disease over a 
period of weeks, it is quite impossible to study more than one or 
two areas during the period of heaviest losses, 

In order that we may examine as many birds as possible I have 
made arrangements here and in Saskatchewan to have desd birds pleced 
in drums of formalin and held until I can reach the area. At the 
Netley marsh in eouthern Manitoba we have found this to be very 
satisfactory and the workers have found it little additionel labor 
to save the birde for ue in this way. We are using 70 and 45 gallon 
ges and oil drume end water barrels, preserving the birds in a 10% 
solution of 40% formalin which is easily obtainable throughout the 
wheat country. A stronger solution, 15 or 20%, ie desirable where 
decomposition has started before the birds are taken, wt 

We wish to examine ag many birds in as many different deena” EP 
this season and it would be possible to visit areas in northern 
Minnesota and North Dakota. In the event of any outbreaks of 
disease within the radius of operations of Refuge Managers, I wonder 
if it would be possible to have birds saved for us in drums of 
formalin, We will visit the areas as soon as possible in September 
and will properly dispose of the birds after they have been examined, 
Should this saving of birds be impracticable, I would appreciate 
being notified of any serious outbreaks in North Dakota in order 
that I may run down from Belta 

Thanking you for your interest and cooperation, I am, 

Yours sincerely 

H. Albert Hochbaum



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manibobde, 
August 22,1940 

Mr. O. Me. Palmer, Jr. Secretary 
The American Wildlife Inetitute 
Investment Bldg. 
Washington, D. C, 

Pear Mr. Palmer: 

I am glad we have decided to send the Delta payroll 
directly to your office, Here is the payroll for the month 
of August; 

Albert Hochbaum...one month @ $150.00 per mo. ... $150.00 
Peter Ward . * “ 30,00 " * 100.00 
Lyle Sowle . * * 160.00 " 100,00 
Ralph Morrill August 1 -- August 24 

@ $100.00 per month 77.80 
$427.80 

Lyle Sowle end Ralph Morrill close their season 
at Delta this month end,as they will be in the States by 
early September, I wonder if it will be possible to send their 
checks to their homes. Lyle may be reached at 424 University 
Farm Place, Univereity of Wisconsin, Madison,Wisconsin. Ralph's 
home is at 1217 Olivia Ave. Ann Arbor, Mich. Peter Ward is 
with ue for another month. 

Senator Walcott, Mr. Bell and Profesror Leopold visited 
us early this week and we had a very pleasant and profitable 
meeting. Wish you could have been along, 

Youre sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum 

cco: Mr. Leopold.



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

b si DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

: 2 UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR p 0X e 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE sa 

WASHINGTON 

August 30, 1940 

Mr. H. Ae Hochbaum 

Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Cenada 

Dear Mr. Hochbaum: 

Aldo Leopold has advised us of the work you are doing on 
sex ratio in ducks and states you will need to obtain a larger 
number of specimens for examination than have been available 
to date if your data is to be of statistioal significance. 
Sinee the botulism outbreaks which oceur on several federally 
owned refuges offer an unexcelled opportunity for obtaining 
specimens which could be used in this connection, Mr. Leopold 
requested the assistance of the Service in collecting ducks, 
particularly deep water specimens, for subsequent examination 
by a member of the Station staff. 

Unfortunately your need for assistance in this connection 
comes to our attention near the end of the season when ex- 
cessive losses are likely to occur, Nevertheless we have in- 
structed refuge managers who are in a position to cooperate in 
this venture to preserve dead specimens brought in from the 
marsh without attempting any selection of sex or age classes. 
Since Mr. Leopold advises you will need large numbers of ducks, 
no limit has been placed on the quantities to be collected on 
any one refuge. Thus there is a possibility that large numbers 
of several species may be obtained for examination. On the 
basis of previous losses from botulism, we believe that the 
surface feeding ducks rather then the diving species will pre~ 
dominate. 

We have requested each refuge manager cooperating in this 

venture to advise us at the end of the botulism season of the 
number of ducks available for examination. As soon as these 
reports are received, we will inform your office in order that 
you may arrange for examination of the specimens collected. In 
event that an insufficient humber of specimens are obtained dur- 
ing the present season, we will be glad to cooperate next
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season and feel that during the course of the summer months 
several thousand birds could be made available for exem~ 
ination by one of your staff. : 

Very truly yours, 

Acting Director Pe 

Copy: Mr. Aldo Leopold 

C& ot an ronnie? 7 / , 

thih toe pean ZOEY ieee” 
oO 

chetap Onnng: 2.78 YTD



hak servers rare Place 
August 30, 1 

Prof. William Rowan 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Professor Rowan: 

Enclosed herewith are some papers on the Delta 
Duck Station which Professor Leopold has asked me to 
send you. 

You will notice that the copy of Mr. Leopold's 
1940 report on Delta is our file copy, consequently we 
would like to have it returned. The "cooperative agree- 
ment" enclosed is a very rough copy, but perhaps you 

; will be able to read it. This was not formelly adopted, 
but Mr. Leopold thought it might have some information 

for you. Aliso kindly return this. 

i The other materials you need not return. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vivian Horn 
encl Secretary



: Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
August 28, 1940 

Dr. HW. D. Pirmie, Director 
The W,K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creck, Hichigan 

Dear M. dD. 

Professor Leopold hes sent me a copy of his notes 

to you on the recent Delta meeting and there te no need for 

me to go into detail about thie. We were all sorry that you could 

not be with ue. It was a very euccessful meeting and ve 

reached many understandings that will make for a etronger 

group. Wr. Bell wes somewhat concerned over Pennet¥es letter 

concerning the closcal etudy, but I assured him that it wae a three 

year work and not in competition with our own efforts. 

. The mallarde from the same lot as yours flew at 8 lL weeke 

end their wings were hard a week later. The earlier birde 

flew at seven weeks and the only reason I can give for the 

slower development is that we had to oe them in the house pen 

until they were fully feathered. Several birde of thie age 

group were placed in the flying pen with the older birds and 
were so harassed that they are still without feathere. We 

should have built mmmm another outside pen and are planning 

to have more pen facilities next year. 

In working over the material for the bulletin we would like 

to have the tammamb skin collection of young birds, We spoke 

of thie last apring and wonder if it would be posrible for you 

to have these shipped up. I am enclosing the filed numbers of 

the epecimens we would like. ' 

Heve been trying to work over the birds lost at Netley 

in the recent outbreak of botulism. The cold espell of the last 

week has held down the deaths considerably and,while I am glad 

the birds are not dying,! am quite disappointed in not being 

able to examine the age and sex ratios of a large number of 

birds. 

Ralph left a week early and eaid he would report to you 

at the Sanctuary. He did a good job with hie skinning and 

with everything else he was told to do,although,hie interests 

did not seem to go far beyond the skinning table, I am glad 

we were able to heve him with us and I think he got a good deal 

out of being here. 

I hope to have the bulletin material in ehape by the time 

I deowzdomm move down thie fall. I am perticulerly anxious 

to go over the material on age and sex identification with you, 

and I wonder if you would find time to work up a resume of the 

\ tail charecter that I might: quote. You will remember thet you
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suggested that you might to this ,the review in your theeis being 

rather brief. Ineidentally, thie certainly comes in handy with 

the dead birds at “etley and saves much handling of badly decomposed 

birds. 

Mr. Bell has made the suggestion that Peter spend the 

winter months wict Jaques at the American Museum, He will 

make a donation to the museum and they will psy Peter a small 

salary that will be enough to keep him over the winter. I think 

it is a good idea and wish I could spend a couple of monthe with him 

myself. 

Water ie very low here but we have suffered no losces from 

disease at “elta. Hunter's will have a hard time getting to 
the beet shooting pointe this fsll and, with fewer shooters because 

of the war,we are looking forward to a much smaller kill thie 

year. 5 

Yours sincerely,



ii Delta Duck Stetion 
Del#&, Manitoba 
Canada 

August 28th,1940 

Mr. James F.Bell 
200 Chember of Commerce 
Minneapolie, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Bell; 

It hee meant a great deal to have you and Senator ¥Falcott 
with us for a discussion of our work and I want you to know how much 
we have appreciated your efforts in making the meeting possible. I 
wae glad to have the ppportunity of meeting Dr. Rowan and am looking 
forward to future meetings and correspondence with him in relation 
to our work et Delta. Should the opportunity present iteelf wre shall 
meke a try for crowe for him, although the outlook st present is not 
hopeful, 

We ere all very much pleseed with your suggestions that 
Peter find work ae apprentice st the American Museum. I am sure that 
he will fit in well there and thet he will gein much inetructtén and 
inspiration from Mr. Jaques and othere as well as from younger fellows 
who are following much the eame course as his. 

I know that you must have been dietumbed by the low water 
at Delte. Our gague has shown a five-inch drop since early July and, 
with the loe water,milfoil has cloered many of the bays. You will be 
heartened to know, however, thet we have had little difficulty in 
reaching deep water in the region of Bell's point and the tule islands 
to the south and eaet from Cooke Creek, 

Youre Sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum



yoy ee en Place 
August 26, 1 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Here are brief notes on Delta disaussions. 
It was a very satisfactory occasion and I'm sorry you 
couldn't be there. 

If any of the proposals sound unwise to you, 
please let me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. The boys are missing the use of last year's skins. 
My understanding was you were sending them on. Can you 
do this? A.L. 

ee Hochbeum



mech th File Copy: 

ce Hochbaum 

Pirnie 
Institute 

MEMO OF DISCUSSIONS - DELTA DUCK STATION Walcott 
aes Sora fag. 17-21, 1910 emer re Bell 

Rowan 

Aldo Leopold 

Senator Walcott is writing a report on the decisions reached 

during these discussions. His report will govern. I am writing this 

supplementary memo to facilitate his report, and to notify Pirnie so 

that he may ratify or comment on the actions taken. 

Canadian Member of Advisory Board. Professor William Rown of 

the University of Alberta was asked to accept the vacant place on the 

board, and accepted. I am sending him my recent files so he can catch 

up on recent questions. 

Form of Publication. Neither the Institute nor Mr. Bell have any 

objection to the expense of printing short bulletins which may be necessary 

to protect research findings in need of prompt publication. It was finally 

agreed, therefore, to publish Delta findings in a Delta Bulletin series, 

which will be printed and distributed by the Institute office in Washington. 

Bulletin No. 1 will be brought out this fall or winter, and will probably 

inelude (a) the cloacal method, (b) sex and age ratios anit movements, 

(ec) the Franklin ground squirrel study. 

Hochbaum should notify the Institute, as soon as he can, of the approx- 

imate length and the number and kind of illustrations, so that the Institute 

can determine the sufficiency of Mr. Carpenter's $500 contribution. 

The relation of invited workers to the Delta Bulletin is left open, 

but it. is understood. that if we want their findings of the bulletin, it 

will be stipulated that they publish in it. 

Future Program. It was decided to try spring trapping and banding 

of canvasbacks at the marsh pen, using hatchery birds as decoys.
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It was decided to put the deepwater breeders in the marsh pens 

next spring to see if that will make them lay. If this is accomplished, 

Mr. Ward's accumlated techniques on hatchery practice will be completed 

and can be published. 

I did not press for a decision on the mallard deterioration project, 

having developed some doubts in my own mind lest this overload the program. 

Meanwhile Hawkins in Illinois has a chance to go ahead with it. If there 

is no objection, I will encourage him to do so. An Illinois project will 

be all to the good, whether or no Delta eventually tackles the problem. 

Hochbaum proposes that the U.S.B.S. might be able and willing to undertake 

the problem, perhaps using Delta as one of a number of stations. 

Sexing and Aging Disease~killed Ducks. The heavy mortality at the 

Nettley marsh on Lake Winnipeg gives Hochbaum an exceptional opportunity 

to test his hypothesis that disease operates differentially against females 

and young of deepwater species. He has decided to spend a week tallying 

disease-killed birds; Tom Main is pickling the dead birds found by his crews; 

I have asked Gabrielson to pickle the dead birds from any outbreak which 

may occur on his refuges. 

Disease Research. The existing publications on botulism seem to fall 

short of explaining the observed losses. Some further research is badly 

needed, particularly in Canada, but our present staff is not qualified to 

do the work. Senator Walcott is taking up this question with Gabrielson. 

Invited Workers. Selected individuals or institutions who wish to do 

work which fits into the Delta program are to be invited to work at Delta. 

Selections are to be made by or through Hochbaum. Mr. Bell is arranging 

quarters large enough for both our own staff and possible invited workers. 

For discussion of publications by invited workers, see "Form of Publication." 

ee



The PIRNIEs 

WINTERGREEN LAKE 
AUGUSTA. MICHIGAN 

August 13, 1940 

Dear Aldo: 

Ever since I got back from the Delta trip it has been 
one rush after another, in spite of having only_two graduate : 
students on hed end no Sherel summer session. First it was the 
little ducks from Delte eggs, hatching just before my return. 
These are now 7% weeks old, end from Albert's report, it is 
about a tie as to development; perhaps better cores and less 

crowding here offsetting the longer days at Delta. t is just 
a small test of the sort we want to do on larger scale, and 
must do icf the mallard study is to go ahead. 

With Mort resigning, and Senator Walwtt plenning on 

a trip to Delta, I did not file a report; nor have I had time 
to make prints of the negatives, except the squirrel egg-eating 
for Lyle. I am sending Mr. Bell a couple of Kodachromes to 
indicate how I appreciate the baby ducks. But I especially 
wegret being slow in replying as to the Delta August meeting 
and on the mtter of publications. 

First, as you mey have guessed, I cannot finance a trip 
to Delta, and do not think my presence of paramount importance, 
as much as I should like to be there and to have a chance to 
continue discussion of the new researches in mallards, new 

personnel, etc. Please express my regrets at having to be 
absent. I feel the Institute should pey your expenses} 

Next, the matter of publications: Where it seems urgent, 
as inthe case of Albert's article on sex determination in 
young ducks by the vent exemina tion, I certainly would approve of 
@ rush into print, in separate article; but Ido not yet feel 
the Delta report should be scattered UNLESS necessary to do so. 
I like the combined report put out by one agency, with due 

- attention to uniformity, illustrations, etc.; which of course 

is a better wey of crediting sponsoring individuals or organizations. 
I em quite sure Albert and I can agree on use of material, ***** 
Doesht the Senator$s letter indicate a belief that you refer to 
publishing piece-meal in the Institute's publication rather than 

a in verious ones? Albert said nothing, that I recall, on the 
~ matter of giving up the idea of the Delta bulletin or report 

series. Shell be gled to hear further on this; end in the 

3 meantime do not consider my attitude as closed or final. 

C Am mich interested a long-time, well-planned mallard study; 
but do not think the set-up is yet at the point where we can 
expect to finance a geneticist without handicapping the new 
progrem for larger and better rearing and holding of the 
experimental ducks. Dont think we all agree on what we mean 
by deterioration or "scrubs". And how mony years do we breed 
a stock before we call it "pure"? Not less than 10-years / 

will be needed for such a program; but there is much we need yet * 
inthe 3 to 5 year job of mersh investi a3 
etc. Would like long visit with you on this. Hastily, MDP



UE = daersnted 
HERBERT L, PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

August 13, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisomsin 3 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

a Enclosed is our check No. 1613 in the 
amount of $70.01 to cover your expenses incurred on 
the Delta inspection trip. 

Very truly yours, 

Ethel M. Quee, 
Office Manager 

Qry 
Eno. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



hol University Parm Place 
August 9, 1940 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. EK. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michi gen 

Dear Miles: 

So mich has been happening so fast in connection with 
Senator Walcott's trip that I have had to depend on carbon copies 
to keep you posted. 

No doubt you are worried about the same thing that I am, 
namely reimbursement for this extra trip. We can't take it out 
of the existing Delta fund, for Albert has that budgeted down 
pretty closely. Unless, therefore, Senator Waleott volunteers to 
handle it from Washington, there will probably be no reimmrsement. 

I feel that I should go nevertheless, tut I will hardly 
blame you if you feel you can't make it. 

Before I meet Senator Waleott I would like to know your 
attitude on the matter of publication discussed in uy report, also 
your attitude on the possible future mallard project. If you are 
not there to speak for yourself, I would like to speak for both of 
us on these matters. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

}; 

/ Aldo Leopold 
fh. 4 Professor of Wildlife Management 

| ec Hochbaum j 

| 

4



42h University Farm Place 
August 7, 1940 

My. 7. 0. Waleott 
Norfolk 
Connecticut 

Dear Senator: 

I am delighted that our arrangements are now definite. I 
have just wired you as follows: 

"Have asked Hochbaum to ¢all for us by ear Hotel 
Fort Garry Winnipeg 9:30 a.m. 17th. I arrive 
Great Northern 6:50." 

I have also wired Hochbaum to make sure that he can be 
there, but I have little doubt that he can for he has already told me 
that he is awaiting us. 

I have been assuming that you have kept in touch with Mr. 
Bell, but in order to make sure I am sending him » copy of this letter. 
I have kept Pirnie in touch and am also sending him a copy of this 
letter so that if he can join us he will know where and when. 

Hochbaum will write you direct about a possible trip to 
oo Bay, but he did not seem very hopeful about the practicability 
of t. 

I am mich in hopes that Mr. Bell can be at Delta and that 
we can at last have an opportunity for a full discussion of both 
present and future operations. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Hochbaum 
‘



42h University Farm Place 
August 6, 1940 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I've been to see Leon Cole about the mallard experiment, and he 
has made some valuable comments. 

First of all, we must not think of deterioration as caused by 
environment vs. genetical change, nor of mallards as sharply scrub or pure. 

; Deterioration is the Sove ee of variants due to withdrawing 
natural selection and substituting artificial selection, conscious or uncon- 
scious. The practical question is to determine: 

1. The rapidity of deterioration in confinement, with and without 
selection. 

2. The effects of deterioration in wild survival (by banding). 

Our experimental procedure is 0.K., but Dr. Cole has made some 
eleborstions. Non-migratery mallards should be subjected to endocrine tests 
as well as banding tests. First generation wilds should be subjected to 
banding tests after te. oe as well as at eight wecks. This 
is to segregate a8 a factor in survival. 

He agrees that a geneticist-endocrinologist should be added to the 
Delta staff (someone like Nick Cuthbert, who is an ornithologist as well), 
and that Carnegie Institute might be interested. 

I urged that he take a look at Delta. He is just leaving for his 
vacation (address Gordon, Wis.) and might drive up to Delta about September 10. 
Mrs. Cole and his son Siward will be along. If you can quarter them at some 
cottage and if a few days' visit at that time would be convenient, you might 
write him at Gordon. 

I haven't heard further from Fred Walcott, but I am still expecting 
to come up with him, and I hope Miles, about August 19. Haven't heard from 
Miles but am sending him this letter. 

Best wishes to all. 

Yours sincerely,



HERBERT L, PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F, B. DAVIS, Jr. 

Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD Cc. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

August 2, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Attached is our check No. 1601 in 
the amount of $300.00 to cover the July salaries 
of Peter Ward, Lyle Sowls, and Ralph Morrill. 

Best regerds. 

Sincerely, 

sg 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Peg 

Ene. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



eas Delta Duck Station 
Delta, “anitobe 
Auguet 2, 1940 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Ornithology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

I am gled to hesr that Senator Walcott will be able to 

visit Delta and the 18th will be fine for ue here. I do hope 

this will not cut into your work too much but it will be 

great to heave you with us again. I heve inquired about the i 

geese in Jemes Bay and will let the Senator know about the possibilitie 

of sceing them as soon as I can. It is quite a distance over there, 

however,and more or lees off the regular flight lanes and I am 

afraid such a trip would be very expensive. 

The check for the cash account hae come throvgh and I want 

to thank you for making this possible. It will solve a lot of 

our troubles. I shall keep accounts as Mort has suggested. I shall 

also deposit all exchange surplus from my expense account with 

thie which will take care of that loose end. 

Spent two days with Cartwright st the Netley marsh where 

am botulism is killing a good many birds, He has things well in 

hand there,directing his efforts towards keeping the birds away 

from the infected areas which are rather restricted. There will be 

considerable lose,however, and rather than burning the birde thie 

a: as they did last, he is putting them in drums of formalin. 

hkOwill let us make our examinations of age and sex ratios in two 

or three one-day visits. 

Youre Sincerely,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 21, 1940 

Miss Vivian Horn 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Vivian: 

The enclosed is the July expnnse account for the 
: Delta Duck Station. The season's supoly of coel was purchased 

in July which brings the account so hikh,but thie is «11 covered 
by the budget. With the hatchery closing down thie month,expenses 
should be small from now until the end of the sesson. 

Thenk you for taking care of this. 

Youre sincerely, 

LAA



42h University Farm Place 
August 7, 1940 

Mr. GC. M. Palmer, dr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

I enclose Hochbaum's July expense atcount, 
which is high because it includes the supply of coal 
for the season. I suggest this be handled by check 
made directly to him in accordance with our recent 
arrangement. , 

You may be interested to know that botulism 
is showing up at one of the marshes near Delta. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

July 31, 1940 

Expense Account for the Month of July, 1940 

Mileage 

1283 miles @ 4¢ per mile...............06... 049. 32 49. 32 

Travel (two trips to the Netley Marsh) 

Two days @ $1.50 a day for room 
ANd DOATA....... ce cece reer eeercesesees 3.00 

Two and one-half days @ $2.50 a day for 
room and $1.25 a day for meals........... 8.10 11.10 

Office Supplies 

MOCO BOOMER Sie digs 6 Coad. weg om a8 alee as oe ee 0 SOURO 

Phone calls and wires...........e.seeeeee0. 2000 

; 3.45 
Laboratory Supplies 

CRIA ROAM oii eNee hy ial oss hese conde stay) BREED 

BURUGE PILREN 25. Ge cseesie er sanieess el! a SO 
Paes castk hare mae neh sess baby: Sue ae 4 oe eS 
WOMANS GIB 5 8s. ieee elect kag te) eee 
MONTANE eats soli dies Hee detest oe Bee 

3.55 

Hatchery Running Expenses 

BASLRT ROARS 2. eeccsie wise rivers esvenrcess, § O50 
OD os ob iies da sae ewes ss aoe shay wees 1.00 

2000 Tbe of ground Corn... ......6.520056... 50.00 
THO BO OF GROPTE «oie ieee een icccces sees shar 
50,050 Lee of coal.....-0...66.seeeeees ses FRG 

$435.62 

Albert Hochbaum



424 University Farm Place 
August 2, 1940 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mort: 

Attached is my expense account for the Delta : 
inspection trip. This has been delayed in reaching you 
because I was waiting for a refund on my round trip 
ticket--in order to make better connections I came back 
on a different Line. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



Bmpense Account ~ Delta Inspection Trip - Aldo Leopold 

6/24/40 Round-trip fare, Madison-Winnipeg (Northwestern) $ *. 
Lower berth to St. Paul 2. 

Gab to station, redsap -80 

6/25 Breakfast 80¢, lunch 85¢, dinner 1.00 2.6 
Seat, St. Paul-Winnipeg 1,00 

Parcel check, redecaps -60 
Arr. Winnipeg 10 p.m. Cab -40 

6/26 Hotel, Winnipeg ~_ 
Breakfast . 
Cabs, redcaps, phones 1.00 

Fare to Portage la Prairie +80 

1/4 Board at Delta 6/26-7/4 10.00 

7/5 Fare and lower berth to St. Paul 
via Great Northern 17-@ 

Dinner 90/, rodeaps 20¢ 1.10 

7/6 Breakfast 60¢, porter 50¢, redeap 25¢ 1.35 
Seat, St. Paul-Madison i 1.05 

Port ‘= er . 

; $ wt 

Refund on unused portion round-trip ticket (Winnipeg-St.Paul) . we



424 University Farm Place 
August 1, 1940 

Mr. G. M. Paluwer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I thoroughly agree with you that it would be 
mach simpler to mail the checks directly to Delta. I will 
contime to certify payrolls and expense accounts to you, 
but the checks may go direct to Hochbaum. 

It will help a lot to have the petty cash account 
and I am sending your letter to Hochbaum go that he can 
follow your suggestions in the matter of accounting. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Hochbaum Professor of Wildlife Management 

/ 

| 

|



HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board PRED eel 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vieo: President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee . eae - 

July 30, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching herewith two checks-- 
$150.00 of this is Al Hochbaum's salary check for July 
and the other $100.00 is for Al to open a petty cash 
account at Delta to be checked out by him for current 

items. 

Do you want us to keep mailing these 

salary checks to you? It seems like en unnecessarily 
complicated system. We can make these checks payable 
directly to the individuals concerned and mail them to 
them at Delte without putting you to the trouble of 

hendling them in any wey. Unless you have some objection 

to this I wish you would tell us. 

4 In the matter of the petty cash account 
there need be no complicated system of accounting. I do 
feel, however, that it is desirable for the protection 
of everyone involved that vouchers for all payments be 
submitted with a simple accounting of expenditures at 
the end of each month. This will enable us to make ~ 
reimbursements of this account every month as well. 

A check to cover the balance of the 
July selaries will be forthcoming shortly. 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 

Prg 
Enc. 

: Ale cok oun) 
YD yore (orp f 

AWN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



424 University Farm Place 
August 1, 1940 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Ghamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

Much to my satisfaction, Senator Walcott has set 
Sunday, August 18, as the date of his arrival in Minneapolis, 
whence we will proceed to Delta. I am very much in hopes that 
you can be there during his visit and that we can jointly talk 
over Delta undertakings and future plans. I know it would help 
Hochbaum, Pirnie and myself a great deal to have the chance for 
a firsthand discussion with both yourself and the Institute. 

I gather from your letter that my Delta report sent 
you recently has not yet come to your attention. You were 
absent at the time and it may have gotten stacked up with other ; 
mail. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hochbaum 

\



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL July 30, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am sorry I was not here when you came in. 

I had a letter from Walcott and have written 

him hoping that he could come, but I have 

heard nothing further. 

Hope you found everything all right at 

Delta. 

: Yours very truly, 

f Co. 
Ce ‘ 5 ee 

jfb aj s



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 30, 1940 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Profescor “eopold: 

Thank you for the reminder on the letter to Pennett. As you 
had recommended me for the job I felt that I should st least 

= investigete the outlook for the future of work here under war 
conditions before giving en answer. 

The R.C.A.F. have been here several times since you left 
and their plans for using the marsh for bombing prective seem 

quite definite. They will put their targets on the point south 5 
of the lodge. 

Last week I loaned Lyle end Peter to Mr. Cartwright for two 
days to meke a survey of nest destruction in heyfields at the Netley 
mareh on Lake Winnipeg. Mr. Cartwright is working with the Government 
in an effort to stop spring burning and early cutting on marsh 
heylands and es the work he is doing at Netley will have bearing 
on hay permits for 811 mershlende in “snitoba I felt justified 
in cooperating with him on this. He hee just phoned me this morning 
to sey that another outbreak of disease is beginning on the south 
shore of Lake Winnipeg and I am going over for a dsy or two to out- 
line the job of taking ase end sex ratios.and to help with the salvage 
work. 

We hed Earl Mitchell with us for ten dsys. I wes very much 
impreseed with his interest and abilities and wes sorry that I had 
not become better acquainted with him in Madison. As one of 
Swansongs students he would like to come up here on his own to 
do his thesis work and will if Swanson is agreeable. 

Have epent the last two deys makine drives for young ducks 
but find the greatest difficulty mm is to keep the ducke ahead 
of the drive and out of the reeds where they hide. We have not 
taken many birds as yet but have learned enough to hope for some 
good catches, 

Thank you for the checke for the boys and for my own expense 
checke, 

It is the first of Auguet end we do not heve the skins 
from the sanctuary. It is possible that Miles msy not have understood 
and I am asking for them again, 

Yours sincerely, 

CLL,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta ,Wanitoba 
July 16,1940 

Dr. Rudolph Bennitt 
Professor of Zoology 
106 Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Golumbia, Missouri : 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

Let me thank you for your letter concerning the position 
with the University of Missouri. I shall,of course, keop this 

“a matter in confidence. 

‘i It eso happene thet I am now engaged in developing a 
waterfowl research program at the Delta Marshes in Southern 
Wenitoba. Our mics’ has been planned to garry through for 
five years and in fairness to the sponsers and to myself I feel 
obliged to follow this to completion. 

Your letter has come with very unsettled times here for 
the war promises to upset many plone and programe. Before answering 
I have gone over rather carefully the outlook tor alien workers 
engaged in such problems as ours. We may expect our work to go on 
as usual,I find,with no promised interruptions except bombing 
practice in our best duck marsh. 

I will see it through here,but let me thenk you for letting 
me know of this work. Your Missouri organization appeals to me 
very much, 

We have had a number of students working with waterfowl 
problems as visitors this summer and I would like to take this 
opportunity to teei¢ev know that we would welcome eny of your 
@roup next year. “cf yoo 

Sincerely yours, 

H. Albert Hochbaym



App. 1A 

Delta Duck Station, Naot 

July 29, 1940. 

Mr. T.C. Main, General Manager, 

Ducks Unlimited (Canada), 

Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

Dear Mr. Main: 

From July 23rd to July 26th we visited the Libau marsh to try and 

determine what effect local haying operations had upon duck nesting in 

that area. Excellent cooperation was given us by Mr. Art Anderson and 

other local people. (Fig. 1.) 

During the three days spent in the area an attempt was made to 

look at all of the nests Mir. Anderson had found, and to systematically 

strip cruise sample areas of nesting cover of various types usually con- 

sidered good, average and poor nesting cover. A summary of data on the 

nests examined is given in table l. A discussion of the techniques, 

observations and conclusions is here given. 

1. Determining Species 

It may be impossible in all cases to determine what species of duck 

certain nests represent, if they are too old or badly damaged by haying 

operations or predators. However, none of the 31 nests which we examined 

were beyond the stage of accurate species determination. Methods of 

species determination are: 

1. Use of Known Down. Samples. The nesting down of every 

species of duck has certain characteristics which distinguish it from all 

others. This is based mainly on size, shape, color and general appear- 

ance of down feathers. By comparing the down found in the nest with 

known down samples collected at the Delta Duck Station most of the nests 

could be identified to species. 

2. Size, Shape and Color of Egg Fragments. Since the 

addition of down to the nest is done during or just before incubation, 

nests with incomplete clutches seldom have much down. Thus the technique 

of down identification in determination of species works only in completed 

clutches, In cases where incompleted clutches were destroyed, the species 

was determined by the color, size and shape of remaining shell fragments. 

2. Distinguishing Between 1940 Nests and Nests of Previous Years 

In addition to the 31 new nests examined, four nests of previous 

years were found. These nests were distinguished from nests of the year 

: by: 
1. Burning. Spring fires burned over a great deal of 

the nesting cover in the Libau marshes in 1940. Egg shells and membranes 

of old nests were in most places scorched and easily distinguished from 

those of new nests.
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2. Texture of Shells. Exposure causes old shells to 
become rough and porous in contrast to the brighter, smoother appearance 

of egg shells and shell fragments of newer nests. 

3. Vegetation. In old nests grass tends to grow up 
through the nesting cavity and the cavity becomes filled with dead vege- 

tation and soil. In new nests at this season of the year there would be 

little or no vegetation growing up through it. 

3. Nest Destruction by Haying Operations 

Of the 31 nests observed, only one was directly destroyed by haying 

operations. That was a teal nest which was tramped on by a horse. 

(Fig.2.) However, the indirect causes of nest destruction by haying 

Operations are more severe. They can be conveniently classified as 

follows: 

1. Desertion. Of the eight nests mowed over in haying 

operations, three of them were deserted. The number of nests deserted 

would be a great deal higher if haying operations were earlier because 

ducks with incomplete clutches desert much more readily than those with 

complete clutches well along in incubation, In our survey most of the 

nesting ducks were teal and shoveller which are more tolerant of distur- 

bance than are the earlier mallard and pintail, 

Although desertion anc predators cause failure in most 

cases where going nests were mowed over, in two instances ducks returned 

to small islands of vegetation (Fig,3.) which were left by the hay workers. 
These were still incubating at the time of the survey. In one instance 

(Fig.4.) a teal nest was cut over clean and the duck roturned to hatch 
all of her eggs. 

2. Predator Damage. In most nesting areas there usually 
is a high percentage of nests taken by predators. In order to evaluate 

what percentage of predator damage could be directly attributed to haying 

operations it is necessary to know when the nest was destroyed. The con- 

dition and location of the remaining down and shell fragments gives a clue 

to the time and nest was destroyed, By comparing the time that the nest 

was destroyed with the time of mowing which was given us by Mr. Anderson 

and other local people, we were able to determine, in all cases except one, 

whether the nest was taken by precators before or after mowing, 

In the area studied the crow is by far the most serious 

predator. Of the 31 nests examined 9 of them were taken by crows and 

one was destroyed by a skunk, According to Mr. Anderson skunks are very 

scarce on account of the heavy trapping by the Indians. 

Although we believe this report to be accurate over the 

small area intensively studied, we are not convinced that it gives suffic- 

ient data to be statistically accurate over the whole Netley Marsh, A 

more comprehensive study should be made another season to gain a true pic- 

ture of hayfield nesting losses, 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Peter Ward, 
Lyle K. Sowls.



Summary of Nesting Study conducted by Delta 

Waterfowl Research Unit on Township 16, Range 5 E.P.M., July 

23-26, 1940 on haylands after mowing operations started on 

July 10 were completed. Study made by Lyle Sowles (Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin) and Peter Ward (Delta Research Unit) ass- 

= isted by A.F. Anderson (Ducks Unlimited Marsh Ranger) and 

Daniel Petznich (Ducks Unlimited Kee-man). 

DATES ON NESTS FOUND 

ie re Sec.18 | Sec.19 | Sec-7! Sec.16{ Sec.5 | Sec? i { 

Location Sec 8 N.W.2| S.E.3 | SE. | SES [wea S.E.t | S.E.4|S.E.} | TOTALS iene ‘ a fae pe See ia sh 

ee Claim number Private 45_ 42 68 aon 46 | Private 21 
Classification \ | 

___of Nesting Cover Good | Good Average|Gooa_| Poor | Poor _!Poor 

_ Acreage Cruised | 70 | 40 | 50 Po mi ws 210 _ 
Before 

eo eae ee Le el Ce ee Gee 
) After i t 

omits |) ee a Ss Rea ic dca Se -is eakee 26 

Crushed by Haying| ee i sla ia lc Ge i Me : b 

sate I Rs ee Sat a a a A 
Before | 3 

Taken Jone wines alle Sela iW Cale UA? ee Sih ck oa ce Be led Oneal 
by ) after ] f : a Seah ee eee es 

Predators) Mowing| 9 2 te Ppt ee a 

a ee ch ic a [sa 
{ 

Fate Unknom 5 su oo 907 
| 

Still Incubating i 2 ie | ai eee ee) 
i | ; 

——fotal Nests |? 2 5 i | Oe ep Ol a 

Density | 1-10 i441 | Me 1-5 | 1-6 [0-3 | 0-20/1-7.0 1.7 bv 

1939 Nests i 1 4 | :



42h University Farm Place 
July 27, 1940 

Mr. F. G. Waleott 
Norfolk ; 
Connecticut 

Dear Senator: 

I am delighted that you are really coming to Delta, and 
August 16 18 a good date for me. I will meet you in Minneapolis if you 
will say when. I am sending a copy of your letter and this letter to 
Hochbaum and Pirnie so they can let me know if it is agreeable to them. 

August would be too late to see the nesting, but just in time to 
See the first flights of young ducks, the segregation of flightless males, 
and the beginnings of the wheatfield flights. 

As to outfit, you will need only what would be comfortable for 
; any summer trip. Mosquitos will be lergely over with. A raincoat might 

come in handy. Travel is by canoe so heavy boots are not desirable. Rubber 
boots are not necessary as the water is warm. Mr. Ward has bedding. Be 
sure to bring binoculars, of course. 

I am pleased that you approve of the more elastic plan for publi- 
eation, and if Dr. Pirnie approves also, we may consider the matter 
settled. 

Thanks for your prompt attention to the petty cash matter. It 
is sometimes quite a burden on Hochbaum to advance all funds from his own 
pocket. 

I suspect it is too early for the blue geese at Hudson's Bay, 
but I will let Hochbaum answer you on this point. 

With best regards, ; 

; Yours ag ever, 

ce Pirnie | 
Hochbaun \



NORFOLK,CONNECTICUT 

duly 22, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: : 

I am delighted to have your note which arrived 
during my absence from home. I am eager to read your 
report on the Annual Inspection. It has not reached 
me as yet. 

I think it is possible that Jim Bell will come 
up there with us. I am rather tightly dated up here 
until the 18th of August. I could fly on that date 
to Minneapoli8, go direct to Winnipeg, and from there 
get in by the shortest route to Delta. I will close 
the matter up definitely if that is a satisfactory 
date for you, Mr. Hochboum and Mr. Pernie. 

I am very eager to get up there and also to get 
down to Ohio to see what Hicks is doing. His work 
ought to be in a very interesting state at that time 

Would there b& any chance of getting a hydroplane 
and going over #6 Hudson Bay. Perhaps it would be too 
early to get those flocks of blue geese that are 
supposed to be on dames Bay in great quantities towards 
the end of the summer just before their flight southward. 

I had a letter from Pérnie saying that August 
would be as interesting a time as any. Would I bectoo 
late to see the best of it? Please be quite frank with 
me. I am quite determined to get up to Delta. If it 
would be better to go earlier I should do my best to 
change existing dates here. Ady, 208 

Sincerely yours, 

P.S. Your 1940 report on Delta Duck Station -hagujust



NORFOLK,CONNECTICUT 

reached me. It is exceedingly interesting and makes 
my mouth water for a personal inspection. I am sure that 
it is going to be of great value to the Biological Survey 
as well at to the authorities in Canada. 

Will you give me some idea of the climate and what 
clothes I should take with me. I always travel very 
lightly. 

I am very interested in what you say about "hangover" 
mallards. I experimented for several years with the 
propogation of canvasback, some hand bred ones that H.K. 
Joab brought down . I sent a pair to Norfolk, England 

to Hugh Wormwoeid. 

I like the idea of publishing our own journaln 
a our findings as it becomes ready . We have a very 

etwValuable m in Washington who can make good use of 
ion Meee ea as we go along, and we shall get full 

fu" _—~"eredit for the work we are doing. The bulletin will 
come later. 

I think it a good idea that a petty cash fund be 
given to Mr. Hockboum in order to avoid delays. A fund 
of $100 will be sent at once. 

¥



42oh University Farm Place 
July 25, 1940 

My. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

Thanks for the checks covering the Delta June 
payroll and expenses for Mey and June. The July payroll 
ie transmitted herewith. 

I am anxious to hear from you as to the proposals 

in my Delta report for a regular fiscal set-up, including a 

petty cash fund. 

With best regards, ' 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 15, 1940 

Payroll for July, 1940 

Albert Hochbaum 1 month at $150.00 per month $150.00 

Peter Ward i 3 # 100.00 * ° 100.00 

Iyle Sowls ae * 100,00. * " 100.00 

Ralph Morrill uo © 100.00 * ® 100.00 

$ 450.00



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

duly 17, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching hereto our belated check 
to cover the June payroll for Ward, Sowls, Morrill, 
and Hawkinson at Delta. Sorry this has been 
delayed--but better late than never. 

I em also attaching hereto Hochbaum's 
expense check in the emount of $126.55 for Maye 

I have okayed Hochbeaum's expense account 
for June and put it through for payment and will 
forward the check to you as soon as it comes back 
from Ted Dor emus. 

I appreciate very much your comments in 
your letter of June 21st. It is nice of you to say 
what you did end I appreciate it. It is unnecessary 
for me to say that such sentiment is entirely 
mutual. Please don't count me completely out of the 
picture, however, as I do not intend to lose the 

pleasant associations I have made in the past twelve 
or fifteen years. 

Looking forward to continued if unofficial 
relationships, I am, as umal 

Secretary 

Psg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE View: Prosient 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

July 23, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching hereto our check 

in the emount of $54.17 to cover the Delta 

June expenses in accordence with your letter of 

July llth. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

Cc. M. Palmer, Jr. : 
Secretary 

Ps ins « 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42k University Farm Place 
July 25, 1940 

Ur. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Bnclosed is the Institute's cheek for $54.17, 

representing payment of your June expenses. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
July 19, 1940 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

The penalty for a pleasant field trip is usually 
@ piled-up desk upon one's return. It is for this reason 
that I sent you my Delta report without comment. I now 

want to say thet I was very much pleased with the way you and 
all the rest of the Delta group are handling things this year. 
Will you tell all of them that I greatly appreciate their 
good work? 

Thanks very much for the loan of the Jaques book. 

Here are the June salary checke for the others and | 
your May expense check. You raised the question of whether I 
should not remit expense checks in the form of Canadian money 
orders because of the favorable exchange. I do not see how I 
could do this and still balance my books with the Institute. 
Since the prevailing rates at Delta are low, I think it fair 
enough to continue to pay all accounts in American dollars, 
but I am sending a copy of this letter to Mort Palmer so that 
if he wishes to institute some other arrangements he can let ‘ 
me know. I especially hope that he can take early action on 
the petty cash fund recommended in the report. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management 
ec Palmer



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 17,1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Profeseor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: San 

Wé ell like vour report end thank you for the time and 

trouble you have put into this. It will help more than I can 
say in keeping things lined up for the rest gf the year. We will 
make our first release of captive birds this week and ere getting 
things in shape for summer banding. Ducks Unlimited will send several 
fellows over during the summer,one at a time,besides the regular 

vender,to become scquainted with age and sexing techniquee,etc. 
One of Swanson's students has expressed his desire to be here for 
e@ week in August for the same purpose. i 

iN 
Enclosed is the payroll for the month of July. I ama bit 

of en awkward position on this point for the boys have not been paved 
for June. It is not that they are over-anxious about the money 
put they cannot pay their board and with things running on 4 narrow 
margin as they do here it makes it quite hard on Mre. Ward. Again, 
Buster Hwkinson is badly in need of his money. 

I certainly am glad thet you could make the trip in the 
earlier period this year and I hope you can be with us for the 
spring flight next spring. By the way,those scat platforms you 
and Lyle put up are working great and we are getting more yp,for 
they provide the only place we have been able to get scats this year. 

Yours sincerely, 

(1 OO 

vie



cc Palmer 
Walcott 

Bell 
1940 REPORT ON DELTA DUCK STATION Pirnie 

Hochbaum 

Aldo Leopold 

This report is based on a visit at the station June 26 to July 4, 

and at Winnipeg July 5. I did not stop at St. Paul because Mr. Bell was 

out of town. 

(A) 194 Wore 
This year's work is well organized and is snhicapiiig tee the complete 

teamwork among all the Delta personnel. 

Research Projects. All of the research projects show good and some 

exceptional headway. The status of each is as follows: 

Criteria of Sex and Age in Ducks. The discovery of cloacal 

extrusion as a means of sexing and aging live ducks is our biggest accomplish- 

ment so far. The new technique has already spread far and wide. Its relia- 

bility and its harmlessness to the bird are fully proved. It should be 

published this winter. 

Ecology of the Marsh. One more year should be added before publish- 

ing this study of the arrival, courtship, nesting, brood behavior, ani summer 

and fall movements of Delta ducks. 

Identification of Downy Young; Growth Curves. Now complete except 

for greenwing, baldpate, greater scaup, black duck, whistler, bufflehead. 

None of these nest at Delta and the cooperators who promised eggs failed to 

send them. All other gaps in the collection of skins will be filled by the 

end of this nesting season. Will be ready for publication in the winter of 1941. 

Nesting Study. 130 nests are being followed this year as against 100 

in 1939 and 25 in 1938. This is an excellent showing, especially since the 

labor is carried “on the side" by the entire personnel. ‘ 

i \
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8 Ground Squirrel Study. Use of captive squirrels as experimental 

: stock has greatly speeded this project. Sowls will use it as a thesis and 

will also publish this winter. 

Sex and Age Ratios. This year all unhatched eggs from the hatchery 

and all incubated eggs found in deserted or predator-nests are being sexed, 

as well as all live birds and all deaths from the hatchery. 

Should there be no shooting at Delta due to the war, the usual 

bag tallies will be made on. outside shooting grounds. 

Banding. Ducks Unlimited has offered to send a man to work at Delta 

under the direction of the station. This should make it possible th give 

undivided attention to trapping, and hence should enlarge the catch. It has 

so far been impossible to match the hatchery releases with equal mumbers of 

wild releases. 

(B) New Proposals 

Teaching at University of Manitoba. Professor Wardell of the Zoology 

Department has asked Hochbaum, in cooperation with Dr. Cartwright of Ducks 

Unlimited, to give a course next winter. 

I talked this over with Professor Wardell and explained that because of 

the time liabilities, Hochbaum could not take on the job of a formal course. 

It would eat up more than half the year. Professor Wardell accepted the 

alternative proposal of a series of lectures, the purpose of which would be 

to test the amount of interest in both students and faculty. 

I told him that his students would be considered for the assistant 

positions at Delta, and that the Delta station is interested in developing 

university participation in its work. I told him that if the university 

ultimately developed sufficiently along wildlife lines that it might even 

(at some future time) take over the project. 

7
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: me Work at Delta by Other Institutions. Half a dozen universities made 

overtures to Delts during the past year, indicating their desire to work 

there. In many instances, though, the proposed work involved large-scale 

collecting or disturbance of the marsh, and did not relate itself to the 

Delta program. 

It is now proposed that Delta select and invite particular men to 

work at Delta on projects supplementary to our own, provided they pay their 

own way. 

As invitation No. 1, it is proposed that Arthur S. Hawkins of the 

Illinois Natural History Survey be invited to work out criteria of incubation 

in Delta ducks. He has already done this for several upland game species. 

Mr. Bell has proposed that Carnegie Institute might be willing to do 

some kind of fundamental physiological research in conjunction with the 

Delta hatchery. As a first move I suggest that Hochbaum be authorized to 

; visit the Institute this winter, explain the Delta facilities, and get 

acquainted with the Carnegie program. It seems quite possible that we might . 

be able to interest Carnegie in one pm both of the new projects discussed 

in the next caption. 

(C) Future Projects 

The hatchery is now being operated chiefly for the studies of young 

ducklings (plumage, sex, age). This work will be completed by 1941. ; 

_ Operation of the hatchery is expensive and laborious, but the hatchery 

is one of the assets which no other research enterprise possesses. 

I suggest the following possible future undertakings for consideration " 

and study. 

Project #1. Domestication of Mallards. It is known that wild mallards
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(like turkeys but unlike pheasants) deteriorate in captivity. It is not 

known why, i.e., whether the deterioration is genetical due to admixture of 

bad blood, or whether it is environmental and takes place even without 

admixture. 

It is of great importance, both from the practical and scientific view- 

points, to find out why and how deterioration occurs. 

If deterioration is genetical, then official policies should be revised 

to discourage the release of any but pure stocks, and to encourage the 

acquisition of such stocks by game farms. 

If deterioration is environmental, then it is doubtful whether the f 

release of artificially propagated ducks should be encouraged at all. 

In either case, the extent of contamination of wild stocks should be 

determined. 

Present mblic policies reflect a lack of information on the nature of 

deterioration. The U.S.B.S. and the states and provinces permit the release 

of anything that quacks, even though Lincoln has shown that banding returns 

from poor stock are negligible. On the other hand these same governmental 

agencies often place obstacles in the way of propagators wishing to acquire 

wild stocks. 

Delts is a perfect location to study the changes that take place in ducks 

in domestication. It offers a hatchery plant, wild stocks for comparisons, 

and shot —— for comparisons. 

It also offers "hangover" mallards which fail to migrate, and which are 

either defective wild or impure wild mallards. Cartwright shipped some south 

and they failed to return north. 

Mallards are clearly the most important species in which to study 

deterioration. !
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There are at least three possible testsof quality in propagated mallards: 

1. Banding returns after release to the wild (the best test). 

2. Physical measurements (short bill, posture, large legs, etc.). 

3. Psychological tests by the use of the Long machine. 

The first test has been applied at Delta on a small scale to first- 

generation artificials of several species, with returns equal to the standard 

for wild birds. The wild controls, however, have been insufficient in number, 

due to difficulties of midsummer trapping. This test should be continued on 

mallerds on a larger scale, and the following new lots should be added for 

comparison: 

a. Deteriorated mallards (scrubs) 

b. Second-generation pure mallards 

ce. Third-generation pure mallards 

d. Descendants of "hangover" mallards, first generation. 

Physical and psychological tests should be run on all lots. 

Personnel and Equipment. To undertake these tests, Delta will need: 

(1) a revision of its hatchery plant to separate the various lots, (2) the 

services of a geneticist, and (3) the services of field men to specialize 

in trepping wild birds for controls. 

Hochbaum and Ward are preparing estimates on plant changes. These will 

not be expensive, and might possibly be made out of our regular funds. 

A geneticist may be obtainsble from the Carnegie laboratory at Cold Springs 

Harbor. He should be an expert in statistical theory. 

Trappers are dheate offered by Ducks Unlimited. 

It is suggested that a parallel series of experiments might be run by 

Pirnie at Kellogg Sanctuary, or by some state game farm. ’ 

|
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Experimental Layout. Most previous attempts to study deterioretion have 

been inconclusive because of defective experimentel layouts. A good layout 

calls for the simltaneous release of each of the four lots of propagated 

birds (as a,b,c,d) plus wild bandings as controls. There should be several 

hundred birds of each lot released for a series of successive years (perhaps 

three years). 

To do this requires the accumletion of stocks barltiinns in four tight 

pens. Second-generation pures will be available in 1941 (Lot b) and third- 

generation in 1942 (Lot c). The four lots can then be maintained continuously, 

for the experimental period of three years, by the annual addition of birds 

from wild-gathered. eggs. 

Preparations Needed. Mr. Bell and the Institute should first express their 

approval or disapproval of this project, so that if approved, the necessary 

stocks can accumulate, and the necessary alterations in pens made. 

Hochbaum should then seek criticism of the experimental layout from 

geneticists, from the U.S.B.S., from statisticians, and all other sources of 

advice. 

Project #2. Propagating Canvasback. This is a nearly-but-not-quite- 

finished piece of work pioneered by Mr. Bell and Mr. Werd. It has heretofore 

A been proposed that we publish on the cultural methods used, but Hochbaum now 

very properly raises the question: Should we publish before we have succeeded 

in getting eggs and young in captivity? I think not, and I suggest we use the 

interval ‘of two years which mst pass before we can embark on Project #1 to 

finish up the canvasback project. 

No eggs are being obtained from captive deepwaters, despite seemingly 

healthy stock. Eggs were obtained one year when the birds had access to 

natural water. Present exhibitions of mating behavior are confined to the short
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daily period when water is admitted to the tank. The clue is then that 

either natural water or some food contined in it is a prerequisite to breeding. 

Completion of a technique for breeding canvasback is important for three 

reasons: 

1. As an addition to game farming techniques 

2. As a part of the hoped-for ultimate monograph on the canvasbsck 

3. It is possible that the domestication study in mallard should 

ultimately be repeated in some deepwater species, as canvasback. 

It is therefore recommended that a breeding pen be constructed connecting 

with the ditch leading from the bay to the pump house. This need not have 

overhead wire, and will cost no large amount. A "sun porch" should also be 

added to the west wing to give the ducklings natural sun during the period 

ordinarily spent indoors. 

There is a pretty good chance that this slight modification of the present 

technique would yield eggs from captive canvasbacks. 

Let it be clear that this proposal is an empirical cutsand-try investigation , 

, made to finish up a nearly finished piece of work. It may fail. 

No really scientific control of all variables is proposed. To do this 

would be very costly in time and funds, and would call for a kind of manpower 

we do not have. 

It is possible, of course, that once we get a physiologist to Delta that 

further modifications of this work may suggest themselves. 

(D) Publications 

We have $500 for "Bulletin No. 1". Mr. Bell, the Institute, and Dr. Pirnie 

have all expressed a preference for publishing our om bulletin, rather than 

using journals and then assembling reprints as our output. 

However, since these decisions were made, new conditions have come to light. 

It is increasingly clear that some of our findings need to be published at once,
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else somebody else will do so. The cloacal sexing and aging of live birds 

is an exemple. 

Other findings will not be mature as soon as we thought they would be. 

Hochbaum's reluctance to publish the hatchery technique is a case in point. 

I am convinced that to wait until we have a large enough "batch" of 

findings to make a bulletin does not fit our natural scheme of operations. 

Moreover the "Woods Hole" type of station (inviting other institutions 

to come and do work) will never fit into the independent bulletin scheme 

without irritating delays and troubles over authorship. 

I therefore propose that unless our advisors or sponsors definitely 

disapprove, that we proceed with journal publication of our output as it 

becomes ready, using our publication fund to lay up reprints for later 

assembly as a bulletin. 

When the time comes to assemble these as a bulletin, suitable covering 

material, both textual and illustrative, can be added. 

. When the time comes that we have material for a bulletin, or for a book, 

there is nothing to prevent our printing it on our own account. 

Hochbaum must have a definite objective to aim at, else labor will be 

wasted. The old objective no longer fits the facts. This is my excuse for 

proposing this solution for the problem. 

(B) Fiscal 

My proposal that Delta funds be deposited in Canada is no longer tenable 

for Hd Ward will shortly leave on military service. 

I therefore propose that the fund be disbursed from the Institute office, 

as at present, with this modification: a petty cash fund should be given to 

Hochbaum so as to avoid long delays on small outlays. An initial patty cash 

fund of $100 will do. 

tHE



424 University Farm Place 
July 11, 1940 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. GC. 

Dear Mort: 

Enclosed is the June expense account for the 
Delta Duck Station in the sum of $54.17. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management



Expenses for the Month of June-1940 

Mileage 

252 miles @.04 cents per mile.. $14.08 $14.08 

Office Supplies. 

WU VOUS DEB es i's sh... assis alan ve hee wee 
FOC ie 5) S45 sles lesan kati a oi at cia 65 

Laboretory Supplies, 

i Cotton eR ht helo mena 1.35 
CBr, GrB ie oho che All a ile ie als la pubis et ee 
MAGONPCOLES soe oss Sets ob cities dk aie oie 48 
Chelle. |e ae ce eee ee 
Specimene Sticks... 06.06.03 et ene aee 
SoA Ai BOR WOR wilt oh) «suis eisioes as bie 6a oa 
BOSC Teese. ois eG ike cig heen s 6 be Gey) lemme 
Speolmen, Cab! . so. vice eves ele > les MOORES 

$29.14 

Running Expenses 

@ dogfecae (duck feed)... o.oo. 8.06 bi BO 30 

TOTAL $54.17



42k University Farm Place 
June 27, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

e/o H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba PI 

Dear Mr. Leopold: d 

Here is the check for Albert's June salary. 
I thought, since you were there, that you could just 
endorse it and hand it to him. The June checks for 
the other boys will be forthcoming shortly, the 
Institute said. 

The wire from Senator Walcott is self- 
explanatory. 

Yours sincerely, 

enol



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F, B, DAVIS, Jr. 

Viee-Chattmen of te Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vie President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 25, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed herewith is our check in 
the amount of $150.00 which covers the salary 
of Hochbaum for the month of June, 1940. 

Our check covering the balance of 
the Delta June payroll end Hochbaum's expenses 
for May will be forthcoming shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ethel M. Quee, 
Office Menager 

Qig 
Enc. 

AWN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4k University Farm Place 
June 22, 1940 

Ur. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Canadas. : 

Dear Alberts " 

I enclose checks for Peter Ward for $200, 
representing his salary for April and May, and for 
Leonard Hawkinson, representing his salary for May. 

Sincerely yours, 

, Vivian Horn 
encl Secretary



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. pene 
ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I eam enclosing herewith our check 
in the amount of $275.00 to cover the following: 

Peter Ward, hatchery superintendent, salary 
for April end May at $100 per month....$200.00 

Leonard Hawkinson, temporary hatchery 
assistant, salary for Maye.ecccseesecees $75.00 

Very truly yours, 

Ethel M. Quee, 
Office Manager 

QE 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mr. @. M. Palmer, dr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mort: 

Senator Waleott hes written me about your 
intended resignation. I will be very sorry indeed to 
gee you go. I want to thank you personally for your 
unfailing courtesy and cooperstion in our mutual doings. 

I certeinly can't blame you for preferring your farming 
venture. 

: If the Delta budget is not settled in time to 
take care of June accounts, may I ask you to teke care 
of the dune payroll ond the May expense, es per accounts 

attached? 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



Exvenses for the month of May. 

Milesge - 500 miles@.04..............#20.00 $20.00 

Office Supplies 

GEGOm FORE? (i a be ali setae ee 
PUENIENBI bs od oes ial's Mahe ot ek sh Bie as Ree ee 
BAveropees . sos pete 6 de eels Chk ae q 

§ 1.15 

Laboratory Supplies 

DG WaT Gui eterecsee ie bce GR el oUR LLU Rinere me 
BOTA Hy cic eld wiok Kanes tan Vanes TS 

$ 2.03 

Running Expenses 

Shipment of eggs to Dr.Pirnie $1.78 
ye Duck Feed-3200 me hocast: ae 

neon Hauling Cherges for feed.....$10.24 

poet y $102.37 

MOTs ed Seed ig dou inte s BIW Okey Ske udl ol GAUHIELS Gerais. 200M «Mabe Rabe Maer rea



Payroll for June 1940 

Albert Hochbaum,..1 month@$150.00 per month....$150.00 

Peter Ward ..-l1 month@ $166.00 per month...$100.00 

Lyle Sowls ...,...1 month@ $100.00 per month...$100.00 

Ralph Morrill.....1 month@ $100.00 per month...#100.00 

Leonerd Hawkinson.1 month@ $ 75.00 per month...$ 75.00 

MOM chiA ace diel i We Wake! aM’, see «ee ee SLO 

ete ie) ee



424 University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I am really worried about your report, but heartily 
sympethetic with you. I think Fd Ward can do us some good if 
he will speak out. I am afraid I can do nothing because I 
wasn't there and can't cite details. You have my permission, 
however, to urge Fa to lay it on as stronglyas he can. 

I am glad you had some rains despite the flooded 
nests. 

I will be up sbout July 10 unless Senator Valcott 
Bays he can go in August but can't go in July. I think it 
would be worth while to get him to Delta. 

Mort Palmer has resigned and I am recommending Bill 
Howard. 

Very possibly you are right as to inserting more 
hatchery in the Bell letters. However, Senator Walcott has 
already sent the letter. Should you want a supplementary 
letter, please frame it. 

I don't know how to advise you about Ducks Unlimited 
banding on the Delta marsh, but I will back any attitude you 
figure out. i 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Menitoba 
June 12, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leonold 
Professor of Wildlife “anagement 
University of Wiscohsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Last week Mr. Cartwright asked if we would be able 
to cooperate with one of his technicians in bending waterfowl. 
Like us they heve had difficulties with summer trapping and 
would like to send one of their men hore to work on the 
problem. In 911 our discussions we have been open minded 
on thie subject end,es I remember, were willing to cooverste 
with their group on any problema they wiched to work out 
with ue here, I believe that there is more then the desire 
to solve a problem,however, for Mr. Main hae asked Cartwright to band 20,000 ducks this year. Their own Big Gress mareh 
is nearly dry agsin this vear and thie ie the beet field for 
operation in Wenitoba, They probably would want to keep ; their own records and I am afraid,even with close understandings between the two groups,this might be the beginning of serious 
complications. I would be perfectly willing to have them 
come in and work with ug on our own banding as s problem to be 
solved but I wonder if we should encourage them to extend 
their own trapping operetions to ovr study area, 

We have gone over the procosed letter from “enator "“alcott to Mr. Sell and wonder if the hatchery shoukd not be mentioned in the statement of objectives. Much of the work we are doing 
centers around this and would be impossible to carry on without 
it. I think it would not be amiss to include it,referring specific ally to its importance in studies of waterfowl natural history. 

I am enclosing the payroll for June. Relvh Morrill 
revorted June 7 but rsther than breaking up the Bey for 
thie month, I am asking him to make uv this time before he 
leaves in September, 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert 

ce :Pirnie 

P.8. Morrill is a very likable chap and fits in very well with the crowd. y; 4. having him meke a a series of young ducks 
for your office and wonder if Irv could not check over the 
collection for anything else which you really need . We made 
a case for the “elta collection and I think you will want one



like it when you see it. 

Heavy rains Tuesday brought the msreh up but I am 
afrsid a good many nests will be flooded. Lyle is checking 
up on them this morning. 

Pirnie's small criticieme of everything end everyone 
in generel heve all of us in poor spirits for they do not 
come in the form of constructive advice. The boys begin 
their day in the hatchery at #20 or 5 AM and with his constant 
harangue it's herd to bear throughout the day. I know that 
he doesn't mean it but I am finding it hard to keep a happy 
household that has been running very smoothly. fd had a heart—to- 

heart talk with him least night and perhaps things vill brighten up.
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS € LABORATORY APPARATUS 
REAGENT CHEMICALS AND SUPPLIES 

C. P, MCCONNELL, CHAIRMAN. 1700 IRVING PARK ROAD 

gales | CHICAGO 
J. H. KINCAID, Secretary June ca 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Also: 

Thank you very much for the check 

enclosed with your letter of June 15. 

I hope that Mr. Hochbaum will find the 

balance very serviceable. 

Cordially yours, 

Pal GA leptey 
ft? 

PEK: HP 

NEW YORK e BOSTON e CHICAGO e TORONTO e SAN naateiees



424 University Farm Place 
dune 5 1940 

Dr. P.B. Klopsteg, President 
Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Park Road 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Pauls 

You no doubt remember the scales and carrying case 
I ordered a month or so ago for the use of my graduate student, 
H. A. Hochbaum, Delta, Manitoba. The scales were received by 
Hochbaum in good order and I have now received check from the 
American Wildlife Institute to cover the cost of the scales (24.2!) 
and am enclosing it herewith. I am sending this direct to you 
because I apparently have lost your bill. Your card acknowledg~ 
ing the order refers to your register number (apparatus) 3994, 
and I hope this will serve to identify the order. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel check Professor of Wildlife Management



STATEMENT 

Prof. A. Leopold, Pers. SCIENTIFIC Pp NO LABORATORY 
IN Account witH University of Wisconsin instRUMENTS LEIS APPARATUS 

Wildlife ,Management Dept. 4700 IRVING PARK BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILte, 
424 University Farm Place , 
Madison, Wisconsin 6/1/40 

‘ i TERMS: NET 30 DAYS 

AMOUNT $ 

PAID BY CHECK ON 
YOUR CANCELLED CHECK IS YOUR RECEIPT — PLEASE RETURN THIS COUPON WITH YOUR REMITTANCE. 

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 

DATE ORDER NO. ORDERED BY | CHARGES CREDITS | BALANCE 

ACCOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD 24.21 
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. Statements are rendered monthly to enable you to verify your records with ours. If not correct, please advise us promptly. ee coe



42h University Farm Place 
March 29, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

The Central Scientific Company will soon ship 
the scales, tut my friend Dr. Klopateg points out that 
there is a 30 per cent import duty which can be saved only 
by reason of temporary use or educational use. Dr. Klopsteg's 
letter is enclosed. 

Since this duty would be quite an item, I suggest 
that you get a letter either from Hoyes Lloyd or from the 
University of Manitoba. In addition, for your possible use, 
I am attaching a letter to the Customs Service. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Profeasor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
March 29, 1940 

Customs Service 
Dominion of Canada 

Gentlemen: ‘ 

The bearer of this letter, H. Albert Hochbaum, 
is doing scientific work for the University of Wisconsin 
at Delta, Manitoba. I am shipping to him from the Central 
Scientific Company, Chicago, a seale balance and a set of 
weights for use in connection with that work. This equip- 
ment is for temporary use in Canada and will be brought 
back to the University of Wisconsin next winter. It would 
be appreciated if duty can either be waived or paid subject 
to refund on Hochbaum's return. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4a University Farm Place 
March 29, 1940 

Dr. P. H. Klopsteg, President 
Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Park Road 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Paul: 

Thanks very mich for foreseeing the difficulty 
about import duty on the scale balance. I have sent Hochbaum 
a certificate that the scales will be used temporarily and 
for educational purposes. 

Thanks for your invitation. I will call you up 
one of these days when I am going through Chicago. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS & LABORATORY APPARATUS 
REAGENT CHEMICALS AND SUPPLIES 

©. MeCONNELL, CHAIRMAN ea ew abe nea gaa 

ene CHIcaso 
TER eae March 27, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your letter of March 22 in which 
you are ordering a balance and weights with carrying case for 

a graduate student who is at work on a project in Canada. 
Shipment will be made just as soon as the case can be con- 
structed. 

I have had the question of shipment into Canada looked into, 
thinking that there might be some difficulty from the standpoint 
of customs. Canadian educational institutions may import goods 
duty free, but all others must pay duty. Presumably therefore 
duty will have to be paid on the shipment when it goes into 
Canada, but if the project is a temporary one the suggestion 
may be in order that when the shipment is cleared in customs 
a statement be made that the apparatus is for temporary use and 
will be taken back to the States within a certain period. It 
may be that under these circumstances either the duty will be 
waived or a receipt may be given for duty paid, on which a 
refund may be obtained when the apparatus is taken out of 
Canada. 

I still haven't given up hope of seeing you and members of 
your good family look in on us in Evanston some time. I have an 
archery "museum" which might afford you some interesting hours. 
With all good wishes, I remain 

Cord ly yours, 

P. E. Klopsteg, President 

PEK: HP 

P. 8. The duty will amount to approximately 350% of the value 
of the shipment. 

NEW YORK e BOSTON e CHICAGO e TORONTO ® SAN FRANCISCO
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lL i ae i SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS € LABORATORY APPARATUS 
tein ieaaanee S REAGENT CHEMICALS AND SUPPLIES 

C. P. MCCONNELL, CHAIRMAN 1700 IRVING PARK ROAD 

ce ee ng CHICAGO 

J. HU KINGAID, SeoneTane April 3, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agric. 
424% University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

We have already acknowledged by postal 
card your order of March 22 addressed to Dr. 
Klopsteg. Shipment of the balance, weights, 
and carrying case will be made as soon as 
possible direct to Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum, 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada. These items will be 
billed to you. We understand that you know 
that the carrying case will have to be made 
to order, 

Thanking you, we remain 

Yours very truly, 

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 

Educational Sales Manager 
CWDP :MK:GCG 

NEW YORK e BOSTON e CHICAGO e@ TORONTO e SAN FRANCISCO



424 University Farm Place 
June 10, 1940 

Mr, F. 0. Waleott 
63 Wall Street 
New York, W. ¥. 

Dear Senator Walcott: 

I failed to realize that you would be tled up 
with the convention, but I hove you will find it possible 
to go through with your Delta trip later in the summer. 

If you can come out, I would like te run bacic up 
thore with you and stay for at least part of your visit, 
in order that Hochbaum and I may give you a first-hand 
account of the Delta venture. My report on the annual 
inspettion will reach you shortly. 1 was amch pleased 
with the way Hochbaum has taken things in hand. 

Unfortunately Mr. Bell was not in Minneapolis, so 
I aia not get to see hin. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managenent 

ec Hochbaum 

/ :
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f Delta Duck Station 
‘ Delta, Manitoba 

é Canada 

June 8th, 1940 t 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Thank you for the notes on the connection with 
the University and I shall by all means plan my pert in 
the progrem so that it will not drew too heavily on the 
work here. No commitments have been made regarding this 
on my part. In view of our discussion last winter, however, 
I felt that I should go as far ae posrible in working with 
the University. We will of course, stress the point that ,this 
course, if it develops,is not to be considered ae advertized 
in any way as offers a training for professional students. 

: Dr. Pirnie hae just arrived and broveht with him 
your letter setting forth the discussion of your meeting with 
him. In a previous letter you had asked for suggestions rega- 

* rding the person for the Canadian repfesentative. I can name 
but two, Mr. Criddle at Treesbank and Prof. R.A.Wardle et the 
University. 

Frof. Wardle is a parasitologist but is the only 
person at the University who vould be quelified. In your second 
letter you have set this aside for a while and we can go over 

i this later. ; 

In regerds to the artificial propagation of canvasback, 
I think that we should adopt some sort of a policy on this 
question. I can find nothing in the earlier propesals or agreements 
that would émclude this. We discarded the idea when the project 

| wae started end have passed around it ever since, If we do not 
wish to caver this because it is not "scientific" or for any 
other reson lets say so now and make it clear.in any proposals 
or agreements that thie ts not within our interests. Personally, 
T owuld be inclined to follow with Mr. Bell's interests in this 
matter. This may be only to the -xtent of coonerating with other 
groups interested in the work, Cornell or the Carnegie Institutions 
and pooling our ef‘orts end facilities. I owuld not want to teke 
this alone nor would I want to put it entirely on Peter's Shoulders. 
Both the Carnegie Institution and th Cornell are interested in 
this as a problem in endrochronology and + believe it is in suoh 
a problem that interests Mr. Eell. I believe that proper pen
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conditions here would bring about breeding in canvasback 
and any study would entail some physical improvements. 
Regardless of this, however, we must do a good deal of 
re-building of endosures during the next tvo y°2sre. 

F : Sincerely yours, 

H.Albert Hochbaum



dune 5, 1940 

Mr. HK. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Miles Pirnie and I have had ao round-up on Delta matters, and in 
this letter we attempt to transmit for your consideration the various points 
discussed. 

(1) Game Farming. Both you and Miles have the impression that 
Mr. Bell may wish to resume the experimental work in artificial propagation. 
We think that you should make up your mind whether or no you wish such an 
activity to be under your wing. Should you not wish it, it is conceivable 
that it could be set up directly under Peter Ward with merely a cooperative 
Yelationship with you. 

In such event, however, I would feel impelled to remind Mr. Bell 
that the work would necessarily be empirical rather than "scientific," and 
Miles likewise points out that the resumption of such work would entail some 
physical improvements. Plans and financial estimates should be made and 
presented to Mr. Bell before any decision is reached. 

The one resumption of game farming experiments also bears on 
fiseal policy (eee later). : 

(2) oe Unless you have already committed yourself to the ; 
University, the ng course of setion might appeal to you: (a) limit 
your personal lisbilities to periodic lectures which would be donated at 
Institute cost; (b) invite the University to send picked men to Delta for 
training, they rather then you to later assume the bulk of the teaching 
duties. While the lectures would be donated by the Institute, the keep of 
these men detailed to Delta should bemet by the University. 

The above plan might limit your university time liabilities suf- 
ficiently to avoid serious interference with the research output. If, on 
the other hand, you should assume greater liabilities at the university, 
both the Institute and Mr. Bell should understand that the research output 
mst be curtailed accordingly. 

T understand, of course, that Mr. Cartwright enters this equation, 
but that hardly affects the above. 

(3) SEES. ak Now that we have offered the Canadian govern~ 
ment o Seat on + We Gould perhaps let this appointment ride until



2 ~ Hochbaum 

the university development mature and we have a better notion of available 
university personnel. 

(4) Gest, tuk. I think Miles and I have detected a possible 
fallacy in our former assumptions. Deposit of Institute funds in ee 
would be an soonony iu the operation of the phant provided the differential 
exchange rates still prevailed. Canadian deposit would also be an advantage 
in respect of local expenses by the personnel. Canadian deposit would be 
a disadvantage in respect of savings by the personnel, that is, the personnel 
would have to pocket a loss corresponding to the Institute's gain in respect 
of any moneys they saved and took home. 

Tf the above reasoning ie sound, it might indicate the advisability 
of depositing funds for plant operation in Canada, but keeping funds for 
personnel salaries in the United States to be checked out from here as at 
present. It might even be that Mort Palmer could simply keep these funds in 
Washington and issue checks on payrolls submitted by you through me or Miles. 

Miles will disuse with you further details pertaining to all the 
above. This letter is simply a memorandum of what we talked about, and all 
the questions are for your consideration and decision. 

If you want some new plan for handling funds, you might let me 
know soon because it looks as if the matter of an agreement between the 
Institute and Mr. Bell were about to be ironed out, hence that the funds may 
soon be ready for deposit. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Pirnie 
Palmer



42h University Farm Place 
June 4, 1940 

My, C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. : 

Dear Mort: 

After considerable correspondence with Mr. Bell, 
I now gather that he prefers to sign no agreement covering 
the Delta set-up. Instead he wants to exchange letters, pre- 
sumably with the president of the Institute, and the enclosed 
letter cover his end. ’ & 

T have no need of a signed agreement, and unless 
you or Pirnie have, why not drop the whole idea of a formal 
document and instead write Mr. Bell a reply which will cover 
the substance of the agreement? I attach a rough draft which 
is simply my guess at what Mr. Bell would like to have. I 
know of no way to pro¢eed except to try something of this kind. 

I am sending copies of this to Pirnie and to Hochbaum. 

Sineerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management 

Hochbaum



(ROUGH DRAFT) 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Ghamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I am glad to have your letter of May 30 expressing your approval of 

the research work at Delta and your intention of contiming your contribution 

of $2,350 unless unusual conditions develop. : 

I want to assure you that it is likewise the intention of the Institute 

to continue its contribution of $2,500, plus such special items as may be 

needed during particular years. 

It might be well at this time to set down the purposes which we have had 

in mind at Delta. We hope to set the stage for a new approach to breeding 

ground studies. We believe that once this new approach is demonstrated, it 

will be used and developed by other agencies. We hope to end up with an 

authoritative monograph on the ecology and management of the local breeding 

species, or at least of the diving ducks. Incidentally, the Delta work will 

train a limited mumber of young men as experts in this field. 

In order to make sure that the Delta venture ties in with the Canadians, 

I recently asked Hoyes Lloyd to serve with Dr. Pirnie and Prof. Leopold as 

an advisor to the Delta project. He was unable to accept, but I hope to get 

some other Canadian to serve in his stead. We will submit to you every year 

a budget and a program for the oncoming year. ‘The program for this field 

season has already been sent you. 

The Institute appreciates the privilege of using your property for this 

research venture, and we likewise appreciate your financial cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

President, American Wildlife Institute



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

May 29, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of the 25th. I think 
the objectives mentioned should be specifically 
stated. I do not think, however, we should 
limit the ecology and management to the canvas- 
backs but. to all deep-diving ducks. 

When I say I think they should be specifically 
stated, I do not mean in the form of an agree- 
ment. I do not think we want an agreement, 
but merely an understanding of the objectives 
which we have in mind and under which the work 
is to proceed. Any kind of memorandum to me 
of this character will be entirely satisfactory. 

After all, it is a matter of good faith between 
the contracting parties. 

Yours very truly, 

ia AOE



i 200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL May 30, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I wrote you yesterday, but after looking over the 
correspondence, I am inclined to have the matter 
covered in the following way: 

I will write a letter, such as the attached, to 
the American Wild Life Institute, and they will 
in turn write me a letter stating what they 
propose to do with the funds. 

If you approve of this and the letter itself, 
will you have it forwarded, and will you write 
Mr. Palmer suggesting the type of letter he 
should write back to me that will cover the 
subject. I think it should be informal, for, 
after all, as I said in the other letter, it is 
a matter of good faith and I am willing to rest 
in theirs, if they are willing to accept mine. 

jfb aj 
enclosure



4a University Farm Place 
June 1, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

The attached copy of Hoyes Lloyd's letter shows 
that he is unavailoble for the Board of Advisors, and Mort 
Pelmer thinks that the sane reasoning would apply to Dewey 
Soper. I thought possibly with your new relations with the 
University you might want to suggest one of the university 
group. In any event, I avait your further recommendation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vise-Cheirmen of he Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Ascontes 
ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 28, 1940 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching herewith copy of a 
letter just received from Hoyes Lloyd which is pretty 
much self-explanatory. 

This restriction will obviously also 
epply to Dewey Soper. Who, then, is the next best 
bet north of the border to place on this job? 

I'd like to see old Ted White become 
more active in this work again but I don't know 

whether he is in a position to do so or whether he 
could fit into this job at all. This is just a passing 
thought. 

I have sent Senator Walcott a copy of 
your letter on the Technical Committee without any 
recommendations or discussion. I think this merits 
considerable study and discussion with Gabe as well 
as others. Any further thoughts you may have on this 
will be appreciated. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. | = 

c Secretary 
P:g 
Ene. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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, CANADA 
us DEPARIMENT OF MINES AND 

RESOURCES 

Ottawa, May 21, 1940 

Dear Fred: 

Your kind invitetion of May 13, 1940, 
for me to act as one of the Board of Advisers to deal with 
scientific and related problems of the James F, Bell 
experiment at Delta, Manitoba, has been received end given 

careful attention, 

It is part of the official policy in 
Canada for civil servents to refrain from any intimate 
comection with undertekings upon which they might have to 
advise the Government in an official capacity. Under the 
circumstences, and greatly to my personal regret, it will 

“ not be possible for me to accept a place on the Delta Board 
* to undertake the duties specified in your letter. 

Needless to say I shall be gled to deal 
with any enquiries which you may care to address to me on 

this subject to the best of my ability. 

With kind regardse 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) HOYES LLOYD 

Superintendent, 
Wild Life Protection 

The Honourable Frederic C. Walcott, 
President, American Wildlife Institute, 
Investment Bldg., Washington, D. C., U. 8S. A.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER A W | F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 28, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed herewith is our check 
in the amount of $150.00 to cover the salary 
of Hochbaum for the month of May, 1940. 

Best regards. 

c. M. io; 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Parm Place 
May 25, 1940 

Mr. James ¥. Bell 
200 Chamber of Comnorce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bells 

It has occurred to me since writing you that you might 
want to add to the “objectives” in the agreement: 

' “To work toward an ultimate authoritative 
monograph on the ecology and management of the 
canvasback. " 

This objective was in mind, but you might prefer it to 
be specifically stated. If so, by all means add it. 

There are other specific items we have in mind, but not 
in the paper as it stands. For example: 

"fo explore the breeding physiology of the local 
ducks; to develop criteria of sex and age both 
internal and external; to produce a mammal on the 
plumages and moults of ducks." 

I did not put these in because they verge upon “program” 
rather than "objectives", but if for any reason you would rather 
have them in, by all means use then. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Hochbaum



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WI LDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committees INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 24, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed herewith is our check in 
the emount of $93.89 which covers Hochbaumn's 
expenses for the months of March end April. 

I em also enclosing our check 
in the emount of $24.21 for the pair of scales 
for use at Delta. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, = : 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN W/ILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
May 9, 1940 

Mr, 0. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tnavestnent Building 
Washington, DB, ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

We had to make one purchase of equipment for 
Delta this spring, end since there is as yet no regular 
deposit of funds and regular mechanism for disbursement, 
I am obliged to bother you with this bill. 

The bill is for a pair of scales without which 
it is impossible to work at Delta. Last year I loaned my 

personal scales, but this year I need them. May I ask 
that you send a check for $24.21 in the same manner as 
you have been issuing salary check, the sum to be deducted 
from this year's budget when the deposit is finally made? 

: Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management 
ec Hochbaum 

‘ i 

/ 5s/¥2 ' 
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42h University Farm Place 
May 24, 1940 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. GC. 

Dear Mort: 

The June 1 payroll for Delta is as follows: 

H. Albert Hochbaum, director, salary for May......$150.00 

Peter Ward, hatchery superintendent, salary 
for April and May at $100 per month.......... 200.00 ' 

Leonard Hawkinson, temporary hatchery assistant, 
Oalety LOF MaFseicss cccciensccesovescscvecere BS 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
May 21, 1gho 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 
‘ 

Dear Albert: 

I am pleased to kmow about the interest the University 
of Manitoba is showing, and I heartily approve of the proposed 
course provided you and Cartwright do not bit off more than you 
can handle. 

I would also warn against advertising the venture as a 
school for professional training at this early stage. If there 

are one or two students who gan work with you and Cartwright long 
enough to be considered trained, that is fine, but there is a dis- 
tinction between that and regarding the new venture as a school 
4n which students can enroll. Ultimately, of course, I hope for 
the development of professional training in Canada, but until more 
faculty time is available, I think 1t would be umrise to start such 

: a venture. 

Did you send a copy of your letter to Pirnie? If not, 
do you want me to send my copy? 

You have certainly not stepped on any of Hamerstrom's | 
interests, because he and I both regard the Canadian prospect as 
not feasible at this time. 

Sincerely yours, \ 

Aldo Leopold \ 
Professor of Wildlife Management \ 

LN 
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Delta Duck Station 
May 15, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Yesterday Mr. Cartwright and I met Professor R. A. Wardle, 

head of the Dept. of Zoology at the University, for the purpose 

of discussing the possibilities of bringing sbout a closer relation 

ship between the University end our two groups. Professor Wardle 

is keen on the idee of bringing wildlife management into his 

department but, es you know, is handicapped by the lack of funds 

to carry even & small program. It is his feeling, however,that 

a start should be made now with 911 that is available at the 

present time and eventually thie will develop into something that 

can carry itself. He ie hoping for some sort of e cooperative 

sponserehip of a wildlife management department but feels that 

thie cannot come about until a start is made from scratch. The 

work should start ss soon as possible and he believes the best way 

of making a beginning is to present a course in wildlife management. 

He must look to the outside for help in this and the 

manpower and materisl in making this beginning must come from 

our groups. To this end Ducks Unlimited is equivved to offer the 

services of Mr. Cartwright as well ae what equipment they have 

on hand that would be of material aid in beginning this work, They 

could not promise funds,but in e close pinch would probably be able 

to be of assistance. 

For our part I heve said thet my time would be free for the 

University during the second term and that the facilities of the 

Delta Station were at the service of the University for their 

use as a field and research station, 

Professor Wardle then proposed that Mr. Cartwright and I present 

a course during the spring term of 1941,the program to be sponsered 

by the American Wildlife Institute. Mr, Cartwright and I are to draw 

up a tentative plan outlining the work and objectives. This will 

be sent to you for your review,additions and revisions and then 

will be presented by you to the University. Dr. Wardle has said 

that Mr. Smith, the President of the University is very much 

interested in this matter and thet he anticipates no difficulties 

in having this course placed in the University curriculum during 

the spring term of 1941. 
end L 

Mr. Cartwright/are now working up our ideas and will meet at
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Delta next eek to bring them together and the outlin@ will 
be submitted to you shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ltlbe dD - 
Albert Hochbaum 
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; THE UNIVERSITY OF MANTIOBA 

Department of Zoology Winnipeg, Canada 

24th April, 1940. 

Mr. B.W. Cartwright, 

Chief Naturalist, 

201 Bank of Commerce Bldg., 

Winnipeg. 

My dear Cartwright: 

I am greatly interested in your letter concerning 

Mr. Hochbaum's suggestion as I have felt for a long time that 

this Department should in some way try to co-operate with you. 

We have unfortunately no course here that would 

tend to stimulate the interest of students in Wild Life Manage- 

ment or train them for research work or field work in that subject. 

Frankly I would like to see such a course put on 

regularly here as part of the zoological curriculum, but given, 

if possible, by a representative of Ducks Unlimited, preferably 

you. If the American Wildlife Institute would make a grant 

sufficient to cover the fee of the lecturer there would be little 

difficulty in fitting such a course into the curriculum. The 

number of students attending it would be small, as I would 

restrict it to a selected group of senior students, but they would 

be keen. 

I shall be delighted to meet Mr. Hochbaum and 

yourself at any time or place convenient for you. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Sed) R.A. Wardle 

Professor of Zoology.



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, “anitoba 

: i May 17, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
Wniversity of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

Thank you for the "ell correspondence. The only comments I have 
are as follows: 

1) The objectives,as far as the studies go, should be stated 
more clearly in the agreement so that Mr. Bell can understand and 
discuss them and realize the importance of the ends we wish to reach. 
This should also include a place for continued studies of the 
problems involved in bringing about the breeding of canvesback and 
other deepwaters in captivity and is, I believe ,what Mr. Bell is 
driving at when he refers to "fundamental research" At the time I 
received this correspondence Mr. Bell had sent me several notes concern- 
ing the use of a cottage on the property and in these he mentioned his 
interest in continuing breeding experiments eat Delte and pointed out 
some of the work being done along this line at the Genetics Laboratory 

of the Carnegie Institution from which he had just returned, I know that 
he is very much interested in continuing work along thie line in which 
@ beginning was made in 1934 with Dr. Roweh, 

2) We should keep Mr. Bell more closely in touch with what we 

are doing. I realize that thie is more or lese at my end of things,or 
at least reporting more carefully to the Board and to thie end I shall 
submit progress reports at definite periods throughout the field 
sesson, 

I am gled that we are now free to ask Hoyes LLoyd to serve on the 
Board and have no suggestions to make in regasdes to the proposed letter 
that hes been drawn up. I do wish,though,that “Yelte was the place 
for a leisurely visit of the Board members rather than the place 
for the formal Board meeting. We want you to have 6e much time with 
the project as possible and we want to get as much time with you on the 
job as wercahis. 

I am enclosing the payroll and hatchery expenees for the Month of 
May. Lyle begins work for the Institute funds June ist and asked that 
he not be included for May. 

Hed an inch of rain which has brought the marsh up a bit. It mwas 

so shallow that a canoe could not be floated in some of the bays. 

Yours eer 

Albett 

co: firnie. 

over



P.S. dhenk you for taking care of the expense account. This 

has not been a matter of procrastination on my part inmm for I did not 
want to send it through until the matter of money wae settled. As for 
the scales I had thought that they were to be paid out of office funds 
t o be paid by the “elta account when tte money was through. : 

A copy of my letter recarding the University meeting was 
sent to Pirnie but I had feiled to note thie on your letter. 
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Delte Duck Station 
Delta Manitoba 
May 17, 1940 

Payroll for June 1,1940 

Albert Hochbaum +sone month at $150.00 
Per MONtMe. y... wie. ahd oo SEBO. 00 

Peter Ward- two months ,ApriléMay 
at $100,00 per month..... 200.00 

Leonard Nawkinson- One month at $75.00 
per MONTHS. 6567 )Be- ie ie ye eme 

425,00 

Lyle Sowlas will be on the payroll for June 
July and August work and is not to be 
carried for May and April. 

Ralph Morrill will not begin work until June 5 
and is not to be included on this payroll 

Albert Hochbaum



424 University Fara Place 
Mey 17, 1940 

Ur. James ¥. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

T am convinced that the exchange of letters suggested in 
your letter of May 4 19 a good way to plug the chinks in the formal 
agreenent. If you will state your attitude in such a letter, I am 
gure that Senator Walcott and Mort Palmer will come back with the 
response that you want. 

The only thing that I ean contribute to the exchange is a 
possible strengthening of those sections of the agreement which are 
concerned, ani I accordingly attach a re-draft of the sections on 
"Purposes" and "Contributions," to be follewed by a new section on the 
period covered by the agreement. If the substitution of these sections 
looks desirable to you, may I suggest that you have the agreement re- 
written in your office, inserting the amended wording and signing the 
revised copy instead of the old copies? This material could then 
accowpany your letter to the Institute for their signature, and Pirnie 
and I could sign later. 

I am under something of a handicap in drafting agreements, 
becouse I have no detailed knowledge of the inner workings of the Institute, 
and of course no detailed knowledge of your requirements from the taxation 
standpoint. I have simply had to make the best guess I could. Perhaps 
the Institute is in a er to make an unqualified and binding agree- 
ment for three years, but I doubt it. 

The reason for emphasizing conservation and management in the 
section on purposes is the probably reluctance of industrial contributors 
to the Institute to interest themselves in fundamental research as such. 
We have to emphasize the end rather than the means. 

With personal regarda, 

Sincerely yours, 

- Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management - 

ce Palmer, Pirnie, Hochbaum



Purposes 

To conduct scientific researches in the ecology of waterfowl and 

waterfowl breeding grounds, particularly researches bearing on problems 

of waterfowl conservation and management. 

To publish the findings of such researches in the interest of public 

education. 

To train selected students to analyze and appraise waterfowl conser= 

vation problems. 

To encourage the development of waterfowl research and management in 

Canada by Canadians. 

As means to the ‘above ends, the station will operate a duck hatchery 

for research purposes, and maintain a field headquarters for the research 

personnel. — i 

Contributions : 

The Sidi icv parties hereby agree to contribute the following 

moneys and services for the operation of the Delta Duck Station for the 

above purposes for the period March 1, 1940, to March 1, 1941: 

The Institute: $2,500. Mr. Bell: $1,000 plus the use of his land, 

duck hatchery, and equipment on Delta Marsh. Dr. Pirnie and Mr. Leopold: 

supervision of research operations; winter office quarters and laboratory 

facilities for the research staff. 

Period 
The cooperating parties hereby agree that it is their intention, if 

funds allow, to renew and extend the above contributions, in at least the 

above amounts, for a period of three years. h



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

May 11, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Many thanks for your letter of the 8th. I don't 
think it is necessary to call in any attorneys in 
respect to this matter. I think it could be 
covered by an exchange of letters, wherein I say 
to the Wild Life Foundation that I am anxious for 
a continuance of the work carried on at Delta, 
that with their co-operation I am willing to make 
an annual donation of so-much per year for so-many 

years, provided the work can be adequately carried 
on along certain lines. Then I could get a letter 
from them saying that they too were interested in 
the work, and they hoped to have additional funds 
available for that purpose, and then expressing 

what they hoped to do. 

My offer would be contingent upon the work's being 

carried out, and theirs would be contingent upon 
whether they got the money from me -- so there you 

are. What do you think of the idea? 

Best regards. 

Yours very truly, 

na “ie 

ew Vidi, 

ae 

eR a,



424 University Farm Place 
May 14, 1940 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada. 

Dear Albert: 

As you will see from the attached carbon, I have 
sent your expense account on to Mort without waiting for the 
budget to be formally set up. 

Thank you for reminding me of Peter's pay. I would 
also like to know the exact time that Lyle started work. When 
does Morrill start, or has he already done sot Will you please 
Send me a memorandum covering the items that should go on the 
June 1 payroll, including names, rates of pay per month, dates, 
for yourself, Peter, Iyle and Morrill? 

' In order to keep this business straightened out, I 
think it would be a good idea for you to send me such a memo 
each month, and I will leave it to you to do this without 
reminder from noe. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, BD. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

Since the redrafting of the agreement may delay the 
formal setting up of a Delta fund for a while longer, I am 
sending Hochbaum's expense account for March and April in the 
sum of $93.89. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

May 11th,1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I am submitting an expense account for March and 
April so that this will be in order when the budget comes 
through. 

Everything is moving along very nicely. Have been 
collecting eggs all week, mallard and pintail, and have nearly 
completed our settings for these species. Ed has brought the 
guides over for thid week which helped a great desl for the 
back marsh is dry and river duck nests are few and far between. 
Canvasback and redheads are just beginning to nest and we 
will wait a week before the next collection. Thir hac kept 
me at Delta and pour meeting with the University group is 
later in the month and there is no news on this point. 

Lyle hase been busy with the ground equirrel study 
and has already uncovered a slew of material. We are all busy 
with the hatchery but by deviding the work are finding plenty 
of time for other things. By the way, when the budget comes 
through, Peter's pay should begin with April lst. 

We are in the midst of the woret dust storm I have 
seen yet and a good desl of the prairie and some of the marsh 
are in the air. The marsh is very dry and over a foot lower 
then last year. In general, there are more ducks this year 
with a very remarkable increase in cans. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Clha_ 

ejh/HAH



koh University Farm Plage 
May 6, 1940 

Ur. James ¥. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I drew the agreament in a considerable hurry 
and gan readily appreciate that 1t does not serve your 
purposes as it stands. Can you have your attorney sug- 
gest a wording covering your contribution which will protect 
you from the tax deduction standpoint? I can then rebuild 
the rest of the agreement to fit. 

It ie my understanding that the reason for the 
omission of pledges is that the Institute itself has no 
money in the bank and therefore cannot state anything tut 
an intention to contime. 

I will defer action until I have heard from Palmer 
and Pirnie. 

Now that your deposit has actually been made and 
the Institute's deposit is asmured, it gives Hochbaum the 
necessary elbow room to make his commitments. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Pirnie 
Palmer 
Hochbaum



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

May 4, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I received the signed copies of the cooperative 
agreement from Dr. Pirnie and have ee. 
a letter, copy of which is attached. Since 
I have had a wire from Pirnie saying that he 
felt the changes I suggested could be worked 
out, I have on this date forwarded to the Ameri- 
can Wild Life Institute a check in the sum in- 
dicated for my participation. This is a direct 
contribution to the American Wild Life Institute. 

The more I have thought over the matter since I 
wrote Pirnie, the more I dislike the cooperative 
agreement. J think there should be a pledge on 
my part to the American Wild Life Institute to 
support its work, for such a time. In return, 
I should have a memo from them that they propose 
to and will conduct certain work which would bethet 
outlined in the agreement. Similar memoes would 
be had with you and Pirnie. 

Naturally I am mening these contributions to 
scientific work and want to receive such bene- 
fits of tax deductions as the law permits. I have 
sent the check because I do not want the work 
delayed and I have no doubt we can work something 
out which is satisfactory. 

Best personal regards. 

Yours very truly, 

Ge Fadensn. 

Pins



Copy of letter 

i April 30, 1940 

Dr. M. D. Pirnie 
W. K, Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle “reek, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Pirnie? ; 

I have at last before me the Cooperative Agreement 
respecting the Delta Wateffowl Research Unit. 

In principle I am entirely agreeable to the proposals 
here set forth, but there are one or two things about 
the agreement on which I would like to receive either f 
a change, or an interpretation: 

1) Doés the character of the agreement void the 
contribution, from a tax standpoint, as being 
a contribution for purely scientific pap ceent 
I know I could give it to the American Wild Life 
Institute, and the Institute could in turn make 
the contribution, but lam not at all sure that 
i could get the. tax allowance as it is set up. 

2) The purpose of the Delta Station as set forth 
should, in my opinion, be more inclusive. The 
implication is largely that of conservation and 
Management work, with no indication that it permits 

fundamental research. No reference is made in thet 
portion of the agreement in respect to hatchery work 
or to migration. I have no doubt it was the inten- 
tion to include these and not to limit the scope of 
the work. 

3) The budget does not contain any elements for 
incidentals, which are bound to crop up, and 
gives very little room in which to turn around. ; 

I hate to hold up this matter any further, because it 
has already been too long delayed. I am answering your 
letter very promptly because I hope these things can be 
cleared up, s0 as to avoid as much further delay as 
possible. j 

if you also think these matters can be cleared up, 
I would suggest that 1 immediately make the contribution 
to the American Wild Life Institute. That will iron 
out the matter of the tax situation definitely, and 
I have no doubt we can arrange about the definitions 
later. I further suggest that, if it mects with your 
approval, you either wire me @r t&&phone so that we 
can proceed at once. 

Yours very truly,



: HAH 
test 

oe eg 
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200 Chamber of Commerce 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

: U. &. A. 

James F. Bell May 4, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold i ! 
yolk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: ; 

I received the signed copies of the cooverative agreement from 
Dr. Pirnie and have answered by a letter, copy of which is attached. 
Since then I have had a wire from Pirnie saying that he felt the 
changes I suggested could be worked out, I have on this date forwarded 
to the American Wild Life Institute a check in the sum indicated for 
uy participation. This is a direct contribution to the American Wild 
Life Institute. 

The more I have thought over the matter since I wrote Pirnie, the more 
I dislike the cooperative agreement. I think there should be a pledge 
on my part to the American Wild Life Institute to support its work, : 
for such a time. In return, I should have a memo from them that they 
propose to and will conduct certain work which would be that outlined 
in the agreement. Similar memoes would be hed with you and Pirnte. 

Naturally I am making these contributions to scientific work and I want 
to receive such benefits of tax deductions as the law permits. I have 
sent the check because I do not want the work delayed and I have no 

f doubt we can worl something out which is satisfactory. 

Best personal regards. 

Yours very truly, 

dfb aj J. F. Bell



424 University Farm Place 
May 8, 1940 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, dr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

The two Canadians who might handle the Delta funds are 
Baward Ward, superintendent of Delta for Mr.Bell, and Hoyes Lioyd. 
Hoyes probably has his hands full and it would not be graceful for us 
to wish this chore on him at the outset. Should you disagree, I would 
of course welcome his acting as treasurer. 

Bd Ward is formerly of the Canadian Mounted Police and has 
beon Mr. Bell's superintendent for years. During this period he has 
handled each year on his own checking account several thousand dollars 
of Mr. Bell's money. He is highly respected in the local community and 
well known to the benks, both on his own account and as Mr. Bell's agent. 

The handling of the account would be relatively simple, because 
it would simply be up to Hochbaum and Mr. Ward to stay within the budget, 
the items of which are mapped out in the work program. 

The attached letter from Mr. Bell mentions an absence of leeway 
in the tudget. This is of course quite true, but I had not asked for any 
leeway because I was glad enough to have even the main items taken care of. 
I think it is « matter between you and Mr. Bell to discuss provision for 
contingencies. For this reason I did not attempt to answer his letter on 
this point. 

At the Conference everyone seemed to agree that Hoyes Lloyd was 
our best bet for a Canadian member of the board. I suggest you get some 
official of the Institute to invite him to serve, and I attach a rough 
draft of a letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ea M. DB. Paenke Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. Perhaps Mr. Dorems should know that Edward Ward is Hochbaum's 
father-in-law, and for this reason the arrangement might be inadvisable. 
However, he has often hired members of his own family with Mr. Bell's money 
and in actual fact would maintain a disinterested attitude in questions of 
disbursements. A.L.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER A W | F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 1, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have talked to Ted Dorems about 
the method of handling the funds for the Delta 
project and he is very much in favor of 
utilizing a Canadien deposit to be checked out 
by a reliable man in charge. 

I wish you could give us the name 
of the man who will do this and something about 
him that I can show my people to satisfy them 
on this score. 

I was very much concerned ebout the 
conditions mentioned in your handwritten note. 
I sincerely hope they have improved. Here, we 
have had an abundance of rainfall and could well 
spare a large percentage for Delta. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Prg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE :



(Rough Draft) 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd y 

Department of Mines & Resources 

Ottawa, Canada ' 

Dear Hoyess 

The Institute has just entered a cooperative agreement (copy : 

attached) to operate the Delta Duck Station for a period of three years. 

Would you be willing to serve, with Aldo Leopold and Miles D. Pirnie, 

on the Board of Advisors for this station? 

As you know, our hope is that the Delta work will stimlate the : 

development of personnel and ideas in the field of waterfowl conservation 

on both sides of the border. No one is better qualified than yourself 

to help guide such an undertaking, which consists, in no small degree, 

in the projection of your own ideas. 

The active dutios, other than keeping a fatherly eye on the project, 

will consist of an annual meeting, at Delta, to review what has been done 

and lay out what is to be done. 

T am in hopes that you will be able to accept a place on the Delta 

. Yours sincerely, ‘ 

' American Wildlife Institute 

ma ee 

ce Pirnie 
Hochbaum



oe May 6, 1940 

Mrs Albert Hochbaum, 

Delta, Manitoba, 
Canadas 

Dear Alberts 

Just a note to advise that on receipt 

of the Cooperative Agreement Mre bell wrote 

and wired me relative to certain changes in 

; the Agreement. I replied that I thought 

they could be agreed to by all of uss and on 

Saturday I received a wire "Am sending check 

today to Wildlife Institutes" I asked lire 

Bell to let me know whether he also was ; 

writing you and Professor Leopold as to 

these minor changes in the statement of 

objectives. 

Sincerely yours, 

wpp/n - DK? 

CC to Leopolde eR. win 
Miles De Pirnie, 

Directors
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitobe 
Canada 

May lst, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University af Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

It is good to hear that the budget is going through 
and thank you for your troubles in getting the segreement settla. 

Everything is going nicely, although there are too 
many things happening at once now that it is May. We started the 
incubator for Art's wood-duck eggs and they are coming along 
nicely. Unfortunately Art will not be able to raise Delta ducks 

this year. 

The marsh is oven and most of the ducks are back. 
Mallarde and pintail are nesting and we will begin egg collecting 
May 6th. 

I have a meeting with the Zoology Dept. of the University 
of Manitoba and it looks as though we may find « way for cooperatim 

with them, ’ 

The scales havesarrived and I am awaiting approval from 
Ottawa to bring them in. 

Sincerely, F 

ejh/HAH



42h University Farm Plase 
April 30, 1940 

Mr. OG, M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mort: 

Thanks for sending the check for Hochbaum's 
salary for April. 

I assume that as soon as the agreement is 
signed the unexpended portion of the budget will be 
deposited with someone. I hope you have seen Mr. 
Doremus as to his preferences covering the question of 
disbursement machinery. Don't forget the little 
“saving" we can get by depositing in Canada. : 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, . 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

April 26, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

fe 

Dear Aldo: 

I eam enclosing herewith our check in 

the enount of $150.00 to cover Hochbaum's salary 

for April, 1940. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

heat 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
April 25, 1940 

| Mr. Frederic C. Walcott, President 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. ¢, 

Dear Senator: 

I am delighted to hear from you and hope that : 
the bad eye has ceased to give you trouble. 

Nothing could be better news than your personal 
interest in secing the work at Delta. I am going up some~ 
time in duly and wish we could go up together. I am not 
yet able to set a fixed date, but if you are interested, I 
would like to keep in touch with you and see what date 
would be mtually agreeable. I am very proud of the work 
that the boys are doing and wish we could give our sponsors 
@ Closer look at what is going on. Let me know whether 
there is any chance of your going. 

; With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Tresparer 
ALDO LEOPOLD A C. M. PALMER, JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

April 15, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was thoroughly disappointed at 
missing the Conference this year. From all reports 
I understand it to be the most useful of any of our 
Conferences so far. 

I have just signed the revised agree- 
ments for the Delta Waterfowl Stetion project and 
these are being passed on to you for formel action 
by the other cooperators. 

I am very anxious to see the field 
activities at Delta and wuld like very much to get 
up there some time between now end Septenber. What 

; would you suggest will be the best time to look over 
these operetions? 

With very best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

o______— 

Pew oesat 

Frederic C. Walcott, 

President 

By Ps 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretery 
Weg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4a University Farm Place 
April 24, 1940 

My. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba ; 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

i As you will see from the attached carbon, 
| the agreements are in process of signature. I think 

you could safely offer the assietentship to Morrill if 
he is willing to come up at his own risk. Presumably 
Mort Paimer cannot actually make the deposit until the 
documents are returned, and there might be some delay 
in Mr. Beli's office should he be out of town. 

I am letting the committee know that you will 
not get down for your examination previous to June, tut 
thet you will teke it next fall after your return from 
Delta. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

April 20th, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Frof. Leopold; 

I am afraid, now that I am back, that it would 
be almost next to impossible to get down this June in time 
to take an examination. Fassett tells me he is lesving early, 
we will have a student to break in and Pettingill possibly 
Sutton will be here early in June. Thenk you for suggesting 
the recommendation for the non-resident scholarship. If they 

: are limited, I would rather let some one else have a try at 
it, for I can carry myself alright. Otherwiee, however, I 
would appreciate the chence. 

In regards to the budget, will you let me know 
‘when it is alright to offer the assistantship to Morrill, and 
also when we will be sure of money for the local ,assistantes 

for egg collecting. 

The ducks have been pouring in these last few days, 
mostly mallards and pintails, and the geese are legion. We 
will be collecting eggs in less than two weeks. 

Sincerely,



4oh University Farm Place 
April 24, 1940 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan ' 

Dear Miles: 

i I am sending you horewith, in quadruplicate, the 
Delta agreement, signed by Senator Walcott and myself. 
Since you expresa your approvel in your letter of April 11 
to Albert, I take it you are ready to sign. Mort Palmer 
tells me thet he hee written Mr. Bell, so that in order to 
save time I suggest you forward the agreement directly to 
Mr. Bell. Sines he has not commented to the coatrary, I 
take it that the agreement will meat with his approval. 

Mort Palaur asturally cannot deposit the funda 
until the signatures ars complete, and Albert is hung up on 
his arrangements with Morrill, Sowls, etce., and also with 
egg collectors until he is sure that the funds are forth- 
Coming, hence "the sooner the better." 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene) Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Palmer 
Hochbaum 

gi
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: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

Washington 

April 18,1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

In reply to your letter of April 11 I may say that the two 

titles "Do Drakes Outnumber Susies?" and "The Sex Ratio of Banded 
Ducks" refer to the same paper which was published only once, namely, 

; in American Game, Vol. 21, January-February, 1932, pp. 3-4, and 16-17. 
I gave this paper before the A.0.U. at the Detroit meeting on 
October 20, 1931, and it is listed on the program which was published 
in the Auk, Vol. 49, page 58, January 1932. 

Its appearance in American Game is, however, its only publication. 

It is my belief that the extensive interest in this subject that . 
has been manifest in recent years may be traced directly to this 
paper. Incidentally, when I submitted it to American Game it carried 
the title "The Sex Ratio of Banded Ducks" and I believe you may imagine 
my amazement when I first saw it in print under the title of "Do 
Drakes Outnumber Susies?" Seth Gordon was then president of the 
association and I believe responsible for a good part of the editorial 
work on American Game. : t 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

i F. C. Lincoln, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

j Division of Wildlife Research 

v 
Hochbaum, Hawkins, Sowls: 

This clears up the mystery about this publication. ' 

AL.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD Cc. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

April 12, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have had Senator Walcott sign the | 
revised agreement in accordance with your request. 
It is attached hereto in quadruplicate. 

I hope you can have these agreements 
signed and passed on to the other cooperators. 

‘ I received a letter from Bell acknowledg- 
ing mine in which I informed him that the Executive 
Committee had approved the agreement, and I am ' 
writing him in reply bringing him up to date. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

P.S.As per your request I em returning your file copy of 
the agreement with the revisions noted in pencil. 

» AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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April 11, 1940 

Me. Albert Hochbau, 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada. 

Dear Alberts 

Please consider this my official approval of your 
appointment of Lyle Sowls and Ralph Morrill to the 
positions as research assistants for the three months 
during the summer of 1940- I think it very fortunate 
that Lyle can start work early enough to help during 

i the first big rushes 

Thanks for the outline. I shall at least try to 
arrange to make available to you the best of what I 
have on the development of early plumages, ertefiy pow 
acquisition end loss of juvenal tail feathers. I 
doubt that Bulletin I is the place to go into plumage 
details. Don't you think this had better be done by 
species in later publications? 

A physiology and biology teacher with a Masters 
Degree from the University of Michigan wishes to come 
to Michigan State College for work toward a PheD. Ile 
leans toward a problem in anatomy under Dr. Fennele 
Would he be overlapping or getting in your way if he 
undertook a problem on seasonal and age changes in the 
cloaca » the bursa and reproductive organs found there? 
He could have considerable Mallard and pheas¥\t material 
from the State Game Farm and of course we could arrange 
to have certain other species for his study material, 
Am I wrong in assuming that you are primarily interested 
in your field study and paintings or do you plan to do 
more intensive work on the bursa, ote., of the sort this 
student might tackle? What I wish to mow is your ree» 

actions to his taking up such a problem, whether you 
might have material for him or will you be wanting all 
the Delta material for your own researches and publi+ 
cations, Shall appreciate a prompt reply as it is high 
time that this candidate decided on his problems 

Sincerely yours, ‘ : 

eo + Leopold.” WAS (‘4 y 

Miles De Pirniles



42h University Farm Place 
April 10, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I fully agree that we should accept Miles's 
nomination for the first assistantship. If you can carry 
Lyle in addition, so moh the better. Lyle got back from 
Illinois the other day and gave a very good seminar on his 
Tllinois waterfowl work, which he did on the side as an 
ineident to the wood duck study. I attach an outline of 
his sex ratio tally. He will, of course, tell you about it. 

It is surprising that the flight is so late. 
Everything is upset here, too, the martins arriving only 10 
days later than the bluebirds. 

I am returning the Morrill correspondence. 

Sincerely yours, 

; Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station, 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

April 7th 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold; 

In spite of the mild winter here spring is more than 
a week late this year and the first geese did not arrive until 
today. 

With the first of April gone it is high time we began 
to plan for the summer assistsnts. I assume that the budget aoproved 
in Washington is the same as outlined in your "Cooperative Agreement". 
This provides $700 for two assistants,$100 each for a period of 
three months and travelling expenses. For one of these assistantships 
we are counting on Lyle. Arriving early this year, he will be a 
great help for we are going to be a bit crowded carrying the hatchery 
by ourselves. 

Miles has recommended Ralph Morrill for work this summer. 
He is a protége of Van Tyne whose recommendation I am passing alome. 
In view of the fact that there is enough to carry Lyle em as an 
assistant and because Morrill is Miles” choice for Delta work I am 
inclined to favor his appointment. It may not be entirely within 
our policy to take on a museum man but we will be loaded down this 
year if we do not have someone to take over a good share of this 
work. We might look for someone in our own group to do this work, 
but we have more or less committed ourselves to take someone of 
Miles' choice and I am sure that Van Tyne would not recommend anyone 

but an able person. 

I have not heard from Ottawa about the scales but if 
they are ready to ship they might as well be sent on for I am sure 

we can get them in somehow. 

Sincerely ¥oure,



With the Delta budget approved for the 1940 season we are 
free to go ahead with appointments for student assistants for the 
gummer season. The budget es set forth in the " Cooperative Agreement", 
allots $700.00 for two assistants-$100. each for e priod of three 
monthe with $50. each for travelling expenses. 

Of the candidates recommended for the positions the two 
which appear to me to be best fitted for work at ”Delte are Ralph 
Yorrill, and Lyle Sowles. 

Ralph Morrill,recommended by Dr. Pirnie, ie a protege of Dr. 
Van Tyne. He hae worked for several years with Yan Tyne who recommends 
him highly for work et Delte. He ieea student at Michigen State 
Normal Gollege and has been en sesistant in the Bird Division Laborat- 
ory of the Univereity of Wichigan. I am inelined to favor the app- 
ointment of Morrill for one of the assistantships because of his 
abilities ae e preparator. He hac been trained in this work by Van 
Tyne and in the course of the past few years hae made up over two 
thousand skins. The operetion of the hatchery is entirely upon our 

hends thie year end if we are to take advantege of #11 of the hatchery 
specimencmaterial there will be time for little elee. A person with 
Yorrill'’s qualification will leave us with more time for the field. 
I understand that his abilities are not confined to museum chores 
and that we may rely on hig to help with the hatchery work and 
experiments with the captive birde. ! 

I have not met Morrill, but Dr. Pirnie knows him personally 
and Van Tyne vouchee for his ability to get along with people under 
adverge conditions. The time at which he could report for work at 
Delte, however, would have some bearing upon his anpointment. The 
most crowded period of the year is between the last week in May 
and the middle of June. The summer aesistant shovld be available 
by the first week of June at the latest. 

Lyle Sowls is returnung to Delta before the end of April, 
and plans to remain until early fall, working princivally upon his 

study of the Franklin Ground Squirrel . Lyle is familiar with the 
hatchery routine and as, without the ‘breeds for egg collecting 
thie year, we will need an assistent during the early season, all 
of ue at Delta would like to have Lyle back. Lyle is planning to 
carry himself pert way on his own funds but would not be able to 
carry himself through the season entirely on his own. 

Peter and £4 Ward are favorably impressed with Morrill and 
Lyle as Candidates. I am satisfied thet they will fit into our 
progrem and am passing their names om for eonerderationy- 

(Wn * Nolen 

Albert Hotbbeum 
eci AL, - 

U.DLP.
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ADDRESS REPLY TO Sian PLEASE QUOTE 

NATIONAL PARKS BUREAU DEPARTMENT ric_ Personal. 
OF 

MINES AND RESOURCES 

LANDS, PARKS AND FORESTS BRANCH 

OTTAWA , April 9, 1940, 

Dear Leopold:- 

It is entirely satisfactory to have 
the Delta findings printed in the form of separate 
pulletins, and I appreciate your advice that this 
is the plan that is now in prospect. 

When the suggestion comes along of- 
ficially about my acting as a trustee for the Delta 
investigation it will receive immediate attention. 

With kind regards. 

Yours very truly, 

Ho -— Sea dee 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 

Professor of Wildlife Management, 

College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, U. S. A.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 29, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em attaching herewith check for 
Al Hochbaum in the amount of $150.00 which covers 
his salary for March. ; 

Sincerely, > 

C.M. Palmer, dr. 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE !



42h University Form Place 
March 27, 1940 

Mr. 0. M, Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

The April 1 payroll for Delta will consist of 
Hochbaum's salary for March--$150. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement



Delta Duck Station 

Delta, Manitoba 

March 27th 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold; 

This will let you know that wé reached Delta 
alright. Stopved over to sec Dr. Roberts and Mr. Kilgore 
on the way up as well as Pettingill. Sewall is coming up to 
take colored movies of the hatchery and mersh in June. 

It is good to know that you were able to cover 
the Delta Program so well at the conference and that the 
budget is settled. I believe that I can get the bulletin 
material out as scheduled. I am afraid that you must have é 
put yourself out quite a bit on the pictures and I want to 
thank you for showing them. If you would like to have the 
pictures handy in the office why not keep them with you at 
Madison. 

| There was lots of snow through Minnesota but the 
Portage fields are black and dust is blowing. Weter will be 
lower in the marsh this year than last and we will not be 
able to keep the old ducks in the marsh pen. Consequently 
we are building a new pen and water tank at the edge of the 
flying pen for the old ducks. 

Everything is fine here and everyone is set for 
the coming season. Ed has a caboose moved in for Lyle and we 
are fixing up one of the little cottages on the ridge near 
the duck house which will be much handier for the hatchery 
work this year. 

Crows are moving in and it will be but a few 
days before the ducks sand geese will be with us again. 

Sincerely yours, 

| Ban 

ejh/hah



42h University Farm Place 
March 27, 1940 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mort: 

I am returning the Delta agreement for re- 
vision, in accordance with your wire received todey. 

It ocours to me that there should be inserted 
in the revision a new paregraph, as follows: a 
This esgreement covers the period Jamary 1, 1940, to 
Devember 31, 1942." 

Needless to say, I am very much gratified to 
have the Delta set-up reach the stage of a signed docu- 
ment, and I appreciete your efforts in its behalf. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, j 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER A W | F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

Merch 22, 1940 

Prof. Ald Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching hereto the copies of 
the agreement and budget approved by our Executive 
Committee and signed by Senator Walcott. 

I have left the budget as you presented 
it, including the $500.00 item which Mr. Carpenter 
agreed to subscribe et our meeting. 

You can appreciate I em sure with whet 
satisfaction I write this letter. 

As to the period this program is to cover 
I would suggest that the three-year schedule begin 

January lst, 1940 and include the three calendar years, 
1940, 1941, end 1942. If you have any other ideas on 
this please let me know. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

C. Me Palmer, Jr, 
Secretary 

Peg 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, W/ASHINGTON, D. C. 

Cc 

0 

P 
Y FOR ALDO LEOPOLD 

March 22, 1940 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr, Bell: 

The task of advising you that the 
Executive Committee of the American Wildlife Institute 
hes epproved without qualification a three-year 
proposal for the Delta projeot end program and 
budget as presented by Mr. Leopold is « very pleasant 
One. 

While the delay has not held up actual 
operations on the place, I am sure everyone will be 
more satisfied now that we know pretty much where we 
stand and can proceed with full speed shead, 

Senator Walcott has signed the agreements 
and I em forwarding them to Aldo Leopold,who will 
forward them in turn to you. 

With very best regards, and anticipating 
@ very pleasant association during the next three 
years on this work, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ce M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 
Peg



% 

424 University Farm Place 
March 22, 1940 

Dr. P. H. Klopsteg 
Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Park Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Pauls 

; I would like to order the followings 

é 1 pr. of Wo. 3550 double beam balance 
trip seales, alum. pans 

1 set of No. 9140-D weights 

1 carrying case to fit scales 

T know that these scales do not come equipped \ 
with carrying case, but on a couple of occasions in the \ 

past, as you may remember, you have arranged to have 4 case ‘ 
made by the manufacturer and I am wondering if you could 
do this again. A case is quite necessary, since the scales i 
will be used in the field. 

These scales are for one of my graduate students 
who is working on a duck project in Canada. To save time , 
and bother, therefore, will you kindly ship all three items 
directly to him: Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum, Delta, Manitoba, 
Canada. The bill, however, can be sent to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



f/ 

4oh University Farm Place 
March 22, 1940 

Mr. CG, M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢@. 

Dear Morte 

I have revised the Delta agreement to include a few 
suggestions by Miles Pirnie and a few chenges suggested by our 
recent conferences in Washington. These revisions are indicated 
in pencil on the file copy attached. I am not retyping because 
it occurred te me you might insert Mr. Carpenter's initials, or 
you might prefer to list his company rather than Mr, Carpenter 
personally. There also may be other minor revisions desirable 
from your standpoint. I take it you will want to ask Mr. Bell 
and the Institute to sign a revised cony. When there is a re- 
vised copy, will you make carbons for Pirnie, Hochbaum, and 
myself? 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



y Ate 
yy Hatchery Program. Ls 

/ Sex Ratio Study Sex ratios of 700 dicks at hatching. Sample: Mallard 
267 birds 58muor 

Pintail 
156 birds 60m40fr 

Age Criteria Technique developed for examining cloacal age characters 
(repro.organs& burs Fabricii) in living ducks. Constant 
with all species and good for fall and early winter studtes. 
Checked in 1700 birds at Delta = 6000 birds in Illinois by Haw 

Hawkins. 

\ Plumage Studies Age criteria established in plumage development of brood 
young. 13 species. Species identification in form of 
drawings & colored plates. 

\ Bovement & Survival 233 hatchery birds released bringing total of Delta 
MN Studies. artificial releases to more than 6000 birds( 9 species) 

\ Returns received from Mexico, Most States of Atlantie & Miss. 
flyways, and from Yanadian Provinces. 8-17 % returns 
received first year after release. 

Field Studies. 

Life History Canvasback , Redhead, Franklins Grannd Squirrel. 

Seagonal Movements Cite flightless period of eclipse = June 15 -- Oct.1 
of “aterfowl. Influx of non-breeding birds (baldpate) eflux of 

deepwater drakes. 
Brood Studies & Important relationship between brood survival and growth- 

Juvenile Mort. rate of young. Pintails fly at five weeks and the hen 
remains with the brood until they are fully developed. 
Canvasbacks fly at 11 weeks and are abandoned by the 
female three or four weeks before they are able to fly. 

Bag Tally. Sex and age ratios of 1700 birds in hunters bags 
examined. Important relationship noted between type of 
hunting and the sex ratio of the kill. 

Mallard- Decoy shooting brings bags of adult drakes and 
Juveniles of Both sexes. Bage heavy in males. 

Jump shooting brings bags heavy in adult females 
recovering from flightless period of eclipse. 

Publications 

The following material is mature enough for Publication. 

Resume of eight year's observations in the artificial 
Propagation of wild ducks, 

Banding records of 6000 captive-reared birds released 
at Delta since 1932. 

Sex and age identification of wild ducks. 
Species identification of downy young ducklings. 

Mid-summer movements of waterfowl in southern Manitoba. 
Sex and age ratios of hunters bags at Delta,Manitoba. 
Studies of juvenile mortality in wild ducks.



42k University Farm Place 
Mareh 21, 1940 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum : 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Miles and I had a very satisfactory series of conferences 
about Delta affairs in Washington. 

We first talked with Mort Palmer and found that (1) the 
cooperative agreement is approved, (2) the budget, except for the bulletin 
item, is approved, (3) the delay in seeing Mr. Bell was due to Senator 
Walcott's being hospitaliged with an aceident to his eye. 

Together with Mort we had a meeting with the Trustees. Mr. 
Carpenter of Wilmington, who is, I think, connected with DuFont, offered 
to subscribe the $500 which we had asked for for the bulletin. This means 
that as scon as Mr. Bell returns, end assuming that his contribution 
materializes as scheduled, the budget for the coming year is completed. 

Miles and I talied with Mort about a fiscal system which would 
utilize the favorable Canadian exchange. Mort favored a Canadian deposit 
to be checked upon by Mr. Ward, tut he will first see Mr. Dorems of the 
Institute to make sure thie would be satisfactory to him. I am sending 
Mort a copy of this as a reminder. 

‘Wiles and I diseussed with Mort the best choice of a Canadian 
member of the board. lveryone seems agreed on Hoyes Lloyd as first choice, 
with the understanding that he might delegate this to Dewey Soper. I sug- 
gest, therefore, that as soon as the cooperative agreement is settled, you 
broach this matter to Hoyes Lioyd. We should, of course, determine first 
whether thie meets with Mr. Bell's approval, and I am writing him accordingly 
(see copy attached). 

Miles and I discussed with Mort the two altornetive plans for 
printing the bulletin. They both thought that we should do our own printing 
if we can afford it, but that we could resort to the reprint method should 
funds be insufficient for the other method. Meanwhile I saw Hoyes Lloyd and 
learned that he would be glad to handle the reports through the Canadian 
Field-Naturalist if we wanted him to. 

There is some question as to the sufficiency of the $500 for 
independent printing, but there is alse perhaps some question whether the 
entire bill would fall against the coming year. It is understood that whatever



Hochbaum - 2 i 

method of printing is followed, it shall operate on a revolving fund, the 
receipts of one bulletin te go against the costs of the next. In any case 
the next thing to do is to go ahead with the tentative manuscript as per 
schedule. 

We showed the paintings at the Trustees’ luncheon and I am very 
Glad we did. I shipped them back here, not knowing whether you wanted. 
them at Delta. If I shall hold them for you here, let me know. 

I hope you had a good trip up, and thanks again for taking the 
Tuesday clase. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management 

Palmer



424 University Farm Place 
March 21, 1940 

Mr. James ¥. Ball 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

Miles Pirnie and I had a very satisfactory conference 
with the Institute on Delta affaires during the Wildlife Conference 
this week, and we are glad to report to you that the dadget is now 
sagured and awaits only the completion of arrangements between the 
Institute and yourself. 

The last $500 of the budget, to be set up for publication 
of a bulletin, wae lacking when we first arrived in Washington, 
bat after hearing the report on the year's work Mr. Carpenter of 
the DuPont Company offored to subscribe this sum. ‘This pleased 

us very mach and I hope it will please you. 

The Institute, in addition to appropriating the tudget, 
has approved the cooperative agreement. This, as you remember, 
calle for the addition of a Canadian as the third member of the | 
Delta boaml. Bveryone agrees that Hoyes Lioyd would be the bast , 
cholee for a Canadian monber, and if he wishes to delegate this 
responsibility, Dewey Soper could act as his representative. I 

would like to make sure that this is agreeable to you before 
broaching the matter to Mr. Lloyd. 

Se, Epaie ant 3 ceevet oemn of Reieni’s sntatiegs é 
at the Trustees! meeting and they were very well r vod. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managemont 

ce Pirnie 
Palmer 
Hochbaum



42h University Parm Place 
March 21, 1940 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
Department of Mines and Resources 
National Parks Bureau 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 

Dear Hoyes: 

You will remember my asking you informally about the 
possibility of printing the Delta reports through the Canadian 
Pield-Naturalist. 

It developed later at a meeting of the Institute 
Trustees that they preferred to publish the Delta findings 
directly in the form of bulletins, provided the funds suffice 
for following this method. I thought I had better let you know 
about this. 

The Trustees approved the recommendation submitted by 
Dr. Pirnie and myself that the Delta enterprise be conducted 
under the general supervision of a board of three,to consist of 
one Canadian member, Dr. Pirnie and myself. It was voted unani- 
mously to ask you to serve as the Canadian member. 

Hochbaum will take this up formally later on. I am 
; simply telling you shout it informally in advance in the hope 

that you will be giving it favorable consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Pirnie 
Hochbaum



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER A W | Fs B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Teese 
' ate eel ote B c. Meee JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee March 5, 1940 ecretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of the 2th and shall write 
Bell immediately. I've been afraid all along that he 
would lose interest in the proposition, feeling that the 

Institute was letting him down. So, I have been keeping 
in touch with him as much as possible without breaking 
down my own morale from too much alibiing. 

Now with respect to the bulletin, I'll talk 
with Senator Walcott about this when he gets here. He 
has promised to come down this week and go over som 
things in advence of the Conference. I appreciate very 
much the importence of Canadian "good will" but certainly 

5 thin should publish its own separate report on the 
work of the Delta project. 

This research work is of no valug_what so ever 
unless it is properly utilized and that means,publish the 
results for the use of everyone. That $500.00 iten must 
be included in the Delta budget and I think there will be 
no difficulty in having it set up there if you urgeg the i 
point at our Board meeting. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer,Jr. 
Secretary 

Pig 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. toe Chats Of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

a alee Leppoee c per JR. : ee 
airman technical ommiites Merch a, 1940 ecretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching hereto our check in the 
amount of $150.00 to cover the March 1 salary of 
Mr. Hochbaum. 

I'll try to work out the arrangements 
for the Monday night session of the Technical 
Committee with Senator Walcott, Qa, ne wreaks. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jre 
Secretary 

Pig 

Ence 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42k University Farm Place 
February 28, 1940 

Mr. ©. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mort: 

The March 1 payroll for Delta again consists only 

of Hochbaum's salary for February, $150.00. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS. 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee February 26, 1940 Secretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am gled you got your file of AMERICAN 

GAME and AMERICAN WILDLIFE and if anyone can put it 

to good use you will. 

I em interested in the new proposal for 

the bulletin on the Delta project and will be eager 

to get the details. I doubt that we will have much 

difficulty in having this approved at a later meeting 

of the Executive Committee. 

I have not written Mr. Bell as yet concern- 

ing the ection of the Executive Committee on the 

Delta project because I need but one more reply from 

this Committee to make up a complete quorum. When I 

receive that, which ought to be within a couple days, 
I will write him stating that the budget has been fully 
approved. I hope he hes not changed his mind by that 

time. 

With best regerds, I am 

Cucdote 

Cc. M. er 
Secretary 

Peg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
February 29, 1940 

Mr, GC. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building : 
Washington, D. OG. 

Dear Mort: 

I think 1% would be @ good idea for you to write Mr. 
Bell, stating how the project stands, even though your letter 
cennot be the final proposal. I am afraid he has gotten the 
impression that the Institute is neglecting his offer. Mo, he 
won't change his mind, tut I would like for him to keen his high 
opinion of the Institute. 

The new proposal for the mlletin is not yet official 
because Miles Pirnie has doubts about it, but I will tell you 
Ste been itis. It is proposed to a the Delta oo 
in the etna and get e sufficient stock of re- 
prints to assemble them periodically, bound in a cover, as successive 
bulletins of the Delta stetion. These assembled bulletins would then 
be sold at cost and the revolving fund used to buy future reprints. 
The good will aspects of publishing in Canada are obvious. f am sure 
the scheme would be cheaper than printing our own bulletin. 

Pirnie's doubt is based on the supposition that the 
Institute and Mr. Bell would rather have a separate printed publica- 
tion wholly its om. If they really prefer this, I am agreeable, but 
I doubt very much whether Mr. Bell really prefors it. I think he 
would rather have the Canadian good will. 

I am telling you about this so that you can think it over 
and at the Conference determine the preference of the Institute. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
February 26, 1940 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Glad you and Albert had such a good round-up, and 
especially glad to see the MS. taking form. 

As to the bulletin, I take it your main reason for 
wanting to publish our own stuff is that it would please Mr. 
Bell and the Institute. If so, wouldn't it be well to ask 
them what would please them best? I doubt if we can do this 
by mail, but I suggest that Albert take his manuscripts to 
Mr. Bell as a sample, outline the various alternative ways of 

publishing them, and then ask him verbally if he has any 
choice. Do you approve? 

o 

We could also see the Institute people while in 
Washington next momth and ask them their choice. Does this 
sound right? I take it you will be there. 

The last word from Mort Palmer ie that our approp- 
riation had been virtually approved, but without the $500 for 
a wulletin. He hoped to get that approved later, but was not 
sure. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
February 15, 1940 

Mr. C. M. Palmer, Jr. j ; 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I very particularly appreciate the file of 
Game. I am having this bound at once and will 

snarien treasure the volume. 

Since sending you the proposed budget for the 
forthcoming year, Albert and I have hatched a new schene 
for the proposed bulletin which may considerably cheapen 
the cost. I have taken it up with Miles Pirnie and as 
soon as I have heard from him I will take it up with you. 
I think under the new scheme $250 would cover. I send it 
to you as advance information should the amount involved 
in the $500 item prove to be important. 

In a note from Mr. Bell recently, he said he 
had not heard from the Institute. Has there by any chance 
been no ratification as yet of his agreement with the 
Institute? 

Sincerely yours, 

} : 

f Aldo Leopold 
wos Professor of Wildlife Management 
ae 

I 
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER A W | F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

mn ana ic. Mpa. a, ; | ith 
airman technica! ommittee February 12; 1940 ecretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letters of the 19th, 26th, and 30th 
of Jenuary. The reason I haven't answered sooner is because 
this Conference is beginning to bear dow on me. 

I em sorry that Al Hochbeum wn't be at the 
Conference. I was very enxious for him to meet our people 
end tell them something of the work he is doing. He has a 
happy faculty of instilling a feeling of confidence in whet 
he is doing. 

The reason I wrote you es I did about the status 
of the Delta project was simply this: While Senetor Walcott 
signed the agreement, it was done subject to the approval of 
our Executive Committee and I em attempting to get that by 
meil. As soon as I get the epproval of the majority of the 
Committee I will let you know. I feel confident that there 
will be no hesitancy on the part of anyone. 

I think you cen proceed with your plens ss you 
stated you were doing in your letter of the 30th. The only 
thing that was disapproved tentatively was the $500.00 for 

Bulletin No. 1. However, I feel that we will be able to have 
this approved upon further consideration of the budget. 

As Cheirmen of the Technicel Committee of the 
Institute I think you deserve a complete file of AMERICAN 

GAME and AMERICAN WILDLIFE end under separete cover today we 
are sending you a set of the copies we have. 

With best regards end looking forward to seeing 
you at the Conference, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Gu 
C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Secretary 

Pig 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42k University Farm Place 
February 5, 1940 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Albert and I have been talking about the proposed mlletin 
series for the Delta station. I think we all feel that Delta needs 
and deserves a bulletin. 1, however, have been worried about the 
liabilities in both money and time that we would take on in printing 
and distributing such a publication. 

Albert has now made a suggestion which I think meets the 
need without incurring the liabilities. It is this: publish the 
bulk of the Delta findings as journal papers in ee mane Fisker 
Raturalish ond wuy enough reprints to aesemble them periodical 
under & ta cover as a Delta bulletin series. 

The advantages in good will from using a Canadian journal 
. as our outlet are obvious. 

The cost would doubtless be lower, at least for an edition 
of limited size, and the supervision of printing would be eliminated. 
It would be possible to insert a brief printed introductory sheet 
giving the necessary contimity. ven plates and cuts could be in- 
serted. 

A still bigger advantage would be that our findings could 
come out chronologically as each subject becomes "ripe". Co-author 
shizs could be easily handled, paper by paper, with entire elasticity. 

I don't want to burden you with a lengthy reply to this 
letter. I suggest only that you and Albert telk it over, and if you 
think well of it, we should then see what Mr. Bell and Mort Palmer 
think about it, and if they concur we should see what terms we can 
get from Hoyes Lloyd. Hoyos Lloyd has already indicated that he 
would like to publish the material, but it might entail some expansion 
in his journal. 

The assembled "bulletins" would presumably be made available 
free of charge to our immediate cooperators, and at a nominal price 
to the public. The receipts would constitute a revolving find which



2 - Pirnie 

would doubtless show a small annual deficit, mt the total 
"investment" would be small ae compared with printing our own 
bulletin. 

T am making copies of this for Mort Palmer and Mr. Bell, 
but I am holding them pending advice as to your attitude. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo mn 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F, B. DAVIS, Jr. 

Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD " Cc. M. PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee February 5, 1940 Secretary 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I eam attaching hereto our check number 
1445 in the amount of $150.00 to cover our 
obligation in connection with the Delta project 
for the month of January. 

Best regards. 

Ge 

C. Me Palmer, Jre | 
Secretary 

Peg 

Ence 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Wek University Farm Place 
Jamary 26, 1940 

Mr. 0. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mort: 

This is just to let you kmow the amount of the 

Delta payroll for February 1. It consists only of Hochbaum's 

salary, $150.00. 

‘ Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

February 1, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have not had anything further from the 

Wild Life Foundation. I assume that in due 
course of time, they will let me know. 

In the meantime, I take it that you are pro- 
ceeding on the basis that the plans as outlined 
will be eventually approved. 

Yours very truly, 

Net 

jfb aj



kek University Farm Place 
Jamary 30, 1940 

Mr. C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Mort: 

f Since we are to operate the hatchery at Delta this 
year, it will be necessary for Albert Hochbaum to go to Delta 
before the time of the Conference. I just wanted te make sure 
that you are not counting on him for any papers or to meet with 
the Trustees. 

The Trustees have never met Albert and I an sorry to 
again mies the opportunity of having them do so. Miles Pirnie 
or I will, of course, be glad to report for the project. 

I am beginning to be under pressure for commitments that 
depend upon the mdget for the coming year. Students are making 
their plans for the sumer, and unless we get exactly the right 
ones we cannot get the most out of our money. If the action of 
the Institute on the forthcoming year's budget was favorable, it 
will help. Meanwhile, on the strength of your recent letter, I 
shall go ahead on the assumption that there will be a budget. 

Sincerely yours, : 

Aldo Leopold 
‘ Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 19, 1940 

Mr. GO. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Anerican Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I am delighted, of course, to have copies of the 
reports, and you may be sure that they will be pormanentiy 

) bound and referred to. The only thing I could not promise 
is to read and criticize them currently. 

Alvert and I are delighted over your belief that 
the Delta project 1s taken care of. I had begun to wonder if 
perhaps we were on the skids. Let me kmow when I can do any- 
thing to help. 

; I forgot to tell you at the time of my pleasure in 
your permanent appointment. low that you know "where you are 
at," I hope you will take a breathing spell and look around at 
some of the Institute's undertakings, especially Delta. If 
actually think it would be a good investment for ono of the 
officers to be posted at first hand. W111 you put this oa your 
Calendar now for next summer? 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board we hee 

ELTINGE F. WARNER FB ale Vico-Chatrmah ofthe Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
i FREDERIC EWING i Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee Jenuary 16, 1940 m ‘n rT 

Come to the 

5th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

The Mayflower, Washington, D. C. 

f MARCH 18, 19 and 20, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Under separate cover I am sending to you 
copies of the November reports of the research projects 
and returning the October copies. I am doing this 
simply because of the fact that I have made errange- 
ments to have extra copies of these reports made 
for you. These you may retain in your files if you 
so desire. They need not be returned to this office 

as we have copies. 

I agree with you absolutely with respect 
to the burdonsome nature of monthly reports and I 
believe the folks over at the Survey now feel the 
seme way about it. Future reports are to be made 
on a quarterly basis. I think this will be mch 

: more satisfactory ell the way around. 

I think the Delta project is all taken 
care of but I will hold off for a few days before 
saying definitely thet it has all been approved by 
our Executive Committee. 

Sut 

C. M. Palmer, dre 
Secretery 

Pig 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42h University Farm Place 
December 16, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I am not worried about the misunderstanding of the balance 
unless we are in trouble. 

I will also leave it to you to explain to Miss Quee how 
the matter arose. If there is any trouble, let me know 
what you want me to do. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

from 
P.S. I have just received/David M. Newell, Editor 

of Field and Stream, the attached check for 
Peter Ward. Will you see that he gets it?



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
December 11, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.? 

My belief in an unexpended balance has arisén because I have 
not hed the entire picture of Delta expenses before me. I was unaware 
that the $160.00 carry-over from last year was charged to this year's 
budget or I would have accounted for it at the beginning of the year. 
Perhaps the increase in salary was also taken from the existing budget; 
I assumed thet it represented an addition to the budget. 

I have knowingly overdrawn on the hatchery supplies and 
travel expenses but believed these would be fully covered by 
Peter Ward's unpaid salary for the last three months of the year. 
My monthly expenses at Delta as balanced with the budget for the 
year would still show an unexpended balance,but not, of course 
with the additional expenses which did not show on my books. 

I feel very badly that this mistake has occurred . 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum



elf 

424 University Farm Place 
December 12, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

I attach Albert's account for the petty cash fund 
for November. 

His mileage account for November is $14.40 

The only salary check for November is his own in the 
usual amount. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Hochbaum
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HERBERT L. PRATT ; FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN \/ILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

Decenber 5, 1941 gu 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of November 28, relative 
to the $300 balance alluded to in your letter of November 19 
and in correspondence of mind of later date. 

I have just received the final contribution from 

Mr. Bell which totals $2,461.20 and includes the $111.20 for 
electrical equipment. Combining this with the $2,500.00 con- 
tributed by the Institute makes a grand total for expenditure 

at Delta for the current fiscal year of $4,961.20 (U. S. money). 

In my previous correspondence, I pointed out the 
total expenditures of Delta to date and the expenditures to be 
anticipated for the months of November and December. You under= 

stand, of course, that-I have no objections to Albert's purchasing 
new equipment at Delta, provided there are sufficient funds to 
cover everything. I just want to make sure that there will be 
no overdrawing on the Delta budget during the current year. 

Apparently, Mr. Bell wishes to include his pur- 
chase of the electrical equipment as a part of his contribution 
and although this is not in accordance with my original under- 
standing of the situation, we must necessarily comply with his 
wishes. That item must therefore be included in the budget for 
1941. In addition, you will note that Mr. Bell's contribution 
has been reduced by approximately $40.00. My recent request 

to Mr. Bell asked for $1,250.00 which would have brought his 
contribution to $2,500.00, exclusive of the electrical equip- 
ment. Mr. Bell sent us $1,100.00. Unfortunately the Institute 

is not in a position to exceed the $2,500.00 previously agreed to. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Gant 
J. Paul Miller, 

Mev Secretary 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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“HERBERT L. PRATT ; : FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board ; President 

. HARTLEY DODGE ; ? F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vine Chaimnan of the Board | AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING = Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. eae 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 
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December 1, 1941 ye C R 
tent oo - gr” my o 

: are a que \e 

Prof. Aldo Leopold Vir Cur" kv 
424 University Farm Place oor Dee 
Medison, Wisconsin an 

aw % 
Ve 

Dear Aldo: 3 ne 

Thank you very much for the copy of your letter 

to Mr. Hochbaum, dated November 19. I vould like to comment on 
the last paragraph of that letter which would lead me to believe 
that Hochbaum had advised you that he hed a $300 unexpended 
balance. 

According to the records eat this office, after the 

salaries for November have been taken out, there is ea balance of 
approximately $298.00. Saleries for December and expenses for 
both November and December must, of course, come from this item. 
In addition to that, this balence includes $160.00 item carried 

over from last year. Therefore, the expenditure of $298.00 

between now and December 31 would amount to $160.00 overrun on 
Mr. Hochbaum's budget for the current year. 

In view of the situation regerding finances for : 
the 1942 period, I think it is advisable to keep ell expenditures 
to a minimum for it is entirely possible that the Institute will 
not be able to contribute as much in 1942 as we did in 1941 for 
the carrying on of the work at Delta. 

At the present time, it looks like there will be 
a@ one-third reduction in the amount of our contribution to the 
cooperative units. This, of course, is not final and is given 

to you confidentially as Chairman of the Technical Committee. 
Until a final decision has been reached, this information should 
be kept in strictest confidence. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ey) 
ws Af 

Je Paul Miller, 
: : Secretary 

Mev 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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/ p.S. Dear Albert: 

I have been wanting to ask you for your own appraisal 

of your military status, and your ideas on how to jump 

in the event you should be called. 

I can't think of any of the good men we have had at 

Delta who might be available to keep things going 

except Bill Elder. All the other good ones are sure 

to be non-available. In Bill's case, Illinois would 

of course have a prior claim, but they themselves 

might be shrinking and perhaps able to spare him, 

especially in the summer. Have you any ideas? 

Yours,



02 th 

42h University Farm Place 
November 28, 1941 

Mr. Abbert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear. Albert: d 

I am much impressed with the fundamental soundness of your advice 
on the personal matter I wrote you about. I think you have hit the 
nail squarely and given me some valuable guidance. 

I am glad the Des Moines trip was not unwelcome. I hesitated a little 
lest you regard it as an interruption. It will be, of course, but I 

think that trips to Des Moines and Toronto will be worthwhile. I 
like the subjects that you offer Hendriekson, and I cannot improve on them. 

I am writing Paul Miller to clear up the nature of the $300 balance. 

It pleases me that Paul Miller wants you to chair the marsh management. 
My only worry is that phis might operate to cut off your own presentation. 
The only idea on program which I have ready is this: the Gonference has 
never had the full benefit of the Illinois work, I think Arthur should 
be invited to give his © payday of the Horseshoe Lake in full and 
without regard to wiote eos are stepped on. It seems to me that the 
Institute might well ask the army for his release during this brief 
period of three days because of the national importance of his contribu- 
tion. Paul Miller could get Senator Walcott to present the request. 

In addition, I think Bill Elder, or somebody else able to speak, should 
summarize the Illinois work. I can tip you off confidentially that 
Frison is unable to summarize it. I don't know about Bellrose's speaking 
ability. Bill could make it clear and convincing. 

It will be a treat to see you at Des Moines. If you can spare the time, 
come on bagk here with me and stay with us while you are in town. If 
you can bring Joan, so much the better. ; 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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42h University Farm Place 
November 28, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

The $300 balance alluded to in my letter of November 19 
may create the erroneous impression that Delta has more 
money than it needs. I want to make it clear that this 
arose from Peter Ward's sudden induction into the air force. 

Albert has now admitted to me that he is urgently in need 
of a new typewriter, and I would like, if you think best, 

your specific authorigation of ite purchase. 

Albert has showed me your letter to him of November 18. 

He is pleased, and so am I, that you would entrust him 
with the marsh management section, and I know he will do 
a good job. The only thing that worries me is that, in 
his modesty, he may construe this as cutting off his own 
contribution. I assume that you had in mind that this 
would not cut off a contribution from him. If so, will 
you tell him that someone else will act as chairman while 
he gives his stuff. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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4oh University Farm Place 
November 13, 1941 

Mr. J. Pavl Miller 
American Wildltf Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Paul: 

Thanks for sending me Shillinger's comments on lead 
poisoning. I have sent them on to Albert. 

I attach Albert's secount for the petty cash fund for 
October. His mileage account for October is $28.80. 

The only salary check Hf October is his own in the 
usual amount. 

I have finished the first editing of the Delta bulletin, 
and Albert is now going over it for a second time. 
I see no reason why we should fail to make good our 
promise to get this into press before spring. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Delts Yuck Station 
Deltn, Menitoba 

a November 6, 1941 

Wr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife *anavement 
University of “ieconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear A. L. 3 

I am sorry I eent the nesting charter d@n in such rough 

condition; I sucnect sone of the folloving chanters will be just 

ae rough. I am afraid I belong,ae the New lorker would put it, 

to" the «sgic of his om words department" for IT can't yet seem 

to cetch these thinge until I get some sort of a persnective on them 

from outside. 

One question mhtima hee come uo in this chaoter which I think 

4s not settledsmm thet of territory. The nest is onby but rarely 

loceted within the territory defended by the male;there is no true 

nest territory defended by either the hen or the drake, You sucgest.on, 

that the territory defended by the male be tarmed the nesting ; 

territory. Can a territory thich does not include the neet be 

considered a true nestine territory? Certainly it is different than 

our concent of territory in most other spacies of birds. You 

: heve a much broader beeckgrouné on this than I and if you believe we 

can term the territory of tina ducke the necting territory TI am ' 

willing to do so. I believe, hovever, that this aa for a new 

definitions I used waiting territory and so did Bennett. 1 have : 

tho eht all alone thet this is probably ® poor term and wonder if 

you couldn't pull somethicy out of your vag of edjectives which micht 

: be more fitting. 

Wie have hed a bit of tia thaw and there are some good page of 

weallerds being teken at open holes. Looks as though we will have 

a few mallards sround until the end of the season or even leter. 

Youre sincerely, sal 

| ere
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42h University Farm Place 

: October 20, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum : 

Delta Duck Station : 
Delta, Manitoba ; 

Dear Alberts 
; 

I am pleased oie merpeteet that Mr. Bell should ae : 

take the pains attempt editorial work. It 
had not even oecurred to me that you were crossing ; 

wires with the Advisory Board and sending Mr. Bell : : 

the manuscript. I think it was an excellent move. ; 

I hope to contime going over the chapters part 

of this week. My eyes, at the moment, are better. . ; 

With best regards, 7 y 

i Professor of Wildlife Management : ( 

|



Yeltea Duck Station 
Delta Monitoba 
October 15, 1941 

Mr. James F: Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I-am glad-you will be able to put-in some more time with 
the manuscript. Plesse keep it as lone as you feel necessary. 
I am aware, of course, that there are etill some rough spots and 
appreciate your help-in ftroning these-out.- ~--- ~~~ Cape ae a 

I should mention that Ichave not yet tied in the bibliography 
with the text. This should take care of the point you reised rezard- 
ing certain observations and work of others. 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum



“elta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
October 15, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

: Thank you for your notes on the manuscript and for the 

very helpful comments on the figures and tables. I am worried about 

your eyes; please take it easy. I think I can work out the rough 

spots but I do want your appraisal of the technical points. Canst 

you get at these by having one of the students read a bit each day 

as we used to review the journals together. 

I know you will understand about the manuscript and Mr. Bell. 

Ed told him about it and he. of course wanted to see it. When he 

Left he tucked it away in his grip end I have just received the 

enclosed letter. His chief criticism was scertain repetitions 

carried over from one chapter to another. I am sure he will give 

an honest and careful review. He likes the color; I am sure that 

he does not wkish ang changes in form or arrangement. 

I have only two copies,yours and Mr. Bell's . Thus I couldn't 

very well send one to Dr. Rowan or to Pirnie. I would rather wait 

until we iran it out before typing up additional copies. Perhaps 

we can count on Mr. Bell to iron out the spots that have evaded me. 

z 5 
“oturning to Mr. Bell and the manuscript, I have been a 

little upset in stepping out of routine wambetimhm in giving him 

this before we had a chance to work it out ourselves and I understand 

how you might be somewhat concerned. His crifiicisms were the same 

as yours ,however,repetition and clarification; when he was here 

he spent some time going over these with me in the first chapters 

and I believe his comments will be clear. 

I like'What is the Delta Duck Station". My only suggestion 

concerns the original idea for the station. The question of 

American shooters here will always be a sore point, hatchery or 

no hatchery aibih. I think we should try to steer around this 

if possible. I havn't any better ideas right now by way of an 

alternative wut will try to have something by next mail. 

I like your suggestions for the tables and figures very 

much and they clear up @ good many points for me. I'm still 

mostly thumbs when it comes to these. 

With the unexpected guests at the Lodge,we Have all been 

a little pressed these last two weeks but I will tzy to get the 

Sex and age chapter ofr as soon as possible as well a8 Fete' coot



235 

paper. 

Water is still on the wheat fields and much of the wheat 
has not yet thrashed-never will be now for it is sprouting. This 
should mean that we are on the upgrade for water for the coming 
Spring at least. 

Water on the wheat fields has meant the smallest mallard 
kill in years. Many of the mallards are apparently using the 
wheatfield puddles instaed of the lakeshore. The canvasback 
kill continues large , in fact I have looked at more cans then mallards 
this year. Am getting enough birds on the bag tally to mean 
something again this year although there are,of course fewer shooters 
on the marsh. 

Yours sincerely.



} 200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

) MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

‘ U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

October 13, 1941 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Al: 

I spent some little time on your manuscript, but 
I would like to put in a little more time on it. 
Frankly, the repetition must be ironed out, and 
there is a considerable amount of editing to do 
before it is in first class shape. The material 
which you have is too valuable to lose any of its 
worth through failure in phraseology and arrange- 
ment. 

" If you are in a hurry to get it back, let me know; 
otherwise I would like to keep it and do a little 
work on it for the next couple of weeks. 

( 

Yours very truly, 

ae ye KA 
> 

| 5
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424 University Farm Place 
September 27, 1941 

My. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Pauls 

I appreciate your letting me know that Senator Walcott likes the trend at 
Delta, and particularly that he approves Mlder's work. If he could have come 
up this summer, I think his approval would be even stronger. 

Now as to next year's budget. Milder has a regular job with the Illinois 
Natural History Survey, and he is working, as at Delta, on the physiology of 
waterfowl. Illinoks, in short, copied the Delta pattern. lder's appointment, 
however, is an interim appointment, pending the return of certain men from the 
army, and there is no predicting whether or when they will return. Consequently, 
there is uo predicting whether it will be possible for us to reengage his 
services next summer. In any event, he is no longer a graduate student, but 
a salaried research man, and we could hardly hope to get him for the old rate 
of $100 a month. I think it very important that he, rather than some other 
physiologist, contime the Delta work. I still hope to arrange some give-and- 
take scheme with Frison, whereby we can get him regularly during the summer 
period. 

Neither Hochbaum nor any of the Board wants to undertake any new ventures at 
Delta next year, but we do want to contime Elder's services. The best guess 

~ I Gan make at this time is to set up if possible $200 per month instead of 
$100 per month for a four month period. This would add $400 to the summer budget. 
Confidentially, Hochbaum and I have a hope of interesting the Carnegie Institute 
at Cold Springs Harbor in taking on Elder and assigning him to Dolts. Should 
this transpire, his services would, of course, cost us nothing. F 

Does Senator Walcott have any contacts with the Carnegie Institute? What Hoch- 
baum and I lack is an opportunity to talk to thom. We think we have a strong 
ease, i.e., we can offer them an opportunity for work that is right down their 
alley at Delta. Mr. Bell is a trustee of the Carnegie Institute, but we would 
like to accomplish this thing, and tell him about it afterward, rather than have 
him pull the wires for us. If the Senator could help us, I would be glad to 
have a full statement prepared and testify in person. I would also like to 
arrange for them to look at Elder in person. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Hochbaum Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F, B. DAVIS, JR. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE VicePretdent 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C, irae er 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

September 19, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
- 424 University Ferm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Senator Walcott spent a few minutes with 
us here at the office yesterday, and in the course of 
the conversation, he expressed his approval of the work 
being conducted at Delta. The Senator, like myself, was 
particularly impressed by the procedure followed this 
year in enlisting the services of Elder to investigate 
the physiological problems. We believe that this is a 
most desirable practice and hope that the Advisory Board 
will plan to continue some such arrangement. 

I believe that you have advised me to the 
effect that you anticipate thet the Delta budget will be 
about the same for the coming year as for the present, 
namely something over $5,000.00. If you have reason to 
believe differently now, please advise me promptly since 
I have to make up my budget for the coming year in the 
immediate future. 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42h University Farm Place 
September 18, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I am pleased that you are forging ahead with the 
manuscript, and your outline of its contents sounds 
good to me. 

Meanwhile Iyle is rewriting his ground squirrel paper, 
and I think will have a mech condensed and mech improved 
version. Both he and I understand fully the limitations 
on your doing further ground squirrel work this summer. 

T am pleased that Pete's coot data will be included. 

Did you notice Allen Brooks’ coot article in Field 
and Stream? ‘ 

Thanks for the invitation to come up. I whshi.I could. 

Miles and Art gave me some good points on the Kortright 
introduction of which a revised copy was sent you the 
other day. 

, With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Yak University Farm Place 
September 16, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Paul: 

I tranemit with my approval Hochbaum's accounts as follows: 

august travel expen: $373 (Please reimburse Hochbaum) — 
gust travel exoense $24.22 (Please reimburse William Eider, 

303 + Barrington, Illinois) 
August 3l--Petty cash on hand $13.36. 
Se eee Albert Hochbaum $150.00 (plus raise 

recently approved by the Institutes; Peter Ward $100.00, 

The Elder a account calls for special explanation. An 
outbreak of botulism suddenly occurred on the Netley Marsh, 
Bast of Delta and North of Winnepog. It was important to tally 
the sex and age of the birds which died, but Hochbaum himself 
couldn't get away so he sent Hider and Peter Ward. They drove 
Hochbaum's car and the mileage is on Hochbaua's account above. 
Rider, however, paid for the hoard bill and for some miscellaneous 
equipment in the sum of $24.22. 

Hochbaum has also sent me a rough statement dated September & of 
the status of his allotments for oxpenditures. You and Miss Qnee 
might want to look at this just to reassure yourselves that Hoch- 
baum is steering a conservative course. 

September will be the last month when Peter Ward will be on the 
pay roll period, After October 1, he will be full time in the army. 
Hence the winter expenses should be low. Hochbawn is going to 
winter at Delta this year. 

I have approved his wintering at Delta, but with the suggestion that 
he try to make it to the conference. I think it 1s high time that 
he and the trustees get acquainted. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
September 8,1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor keopold: 

Enclosed is an account of the Petty Oash Fund for 
the month of August. 

Mileage for the month was: 

926 miles @ 4¢ per mile =---------=-------$37.04 

In early August I-asked William Elder and Peter Ward 
to visit the Netley Marsh to investigate the botulism outbreak 
there. The mileage for this trip is included in the above. 

~ All other expenses for the trip were paid by Elder. I am 
giving these on a separate she t which is enclosed. As Elder 
is now in the States and as I am unable to send money back across 
the line because of present restrictions, I wonder if payment 
of these expenses could be made direct to Elder at Box 83, 
Barrington, Illinois. 

The Payroll for the month of September will be as follows: 

Albert Hochbaum-- 1 month @ $150.00 
Peter Warde— 1 month @ 100.00 

Yours sincerely, 

CLEA 
Albert Hochbaum 

Aetna,



PETTY CASH ACCOUNT - DELTA DUCK STATION 

DATE: From To 

Tee re a 

DATE PAID TO EXPLANATION AMOUNT 
| PAID 

Aug 30. MacDonald Bros. Duck Feed, High-test gas ,Phone $28.35 
calls. Doe 

Aug.30 Hills Drug Store| Laboratory Supplies 8.88 

Sept 2 Gibb&Ellwood Co. Wood for trap frame n re ‘85 

Sept.5 E.A.Gilroy Last payment on sumer cottage for 80.00 
poyes( $50.00 paid from Petty cash 

. fund in March ,making a-total 
of $110.00) 

Sept.5 G. Mair Swiss Chard for ducklings-60 lbs of char 
' three times'a weck from Junel0=August |1f20.00 

Sept .8 Gibb&Ellwood Co. Part payment on coal for hatchery _» 40.00. 

8.08 

Carried over from August $9.42 
Check received for 
$165.76 165.76 
Exchange on abéve 
check less 31¢ 
charge 16,26 

$191.44 

August expenses 178.08 

| 

Approved by 

Printed in the U. S.A



Delta Duck Station 
: Delta, Manitoba 

Sept .14,1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wiscohsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L. 

I have all but one section of my part of the report typed. Will 
send it to you for review the end of the week.(The hunting season opens 
Mondsy the 23 -- our date of last summer). I have used the same MS we went 
over together last winter-- most of it is the same. This is what I would 
like to have as the subject matter of thées& first report; My account of 
the Canvasback on the Delte Marsh. Lyle's Ground Squirrel report, The 
review of cloacal sex and age criteria, a short account of of the coot 
by Pete. Pete's short theme concerns reasone for success in the coots in 
the face of the same conditions which brought about duck reductions. I 
think you will like it and will be able to round it ovt into something 
really good. The introduction ,as we decided last summer, will be 
by yourself if you will not be too busy. I will send you an outline of 
dates etc which you will want to have at your elbow when working this over. 

In thinking of the ttle I am afraid I am going around in circles. 
For a start I would say now; Delta Bulletin No 1. 

First Progress Report of the Delta Duck Station 

I like your mapamt introduction to Kortright's ie. Kortright 
had nothing regarding the cloacal characters in his first MS. I bekieve 
Art told him about it. He asked me for the details; I told him I would 
like to wait until the M.paper was complete as there were still some points 
to be cleared up this summer. As yet I have not sent him my MS. He 
nevertheless, prepared his account from what he could find in literature, 
which wasn8t very much, then sent it to me for review. What he has now 
is this pkus my comments. I shall send him my MS when I feel it is 
what I want to say, but I would rather not be quoted until I am sure of 
what I have to say. My point is that the characters cannot be used without 
certain reservations. We have found, for instance that in some species 
the oviduct does not open until the second autumn. The bursa is retained 
until the second autumn by a few species. I wanted to be sure of these 
points in my M8 before giving it out as a statement. It has been just in 
the last month that I have been perfectly clear in my own mind on some of 
these points. 

I am affaid that we did not fulfill our promisé to Lyle in gaining 
as much ground squirrel material this year as we had hoped. We particularly 
fell down on nesting. I think you will understand with Pete in the Army 
part of the time and the disease on our hands, how this got by us. Lyle said 
that in his absence, you were tying up his report. I will send down what 
notes we have on this. 

The hunting season opens Sept. 22 for ducks. &mmm.Oct.1-15 for 
chickens, Ocyober 1-30 for huns,and there are more huns than you can



ue 

shake a stick at. The lodge will be closed this year. Mr. Bell may 
come up for a day or so,but he is not planning to open up this year. 
Wonder if you and Starker or your brother might come up. The non-resident 
fee is $25.00. A pit stiff but one gun could be split. The water came up 
with a three-day rain and it looks as though we will have some real duck 
shooting about the second week in October when the flight usually hits 
us. 

By the way. The Institute just sent me the check for Mr. Gilroy. 
($80.00) T had already paid it out of this months pet+y cash fund. I have 
now deposited thes $80,00 check in the petty cash fund. As the payment 
has already been made I believe this $80.00 should be subtracted from the 
petty cash replenishment check which the Institute will send me at the 
end of the month. 

Sincerely, 

(yt
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ye HERBERT L. PRATT R FREDERIC C. WALCOTT Chairman of the Board 
President 

LTINGE F. WARNER F, B. DAVIS, JR. Viee-Chelroan of the Beard AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-Prosidont 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. negara 
“ ALDO LEOPOLD : J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

September 5, 1941 - : 

2 Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I em just now working through my pile of corres= 
pondence. I note your letter of August 20 relative to the 
publication of a bulletin on the work being conducted at Delta. 

: So far as I know, we are at liberty to call on 
; Mr. Carpenter for an amount not to exceed $500.00 to cover the 

cost of the publication of such a bulletin. 

Ultimately, a more complete bulletin should be 
published than is contemplated in the immediate future. I do 
not think that we would be justified on calling on Mr._Carpenter : 

4 for his contribution for the publication of only a(single _phase), 
; of the work. Therefore, I believe that we should contemplate < 

raising the money for the publication to be printed in the near 
future from seme other source. 

You can see from the above that I em somewhat : 
reluctant to call on Mr. Carpenter until we have a more pre= rye ne 
tentious offering to make. 9 eS 

“ tay If you do not agree with me on this, please . x 
do not hesitate to advise me end I will, of course, take the {t..2 
matter up with Mr. Carpenter. ve he 

Best wishes. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

a 
: eC tend 

; Je Paul Miller, 
: Seoretary 

Miv ; 
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HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board Ceca 

ELTINGE F. WARNER ViselGhibwiaa cf fhe Based AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE "Vice President” 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD : 

Chairman Technical Committee - aoa 

September 4, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

, I have just received confirmation, by 
telegram, from Senator Walcott relative to the increase 
of Mr. Hochbaum's salary which you and I discussed on 
our trip. 

This increase is effective as of July 1, 
in the amount of $12.50 per month. Mr. Hochbaum's 
selery check for the month of September will include 
back payments for July and August. 

I am enclosing an extra copy of this 
letter so that you may transmit it to Mr. Hochbaum with 
the above information. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mrv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. ‘ ; 

September 4, 1941 

Hon. Frederic Ce. Walcott ' 
Norfolk, 
Connecticut 

Dear Senator: 

I am transmitting herewith a copy of 

a report submitted by Aldo Leopold on the progress of 

the work et Delta and the proposed plan of work for 

the ensuing year. 

This report was prepared by the 

Committees 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jd» Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mev 

Enee 

Copy to: Aldo Leopold Td : 

~



S AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTIPUTE = EXPENSE REPORT 
=~ 

Name Aldo Leopold, 424 Univ Farm Pl, Madison, Wis. Period August leAugust 10, 1941 

ato | [| ___traneportation ____|__ Subsistence | __liscellaneouss | 
ed tk ee ae in Mawkeneeerecs Pad Por | | dete PO | 

G/1 finnemoca,flerralturaepal. | | | | | 254 601.75] 70] ine | a0 | 
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S/T [Newport |Corvaiite, Pree | | tt | 225] 501-35 | | tips | wo | 220 
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Ss sh ok iis Meenas Gel Uh danced slg: ale Wada 
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T a ier ed ° nd_A oun Na 

I certify that the foregoing expenses were Previous Balance ————_____. $ 
incurred and paid by me in the performance of Checks Received 
my duties during the period indicated. Mebak te Accounts wom i Os 

Signature all bc hese This Report oo siesta ictal 

i Balance on Hand 
* See reverse for explanation - 
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HERBERT L, PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F, B. DAVIS, JR. Vice-tsner of the Boon AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C, Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

August 29, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are enclosing our checks in the amounts 

of $125.55 for your travel expenses and $100.00 for 

William Elder's Delta salary as requested by Mr. Hochbaum. 

A2e 2 Jt ES lca ie 

Very truly yours, 

Ethel M. Quee, 

Office Manager 
Qsk 
Ene. 
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4oh University Farm Place 
August 20, 191 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
CANADA 

Dear Albert: 

It occurs to me that you might start a file of names 

who are to receive the progress reports, especially 
the part on cloacal sexing and aging. I promised this 

to the following people out west: 

Mr, John Scharff 
Superintendent, Malheur Refuge 
c/o Fish and Wildlife Service 
lakeview, Oregon « ‘ 

‘te, Snes Vale oy ‘ DA rt bie asin, o 

c/o Arthur Hinarsen Meaw (Mel fe)... + 
State College yA, 
Corvallis, Oregon 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Farm Place 
August 20, 191 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Just one little point in your letter of August 18... 

Senator Walcott and Mr. Bell at the meeting last year 
were clearly not satisfied with reprints, either from 

the Transactions or the technical journals as an outlet 
for the Delta findings; hence, it was decided by the Board 
at that time that the entire findings would be published 
in a special Institute bulletin. The recent discussion 
pertained to the form and finality of the bulletin, but 
the decision to publish a bulletin is, I think, final. 

My understanding is that we will call on Mr. Carpenter 
for the $500 to cover the cost. 

If I am off the track on this, please let me know. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F, B. DAVIS, JR. ViowGhstinan of tee Boel AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

August 18, 1941 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I hope that you errived safely and on schedule. Words 
fail me when I try to express my pleasure and appreciation of your 
company on our trip to Utah and Oregon. All I can say is that I sin- 
cerely hope that we can have more such opportunities and that I eam 
sure that your presence will help to iron out some of the difficulties 
which I feel confident existed but which I could do nothing about. 

I received a copy of the Delte report upon my arrival 
in Grandview. I think you end I have gone over the essentiel points 
during the trip. As you know, I am in favor of the publishing of the 
progress reports in view of the fact that the more conclusive material 
is not ready for publication. I am very anxious that something be 
released even though it be of a preliminary nature. Hochbaum probably 
cen make use of the Conference and the Transactions next eee end this 
will save some expense and accomplish the same end as an independent 
publication, if separates are obtained. 

I think you end I understend the hatchery part of the 
program. 

I can see no objection to the continuation of the type 
of work Elder is doing provided we are able to maintain our present 
budget. 

I em sure thet the Board end the Director carefully con- 
sidered the work program for the coming year end therefore I would 
concur. My only question was if it were possible to accomplish this 
program with the limited personnel available. Certeinly we do not want ‘ 
to get so many irons in the fire that none of them heat. 

Thanks for the report and best wishes. Will write when 
I return to headquarters. 

Sincerely, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Msv 
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42h University Farm Place 
August 18, 191 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

The reason for our failure to publish is that the Board last year 
projected a final publication on certain aspects of the Deltq 
work, Hochbaum found that he could not write a final publication 
because things were occurring in the marsh which contradicted 
the data gathered in the past. Accordingly, we switched this 
year to a progress report which will make no pretense of being 
final, but which will summarize the work to date. The plan is 
to publish a series of such progress reports, to be ultimately 
followed by a final volume summarizing all of the work. I think 
this is a much sounder plan. The main point is that Hochbaum 
believes in it and has confidence in it, hence, will be able to 

execute it. 

+ Both Rowen and Pirnie reminded me after I had drafted our report 

that I had failed to express adequately the high confidence which 

they feel in Hochbaum and his work. Having worked with Hochbaum 
longer than they, I, of course, took this for granted, but 

probably did fail to make it clear. I an now adding this brief 

; note for your personal information. 

It may interest you to know that William Elder, who was Hochbaum's 

assistant at Delta this summer, has now been appointed to take 
charge of the Barrington Duck Station, which is copied after Delta 

and is logated on land owned by Mr. A. L. Eustice at Barrington, 

Illinois. Sometime when you are in Chicago, you might want to look 

up Mr. Bustice. His address is: 2717 Greenview Avenue, Chicago. 
I take considerable pride in the fact that the Delta idea is 
spreading. 

With best regabds, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Pirnie 
Rowan 
Hochbaum :



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL July 30, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your office has very kindly sent me a copy of the 
report on the Delta meeting, which is a very com- 
prehensive document and very encouraging in the 
outlines of projected work. 

I am disappointed to know we have not been able to 
publish as yet, but I assume there were good 
grounds for this, although it is not altogether 
clear in the document itself. 

‘ With congratulations and appreciation, I remain, 

; Yours very truly, 

jfb aj
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424 University Farm Place 
Augast 16, 19 

Mr. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
CA BADA 

y Dear Albert: 

This ie an attempt to answer your various letters. I am 
glad, of course, that you feel reassured about where we 
go from here, 

It pleases me particularly that you want Iyle's full paper 
rather than an abstract of it for the bulletin. I do 
remember somo talk about an abstract, tut the full paper 
appeals to me more. Iyle will be here thie week, and I 
will take the matter up with hin. 

I must not have explained myself clearly about Torry 
Ward. I never questioned the selection, but only the rate. 
Since you aay this is the going rate on farms, I am entirely 
satiafied. 

I found the waterfowl men at Bear River, Clear Lake, and 
Walhour Refuge still unacquainted with cloacal sexing and 

: aging, and I told them you would be glad to instruct someone 
with these techniques if they would send someone to Delta 
for this purpose. You may hear from Cecil Williams or 
some other waterfowl man about this. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 

ec Pirnie 
Rowan
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hah University Farn Place a 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum, Director i ; bs 
Delta Duck Station he 
Delta, Monitoba ce as 

Dear Mr. Hochbaumt oS 
: / : Saar 

The matter of the $30 deposit for the Gillroy cottage is perfectly a 
: clear to me now, and I assume that you hive already received it Mtge 

from tho Institute since 1¢ went in on the March expense account. i cee 

About the remaining $80, it would not make any @4fference to Mr. a 
Leopold whether it is paid directly to Mr. Gillroy, in the form of c ‘ 
&@ money orier ag you suggested, or whether the money is sent to you 

‘ and you paid Mr, Gillroy his $60. He just wanted to got it straightened | ‘ 
out. Due to the difference in exchange value, it appears to me that — ; 
it would be better for the $60 to go in on your expense account or a s 
petty cash fund and then you could pay Mr. Gillroy. aa 

i So, 12 you'll let mo imow which way is more conveniont for you and : 
also whether 1t should be paid immediately or can ride until you 
send in your next expense account, 1'11 send on your instructions | 
to the Institute. ; iy 

I trust that payment on your July expense account was not held up Sa aes 
in any way by the cottace deposit question. : e a 

Professor Leopold will be inspecting the western research units : oa 
until around August 15. Bee : 

I am returning your Mareh expense account ag requested and will — : ; 
make & note of it for Mr. Leopold. j 

Yours sincerely, ot 

Alice Harper g ? 
: Secretary é 

: P.S. Do you have the plans for the skin collection housing unit : 
: out in our hall? 

Ply Cueh lecorat - Leta Duck Statem Se 
haw b= Man 3h 199 | ise 

oe : i ¥ ee 
. hor ts EA Gibney, Btn - Dewy Parpntad oe tnTage for Stem Qasis tata | 30.02 ae



DR Mel ae 

Delta Duck Station 
Delta, “anitoba 
August 1, 1941 

Dear Miss Harper: 

Reparding the$80.00 for Mr. Gillroy, it is now so near 

the end of the month that I might as well wait and see what comes 

from the institute. If this is not sufficient to pay Mr. Gillroy, 

I shall let you know. 

As for the skin case, I sent ashe plan of thés to the 

Professor last fall. It should be in the Delta folder. If not I will 

prepare another if you wish. As the Professor made some very important 

improvements in his case, however, it might be well to have a sketch 

made of the one in your office for it is much hetter than our own. 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 24, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
; Professor of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A, L, 

The $30.00 deposite for the Gillroy cottage was paid out 
ot: gk of the Petty Cesh Fund in March. I sent you the receipt for this 

». payment as well a note in the March account of the etty Cash Fund. 
or} I am sorry I did not send a reminder in my last letter. 

ee 
oer All expenses have been paid from the *etty Cash Fund except 

travedling expenses; I have always submitted a separate account for 
these. I am quite certsin that as I heve gone along all expenses 
have been accounted for in the forms submitted each month. 

I do not understand from your note whether or not you believe 
the payment should be made directly to Mr. Gillroy(Mr. E. A. Gillroy, 
Delte, Manitoba) If it is to be so paid the payment should be in 
the form of a money order. Otherwise the Institute will lose 
$8.00 in the exchange. In making suck payment e myself I have 
always deposited the exchange surplus in the “etty Cash Fund; 

Youre sincerely, 

. (tus.



Delta, Manitoba 
July 24th, 1941 

Dear A.L. 

I certainly like the report and can see nothing which I believe 

should be changed. Pleese pardon my delay in returnine my comments; 

our mail has been going up to Phe Pas and some of it has b en a week 

in reaching us. 

th é wy



“elta, Manitoba 
July 33, 1941 

Dear A. L. 

“egarding Torry's salary for $60.00, there is an item for local 
help for two summer months @ $60.00 in the approved ars. IT had no 
idea my choiee of the person for this would be questioned.as long as 
that person was able to do what wae expected of him. I do not think 
I could be criticised for employing local labor rather than making the 
money available to another student from the States. As it is then, 
I can think of only two counts(1) that I am showing personel favoritism 
in taking local help(2) that Torry is not worth the B50. 00. 

Please believe that of the first I am not guilty. I won't try 
to explain why. Of the secohd , Torry handles his chores as well as the 
rest of the boys and can do some of the other things as well as the 
others, skinning,for instance, Bill will tell vou that. in most families 
this might be just tina a part of growing up,but here Mr. “ell has always 
expected that the Boys would be able to help themselves on the place ae 
they came along. The hatchery running expense is our obligation and I 
can't ask Ed to pay Torry from his own Clr tata concn th when this 
represents an approved item. Perhaps Torry ian't worth $60.00 in any 
one month but that is what ‘eter was paid when he was fifteen and that 
is what the boys around here make on farms. Remember Torry is handy man 
the year eround, I don't agree with your scale of salary; I made 
more than that hauling ice when I was 14 and I know of boye who still 
do. 

I admit paying Torry something over and above the approved item 
for three months earlier in the year. He more than earned it and as 
part of hatchery running expenses it overdrawe on no account. 

I am glad you brought this up but I am willing to stand any amount 
of criticism. If we change it we will have a neat little problem not 
worth $60.00. 

I suppose I might be criticised in paying eter during the two 
weeks he was at Camp. Ac thmmh local employere generally pay there help 
while avey on short training periods, I felt it wise to follow local 
custom, efter, by the way,has joined the Air Force and will start training 
as a pilot “ept ist. 

Toure sincerely, 

( CS 
CON 2



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 18, 1941 

om 

Mr. Aldo eopold 
Professor'of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A. L. 

It certainly was good to have you with us again. #@ I'm sorry 
that we spent so much time on our seats, but after our get-together 
I believe we have settled all the problems of the last four years. I 
don't know what there is in a definition, but I have a much easier feel- 
ing regarding the station publications. I think there will be 
something worthwhile to look at before the shooting season, 

Thank you for Stoddards report. One point we did not turn over 
thoroughly wes Lyle's ground squirrelg work, As he only has a few 
free weeks I believe we should settle this. We discuseed briefly 
the plan ta have more or less an abstract of Lyle's work in the report 
the complete work coming out in a bulletin or as a journal publication. 
I believe the Report, ae the plans are shaping up will be a fitting 
place for Lyle to present his full paper. Looking over Stoddards 
report makes me think so all the more. Personally, then, I would 
like to see Lyle present the full ground squirrel paper in the 
first Report. You and Lyle can wait before, deciding until after you 
have seen a draft of the Report, But I thin-you will agree. 

We are banding this weck and will then be free of most of our 
ducks, Wednesday we are taking a full day trip to Clandeboye- wish 
you were to be along, 

Sincerely,



Gaaoe es ‘ . t 

42h University Farm Place 
duly 15, 1941 

Miss Ethel M. Quee : 
Office Manager ‘ 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Puilding i ; 

Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mises Quees Bik 

I was delayed in answering your letter of duly 10, while 
4 absent at Delta, and on my return Hochbaum's July payroll : 

has arrived, I enclose it herewith in the sum of $510. 

I also onelose with my approval Hochbaum's expense account 
: for June in the sum of $52.48, 

I also enclose Hochbaun's petty cash account for June. 

One of the budget items approved by the Advisory Board was X 
the rental of a cottage for the student assistants at $110 ‘ 
for the season. Hochbaum's letter attached says he has paid 
a deposit of $30 on this bill but he does not say from what. 
Presumably, he advanced the money personally, and it is due 

a as reimbursement to him. I am asking him for more informa- 
ar tion which will be sent on to you during my absence in the 
\p West. -The expenditure has my approval, but I must await ; a 

\u more detail before advising you how to make the payment. f 

Yours sincerely, : 

ce Hochbaum Aldo Leopold ue 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Dear Albert: d 

Will you please clarify whether the $30 is a personal 
: : advance and whether the $80 still due should be paid to ; 

' you or to the owner of the cottage? If the latter, give 
his name, ; soa



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F, B. DAVIS, JR. 
Yuceroie ie bent AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Teaoee 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

July 10, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am planning to leave on my vaca- 
tion on July 25 and I would very much like to prepare 
the Delta payroll before I leave. Will you kindly 
advise me, if possible, ‘before that date, if William 
H. Elder, Harold Hanson, and Torrance Ward are to be 
employed for July and if so, what will be their 
salaries? 

It was my understanding that Mr. 
Hochbaum's salary was to be increased as of July 1 
but I do not know at what rate. Will you kindly 
advise. 

Yours very truly, 

2S fi eta aces Che, Ai 

Ethel M. Quee, 

Office Menager 

Qiv 

AWN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE ‘



Nella: ek 

424 University Farn Place 3 
August 14, 1941 

Mir. J. Paul Miller oe 
: American Wildlife Institute { ae 

Investment Building j . 
Washington, D. CG. : 

Dear Paul: ; ees : 

a 
I enclose Hochbaum's letter of Angust & stating his 
expenses for July ($24.04) and the Delta payroll for ; ‘ 
August (9510.00). : : *, 

Sinee the evew of aseistants.is brealing up for the A 
summer, their checks should be mailed to the addresses col 
given in each ease in Hochbaum's letter. : ( 

Hochbaum is out of petty cash, and I hope you can ‘ ‘ 
replenish his petty cash fund. This should include | 
the $860 still due on the rental of a cottage as ex- : 
plained in previous correspondence, The cottage was ; : f it 
for housing the crew of aseistants, there being no par 
other housing facilities in Delta, I 

With best regards, aS | 

Aldo Leopold . 
Professor of Wildlife Management 4 

ce Hoehbaun : Sha 

. ie oo Rie Ure am oe



424 University Farm Place 
é duly 15, 1941 

Mr. J, Paul Miller 
: : American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 
+ Washington, D, CG. | ‘ 

Dear Paul: 

We had a good mecting of the Advisory Board at Delta, 
. but were sorry you and Senator Walcott couldn't come, 

The report of the Board will be sent on as soon as 
yw Rowan and Pirate have read and approved it. 

x 
9 \\ I attach my travel expense in the sum of $71.55. 

rye * I told Rowan and Pirnie to send their accounts directly ; 
to you. They will all be under the $100 allotted. As - \ : 
you know, all Canadian University men are sadly underpaid, 
hence, I suspect Rowan would mich appreciate early 

: reimbursement, as he is on his vacation and interrupted 
it to come to Delta. 

6 Yours as over, 

: Aldo Leopold 
f Professor of Wildlife Management
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July 13, 1941 fo M 

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY BOARD 

DELTA DUCK STATION, 1940-1942 

The Board met at the Station for the period July 7-11. We reviewed all 
the work of the past year and the plans for the coming year, and submit 
to the sponsors this report of our findings. 

General Appraisal 

It 4s easy for a research unit to get lost in details which represent only 

: means, not ends. It seems appropriate, therefore, for us to give an over- 

@11 estimate of the value of the Delta venture, in the light of four years' 

performance. 

1. Delta has opened up several new questions of basic importance to 

waterfowl management, and not under investigation elsewhere: 

(a) The extent of the distorted sex ratio (excess of drakes 
up to 3:1) 

(b) Its origin (hens have a deferred flightless period, hence 
are hardest hit by drouth, disease, and early shooting) 

(c) The physiology of the breeding cycle (work just begun). 

(a) The time-schedule of the breeding cycle (differences between 
species) 

(e) The effect of shooting on various species, sexes, and age 
classes (bag tallies) 

(f£) The comparative survival of wild and artificially propagated 
ducks (by banding) 

2. To investigate these questions, Delta has worked out new techniques 

and filled out important gaps in the natural history of the ducks: 

(a) Criteria of sex and age, usable on either dead or live 
birds of 9 species, and employing either external (plumage) 
and internal (cloacal) characters. 4 

(>) Methods of artificial propagation of experimental stock.
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3. In addition to these original investigations, Delta has contributed 

to existing information on: 

(a) Westing success and predation s 

(b) Life history of local predators (muskrat, ground squirrel) 

(a) Life history of coot and ruddy duck 

The faults of performance, discussed later in this report, arise from 

excess pressure of opportunity, rather than the opposite. The job of the 

Director, and of the Board, is one of wise sinh toward goals which are 

large and definitely in sight. 

It is difficult to define, in words, the promise of a research 

venture. We can best give our opinion of Delta by comparison. We know of 

no wildlife research venture which so far promises superior returns per 

unit of dollars, men, or years invested. 

Publications 

The Board promised the Institute a bulletin by the end of last winter, 

and has not delivered it. ‘The manuscript exists, and was read by each 

member, We agree with Hochbaum that it should not be published. We have 

concluded that the specifications set up lest year were in error, and not 

} adapted to Delta. Delta is a progressive opening up of certain projects, 

and the only logical scheme of publication is a series of progress reports, 

followed later by a finsl publication. Oyr definition of a progress report 

is best expressed concretely; we mean tentative reports on findings to 

date, such as Stoddard published in 1924 and 1926, preparatory to his final 

book on Bobwhite Quail in 1931.
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*} 

Hochbaum and the Board have agreed that such a Progress Report, 

giving a summary of Delta findings for the period 1938-1941, will be written 

by the opening of the shooting season, and printed during the winter. i 

The budget set-up of $500 will suffice to cover the cost. 

Duck Hatehery 

The finel Delta publication, as conceived by Hochbaum, will have as 

ites framework the life-history and ecology of the canvasback. The other 

Delta species, and the ecology of the marsh, will be hung on this canvas~ 

back framework as comparative material. 

To fill the gaps in the framework, especially the physiological gaps, 

Delta will require experimental stock. The 1941 success with marsh pens is 

a very promising indication that canvasback stock can be produced, not only 

from wild eggs, as in the past, winters pen eggs. Next year's hatchery 

work is to be focused on perfecting the technique (See Hochbaun's 1941 

Delta Program, attached). The success of the four experimental groups of 

Canvasbacks should tell us which of the variables so far tested are the 

essential ones (marsh pens, vitamin E, artificial lighting, etc). 

The disease losses in the hatchery this year were heavy, but were 

probably fortunate, in that they forced a definite analysis of the trouble, 

in cooperation with pathologists of the University of Manitoba. The essential 

question is whether the breeding birds are carriers, transmitting the disease 

from one year to the next. This is how being determined by tests, and 

methods will be built on the answer obtained. 

Physiological Work 

The work at Delta, as at most other wildlife stations, has reached the
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point where further progress in understanding the external relations of 

ducks depends on more knowledge of their inner workings. 

An invitation was extended to the Cold Springs Laboratory to look 

at Delta with a view to undertaking such work, but without result so far. 

As a next best move, Hochbaum employed William Elder, a University of 

Wisconsin endocrinologist, for the summer pefiod, using one of the two summer 

positions ordinarily used for field assistants. Elder is exploring the 

physiological work needed to advance the Delta program. After examining 

his work and his plans, the Board is unanimous in the opinion that Elder, 

or someone of similar qualifications, should oontimue as a member of the 

Delta staff, at least during the summer periods, 

; gil Program 

A program for next year, embodying the joint opinions of the 

Director and the Board, is attached, As nearly as we can foresee at this 

time, the program can be executed with the same budget as for 1940. 

ee seencoeeceneetncenteseniineettatetnantann 

Advisory Board



1941 Delta Program 

&. Hatchery Program 

1- Hatchery disease 

The object of the present rearing season was to 
reduce hatchery losses which have been severe during 

; the last five years. The reason for the losses was 
unknown but we believed that by rigid sanitation we 
could hope for better success. In spite of carefully 
executed sanitary measures heavy losses of young 
ducks occuréd. The Dept. of Vet. Pathology of the 
University of Manitoba is now Ynvestigating the disease 
but as yet have given no final report. 

2- Propagation of Canvasbacks in Captivity 

Three pairs of captive canvasbacks bred this year in 
a small fenced slough; three fertile clutches were 
produced by the three hens. 

During the coming year we plan to more carefully 
examine the propagation of the species in captivity. In 
outline the program is as follows: 

1- Hold one group of birds through the winter with 
wheat germ added to their fation and daily exercise 
provided in the one pen. The birds will be moved 
to a marsh pen in April, 

2- Another group will be held as above but without the 
wheat germ ration. They will be be placed in a marsh 
pen in April. “either of these two groups will be 

: subjected to artificial lighting. 

$- One group will be placed under increasing artificial 
light in mid—Yecember,with the climax in Feburary, in 
an attempt to induce premature breeding. 

4—- If possible, one grouv will be carried over the winter 
mhtnamm in an open pen, then moved to a marsh pen in 
April, 

3— Identification of Downy Ducklings 

All species breeding in the marsh have now been reared 
in the hatchery )and keys and identificetion plates are 
in preparation, 

4 Growth and development of Ducklings. ] 

This study is still in progress. 

5- Lead Poisoning 
A swall study last autum, indicated that emall doses
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of#6 lead shot would kill an adult bird,but large doser hmm apparently did not harm birds of the year until after they had reached sexual maturity. It is hoped that the study may be repeated this year with a larger : number of birds, 

6—_Primary sex ratio of wild ducks, 

The sexing of all fertile egges,either as hatched birds or dead embryos was continued this year. This study is now in its third seeson, 

t~ 

Field Program 

1 Marsh ecology 

a Seasonal movements and habits of canvesback. 

Now in M.S. 

b Life History of Franklin Ground Squirrel end the relation of the species to nesting waterfowl - in M.S, 

e¢ Life history of the Coot— Two field seasons 

d Life History of Ruddy duck- One field season CS herkiny cence Wurleatw etucrn - Bow fetch erormur , 8. Sex ratio studies, 

Sex ratio studies of the spring flight have been made agein this year,and the sex and age tallies of shooters’ bags will be undertaken again this autum, The station has been interested in studing sex and age ratios of botulism losses, but studies will’ be confined to outbreaks in local areas. 

Physiological Program 

1. Study of endocrine factors controling the development of the bursa and the reproductive system of the duck, 

We are prepared now to present our observations of the cloacal age characters as applied to autum and summer identification, We know almost nothing regarding the limits of the use of these characters after the first of January, however ,and nothing at all regarding the factors controlling temdeurhooment these characters. Elder is at present studying the effect of goned stimulating hormones on the reproductive systems of young ducks.
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2c-Study of the seasonal variations in the reproductive system 
of wild ducks. This is a fundamental background for important 
physiological work as well as in the analysis of many field 
and hatchery problems,
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July 1, 1941 
Not for Publication 

: PROJECT: DELTA DUCK STATION, DELTA, MANITOBA 

Cooperators: Michigan State College and University 

of Alberta (joint supervision with) 
American Wildlife Institute (funds) 
J. F. Bell (land and funds) 

introduction. This project was "felt out" in 1936 and 1939. It 

promised such large results that it was formally organized as the 

Delta Duck Station, with a director on salary (H. A. Hochbaum). 

The main point is that the Fish and Wildlife Service cannot 

(or does not) study duck breeding in Canada; Canada has no funds to 

do so alone. The duck crop cannot be understood without detailed 

Canadian breeding studies. Nene this venture, where the United 

States furnishes the money and Canada shares supervision. 

Since some Delta problems began to run over into endocrinology, 

Dr. R. K. Meyer furnished a student this summer, 

’ Proceedure. Hochbaum spends March to November at Delta; winters at 

Madison. A duck hatchery plant furnishes the "controls" for field 

experiments. 

Results. Bulletin 1 of the Delta Station is now being written, 

and will appear next winter. It will deal with the work to date on 

some thirteen species. 

The main results so far include: 

1. The discovery that the cloacal character for sexing and 

aging can be applied to live as well as dead birds. This 

enormously extends the powers of field work, not only on
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ducks, but all birds. 

2. The discovery (by means of cloacal analysis of duck popu~- 

lations of all ages) of the probable reason for the dis- 

torted sex ratio (an excess of males up to 70:30). A 

minor part of the distortion is present at birth; the rest 

probably arises from a sex difference in the date of the 

flightless period (see below). 

3. The discovery that adult drakes become flightless soon 

after breeding, whereas hens do not become flightless 

until after the young have taken wing. The season for 

botulism poisoning falls after the drakes have regained 

their flight feathers and can seek clean open water; it 

falls during the time the hens are flightless, and must stay 

in marsh cover, 1.¢., in dangerous water. Moreover, the hens 

are still weak flyers (have soft primary feathers) when 

shooting opens, hence are more readily bagged in the jump 

shooting which prevails during the mild warm weather of the 

early season. 

4, The quantitative determination of causes of nest mortality. 

5. The discovery that. well-raised artificially propagated 

ducks migrate just like wild-raised ducks. The poor migratory 

performance of artificial stock attaches to the quality of 

the stock, not to the fact that it is artificial. 

Discussion. Delta has tapped a virgin field, and will (if properly 

managed) expand into a close parallel to the Woods Hole Laboratory.
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Since none of the findings are as yet published, it would be 

well not to "scoop" the original authors; besides the other participat- 

ing universities have at least an equal claim to "parenthood" of 

the results. Next year would be a good time to summarize Delta for 

the public, 

Aldo Leopold



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTR - EXPENSE REPORT 

Nome Aldo Leopold-42h University Farm Place, Madison, Wis. July 6-11, 1942 
Date Transportation - Subsistence Miseellensous* 

Bus Total From To Miles anne Pyane eee Hotel a heen ou. Paid For Amt. For Day 

July 6, 11 Madison to Winnepeg and Return §3.20 5320 
July 6 Madison to airport, Winnepeg go Portage 3.40 «40.50 Pareel Check  .20 ae) 

: Tip to Cook 

Meals 7/6 - 7/11 1.00 2 0 
duly 11 Portage to Winnepeg, Cabs in Minneapolis, 5-80 5.00 «30 .50 1.25 12 85 

Airport. to Madison 

ey tee gece ay ee 
ae : BE Oe ao 

reese 
eer in a z = sa . 

- ay 53.20 9.20 5.00 .70 1.00 1.25 1.20 $71 55 

( 
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4 Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 20, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

- . Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A, L. 

Bill arrived Saturday looking husky. His travelling lab 
is set up and he has his dicks all lined up to work with. 

Fred Greeley arrived today-a nice fellow. 

the payroll for the month, besides my own salery is 
as follows; 

Peter Ward,Harold Hanson and Bill Elder all one month 

@ $100.00 per month. 

Torrance Ward one month @ $15.00 per month. 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum 
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THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN 

June 20, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Replying to my request tor ‘travel 

advance loan, Paul Miller informs me that 
there has been some confusion on the matter 

of the Delta budget,and that Delta is now 
in excess of the quota of the first half 

i of the fiscal year. 

I assume that there is nothing I can 
do to help in this matter or you would have 

called on me; and in view of the facts, per- 

haps it would be better for me to give up 

the Delta trip this year. My own program 

is so crowded that I have plenty to do at 

Wintergreen Lake and I am quite sure that 
Al and I are exchanging ideas satisfactorily 

by maile May I have your reaction to this 

; idea? 

Sincerely yours, 

Miles D. Pirnie, 

‘ Director. 

\ & woP/t 
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A Gift from Mr. Kellogg - This Sanctuary is now owned and operated by Michigan State College East Lansing
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HERBERT L. PRATT we 
Chairman of the Board ERC 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Bosed AMERICAN W/ILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vieo President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

June 16, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter I 
have just sent to Miles regarding travel expenses 
for the Delta Advisory Board. I think this is 
self-explenatory. 

I am also enclosing with this letter 
a supply of expense account forms for distribution 

’ to other members of the Board for their use in sub- a 

mitting their expense account for this trip. , 

I believe that Senator Walcott is : iB 
gradually getting the situation worked out with Mr. : 
Bell, and I hope it can be alleviated in the very 
near future. This is particularly true since Hochbaum 
actually needs more money during Jume end July then 
at any other time of the year. 

Best wishes, end we'll be seeing you 
in July. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Miv 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE | 
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AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

June 16, 1941 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
The W. K, Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Reference is mde to your letter of May 26 relative 
to the expenses to be granted for the trip to Delta. I regret that 
it has taken me so long to get this matter straightened out. 

Fer your information, there has been some confusion 
oe De matter, of he Wataue Ser Sie Belte ania As you know, the 
Institute contributes y © portion of this item and to dete details 
regarding the balance of the finances have not been completely worked 
out, Consequently, the expense items for Delta are now in excess of 
their allocation of the first two quarters of this fiscal year and 
there is no money available at present for additional expense. 

The travel for the Advisory Board of the Delta inspec- 
tion trip coming in July is, of course, a part of the third quarter 
allotment. There is, however, only sufficient moneys available to 
pay the salaries of the employees at Delta even during that quarter. 

I am explaining some of these details to you so that 
you will understand the position that the Institute is in regarding 
the advances for travel of the Board, It is not the policy of the 
Institute to allow blanket sums for travel. We are glad to make an 
advence to our various cooperators to defray expenses but an accurate 
accounting of these expenses must be submitted immediately following 
the trip for which the advance is made, These advances are made only 
as a matter of convenience to the traveler and unexpended balances 
should be returned to the Institute when the expense account is sub- 
mitted. If a belance remains due the traveler, our check in this 
emount will be forwerded. We neturally much prefer that the traveler 
operate without an advance but if this will inconvenience them, we 
are glad to cooperate by assisting them with an advance of funds,



Dr. Miles D. Pirnie -2< dune 16, 1941 

I am enclosing herewith expense account forms for 
your use. Detailed itinerary end explanation should be put on the 
beck of the account and they should be submitted to the Institute 
in duplicate, 

If you will advise us that you are in need of a 
trevel advance loan, we will be glad to accommodate you despite 
the finencial situation which exists, es described above. 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J, Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mav 
Ene.
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42h University Farm Place 
dune 2, 1941 

Mr, J. Paul Miller, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

On February 26 I wrote Senator Walcott submitting, with the 0,K. 
of the Advisory Board, a budget of ja nb I asked that on July 1, 
$300 be added to raise Hochbaum to $2400, which would make a budget 
total of $5280. I asked that the division as between the Institute 
and Mr, Bell be settled with Mr. Bell by the Senator. (He had told 
me at Memphis he would do this.) 

On April 7 I got a wire from the Senator in Florida, giving his 
"hearty approval". On April 5 Mr. Bell wrote me: “any thing you agree 
on that is within the reasonable figures of our last year's appropria- 
tions is satisfactory to me". 

On April 7 I wrote you, pointing out that Mr. Bell's words were 
not very explicit, but the Senator's were. 

I now gather that the Senator has overlooked taking up the budget 
with Mr. Bell. It 1s embarrassing for me to do it, since the division 
of funds as between the Institute and Mr. Bell is not my province. 

If the Senator's approval was of $5280, as I assumed, then Mr. 
Bell's part is $5280 - $2500 = $2780. However, the $300 raise for 
Hochbaum was conditional upon the completion of a bulletin. I still 
think it will be completed by July 1. 

Dr. Pirnie did not send me a copy of his letter. It is not my 
impression that the $100 is a lump sum to be drawn in advance; it's an 
allotment, ageinst which I have always submitted an expense account after 
the trip was made. Of course if Mr. Bell has made no deposit, we can 
hardly expect to have cash funds in June. Should Mr. Bell open the 
lodge it will hardly require $100 each for the advisers to make the 
trip. My advice is to keep the advisers on an expense account basis, 

to be reimbursed after the trip. 

June is probably our most expensive month, and there are many 
ways in which a cashless condition will be embarrassing. What shall 
we do? Can the Senator get in touch with Mr. Bell? You can of course 
throw this job back on me, but I think it is bad principle for the man 
responsible for research to also “pass the hat" among contributors. 

j 4 f 
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J. Paul Miller 
June 2, 1941 
o2e 

I can assure you, of course, that Hochbaum will not over run 
his total, and the only difference between the $5280 and $4980 is his 
raise. I still think it unjust to pay him $1800 when the unit leaders, 
who are producing less, get much more. Let me repeat, I Se aot hope 
to raise the Delta directorship to a high figure, but it sh be a 
living wage. 

IT am not sending copies of this to any one but Hochbaum. 

Yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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FREDERIC C. WALCOTT RT L. PRATT A 

uc he Board President 

F, B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vieo President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

J. PAUL MILLER ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 28, 1941 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter received this 
dete from Miles Pirnie, requesting an advance of $100.00 for travel 
to the Delta conference. 

As you were advised, the Institute appropriated 
$2,500.00 for their contribution to the project and salaries and 
operating costs have now practically exceeded your first and second 
quarterly allotments with June selaries and May and June expenses 
yet to be paid. Your allotment: of Institute funds for the first two 
quarters amounted to $1,300.00; total disbursements to date amount 
to $1,278.48. 

We have not as yet received official confirmation of 
the budget from Mr. Bell, or advice as to when the additional funds 
will be made available to the Institute. The $4,890.00 budget does 
not provide for a raise in Hochbaums salary. We assume thet Ward's 
salary was included as Student Assistent. The Institute's contribu- 
tion is sufficient to carry the director's present salary and the 
Student Assistent's salary but would leave only $100.00 for other 
expenses. This has been more than used up and under the circumstances 
I wish you would advise me of the action you wish this office to take. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mev 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Battle Creek, Michigan 

c 
May 26, 1941 0 
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Mre Je Paul Miller, 

American Wildlife Institute 
Washington, D. Ce 

Dear Mr. Miller: 

According to Professor Leopold July 7-12 
is the period set for our conference at Delta 
and I shall pla n to leave here soon after July 
ks 

It will be of course a great help and 
convenience if I may receive inaivance the : 
money allotted for my travel expense. (This 
always has been an even $100. each year). 

Sincerely yours, 

(signed) M. D. Pirnie 

Miles D. Pirnie, 
Director 

MCP/h
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Delta Duck Station mo 

: Telte, Manitoba \Jp , | 
May “1, 1941 [ So | 

Mr. William Elder 
458 Biology Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin | 

Dear Bill: 

Your sheep powder and the syringe arrived in good shape by the 

last mail. We have some birds in excellent shape and we will try it | 

out , as you suggested, on six of them, three paire. I have built 

a small pen at the edge of the marsh where they may have natural nesting 
facilities,yet where they may be handled with ease. 

We have had excellent end rather unexpected results with the 

pirds we put in the marsh enclosure the end of April. Two of these birds | 

are with nests, one with a full clutch. Remember that up until 1938 Mr. 

Ward provided the cans with semi-natural nesting facilities at the edge 

of the marsh every year,yet he had only one nesting and that late in June. 

This year we added wheat germ to the food ration of a emall group of birds, 

the ones which are now nesting. The response to the wheat germ was rather 

remarkable. Within a week after it was added to their diet in mid-March 

the birds had cleaned up their unkempt plumage, were unusually active in 

their small winter pens and were courting fully a month ahead of the birds 

without the germ. The first bird to nest began her nest only four days 

after the first wild birds. 

I hope this new development does not take the edge from your 

interest in this problem; it doesn't for me. i 

Here is a problem I wish you would think over and telk over with 
the Professor when you get a chance. You will remember ‘from our discussioss 

that the female diving ducks abandon their broods several, weeks before the 

young are fully developed. The molt of the flight feathers and the flight- 

less period follows the abandonment of the brood. flere is the question: 

is the hen pressed to leave the brood by the wing molt or can this molt 

occur only after she has lost the brood instinct? It seem’ to me that this 

moght be answered by keeping a hen broody throughout the late summer with 

esse of your brew,prolactin I believe it is. ae 
Some \ he 

Harold arrived yesterday. Apparently mm there are ew (restrictions 

at the border since I crossed. They pulled him off the tr ba oe tbe border 

and I had to bail him out. Better have a letter from the Professor thmha 
saying that you are to be employed at the Delta Duck Beet sep by the 

American Wildlife Institute. All they wanted to know about Farold was 
the nature of his employment and to make sure he was to be paid by an 
American concern. Ae ok 

et hs 
Your cabin is a three-room affair with four beds ai wood \stove, water 

fairly handy and ice delivered every day. It is no dream M a cottage but 

it is a bit more than four walle a ie] 
nd a roof and I am sure it will serve 

yl pe)
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you well. Cooking and eating tools are supplied a8 well as an ax, 

We are not supplying bedding.. I believe a change of sheets and 

two blankets would be comfortable. You will know what you will want in 

the way of personal field equipment. You will need more old pants than 

anything else for, being in the weter a good deal, one is hard on them, 

I have a pair of waders you can use in the duck pens but waders are just am 

about useless in tle marsh. A pair of rubber sneakers will be the most 

comfortable shoe here. 

Will Br. Heyers be coming up with yous You might drop me a line 

a few days before you start so that I will know when to expect you. If 

you are driving,the best way to come is via Crookston Minn. entering Manitoba 

at Emerson, then to Winnipeg and west to Portage la Prairie. Anyone in 

Portage can tell you the road to Delta. 

Yours sincerely, 

b | \ 

ra



Delta “uck Station 
Delta, Manito ba 
May20, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold i cin 
Professor of Wildlife Management es re 
University of Wisconsin Ww 
Madison, Wisconsin i 

Dear A, L, 

Harold arrived Tuesdey. Had a little tangle at the border; better 
give the boys a letter saying that they are to be paid in ¢anada by the 
netitute. They have changed the regulations since I came up, bit the 
important point they wat to know is the source of funds while in Canada. 

We feel we have crossed a bit of @ mountain. Some of the captive 
cans are nesting. We have one nest with e full clutch and another hen 
with three eggs. Other birds are paired and look as though they will nest. 
Both hens have been identified as two-year olds. I hope some of the 
yearlings will lay. 

As you have pointed out, our work along this line has been 
purely emperica]; we merely played our hunches. These were; 1l:— that 
the birds must have exercise before intense courtship begins and that 
the penned birds must be forced to exercise tmmtimmpamm, In the winter the 
birde hardly move in their pense and seldom use the tanks. In the flying 
pen you will remember how the birds courted only when water was running, when 
there was a stiff wind or when our intrusion moved them about, 
We forced the birds to exercise from the middle of March on, 2:— we 
suspected a deficiency in the diet. Wheat germ was added to the food ration 
of a small grovp of birds. The response to this was rather remarkable. 
Within a week after the germ was added to the diet, the birds had cleaned 
up their unkemps plumage and were using the small pen tanks. The birds 
with wheat germ and exercise were courting fully a month before the birds 
we held as contro}s. 3:— we knew that the birds must have semi-natural 
nesting facilities. A small slough was enclosed, the birds being placed 
there during the last week in April, The first bird began nesting just 
four days after the first wild nestings. 

I hope this doesn't take the eige from Bill's interest, I don't 
think it should, 

Have eggs from the leaded mallards but as yet we cantt say if they 
are fertile or not. 

Harold will be here for most of the ruddy show. They are still 
passing through end I do not believe they have started to nest. He 
fits in well here, of course,and everyone likes to work with him. 

I haven't had much time to be at the desk much in the last six weeks. 
I have taken your warnings about too heavy a schedule but its hard to 
trim things down this time of year, ma I'm out to prove that we can make 
cans breedk in captivity and raise ducks with reasonable success. These 
are steps we will have to take t> keep on an even keel here and might as
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might as well ssy we've takem them as soon as possible. : 

We are having a greet spring as far as birds and weather go; 
wish you could be up for w while this time of year. 

Sincerely yours, 

em,
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta , Manitoba 

sis May 14, 1941 

Mr. Aldo 4eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wieconsin 

Dear A. L. 

Had meant to give a good account of the last two weeks 
with todays mail but we have been up to our knees in cement floors, 
duck eges and visitors. Tom Main was out all afternoon. Says that 
Mr. Huntington is no longer in their organization. 

The incubator is half full and we are also getting eggs for 
4rt. Am afraid we will have trouble getting as many fresh eggs for 
shipment as we had hoped for. 

We have wire floors on the west house now and new cement floors 
in the middle, house. Ducks will be off fully a week eerly this year, 
in facat ther’are mallard ducklings in the marsh now, so we are a 
bit crowded right now. 

You will be interested to know that we have observed no 
interferance to the ducks by the RCAF activities. The biggest 
concentrations of migrahts Ward has seen in many years used the 
bombed bay and ducks are nesting not far from the target. They 
are using small smoke bombs which make very little disturbance. 

The spring flight saw an increase of all species over last 
year with the redheads, canvasbacks and lesser scaups showing 
excellent increases. the number of nesting birds of all species 
ie also better than last year. 

We have had another week of heavy rains and water is going up 
without any evidence yet of flooded nests. The real come-beck has been 
in the sloughs; they are overflowing where they were dry at this time 
last year. he marsh is ups too, well avove last autumn's level but 
still below 1938 levels. 

Dr, Rowan writes that he will try to stop over at Delta. 

Apprectate your note to the Board. 

Youre sincerely.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ¢ yo University Farm Place 

April 29, 1941 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Canada 

Dear Albert: 

The attached letter to the board speaks for itself, and I think 

i will meet with no objection. I, of course, entirely agree with 

you that the board does not know what it wants; it just wants 

something, and I think your plan will supply the something in 

good measure. This will mean that you cen amplify your sex ratio 

material if you so desire. ; 

_ I quite agree with you that the sex ratio material alone will be 

ample to make a bulletin, and that it need not be relegated to 

journal status. 

I am particularly glad that you feel you can tackle this more 

limited job with some appetite, and I still think my plen of 

letting Betty try her hand on the minor editing is sound and we 

should make use of it. ul 

With best regards, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

; —— 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

vu Gpk 27, Roe AQ wW rermrebine ur To OpQ 25, wel arm 
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42h University Yarm Place 
April 29, 1941 

My. J. ¥. Bell 

My. J. Paul Miller 
br, Miles Db, Pirale 
br. Wm. Rowan 

Mr, 7. 6. faleott : 

Gentlemen: 

Hoohbeum and I worked very hard throughout his visit here during the winter 
to complete Delta Bulletin No. 1. Ye oneountered difficulties and did not 
gugeeed in finishing the job before hia return to Delta March 1. Hochbaum 
Uaeees OR 5 Sentieee Shute Seine eh Sank Soveunl Sackeawe wheve ee seeeed 
migration behaved differently than in previcus years, and he is now 
that the comprehensive bulletin on the canvasbagic planned as Bulletin Hoi 1 . 
ahould wait another year for further confirmation of the foots. 

The pert on sex and age characters, however, still seems to him and to me ready 
for press, and he is proceeding with its completion. The mumseript will be 
forwarded to the Board of Advisers as soon as it is ready and then tranamitted 
to the Institute. i , 

Ss wet of Dihe gee sine 0 tnd Se maderinte at Be Bee Se ee 
ami the studies on breeding and nesting will appear in 2 inetead ef 1, 
and Bulletin 2 will inelude Sowls' Life histery of the ground squirrel as a duck 
predator, 

This letter fs to request your approval of this modified plen. Unless I hear fron 
you, I will assume you have no objection te it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professcy df VAlMLife Management
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THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE, CREEK -) MICHIGAN 

April 25, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Just back from the trip to Thomasville, 

etc. 

I also wish to acknowledge the copies 
of your letters to Mr. Bell, Dr. Rowan, 

Dean Baldwin, and to myself. 

So far as I know the 7th to 12th 

of July is a very satisfactory time for 
me to meet with the rest of you. 

Thanks for your wire as to the 
Delta dates. It helped me as a tentative 
engagement for the 15th of July was in 
sight. 

Very sincerely, 

0 et tt : 

Miles D. Pirnie, 
Directore 

ye al aa ow 

c + fe aa Or? a 
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A Gift from Mr. Kellogg- This Sanctuary is now owned and operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Mak 7 (440) 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear A. L, 

I am not sorry I wrote my last letter; I know you would want me 
to let you know what was on my mind ,right or wrong. I did not mean to 
imply that we could not work this thing out together nor that I did not 
learn a great deal about writing this winter. Neverthe less, I believe 
what we have now will be satisfying to neither one of us. 

Without going into details about where things are off in our 
attempts to put the thing in the shape of a bulletin, I feel certain 
that our difficulties have come from the fact that we have been working 
with an immature thought. We have been polishing up the face of the 
paper while we really need more time in rounding out the thought. This 
is very clear to me now and I think that development of thought must 
be only a natural result of working over a thing. But now I have an 
edited paper and have found it almost impossible to fit my new thoughts 
and observations into what you have worked over so carefully, 

I know there is a limit as to how far one should go before rounding 
up a thought,but we really havn't had time to think and see this thing 
out. I feel we have it by the horns and would like to throw it before 
we put it in the form of a bulletin. I'm not trying to backslide; perhaps 
we are making too much of this,but I don't believe we should let it out 
before its mature . 

We can't get away from the fact that the station should produce 
something for the Board as soon as possible. To be very frank I don't 
belive the Board knows just what it wants. I don't believe Rowen knows 
what to expect from us, the Senator speaks of "leaflets", the Institute 
hasn't a very clear picture of what we have on deck, Miles wants something 
worthwhile on waterfowl. Mr. Bell is satisfied if we do a good job here 
and report our findings. Only you and I know what we are aiming for 
and what we have. We have set our own standards tor tue wusretin 8a 
I have made tne decision ss ts t*e material the first one should include. 
ifimmentmvangomemne If I have gone beyond my limits for the first one 
I'm willing to admit it. 

I think we should back up a bit. Any way we look at it, it will 
be some time before we can hope to round our present idea into shape. 
Can't we go back just far enough to say that the Delta Bulletins should 
say what we have to say when we are ready to say it? The board 
obviously wente us to say something soon. We can say all we have to 
say about sex and age identification now, without robbing or greatly 
changing the idea of the canvasback paper. You said in your letter that 
if we used this alone it should come out ac a journal peper. Wheat are 
the standards for a bulletin? Certainly, if we look to the Survey, to 
other stations or to colleges,many itens of less importance have been 
reported as bulletins, To be sure this would be more fitting as a
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journal paper. but I can't see why it should not be reported as a 

bulletin. 

I think the important thing is to get started. If we do one 
thing well, even in a small way, then we can go ahead with a good deal 
more freedom. I8m sure we can complete the canvasback paper this wintes 
Lyle's paper is on deck and before we know it we will have something 

to stand on. 

This will come up again. We will have meterial which will take 

some time to round up, while there will be other small but important 

items which we should get off our cheet as soon as possible. If the 

board objects to themeammmimmah the brevity of this first report ,we 

have enough on hand to show them that something good is really on the 

way before they have time to speak. But if we can only make a beginning 
I am sure things will be smooth from then on. 

I'm not trying to be definite about any of this; only thinking. 
Thinge are not as black eas theywre a week ago. We can work this out 
and I think thet any difficulties have come from the fact that we have 
taken too big a bite out of a green apple. 

Sincerely 

ble



4oh University Farm Place 
April 18, 1941 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 4 

I'm not surprised over your letter, as I have been aware that there is 
something about our writereeditor relation that doesn't work, and the 
harder wo try to make it work, the worse it gets. To put it another way, 
the process of clarifying small ambiguities “rubs the bloom off" your 
original style. 

I think the thing to do is for me to drop out. After all there is no 
‘ reason why you should not do the whole thing yourself. 

I don't quite see how segregating the sex and age chaper ia the answer, 
unless you publish it as a Journal paper. This would contravene the decision 
made by the Board last summer, wouldn't it? Or shall we ask the Board 
to rescind the decision? ‘ 

I think I have a better scheme. If you had an editor who knew nothing of 
ducks, but who could simply point out the small ambiguities to you, I 
think it might "unfreeze" your mental processes, I think Betty could do 
that. As you know, she took a degree in literature. She could come up 
sometime during the summer when you are ready. If you and Betty could 
comb out the small rough spots, I'd be willing to relase the MSS "sight 
unseen," 

If you think well of this idea, why don't you send Betty a chapter or 
two (preferably unedited by me) to see what she can point out, “in 
absentia". Then, if it seems to work, she could make the trip later. 

This, of course, would put a writing load on you during the field season, 
but that might not be as heavy to carry as the idea that we (I say "se" 
deliberately) have failed in our first attempt to produce. 

I am saying nothing to Paul Miller until I hear from you. I'm willing 
to have you cut your field work down to the mere continuance of going 
ventures, You could then spend next winter seeing the bulletin through 
the press, and polishing off the drawings. i 

What about it? / { 
| 

Yours, 

1 i 

| Aldo Leopold 
\ Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
April 12, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A. L.? 

In-going and out-going mail has been held up a bit by the heaviest 
spring run-o6f in years. The road to Portage is a quagmire and the wheat 
fields are lekes. ; 

Thank you for the comments on the sex and age section; I am working 
this over now. I quite agree that this will mean improvement. I had 
left it pretty much as it wae when we went over it last January for at that 
time you had considered it in fairly good shape. 

I am convineed that we will have to change our tactics on the bulletin 
again. I say this not because of these recent suggestions, I quite agree 
with them, but because I cannot be satisfied with the work we have already 
reviewed. I think we might wea well face the fact squarely that I am not 
at present equipped to express myself on vaper. I have confidence in myself 
to do so but I am at present up a blind alley. The bulletin is no longer 
the picture I saw at the beginning. I am sure that good writing must come 
as much by experience as well as by example. Experience means mistakes,but 
if the correction of these mistakes hides the original effort, if the 
mistakes are bigger than the thing itself,then one might better go back to 
the bush leagues for more experience. In going over the paper since I 
returned, I feel certain that some changes in thought are necessary, but 
reviewed sections are "frozen" and I am not up to making any revisions. 

Besides this, the occurrences of the last three weeks seem to demand 
important additions. The opening of the spring differs greatly from 
the last two years while many of the questions I raised regarding migration 
have been answered or more clearly defined. We said we could ignore these 
events of this seasom. We might if we were ready for press but now I can't 
write one thing and see another. To make these changes would push our 
date of publication ahead many months. 

With important changes on the sex and age section necessary,I can 
see only one thing:make this presentable ad use it for the first publication. 
With our season now in full swing and your schedule for the coming months 
crowded we will be doing well to get this out in a reasonable time. The 
rest, with revisions and additions can be shaped up later. 

Please don't mistake this as being shy of criticiem or being thin- 

skinned. I know full well that everything must go through careful revision, 
particularly things as rough as my own. But if after revision it does not 
have the meaning it had in the beginning , then I am sure it calte® for a 
new start. I can't write as you do any more theh I can wear your mbnotn 
clothes,even as much as I would like to. Ite trying to fit the paper to 
your writing that now hae me stopped.
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You have said to ignore deedlines but we have followed one promise 
with another; this one section has been on paper for near}y two years.. Even 
if it ie short, I will be satisfied if it is well Gone. BM I'll make no 
more promises end try to get this one thing done. 

The ducks are here and apparently are not bothered a great deal by the 
planee. The concentrations of migrants are not as heavy ae usuel in the 
bombed bay,but the sloughs and eg@g@ee near bombed sreas are heavily used. 

Yours sincerely, 

Amy s



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Hanitoba 
Canade 

April 14,1941 

Mr.illieam Slider , 
B530 University Ave, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Bill; 

I have not yet received word of our budget approval 
but it seems certain that things will ¢o through ae we have 
planned. At lenet we can talk a bit about the seanon to come. 
Piret of all we are glad to know that you will be vith us thie 
season;I am sure you will find this a lively place and we are 
anxious to work with you. 

There are two probleme which interest us particularly. 
Undoubtedly you will went to run down othersalleys when you get 
here,but these are the ones which have brought about our cooperstion. 

eR Fert poe conracbeck to breed sith hormone injection? We heave euccessfully bred all other enacies of loael ducks at Delta 
in captivity exoept the canvasback. Our aaptive cane co through all 
the somvkien performances of wild birds,pairing and eren mating, but 
only once has this been followed by neeting. 

Dr. A.A.Allen at Cornell hee been trying to breed canvaeback 
in captivity for meny years but has had only, one or two nestings. 
Kecently one of hie aesistante Leon Kutz,applied injections of pregnant 
mares rerum but I believe his reeulte were negstive. 

For material we heve 55 canvaeback,some two and three 
year old birds,but mostly — These birds are already courting; 
some of them are apparently paired. In it possible that you could 
direct ue from there on anything we can do with these birder before 
you reach Delta? We have constructed a large pen enclosing natural 
wareh enviganment and will put e dozen of theese birds there within 
the next week or eo. The reet of the birds will te kept in the flying 
pen until you arrive. 

2. The effect of hormone injeétion on the reoroductive 
organs of immature birds, You will remember that the oviduct ia 
closed by ea thin membrane on juvenile birdsyonen in adulte. Therete 
almost nothing on this in literature. I know of tro nanere on the 
Gomestic hen." Some Responses of the immature female fowl to injeer 
of mare gonadotropic hormone and oestrin". By V.S.Aemundeon,C .A.Coww 
and A.A.Klose in Pou c @ May 1937,pp 201. "Traneaction of 
the Dynamice of Rs nT am ROH pp81-90-Alan ¥.¢reenwood 
Will this membrane disappear before maturity vith hormone injections?
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Is the disappearance of the membrane 2 normal feature of development 
or does it occur when mating or egg-laying takes nlace? 

Another problem whééh,I believe, is untouched ie the 
effect of hormone injections on the eclipse olumage of the drake. 

I have a pleasant cottage for you and Herold;will let 
you know later how much in the way of household eauinment will 
be there for your use, 

Best Wishes, 
ya
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Kms EDMONTON, ALBERTA DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Ca GANADA 

13. IV..42 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Plece 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wigs 

Dear Dr. Peopold, 

Thenks for ycur communications of April 5. At 

present there seem to be no obstacles to my attending your meeting 

at Delta July 7 to 12. When your decision is final, I will make 

every effort to see that thet week is kept clear. 

I am hoping to attend the Royal Seciety meetings at King- 

ston, Ontario, May 20-22 and possibly to stop off for 4 day 

at Delta on my way back. I suppose it will be 0.K. for me to do 

this? I think I might be better primed for the July meeting if 

I look the various projects over, as they exiet then, at that 

time. It will be a chance of making myself more femilier with 

things at Delte that I should not like to miss. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wm. Rowane



424 University Farm Place 
April 7, 1941 

Mr. J, Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul; 

In case the Senator did not wire you, you will be relieved to 
know that he wired his “hearty approval" from Florida of the 
1941 Delta budget. 

Meanwhile I have also received the attached letter from Mr. Bell 
which, while not explicit, indicates reciptivity to the new figure. 

I appreciate your getting this decision. I hated to push you, but 
we were really ina pinch. The start of physiological work is our 
main move for the year, and the student I was concerned about is 
Dr. Meyer's student whom we will take on as one of the three assist- 
ants cafried in the new budget, Meyer would doubtless have been 
unable to carry out his plans without this man. Mow, however, we 
are all clear, and I thank you for your help. 

I enclose Hochbaum's expense accouhh for March in the sum of 
$69.68, and also his Petty Cash account. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Pare Place 
April 7, 1941 

My. James ¥, Mell 
200 Chanber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear lir. Bells 

It seome unlikely to mo that Dr. Riddle could outline work for 
Delta without having seen what is being done there, and without 

knowing what opportunities for work are offered, Moreover, the 

resent staff is untrained in physiology, and there is a limit 
Coyend whieh on watvained mon gun's go. I've been agresably 
surprised that Albert Hochbaum has been able to go as far into 

j the subject as he has done, 

It was to guard against just this contingency that the Board 
invited both Dr, Riddle and Dr. Heyer to look at Delta. Dr. Meyer 
has responded with enthusiasm; he will not only look at Delta 
himself (in June), but io sending a trained student (Willies Hider) 
to work as part of the crew all sumer. Hlder already has his 
Doctorate, 

Albert and I have drawn Meyer and Bilder iato the Delta picture not 
because they have the title of physlologiets, but because we have 
seen them in action here. You my confidently expect something to 
heopen whenever those two roll up their sleeves. 

The disadvantage of working with Dr. Meyer instead of Dr. Riddle is, 
of course, that Dr. Riddle has funds and Dr. Meyer does not. As 
against this, Dr. Meyer hea onthusiae: for our sort of werk. We 
are, of course, uncommitted for the future, but this year's program 
ghould at least yield o clear picture of what could be done at Delta 
in the future along physiological lines. 

I am proposing July 7-12 for this year's meeting of the Advisors at 
Delta. Gould you be there? I'm especially anxious that the Advisors 
have a thorough talk with you and Senstor Weleott. Failing this 
date, I am tied up till early September. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

April 3, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold : 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of the 2nd. I am sorry 
Riddle cannot come, but is there not a possibility 
that he could outline certain work that we could 
carry on to advantage? 

We could thus have the benefit of his advice and 
guidance. 

Yours very truly, 

eZ Cina 

jfb aj



April 7, 1941 

Janes ¥, Bell 
¥. G. Valeott 
Willian Howas 
Ten ate 
a. Paal ler 

Gentlemen: 

I propose the week of July 7-1? for the meeting of the 
A@vieory Board at Delta. Yould this date be convenient? ‘ 

My only other chance is in early September or the end of 
Auguat. 

T have just received Senator Yaleott's wired approval of the 
1941 budget. Hence we have boon able to close arrangements 

with three students for this summer; namely, Peter Ward, 
Hareld Hanson, and Willian Slider. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of WAL life Management



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

April 5, 1941 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have been so pressed for time that I have 
not gotten around to studying over your letter 
of January 16th on the Delta budget for 1941. 

However, anything you agree upon that is 
within reasonable figures of our last years 
appropriation is satisfactory to me. 

Yours very truly, 

EF ott 

jfb aj



424 University Farm Place 
April 4, 1941 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station . 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Albert: 

This needs a little reorganization before editing can well begin. As 
now organized, all readers except experts in plumage and anatomy will 
murely get lost, or fail to get the point. 

Instead of one major center caption "Sex and Age Identification", I think 
you need three or perhaps four: 

Sex and Age Identification 
Sexing and Aging by Plumare 
Sexing and Aging by Cloaca 

Sexing 

Aging by Bursa 
Aging by Other Characters ' : 

Noi, 1 should be introductory and brief, It should say that the usual ; 
sothed of locking at the gonads 1s slow, requires opening, and tells 
nothing of age, and applies only te dead birds;. that quicker methods 
applicable to both live and dead birds and to both sexing and aging are 
needed; that such methods can greatly increase penetration into conservation 
problems by permitting analysis of bags, live flocks, and dead ducks 
killed by predators or disease. Over and above the usual method, the 
following are now available;they are here described. 

oH he at i Hand ~— oa 
Sexing Plumage Color umage Color umage Color 

Cloaca Cloaca 
i Bill color(in some Tractiea 

speéies) Bill color (in some species) 

Aging Plumage color Plumage color Plumage color 
Tail feathers Gloaca Cloaca 

Tail feathers Tail feathers 

Perhaps under the next two captions you will also need an introductory 
outline, giving the limitations of each method, to orient the redder before 
you leunch into details. 

The menagement paragraph at the end hardly takes the place of this preliminary 
orientation. The management section at the end should possibly say that the 
tallies obtained by these characters are discussed in the chapter on Bags,



Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum +29 April 4, 1941 

I've marked a few rough places even before reorganization, just to point 
them out. 

I had to wire Paul Miller for a definite 0.K. on budger--see copy attached. 
Bill Rlder has another offer which he can't turn down till we say all clear, 

Fran and Hammy are back at Plainfield. 

Bill Rider will write you about possible hormoning of cans this year. If 
he is willing to play ball, we might score on that this year and thus help 
continuity of finance. Now many cans would you want to inject? 

love to Joan. 

Yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

\ 

. ‘ 

/ / \ 

y / \
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
March 31, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A. L. 

Your new student sounds like a good bet; of course we 

would like to hAve him with us. I would like him to understand, 

however, that we will give him jobs and chores and count on him 

as one of the "gang", Another fellow would be a great helo and 

there isn't much we do here that would not appeel to him. 

You spoke of his paying board. At the meeting lest summer 

we decided that we should make the boye ® bit more independant 

than in the past. Accordingly I have rented a nice cottage right 

back of us on the beach for the summer. It has sleeping quarters 

for at least six.a good stove etc.and is a comfortable place. This 

was rented on budget funde and the new student can stey there 

with Herold and Bill.without cost. Ae for mesls I havn't worked 

thet out yet. It is too much to ask Mrs. Ward to board three 

boys this year and it would be hard to take care of them in our 

little cottage. Beside,any little difficulties that have arisin 

in the pest have imam come from all of us being together for 

24 houre a day for the entire summer. "esides this there were only 

three weeks from the first of June until the middle of August last 

goer in which there were not othere visitors dependent upon us. 

: we're not trying to shirk anything but I am sure that it would 

ve best all the way around to relieve us of boarding the boys. 

Art has found it quite setisfactory to have the field 

crews feed themselves. That may be @ bit hard here ,at least 

for three meals a day end I em shopvineg around for a nice cook 

who would prepare one or two meals 4@ day for the boye. In any 

event we will work it ovt so the boye are nouriched and happy. 

Greeley will anticipate no difficulty in crossing the 

vorder,although it will be well to have some sort of identification 

All the boys will have to get a release from their local Draft 

Boards to leave the country, at least I did. 

Best regerde,



42k University Farm Place 
March 28, 1941 

Mr. BH, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 

; Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: 

Referring to Mr. Ussher's letter asking for permission te include your 
findings on cloacal sexing and aging in Mr. Kortright's new duek bool: 

I would tell Mr. Ussher that you are going te publish this sometine this 
' summer or fall and that if he cares to withhold publication until he 

can# cite our publication in the regular manner, that we shall be glad to 
have him do so. I would also tell him that we will cooperate by sending 
him an advance copy, so that his publication will not be unduly delayed, 
but hie use of your material will have to be a regular citation rather 
than an independent account. 

Since this is one of the most important findings of the Delta Ducic Station, 
T think the above policy is about as generous as we can afford. If you 
agree, I would reply agoordingly. 

I hope you are keeping careful notes on the effects of air craft and bombing, 
both as to mrsh populations ani bird behavior, The reaction of birds to 
these conditions is in itself an important and interesting question, and 
might be one of the compensstions for the use of the Delta marsh as a 
bombing target. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Paul Miller so that he will know that 
Peter Word started work March 1 at $100 per month, and that you will submit 
& monthly payroll from now on, beginning April 1. 

Wath best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopolé 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON yn 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS A ged 
COLD SPRING HARBOR, LONG ISLAND. N. Y. iy \ne 

Mareh 28, 1941 ( 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leovold: 

In reply to your letter of March 19 
pearing invitation to visit the Delta Duck Station at 
Delta, Manitoba at some time this summer I may say 
as follows: 

Though I am sure that valuable work can 
be done on the physiology and endocrinology of ducks 
I think that the distance between that laboratory and 
my own essentially prohibits us here from conducting 
any investigations at that Station. If Mr. Bell and 
Senator Wolcott are interested in the project it will 
doubtless be greatly aided by them. Unfortunately at 
this moment I do not see how I could find time to visit 
the Station this summer. Only three days ago I returned 
from a 45-day trip to the Pan American Congress of Endocrin- 
ology in Montevideo and feel submerged with work for some 
months ahead. 

With all best wishes to the new laboratory, 
I am, 

i Most sincerely yours, 

Oscar Riddle



424 University Farm Place 
Mareh 26, 1941 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Albert; 

I have a new student who is enrolling next fall, Fred Greeley of 
Winnetka. He is graduating from Kenyon College this June, and is 
doing endocrine experiments with English sparrows. He is also band- 
ing a lot of chimney swifts near Kenyon, and has banded bats all over 
northern Wisconsin, Bill Wlder has talked over his bird banding with («1 
him and is well impressed with the soundness of his work, 

He was a member of Dr. Gross! expedition to the Bay of Pundy and helped : 
gather data for Griffin's ,experinents with petrels. He also did a Promeng 
lot of gull banding in the Bay of Fundy. 

His personality is quiet and pleasing. i 

He asked me what he could do during the summer which would advance his 
training. I told him that if he cared to work without pay, that you 
could probably give him a job at Delta. This letter is to get a verifi- 
sation of my assumption. He could report about the middle of June and 
would be there at least a month or two. 

Incidentally, he is said to do very creditable painting. 2 

If this voluntary service sounds useful to you, let me know so that I 
can notify Greeley. Need he anticipate any difficulty in crossing 
the border? If so, is there any advance action which he or I should 
take to facilitate his crossing? 

It is understood, of course, that he would pay board like the other 
summer students. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Parn Pace 
Mareh 26, 1942 

Mr. dames F. Bell 
- 200 Chamber of Commerce 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bells 

Albert Hochbaum has asked me to give you a rough outline of what 
Dr, R. K, Meyer of this University is doing with prairie chickens. 

He injeeted sex hormones into captive adults and got no resulte with 
cocks, but the injected hens rie skin on the head, and 
showed the preliminary postures of . 

The work was with an inadequate mumber of birds, covered only one 
year, and is as yet unpublished. He intends to repeat and refine 
it this year if we can cateh guitable stock for his use. 

With dest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Profeasor of Wildlife Management



hy ee 

THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE CREEK. - MICHIGAN 

March 25, 1941 

Dear Albert: 

My writing you has sort of piled up because for 
quite a time I still hoped we could meet for a real visit. 

In the meantime things have become increasingly lively; but 

you will get this note anyway before I leave for a three weeks 

trip in the south-east, looking for turkeysand talking wild 

turkey with Mosby, Blakey, Stoddard and as many others as 

possible. I plan to attend a wildlife conference at Atlanta, 

also; and of course I am borrowing a movie camera and hope 

to get some Leica shotsbf buzzards as well as turkeys. 
i 

I shall be delighted to have the Delta studies 
swing back to the failure of canvasbacks and most ducks 
to breed in captivity; and I am sure a background of field 

observations is as essential as histology, etc. Unless 

prior to the appropriate nesting dates the birds have had 
a chance to"court and disport, I doubt that much breeding 
will take place. OCOertainly the productivity is easily 
upset by handling or keeping confined. We surely hope the 

work at Barrington will get us going on the breeding in 
captivity of good strain mallards, and of course Art's 
wood duck study will contribute much. then for other 
species}—I've kept gathering data on “off" or mongrel 
mallerds- perhaps best called domesticated mallards- as 
many seem to breed very true. 

Your plan for Bulletin I certainly is appropriate 
and most comprehensive. The following numbers will be equally 
meaty, and will interest others. Shall work on Delta negatives 
on my return from the turkey trip, but I took on a series of 

newspaper bird identification articles that will make me hump, 

too. 

From Aldo's letter it looks’ like July is the date 
for get-together. This would be good for some brood 

. -™ photos in the marsh and on growing ducks, would it not? 
Probably I can stay just a few days this year, but hope 

Py we can plan to make the cameras count as much as possible. 
a_—~ I was lucky with the nesting shots last year, but should 

: have a blind on one or two nests, at least, even if they 
; should desert. Egss with no bird at the nest are not 

i enough for interest shots. 
f Am glad you are trying a few changes, even if slight, 

in the rearing, as any slight improvement means so mich in 
the experiments as well as general satisfaction. What will 
the effect of bombs be on the young ducks, do you think? 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg- This Sanctuary is now owned and operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing
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I am heartily in favor of keeping Mr. Bell, Senator 
Walcott, and Paul Miller as much informed as any of the "Board". 
Also I want you to prepare the budget, etc. I got the copy 

of it andem very sorry I didnt reply. In the future, rather 
than waiting for time to write a longer letter, I shkll 

send a bawbap business reply and let the personal take its 

chances later. 

Are you continuing the reising of mallards and keeping 
any for study of age differences and individdeal variation? We 
A mink got in and killed all of the Delte mallards f*Now you i 

know why I insisted on 1" mesh for the Barrington pens. (Of ™ ¢luteh 
sourse Happfy Beckhardt didnt need any urging; and the pen ; 
materials have been purchased. Art certainly is a pusher and 
I feel things are going fine at Barrington as well as at Delta. 

Should Art go in the draft this fall I am sure Happy can carry 

on with Anderson and myself ready to help with records and 
examination of birds. And then you should get there in the 

winter. 

Many thanks for the helps to Bennett. Wish you 
might have been here to help us sex swans. Some are very 

stubborn about showing what they have; but one yearling 
Mute Swan male hade quite a bit of devlopment of his 

apparatus. I had not expected this. A Whooper Swan we 
hed recorded a male, seemed ready to lay eggs, this time; 
and so it goes. 

You may be Aféddé4séd interested in the enclosed 
list of the kill by a Battle Creek party at Winnépegosis 
last October, exact date not given. Shooting was reported 

rather slow. 

Let me know if I have failed to answer any thing 
you wanted my reaction on. Again I say, dont misinterpret 
these long lapses in my letter writing. Most nights I am 
as tired as if I'd been on the hatchery job or looking for 
nests,or more so. 

Best regards to all the Wards; and tell Pete he 

shouldnt need to write so many letters,now he is home, and 

we do wonder how he liked New York. Am sending a couple of 
copies of the duck banding paper for you and Pete. 

Missed you at Barrington and the Chicago banding 
meeting on the E5th. Our Mich. Audubon meeting is at 
Detroit next Saturday-- Will be seeing Bill Howard in a 
few days, I expect. He is helping me plan the trip south. 
As usual I am taking Cynthia for moral support, etc. 

Best wishes and lots of luck,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta,Manitoba 
March 24, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managament 
University of Wisconsin 
Madéson, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L. 

Thank you for writing to “eyers and Riddle. As we have not heard 
form the Board on the matter of Sttdents, I take it the offer of $200 
to Meyers is ss yet only tentative. 

I have just received the enclosed letter from Mr. Ussher. I am 
@ bit green on a matter of this kind and after s]1 the material is not 
mine but the Institutes. What would you say? 

He sent me the section on the csnvasback to review, Frankly we 
were disappointed for it is mostly a re-hashing of Bent, Roberts, etc 
with very little in the way of new material. " 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert 

PS. “gter etarted work March lst at $100.00 a month and will continue 
until ecember. 4s of our policy of last summer I shall submit 
the monthly pay roll to you from now on. 

First crow to dey. “ave had more heavy snows and it really looks 
like water this year. 

Fighter craft and bombers are continually over the marsh from 
dawn 'till dark,driving the sharptails on the ridge almost crazy. Its 
interesting to note that when a plane goes over they often tower, flying 
way higher than I have ever seen a grouse,then circling back to their 
tree or a clump. 

hin’



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN 

March 21, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I wish to acknowledge receipt of copy of Albert's 
memorandum for the Delta advisors and also the copies of 
your letters to Doctors Rowan, Riddle, and Meyer. 

I am pleased with the memorandum on the Delta program. 

My best waterfowl men are planning on other training this 
summer so we have no one to recommend as assistants at Delta. 
I approve of Hanson and Elder provided Albert and you recom- 

mend theme 

At present I know of no reason why I could not spend 
part of a week at Delta any time during July. This is a fairly 
good time for me to get more pictures of broods in the wild 

and to check over nesting conditions in general with Albert. 

Evidently I failed to acknowledge your letter of February 
27 and copies of your letter to Walcott and the memorandum on 
physiological work at Delta. I appreciate being kept advised 
but of course I have not been in position to be of much help 
in the advisor capacitye If distance did not prevent dropping 
in for frequent visits there are many items I would have enjoyed 
going over with you end Albert. Since there was nothing strikingly 
different in the proposed budget I assumed that you would inter- 
pret no reply as approvals In the future I shall try to be more 
prompt so as to avoid any enbarrassment to youe 

I am looking forward to seeing the manuscript of Bulletin 
Ie In passing this around you may wish to keep in mind that 
I expect to be dowm-south the first three weeks in April and 
I would not want the manuscript waiting for me during that 

. S period. & a, i Ty Dips tink Y 

yy I hewe missed seeing Titus's article on geese. Is it in 
a the April Field and Stream? 

I missed you in our Barrington conference. The set-up 
there seems most satisfactory and I hope that all of us 

ff may carry out some good research there. 

ate if 
A Gift from Mr. Kellogg- This Sanctuary is now owred and operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing



5 St. Edmund's Drive, 

Toronto, Ontario. 

Mareh 21st 1941. 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum, 

Delta Duck Hatchery, 

Delta, Manitoba. 

Dear Mr. Hochbaum:- 

Mr. Kortright has just received a letter from Mr. 

Hawkins, who has been kind enough to look over some of our mss. He was 

able to give us some information on the period during whith the notched 

tail feather feature is useful in distinguishing immature from adult birds. 

He also stressed the importance of the cloacal method developed by your- 

self. 

Would it be too much to ask you to give us a brief 

account of this, fue inelusion in the book 2 We are very keen to have this 

if possible. I understand that you are publishting something on this; I 

believe that Mr. Kortright's work will not be out before September, so that 

possibly this would not interfere with your prioity. In any case, if you 

felt able to help us in this matter, we would be very grateful. 

Mr. Hawkins also mentioned your study of the Canvas- 

back, and I am sending you the Descriptions and Life Story of that species. 

If you have time to look at it, and give us any comments, it would be a 

great help. I am sorry that the rush of getting things to, or near, com- 

pletion, has prevented us sending you a neater copye 

The weights you sent us have been an outstanding con- 

tribution, and we are looking forward to getting the 1939 figures when you 

have time. Any weights of Geese would be very useful. 2° ta 

WY :



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, “anitoba 
Merch 20, 1941 

Mr, Aldo Leopold ; 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It is hard to make dates for the mmeting of the Board until 
I know when you will be ffee to come up. If you and Dr. Rowan can 
get together on a date in July I think we should work from that. It 
will be hard to make a date to please everyone,but I would like to 
heve you and Dr. Rowan up together. 

Mr. Bell has written @ note to Cold Springs regarding our 
interest but I have not seen a copy of his letter, In our invitation 
we should write to Dr. A. F. Blakeslee, Dept. of Senetics, Carnigie 
Institution, Cold Springs Harbor, L.I.,N.Y. Dr. Blakeeslee is the 
Director of the Station. I believe Dr. Oscar Riddle is one of his 
assistante. 

We have had two very heavy snow storms in the last week and 
ere just now able to dig our wey to town. This brings winter snow 
fall way above average and, coming this late, it should make lots 
of water. 

By the way,.{ when I met Mr. Bell in Minn. he was very much 
interested in Dr. Meyers'work with prairie chicken, It seems he 
has a friend, a MrT Beetjer, in “aryland who has had some succese 
hy raising mbbdnmhm pinnates from wild eggs which Ed hes sent him. 
@ might be someone for Fred to get in touch with. I am not familiar 

with Dr. Meyers® prairie chicken study and wonder if you would give 
Mr. Bell a brief idea of what he is doing. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cha



| 4 Son 

Nah University Fars Place 
Haren 19, 1982 

tr. Wifes Soran 
Or. Miles &, Pyrat 
Mr. ot, Fe Toki 
Sonater FP, 6, Galeots 

Gentlemens 

Betihoun San ont wo the stented sreates Sot he Bee 
for the eowkng seeeon, Tt ia om the budget which hee alresdy 
deen sent you, F112 you let me heve eitie your approval, ar your 
suggestions for modifications? 

I sleo enclone Letters to Dr. Riddle and Pr, Beyer for your fafor- 
en At. 

ieee panes te coe aeuae o of & BONe . ‘. 
; ony ieee Danek detlaeitoan ts Salen cin poliiet ae tae t wilt 

then propose dates which seen to fit. 

the mamecript of Bulletin No. 1 ie milking hondway, ant wlll de 
in your hande soon. : 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold 
Profeesor of P1141ife Mangement 

a



Delta Duck Station 
“ . Delta, Manitoba 

March 14, 1940 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madigon, Wisconsin 

Dear AL. 

Wesrgisdito get your letter of March 11 and comments on our 
new plens. I have sent the enclosed letter to Art. 

I do not agree with you on the presentation of our offers 
to Meyers’ group and Cold Spring. I think they should come from you 
as chairman of the Board, In the first place you are close to Dr Meyers 
and a good many things that might come up could be settled by phone 
or meeting hém,while if I wrote he might feel obliged to follow with 
considerable correspondence. Certainly you would find it easier to keep 

your fingers on developmente that way. As for omr contacts with the 
Gold Spring group I think that it would be much more fitting to have 
the offer come from you. Mr. 5ell's letter, as I understood from our 
conversation, was to be more or less of an introduction, we 2ztot/ denn pow 

Af , et 

June I am pleased with the idea of having Bill Elder up, in fact I meant 
to mention this in our last letter. Frankly it would be much better to 
have a student with us than to have to make arrangements for Dr, Meyers 
and his family. The air force has cornored all the eottages here and 
will probably use the lodge3; it would be hard to make a family comfortable. 
I am suggesting Bill in my note to the Board which will relieve you of 
having to make the initial suggestion on this matter, 

We are all set on the $200.90 for Bill for the summer. If the 
Board approves and Bill is free and willing to come I would like to 
know the following as soon as possible: L- What equipment will he 
need. If we can buy it from our budget we will do so, if not we will 
have to ask Mr. Bell for it. At any rate it will probably have to 
be purchased in the States which means we will have to have some time 
allowed for customs arrangements,etc. which are always slow, We have 
@ good gram scales and that is about all. We have made one of the 
cabooses into the kind of office he would need for his detailed work. 
He will experience no difficulty in bring any equipment across the lime. 
2— When would he come upf I will have to make arrangements for living. 
I do not expect that we will get into experiments with breeding this 
year. fnmmam These would have to begin within 8 month from now. We will 
have young birds to work with from the middle of June on. 

I speak of Bill; " anyone of like understanding" from Dr. Meyers8 
group would be fine,but of course we know and like Bill. 

Dr Rowans letters if we are to have an annual meeting of the 
Board as a group,it depends upon what time you will have free. You 
said you were pretty crowded this summer,and I think that plans for 
the meeting should be mede at your convenience am, Mr. Bell seid that



he woul like to come up for the meeting and we will have to find out 
‘when he will be free. We already know when Dr. Rowan will be tied 
up,while I suppose Dr. Pirnie could fit in with most any plans. We should 
probably know the approximate date of the meeting before asking Dr.Riddle. 
Anytime you may decide for the meeting ie agreeable here. 

Delta is a busy place these days. They are starting gunning on 
the lake and the bomb target is up in front of the duck house. 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ . og Cg



Delta Duck Station 
elta, Manitoba 

March 14, 1940 0 Qp- 
ha 
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Dear Art: 

It was good to see and talk with you last month and we ate all 
looking forward to gour visit with Betty next June. We are back again 
at Delta but will have no ducks for several more weeks. Winter snows 
have been excellent in these parts and we are expecting more water than 
we had last year. 

Since I last saw you our Delta program for the new season 
has taken some new developments. Since this project started way back 
in 1931 interest here has centered around attempts ,in an émperical 
way, to bring about the reproduction of canvasback in captivity. Since 
we have been here_we have not been up to the task in training or 
background to car} this through in a careful, scientific manner, We 
now have the interest and cooperation of two groups equipped to go 
ahead with these studies and, as it is more or less of a long-time 
project ,we feel we should get started as soon as possible. This means 
we must expand somewhat in equipment as well as provide for some 
technical egmbpmemi assistance. Thies also means that our budget is 
already cut to the bone all the way through the season to come. I am 
afreid that we will find it impossible to take Andereon on as an 
assistant this spring. 

r kngw that both you and Anderson will be disappointed;so am 
1,Bor both “ete and I looked forward to having him with us. I know 
you will understand,however, and in our discussion of last month we 
considered our plans for the_spring as only tentative. I am letting 
you know now so that you and Frosty can make your summer plans 

accordingly. 

I will let you know about the eggs as soon as possible. As our 
permit includes the shipping and transporting of errs I see no hitch. 

Wonder if you would let me know roughly how many cloacal 
examinations you have made during the last two mmimm seasons. Have 
you found any cases in which these did not prove to be constant? ete 
says you found two-year old geese still with bursa. 

Peter had a great time in New York with Jaques and some of the 
other museum artists. He is back now end will not have to join up 
until sometime next fall. 

Yours sincerely,



. 

Dear A.L. I thought we hed decided that Delta comments for the Board 
were to be submitted by me to you,then you wewe to ship them off 
to the Board with your own comments. This is @ ‘round about method to 
be eure but it has several advantages. It permits us to settle any 
minor differences in opinion between our Relves before we go to the 
Board. I think you can keepmin better touch with things if correspondence 
of this kind goes through your hands rether than between here and the 
Board. It is all right with me to do it the other way; I am merely 
reviewing our vrevious thoughts on the matter. I don't want to burden 
you with minor details and if the idea does not seem good,I am willing 
to send everything directly to the Board. . 

A very minor pointjnone of us can hendle more than one carbon on this 
rattle-trap. If it would not burden Betty too much,wouldnt it be ell right 
to type carbons for the Board there. 

J U, »& 
be? ve



Delta Duck Station 
- Delta, Manitoba 

March 14, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Professor “eopold: 

Enclosed is a brief outline of the Delta progrem for the 
coming season. This, in general, follows our plens as set 
forth last summer,but I wish to present it to the Board as 
we begin the season for their comments end suggestions. 

The budget for 1941 provides $600,00 for two student 
assistants. I am particularly anxious to reach a definite 
agreement on essistants as soon as possible in order that we 
may make our plans and arrangements. I have submitted my 
recommendations for assistants in this report. 

Will you please forward this to other members of the 
Board,together with your own comments. 

Yours sincerely, 

og eee Zs 

Alpert Hochbaum,



7 Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

f March 14, 1941 

Memorandum for the Yelta Duck Station Board of Advisors 

The following is a brief review of the proposed Delta Program to 
be followed during the coming season. It is presented at the 
beginning of the new field season for comments and suggestions 
of the Board. Included in the new program is one important 
departure from our earlier plans: the new proposal regarding 
cooperation with Dr. Riddle and Dr. “oyers in physiological studies. 
Professor Leopold hes already brought this matter to the Board. 

With the completion of Bulletin #1, the manuscript of which will be 
in the hands of the Board at an early date,we have two projects which 
should be completed during the coming season. These are: 1:- The 
etudy of hatching and rearing techniques. 2:— the study of growth and 

development of young ducks. 

Before we present our review of hatching and rearing techniques we must 
first find out where we are falling down; rearing losses have been 
heavy in recent years. We are using wire pen floors,cement floors 
and smaller tanks this year as well as ridgid control of sanitation 

in and around the mmm rearing house. 

The material for the identification and growth and development of 
young is complete for the following species: Mellard,cadwall,blue- 
winged teal,shoveller, pintail, redhead, canvasback,lesser scaup, 
white-winged scoter and ruddy duck. Before summing this up we 
should have material on other important species of the Prairie 
Provinces, at least for the baldpate, green-winged teal,ring-necked 

duck, buffle-head and American golden-eye. We cannot obtain eggs or 

young of these species et Delta;will try to get eggs elsewhere and 
rear them here. 

Other items of the program are as follows: 

Field Studies 

1:- “esting Studies We have set a mark again this year for 
nest history studies of 100 duck nests. Nesting studies conflict with 

the hatchery progrem and we cannot hope for a large-scale study of 

nests. Nevertheless, the yearly study of a small number of nests 
hes yielded much valuable information and with the close of the 

present season four years of nesting studies will be summed up in j 
Lyle Sowls'reoprt on ground squirrel-waterfowl relationships. 

ai. Life History Studies Life history studies will center 
on the canvasback, ruddy duck and coot. The mammam study of 

summer end autumn movemente of waterfowl as well as the fall bag 
studies of sex and age will continue. 

3:- Sex and age ratios of botulism losses . We hope to take 
advantage of every opportunity to study sex and age retios in botulism 
and drought igeses. In this the Fish and Wildlife Service will 
cooperate in North Dakota, Ducks Unlimited in “anada.



Hetchery Studies 

i l:-_Study of Primary sex ratio of waterfowl This study will 
continue as is has during the last two seasons. 

2:~ Relationship of light to growth and development of young The hake 
hatchery will be equipped with a light plant this spring. It is possible 

that we may simulate daylight peniodéoof various latitudes,measuring the 
relationship of light to the growth of young. Lighting experiments with mam 
captive canvasbacks will be carried out during the fall end winter. 

Personnel 

Albert Hochbaum and Peter Ward are at the Station now and will remain 
throughout the season. Ward may be called to Service in the late summer. 

* sum of $600.00 has been set up in the budget for two summer assistants. 
My recommendations for these positions are as follows, 

l:- Herold Hansen , a graduate student in the Department of Wildlife 

menegement, University of Wisconsin. Hansen has proved to be an able field 
worker in expeditions to Greenland and Central Mexico for the Field 
Museum; his abilitias and personality ere well fitted for Delte. 

2:-_William Blder , a greduvate assistant in the Dept.of Zoology, 

University of Wisconsin. Elder, in background and treining is an able 
field and leboratory technician. His particular abilities are in 

endotrinology: he has been an assistant of Dr. eyers for several 

seasons. In the development of physiological etudies at Delta I am 

enxious to have Elder with us for a season. 

I am submitting these recommendations for the consideration of the 
Board. 

(oe aia ky 
[Ube Sth bpm, 
Albert Hochbaum
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424 University Farm Place 
Mareh 12, 1942 

Professor William Rowan | 
University of Alberta 
Rdmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Professor Rowan: 

Albert Hochbaum stopped in Minneapolis last Sunday to see Mr. Bell 
and get his approval of inviting both Dr. Riddle ond Dr, R, K. Meyer 
of the University endocrinology department to take a look at Delta. 
I am in hopes that either or both will get a look at the outfit 
this summer. HSoechbaum will write you shortly asking the approval 
of the advisory board for this move. 

Hochbaum will also write you as soon as he knows anything about 
probable dates of the meeting of the advisory group. My own schedule 
ia now changed, ao I am no longer committed for July and can come 
up any time during that month. 

The black snowshoe sounds extremely interesting. 1 never heard of 
one. Do you have a genetical or physiological oxplanation? Whenever 

you get one written up, I would like to see it. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Pyofessor of Wildlife Management
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; UNIVERSITY OF Wiscaitern f 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ; 

+ . ' MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT— \ yok University Farm Place 

‘ f I March 11, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 

Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Canada 

Dear Albert: 

I am much pleased that Mr. Bell takes to the physiological idea. 

I approve of diverting the Anderson money, but I would let Anderson 

and Hawkins know right away, so he can make his summer plans accord- 

ingly. I think there probably is not mich doubt that he will get 

his scholarship here, beginning in September. 

I take it that you will follow up Mr. Bell's letter to the Cold 

Springs group, and I would also think it preferable to heve you 

make the offer to Dr. Meyers direct and do it soon. I think I 
would say that we hope he can send Bill Elder or "somebody of 

like understanding". This might engage Bill Elder's time before 

he makes other commitments. 

If there is any of this that you particularly want me to do, say 

what, and I will follow up. 

It is particularly good news that you heve some water. We are having 

a big snow here which will help our water level. 

My personal regards to Ed Ward, Mrs. Ward, and the family. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildife Management 

P.S. The attached letter from Rowan has just come in. I know you 
will be pleased that he welcomes the idea of inviting Dr. Riddle. 
This reminds me that I think you should write the Advisory Committee 

directly, asking their aporovel of the physiological development, in- ~ 
cluding invitations to both Riddle and Meyers with financial provision 

for Dr. Meyers students. 
Dear A.L. I thought we had decided thet Delta comments for the Board were 
to be submitted by me to vou,then you were to ship them off to the Bosrd with 
your own comments. This is a ‘round ebout method but. it hes eeverel advantages 
It lets us settle any minor differences of opinion between ourselves before 

going to the Board, Again,you can keep in better touch with things if 
orrespondence of this kind goes through you rather then betwean here and



‘ ¥ Haw 

the Board. It is all right with me to do it the other way: I am merely \ 
reviewing our previous thoughts; ema I don't want to burden you with a lot 
of minor details. i 

If we mia do it the way we hed previously planned,would it be all rieht 
to send you one original end let betty type the carbons? 

As you have already outlined the pkysiological set-up and as Dr. Rowan 
hee elready expressed his approval as well as Vr. Bell I did not ask for 
further epproval. 

beg! iti 9 is “0 if



42h University Farm Place 
Mareh 11, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Albert: f 

I am mech pleased that Mr, Bell takes to the physiological idea. 

I approve of diverting the Anderson money, but I would let Anderson 
and Hawkins know right away, so he can make his summer plans accord- 
ingly. I think there probably is not mech doubt that he will get 
his scholarship here, beginning in September. 

I take it that you will follow up Mr. Bell's letter to the Cold 
Springs group, and I would also think it preferable to have you 

' make the offer to Dr. Meyers direct and do it soon. I think I 
would say that we hope he can send Bill Elder or “somebody of 
like understanding". This might engage BLll Blder's time before 
he makes other commitments. 

If there is any of this that you particularly want me to do, say 
what, and I will follow up. 

It is particularly good news that you have some water. We are having 
a big snow here which will help our water level, 

My personal regards to Ed Ward, Mrs. Ward, and the family. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildife Management 

P.5. The attached letter from Rowan has just come in. I know you 
will be pleased that he welcomes the idea of inviting Dr. Riddle. 
This reminds me that I think you should write the Advisory Committee 
directly, asking their approval of the physiological development, in- 
cluding invitations to both Riddle and Meyers with financial provision 
for Dr. Meyers students.
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i DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY i a Te 

6. Til. 42 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Thanks for your two recent items for my Delta 

files. This is not an official letter, as none seems to be re- 

quired, but may I say that the suggestion of having Oscar Riddle 

at Delta strikes me ae partboularly bright idea. His extensive 

knowledge is juet of the right kind for problems likely to be feasité 

at Delta, while I, personally, would enjey nothing more than a 

chance to discuss varios items with him. I haven't seen him for 

some years and if he can be tempted along, what about making his 

visit (if possible) coincide with the next official gathering there? 

I think it is probably unlikely that I shall make the 

coast t:is summer ané if I do, it will only be for a short time. 

But in any case, since I may be working with Collip for part of the 

summer, in Montreal, I would still like to know rweghly what time 

the Delta meeting is likely to take place as soon as you have any 

conerete ideas. 

I have ojust had an all-black snowshee rabbit sent in to 

me from the country. This is the firet I have ever seen, al- 

though I know of at least two authentic cases besides from this 

Province. 
Yours sincerely, 

Sella i Sateen ay UM) ah
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42h University Farn Place 
March 7, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute . 
Investment Building 

j Washington, D. C. 
} 

Dear Paul: 

I sent you a Delta budget based on a conversation with Senator Walcott at 
Memphis and addreseed to him in your care under date of February 26. Possibly 
you forwarded the letter to him unopened, and he has not yet taken the matter 
up with you. Hy intention was to get the information to both of you at one 
and the same time, but since he did not inform you, I am loaning you my file 
copy. Kindly return it. 

The long and short of my conversation with the Senator was that he approved 
raising Hochbaun's salary to $2400 in the middle of the year, and he agreed to try to find the required extra funds either in the Institute or from ur. Bell, Hochbaum will be anxious to know where he Stands on budget matters, so that if you can expedite action on this matter, I will appreciate it. 

Thanks for sending me the budget sheet. This will enable me to use better 
Judgment on money matters connected with the Technical Committee. I have never before had any accurate idea of how funds were pieced out. 

I am afraid that you or the Senator, or Lee Couch, or Gabe may overestimate how much inspection I can do on $500. I will have to use my annual leave in order not to chargs any salary ageinst this sum. My leave 1s only thirty days, and IT want to save at least a week of it for hunting. One can't do much on two units in three weeks, especially since Gabe wants me to make a preliminary 
trip to Washington for conference purposes. That alone will take a week, and & considerable fraction of the $500. All I am driving at is that you build up no false expectations as to how much I can do. 

Let me also say that the Chautququa Conservation School has now blown up, and henee I am no longer tied up as to dates. I could make this trip with you and Leo any time in July or August. I am sending Leo a copy of this letter. 

I am routing your letter of Mareh 5 to Carl Legler to Carl Hubbs and Paul Needham for their information, together with a copy of this letter. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
March 5, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Profresor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wusconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear A. L. 

Thie is just to let you know we reached Delta in good shape 
to find everything here fine. Snowfell has been about 15% above 
normal and way above last year. 

Spent an evening with Dr. Roberts and a morning with Mr. Bell 
in Minneapolis, Mr. Bell is very much pleased with the idea of asking 

| Dr, Meyer's group mp and the 6old Springs bunch up. He is particulaty 
pleased with the idea of presenting the problem to the two groups. 
He will write to the Cold Spring group first and let us follow up. 
As for money,the Cold Spring outfit momkdmmemh hegre plenty,but we will 
have to take care of Dr. Meyer's group ovt of the budget. As things 
stand now Pete will not have to ehlist for the present and we will 
have him but not that money. The only other money at loose ends is 
the $300.00 for the second student. As we have made no committments 
on this I would like put this towards Dr. Meyers visit or ae a 
provision for one of his students to be here for three months. 

More later as soon as I can get things cleaned up here. 

Yours sincerely,



424 University Farm Place 
February 28, 1941 

Momo. on Physiologica) York at Delta 

Hochbaum and I, after consulting with Dr. BR. K. Meyer, Professor of 
Endocrinology in our Zoology Department, have concluded that; 

1. Delta prevents unique opportunities for exploring physiological 
questions in waterfowl. 

2. The first etep is to get Delta looked at as a place te do such 
work. We have invited Dr. Meyer to leok at it this sumer. We 
suggest that Ur, Griggs of the Gold Springs Laboratory be invited 
vy Dr. Bell to look at it. 

3. There is little chance for our existing personnel to do valuable 
work of this kind. We are not trained, 

4, It is Mkely that o summer aesistent position, ensbling an advanced 
student in endocrinology or genetics to work at Delta, would suffice 
asa starter, We can probably finance, out of present budget, at 
least a part of such a summer position this summer, 

5. The best problem for a first tryout is the question of whether the 
oviduct of canvasback opem automatically, ae an endocrine-controlled 
manifestation of maturity, or whether it breaks open only by deposition 
of an egg. 

6. The problem of injecting eanvasbacks to induee breeding is moh more 
complex, and should be tackled later. 

Hochbaum will discuss this in person with Hr. Bell shortly. 

Aldo Leopold
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424 University Para Piece 
February 26, 1941 

Senator F, ©. Waleott 
63 Wall Street 
Hew York, HN. ¥, 

Dear Senator Walcott: 

The Advisory Committee (exeept Pirnie, whe did not reply) has 
now approved the attached Delta budget for 1941, which calls 

This figure does not include any salary increase for Hochhaun, 
but the committee recommends he be raised to $2400 when the 
Bulletin 4s off the press. This will be Before July 1, He got 
$2600 before he began work at Delta. I therefore suggest that 
$300 be added to cover the salary increase for the lest half 
of the year, making the total *§280. 

Ia our talk at Memphis you offered to take up with Mr. Bell the 
@ivision of the amount as between the Institute and Mr. Bell. 
I appreciate your willingness to do this, as it is embarrassing 
for m to deal with the allocation of contributions. 

fhe costes of the Bulletin are not in the budget at all, being 
covered by Mr. Carpenter's $500 contribation. Paul Miller told 
me that the Institute would pxy for the bulletin and cellect from 
Mr, Carpenter afterward, 

The details of the budget are covered in tho attached letter of 
Jamary 16. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Sent for Information of ) 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Pebruary 24, 1941 

Mre Albert Hochbaum, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Bear Aly a 

I was extremely di nted that you were not 
at the Memphis neetingss T had hoped you or 
Professor Leopold & report on the belta 
Project plans for « ° Sm etee ‘ 

No a received @ sopy of the enclosed 
resume’ of the it: program. We first saw it 

about a month & copy came to us, as a menber, 
I suppose. Otherwise I have had no correspondence or 
commmication with the Institute on Delta matters since 
Paul Miller took charges Neither did I disouss then 
with him at Memphise What news have you? I was 
pleased to see the Delta Duck Station in the listing 
of their fact-finding stations, but I am sorry they 
failed to list your name as director, I appreciate 
the credit line to Michigan State College but probably 
"We Ke Kellogg Bird Senetuary" is more accurate. 
Don't you think their list of the principal studies 
Should inelude the hatchery as an aid to the life 
history studies? 

At Memphis I was told that Fred Bverett's duck 
pietures (which oame out on gum and ammunition posters) 
are now in prese in booklet form, with text to explain 
migration, identification, ete. Rope it is a credit to the Institute, but I wonder. (The technical coumittee 
didn't see it, no doubt because of willingness of Fish and Wildlife Service to help.) 

What do you suggest for our annual winter Bonference? 
On March 14,Art and I expect to mot at Barrington, and 
then to be at the banding mecting nt Chiongo Acadeny of 
Seiences the next day. 

W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
of Michigan State College



Sent for Information of 

2 

A short time ago Dr. Snyder of Toronto 
asked me to send weights and me enents of 
ducks for the use of a Mr. Kor t ina 
publication on waterfowl iden on, a sort 
of “Peterson” guide. I b off thinking of 
our own talked of manual lo and behold «+ 
at the Memphis mee ters tock me to 
Kortright's room paintings and text 
for a remarkable met Kortright. Short 
(brother of the ) did the pen and ink 
and color sketdhess _ They are very good, with sone 
need for corre and the engineer author has 
done very wells ve his manuseript here now and 
am looking it over. Also Art Hawkins is locking 

: ata copye Sort of a thunderbolt, it was; but I 
am not mad » just ready to shift plans as seems 

; beste This applies to the Delta program, of course, 
@lso. eel free to discuss what you want tog for 
advisors are supposed to be that only. My position 
is still hard to fathoms but I still went to be 
helpful, and not a drage 

Do or don't you plan to use any of my photos 
or plumage dope in Bulletin I? And may I see the 
outlines or table of contents? 

Have meant to get this letter off long agoy 
even last Friday, as an example, Hammerstrom's came 
as I started this, and they were here two days so 
I had to drop it until Monday. You of course lnow 
all about them being at the George Preserve for the 
University of Michigans 

Regards and best wishes to both of you, 

Very hastily, 

aw Lio 

W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 

ef Michigan State College



=/‘aalfamy Y= EDMONTON, ALBERTA 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY f . ’ 

Cay CANADA 

7. IT. 42 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

I am awfully sorry that the enclosed items 
were not returned to ym sooner. I do not know how they came to 
be overlooked, but here they are with many apologies. 

Thanks for your recent letter of a few days ago. 

By the wayg could you give me an idea as to when it 
would be most suitable for me to visit Delta? I am at the moment 
hoping to put in some time at the Nanaimo Biolgical Station on 
the coast (B.CG.) during the summer and any such arrangements 
will have to be timed to suit each other. If you could give me 
some idea, I would appreciate the informatio. 

In ecme of your Delta reports are included ratios of 
duck kille. I have wondered two or three times whether Hochbavwm 
ever runs into the habit (in Manitoba) practiced here by myself 
and my shooting partner and occasionally by others, of picking 
drakes olny when hunting mallards in stubble? My partner and I 
commonly return home with the day's limit (even when this owas 30 
birds) composed entirely of drakes. We may On occasion collect 
the odd duck that happene to get in line with a good looking 
drake at the moment of pulling the trigger, bit 100% green-heads 
is always our objective and frequently enough attained. I imagine 
such selection would be quite feasible with canvasbacks over 
decoys. I only mention this as a matter of interest and the pos- 
sibility, perhape, that the habit could be encouraged among 
hunters. 

Yours sincerely, 

ea d 1 Oo eee le 

Wm. Rowan.
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Quoted by: Prof. V.W.Jackson 
University of Manitoba 

Clandeboye is Irish not French, 

The Marquis of Duffrin pne of our first Canadian Governor Generals, 
had as his County seat in Ireland a place called Clandeboye. People 

by the name of Muckle,one of the first settlers to come to Manitoba, 

gave the name of Clandeboye to the inlet after their bithplace in 

Ireland. 

Sir Thomas Moore wrote of the lovely woods of Clandeboye.



HERBERT L. PRATT ERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Vicoonsienen of the board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

February 4, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of 
Jenuery 28 regarding the progress of the manuscript 
by Hochbaum on the work being done at Delta. 

For your information, we have not yet 
received the $500.00 from Mr. Carpenter and this is 
not subject to call until the bulletin has actually 
been printed. However, for relatively small items 
such as you refer to, these can be charged to a special 
publication we have set up on our allotment sheet for 
the current fiscal year. The item should, however, be 
kept separate from the regular Delta budget. 

In other words, I concur with the sug- 
gestion contained in your letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mv 

i AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



42h University Farm Place 
January 29, 1941 

Dr. William Rowan 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Dear Dr, Rowan; ; 

I am heartened by your agreement as to the director's salary 
at Delta. One can rock along on $1800 until the car wears 
out, but it is hard to furnish new cars for the entire station 
on that kind of a salary. 

No, the $300 liability if correct, because I am proposing not 
to raise Hochbaum until the Delta Bulletin has come off the 
press, which will leave only onewhalf the year to be covered 
at the higher rate. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Bante MRR LaN 

hiiuitl ate I. 41 

Dr. Alde Leepled 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

Please accept my thanks for the copy of the 

Delta 1941 budget that you have been good enough to send mee 

I am not yet sufficiently familiar with the running of the statim 

to make any comment on the submitted budget in general, but I 

would like to express my total agreement with your recommendation 

regarding the Director's salary. Speaking from personal experience 

of many years I can state with eoomviction that an inadequate 

salary provides one of the most demoralising handicaps in life. 

From what you report, I feel that I would fully approve of the 

suggested inerease in this instances 

In your final paragraph you mention an additional budget 

liability of $300.00.on this accounte This should surely read 

$600 0007 

Yours sincerely, 

oe nT 

Wn. Rowane



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 28, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Albert Hochbaum is making surprisingly rapid progress on the 
Delta Bulletin. A manuscript will be in your hands before the 

[ Memphis meeting, and with it will be the greater part of the 

" . @rawings. 

In the preparation of this material we are bying small amounts 
of special drawing paper, and to make copies for printers' estim- 
ates, the drawings will have to be photostated. The total amount 
of these expenditures will be under $50 and probably under $25. 
They seem properly charged to the special publication fund, rather 
than to the regular Delta budget. If agreeable to you, we will 
submit them later on as a special expense account to be charged 
to the publication fund. 

I thought I had better let you know about this, because I am not 
posted as to whether the $500 is actually collected. There might 
also be other obstacles which I am unable to foresee, but by letting 
you know, they could be anticipated. Unless I hear from you to i 
the contrary, I will assume that the procedure above proposed } 
is agreeable. 

! 
\ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
Professor of Wildlife Management } 

:
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DELTA DUCK STATION 

Proposed Budget for 1941 

Director 

S@lawy, 12 mos. at $150.00 1800 
Expense and Tyavel aad. 

2100 $2100 

2 

je at $100 x 2 600 
lodging (Gilroy Cottage) eet. 

T1O $ TO 

Supt. Salary 10 mos. at #100 1000 
Agste 2 mos, at $60 120 

snpeheeniie 

1870 $1870 

fon Trips 300 £30. , 

Tobal $4980 

B 300 

5 h. “F)



* 

Ast.quarter 2nd quarter Sets quarter, ‘th.quarter 

Une 1800 150 4 150 ; 150 150 41150 )150 1,350 [150 [150 s $1800 
Exp. and Travel 300 wi] WwW} 50] | } 30 3% 130; 50 | 360 {10 f= 500 

a 600 200 {200 200 = 600 
Lodging 110 110 a 119 
(Gilroy Cottage) 

=. Salary 1000 100 [1oo «6 1oo «(foo 100 100 1200 00 oo = 1000 
Asat. 120 $0 6 a 120 

Supplies 150 Bi 2 } 125 |§00 i i) = TO 

Inspection Trip 300 | 4o9* = 500 

TOTAL = $2980 
* Should be available at any time throughout the year.



op Fide Copy 

4el. University Tarm Place 
Jamuary 16, 1941 

Delta Duck Station Advisory Board: 
Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 
Prof. William Rowan 

, Mr. James F. Bell 
Mr. Fe Co Waleott 
Mr. J. Paul Miller 

Gentlemen: 

I have asked Hochbaum to draw up a 1941 budget for Delta Duck Station. 
His budget in the sum of $4980 is attached for the consideration of the 
Board before submittal to the Institute. ; 

The 1940 budget was $4350. ‘The increase of $630, ignoring some minor 
adjustments, is to cover three main items: 

1. $150 more for hatchery operating expenses. (The previous allot- 
ment was found to be inadequate.) 

26 $100 additional for an inspection trip for the third member of 
the board appointed during the year. (Dr. Rowan.) 

3. $400 for four months' extra service for the superintendent of 
the hatchery. 

A 1940 item of $100 to pay the travel of assistants to and from Delta 
has been omitted this year, but is offset by the cottage to be rented 

: for housing them. 

The budget does not include the expense of Bulletin No. 1 which is now 
in preparation. A special fund of $500 is already set up for this purpose. 
The sufficiency of this amount cannot be verified until a manuscript is 
ready for printer's estimates. 

While the manuscript for Bulletin No. 1 will be ready before the end of 

the winter, it will probably be impossible to complete all of the drawings 
and illustrations until some time in spring. For this reason it will be 
desirable for at least one experienced man (Peter Ward) to be on the job 

early, in order to free part of Hochbaum's time for completing the draw- 
ings. This is the reason for the proposed S400 increase in hatchery 
superintendent's time. 

Your approval or criticism of the budget is requested. After the board 
has acted, I will then submit the budget to the Institute. The division
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Delta Suck Station Aivisory Boum Joranry 16, 1941, 

of the Bulget between the Institute ani itr, Bell 4 T agoume, o matter 
outside the province of the Boari, ? ™ 

The walget provides for the usual #1800 for the director. 1% wish to lay before the boar! the question of whether this salary shoul? not va 
inoreaged upon the satisfactory completion of Bulletin io, 1. Tt hae always 
Sot Gnap apliban ths cteaoser akecie reseiee oe tte case ee 
bot in oy on the director should receive at the entranes 
ee tert tan’ nan catering the Fich ont VIM te Sevvion, which ts 

Sawing the present several clasgates of the present director have 
tskan fobs ule P48teantobartson st "2:00; sof one wan offer *5200 calor 
oan Sen Se grantees $0 Se otep me st any Supls Tt, there 
fore, seens a ve aalary policy for us to pey ae eee 
tno. When you see Bulletin Mo, 1, I think you agree 

ag to its tHe 

The aivestor received $2600 from the Park Service for four years 
sibilecd EAE alin amttaunans ast ae tacts ioe ok: 

Assuming that Bulletin No. 1 will be off the press by this propesal would ent a adittionad bulge Uobiltty of $00 for 19H aw weal 
necessitate a total wuiget of 2 Whether thie ean be provided ig a 
question which will, of course, heve to be left to the Institute ani br. Bell. 
The first section ie for the boar! to express ite opinion on the question of 
salary polley. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopelé 
Profegsor of Wildlife Managenent



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Teoesias 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

January 23, 1941 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Dear Aldo: 

Thanks a lot for your letter and for the enclos- 
ure dated January 16 regarding the Delta Duck Station 1941 Budget. 

I am very pleased with this set-up but of course do not feel in 

a position to be able to comment on its adequacy. I am taking 
the liberty of sending this to Senator Walcott for his advice and 

counsel. 

As you know, the 1941 Budget for the Institute has 
been approved end the allotment sheets prepared. We allowed 
$2,500 of Institute funds for the Delte Duck Station so that any 
amount over end above this will necessarily have to be made up 
from outside sources. If the Advisory Board of the Delta Duck 
Station can raise the amoumt, I see no reason at all why it should 
not be approved. However, this is a matter to be decided by that 

Advisory Board. 

j Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mrv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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; eae of Wildlife Management 
University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 
February 22, 1943 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute } 
Washington, D. C6. 

Dear Paul: 

Nothing was said about expense to the Minneapolis meeting of the Delta Board, 

but in the event that expense is to be paid, my expenses were: 

2/18 Round trip ticket $15.13 
Lower berth 3.25 

2/19 Cab 35¢, bellhops & parcel check 50¢ 85 
Iunch 1.00, dinner 1.25 2.25 

2/20 Breskfast 60¢, lunch 854, dinner 1.50 2.95 
Hotel room, 1 day 3.25 
Cad 35¢, wire 35¢, bellhop 20 : 

2/21 Porter 354) cab 25¢ * 

CO kaa Miele ala 8 $29.18 

I have yet to detect any defect in the new set-up. I wonder why it didn't 
oceur to me long ago to abolish the Board (except as a certifier of publications). 

There is, of course, still one loophole: Albert's being called to military 
service. Wo doubt he is prepared with a stop-gap organization. 

I am particularly pleased to have the active relationship with Cartwright. 
The more I see him in action, the more I am convinced he has the makings. 
He would be invaluable, too, in case Albert were called. Mo one else could 
keep an eye on things. 

Distance, for one thing, made the Delta Board more hindrance than help. 
I wonder if the same isn't true of the Technical Comnittee, at least in respect 
of current affairs? Perhaps its only real function is to consult with the 
Fish and Wildlife Service on broad long-term research policy questions. 
Now that field inspections are out, that function depends on Fish and Wildlife 
Service bringing up the questions. This 1t has never done (unless it did at 
Denver). Hence the only way for the Committee to dig up questions is via 
grapevine, which is unpleasant and often embarrassing. 

Am I right in saying that F.W.1.5. should either use the Committee or the 

Institute should abolish it? 

This is personal, to get your slant. 

Yours as ever, ‘ 

Aldo Leopold



42h University Farm Place 
February 11, 1943 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I think Tom Main is very considerate in being 
willing to reopen the whole question of Canadian 
duck research, and you may be sure that I will be 
there at the February 19 meeting at Minneapolis. 
I have just heard from Paul as to the time and place. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board PRED ER GAL 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Cheirman of the Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAI 
Chairman Technical Committee no ay 

February 5, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

The Senator has called the 

meeting of the group interested in Delta for 
February 19 and 20, Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis, 

Minnesota. We are expecting Hochbaum, Pirnie, 

Tom Main, and yourself, and are inviting Rowen. 

I am sorry Mr. Bell will not be 
with us, but he suggests going ahead with the 
meeting anyway. 

Will see you later. Best~wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

J. Paul Miller 
Secretary 

Msg 

he Guy ie 

Qn File . 

s 
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‘ Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Feb 2, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Deer Professor Leopold: 

Tom Main holds no earlier agreement as binding, hence I 
am accepting Senator Walcott's proposal of the 20th. 

I am looking forward to the proposed meeting and hope, 
as you have suggested, that other Board members will attend. 

i Yours sincerely, 

Lees 

|
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Mr. dames F. Bell 
200 Commerce Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Yours 13th most informing thanks. Must save Hochbaum i 

for Delta. Can be done by adopting plan essentially as submitted 

by Hochbaum his letter to Leopold January ath put Hoehbaum 

in sole charge. Meeting is impgerative. When, where @an you, 

Hochbaum , Leopold, Main meet me either prgceeding or after 

Denver conference February 14°18? Letter follows am repeating 

this to Hochbaum | 

F. Ce Walcott. 
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42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 27, 1943 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, BD. C. 

Dear Senator: 

Thanks for your letter and for the correspondence 
and telegrams with Mr, Bell and Hochbaum. 

I hope a meeting can be agreed on. If one is 
held, I think you should either ask Pirnie and 
Rowan or else get their "proxy". It would not 
do to neglect to ask for their advice on the 
future. 

I await with interest any further news from i 
Mr. Bell. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Hochbaum
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Vico Ghelnnen of the Bond AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Neetu 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District‘of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Tar 

Chater aa ecpulinns Jamary 21, 1943 a: aon. 

Doctor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I have read with much care and deep interest your letter 

of January 15, in which you outline three suggestions, looking to a 

possible reorganization. Albert Hochbeum's letter of Januery 8 addressed 

to you gives a fairly comprehensive plen for readjustment. 

I have heard from my friend, Jim Bell, twice within a 

week; he is very mich exercised about the whole thing. He writes, "The 

whole thing is beyond my comprehension, I do not see how we can do 

very much about it, short of a meeting. I believe we could clarify 

Hochbeum's mind. I believe Tom Maing would release him and I think we 

could go forwerd as I heve suggested to Leopold, but this will require 

your coming out here. I shall be glad to have your views." 

Paul Miller and I discussed the situation from every engle 

yesterday and as a result sent Jim Bell a telegram, copy of which I enclose, 

exactly as sent. We repeated this telegram by night letter to Hochbaum, 

January 20. I am prepared to meet the group as suggested wherever is most 

convenient for the majority. 

I have had to deal with a situation very much like this as 

a member of the Executive Committee, of the Carnegie Institution with 

reference to the management of the 200-inch telescope, which belongs to 

the California School of Technology. The management of %s100-inch and the 

200-inch telescopes must be consolideted under a single director to avoid 

duplication, competition for publicity, and a jealous desire to be the 

first to acquaint the public with this or that discovery. There is no 

objection to dual ownership, which exists in this case, but the manage- 

ment must be centralized under a single, competent head. No research 

institution or leboratory can run successfully under dual management; a 

single director is essential. There must be no d@iplications or over- 

lapping of authority; it is more important in dealing with hghly orgen- 

ized scientists than with the ordinary run of mine human beingse 

Doctor Bush, Director of Carnegie Institution, is chairman 

of a committee that has 4,300 of the most eminent scientists in the 

country working for him with an appropriation this year of 150,000,000 

with access to every important laboratory in the country. He has proven 

such an admirable administrator that this country has actually passed 

both Germany and Fngland in the science of war. I know whereof I speak 

because I have been working under Doctor Bush's direction for more than 

a yeer, trying to get various things, after approval by the Army and Navy, 
into production. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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If a group like this could concentrate for two or three 

years, with ample funds, on peacetime improvements; the world would bound 

ahead, bit it would heave to be an arrangement of short duration, for & 

sensitive work of this kind made up of operatic stars would have to work 
under a tremendous incentive and would fly apart before long as a result 
of high pressure. In my opinion no government is capable of solving 
peacetime problems scientifically for eny length of time; this is Doctor 
Bushts conclusim, and he knows more about the problems involved perhaps 
than anyone else in this county. 

Albert Hochbaum is exceedingly valuable; he combines 

admirably the best attributes of e sound field naturalist, an accurate , 
observer with a straight-thinking, unbiased point of view of fepure 
scientist with a fair amount of demonstrated ability as en administrator. 
Both a, Bedf-and I have taken a great fancy to him. Mr. BésK knows 
him mfch better than I doe I shall not attenpt to solve any part of 
this problem by correspondence. I am merely writing to assure you that 
it does not, in my opinion, present any WEY Us fi oultyprebien, as I 

think the whole mtter can be solved with the maximum of cooperation 
thet will give Hoghbaum, not only the Delta field for operation end 
investigation, but tie him with Ducks Unlimited and possibly some of the 
provincial governments, particularly the government of Manitoba. I 

am personally anxious to see a new progrem worked out under the authority ~ 

and support of the Americen Wildlife Institute, with Hochbaum as director 

in supreme control. 
are 

I am not interested in the past except thet it teaches 

us some useful lessons for the future. We can simplify the procedure, 

centralize the authority, and go forward doing better work than ever 
pefore if we apply the commm sense, which I think we all possess, plus 
a desire to make this much needed and valuable department work smoother. ‘ 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Bell and Albert 

Hochbaum. You make no mention of Doctor Piernie. I don't know where 
or whether he fits into this picture. He always impressed me as being 
of very high grade and clear thinking. 

Very sincerely yours, 

F.C. Walcott 
President 

Wsb 
Enc.



AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. 

c 
0 January 21, 1943 

P : 
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Mr. James Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Jim: 

I hesitate to trouble you to read the long letter 
which I have just written to Aldo Leopold. I am surprised, after 
reading Hochbaum's letter of January 8, thet Aldo did not become 
sonscious of the mess he was quite largely instrumental in 
creating. He may be getting irritable, possibly suffering from 
one or more of the innumerable complaints that are apt to accompany 
an accumlation of years. At any rate, I am delighted thet it has 
all come to the surface at last so that we can skim off the skun, 
and start fresh, saving Hochbaum his bulletin and his ability for 
future works 

To change the subject abruptly, I am not sure that 
it is.wise to bring two or three men on here et this time, because 
Bayne Yones,/ on account of siclmess of his chief, is in charge of 
a very tant division now, mt I expect to see him tomorrow and 
will let you heve my suggestions promptly after talking with him. 

we - If he can give up part of a day and get Doctor Meader down here for 
Co the Conference, it might be well worth while. Confidentielly, we 

f have hed difficutly with Harvard University and for the time being 
have discontinued our grant there. They hed gotten into ea kind of 
hopeless state due to professional jealousy which is usually poisonous 
to growth. More of this later efter I heave seen Be Je 

With kindest regards. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Po Co Welcott 

President 

Wed 

EBnee 

al



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Cc ‘ 

0 

P i Jamary 21, 1943 

Mir. Albert Hochbaum 
Delte Duck Station : 
Delta, Manitoba, Canede 

Dear Alberts 

I a enclosing a copy of a rather long letter 

to Aldo, foliowing the wire which Paul and I worked out last 

evening for Mr. Bell, e copy of which was sent over the wires 

to youe This letter is a rather rembling affair without eny 
desire to solve any of the details of this problem, but merely 

presents the outlines of a picture which to my mind contains 

many valuable highlights, and is capable of being smstituted 
to make @ gem, with patience, perseverance, and intelligences 

I don't know whet your commitments with Tom Maine 

eres I know Tom to be an exsgedingly reasonable, selfeeffacing 

person, eager to accompligh the grestest good possivle by his 

work in conservation. I hope that a dete can be found which will 

be convenient for sll of us to meet, possibly somewhere in the 

Northweste ' 

Allow me to commend you for your letter of Jamery 8, 

which is a model in diplomacy ond intelligent plarming. I am sorry 

I did not know something of this dilema that has been growing « 

good deel like a wart, slowly and at first painless. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Very simerely yours, 

Fe Co Walcott 

President 

Web 
Emee
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42h University Farm Place 
January 16, 1943 

Mr. James F, Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

Your diagnosis of an "accumlated state of mind" is I 

think correct. However, since Hochbaum feels I was at 

fault, and since he may be right, I did not feel at 

liberty to offer any diagnosis to the members of the 

Board. 

I agree that we can't get squared away to any new start 

without a meeting. 

Should you and Fred Walcott, now or later, make some 

arrangement with Tom Main to release Hochbaum, I think it 

important that I be dropped from the Board, and I've 

already told Fred of my desire to te relieved. Very 

likely I had an “accumlated state of mind" too, for I 

put in a quarter of my time for a year on that manuscript. 

I did not have the time to spare, and I have no appetite 

for any more editing duty. Hochbaum was my close personal 

friend, and naturally I feel pretty sick about the whole 

matter. 

Besides, Hochbaum is now able to paddle his own. There 

‘ is no need for my further guidance. 

I am convinced that whatever we do at Delta, we shovld 

move toward more Canadian participation. 

Yours sincerely,



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL January 13, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I must confess that my mind is wholly confused on 
this whole Delta episode. I think that Hochbaum's 
diffidence or reticence has led to an accumulated 
state of mind and then final action. Had he been 
willing to give us his confidence and spoken out, 
I think it could all have been avoided. Indeed, 
I am hopeful that this course is open and that Tom 
Main can and will release him and that we can go 
forward under a new and better understanding. 

However, that is, of course, for the Institute to 
decide. I do not see how we could do anything 
short of a meeting. I hope Fred Walcott can 
arrange it, and that we can all get together and 
have Hochbaum with us. 

ROR 

a“ } 

jfb aj
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 15, 1943 

Professor William Rowan 
Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 
Mr. dames ¥, Bell 
Senator F, C. Walcott and Mr. J. Paul Miller 

Gentlemen: 

In response to my request that Hochbaum submit a plan for Yelta, he has sent 
me the attached letter. 

I ean't understand 911 parte of it, wut “planning by mail" has its limitations. 
I think his main points carry mch weight. I recommend to the Board that: 

(1) To extend Canadian participation in Delta affairs, a Manitoba member 
(8. W. Cartwright) now be asked to serve on the Board. 

(2) That for the duration, Torrey Ward be employed by the Institute 
to keep cumlative observations going, under Hochbaum's supervision. 
(Hochbaum to supply details of salary, duties, etc.) This is to 
be recognized as a temporary emergency set-up, which sets no 
precedent for post-war reorganisation. 

(3) That as soon as possible after the war, the Board be convened 
to lay out plans and organization for the future. That all 
matters of organization, financing, personnel, salaries, 
publications, geographic field of operations, cooperating organ- 
igations, etc. ve wide open to such changes as the Board 
recommends at that time. 

In recommending the above, I have in mind the following points: 

(a) The Board should initiate reorganization policy. 

(>) It 4s impossible to discuss reorganization policy by mail 

(e) It is not feasible for the Board to meet during the war. 
(I withdrew my suggestion of a post-Denver meeting of the | 
Board) 

(4) No one knows what personnel will be available after the war, and 
no trained personnel is available now in any event. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ; 

ce Hochbaum and Main
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4 Delta Duck Station 
‘ Delta, Manitoba 

Jan.8,1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

Before the Board sets forth a new set of plans for Delta I would like 
to submit the following recommendations; 

Lis That the Board elect a Menitoba member to its group, thus 

establishing local participation in the Delta program and permitting 

discussions of Delta problems with a Board member. 

2:— the present publication policy does not permit publication of 

Delta material in the Journals. I suggest thet this be amended to permit 

publication of Delta papers in the current ornithologivel and wildlife 
journals. 

3i~ I suggest that the Board set forth some plan for eventual formal -_ 

cooperation with a Can@aian organization. 

I thave brought these points to the Board before; 1 think they should 

be reconsidered before any new plan is evolved. 

The importance of having a local Board member and permitting some } 

outlet of Delta material through the journals I believe is now obvious. 

I doubt, however, that the Board mah realizes the importance of cooperating 

in Canada with a Canadian organization, I do not believe that any move to 

effect such cooperation should be a swift one. But certainly it should not 

linger another four years without development. 

In the very beginning the original plan for Delta set forth two main 

objectives. One wae to conduct waterfowl research; the other_was to 

stimulate an interest,a Canadian interest, in euch research, If the second 

objective still stands,let me assure you our efforts are limited severely 

unless we make some move ourselves to become a part of the Canadian 

conservation movement. i 

I agree that the determination of the Board to keep Delta research 

"pure" is wise. ‘+he fact remains, however, that ell research projects, 

whether suggested by the Board or originating at Delta,have had preconceived 

objectives and thet the results of such research were expected to have some 

bearing on Penseoncnt and conservation techniques in Canadian breeding grounds 

Because of Yelta's physical isolation and,without local cooperation, 

intellectual isolation, and because of the distance between Delta and its 

Board, there is a real danger of freezing Delta research and Delta thinking 

at Delta. Iff we still prefess a desire to exert our influence here, let us 

become a part of the Canadian movement, Otherwise scrap the original 

objectives. 

I am not suretthat I can offer an immediate plan for Delta-Vanadian 

cooperat ion, We know already thet formal cooperation with Provincial 

or Dominion departments is out. I believe the attitude of the University 

of Manitoba towards waterfowl research has not changed. The only other
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Menitoba orgenizetionx which offers active cooperation is Ducks Unlimited. 

I can understand the attitude of the Board and of the Institute 
toward Ducks Unlimited. In some respects mine is probably much the same. 
By their own admission Ducks Unlimited has made mistakes; they expect to 

ie. The fact remains, however, that in all their relations with 
Delta*has never evaded criticism but instead has sought counsel, Let me 
say too that Yelta has sought much help and advice from D,U, The two have 
developed together and the exchange between the two has been beneficial to 
both. But full exchange between the two has been inhibited by the existing 
situation. Let me show you what type of cooperation, notx now feasible, 

- ttinmm is sought. 

Ducks Unlimited would like to apply Delta thinking,based on Delta 
research findings, to its management program. They want perspective in 
the interpretation of“mass of technical material which comes from their 
field operations. D.U. seeks our counsel in establishing policy. 

Delta,in turn, more than anything else seeks free discussion of 
problems on the spot aim and at the time. Many Delta problems cannot be 
settled by correspondence nor can they wait for the annuel meeting. Delta 
seeks the oppurtunity to test Delta findingdé in other localities and to 
accumulate mass data which is not possible to obtain on one spot with a 
small staff... In our study of waterfowl sex ratios, for instance, we have 
material on the spring populations, the sex ratio at hatching and the 
sex ratio of the legal kill. ‘“e need to study sex ratio of immature birds 
in large numbers (possible through D.U's banding program);also sex ratios 
of drought and botulism losses. Yelta seeks the oesasional use of a 
working library and clerical assistance. i 

Here at Delta this exchenge betweenk the two groups seems logical 
and desirable. 

Suck an exchange would not mean that one organization would have 
to sacrifice its individuality or its policies to the other. My idea of 
such cooperation with any Canadian group would be something like this: 

Delta Eoard 

! pd a 
Research findings Research findings 
Publications,Policy Publications - : 

po Polic 
Cooperating , hs 
Organization Delta 

en . Open Discussions 
_ Y Exchange of Personne 

If the Canadian organization contributed funds a similar t 
should be followed, sou aha is 

Delta Board 
eae Te ee 

Cooperating Organization To? Oa
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The success of such a plan would hinge upon the ability of the 

Board to function as a group. I think there is little question that D.U. 
and Delta would be willing to follow the Board in such a plan. Although 
I have not discucsed this plan with D.U., it has been apparent that D.U. 
respects the judgement of the Board. 

The plan holis at least one vexing problem. In taking such a. 
position, the problems of both D.U.and Delta would come to the Board. 
D.U. problems concern not only management and conservation in Canada. 
Many individuals and some groups in the States are coming across the 
Line to D.U. for counsel on their local problems. Any organization 
can criticize D.U. on the manner in which they handle this problem, but 
the only group equipped to offer advide is the group which makes up the 
Delta Board. 

There is ,of course, the question of publications. If Delta can 
be granted the use of the journals for at least preliminary publications, 
I think the most serious difficulties would be solved. UMMMUNM With the 
customary acknéwledgements in journal papers, I don't see why the 
matter of"joint publication"should arise. Future pamphlets or books, 
of course, present another problem which, nevertheless, should not be 
tnsurmountable. 

eK 

This is a plan and one which I believe, in outline at least, 
is a workable one. It asks neither Delta nor D.U. to obligate themselves 
‘to each other but places common faith in an advisory Board. 

Whether the Board adopts some such plan as the above or not, I 
’ think it should carefully consider its function as a governing Board for 

any type of Delta set-up, I believe the Board in any Delta plan should 
consider its function to: be one of guidance rather than of direction. 
Although the job to be done at Delta always has been crystal clear and 
still is, Delta is top-heavy with plans, policies and conflicting 
opinions. I know that any Delta maneger will seek the adwige and 
perspective of the Board; but if he must follow a plan ,such as the 
present publication policy,which although it does not fit the job 
must be followed without amendments, then I anticipate a recurrence 
of the past cycle of events. 

} oR 

I do not believe their is immediate danger of breaking the 
continuity of the Delte program. The edvisability of continuing a 
program for the duration was raised last year; this question still 
exists. I question the advisability of operating the hatchery while 
many families in this region cannot obtain coals; or of launching a new 
program before catching up with the old one. The present publication 
by no means exhausts the material on hand. How to work it up nowmim is, 
of course,a problem, I make no claim to any of it but want to lend 
my help in putting it in order before it is forgotten. 

I believe a tentative plan for Delta should be draw up now, then ‘ 
held until the return of manpower. MMMMMENMNAMMEMEMMEMmombdimhea ~My 
suggestions for such an outline plan would be as follows: 

L:- The Delta Station should have a permanent staff of two: a
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Station Manager end a Research Director. I think it is very important to 

drew a Sharp line between the obligations to operation of the hatchery, 

meintainence of hatchery flocks,etc. and the obligations to research, This 

is the policy, I believe, on federal refuges in the States and I think it 

would be a wise policy for Delta. 

The continuity of the Delta program lies more in the men who have 

worged with it than it does in the station itself. My own recommendation for 

these positions would be Peter Werd as Station Manager and Lyle Sowls as 

Research Director. Not only are they qualified; but they have worked together 

as a teem for two years at Delta. Ward is now an instructor with the R.C AF 

and Sowls is with the Pacific Fleet. 

26 I believe @ salary scale should be patterned after that used by 

some existing program. perhaps the Fish and Wildlife refuge program or 

the Pittman-Robertson programe 

3:— There should be a clear-cut line of responsibility and obligation 

for every position in the Delta set-up. The informality of the present 

Delts program is at the same time an asset and a most serious handicep. 

4:— I believe the plan to bring student assistants to Delta should 

be continued. My only suggestion is that Canadian students should be 

encouraged and the importance of full field season, April through October, 

stressed. 

ae oe 

I can offer nothing more than the above and the recommendations on 

the first page ss an outline plan. From the standpoint of Delta, however, 

I believe this plan offers a workable program. 

Between now and the time a new program begins to operate, continuity 

should be maintained on certain accumulative materiel. I suggest that 

Torry Ward be appointed full-time during the summer and part-time during 

spring and autumn to teke care of this. He has assisted in all parts of 

the Deltas program and is qualified to do any of the physical tasks necessary 

to carry the present program over to a new one 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum 

co: Pirnie,Rowan,Bell 
Walcott ,Hiller. 

(
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42h University Farm Place 
January 3, 1943 

Mr. fT. 6. Main t 
201 Bank of Commerce Chambers 
Winnipeg, Manitoba } 

Dear Tom: 

I most emphatically agree with you that long range 
research setups are one thing and keeping research 
alive during the war another, I see no harm whatever 
in compromising for the war period, but it might not 
stand up as sound organization for any other period. 

I likewise agree that there are decisive advantages 
in Albert's covering a wider territory. 

I think the Committee would be glad if you and 
Albert would propose a scheme for keeping Delta 
alive during the war period. That, then, would be 
& concrete starting point thet we could lay on the 

; table for conéideration by the Delta Board. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Professor Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Fam Place, 

MADISON, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Aldo: . 

I tave yours of December 22. As I have done a good deal of research wrk 

in engineering matterSboth for the Canadian National Railway and in 
collaboration with the American Railway Engineering Association, I fully 
recognize the importance of independeme both of personnel and funds. 

So yo simply camot get into an argument with m onthat sore! It is 

agreed between us that when the proper time comes to carry on research 

study on duck problems, funds should be made available without strings 
attached to them and an independent board must pass on the problems to be 

studied and the results of observations. 

Our immediate problem, however, is a formule for earrying on the Delta 

duck work in wartime when it is extremely difficult to find the proper 

research personnel. It seems desirable to keep this work going in order 

to have a continuous record over a long period of years even if we have to 

wait for a year or more to write up such records and draw the proper 

cone lusions. 

Al Hochbaum's services are required fa may other interesting jobs during 

1943; but even if he could be kept at Delta on independet research there, 

I do not think that would be satisfactay. The fact is that keeping a 

man on one job too long las a narrowing effect m his work. Hochbaum will 

be a much more competent observer if he spends a year or so visiting a 

hundred duck breeding centres all over the northwest. You mybe interested 

+o know that, some of the conclusions he has arrived at in Delta are not 

true woen applied to, sae other marsh a thousand miles‘awey. for exemple, 

at the Netley marshes we fini that the Redhead duck mkes a very fine mother 

and always looks after heryaing; waile at Kazan Leke, 700 miles to the 

northwest where Redheads breed freely, our very competent observer there, 

fom Randall, never saw a Redhead with her own brood allsummern Our 

conclusions at Netley were that the Redhead was a fine mother, while at 

Kazen we egreed that she was the poorest mother of all the ducks. 

The fact is that ow respective reasons for research are slightly dif ferent. 

Your objective is to find mat the facts and publish them for the wrld; 

while our reason is to find ait the facts md we them inour work* We 

% Qnk Ateure, Qt thins Krew of our pwtiny 

To Increase and Perpetuaie the Supply of Ducks



AL. ‘ December 29, 1942, ; 

are just as anxious, of course, to be sure that ar facts are correct : 

as yourself, but we don't care very much whether somebody else criticizes 

them or not. Coming back to the Delta, please be assured that any 

reasonable, workable scheme that is prepared by yarrself md your 

colleagues will be sympathetically studied here in the hope that we 
can find a formula for carry ing on the excellent work that Ms been 

done at Delta. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

: ‘ 

: : T. C. Main, 
ToM/ IK General Manager. 

tall oor Sey 

4
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P.S. What, if anything, do you want me to do in 
the present situation? 

MDP
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THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

ge BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

a January 6, 1943 Dr. Miles D. Pirnie 
ey ‘ Director 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, ; 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I had a long letter ready for you on the 
second and was just ready to mail it when I 
received your letter of December 3lst which 
made superfluous most of my note to you. 

I am indeed pleased that the Institute and Mr. 

Bell wish to continue the Delta Station. I agree 
; that it would be unwise, at present at least, for 

DU to have direct connections at the Delta Station. 

é I hope it may be possible to have Albert's 
interested and friendly aid toward continuity in 
Delta waterfowl researches; and I do not consider 
his DU job a complete barrier to this.. 

I am deeply concerned over the apparent stalemate 
on the publication of Albert's researches, especially 
since the jacket of Kortright's book announces the 
“canvasback" publication. I am at a loss to know what 
a mere Board member can do toward helping solve this 
one, for in spite of all your efforts to keep us 
informed, I doubt that we know pertinent facts. 

aw 

If a conference is called I shall try to attend, 
if invited, but unfortunately we have no funds here 
for such travel. I agree that Albert certainly 
should be present if the Institute calls such a 
meeting. In the meantime I am confident that you will 
gather from Albert the appropriate progress reports 
and any suggestions he may heve to offer. 

Yours is a life of dealing with the problems of 
students and includes many struggles with Boards and 
Committees, I well realize. You have my sincerest 
wish that 1943 bring you many successes and a minimum 
of troubles. With kindest personal regards, I remain 

hy, 

Sincerely yours, 
ec Rowan, Hochbaum 

Arr. x 

MDP/h Miles D. Pirnie, ‘ 
Director.
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200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE V 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

January 5, 1943 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin ~ 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank you for the copy of your letter regarding 
Delta. 

I realize the difficulties in trying to replace : 
Hochbaum, but I also realize the difficulties of 
having him continue in a dual capacity. However, 
4t might be that, for a consideration, Ducks Un- 
limited might grant him a certain amount of time 
with the understanding that this would be devoted 
entirely to the Delta affairs and in no way asso- 

ciated with Ducks Unlimited. 

Of course, the whole thing can be best thrashed out 
by a meeting, such as you have suggested, if it 
can be arranged. I shall be glad to cooperate 
provided my business engagements permit a time 

that would coordinate. 

Sincerely, 

jfb aj (SEG
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42h University Farm Place 
December 31, 1942 

Members of the Delta Board: 

The following wire dated December 28 is received from Senator Walcott: 

"HAVE DISCUSSED YOUR LETTERS WITH BELL AND MILLER AM INCLINED 
TOWARD YOUR LATEST PLAN KREPING PURM RESHARCH SEPARATE HO 
GOINT PUBLICATIONS STOP LEAVE SOMS COMPETENT MAN IN CHARGE DELTA 
GIVING TIME FURTHER CONSIDSRATION" 

Mr. Bell's letter of December 14 has been sent you. 

Unless other members of the Board dissent, I take it two questions are settled: 

5 The Institute and Mr, Bell want the Delta Station to go ahead. 
(2) Whe proposal for some kind of direet connection between Delta 

and D. U. is not approved. 

On the other hand at least two membere state that some kind of guidance of Delta 
research from Hochbaum is needed, and I too think that contimuity demands some 
such thing, although I have no ready-made plan for earrying it out. 

I doubt whether the situation can be ironed out by mail. I suggest that the 
Institute call a meeting of all concerned (perhaps at Minneapolis just before or 
after the Denver meeting) for the purpose of deciding on a plan of action. 

Both Mr. Bell and Senator Walcott speak of filling Hochbaum's place with "some 
competent man", but my own recent experience raises a grave doubt whether a 
men are aveilable. Most of the younger men we have tested at Delta are in military 
service. Perhaps we will have to mike shift with some temporary appointment to 
keep the main observations going, perhaps under Hochbaun's eye. 

I am embarrassed by the fact that no mamiseript has as yet reached Pirnie or 
Rowan. I have no explanation that I am able to make. I suppose this is one 
aftermath of Hochbaum's illness. 

I realize, gentlemen, that someone should step forward at this juncture with some 
positive clear-cut proposal to cut all these imots. I fear I have been doing too 
much of that in the past. I feel that we need a new meeting of ninde before I or 
any other individual can make a proposal for the future. ‘ 

If the Institute calls « meeting, I think Hochbaum should be present. 

If we must “rock along" without a meeting, then I suggest Hochbaum be asked to 
outline some temporary set-up, including persomnel and budget. He knows what 
needs to be kept going, and who could do it. 

Youre sincerely, 

ec Pirnie, Rowan, Waleott Aldo Leopold 
Miller, Bell, Hochbaum 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)
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Og W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Mich. 

ghee, December 28, 1942 Ky 

; Zl i a ae Aras Fey sitesi wy aad Dear Leopold: er ae See x v 

Copy of yours to Tom Main just received. 
I am heartily in accord with your stand taken | 
in this letter. Yul | 

Sincerely yours, 

piriides De Pirnie.
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The PIRNIEs 

WINTERGREEN LAKE 
AUGUSTA. MICHIGAN 

December 26, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wise. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have received the several communications 

relating to Albert's shift to Ducks Unlimited, but have 

delayed writing because I thought I would get some word 

direct from him. As yet, no word, so want to let you 

hear from me without further delay. 

As I see it, we have two concerns: Albert and his 

future on the one hand, and Delta and the hook-up with 

the Institute and the interest represented in the "Betta 

Board of Advisors". 

I shall greatly appreciate your comments on the 

letters from Rowan, Bell, and Taber, and any revision 

of “Future Plans for Delta" which you prepare taking into 

account their attitutdes. Personally, I fail to see how 

it could be expected to work out to have Albert continue 

in any other than friendly and personal relations at 

Delta while also being a full-time D. U. man. 

f When do I get a chance io find out something about 

recent researches at Delta? We miss the reports we used 

to zet. £ 

As yet not any request from Al for photos and I 

have seen no manuscript. We should have a chance to read 

this soon, if it is going to press in the near futute, 

so it seems. 

You know, without me putting it into writing, that 

I wish Albert all success in anything he tries; but this 

fi does not set aside obligations to the Institute and Mr. 

Bell, which I feel sure you and I, both,wish to keep 

in mind. (I deeply regret I could not do resemrches at 

Delta rather than "advise" only, especially where adirice 
seems to have been unnecxessary.) 

Sincerely yours cate 

White



42h University Farm Place 
December 22, 1942 

Mr. T. C, Main 
Ducks Unlimited. . 
201 Bank of Commerce Chambers 
Winnipeg, Manitoba , 

Dear Tom: 

I'm glad to hear of your pleasant visit in St. Paul, and I certeinly appreciate 
your dropping in here. 

Your coming so close on the heels of Albert's leaving naturally caught me 
unprepared to consider the future. 

Now that I've had time to think it out, I am fully convinced that neither D. U. 
nor the Institute can afford to do research directly under either organigation. 
Either or both must assure the independence of research conclusions by segregating 
all research workers and funds and weiter ieee under the control of an independent 
board. Hochbaum can't properly be on your 6 (or the Institute staff) and also 
perform research. The penalty for violating this rule will be ultimate loss of 
eredence for research findings. ; 

This is a hard conclusion, but inescapable. Of course it represents only my 
opinion. 

The upshot is that whether we work indépendently or together the research set-up 
mist be separate, and bear the name of neither organizetion (except as a 
contributor of funds). 

Of course a separate and independent research set-up could use the field facilities 
of either or both organizations, provided it be free to accept or reject data. 

In line with this principle, I heartily agree with Mr. Bell that Delta should 
carry Hochbaum while he is finishing his publication. 

Waterfowl present such a controversial field as to especially require rigid 
observance of the accepted rule for organizing research. 

I am writing this letter not to intrude my opinions, but to lay on the table a 
proposed "jumping-off" point for future discussions, should you wish to press the 
matter of cooperation further. If the two organizations agree on ® principle, 
it should then be simple to draw up ways and means. 

fo determine whether the Institute group is of one mind on this, I am sending 
copies to Senator Walcott, Mr. Bell, Paul Miller, Pirnie, and Rowan. 

With personal regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



>. S&S, Thies ie a tricky question. You may well reply: “Certeright 25 SE 
doing research directly under 9. U.; what's wrong with it?* ag 
wrong; certainly neither he nor Albert would actually bend their 
Opinions to please their employer. But once a Bf yp bro isene 
gota into print, the public could acouse ther foing, ani they 
would be defenseless. - ’ 

Yhe sane work, done by the sane mon under an independent employer 
might be successfully defended. 

Yor these reasons no university allows ite feeulty to receive research 
funia direetly frem « domer. All euch funds mat Fond Sursuae the 
university end all findings published through 1t. then a 
priaciple goins universal acceptance among universities we cannot 
afford to dieregard it. 

Wy dana Survey violated this principls. Of course tt was only 
seul-research, bot I think eventually it would have been attacked. 

Delta, working through an inderendent board, conferne? to the principle. 

ee Waleott 
Bell , 
Miller 
Pirnte 
Rowan 

Fias
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Y | s A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

% oe 201 Bank of Comverce Chambers, 
ee Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

December 14, 1942, 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

424 Universi ty Fam Place, 

MADISON, Wisconsin, 

a UsS.A. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of December 10. I have put in an 

order this morning for this book. 

Re your postscript - - I had two very pleasant interviews wi th 

Mr. Belle Frankly, he was startled when I announced the news 

about Al, but by the time I got through with him, I knew that 
pare. he had no hard feelings whatsoever end in a sense was rather 

iO. Lint Rea Pleased. I emphasized the fact that we were just as interested 
Calgary, Alberta in the Delta Duck Station as he; that we were putting into 

Chairman of Board: practice the facts being uncovered by research there; and that 
W, G. ROSS, EC. we strongly favored carrying on that research work even if we 
ee oe had to dig up same money to do so. 

Vice-President: & = 
L. H. BARKHAUSEN 

Chicago, Ill, U.S.A. Incidentally, he practically insisted on paying Al while he 
Treasurer: | was working on the booke I assured him that Al muld concentrate 

2 Ww. Se on his book in our office until it was ready to go to press and 

= iy pd aie! that we would give him all the stenographic and other aid necessary. 

J. GRAY MUNDIE 

‘Winnipeg, Man. He thought your letter was a very fair outline of the situation 

Secretary: and particularly appreciated your postscript in ink. 
EL B. PITBLADO 

eee At his suggestion, I visited the new University museum where 
AS eat I mt Dr. Roberts, Bill Kilgour and a few others. Martin Bovey 

‘Winnipeg, Man. happened to be there also and I stayed over another day to see 

Directors: his new movies. All in all, my visits to Madison and Minneapolis 
HON. JOHN BRACKEN were extremely pleasant and I think profitable. 
Winnipeg, Man. 

iow vot, Cha. With kindest regards, 
MAJOR A. C. TAYLOR, 

‘Vancouver, B.C. 

BUTLER F. GREER Youra very truly, Cs 
San Francisco, Cal. U.S.A. Ss — 

S. 8. HOLDEN \ a 
Ottawa, Ont. 

See Wik, USA. T. Ce Main, 
Tom/ IK General Manager. 

To Increase and Perpetuate the Supply of Ducks
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42h University Parm Place 
December 15, 1942 

Mr. James F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I'a@ like to clear up a few points in your letter which are not 
Hochbaun's responsibility, but mine. 

Soon after Delta was organized I heard you say definitely that we 
would never attempt to pay a real salary at Delta. I can't recall 
your exact words, tut the sense of it was that we would rely on 
students and young men not yet in the “higher” brackets. 

I have since assumed this to remain in effect, and while we made some 
small raises, I have been aware for some years that we were paying 
Hochbaum much less than he could command elsewhere. 

If and when Delta is reopened, I hope it will not be bound by this 

rule, especially after it develops a good man. 

Since you specifically raise the question of why Hochbaum left, I feel 
impelled to send you a copy of my letter to Fred Walcott. The fault is 
at least partly mine, although I was unaware that the situation was 
acute. 

Your letter seems to settle the matter of a hook-up with D. U, I am 
taking the liberty of sending it to the Institute and the Board. 
I am not discussing the reasons for Hochbaum's leaving with anyone 
but Fred Walcott and yourself. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Waleott es word 
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200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

Gea December 14, 1942 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

The first notice I had of Hochbaum's resignation 
came from Tom Main, followed later by your letter of 
December 6th. I am much surprised that Hochbaum did 
not give me some intimation of his intentions, and 
I am still the more surprised that he failed to give 
the Institute an adequate notification so that a 
successor could have been selected. 

I cannot believe that Hochbaum left for lack of ade- 
quate compensation, for this could have been arranged. 
It must, therefore, be that he sought for himself and 
his family a relief from the isolation which is 
natural to a small town like Delta. 

As I read your letter, I was somewhat disturbed 
until I came to the postscript. I do not think a 
joint research plan can be adequately maintained 
between a research institute and a sportsmen's organi- 
zation. I would not think it becoming for the Institute 
to put out publications jointly. 

I think that Hochbaum owes it to us to see that full 
laboratory and field notes are reposed with the 
Institute for the benefit of the men who may follow 
hin. 

I see no objection to letting Hochbaum as an indiv- 
idual continue on the directorate, but I do not want 
him to appear as an official of DU. Please understand 
that I have nothing egainst the DU. Main has done a 
very fine propaganda and construction job, but their 
field and whole philosophy is entirely different from 
that which actuates the Institute. 

Sine 1 
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42h University Parm Place 
December 14, 1942 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
The Yale Club 
44th and Vanderbilt 
Hew York City 

Dear Senator: 

This is a personal discussion of my relations to Delta. 

During the past three years, Hochbaum and I have both over-exerted 
ourselves in the effort tc turn out a creditable publication. Hochbaum's 
load has of course been heavier than mine, and he has had to carry it 

alone in an environment unfavorable for writing. Even my minor function 
ks editor has eaten up many months of time I did not have to spare. 

Under these conditions, stresses and strains have developed, and have 
been augmented by distance. 

It so happens that Hochbaum is a valued personal friend. I therefore 
wish to be relieved of further official duties which might bring a 
recurrence or continuation of the situation which has unwittingly 
developed, 

This letter bears on Tom Main's recent proposal to bring about some 
kind of joint future plan for Delta, to be put into effect now or 
after this war. I favor doing this, but I beg to be relieved of form- 
lating or executing the plan. I think this is a proper request, for 
the Delta publication is virtually done, and I know it will reflect 
credit on all concerned. Moreover, Hochbaum has become a mature and 
able leader, and there is no crying need for my further services. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

. 2 s i Aldo Leopold 
fy Sent Mu Brel Mee, S194, 
; ¢ J i
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424 University Farm Place 
December 6, 1942 

American Wildlife Institute 
Senator Frederick C. Walcott 
Paul Miller 

Delta Duck Station 
William Rowan 
Miles D. Pirnie ‘ 
James ¥, Bell 

Gentlemen: 

Albert Hochbaum has resigned his position at Delta and has accepted 
a post with Dueksy Unlimited, Canada, effective Jamary 1. 

Tom Main has come down to see me about the matter, and will stop to 
see Mr. Bell on his way back. He wants it to be clear that while he has 
long desired Hochbaum's services, he did not take him away from us. Hochbaum 
initiated the move, doubtless to improve his financial position, having 
recently had an arrival in his family. 

Tom Main also urges that the Delta Station be not abandoned, and offers 
Hochbaum's supervisory services if some satisfactory cooperative arrangement 
can be arrived at. 

I am here proposing a cooperative arrangement which I think will work, 

Future Plan for Delta 

The plan hinges on the fact that Hochbaum, in whom all parties have 
confidence, will be available as technicel supervisor of future Delta work. 
I propose that: » hit 

7 eee 
(1) For the duration, the Institute to employ a local man to keep 

Delta going under Hochbeum's direction. (Pohey Ward, for 
example, lacks two years of military age, and might maintain 
continuity in at least the simpler research undertakings. ) 

(2) Delta Bulletin to be finished before Hochbaum enters his D. U. 
duties. (fom Main offers to carry him several months for 
this purpose. I suggest we carry him ourselves, at his D. U. rate of $2100. ) 

(3) Delta research projects to be laid out by the Delte Board as 
usual, but with Hochbaum's advice. 

(4) Future publications growing out of Delta work to be put out 
jointly by the Institute and D. U. (out the present Bulletin 
to be brought out by the Institute alone, as now planned.) 

(5) Hochbaum to submit to the Board a 1943 Budget and Research : 
Program to execute the above plan. 

General Considerations 

While this plan presents some complications, it also has advantages 
over the past arrangement. One of our weaknesses has been inability to check
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Delte findings elsewhere in the duck belt. Hochbaum will now see it all, 
and can check at will. 

Another weakness has been our inability to test new research findings 
in actual management operations. The D. U. marsh restoration program offers 
the chance for such tests. Hochbaum’s 1942 findings on the requirements 
of breeding pairs, especially in river ducks, present great chances to 
reise the per acre production of restored marshes. 

Will you please let me know whether the plen here proposed is acceptable 
in principles 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold q 
Chairman of the Delta Board 
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ie a Meee 4 + Belts Duck Stetion 
Delts, Nenitoba 
November ?9 ,194% 

Po 
ie Mr. Aldo Leovold 

/ Dent.of Wildlife Manarement 
424 University Ferm Place 
Kedison, “ieconsin 

Dear A.L.3 

in ansver to your letter of Nov.19, f wish to accept your 
first proposel,i.e, to close shop at Yelta. Therefore I em not 

\ submitting a budget for 1947. 

You qualify your proposal with your comment on militery 

service. [I am not at present elicsble to enter the Service becsusce 

of my draft status but, es I may be so vithink the year,t much vrefer 

the complete decision of your firet vroposal rether thant to hong on, 

: on 9 still more indefinite besie than our present set-up. 

i ; ' I know you will undereteand that I cannot close shop as enrily 

" ag you or the Institute; I am more deeply entrenchedin here then you 

renlize and, if form no other reacon, an ebrubt move «t present is 
a financial impossibility. ’ 

TL have accented a position with Ducke Unlimited effective 
Janusry 1. I have worked with their steff on a very plesaant and 

cooperative bestia from the begiming of Delta and, if Velta is to ; 

close I belteve thin is the mum loricsl move. I want to ineure the 

continuity of whet we started atDelta for the present end after the 
war ‘# over. ey 

The first thine to come to your mind with this change is the 
Evulletin. TI cannot poseibliv tke it up beforem the end of the yeor,. 
MYYVERTHVHM IT heave esked Mr. Kain for three months to complete the 

finsl menuccript sndm to wind up ell otherm details reesrdineg plates, 

etc. He has granted me eli the time I will need to see the ms through. 

I am not sendine copies of this to Pirnie,Roran ete. 

‘ 7 Sincerely,



UNIVERSITY OF WiscoNSsIN Lorct a. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT heh University Farm Place 

November 23, 1942 

Q s 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute. 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Paul: 

Attached are Albert Hochbaum's petty cash accounts 
for the months of September and October. His travel - 
expense accounts, also for September and October, 

total $28.12. 

Thereare._no..eaLlanychacks..otherthan bis om dD on 
-tbhe-vsuel-—amount,. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

bert does not mention his salary check, I suppose 
by reason of the question of salary during his illness. 

I recommend that his salary continue as usual despite 

his illness.
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42h University Farm Place 
November 10, 1942 

Mr. Wallace Taber 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, 2D. 0. _ 

Dear Wallace: 

As you probably know, Albert Hochbaum was slated for 
& raise, half of which was given him some time back, 
and the other helf was to be due when the manuscript 
is submitted. I thought I would remind you of this 
lest it might have gotten overlooked in the shuffle. 

Wage standards, and of course living costs, have both 
deen going up. ven with the other half of the 
raise, Albert will have been working a long time at 
a sub-standard rate. If, on receiving the manuscript, 
you are convinced, as I am, that an especially fine 
pieee of work has been done, I suggest this be 
considered by the Institute for the future. 

As a matter of fact, Albert will probably be picked 
up by the Army, but naturally any recognition which 
the Institute can give him will be appreciated. 

A letter just received from Albert saye that he is 
back on his feet and will attend to publication matters 
in the near future. 

T am sending a copy of this to Rowan and Pirnie just 
to keep them posted and to be sure that they agree 
with the attitude herein expressed. 

Yours sincerely, — ‘ 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Rowan 
Pirnie
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Aldo Leopold | 
Madison, Wisconsin 

October 10, 1942 \ 

Dear Albert, 

How are things going, both personally and officially? 
I haven't heard from you for some time, and have been 

worrying a little as to how things are coming along. 

What is the status of the m.s. and the negotiations 

with New York and Minnesota? Has a copy reached Rowan 
and Pirnie? When is it my turn to put ina _ shove 
for the financing? I might say that the Wisconsin 
Press is still receptive if anything should break down 
at Minnesotab 

Here is your page of the fall news letter. Please 

revise what I have said and add what you want to. 

Love to Joan, and best regards to all the Wards. Where 

is Peter? 

Yours as ever, 

- fe. 

Aekey 
ee
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August 20, 19 

Mr, Wallace Taber 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear Yallace: 

Attached is Albert Hochbaum's petty cash account for faly. 

His expense account for Jaly is as follows? 

56 Miles @ U¢ per mile......scecesesee Sel 

The pay checks for July are, in addition to Albert's usual 
salary, as follows! 

Torrance Ward, 1 month © $50.00. ... 06$50,00. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manarement



Delta Duck Station 
Aug. 8, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold | 
Deot, of Wildlife “snegement 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

Enclosed is the petty cash account for the month of July. 

Mileage for the month wasi: 

BG miles: @ €¢ per mile. cst enst cen sa ee ee ; 

Besides my own pay check there is but one other this monthi— 
Torrance Ward one month @ $50.00 per month. 

Yours soncerely, 

‘ 

thes. ey 
~ : An 

Me " 

Oy



| PETTY CASH ACCOUNT - DELTA DUCK STATION 

DATE: From To 

Aug.8,1948 July l- July 31 

DATE PAID TO EXPLANATION AMOUNT 
PAID 

July 9 Delta Post Office Stamps $ 2,00 

July 31 | Hills Drug Store Supplies as noted : 24,50 

July 31 J. Campbell Coloring for food tests, sealers for 4,05 
specimens } 

August 6 | Cadham Hardware 1 bar solder, 1 sickle "2,58 

itm orci : 22.31 ° 
Aug.& «| Macdonald Bros. . Eggs, lettuce, feed for ducks Wet A 

5 
August 8, Gibb& Elwood Co. 10 tons of Coal for duck house 192 ee 

Biri $246.79 

Carried over from June 200.70 
Check received 64,20 
Exchange on above check less 
31¢ ay 

July expenses 246.79 

Approved by 

Printed in the U.S, aA



ite Detln, Prees 

4oh University Tarn Place 
Fane 30, 1942 

My. Wallace Taber 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Deer Mr. Taber: 

It's amost July 1, and Albert Hochbaum has not yet had any 
final word as to his budget for the coming year. A budget 
in the sum of $3350 was sent your office February 13, and 
tentatively aprreved by Senator Yaleott Merch 11. At that 
time final avproval by Mr. Bell was the only remaining if. 

Mr. Bell wrote me his approval March 17, and said he had 
wired Senator Kaleott. 

Vould you kindly let Mr. Hochbaum know directly what the budget 
is, whet aub-allotments you have set up, and whether hia ’ 

authority to spend money ie the same as in the past? 

; My. Doreme never wrote Rochbaun any further in connection 
with your letter of June 11 about Rowen's trip. Hence, Rowan 
figured he hed ne authority toe incar expense, henen the 
Gpportunity for an inspection by Rowan hae slipped by. 

These little slipe may seem trivial, but they are discournging 
to a man Like Rowan who ia voluntewring his time in the service 
of the Institute, but cannot risk any personal lose in such 
matters. 

i Albert recently sent down the attached news story which you 
might like to see. An extra copy is enclosed for Senator 
Walcott. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Rowan 
Pirnie 
Rochbaun



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 26, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
Profecsor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.3 i 

Where do we stand now regarding authority for Delta operations? 
Dr. Rowan never did receive a "yes" or "no" regarding his stop-over 
at Delta after the Sasketchewan meetings, As there were no objections 
raised when I mammad brought up this question last winter and again 
at Toronto, I assumed that it would go through without complications. 

Have their been changes in the Delta budget and are budget 
funds not available? I know, of course, that the Board's travel fund 
was dropped from the budget; but unless budget policy has changed, it 
is ridged only to the point that it must not be exceeded and should 
have covered this trip. If the budget policy stands as it was, d 
where do we draw the line between immediate decission and search for 
authority? As we stand now, I can buy two extra tons of coal without 
Question, but can't ask Dr. Rowan to stop in when he is in the east. 

Yours sincerely, 

( lithe | 
Albert Hochbaum



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 26,1942 

Dr. Wr. Rowan 
Dept. of Zoology 
Univereity of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Dear Dr. Rowan: : 

Sur two-a-week mail delivery brought your letter too late 
for an answer to reach you before you returned home from Saskatchewan; 
nor do I know where I could have wired for authority. I was unaware 
that there would be such complications over the trip end snolorize 
for suggesting it in the beginning. Apperently there heve been 
some recent changes ,probably due to the war situation, which 
prevents easy secess to Delta funds. 

IT am terribly disappointed that we were unable to get together 
for there are @ good many thinge I had planned going over with you. 
Besides, we were ®11 looking foreward to a pleasant visit. 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum, 

;
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| Prof, William Rowan bis ee 

Alberta, Canada ie | 
af AV ee 

Dear Professor Rowen: yy a\ f 

I received todey from Aldo Leopold your if 
levter of Mey 31 to him with a copy of his letter of ‘ 
dune 9 to you. 

Aldo aoa has elready suggested to you 
thet there wes no travel fund set up in the 1942 budget } 
for travel ! the Delte Board. Nevertheless, since you 4 i 
Will be so olose to Delte on your Saskatchewan Geme ia 
Gonvention trip and since we believe sc Mag there wo 
are most constructive end helpful to » Loam 
writing to Mr, Doremus, our Treasurer, suggesting thet : 
he approve expenses up to $50.00 for the trip, providing 
he ean see his way clear to do so, Mr. Dorems will te 
contact you directly. a 

Cordially yours, — ae 
its wR 1 

Leona vdh ; 

} Ps walieee taor, a 

ees hie | 
Tel A 3 4 mi Boece aa & ~ 4 as it 

Copy sent to Aldo Leopold xe ok Cex: 
T. E. Dorems~ ieee 

mt Doh + a ean 5 bay bi as ied ny 5 ee oe 

RMR ek ae 
; , a nj (is f it wee ; 
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x AT AE hie le anole a eee Gy By aoe bi 
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 21, 1942 

Dear A.L.? 

Enclosed are a couple of clippings. I have tried to keep down 

publicity eccordine to our orriginal plens, but the local papers have 

been after something for a long time and ,as it turned out, did 8 faitty 

decent job. I sent one to Mies Quee. Possibly Paul or the Senator misht 

like to see one; I will leave that to you. 

Tr have had almost a sense week of all dy and all night xwisitores which 

hac slowed me up a bit, but will be sending down the rest of the material 

as soon as possible. Bob Smith, the new Miss. Flyway biolgist wae in for 

several days and I am looking for Rowan sometime this week. Smith seems 

to be much more capable and interested than moet of the fellowes the Survey 

has sent into these parts. ; 

Yours sincetely, 

Ca i 

P.S. We haven't loet a duck in two weeks and apoarently have routed our 

disease troubles.
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A oo A = Mr. Hochbaum ad Me wet 8 ee a ee 
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tage la Prairie to Delta is - bg hs a ne F f nique for reazing birds in captivity to Ea oe i, es ae L a 3 : Yue | ee Cs ve ok 8 eae f a iy | ? 

familiar to many Manitobans and oO ~ 5 such an extent that they are now con- [ROM 6 0 ges 7 i | ae Hi dol see 
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; ieee ee 
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farmlands of the famed Portage {V7 | a] i o 3 aa raising wild ducks in captivity. The : Loe fee Fy ae ae 2 
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with yellow cane waving in the ml tivity, But the records show also that & we ee es : 

breeze a yh Fr Q | «oof all ducks the Canvasback has re~ so eine es , ge 
ne 

The motorist lets the car idle along cS y em 4 YS i 4 Sepive aa any efforia) toward oe “oe pe ee eo : * oe 

as he and spec of the family ob- . A sen erin. This is one reason the Delta experts § Fo _ oa a a ee ee as ee 7 é 

serve the wild ducks in brilliant nuptial > a are specializing in this work. ye - Pe dh eS ge ra ip 

plumage as they feed in ditch and . 2 ye, One important department of the $i Sy AN ia ; ge a aN = 2 ‘a  <y Pte es ae ft xe 

slough. Children whoop with joy as ie Delta Duck Station is devoted to the OF fe 4 Pt | ee, je} ee Ml beh hex eet | 

they point out the glossy blue and white eee hatching of eggs in incubators. The | || ae 9 i aA i ee UO ee 

“© Above is a photograph of Edward eggs of the Canvasbacks are collected a y ©. ee ‘4 44 aes 32 eC AO eI 

pattern of the Shoveller, the sleek, yard native Manitoban, former in marshes by employes. ee — © Le gee eS .-& v7 | 

stream-lined Pintail, and the dainty member of the R.N.W MP arid In explaining the collecting of eggs, a ee ee ¥ 3 - | 2 ee a a : oe fa 4 ey o 
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aneti 
’ i : : Oy . Ae ee ee 3 ae BE. ag 
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the South ... Florida, Louisiana and tivity for scientific purposes. to the early part of the season because, *° Wo Hi ey © ts tn, ee 8 foe / ee Le 

the Gulf. They are so absorbed in thelr ue eg period when natural losses bie J OA eee er ec eo | i. 

: summer house-keeping plans that they HERE are literally scores of organi- ©! T°S is greatest in the wild. On e marshes at Delta, Manitoba, are considered by expert, i ae 

Paghallght Jacd: tie aia - patiene Which have bean forined te NEY, CORE ELS on instance, eggs ita ducks in North America. Delta also has the Oieguaes ai heae bs oe hae tee Sit ws - 

; : see that so far as possible the wi lected from areas which Canvasbac ised i ivi fenti ’ Wee ae 
‘The driver makes a turn to the east uck gets a oe ee ne lt ate ileien ravarddilhy. Senig uous . ig are oT in captivity for scientific st udies. _The above photograph shows captive Canvas- 

at the village of Delta while the roar the jine. B. gies, Thus eggsswhich would have bein cks near the laboratory, Their nests are hidden in the yellow cane in the background. 

of Lake Manitoba’s breakers is heard When Mie Bell’ started. the hatch lost have been saved. 

above th , starter e hatcher, 

shies 

v8 oe of the car, 4 : fie laced Mawel) Ward: native Sten? Se eee nee se : Illinois Natural History Survey, work 

en through ‘clumps of willows is toban, and formerly R.N.W.MP. officer, [ocean  —  . ee ceunds He), STORE SURE CghCCH EE 

cor the Ent expanse of grey-green in charge. D have not started to incubate be- a rT. ae : te grounds along the Illinois river, is 

waters, and the waves rolling in upon cause such hens frequently nest again, oe - _— : - making bag studies simil. ‘ 

the sandy beach. Here and there are orn. ae at the hatchery re- Tf the eggs are taken after incubation — 7 See oe ae . sat: Delta, ‘When the ail = = 

fishermen’s shacks, with the gear dry- tly, I as ed Mr, Ward about the starts, hens of those nests seldom re- ee . oo 8 é ae _ pared we hope to have significant i 

ing in the sun. : EGE epee ae ea nest, i. a i . i poe ny 

“Mr, Bell started th ; 
Le Pee Poe ee formation on the effect of shooting. 

‘After passing between rows of sum- “Mr, started the program with The employes carry the eggs to the #9 . _ 3 Lr “Another example of how hatch- 

mer cottages, the visitor comes upon private funds, for the love of game, and hatchery, and they are placed in in- — 98 _ C—O —~— series and marsh dovetail f ientifi 

several neat little buildings painted to gain knowledge of wildlife. He chose cubators similar to those on a poultry ~ oe .. : 4 i. 2s e * : : labors concerns the aaa nok: 

; x , ener 2 os 3 ne o 

grey. Back of these, on the rim of the ee ee oe eae i 8 o : ho ee lt SCS—~—SCsCS§Sex and age of ducks in eclipse plum- 

Bere pire neti eclorine IE A ee ee ome creas nee 2 valet ee ee ae res a a esi“ es COS 
ing grounds in North A: 

oe — . 2 ee A ge, and also the sex of young ducks 

is about 120 feet in length, 45 feet in zg in Nor merica. there were about 300 eggs in the in Bg oe : <= ~~ _iin their first plumage. In the fall, fo! 

width and 16 feet in height. ‘In the beginning the primary Cubators. CL oe ee oo instance, young duicies “aomielintes: are 

To all appearances it might be the function was the hatching of wild ducks As soon as the downy ducklings peep ae . a ee  . almost indistinguishable from adult: 

property of an up-to-date farmer who for study. In 1938 Mr, Bell invited the from their shells they are placed in | __ oF — wee 2 "Tt i . 5 

has given tra touch of American Wildlife institute to co-oper- indoor pens, Later they are placed in oe - - oo «Be Ae RECREATE: 40: PARRY OVE exten= 

gi an extra touch of neatness to : Bets a z a ee s a oe  CCSSiV’ studies on age, sex and plumage of 

his poultry department. ate in the Delta studies, ‘The invitation outdoor pens until they learn to fly. == = gg ee duck rhectoe: Be 

Be was accepted, and H. A, Hochbaum In July and August when the wing — oo 8 . oe : _ uces Wien Hunter tape aes tee 

These buildings, however, are in re- ; _ gy —  ... ,.... .. studied, it stands to reason that the 

ali a laboratory. wher ild-lif moved to Delta as director of research. feathers have developed, the ducks are = oo co ee ee ee garvi f . 
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' Sa a ing sex and age has been 

e : Mr. Hochbaum is a graduate of Cor- Mr. Hochbaum says that birds 9 9 9 6 8 8 i 

ef goahodge te Psee Biggs Ate nell University and the University of banded at the Delta Duck Station have «|| - es _ : poe eames eo ou ways in hall dealer — 

g. eM wisconsin. At college he specialized in been shot by hunters in most of the — & eC oo . 

_ ment officials of Canada and the United studies of wildlife eS re net, eon Canadian provinces, and most of the | 4 as ee ee ef . “In the past two or three years the 

States. The work is of exceptional in- he was graduated he worked for four states in the Amevican Union, as well» — oo. mlmt:;”*ti—‘CS mom. _____ production of ducks at. the hatchery 

terest to naturalists, wild-life conserva- years with the U.S. National Parks as Mexico and Central America. oo — - | —_ has been curtailed somewhat, and 

tionists and sportsmen of North Services, In addition to collecting data Such reports are of inestimable value 3 — . 2 io [= ~—=—- more time and effort is being devoted 

é America, se on wildlife and the gathering of sta- because they form a pattern from |e. Se oo a — eo “9 to field and laboratory work. - We are 

The name of this scientific laboratory tistics, Mr. Hochbaum which may be determined the flywa; | : : i -— Me. - _ also studying the ris 

é ¢ , aum devotes part of y lyways | Fy : ying the rise and fall of water 

is no more spectacular than the puild- his spare time to the painting of birds, of ame birds, the distance they cover, = | AO oe . | .. _ eee __ In relation to wildfowl. 

ings. The official title is simply the Some of his sketches were made at the and the location of their nesting ee ss fo — SS “In addition to these things we hi 

Delta Duck Station. Delta Duck Station. ‘The shores of 8rounds. oF oe | ~_eonducted a three-year ae on jocal 

It started in 1932 when James F. Bell Lake Manitoba provide excellent op- Then again, it has been found since _ - ee 7 rr : ri i a eer 

t j Li Pp P: " an :  .. oe 3 ee =. predators in relation to nesting ducks. 

of Minneapolis decided that he would portunities for artists who specialize the Delta Duck Station has been in ae. oe oo ~ ae ; oo ee . Studies have been made of th : 

like to experiment in raising wild ducks in outdoor themes, operation, that some of the ducks . 2 . _— ee re me _ the Frankli d e e oners 

in captivity. In his venture he had the raised at Delta, have grown to matur- ee hes g < . _ = and other inane ae ap — 

i 
i isi 14 ee : a _— ‘ 

permission of the Manitoba governmens, hee the time the experiments were Hee ae are now raising families in Sa a ee . : anes # and animals. 

and the blessing of the authorities in started in 1932 the men at Delta se Dakota, = — le ee — ie tel made a four-year 

Ottawa and Washington. el Lem Wea Powe tee secs is eo ate eS t—(‘“‘“‘CerSre:C(i:ts Um wbaiiy OE! Che SA SEIS Ora Cane TS 

It might seem at first glance that it lect information on the habits of the aeons | aoe Bone wos Dslioye : — — > - : s Ls < -) ner eee % 

should hardly be necessary to obtain the birds. Patience is the watchword of a ie invariably return to the @ o — x Reter Ward and Lyle Sowls co- 

sanction of two or three governments the employes, In fact, Mr. Hochbaum ae - ay were hatched. This | ce ee operated in these studies. They are 

in order to gather the eggs of wild Says that the. job is a “sleep-stealer”: a ae see the case, according to a ‘ r : . . . now in the armed forces. 

ducks and hatch them for scientific that is, the members of the staff are fe ee of ornithologists. tees pe rastai 8 nae “We get most of our study material 

studies; but such a course is required UP at all hours looking after old birds ee ae oe Mr. Ward have H. A. Hochbaum, director of research, Delta Duck Station, is shown ight around the bu'ldings. Then when 

Gecuuse the lawsef Canada “and” the and the youngsters. ae “ 12 species of wild ducks that above while studying changes in plumage of two Canvasback ducks. not observing birds in the wide open 

United States are designed to enforce As is well-known, 1s is difficult to Dette ale Ee nee a 
SpA we have about 50 pairs of ducks 

the protection of wild-life. raise wild things in captivity, and Pye ave ‘ , Baldpate, that their figures showed that th “ ; j ; n captivity, Although tive, t 

: mines arene at the suc ‘At Delta for instance, h aes gh captive, they 

_ The eggs are gathered under author- Messrs. Bell, Ward and Hochbaum ee ae aoe Pintail, cess of the eggs hatched in incubators flights of the past four aie. ke are lving under neady: normal. con 

ity of permits from the Manitoba gov- ae Bee ups and downs. In 1934 Seaitp Ruddy ae eee ah is greater than that of early nests in have outnumbered females to the ratio ditions because their wire enclosures 

a3 e i , 3 <, -win, ot ; 
i 

ee as - se tlanek vith the siecticag <1 a metic ue one and Green-wing Teal. The net cle venue Sf EWoNEO One ee eee 

awa, . 
: ae ‘ ee ee see eee 

International Aigratety “Bird a reegty, of jthe swamp, right in their natural °f these have been raised in captivity Pipe segreer uel i le Tacks RAs Te ts ‘of great Importance. to know Et ee Sa ka 

The sanction therefore is given under surroundings. They had_ struggled at Delta. Poke i une Ors are CE against whether or tot his prenondeEance: OF jalizin ieee bic a. Se 

in. peer Seok: thepigh’ one difficulty ama another to Nol Ruddy Atieiea: (WeHilte-wlng Seotee the hazards suffered by nests in the males is natural to Canvasbacks, or if ayer izing in studies of this species. 

Fe Wheater ea Bt en a point where they felt sure of seeing Green-wing Teal have been used for marshes. Grass fires, floods and pre- more hens are killed, thus bringing ‘We are incubating 300 eggs this 

k 7 eathers the two nests produce young. And then the basis of experiments in captivity dators destroy a percentage of eggs about this disparity in sex ratio year, mostly Canvasbacks. The eggs 

Known ‘as 2 Spoonbill, may only be one night @ roaring wind drove the st Delta and young. These hazards are unknown “The first step in answering the fre ‘nen’ in broodern three “te, fee 

er duck to the uninitiated, but his waters of the marsh landward in high Canvasbacks and Mallards are the prides, tie dnewpator ayeene problem jis to find h ne aire = then sia Broadens “Vine 11 h¥8 

oes or ae life cycle, and his in- waves. The nests were washed away. Most difficult to raise in pens. I asked Mr. Hochbaum if it would ratio of the ehaeeaaek ‘ie - a Weel. "Hep [hey Bree vieeen 100 an 

ae Weapattdiniee to! th on at of They worked along until 1941, and I asked Mr. Hochbaum which species f0llow then, in years to come, that hatching; whether or not’ it is ish, CuIsGe DEUMNGL sO a Wineapetuctslate 

ture of North ‘Manbclon nomic struc- jn that year their efforts were re- proved the easiest to raise, wildfowl raising in incubators would as we expect it is, or whether more developed. ‘They are’ then. released. 

Th ‘i : ‘ warded. Three captive hens nested and “None,” he replied, become an extensive business, and  drakes than hens are actually hatched. They soar aay Into the Olue, bu they 

e wild duck knows no national ‘ 
f ” y hatched, a 

aati ¥ produced young. So now the experi- probably operated by business firms. Bae ake are not lost, and they are not fore 

be aeertes are Deas the se ments with such captive breeding are pee thousand birds have been He thought not, Delta, pl . ge & ae a ee 

0, part of the spring and fa well under way, ; ‘ mie peewee see Soe eee of time in all parts of North * 

fi Haka Bndtene stunmer in Baskatche Fok iw sailed bos au anes and set free at Delta Duck He said: finding the answer to this part of the ” EL PETA 

wan, Fipdbbavin vis) the oly place | inetiie Bee ce ts eh ak a ald “The hatchery is an indispensable Auestians A we left the pens and walked back 

laboratory in wildlife research. Here, “In further study of this question of toward the road, I remarked to Mr. 

with the hatchery and the marsh to- S¢* ratios, studies have been made for Hochbaum that T had h ; 

Rb ne B20 
. yi 2 eard gossip to 

4 ee ee gether we can find the answer to many four years concerning the sex of ducks the effect that ther hi 

fr i . ; : ; ; : : e was a high death 

; -_ - eo. . Cee _ —Or—=C el a still unanswered questions concerning in hunters’ bags. Many Manitoba rate among the Delta hatchery ducks. 

7 a . ae ee . . oS 8 — oe oo. oo natural propagation and management hunters have co-operated to make this I had been told that when the ducks 

ry ; “ ae _. ae ey : ee - oe of ducks in the wild, As a laboratory, Study successful. were hatched in incubators and raised 

4 g : : | & saetaniinee i the hatchery will always have an im- “Our reports show that in the without benefit of the teachings of the 

1 a4 ; co : : : J Ly : : : portant place in waterfowl conserva- Canvasback and several other species, mother duck, the little fellows did not 

] a. oDewrt., : a ; : tion. But hatcheries can never replace more females than males were killed. earn to ofl and waterproof their 

4 oe | ‘ ee me. Sag a _ e a : s a duck marsh and we cannot look to feathers, and that they did not learn to 

‘ am 4g Pt ae e - Se i es rn Hatcheries ‘to ‘estore:y and. maintain Le with a heavy preponderance Wim, and so were not well equipped 

ce a ues C ris: gt eM ot Se ae POA ta waterfowl. popplations" of drakes in spring we are never- © take care of themselves in the wilds 

oe se — ee A : , eee + ‘ & wo ht ccugeies “ a eet . a Se “In the work of the Delta Duck theless killing more hens in autumn, after being released. 

ea a os 4 Mo ee . Di a OA * ae On Ee Station there is no Joss to eggs or The heavier kill of females in Mani- Rumor said that these birds appeared 

“Se A A ae ee a Niemi jaa «sn se marsh due to our opera. toba Is of litle significance until we TA ona gulckly became an easy 

OO te gga A ee 4) a s _ tions, and there is a distinct gain for can find out the sex ratio of the kill hatchery, and quickly became an easy 

She Oe re ge Im other parts of the shooting range. Prey to enemies. 

i es We ees te oe UMAR 0 eee —sCtatural marsh provides an ideal more drakes than hens killed in Mary- Story, too. But the ducks do learn to 

Oe ee ~ - Bie oe os ere gee Osage ce ne ee gen — laboratory for studies such as exists in land or Long Island Sound; that will fly and swim before they are released. 

age Ns Rode: wih ie. oe Raeteememre e es oe ee no other part of America. have a bearing on the matter. In And I believe the reports we receive 

a app OE ge OM CO Rw thore ave many qostons that can- “iNET wards, we sm to colect facts OCH oy and athers Were esting 

Loy ee Bo EE ae tres Nom te : ake ej aS _ === not be answered in marsh alone, or in that will enable us to consider the far-off places, and others were nesting 

US Ceiba re Oe heey ale le. ee pu sate AP laboratory alone, but at Delta we matter asa whole, the dest year. in Cther Suiotie-way 

: : : i a SOR have both together. ‘Several organizations, notably the  “istricts, is probably the best answer 

ere is a photograph of young wild ducks in the bro vr 3 : Aare i eee ; i to that story. 

¢ ) : oder at Delta D re is an example. The field “a 

will be placed in pens outside until they learn to fly and to swim foe Fire wilt b Ne sipped mucien in/the: spribevaby Delta, and") ; Paces ie, ae ee 

released. They will then soar into the sky and head southward Be at y will be banded and the spring at various parts of the All photographs on this page put on these birds offer a reliable index 

may spend the winter in states bordering the Gulf of Mexico Others ee mek seth joes ee mapplind. chegign ane Sone Bs nae a ts : por beh ae 

America. Barring accidents, they wi : on to Mexico or Central Canvasbacks the drakes greatly out- | tesy of Delta Duck Station y comparing the, Band. FeHitys OF QUE 

Y , they will return north next spring to raise famili j eee Phe 
pring to raise families of their own. number the ducks, ecaarancana ann RRR Concluded on Page 8 
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"| Washi 's “Lonely Hearts” i : Jungle as ington s Lonely earts row Loneltier | Coffee Is Used 
Child i h By Eleanor Ragsdale F Pl t vearen By Eleanor Ragsdale = GIRLS ARE SO SHY THAT EVEN DATE BUREAUS HAVE TROUBLE or £lastics 

[Continued from Page 
i 2 EET Ee By A STAFF CORRESPONDENT 

Consciously or unconsciously, she chose W man bom V2 Ot ee —  rr—_—O———S_ {Released by North American 
to submit. Moreover, Kamala’s phy- capital’s huge army of rrr—“i‘i‘“‘“‘“‘i‘COe’C‘“‘éRRel’™é‘C##HRUC’8}§=€5LHL40._#€¢€£€£§€=§=£=-§_§_=§j 4 4 Newspaper Alliance, Ine.] : 

Siang e iin s eeee canes ernment ene ge = ee eee 
sique was not strong enough to defy government gals may be short on i ees 4. #§&... VY ASHINGTON = Coffe, Sot which 
the wolves. All of her cub brothers dates and have “lonely hearts” . 1 ee —sSC® more than 9,000,000,000 pounds 
and sisters were much more agile than but—they seem to be too shy to - ee s 3 ' so ss 2 a ae has been destroyed in Brazil in the 

she, and much stronger. do anything about it. a eee: LF oe : — last ten years because it has been a 
Some of the adjustments which One quick barometer is Wash- ee ee ea ae sO e glut on the market, is being trans- 

Kamala had to make in her life with jngton’s longest-established So- 2. A fF yr a co formed into a new plastic with remark- 
the wolves were of a physiological na- cia] Exchange where, for a dollar- — : oe ¢, iC . | able properties’ which ‘may take the 
ture. For instance, there was a funda- 5 month fee, candidates can get rr ) | sity place of essential metals. 

mental change in the biochemistry of introductions to “congenial souls” oo... Ye TE BEG IIRSS > Povo ae ree 
her retina, Kamala could see better at Marden telwieel oven fete Darici - ‘ 8 ys , 2 surplus crop with some profit to tns 

night than in daylight. Fo theme. oe . . i #| re} producers. , ee a PR: ; 
This is not true for humans under. Me ae Peed ionipson Aacreacant ee a _ : -_ A y ; seus The new product, caffelite, is de- 

ordinary conditions. The human retina ? : i be ok | ii pe scribed in London’s chemical trade 
7 acute shortage of girls; And — two ee eee oe Be a de pes es ; ‘ ace ; ' oe at ee : poe ee journal, organ of the British chemical has two kinds of visual sense receptors, 4-4) escort bureaus can’t find enough Pe we. a pe AS es 

shaped like cones and rods. The cones 4, supply the masculine demand, either. es oF poe e oe FY ee IQUE HESS US DO Sie ee ie eae 
are used for daylight vision, while the ~~ Sees Ss dee aS a | Poe De ee 
rods are used for twilight vision. MOST GIRLS ARE ee a a A plant is in operation in Sao Paulo 

With normal humans the cones are FROM SMALL TOWNS : bs a ee ee CC which will turn out 1,000 pounds of 
; $43 Hi 8 - Raps See ee er BSS SC Es Ge the plastic an hour and a factory is 

very well developed, while the rods Maybe it’s because most of the girls ee pe fe oh anatruct hich i ted 
are poorly developed. With Kamala, here are from small towns and are used : ee i i fo procehe abdut S000 dha naehes eeeee 
however, the opposite seems to have to leading sheltered lives with boys 4 . 4 oe a Y ee 8 - — Eine about 5,000, ags of coffee 

been the case. they’ve known ever since they were 3 Be Be Co % : Se a. | ws Sa 
max 5 Ee a 4a Re Poe ; a Re 2 If any market can be developed for 

Kamala also exhibited a remarkable only “this big.” Or, maybe it’s because ko 4 < ee eg ee te : ‘ : f ay ete ok oe ee oe fe the plastic the operation is held cer- 
adaptation to varying temperatures, so Mother and Dad gave such forceful ad- i = e ek Ee sae ae os aT Pe Ae tain to be’ pfofitable because much: of 

had  monitions, when Daughter set out for Co a [a ee pe a 5 P oe that extremes of temperatures tal BG Aee ot areata ae — te a is = A ee @ the cost can be met by extracting the 
little effect on her. vate Lae e capital, to strange oo ie : = ae a A dru. eereinavendta cutgtance teow 

generally perspire — profusely e! eee : ae ee ” -. 5 ‘ * ff il fi th fae Save atechiioda exertion... (Kamala Whatever the cause, the shortage Washington's “lonely hearts” are offered an opportunity to become acquainted with the opposite ee Pee as - 

panted, stuck out her tongue like a does exist and—in a city that has had sex in Fay Thompson's Social Exchange, where the above photo was taken, but shyness keeps many pensive in the past. 
dog, but perspired very little. Again, its greatest influx of girls and older ie ; 5 y Caffelite, thé. doctors say, is/remanks 
Kamala’s skin, while smooth and soft, women in history. of the girls away. A few of the not-so-bashful young women are shown with new acquaintances ‘Abie amahal plasticeliten Me exteeine 

was almost free from oil. Human skin When nee ae man joined the So- giving Miss Thompson tickets at a Saturday night dance in her studio. resistance to heat. 
is fairly oily. Kamala’s hair, seen from cial Exc ange, after being unable to Some day hot coffee may be served 

a distance, resembled a flying tumble- meet girls elsewhere, he found girls his f ae in caffelite cups. 
weed. A own age, or younger, were as scarce as With the sophisticates at the bureau, This type of the acquaintanceship There's a lot of curiosity, though. Also noteworthy are some of its elec- 
When Kamala became excited her sugar. As a result, his partners for of course, the boy-meets-girl story is just seldom appeals to Diane from Dakota, One manager reported with a chuckle: trical properties which will give it a 

nostrils “pumped out breath with a music and refreshments in the big Ex- part of the job. The girls are purely who really wants a chance to make a “We get pestered by girls calling up specialized place in industry. 
harsh noise,” according to those who change studio were all from the “over interested in the profits that go with voluntary and lasting friendship with and asking us to send over a couple First, according to the description, 
saw her in the wild. The nostrils were 30” age group. being an around-town escort for some some boys about her own age. fellows. They all want ‘tall blonds’ or the bean is ground into a fine powder. 
considerably enlarged and rounded. Over at one of the escort bureaus the lonely fellow, although they don’t mind As for girls hiring escorts for them- ‘handsome brunettes.’ But when we tell Then this is mixed with a solvent 

Her ears also moved slightly when she manager admitted most of the girls he having the opportunity to dance their selves—no. Only one bona fide request em the price, the girls gasp, ‘Why, we which removes the caffeine and oil. 
was excited. However, Kamala never hires have to be of the sophisticated feet off in Washington’s better night- came in to the two bureaus in the last didn’t know you had to pay’ and then The powder then is mixed with water 
quite succeeded in pricking her ears in type, but, the scarcity exists here, too. clubs while they are doing it. couple years, they hang up in a hurry.” and some acid, put through various 

wolf fashion. eee chemical processes, and various mould- 

ESE changes came about more or ” ing materials are added. It then is 
gi : eae 

1% less naturally. There were others e e e wisaretre pian eee at a 

that had to be acquired by conscious 
1 i 

imitation. The process of growing up 
l ; eee 

in wolf society consists to a great ex- B . 4 
eateea ; ridge Solution tent upon looking, listening and doing B he ‘two! methods for “predual me 

as others do. Kamala too acquired a y JOSEPH H. KRAUS ot O08 re CO Une We a ee EL ©: HAT, RAZOR BLADE, YOU Problem on Page 5 
3 Science Clubs of America Editor signia heretofore described are excel- ? ‘South Jeade th da-ten, (North ai 

smattering of wolf culture. She even lent for limited quantities or uit CAN PRODUCE BMBLEM OR ARM BAND ae en 1 Ok Oe ae oF ue 
absorbed the cues which the Wolves EMeLEMs, pennants, arm bands pieces. However, where a large number a ing ae elu i n. a ae a 
used for purposes of communication. ana gvedtee: ounesbutsinee nen of armbands or club emblems is re- ge IRAE ial cea ee 3 a oe ; ® forth a eds ano het oF _ \. ; as 

In short, Kamala virtually became a e Z quired, a “production line” would have — a ote: eee Oe - y manipulating the roller back and plays high on both of these, leaving 
wolf, these days, in war work as well as in to be set up. One easy mass production carbon side facing upward. forth. Then run the roller over the West with the top spade, South will 

Kamala went with the wolves on school, club and camp activities, method is illustrated at Fig. 4, As ea a an ie ae you will face of the cut. The cut may. now be lead the oe EN eee Eee 

their nightly forays, and she tried to Whil f th 5 in a e illustration appears on pressed down in contact with the cloth ting rid of the spade. jouth leads 

do her share in hunting for food. Pe Ce a ae oe “SMALL anireler sovic ihiblaunits the back of the drawing but in a re- anda perfect impression will result. heart ten and North sheds a diamond. 
When molested while eating, Kamala ©?” P* Fe eee Ceaeee expen a verse fashion. Now turn’ the carbon 4, Sobibnatasiathidd te to\ieotthe: tnfe: South now leads spade four, which 

growled and bared ‘her teeth threaten- sively because the ornamentations are mounted upon a scrap block of ply- paper face down on the linoleum covered’ Binge Hinton q West wins, North getting rid of the 

ingly. i being manufactured in large quantity Wood (Fig. 3). Some linoleum dealers block and go over-the drawing again, andedip a hemes eee cater pal club seven. Now North and Souta 

Unlike other children, she was not. which cuts down costs, this is not the furnish such a square without charge, but this time trace the reverse side, ot iction come aort of nave the diamond suit sewed up. 
afraid of the dark. On the contrary, case if the number required is limited, It: may be a discontinued sample or a This will transfer a reverse ‘design a y'D) a FOr .. If East keeps the top spade, Sotith 

he fearedueriaht a fi Most i ek, sire ot the linoleum block. _& press is recommended, The cut canbe  Jeads a third round, North discarding she feared brightness and fire. Mos Nevertheless, small quantities of em- _ trimming left over’when a new floor ~ NRE ; - attached t wooden 1 fast 5 ry 
of the excitement, of wolf-life came at 44 : is installed and’ifof 1th hate With pens convérted into, cutting ®ttached tq a wooden lever or‘tastened ‘a third club. Now it is West who must 

y niente: © p ah ublemeymay bexmade from discarded 18 2BNE 18.08 ithe value. The . “tools, gouges and chisels, carve out,all_  @ discarded bottle capping machine qiscard. If East returns a heart, South 
The daysswere spent in ‘dozine brid materials by the methods here outlined, linoleum piece should be attached to of the Jinoleum except those’ parts °F Mm otherwise’ useless’, automobile: wins two tricks, and North sheds; a 

idling in the den: Any readily available stock matezial the wooden block with cement or glue. which should appear on the finished jack, 5 e club. If East prefers the diamond 

When Kamala was about seven may be used for the insignia. Felt is or it may be nailed to the block print. « Intricate designs which do not’lend nine, South wins and makes the ten of 
years old, her foster wolf-mother de- recommended because it does not fray. through the thinner parts. For perfect transfer of the illus- themselves to block printing methods hearts, North shedding a club. If East 

cided to adopt another human child, tn tha, Gingracg. (Me et Tilustratease ‘The letter or design is first carefully tration to felt or cloth, printer's ink or intended primarily for embroidery leads the smaller diamond, North wins 
Amala, also a girl, Amala very soon simple letter which can be cut from an /@4 0Ut on a piece of paper and then or oil paints should be used. For speedy ™may be produced in quantity by the and returns the suit, getting in with 
entered with the same abandonment old félt hat, using a sharp knife or transferred to the linoleum in reverse. production a small roller with which to _ method illustrated in Fig. 6. The design the club to make the six of diamonds, 
into this wild existence as Kamala even a discarded razor ee naa razor LPewriter carbon paper is suitable for apply the ink should be obtained. Sucn Shown. here is the official insignia of os 
had done years before. blade should be held in a suitable ue htly sketch the ilustrati Biller canbe epiaigedn Sar SBE peers panes OF AE) ea cers 

The new arrival must have been an _holdez, of which there are still many Seat ys ay ustration on an supply store. However, it is not ab- _ is laid out on writing paper. Then close- 
exciting @fentfor Kamala. Nobody, available on the market, ey eee 0 Weis PeDeE: ae solutely essential. é ly spaced holes are punched through Wild 
to this day knows whence she came. Old pens which’ are no longer ser- ar : ae a ee ines care ae pias the printer’s ink to a sheet of the paper. Vy l : 

Amala’s history prior to her adoption _viceable for writing can be converted e Paper on the plate glass and spread it: out evenly ; : 
by the wolves is shrouded in mystery. into excellent knives for cutting felt ya TOOL for puncturing the paper Ducks 

Enough, Amala was there, and after or for carving linoleum. The pen is is es can be made as illustrated at Fig. . 
the initial excitement had somewhat ground to one of the shapes illustrated 7. Split the end of an ordinary wooden Continued From Page 7 

subsided, life went on very much as it in Hig: 5. ai ‘ / : - re Ret a een tiie captive birds with the band returns of 

had before. During the grinding operation make SO {/ Sx h : ae er banded wild birds we can tell, with a 
With Kamala to teach her, Amala sure that the steel does not get so hot gy x SSS r5 ~ ne pee end into the split wooden reasonable degree of accuracy, how 

very quickly entered into the every- as to destroy the temper. a a = =H portion of the match and wrap tightly : as apa ? 5 5 2) EZ lan uiee wel with thread) A’ double thick f successful our birds are in the wild. If 
day existence of this wolf community. Grind only a little at a time and dip | SAI ES AV =) IZ | I a ub le thickness of cor- 1, banda weve metunned Yeon oun tinea 

Before long, Amaia too became a wolf- _ the point into water frequently to cool ® AS Ue | A HOH 5 | EOE aied earauete dee eeu table aueS we might rightly conclude that the 
child in every sense of the word, living it off. Insert’ this cutting or gouging Ey SS peg upon wale ie He he Work captive-reared ducks were unsuccess- and behaving like the other members _ point into an ordinary wooden pen ee To use the design as a transfer, lay fy) in the wild, 
of the wolf family. holder which can be purchased for one ® @ it on the cloth and dust it with pow- “Tf bands were returned only from 

[To be continued] or two cents at any stationery- store. dered chalk. Rub the chalk into the  peita marsh, or only from Southern 
—— A two-tone effect in felt can be pro- = f perforations with a small piece of felt, Manitoba, we might conclude that our 

[Next week: Kamala and Amala are duced by placing a piece of felt of one Pe making sure that the pattern doesn’t  pirds did not migrate. But the wide rescued, and the wolf-mother is killed.] color on top another piece differently UY en” shift, If the material is of light color a qispersal of our banding returns from {aI va aca aes tinted. Holding the knife in an abso- ; ee” Afar) ark powdered dye or graphite should the United States and Canada is essen- 
, lutely vertical position, as shown in L igs be substituted for chalk. Such a de- tially the same as in wild birds; and 15 i 3 Plant Species ret ene Lyne both layers at one t Ds eee sign can be used many hundreds of indicates that survival is very nearly 

; . The one color can now be drop- ip times, so it will pay to make one for the same as that of wild birds. ped out and the other inserted. The @ = (6) quantity production : gor 
Yield Rubber whole emblem. may then be sewed to = , 7 WG: BRO). 0 COUTES Vey gmRAGR Ae Cr won’t put new tires on your auto. the sweater, or it can be gummed in ; If felt hats of many shades supply cerned over < small number of birds 

but there are actually hundreds of position with the aid of gummed bind- j Sy the original stock they should be dyed which reach the town of Delta each 
lant species in North America that in il i i = i year ani ecome tame, and a few pl p g available in local stores, = panes = ie Sete secs ‘ . dy £ A x contain real rubber. terres ttnt eg e e tat kil ub at) a aga eae mee mp birds which do not reach full flesh by 
There are thousands throughout the > early autumn. These, however, repre- 

world. G | H | 7 B Th e sent only a small number of the birds 
* ; i leased, th di t indi- 
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of ever extracting it practically. Best e behave as wild birds.” 

bets for growing in the U.S.A. are ‘ Z W g Tt R ee tae 
eerie AHA TORE Uriat, arate that wens life for fish pes may be ob- attached by a simple interlocking de- n n a emen In S UrPon returning to Winnipeg I asked 

like arid land. Both grow wild in aed by a new chemical treatment vice requiring no screws or nuts. One By SHEILAH GRAHAM ness to the United States, and in New a veteran duck hunter what he 
western areas and considerable quanti- which employs chlorinated rubber, advantage is that the blades can be re- Ni ie Ae York city alone there are six factories thought of the hatchery idea. 
ties can be had for the harvesting. butyl phthalate and a bactericide. The moved for sharpening, NEW YORK.—One year ago, Gladys Where tens of thousands of small (in- Hie Bald iat yaa ie el eee 
ieee on ey Hie Seen an strands treated in this manner retain nae Purisch worked as a stenograper dustrial) and big (gem) diamonds are Station first ta ip ilies 8s a 

e front lawn, but they belong to the . at 5 / , : i i ; i istributi was some opposition from Mai 
ees botanical tainily.” 80 aD the their flexibility and are easier to handle Non-fogging windows for gas masks, ae Pain 2 Nee pig sana ht : — oe h ‘ sportsmen. A. Gelegation, including 

goldenrod that Edison experimented M4 to clean. There 4s also less ten- observation panels for aircraft, ete, diamond cutting machine at the Din- age os eee eae oa 3 Cees himself, had. gone to the Legislative 
with a few years before his death. dency for the knots to slip. are the subject of a recent invention  hofer factory in New York and her rev- of the total Sait in the athe bulldlngs 0 yy iGtesh, abana any Iker ia’, ‘ , f : ant 2, : 7 Tae 

Russia’s native rubber plant, kok- E Se goa a on which four patents have keen taken nue, on a piece work basis, is between blocking, sawing and weighing rooms. fenence’bethg ‘hemntitted> with wid ise 
sagyz, isa real consonant tie leathery- For discharging static electricity out. ‘Phe windows are made of cellu- $60 and $80 a week, except for the Every week, however, the number of byarts sOvemEnEDE : leaved “rubber plant” still found as a from an automotive vehicle, a small. lose acetate plastic or similar material, “Wonderful week” when she earned $90. men employed decreases with the call He said that the Manitoba govern- 
hardy apartment ornament where no trailing metallic wheel has recently one side of which has been made The story of the 21-year-old ex-steno- to military service, and women step in ment was satisfied that the Delta Duck 
other green thing will grow, really been patented. It is intended to re- more capable of absorbing moisture 8tapher is typrcal of the 60 girls em- to pe trained and take their places. Pe nen eyes ep One Pee ihe 
does contain rubber. It is a native of place the clanking chain so frequently than the other by saponifying it. Or Ployed by the Dinhofer brothers, who, a 7 benefit of the Coninenty Baa8 woele, 
India and a fig. Milkweeds contain a carried by trucks. Doubtless it will be the object is accomplished by cement- in addition to filling the lover market The war prosperity has caused acreand. thet: (its., Dunpases Were highly 
little rubber and a small-scale commer- much more quiet, but neither more ing together two sheets of plastic, one With diamond engagement rings, are boom in the ee priced diamond,” altruistic. 
cial source is a vine belonging to this nor less effective in discharging elec- of which is more absorbent than the oW supplying plane and tank fac- ‘States Dinhofer. “The sale of engage- And he added: 
plant family growing in Madagascar. tricity. other, tories with industrial diamonds for war ™ent rings is enormous in all the indus- “I believe that the results of the 
Hevea brasiliensis, the plantation rub- ’ PEe Oe OL aie production. trial cities. Detroit heads the list, with work have borne out that fact.” 

ber tree, the main supply of which has A hoe with a variety of interchange- Sales Tax Tokens are now being Before the German invasion of Bel- Pittsburgh, Indianapolis and Denver, ae peas 
fallen into Japanese hands, is still an- able blades, making it almost a umi- made of fibre in several states to save gium and Holland, most of the diamond close behind. These rings are in the A NEW GNU 
other kind of plant, a member of the versal garden tool, has recently been war-needed metals. The weight is cutting of the world was done in Ant- neighborhood of $300. There was once a gay young gnu, 
euphorbia or spurge family. The kind patented. _The blades may include a about half that of aluminum. The fibre, Werp and Amsterdam, where the busi- “Now that women are earning such Who was captured and placed in a zoo; 
of plants most likely to keep us in straight edge of the usual type, a which is strong and tough and readily ness was followed generation after gen- good salaries, many of them who are An old gnu was there, 

tires are the half-dozen varieties of rounded edge, a saw-tooth edge, a embossed, can also be used for identifi- eration, with all the members of a _ engaged to soldiers or sailors, are help- Who came from his lair, 
chemical factories that can manufac- single V point or a re-entrant V giving cation tags, name plates and all kinds family employed. . ~ ing to buy their own engagement rings. To hear all the news that the new gnu 
ture synthetic rubber out of oil. just two sharp points, etc. They are of markers, ‘ The war’ has brought this new busi- Which is a nice idea, isn’t it?” knew, 
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42h University Farm Place 
June 12, 1942 

Miss Ethel M. Quee 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Miss Quee: 

Enclosed is Hochbaum's petty cash account for the 
month of May and his travel expenses in the amount 
of $13.12. 

Besides Hochbaum's regular salary check for June, 
there will be a check for Ernest Loucks in the amount 
of $50, one for Torrance Ward in the amount of $37.50, 
and one for Robert McCabe in the amount of $30. The 
check for McCabe is to reimburse him for work he has 
done on the Delta herbarium and should be mailed to 
him at 424 University Parm Place, Madison. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Delta Duc k Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 9,1942 

Mr. Wm. Elder 

Illinois Natural History Survey 

Box 83 
Barrington, Illinois 

Dear Bills 

I wonder what success you are having with your ducklings. On the 

chance of speaking too soon from this point, I would like to exchange 

| ideas on the work todate. 

Possibly I speak too soon from here for my oldest ducklings ase 

just two weeks but as I have had no deaths after the birds left the incubates, 

it is possible that what we are doing is effective. 

All prehiminary steps were as we discussed last year. The pens were 

thoroughly cleaned with a strong lye solotion, then burned with the blow torch. 

Then disinfected with formaldehyde. The incubator was disinfected with 

the Pot. perm.plus formaldehyde before the eggs were set and each compartment 

was disinfected as soon as the eges or ducklings were removed, 

Ducklings were not allowed to use the swimming takks until they 

were one week old. Drinking water for the ducklings is 1 part potassium perm, 

to 500 water and this same water is used to mix the mash. When the ducklings 

go to the swimming tank the same proportion¢ of potassium permanganate 

to water is used in the tanks. 

Ducklings are fed egg the first day but none thereafter. I am using 

a chick starter mash this year which is excellent. I do not have the exact 

formula but am getting it and will send you @ copy. There is no waste 

whatsoever. 

I had no deaths at all in one group of ioo birds. In two groups of 

about thrity each,eeveral ducklings showed the old symptoms whenk they 

were removed @s the incubator. These were isolated and all quickly died 

showing the same course of symptoms you saw last year. I was fearful of 

losing the rest of the birds in this group for you know how quickly a pen 

goes once the birds have associated. However, I gave these birds aa 3% of 

sulphathiazol
e in their mash for three days and had no deaths in these pens. 

The sulfathiazole
 will not cure the birds once they have reached the 

head-bobbing stage, but in my infected groups some pirds were showing the 

humped-back and diarhhea. These recovered after receiving the sulfa. 

Possibly the sulfathiazole is an effective prophylactic and may be effective 

in the early stages of the disease. I have no way of adequateyxy proving the 

effectiveness
 of the sulfathiazole

 and it is possible that some of the 

other sulfe drugs may be more effective. I am just paesing this along 

for whet it is worth; you may be able to prove or disprove its mamth- 

effectiveness
 with your i ae techniques, tt you mmm do patel oo 

r re several reviewof the uge of the sulfa drugs in pow try seases 

¥R the Juhé?1943 Experiment Station Record ‘ ~ ”
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Part of our succest,gif it doee prove to be a success, I am sure is 
due to the fact that I have considerably reduced hatchery schedule. I set 
three hundred eggs this year as compared to one thousand last year. I[ 
believe this is just about the capacity of our house and makes all links in 
the chain possible to control. Another point probably is the fact that there 
are just two of us in the house. The chance for epreading infection probably 
increases in proportion to the number of people in the house. 

How does the electric incubator work? We have a better grade of coal 
this year which is not tempermental but at best it is still a 24 hour job. 

eke ee 

Over the winter with mp lighted birds and with the winter observations 
for perspective in the field I have, I believe, hit upon the key to sex 
recognition in ducks. It makes a beautiful picture and I wish I could go 
over it with you. I heve proof that ducks recognize morphological characters 
of sex, which isn't important,! guess, except for Allan's silat conclusion that 
birds do not recognize sex. But ell sex descrimination among sexually active 
birde ie based upon behavior characteristics. For instance, the morpholorical _ 
characters of a hen just entering the reproductive period and thus ready 
for courtship, and of an incubating hen are the same; but an unmated drake 
discriminates between the two by their behavior characters. 

In the female the behavéor character of recognition is her court ship 
display. Drakes court only hens which of*er this display and ienore all 
others. The display of the femele begins when she is just entering the 
period of maproducthem sexual activity and continues until a pair is formed. 
hen the display ceases for a period that may lsaet for several weeks. Migrant 

pairs are never seen in display. The reason for this period of non-display 
seems evident. If the hen advertized herself by display during the period 
between the formation of the pair and the beginning of neeting, she would 
be recognized as a potential mate by unmated drakes and throughout the 
migration period the Imm pair would be harassed by unmated drakes. The period 
of non-display insures the pair against intrusions. When the birds reach 
their breeding waters, however,and are ready to nest, the display of the 
female is resumed. Now she is recognized as a potential mate by unmated 
drakes and_intrusions by m unmated drakes are frequent, 74:5 fehsrror sAseres TAL 

hen awew mele vs ome rig, ing hagptnr AN fer beaks, 

There is a lot more, For instance the wing beat of an inoubating 
female is slower than the wing beat of an unmated femele ready for courtship 
im and is probabyy a character of recognition. In the drakes with a repertiore 
of displays, each display hes a separate function and ie offered only in 
response to certain situations. All defence of territory is based upon thé 
behavior of intruders. For instance a sexually active drake intruding upon 
a Se respohds to the female on the territory by offering a special 
display. his tmundhmhky releases the fighting instinct in the resident 
drake who immediatly dispatches the intruder. But a drake which is not sexually 
active does not respond to the presence of the female by displaying; he is 
recognized by the resident drake as impotant and is allowed to remain on the 
territory. 

I will try to outline the whole thing for you for it fite in so 
Closely with your study of the reproductive oycle. 

Best rerards, 

| LMbuiG,



42h University Farm Place 
dune 9, 1942 

Professor William Rowan 
Fawcett, Alberta 

Dear Rowan: 

Naturally I want you to visit Delta. The only question 
is a fiscal one. Hochbaum, as you know, has cut his 
own budget to the bone, but if the Institute can finanee 
your trip up to a maximum of $50, the matter will be 
settled. There is no doubt about the Board's wish 
to have you visit Delta, and of course Hochbaum would 
like very much to see you. 

ee. “ Retattlu. Rinna thet 

I am sending your letter on to Wallace Taber, with ) wh ee em h 
the request that he notify you as to whether your slay 
expenses can be met by the Institute. By way of 
explantion to him, this will be in liew of the usual 
$300 travel fund for the three-man Board. There is 
no travel fund set up in the tudget for travel by the 
Board this year. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Taber 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Eanitoba 

_ May 70, 1942 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
“edison, Wisconsin 

Dear A. L. 

Sometime ago you told me that the trouble with my administration 

of the Station 7as that I was too cautious about stepping on other 

people's toes. That in part is true, put the real and only difficulties 

Connected with the Station is we are all puesyfooting and just don't talk 

about or face matters which might have an unplessant turn. I don't know 

whether I stepped on your toes when’I helped Ed prepare his Phragmites 

paper or whether you withheld you comments for fear of ste ping on mine; but 

thie is just one example of how we let the unpleasant things slide. 

I am in the position of having to step on someone's toes on almost 

everything concerning the station, for the Board is not in full asreement 

or understanding regarding policies end administration. This doesn't 

bother me any more end the Station is running emoothly. But when the 

such indescision can run us into a snag as it has on publicetions, I think 

4t is time we took an afternoon off to clean out the cellsr closet. 

There has been no real decision as to what the bulletin should be. 

One decision was that it should be a vehicle for Delta pevers taking the 

place of Journal publication. Another plan wes to have it patterned after 

Stoddard's preliminary reports. Now, by force of time it has become very 

nearly a complete report of the stations ectivities uptudate. 

The only definite reportx the Board hes had, ss fer as I know, 

reger ing the bulletin heve been, the encourav~ing reporet thet it was 

going to be good and the promises that it would be ready at an early 

date. These promises go back as far es a year ego last January and all 

have been due about imma a month after they were given, You made a promise 

for the menuscript to be finished a month after Toronto end now enother 

promise for Senator Walkeott. I have never piven these promises, sithourh 

in the beginning I believed I could fulfill them. T understand your 

position, but I don't believe you understend mine. Your promises which 

I cannot meet place me in tm e position of incompertency thet I know doeen't 

exist. 

Either the preparation of the bulletin has been held up by my lack 

of effort or ability and should have been complete cd efter the second or 

third pomise more then a year ago, or the problezs oncerning the preparation 

of the bulletin are understandable ond should be understood. 

Your original outline for Delta called for new and original work. 

You save me a prent desl of freedom and trust on this objective. We might 

have trevelled the same old alleys that teny research units are following, 

but I think you will agree that we have uncovered some new paths. New : 

research means new thinking 2nd though means time. And I think our 

method of reporting is new. I'M not mhtin offering an alibi by pointing 

ba whteréok] bhanI think the Delta publication sets forth more new material
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under one cover than any ten other weterforl publications in the last 

decade. I may be mammm wrong. 

The indecision over what the bulletin should be hes left it largely 

fa in my hands. I'11 edmit that the job has been bigeer than I anticipated, 
put I have sugvested twice that we go back to the one concept of the 

pulletin which would permit «s to release separate papers. I am sure that 

4f we had set that as our aim I could have at least made a show by now. 

The sex and age materiel, the flock moverents, the bag tally, the phenology 
of courtship etc. all would have been reports of new research and new 

thinking. But to bring them all together under one cover mile the material 

is still "wet" is a bigger job. The outline for territory, for instance 
has come recently. Tinbergen ,after two years of research in the territory 

literature reached the conclusion thet territory doesn't exist in ducks. 

I can't wrap my outline up in a package overnight, particularly when its 

4mportance in the management field is realized. 

I will admit frankly that eight months ago I would have been willing 
to send off the bulletin as it was to appease the Board. I would have 

been ashamed of it now. 

I will make this one plea : considering the work covered and the 

fact thet I am trying to write a mature osper while the work is still in 

progress, I have not teken too long. I know of no outfit besides Delta 

which is forbidden to publish tentative reports before workine up the 

final meture paper. Acain, I am pretty sure that the nine units sive them 

selves enough time to cover the job. In the little paver Paul Miller 

printed regarding the Inetitute's recearch, the nine unites gave three, 

four and five yeare for completion of projects. Besides the ex~loretory 

reacon of 1978, we have had three field seasons at Delta. 1'11 stack up the 

Delta work against any outfit you can nome regardless of time,man-pover 

and money. And the Delta budget has never been very much more than vane 
salary alone of moat other research outfits.leaders. 

yee the fact that we have more to report than can be pscked 

up in short order, both of us have set a standard. My standard has been 
for a ner way of reporting; your has been for excellency of form. The split 

infinitive end the dangling participle are the ear-marks of much of presant 

day writing, even by some of the most respected writers. I am a new 
hend at this and cen't he made over in short order any more than you were 

able to chenge your wolf policy for New “exico overnight. I have 
developed a great deal while working this over,and heve appreciated your 

persistance in setting me right as we have gone along. But this just 
wont fit into a finished product merely by a quick exchange of ideas. 

There is no use writing al} of this or any more. I'm not trying 

to elibi except to defend myself against your frequent short-term 

promises. I know a deadline is importent, but it should be made with 

a knowledge of what is to be done, rather than to etave off for a munpba 
another month and another promise. If the publication is worth its salt 
then its yorth doing crrefiully and finished when it is finished. Printers 
ink takes a long time to fade. 

I want the board to have confidence in me. The Delta Duck Station 
is running smoothly; I can assure you of that. The bulletin is goin to 
be good and it is going to be worth the time spent ion it This if merely 
my opinion, but in assuring y u that the Station ia running smoothly,
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I went to be certain myself on two points. If I am falline down on the job 

es you or the rest of the board view the station end the bulletin, I want 

to know where, for perspective is sometimes narrow,alone in this tals 

patch of reeds, I can teke anything that should be said. But if the 
pulletin is worth the time, I want the Board to be with me. 

The board, I realize wants sometine to chow for its time and money. 

In a sense, however, I have a bit if a stake in “elta. My earning power 

when I left Cornell was eslmost $1000 more than it is now and was more 

then that. before I mamtmhin came to Madison. I don't give a hang about that, 

and heve never once mentioned money. 1 wouldn't be any plece elree at any 

mh salary. But from my salary I have supplied many items for running 

the station rhich csn't be shown on our books mm but which mme come in 

research costs for most field stations. It hes been seratchine eravel all 

along snd now with femily responsibilities coming alone I met either 

puddd a horue at the Station which will keep out the Manitobs winter, or 

move to the city for the winter. I cen't efford to do either. Planse 

understand that I am not esying this beceauce I em diseatisfied snd I am 

not asking anything. I merely want to point out that I think it is worth 

sticking to the bulletin at any price. 

If you will make no more promises for me, I will meke one myself. 

I will promise to have the bulletin off my desk by the first of Ausust. 

I can't promise it before that. An itemized account of all details which 

must be wound up end congiderine the present schedule in the hatchery, 

I can't make it earlier. 

I have sent a manuscript to Mr. Bell who is in touch with the 

University of Minnesota Press. i_will send you ea complete set as soon 3s 

poreible, but the set I sent Mr. Bell is patched up from verious recent 
additions and I will heve to type one or two sections over. 

I heven't the abiltiy to word this tactfully; I probably cshovldn't 

send this letter, but I helieve there is less chance for misunderstendigg 

if I let you know what's on my mind. 

Yours sincerely,
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42% University Farm Place 
May 13, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Attached is Albert Hochbaum's petty cash account and 
his travel expense in the amount of $7.44, for April. 

Besides his own salary check for the month of May there 
will be a salary check for Earnest Loucks-<one month 
at $50 per month. 

His expense account for the Toronto trip is also 
enclosed. I don't know what policy you follow as to - 
whether the expenses come from a special Institute 
fund or from the Delta budget. If the latter, will you 
please inform Hochbaum to that effect? 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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UNIVERSITY OF WiscoNsIN % 

COLLEGE OF wn * aie 
MapDISsON, wiscons 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT t hol. University Farm Place 

May 6, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: : 

I return the two chapters. The brood season chapter needs 
little except very minor alterations, mostly optional in nature. 
It is very well written. ~ 

The post breeding chapter is considerably rougher, aan as 

introductory section. I haa also suggest some revision of the 

i captioning, and there is an occasional spot that needs repairs 
and many others where optional changes might be considered. 

Whre a change is not strictly necessary, I have indicated it by 

question marks. 

I found a few repetitions, not of subject matter, but of words, 

but repetitions are very scarce compared with some of your 
earlier versions. . 

In general I feel much pleased with this wind-up of the writing 
work, and I am sending copies of this letter to Pirnie and Rowan 
to let them know that the manuscript is now revised throughout 

and ready for”eventualities. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Pirnie 

Rowan 

*
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THE POST BREEDING SEASON 

Too often we think of the breeding-ground habits of ducks in terms of 

seasons: spring for pairing and nesting, summer for rearing of young and 

s changing of plumage, autumn for gathering and moving southward, The diversity 

S of habits among the many species,and even within species, is 80 great and 

ie there is so great an overlap in breeding-grounds habits that no single week, 

I month or season sees a unity of habits #m among the many species. Thus some 

: mallardw and pintailm drakes, mates of early~nesting females, have abandoned 

: their incubating hens and are gathering in preparation for the flightless 

a period in early May before the first white-winged scoters have arrived from 

3 the south. Some mallard and pintail drakes are in full eclipse and are 

‘ flightless in early June before other mallard and pintail drakes, still 

4 in their breeding plumage, have mated. If we think in terms off seasons, 

2 summer ig gone before spring arrives. 

s No single event of the breeding grounds is so much a part of every 

3 season as is the post-nuptial molt and the changing habits and movements 

: attending this molt. ae 

The post-nuptial molt_and eclipse plumage. , a 

Drekes which have completed their marital duties gradually lose their 

bright breeding plumage in a post-nuptial molt, donning a drab poast-nuptial 

plumage usually referred to as the "eclipse" plumage. Thies eclipse plumage 

of the drake closely resembles the plumage of the hen or the juvenal plumage 

of the young drake. It represents, in a sense, the peak of a double molt for, 

in most species, the eclipse is worn only during 8 brief summer pause between 

the molt out of the mam old, into the new breeding plumage. Thus the body 

plumage of ducks is changed twice each year, the eclipse dress being worm for 

but a brief period between the old and new breeding plumages. The flight 

feathers of the wing, however, are changed but once a year, namely, during the
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eclipse period. In the wing molt, all of the primary feathers, as well as 

all but the inner-most secondaries, are lost at one time. Hence during the 

three or four weeks required for the devebopment of the new flight feathers, 

the bird is flightless. In most species the flight feathers are not molted 

until the bird is in full eclipse dress. The drab eclipse plumage, then, 

seems to be a special protective dress which renders the drake inconspicuous 

during his flightless period. 

{ In the canvasback the transition from the breeding dress to the 

eclipse entails a complete change of body plumage. The brick red of the head 

and the glossy black breast, as well as the lower back and rump are ma 

replaced with a drab brown plumage. The light "canvas" plumge of the back, 

scapulars, sides and flanks is replaced with a plumage similar to the 

breeding breeding plumage, but more heevily penciled with gray. Thus the 

back of the eclipse drake is a pearly gray instead of the glaring canvas 

white. ; 

In captive canvasbacks a have obseréed that as males grow older, 

the post-nuptial molt often is incompkete; many feathers of the breeding 

plumage are worn throughout the summer, not being lost until the bird 

again assumes the new breeding plumage. In these birds the eclipse plumage 

may be flecked with) tualabe of the old breeding dress. in eight-year old 

drake molted directly from the old breeding dress into the new without an y/ 

~eoplise plumege( although the flight feathers were molted and the bird 

was flightless). In the wild I have seen drakes which showed a completely — 

new eclipse plumage,and othere which wore only a partial eclipse. I have 

seen a flightless adult drake with @ head as red and breast as black as a 

bird in spring. I suspect that in the wild, as well as in captivity, 

is is only the young drakes which ions complete change of plumage in the 

post-nuptial molt. 

Old redhead and lesser scaup drakes, Like ‘the canvaebacks fail to
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assume a complete eclipse plumage. , Seven—year old captive/drskes molted 

directly from (the old to(the new mmh breeding plumage without ant “eclipse, 

but "young drakes{ yearlings, two-year-olds and three-year-olds, Re 

@ complete change of plumage in the post<nuptial molt. In eclipse these 

young drakes wore a solid brown plumage similar in many respects to the 

Plumage of the hen, 

In all brightly colored river duckz drakes, the eclipse plumage is 

always an entirely new dress. I have never seen a drake molting directly 

from the old to the new smhipmms breeding plumage without an eclipse, nor 

have I seen a partial eclipse plumage in which many of the feathers of the 

breeding plumage are retained. In the blue-winged and green-whnged teal, 

the eclipse plumage closely resembles the plumage of the heng #nmtinm 

adult drakes and hens are difficult to distinguish when the males are in 

eclipse. In the Mallard,gadwall,shoveller and pintail the ecplise plumage 

more closely \resembles the plumage of the mm young drake in juvenal plumage 

7 \-than it does the plumage of the hen, 

Post-nuptial changes do not concern the plumege alone. In the mallard 

the bright yellow bill of the mmbem breeding male becomes drab olive green 

in summer; the blue«gray bill of the redhead male becomes dull grayish and 

the conspicuous light crossline of the bill almost disappears, In the 

canvasback the brilliant vermillion eye becomes flecked with yellow and 

brown pigment. 

In captive-reared birds in the Delta pens,mated drakes amanthenfiimatk 

begin the postenuptial molt shortly after the first copulations. Thus 

Ward observed that wild mallard and pintail drakes confined in the Delta 

Hatchery and induced to breed abnormally early by exposing them to mneer 

increasing artificial light, began their post-nuptial molt at the time of 

the first copulations in January. These drekes (were in) thetr eclipse plumage 

during late winter and spring, nearly heal a year ahead of the normal eclipse
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ppbbppe period. 

Mated drakes in the Delts pens always assume the eclipse plumage 

earlier than non-breeding males. Thus in three mallard drakes of the 

same age(yearlings from the same clutch) the drake which sucessfully 

pred with a hen assummed the eclipse plumage three weeks before the . 

other two mmm drakes which did not have hens. 

In the wild the first birds to assume the eclipse plumage are, 

perhaps, early-mated males; the last to assume the eclipse are late-breed- 

ing or nonebreeding birds, In early June some mallardx and pintail drakes 

are fitbpinhihemm in full eclipse and flightless. At the same time late- 

breeding males with females still wear the bright breeding plumage. In 

late June many blue-winged teak drakes are in full eclipse and fligtless , 

but drakes still wkth héns are seen in immaculate breeding plumage 

In the lesser scaup, drakes began to lose Pi Nike ale she 

the hen is still completding the clutch. Some drakes are in nearly full 

eclipse by the time they abandon their hens. 

In the canvasback,the molt out of the eclipse begins shortly after 

the birds have regained their new flight feathers, Some afi canvasback 

drakes are well into their new breeding dress by thammbddbe early 

September; most drakes are in breeding plumage by the middle of October. 

In Captive birds, however, the breeding dress is not fully assumed until 

‘ late November. Redhead and lesser scaup drakes likewise are in breeding 

dress by the mifidle of October. 

A few mallard drakes are in new breeding plumage by the middle 

| of September. A few full-—plumaged males are always teken the opening 

day of shooting season at Delta, All but a few adult males are in 

breeding plumage by the middle of October. Some baldpate, gadwall, 

green-winged teal and pintail drakes attain full plumage by early October, 

but in general these species come out of the eclipse later than the
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mallard. I have seen shoveller drekes in full bre-ding plumage by the 

last week in October, but adult drakes of this species are seldom in 

full breeding plumage before early winter. The blue-winged teal drake 

wears the eclipse plumage throughout the autumn, Some blue-winged teal 

drakes assume the breeding plumage ppmmanbyrmimmen by late December or 

early January, but many do not change until late January or Fepruary. 

BARS Dy a 

DCMI BTR BA HB Re 

In species such as the black duck, in which the breeding plumage 

of the male resembles the plumage of the female, there is no contrasting 

summer plumage, as—-in-meles-which=wear-e=brtghtily.-colored.-bresding.ziress, 

Pupils. ts shown, however, that the black duck like other species, has 

@ complete post—-nuptial molt, with two annual plumages as in other 

species. The sequence of molts in the black duck is similar to that 

of the mallard, but there is is no striking change in color or feather 

pattern between the breeding plumage and the summer plumage. The black 

duck, like other species, is flightless during the molt of the wing. 

The white-winged scoter, like the black duck, does not have a contrasting 

summer plumage. Nias eave the scoter has no eclipse. Like other species, 

however, the white-winged scoter is flightless during the molt of the 

2? wing feathers, Damwha A das 2 olf (han rare Oat hee tr enfant obarrwaline 

In the ruddy duck the sequence of plumage Puchinee (10 kati orans 

4 then) in) time all other species, The bright breeding plumage is not 

shed until late summer. Drakes in full breeding pluamge are seen at 

Delta as late as mid—4ugust. The drakes loses the flight feathers 

and is flightless in August while still wearing some or all of the 

| breeding plumage, and the post-nuptial molt tm somet imes| is not 

complete until after the new flight feathers have developed and the drake 

is flying again. In this late post-nuptial molt the ruddy drake dons a
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polenta | 
a drab plumage similar to that of the female. This is worn all winter ; 

a few ruddy drakes return to Delta in early May still wearing much of 

(this amain plumage.) This drab plumage of the ruddy,assumed in late summer 

a and worn all winter, is generally considered a winter plumage and not 

an eclipse plumage. 

yoy Canvasback femalew begin their molt out of the breeding plumage 

re , in March or April long before the post-nuptial molt begins in the 

male. This is true also in the redhead and I believe females of all 

species molt earlier than the drakes. In the female thecmoit—te_gratiual , 

anfnanieathensrbethnembosenahmambime and a considerably longer period for 

the complete change of plumage is required than in the male. Females, 

like the males lose the flight feathers of the wing all at the same 

time and are flightless during the short period of feather renewal, This 

flightless period in the female, howevery dams is delayed. Females fio 

not molt the wing feathers until late summer, after they have reared their 

broods. 

“e Although females, like the males mma change their plumage twice 

a year, the summer plumage in most species is essentially the same in 

color and feather pattern as the breeding plumage. iimm In all river 

duos ‘the summer plumage is all but indistinguishable from the breeding 

plumage, and cen be hardly considered a special eclipse plumage thombinm 

aa ia'tie weiey Win cone of the diving ducks, however, particularly in 

the canvasback there is a very marked contrast between the breeding 

7 plumage and the summer plumage of the hen, (In the canvasback) the Hens 

slaty gray feathers of Ea Wale, sospunaxe and sides are replaced by 

brown feathers; the summer female is in nearly solid brown eee. 

fihenhensennenaupmiamabenhoresnthancomepiemomm
 In the lesser scaup female 

the most conspicuous change in the post-nuptial molt is the partial or 

| complete loss of the white face-patche 

4
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Q| In species with brightly colored bills,there is a seasonal change in 

bill color as in the male . Thus in the mallard female, the bright 

orange bill of autum,winter and spring, changes in summer to dull brown. 

eenemeneenen <A wrth but nr clurmen eo clu t 
Wr Aucertelna confers tv D evel de, 

Althoggh these pluamge changes of ducks are well known to 

ornithologists, the phenology of the post-breeding period attending 

these nolts,"the movements, habits and requirements of molting iimin 

and flightless birds have remained largely hidden behind the mm screen 

of tules in the summer marsh. I here attempt to Sh aee anathatbows of 

q ducks (on the )Denta (itarsh.) uf 

Post-breeding Habits and Movements 
of Canvasbacks jo. 0h efi ° 

Small bands of mmmmam unattached canvasback drakes are encountered 

in the marsh during the third or fourth weeks of May. PHale: trakbe, & 

bel@eoresvemesbitds which have recently abandoned their early-nesting 

females. Unlike the milling bands of still courting drakes, am the 

hater asdande with females ,or the novice drakes attending mated pairs, 

these bands gather in loose flocks in the open water of the larger 

bays where they loaf and feed, ignoring the odd passing courting party, 

whens occasianal lone hen, Wiel opti (qldde-one=mey—netenthat 

_some of these males already have traded much of the bright plumage of the 

head for the dull feathers of the eclipse. Wamnime 

During June these small bands of en swell as more birds are 

releived of their maritYal duties, aidy Mi/inelsieve, as drakes move into 

the Delta Marsh from other, perhaps smaller breeding areas, By the end 

of June depaitiets cre. great m "rafts" of males’ neerne five hundre d 

to a thousand birds, the local population of canvasbecks having grown
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to many tielms its original breeding numbers. These gatherings move across 

the marsh each evening to Lake “anitoba, returning to the marsh in 

early morning. Such morning re flights to and from the lake 

are conspicuous throughout he/spring and early summer, 4“ / 

In late spring the e are composed entirely of as one 
— fe Write Ln rut 

rarely amoommbamm sees & aumme these bands. In the larger gatherings 

of July, however, small numbers of hens are always seen with the drakes , 

gut I have never found hens comprising more than 5% of such gatherings, 

fowever and the drakes always greatly outnumber the hens, These are, 

perhaps, non-breeding pamnbhay hens, hens ‘unsuccesful in nesting or 

rearing attempts, or hens which ismmm already have abandoned their 

broods. 

oT 5 The redhead and the oe scaup drakes, like the canvasbackg, 

fore large Witehelhow bands. ixitke the canvasback, they move to and 

from the lake morning and evening. The earliest gatherings of redhead 

drakes are seen each year in late May shortly after the canvasbacks 

” pegin to gather, but the lesser eceups’ do not band much before the middle 

cof Tuurve ; MMMM PEMD WA YAM WANA TET AD Be Bs 

The myOning and evening flights of drakes to and from the lake 

continue throughout July. After the middle of July, however, some of 

the birds remain én the lake throughout the day, not returning to the 

marsh 3; as July advances, dmakeanheoonaumanenshund somendmahsannenabn 

auntianbakbeypmantonatunmingmaombhemmansm drekes become more abundant on 

the lake during the day, less abundant on the marsh. By the first week 

in August most of the adult canvasbacka drakes have abandoned the marsh; 

drakes ame weudiy enoountered there in August. On calm days in late 

July one may see large, loose rafts of canvasback males far out on the 

lake. With them are redhead and lesser scaup males, as well as small 

; parties of white-winged scoter and ruddy drakes.# Like the canvasbacks ; 

these birds have abandoned the marsh.
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All of these drakes mmm apparently have moved to the lake for 

sa¥ctuary during the molt of the flight feathers and the temporary loss 

of flight. The north winds of late July and early August cast up thon 

thousands of primaries and secondaries of these species abong the 

southern shore of the lake. The winds also cast up wim@rows of plant 

jamb debris which the flightless birds fave pulled from the beds of 

sago and Richardson's pondweed.. Sample counts of primaries made in 

late August, 1939, yielded 3400 per mile of beach. Allowing 20 

primaries for each bird, this represents 170 drakes per mile of beach. 

As the primaries were everywhere abundant along the thirty-odd miles of 

southern shoreline, this count indicates a molting population of at 

least 5,000 birds of the ae species. 

This movement of canvasbacks and other diving duck drakes from the 

breeding marshes to the lakes seems to be general in Manitoba. In 1939 

I had the good fortune to accompany T. 0. Main and B. W. Cartwright, of 

Ducks Unlimited(Canada) on an aerial survey of the “anitoba breeding 

marshes, August 14-17 . During this trip fhe most important breeding 

marshes of the canvasbeck, redhead and lesser scaup were covered in 

a low-flying plene,() 411 investigations of water areas were made from 

an altitude of 30 to 200 feet)) 

On the extensive marshes of “ake Winnipeg, Lake Manitoba and 

Lake Winnipegosis,as well as on the vast marshlands of the Delta of the 

Saskatchewan River and the breeding marshes west of The Pas, females, 

young birds and occasionally females with pommg broods of these three 

species were encountered on every hand, warmed, drakes 

of the three species were all but absent from te vreeding marshess; we 

saw only here and there a scattered few. Some eclipse drakes might 

have been mistaken fimam for hens from the air, but as no concentrations 

were encountered, and as several careful ground surveys failed to locate
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eclipse drakes on the breeding marshes, I Coe icetuis that this absence 

of drakes was not merely an apparent absence because of mistaken 

bdembifimanbomg identity. 

nefouna the Eraietce dhece small lakes. In the heavily foreste 

ed region west of Lake Winnipegosis, on spruce-bordered Swan take, a 

large concentration of canvasbacks,redheads and lesser scaups was located 

on August 14, We estimated that approximately 10,000 birds were sitting 

at the south end of the lake 3; all but a few were drakes, and most of them 

were flightless, A similar gathering of flightless drakes of these 

three species was encountered August 15 on Belanger Lake west of The Pas,, 

while a smaller gathering, mostly canvasbacks, was seen August 17 én 

Kawinaw “ake. Over 90% of the drakes of these three species seen during 

the entire journey were located on these three lakes, 

Not one of the lakes was a typical breeding area for these 
on these threes, lakes 

species. The only broods or females encountered were goldenmeyes or <ne/ 

ring-necked duckspmpna, The only aggragations other than the molting 

drakes were bands of mallards. pintails and blue-winged teal loafing on 

points and beaches. Thege river duck drakes were not flightless. 

These small lakes, unlike Lake Manitoba, were not adjacent to breeding 

marshes. The drakes evidentally had moved from distant breeding marshes 

to the molting waters, 

The open waters of the larger lakes were not covered thoroughly 

on this trip, but small numbers of eclipse drakes were seen on hake 

Winnipegosis and mfiam few on Lake Dauphin. In August, 1940, I 

found primary feathers of redheads along the southern shoreline of 

Take Winnipeg. The famous Netley Marsh at the southern end of this 

lake is an important breeding area for the redhead, although canvasbacks 

and lesser scaups breed there tm only in small numbers. Redhead drakes
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breeding on this marsh probably nove, to Laks Ginntoee for the f1ighelene 

period. Apparently, then, tfiéviitiake diving ducks use the mam larger lakes 

and a few small lakes in the province as special molting waters during 

the flightless period. 

This movement of the drakes to the lakes is not tote. ik few 

drake canvasbacks and eam of other species of diving ducks pass the 

flightless period on oa e I have seen a flightless canvasback 

drake on the Delta Marsh as early as June 30, while flightless drakes 

occasionally areson the marsh in July. On August 11, 1940, a flightless 

canvasback eclipse drake which had just boa its flight feathers was 

taken at the edge of a large marsh bay in a banding trap. Perhaps these 
DADA el aA Ny = suet vedere hal! [est 

-areeRitis-wkrsiy made one too many trips from the lake, deetag their 

flight feathers in the marsh before they could reach the lake again. 

Captive canvasbacks require a period of three or four weeks for the 

renewal of the flight feathers; I believe the duration of the flightless 

period in wild birds is about the same. My earliest record of “hha 

w less canvasback araxdige velta.ie Fons 30. Most drakes are flightless 

between late July and late August. 

I do not know how long the drakes remain on the molting lakes 

after they regain their flight seatnseest aust canvasback drakes ~— 

to the marsh in small numbers in late August or early Septexber,  Meepmewe 

unaommony mhomemengmathennthenmhitbenoinieppemben They are pattie vever <onrien. 

ungsommam: Few adult males are encountered in hunter's bags. T=sébbeve 

‘that.most—adult_drakes..semetn_in.bands-on-the-tangen nuolting-weters;-not— 

returning in any.numbere-to-the~breeding”waYehes- efter the_summer_molt, 

The flightless period of the adult yee lags. Ty few none 

breeding hens, is later than that of the male. #iten female canvasbacks 

move to the molting waters with the drekes, but most females and all 

—«SpnigHaEHTeta: gnhaagnakignded bEAOUny PNEHEkN ent ter Busta stat mBERbEtor-the- 
Cw {
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females which have attended broods remain on the breeding marsh to pass 

the flightless period. I have seen flightless female canvasbacks at Delta 
hy the wing Mott efe«6gHvsy 

as early as July 20, but fr most females themiiiuiuiibewerperind..dees-not 

begin until after the first week in August. There are still many 

flightless hens in the Harsh as late as the middle of September and 

hens with primaries still too short for flight have been found in 

hunter's bage as late as October 9. Unlike the drake, the henshmm are 

mot gregarious during the flightless period; one finds them widely 

. seattered over the marsh, skulking in the edge cover of tules or in 

the open water of the bays. 

Post-breeding Season Habits and Movements 
Of (Other Species.) (2... Rute 

Siac en ieee connect timmy 

Other species of diving ducks, as has been noted, have quite the 

| same post-breeding season habits as the canvasback. The drakes gather 

a in the mars during the early summer, then move to the lakes for the 

it flightless period. Most of the females remain on the breeding marsh for 

[the wimg MOD fg ea cnet Cee 

; The dreke river ducks, unlike the drake diving ducks, do not 

move to the open waters of the lakes for the flightless period. Instead 

| they mamnmm resort to the larger marshes. Esch June the Delta Marsh 

shows a marked influx of river duck drekes . Not only foes the number 

of birds swell far beyond the original breeding population, but some 

arae Pee Sacounen as breeding birds perome conspicuously abundant. The 

baldpate and green-winged teal, for instance, are uncommon at Delta during 

| the breeding season but, with a June influx of drakes, they become 

abundant by early summer. thine e black/ du k 4 mr at Delta as 

) a breedin d, b pe lll Pe the Ate 

pass i taalodes Yoo i! : 
V
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Mallard and pintail drakes, mates of the earliest-nesting hens, 

are the first (epeoies) to gather in bands. Small parties of drakes in 
: ey each y tay 

Tagged" plumage ama (alway®) are encountered, by the first week in flay. in 

bhansambyrepmingmbhemtwomspentes, In tims early May these flocks are small 

and the two species ama usually are found in separate bands. chou 
Swel| teeemeaerr same Mallavel(s 2 hol pmtetls ave foonad tegether in larvae locks 

These flocks of mallard and pintail drakes loaf on the sand bare 

of the lakeshore, feeding at the edge of the marsh, in the sloughs, 

or in the drying puddles of the prairie edge. barge companies of these 

drakes, presumable feeding on the abundant insect life, beeen” meadows 

near the marsh. pin 

Blue-winged teal, shoveller and gadwall Attia begin to gather 

in lete “ay but We drake bands are not conspicuous until early June. 

In mid-June the baldpate and green-winged teal drakes pour into the 

marsh from other breeding areas. They are common by early July. 

These species of river ducks keep to themselves at the edge of the marsh 

or in the sloughs, seldom mingling with the gatheringe of mallards and 

pintails. 

The first evidence of flightless river duck drakes is encountered 

pefore the end of the senond week in June when the muskrat houdes and 

small mudbars in the marsh become tee vey Lae 

and secondaries of the first flightless bards. These early "flappers" 

are wary and secretive. One finds them in the dense cover of the edges 

or in the narrow creek channels where they sulk in the openings of 

muskrat hank dens as one paddles by. Mellardg and pinteil drakes are 

always the first flightless birds, but flightless drakes of all other 

Gpeense=6f river ducks are found before tthe end of June. ,
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Although there are many flightless drakes in the marsh after the 

middle of June, the flocks of flying drakes are not appreciably thima 

diminished until early July. Then their numbers we Ak ell 

but disappearing from the favored feeding and loafing spots. Coincident 

with the disappearance of the flying drakes, there is a marked increase 

of flightless drakes in the marsh. Now, in mid-July, the marsh is 

alive with flappers. As one travels from bay to bay one is met on 

every hand by thousends of im flightless birds. ifimhnememtarmanmind 

The tule beds are alive with flightless drakes; the dry Phragmites beds 

rattle with flappers like giant wicker chairs, On July 25, 1940, 

Peter Ward and I fihmminest drove more than 300 flightless drakes, 

mostly mallards, baldpates and pintails, from a tule island less than 

1/4 acre in extent. 

When the ggti-oP tie flightless season is at its peak, large 
boldly 

numbers of birds feed/in the open bays throughout the day. If there 

is a wind and the birds are feeding nesr His’ cies, there is & roar 

r of birds when one paddles into a bay as the birds rush frantically for 

the tules. If the day is calm and the birds are feeding everywhere 

in open water far from shore , they are more or less indifferent to 

the presence of the canoe, ike Reatebe 

) I have never seen a flightless river duck drake on the keue nor 

have I found primaries of river duck drakes on the lake shore. Drakes 

using the lake shore prior to the flightless period ete_.getably 

famemammedmotiimbnm move to the marsh before the feathers are dropped. 

In June and July, drakes which are apparently approaching the wing molt 

rise in lebored flight when flushed. Ommmumanomarnanastonsmiambane 

I heve seen mallard drakes in this condition dive headlong into a 

tall bed of Phragmites they were unable to clear when flushed. On
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numerous occasions in late June I have memm witnessed startled drakes 

rise, only to fumble to the water in a shower of primaries and 

secondaries lost in the first quick wing stookes. 

Most of the river duck drakes are flightless between early July _ 

and early August. By the first week in August large numbers of 

mallard and pintail drakes with new primaries are loafing on the 

lakex shore, moving now to the new—cut stubble fields to feed, 

A few female river ducks gather with the drakes in June and early 

July. These birds probably pass the flightless season with the drakes, 

Most river duck females, however, do not begin the flightless period 

until late July or early August. Flightless females are encountered 

throughout early September end(Flightleas naifisitt-andepiniwil bens’) 

are seen as late as the first week in October. Most adult females 

‘ examined in hunter's bags during late September and esrly October 

are with soft or short primaries, Pintail hens, nesting early and with 

a short rearing period, are usually the first flightless females. madmen? 

Gadwall hens are the latest to complete the winga molt. 

e Re RRR KEKE ORE 

Some years ago Alexander Wetnore pointed out that summer 

appraisals of waterfowl breeding marshes must not be made without 

recognition of the post-breeding imaimham season movements and gatherings 

of drakes. fips in a June or quly survey of the Delta Marsh the influx 

of drekes has greatly increased the local population; breeding species 

become more abundant than the original breeding population, and none 

breeding species become common, Again, with the departure of adult 

diving duck drakes in ie dak breeding mmmmem species become far 

) less abundant, during the breeding season, With the heavy influe of 

drakes at Delta and other like gathering areas, some marshes must be
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lose many of their breeding drakes. Thus some excellent breeding marshes 

may appear to be underpopulated by early summer. All these changes occur 

before most examinations of breeding marshes occur, hence they must be 

recogniged in any summer appraisal of waterfowl marshes. 

ii do not know whence these drakes come. I suspect many of them 

move into Delta from the small water areas that dot the prairie of 

Southern Manitoba. Probably the birds move into the Delta Marsh fromm 

all directions, some from distant areas. I suspect there may he an 
breeding grounds of the 

important eaaly-summer movement of drakes from the/northewest . Many 

tinkemm times in dume I have seen flock after flock of mallard and pintail 

drakes moving into the marsh from the north; coming in high across the 

lake. I do not believe these were local birds,mfimn. 

I wonder what are the particular requirements of a molting marehé 

Probably the larger marshes on important flyways are favored areas. 

Sicech ee pointed to the importance of the Bear River Marshes in Utah 

as a gathering and molting area for mares Suck drakes. Water, food and 

cover are, of course, requirements. “ai marshes having these are not 

always used by molting dmmam birds. The Big Grass Marsh, west of Yelte , 

ie a pocket edition of the Delta Marsh, yet Bob Horris, Ducks Unlimited 

technician,tells me that few ducks use this marsh during the flightless 

period, Hibhbginmbeamm At Delta only the permanant waters of the bays are 

eae a eres a rercettrginet 
are never used, al though: sey. may be-watertel beduiuringethe. peak of the 

£UPMsdkecssportos, Loafing bare are probably ap dapiiiente requirenent 

! of drakes during the gathering period. Gatherings of drakes at Delta 

. are found only where loafing bare ere’near the marsh feeding areas. 

Loafing bars are not a necessary requirement of flightless birds; bays 

without mud bars or shellows are heevily used by flappers. Where bars 

occur, however, they always are heavily used by flappers. Isolatéon
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424 University Farm Place 
May 6, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I have gone over the brood season chapter and hasten to 
tell you that in my opinion it needs hardly any modification. 
I will return both chapters within a few days. 

I am discouraged to hear about the poor showing of the 
spring flight. If you will send a report in a form 
suitable for Gabrielson, I'll see that it gets to him, 

and likewise, of course, the Committee. 

The better water conditions are encouraging, as well as 
the early eclipse of the artificially lighted ducks. 

Fran and Hammy were here on their way back to Michigan 

and asked about you and Joan. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold



Delta, Manitoba 
April 70, 1943 

Dear A.L.: 

I have just received the Transactions of the Deg Moines eof erence 

and saw how nobly youxam accounted for Yelta in my absence. Thanks. 

I'm going to send a formal report Pr the spring flight. There 

hae been an increase in pintails, a small increase in canvasbacks, but 

in general the heartening increasecmm which have been reported are not 

apparent here. “allards are way down, and so are redheade. In fact 

there have been ask yet no redheads to speak of. This is only one place, 

but except in the pintail and canvasback, the spring flight has been 

disappointing and in the redhead disheartening, Perhaps the good spring 

runoff has spread the birds, although there is no evidence of this between 

here and Gortage. Perhaps the main flight hes not reached us, although 

is is usually passed by the 7th of May, Perhaps the flight has skipped 

us. But anyway, the flight todete is disappointing. 

The marsh is in excellent condition,considering the dry-up last 

summer,and we are getting continued rains. The west marsh, which now, 

beceuse of low watery is not connected with the east marsh has been 

dammed at Cramm Creek,which correeponds to the Clandeboye outlet of the 

east marsh. This hes brought the water way up and is holding it there. 

It remains to be seen whether or not this is to be a lasting improvement. 

All migin my light birds are in eclipre, the wood ducks two months 

ahead of time and the canvaebacke three months ahead, 

Yours sincerely, 

Cbd,
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B, DAVIS, JR. Vice Chatman of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-Preidont 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Aipauiron 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

April 23, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: \ 

In your letter of April 14, trans- 
mitting the expense account of Mr. Hochbaum of $5.44, 
you advise that there will be no salary checks other : 
than thet of Mr. Hochbaum's for the month of April. 
I am quoting from a letter of Mr. Hochbaum's of April 4 
as follows: 

" Ernest Loucks will begin as hatchery assistant 
April 15 at $50.00 2 month. Besides my own check 
for April, then, there should be a $25.00 check 
for Mr. Loucks for the helf month of April. I 
am assuming that, since the budget is approved, 
it is all right to take on Loucks for the latter 
half of April, Mey, June end the first half of 
July." 

As you will note, he has listed the salary { 
for en assistant, Ernest Loucks, from the latter half of 
April through the first half of July. Since Mr. Miller 
has left, I thought it best to take it up with you for 
your okay before sending the salary check to Mr. Loucks. 

I would appreciate hearing from you at 
your convenience. 

Yours very truly, 

‘ ; 

mys Crru. Tay 
Ethel M. Quee, 

Ms Office Mane cer 

Q:v 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE y



‘April 30,.1942 

Miss Ethel Quee 

etc. 

. answer 
In fff, to your letter of April 23: 

_ The error in regard to Mr. Loucks' salary check was mine. 
I overlooked the fact that it was for the month of April 

instead of the month of March that accounts were being 

sent in. Salary checks for Mr. Loutks from the last 

half of April through the first half of July have ny 

approval. ‘ , 
i ; : _ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Far: Place 
April 14, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, ¢. 

Dear Paul; 

I attach Hochbaum's petty cash account for March, also 

his expense account in the amount of $5.44. There 
are no salary checks other than his own in the usual 

amount. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Excerpts from Albert's leéter of April 4; 

Ernest Loucks will begin as hatchery assistant Aprt115 at $50.00 
amonth. Besides my own check for April, then, éhere should 
be a $25 check for Mr. Loucks for the half month of April. I am assuming 
that, since the budget is approved, it is all right to tdce on Loucks 
for the latéer half of April, may, June, and the first half of July. 

/
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koh University Farm Place 
: be March 25, 1942 : 

Dr. Ralph V. Landis 
110 Oneida Street 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Iandis: 

I didn't want to embarrass you last night by too 
many favorable comments on your lecture, but I detect 

i something in your interpretation of your pictures 
j which is uncommon and highly appreciated by myself. 

j I also appreciate very mich your taking the time to 
} come down and talk to our group. ; 

If and when you get back to the Delta marsh region, 
I wish you would make yourself known to Albert 
Hochbaum, Director of the Delta Duck Station. 
Hochbaum has much the same attitude toward waterfowl 

: that you do, but instead of photographing them, he 
paints thom. I think you would be interested in 

' his research work on waterfowl as well as in him 
personally. 

* e et 

The station is putting out its first bulletin some 
time this summer, and I shall see that you get a 

: copy. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold | : ce Albert Noch basen) 
dem Riss ; 

. 
. 4 

; : as ‘ =i 

es
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sa UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN . 

° COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

, DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT March 21 ’ 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I went over the sex and age chepter yesterday. It is in 
: very good shape. I could find only half a dozen very minor 

things to fix. The whole chapter now gives me the impression 
of piecise, accurate exposition, and I think you may well 
be proud of it. 

Bob ieCabe is polishing o’f the references, but there may 
be one or two which may be inaccessible even to us, for 

instance, Phillipps' Big Ducks book. I know of no copy 
here, but the Institute has one or at least Gid have one. 

Some of the references are so voluminous that the exact 
page referred to will have to be specified. You will have 
to decide whether to do this after the reference number 
in the text or by an anpended parenthesis in the bibliography. 
Bob, however, will give you all the dope. 

I appreciate your franic comment about the duck story, and 
I think you are right. You also guessed right in that it ‘i 
was done in a hell of a hurry. I am not sure, however, that 
I have caught all the weaknesses you refer to. If there are 
some left in the attached revision, will you do me the 

favor of pointing them out, specifically? Fortunately, it 
had not yet gone to press. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



heh University Farm Plase 

My. Jamon ¥. Boll 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minneapolis, itinaesota 

Dear Mr. Beli: 

- amo much pleased that you agree on the question of 
the Delta venture, and [ an deeply gratified that 
you will carry one half of the Wdget for the coming 
yoar. ps 

Knowing how much good work Hochbaum hae piled up, I 
See eee te een aan oo 
the veature, You may be sure we will all do our 
vest to squeeze the utmost out of an additional 
year's opportunity. 

Yours aiagerely, 

Aldo Leepold 

ac Yaleott 
Hochbaum 
Pirnle 
Rovan



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 5 March a 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your letter to 
Senator Walcott. I think you took a very common- 
sense viewpoint of the whole matter and I am wholly 
in accord with it. 

I have wired Senator Walcott that I would assume 
half of the new budget, which will assure the 
work's going forward for at least another year. 

Yours very truly, 

TUB pee 
jfb aj 

Cops of Wis sat te 

Prvanie 

Vee
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4ah University Farn Place 
Mareh 13, 1942 

Senator F. C, Waleott 
The Yale Glub 
With and Vanderbilt 
New York City 

Dear Senator: 

I am pleased to learn that you are in touch with Mr. Bell on the question of 
contiming at Delta on a reduced tmdget. 

I realize, of course, that you, Mr. Bell, and Pirnie and Rowan are so far in 
the position of having to eaccept my personal assurance that the past work at 
Delta is going to result in a creditable publication. Hochbaum and I both have 
been working hard all winter getting the bulletin into shape, and it is now 
within jumping distance of comphetion. To spesk bluntly, the Bulletin has 
encountered the same delays as the pheasant manuscript, but again tio speak 
bluntly, there is going to be a lot less question about ites merits once it gets 
into print. 

There is another point involved here which seems to me extremely important: 
wildlife research in general is going to take an awful beating from the war. 
A severe shrinkage of programs is not only inevitable, but in my opinion 
desirable ond proper. But there is a distinction between shrinkage and 
discontimance. To lose the thread of contimity in a big research field like 
waterfowl is to throw away a considerable part of past investments.of brains 
and dollars. Research cannot be turned on and off like a faucet; I am sure that 
you and Mr. Bell both realize that because you have had extensive contacts with 
it, but most laymen and most administrators do not realize it. 

Perhaps the most important function of the Wildlife Institute at this time is to 
point out the distinction between shrinkage and discontinuance, and to embody the 
Same principle in its own program. Delta, I think, is a case in point. I, for 
one, would feel embarragsed to have Delta continue on the usual scale, but on the 
other hand, { would feel foolish to have Delta blow up, except under absolute 
pressure of compuldon. 

Looking now at the broader field, I think all research undertakings should shrink 
and shrink heavily, and it might even be good for them to do so provided the 
occasion be utilized for a vigorous weeding of ideas, personnel, and projects. 
On the other hand, the actual death of the Institute program would seem to me 
@ very dubious brand of patriotism. 

This, Senator, is kind of a semi~personal letter, but perhaps of interest to you 
as setting a keynote for steering things at Toronto. It is not necessarily the 
right keynote, but some kind of keynote is needed. I submit it to you for what 
it's worth. I am sending a copy of this to Mr. Bell. 

With personal regards, 

ce Bell 
Pirnie, Rowan, Hochbaum Aldo Leopold 
Miller
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Mareh 11, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

With reference to your budget received 
nearly three weeks ago, I am waiting for a decision from 
my friend, Jim Bell, as to whether he will go along on 
a fifty-fifty basis. I think that it would be fairly safe 
to assume that he will. He has indicated to me that he 
would be, hoping that there would be some reduction in 
the budget this year. 

You have affected a reduction of $1,350.00 
after including all of Hochbaum's reise which amounted to 
$300.00. (We understend that all of this raise does not go 
into effect until the bulletin has been completed). This 
reduction, of course, will please Bell and I expect his 
approval within a day or two. 

We shall communicate with you immediately 
f upon hearing from him. 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing 
you at Toronto. 

Sincerely, 

ee 
F. C. Walcott, 
President 

Wiv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NorTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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Delta Duck Station 

PROPOSED BUDGET FoR 1942 

Birector 

Salary, 12 mos, @ $162.50 $19 
Expense and travel ie 

$2250 

Hatehery 

2 local assistants @ $50 per mo. 
3 mos. @50 x2 300 

wm rie $800 

Board of Advisors 

Inspeetion trips § 300 see



kok University Farm Place 
February 13, 1942 

ir. J, Poul Miller 
Amerigen Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Sashington, D. ¢. 

Dear Paul: 

sobrehet 10 » yeteteed OE Nate Seo Bible he the Gan OF OUP 
The budget for this year was about $5000. 

the reduction is accounted for by dropping all assistants except the 
two locel temporary eesistante needed te ran the hatchery. A further 
eut of $300 could be unde by suspending the ugual inspection trips 
by the Board. 

Ou the other hand, the budget doos not include the sdditional raise 
in salary which we have agreed to give Hochbaum completion of 
the senuseript. Tp mammbicigh 10 Gentian Shana Wabeiie Tak Ge bad 
djast ss well set this down ag a liability for next year. 

I think it would be more appropriate for you to decide whether 
you want the usual inspection made. Hochbaum can get along without 
it although the trip has always delivered some value in tho way of 
now ideas and better understanding of o14 ences. 

After you have made such adjustments as you wish, I sewume that 
you or Senstor Walcott will determine Mr. Bell's willingness to 
eontinue his eooperation. I have heard from him informlly indicating 
hie wish to go shesd on a reduced seale if taxes and other matters 
make 1¢ possible for him te do so. 

I am sending copies of thie to the Board for any comments they my 
have. 

i Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

e¢ Rowan 
Pirnis ; 
Hochbaum
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42h University Fara Place 
Medisen, Wisconsin i 
¥ebruary 24, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Paul: 

In my last letter I took up the possibility of dropping the 

$300 for inspections from the Delta budget, leaving the 

decision to you. 

It now oe that Rowan is making a trip Bast at the end of 
Way. If the Institute can pay half his travel from Bdmonton 
to Delta, he can stop off at Delta to confer with Hochbaum, 
There may be other opportunities for members of the Delta Board 
to visit Delta separately in conjunction with other trips. 

I suggest, therefore, that if you do not set up the entire 
$300, you leave, if possible, $50 or $100 for individual 
Delta inspections. 

As soon as a decision is reached, will you notify Rowan in order 

that he may know whether or not to plan a stop-off in May? I 

know that Hochbaum will be glad at the prospect of getting Rowen's 

advice. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec Hochbaum 

Rowan 
Pirnie 

Pls. Dear Rowan: 

I think your plan is an excellent one, and I anticipate that Paul 
Miller will make the necessary financial arrangements. 

I like your stamp and of course remember your drawing of the Huns. It 
is particularly good news that you are making an inventory of the present 
high. It is rather a sad comment on wildlife research that, with all the 
large sums of Pittman-Robertson money that have been spent in the last 
couple of years, we still have no comprehensive survey of cyclic conditions. 
The Fish and Wildlife Service seems to have some kind of an anti-body whih 
prevents it from taking any vital interest in the subject of cycles.
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY (=) EDMONTON, ALBERTA 

A fia CANADA 

19. II. 4e 

De. Alde Leopold uy 
4ek University Farm Place 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold, 

Thanks for yar communication of the 13th inst., re- 
harding the Delta budget. There is little that I can say. In view 
of the war curtaibment of costs is obviously inevitable. I shall 
personally regret not being able to visit Delta and talking things 
over with the rest of you. However, it seems :ossible that I may 
be going East during the end of May and if the Directors' meeting 
is officially scratched, I would appreciate being allowed to drop 
in at Delta on my way then and staying over a day or two. Any sort 
of accomodation would suit me: ivamxvetivbrakauxta vi Oxamyxuwvsverx 
tticxundx vag xwevaevxvKakv Peivaveon in verivxvawitidv bexYarxvevivrviran 
there would be no need to make an special preparations. As far es I 
personally am concerned, half the travelling allowance might help 
me to get there if my trip to the east doesn't come off, as seeme 
also possible on account of the war. 

I am enclosing a "game stamp" that might be of interest to 
you. At the moment I am getting back scorees of returns from a rabbit 
questionnaire recently sent round the Province. It dincludes grouse, 
Huns, etc, and is proving extremely interesting. I still hope to 
carry out a full investigation of the present peak and in order to 
raise the cash, have devised a set of these game stamps, to be sold 
on a voluntary basis. I think the local Government may assist in 
the distribution and sales of the stamps. If we can make enough cab 
out of them, we are planning to do a spot of real war work with these 
funds in the matter of conservation, interpreting the word in its 
most generous sense. But all this is merely a dream as yet. However, 
we have got as far as a definite idea and a concrete exhibit. I have 
crude sketches done for the remainder of the set which include Mal- 
lard, Canada goose, chukar, ruffed grouse and pheasant, but have 
no prints of them on hand. The idea is, of course, the same as your 
Amrican game stamp, but it will have to be differently applied. 

: Yours sincerely, 
wo 

iv 

gi pee



Deita Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Feb. 7,1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisgvonsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

Enclosed is a proposed budget for 1942; the reductions are 
based on a reduced hatchery schedule(ducks raised ohly for research 
penets and no student assistants. I have left the Board off 
imapenhona inspection trip the seme as last year. We might have our 
session with Pirnie at Toronto ead save $100 there. It is possible 
that Rowan is making an expense trip east and could drop off here; 
we might save by paying part of his expenses. 

I will send you the schedule for the "matsh management" session 
as meh soon as it is complete, as well as my own contribution 
at the Conference for you to check over. : 

Rowan has an excellent hare and grouse questionnaire in 
the mails. I thought it was particularly well worded to bring 

reliable answers. 

Yours sincerely,



Delta Duck Station 

7 Proposed Budjet For 1942 

Director 

Salary,12 mos.at$162.50 $1950. 
Expense and Travel 300 

; 2250 $2250 

Hatchery 

2 local assistants @$50 per mo. 
3 mos.@ 50 x 2 300 
supplies 500 

800 800 

Board of Advisors 

Inspection trips $300 300 300 
$3350 

F520



Delta Duck Station 

Proposed Budjet For 1942 Wee au! 

Director ee 

Salary,12 mos.at$162.50 $1950. ae 
Expense and Travel -o- oy 

$2250 

Hatchery a 

2 local assistants @$50 per mo. mines 
3 mos.@ 50 x 2 300 alt 
supplies 500 ~ we 

800 we 800 

Board of Advisors 

Inspection trips $200 300 300 
50
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42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 22, 1942 

Mr. James FP. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commeres 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I have been wondering about the chances for contiming the Delta 
work during the war period. 

i am glad te tell you thet the Delta bulletin is making slow but 
steady progress, and Albert and I expect to have the manuscript 
completed before apring. 

Paul Miller tells me that, subject to approval by the Trustees, 
the Institute expects to go ahead with Delta, but Miller thinks 
that the Delta budget should take a out, and I, for one, agree 
with him. The eut gould fall on the number of summer assistants 
without destroying the contimity of the more important Delta 
undertakings. 

All of this depends on your own sbility to go ahead with a 
eurtailed contribution te Delta, Just what is meant by curtailed 
I don't want to say, because I want to consult Albert and the Advisory 

Board about the details. It would help, though, to have some word 
from you as to the general outlook for the continuanee of your 
contribution. 

Paul Miller anticipates no difficulty in guanine firet iseue of 
the Bulletin printed exeept possible delay due paper shortage. 

Hy own suggestion for Delta policy would be this: 

1. Undertake nothing new. 
2. Reduce the budget by paring the number of assistants. 
3. Goneentrate on getting past results inte print, and 

continuing those studies, and only those, where continu- 
ity is vital. 

I would epprecinte hearing from you informally on these questions, 
If you can tell me your general attitude, I ean then work up details 
with Albert, with the Board, and with the Institute. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Rowan Professor of Wildlife Management 

Pirnie 
Hochbaun 
Miller
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CROSS REFERENCE Oude) 

"Upon confirmation of the budget approval, there will be $2,750 

available for the Institute's share of the Delta program provided, 

of course, Mr. Be&l is in a position to contribute a like amount" 

(Letter of Paul Miller of January 20, 1942. See Institute) 
file
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Report on Expenditures 

of the 

Delta (Man.) Waterfowl Research and Demonstration Project 

dJenuary 1, 1941 to December 31, 1941 

Budget Expenditures 

Director 
Salary $1,800.00 $1,875.00 
Travel Expenses 300.00 319.12 

Summer Assistant 
Salary 600.00 600.00 
Lodging Expenses 110.00 110,00 

Hatchery 
Superintendent's Salary 1,000.00 700.00 
Assistant's Salary 120,00 181.03 
Supplies 750.00 822.36 

Board Advisors 
Inspection Trip "300.00 258.35 

Monograph Bulletin 7.64 

Total $4,980.00 $4,873.50 

Note: 
Petty Cash Fund balence 1/1/41 $160.12 (U. S. Funds) 

1/1/42 215.92 (U. S. Funds) 
Exchange on U. S. Currency 96.55 
Electrical Equipment purchased 

by J. F. Bell not included 111.20



Delte Duck Station : 
Delta, Manitoba Pe 
Feb. 10, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin ; 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A. Lu 

Enclosed is the 1941 budget report which Miss Quee has 
sent me. It shows that we did, after all, get well under the 
fence. The travel and hatchery expense accounts show an 
overdrawal, but this was made with the knowledge of a surplus 
on Peter's unpaid salary, hence it is not accident that the 
budget balances. 

Sorry thet Zimmerman is not in touch with Horicon. Thanks 
for your help. After what you have said, I will not try to get 
in touch with Bill on this. I have faith that I can get this 
settled; this sort of business keeps the adrenal glands in good 
shape. 

Peter got married yesterday to the little girl you met . 
here in the summer. I don't know how soon he will go overseas. 

I am glad you find the nesting chapter better. I think 
most of the rest of it will show the sam improvement. 

Sorry I kept your book so long. 

Sincerely,



ey, De Lar 
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P.S. Albert Hochbaum on letter of Feb. 16 : 

Your letter of Feb. 7 with budget is just received. I entirely 

approve, except that I think the remainder of your salary increase 
should go through upon completion of the m.s. as originally 
planned. 

The inspection trips could be dropped and still not increase the 
total amount. I will take this up with Paul Milkr, who presumably will 
write Mr. Bell formally either in person or through Senator Walcott. 
Meanwhile you might be priming Mr. Bell as to the details of your 

hatchery reduction. I insist, though, that you pass the new budget on 
the full salary raise. 

ca 
Ve ¢ of f 

{ wt e 

‘



4oh University Farm Place 
February 12, 1942 

Mr. Paul Miller 
Investment Building 

- Washington, D. g. 

Dear Paul: , , 

I attach Hochbaum's petty cash enceuia for 
January, also his expense account in the t of $4.48. 
There are no salary checks other than his own in the 
usual amount. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 

) i , as ears ee =< Ley rar li, Sot h. — 2ypte 1:08 <2
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{ UNIVERSITY OF WiscONSIN 

1a COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
| Aa MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT February 10, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert; 

Since writing you about the breakdown of the plans with Fred Zimmerman I have 
been trying to think of an alternative speaker and subject, but no ideas have 
occurred to me. The ground squirrel paper is ready and the duck nesting part of 
it would presumably be suitable, but I know of no one other than Lyle and your- 
self who could give it. 

lyle is now recovered, and left for his assignment in the navy Saturday. 

bonus 
Here is Mr. Béll's reply to my let er of Jan. 22. Since there will be an 
opportunity /to go over things with Miles at Toronto, I think we should have 
ready a budget and plan for next year. I know you have already been thinking 
about this. 

Joe Hickey has given me the following bibliography on the question you have 
been discussing with Tunik. Apparently the synchronization of hatching despite 
varieble incubation of different eggs is known in species other than 
ducks. I quote Joe Hickey's note ; 

References on Incubation Perid. 

Am. Nat. 75:282-85 (poor) 
Brit. Birds 34:105-106 (birds brooding empty nests) 
Aue 572499=513 : 

Kendeigh: physiology 

Auk 59:313-325 
Moreau: Africa 

Auk 57:44-60 
““Worthe (poor) 

J.F.0. 7021 72-285 : 
Heinroth (classic) 

Emu 35:202-210 (last eggs laid by captive ems) 
8 eggs were hatched by a pair of captive ems; last ege laid 

: 13 days after 1st but all eggs hatched in a 4~day period; 
incubation by male began with 4th day. 

D.Fleay 1936 The nesting of the Em. Em; 35: 202-210. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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P.S. Albert: 

Your letter of Feb. 7 with budget is just received. I entirely 
approve, except that I think the remainder of your salary increase 
should go through upon completion of the ms. as originally 
planned. 

The inspection trips could be dropped and still not increase the total 
amount. I will take this up with Paul Miller, who. presumably will 
write Mr. Bell formally either in person or through Senator Walcott. 
Meanwhile you might be priming Mr. Bell as to the details of your hatcher¢ 
reduction. I insist, though, that you pass the new budget on the full 
salary raise. 

' 

Barats : | 

| 
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200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

, U.S.A. 

JAMES F. BELL 

January 31, 1942 

Ccthen FE err 
Professor Aldo Leovold Peele asst 
424 University Ferm Place emia 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leonold: 

Yours of the 27th; I am just on the eve of 

leaving for a two weeks sojourn. 

Until we see the new tex bill, it is pretty 
L hard for me to say what supvort I can give. 

I do egree with you that we should work out 

f cuts so far as nossible. Some of these heve 
already been envisioned by Hochbaum. 

Will you undertake to prevare 2 new budget of 
overations under war conditions? All I can say 
is that if circumstances in any way permit, 
I want to see the work carried on. 

: Yours very truly, 

Sel te AG a)
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; yok beled Place 
Janvary 7, 19 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Attached is Albert Hochbeum's petty cash account 
and his travel expense for December in the sum of 
$7.32. 

The only pay roll item for December is Hochbaum's 
own salary check. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 9, 1943 

Mr. Albert Hochbaun i A 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: r 

I congretulate you on your letter to Gabe. Your logic is sound and statesnanlike, 
and I think you are wise in raising the question of Canadian sponsorship. It is 
unlikely that a Canadian administrator of Malaher's quality will come very often. 

I read the two 1938 reports with a lot of interest and agree with you that many 
of the ideas there expressed have now become a fect. I think your idea of a ten 
year history of Delta is very good, but I hate to promise to write it when I see 
no imnediate opportunity to write anything. We are still so heavily loaded with 
enlarged courses that none of us can get anything done until sumner. You might, 
in the meanwhile, find someone else to do the job. Failing this, I am willing 
to think about it later. ‘The reports are roturned. 

Is the undated carbon called "Harvesting the Waterfowl Crop" a new paper or part 
of the book that is being debated with tho Institute? Please enlighten me about 
this. Certainly the discussion of long range shooting contained in it is very 
conservative, and highly in need of being emphasized. This carbon is also being 
returned, 

The shortage of ducks at my place this spring is greater than ever. During the 
week when my woods was flooded I used to have twenty-five or fifty pairs of 
mallards in it. This year there is one pair. As nearly as I can make out, 
there are five wood ducks on the whole bottom, and no teal. We used to have 
scores of teal every spring. All this would, of course, prove nothing except 

: that there has been & persistent trend in this direction over a decade. 

On the other hand, at least 200 geese are using my marsh, going out to corn ell 
‘ day long. Art has probably written you that some 9,000 are gathered at Horicon. 

You still have not told me just whet this Montena job is. I would like to be 
sure that it is something that really suits you rather than something that 
merely happened to come along. ; 

If I have missed the point about "Harvesting the Waterfowl Crop", please cone 
4 back at mo. 

Say hello to Pete and give my love to Joan, 

Yours as ever, 

ALipm : Aldo Leopold 

e \ | 
oa J.
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; pee ‘ Nelta, Manitoba 
: Apri 4 (and stiil nowed in) 

Dear S.L. 3% 

: I have your two letters of March 3 and 34, 

tam mighty sorry I didn't get by Madison, and I plan to get 
down the fixet opportunity, with some time to spare so we can go out 

: and poke around the Pines at Riley. : 

You mention the Washington meeting. fm All I can give is a 
thumbnail scketch, which will suffice. The bad element and the good 
elements in D.U. are in canflict. The Institute(nor anyone else) mucapaim 
feilea to recognize this and works blandly with both sides. The meeting 
Was an surnest attempt to get things straightened out but failed 

- ‘becausesh) the bad side was represented at the meeting (By Cartwright 
; and Bartley; 3) because the Canadian Govt. was asked the last minute 

as sort of a forgotten gesture. The Canadians are boiling. It all 
makes just ebous as much sense as if the Ganadian Givernment and 
Sportsmen Gas: down to settle the Yisconsin deer problem without 

- consulting the department. Canadas ie no ionger a 49th state, and it 
: will take sone # while to learn that. 

Ido not think I or we have misjudhed Cartwright, It seems another 
reverral of character because of 1) unsolid foundation; 2) to much 

: back slapping and cheerful cups from the wrong people. He is now against 
: the whole field, openly admits hie tremendously impbwtant place in 

Canadian histery, and has the martyr's benevolence torarde thore who 
‘ have erred --such o@ HMMMMNMGR most of the Servine nersonnbl. Towards 

ies Art and Bob, and I suppose towards me,however, he has nothing but 
: contempt for he gave us the chance to see things his way. : 

Yes, Iam having trouble painting. And will gat back to it as 
soon as XI can unioad some thinga. Thie is getting to be quite a ranch, 
and X have got to get some more hands. After ten years of stienogranhic 

: wrok,along, the piie of paper is hard to get around, even by one with 
_ &8 poor a conscience as my own. 4 

X hope the eye is combng along all right. Pretty tough going, I 
j know, with the depressing trips to Rochester, the uncertaintya sand the 

constant disconfort. Joe says it will take you about a year to get 
completely. fixed up, and I hope you-rili take thinge easy in the reantime. 
We expect you up,i* your eye can mike it, this sumuer, Will have a Little 
ten-year unerversery celebration. and obviously could not hold it in 
your absence... acts, * : ; ee EER COL ys stax eg 

(8nd letter) i ; ue : : : 

I appreciate your interest in my future work. I would kike to 
go west of the 1lOOth Meridian. . Montana is interested in opening a research 
Station on my prescription, but is not sure whether it can work the deal, 

‘Aw sorry I didn't eee more od Starker and I certainly will follow up 
_ your California suggestion. . 4 Dery aims ; 

s T-am interested in cash only te the extent of my requirehents,and 
want to continue working along my own lines, Was mighty surprised at 
the large number of highpayinr jobs floating around -- if the way they 
were courting Paul Springer is any criterion. He can get.as much as



Ps a Had 

we get simply on the basis of his experience!!! age 

I an glad you ftabkbd got a chance to go over things with Lyle. 
Rest assured that this ins not winter camp fever -~ el though since both 
Pete and = had been worn to a fragel in our failure to work thingn out 

i with Lyle, he might‘have misinterpreted some late-winter events to that. 
I mention this, because I doubt if he is yet over hia trouble, although 
on his rcturn from Madison he was something like the old fellow we used 
to know, Lyle's main trouble seems to be that he is suspicious of 
everyone. He hes gone right thoruch the whole line of us,Art,ob Smith, 
Pete etc. Naturskiv they eteer clear of him end it develops into a vicious 
cycle. He cofessed to me last summer that he was mad at everybody but not 
haaf as wad as everybody vas at him. This at a time when we were alk 
wearing rubber pokamas gloves and softsoled shoes in our attemps to | 
treat him-with our best grade A wanners. The mere suggestion on ny 
part is tuken as m direct orders( I have leaned over backwards to pm 
protect him from the Inetitute,Ed Yard, 6r anyone who would irritate hin, 
have considered statements for dave before venturing thems yet he told 

4 ny last month that 111 four years in the Navy he had not manm been under | 
such etern divection as thisd But if I fail to meke suggaptions he Bets 
into troublea oe weil, His miepaided neathunting attempt with his untreine 
dog got us in #12 kinds of difficulties with the neighbors last springs 
yet to mention anything about this in mmm the most careful manner wild 
have him sulking for weeks. 

He seens to be perfectly OK now- and there has been a stendy 
: improvement since you und Hickey atarted writing to him, and particularly 

after he saw he was gathering some information. Rut 1 feel that the 
very best thing Lyle could aver do is to take vou un on the graduate 
requirements and get back to Living a community Life elbow to elbow with 
people. As a matter of fact, going right from ank over-worked undergrad~ 
uate to the abnormal Navy regime, it occurs to mek that Lyle never hea 
had a chance to work on an even boris with other people. 

‘ fhe Washington situation with the Institute is pretty grim. 4a — | 
you will see from the June and September commente re Bill Hider's lexd 
work than Pink carries a policy in every pocket. I was going to tnke him 
up on this point but Mr. 'ell advise a sugar instead of vinager policy. 
He has a pretty good line on Pink. Gutermith is trying to mke everybody 
happy and ie running into the naturel difficulites of such a chore after 
there is a chance to check back over the records, It is rather disarming, 

: . @# in my case, and they both ottempt to stuff a Ipt of stuff down my 
mma throat beceuse of “ a personl interest" or to "guard wy enviedle 
record" ox so that L won't "harm my scientific stending", Their efforts 

‘ to protect my scientific shardéng are reserved for third degree Lesues of 
the high category type like suggestions re ehooting seasons. 

De. Gabrieleson, o# far’as I can see, is simply trying to prove that 
he wee the best Leeder the Service ever had. Since he etill runs the 
Service (Service :perronnel complain about it snd he denies it), and 

: since he rune the Institute ans well, he ie the @reat Americen Influence 
. on Wildlife cuzrenty. Wnough enid. His efforts are vided and abbetted, 

of course, by the fact that Cottam worships the very ground he walke on, 
This is the time in wildlife history where the beet arguement vules wilde 
life policy, and 4t will continue that way until sowe of the f+liows with 
new facts atart using them. Gabrieclson's comment on some of ¢ best 
stuffs "It just ain't so', 

Y ‘ | 

4 Enough of that. -% hope spring is there with you and that your 
eye ia better every day. “se think and talk about you daily.
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April 1, 1948 

Dr. P.M. Baunsartner 
Department of Zoology 

; Oislehona Agr. & Kech. College : 
Stillwater, Olclahona 

Dear Fred: 

it is particularly thoughtful in you to write 
ne, and I very especially anoreciate your 

! approval of the papers by ny students. That 
is more inportent to mo than anything else 
could be. 

You will be glad to hear that Bob NeCnbe 
' passed his prelims yesterday, morning. 

I hope things are going well with you, and 
that I may have another personal visit with 
you before too long. 

Yours as ever, 

ALton ; Aldo Iweveld ;
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‘ Oklahoma Se" é 
Agricultural and Mechanical College ia 

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES a 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

STILLWATER Ofni 

: ; March 15, 1948 4 og 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management : 

f 424 University Ferm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

: This letter is written with mingled feelings of humble 
respect and deep regret, 

Another North American Wildlife Conference is history in my 
mind. One definite impression was the excellent quality of ‘the 
papers and discussion presented by your former students such as 
Art Hawkins, Al Hockbaum, Mc Cabe et al. Unfortunately these 
highlights of the Conference did not compensate for your absence. tH ton! 
I have the strong conviction that a Conference without your 
presence will never be entirely satisfactory to many of us. 

Wita this thought I wish you a complete and rapid recovery 
from your illness and am looking forward to your attenilance at 
the next Conference with more then usual anticipation. 

Sincerely yours, 

: : F, M. Baumgartner | 
Associate Professor 
Wildlife Conservation 

FMB: ah 

! |
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DELTA WATERFOWL RESEARCH STATION as | : - — Be p Delta, Manitoba, Canada g b 

ogt ; i : a Se Sa. ff you will glance through the encloaed report I think you will ' ly Se ie get what I mean, This supports in fact the points vou were putting 
7 PER | scross in your St.Louis paper. 

(35 S my 
LS March 25,2948 i ail ie In the very firet report in rhich you requerted the firat $1000 Lack Pony pe ~ E you mentioned that one of the functionn of the Station would be to Bes os aa = stimulate an interest on the Fart of the U.f.and Canadian Govts in OSS SA v Conducting breeding ground rerearch of their own. I don't have a ele } &. * yz copy of this, but I thin you must have one --your report of iny “er 5 ' 7th, 1938. I remember very cleurly my reaction to this. I ras A‘ i terribly embarrassed by the mere sugirertion that these outfits would 

ever do wuch more than drop in to say howdy. Yet the current plan Dear A.Let= of operation for the F&NLS and for the MMWNM Manitobe outfit was . a , ep laid out rith Zob Smith more or lean right here at Delta, and Delta > a is acknonledged the hub for all waterfowl work by any outfit whatsoever The way Cottam popped up to quibble over one little point in ne ate Sie x + in? : Yous ft-Leute neces wie ke 3 7D on the breeding grounds. It ts hard, really,to trace the in*?luance 
the main er eee aE Ape comiaals Bee ea ceaEnee Ee of the station wince a lot of id-ns and dovelonrents now wa in practice It pivea ont the Orecon 4c iG aa roon with 600 Seannicad Gea Weck o ve have sprend out from here via devious routes simply because the place ; 
#11 in the upper crust listening to a panel on research und not “rally Has: become = xendesvous fox anybody Interented in ducks. padet standing 2 th % of the ‘ Fear coeur tin erate ee agent) yas auncauennas pencarch There in the exanole of short-term trouble-shooting reaearch, gene adiinistratore, believe ‘that ‘esearch te Teonatiine that and the long-term furdasental etudies without any obliration to 
done by ales ght of h nd under e davk clothe é : eee Breconcetves objectivea in the nerting work. The Fish end Wildlife ir ae jc eee sy . ervice studie@ Linezally tens of thousands of duck nesta and the a ht a § + fundamentaie of texritarial behavior had beea racordad 4n literoture ne thins truck me t connect 3 ¢ of what fun aces venoneon estes Hee Ae ke eee eae Amen ated for 20 years. Yet the two were never associated. We etarted out 
sn be dona +ith it ance a tov of vork és andieiecie a a ae ne) pullice teil feathers out of dead ducks ond came up with the kana Purthersore this asian't quant hapnen, wat tie Heleniaion coetered outline of bresding ground behavior upon hich the current survey plan On & eoleme. Since you ure Boman ition acbuned: ae enone eu theory wan based 212 becnuse ym of your point 2: "Independence from pre-e xintig na Boheme. Sine Bur Metines accuse ynerking in theor aa " but lncking im practice, rinca what you did plan worked aut thet wayy COMME CGH E BEES he end Pince @ ten-yeur period wives a nice chunk to work with, I wonder A ‘ + 4 ante + 

ES ML . tae EERE io * ‘ AnG eo 4t goes. In outlining sone of these points, perhapn it He son MoURe \ooneinen writing Ap. et ten-year history of the Station. would ba o good idea to gat a fer statements for quotation from Rob fter all. the tix ai ee El a Smith, Deray Soper and Malsher. Thet 4s, enough so that wa ron't be 
catoblinned Waiacwn dune Gear den Geese Ue eae ene accused of branting. am pl eegeennce the mocemon Unga e as 2 think ‘ 
The Boge Lake far ae a arn tne eRe Se nee SERA ac it would be advisahle to tren hese inpersoaally: whey are the producte FOr ee ee ee aC Re ee ey of the station, rapazdiegs o/ the tndividusl muthors. the only ooaaible Sp 496-503 f eeol ee Sune aa da HE Re een es pervconal point in whic take any reel pride is tha fact that the PR S95-0051) DUE Wore OF Lene as 8 nen pli for) ite anncinuition, first report aLnad at a atraigntforvard reporting unembelished by © don'ts tink 4s Vi hive so pelt a 5 BClantifio jaczon, that it was an ecknowlodged hagzard,and that it te not ec thie ie ein eae 7 sake hq auemearl ere nite aparently fan aecapsead by both the straight-.aced ornitholocista and 
just bought the Station a new pick-up truck so that, rexerdicea of My “he jams Sachitaians. 

i WS Me bey x ° he Delt Torr f Fe. 

oncia ice t busuts oe or ee Tee Barbers pein If thera te sny nnsd to acknowledge she ndaitted oinadventuras 
The point ia, mont of the fellows ati1l don't bnew What saneaven paste of the etetion they cnn well ve set forth ag warnings regarding the 
how to get ic ftarted, or what to do with i¢. A record of the Delta pitfrlie of foo Little wonay( During the firct five yoare the whole proxi ci chs from the originel plan would probably help # Int of plan opeseend op the utual salary for one midile-rate teahnictan), other provie. ? ; and too extended lines of cocsmunicution. At least I am sure that if if I hadn't been dead broke and very 112. at the time we could have 

Eiki I must now admit that I pm rather sheken by your report EE ES eR EU EL of Sept.2,1938 on the Delta project -- because ao mich of thin stuff 
2 % ¢ 7 Z don't know where a hietory like thie would anvear, but I 

troertie ets prensa mual ty More ad” Guts Noe Ey an iner weeny aad think there is still so very little known about tha workings of 
resenrch that 1¢ would do a lot of goo@ gam to set up the record, 

4 and ten years seems a good tims excuse. ' 

SPONSORED BY THE WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 

: Hope the eye is bettery.hms Joe says that it will take you 
2 at least a ysar to get it back to Normal, but I do hope you will 

feel mich better shortly. I didn't get acquainted as much as I would i have liked to with Joe. 

Hot much news here. Crows are back and the road ia open after 
having been cloned most of the winter. Had a chance to talk with 
Bill Elder and we #12 look forward to having Bill and Mina up for 
another eenson. The xray seems certs in now, and with the truck they * 
can get cut und around to other arens for testing banded birds. 
I surely hope your eye will be in good enough shane to get back 
up hare and #& maybe while you are up We Could take a hop up 
end see first hand some of the things the Artic Institute is. talking 
bout. A plane goes up once a week from Winnipeg to Churchill. ans 

Regards to all se a . were
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: THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN s 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

- DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT March 24, 1948 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba ; 

Dear Albert: 

Your letter of course was read with intense interest. I wish you would tell me 

more about the Montana job and whether it is something that suits you. I am net 

Vv sure of many things, but one of the things I am sure of is that you should land 

in some place that you really like, rather than in some place that pops up. You 

will relieve my mind a good deal if you will tell me something about Yalow, 

‘ I have had several talks with Lyle. He states freely, as you did, that much of 

the difficulty may have arisen from both of you staying at Delta too many winters, 

or at least from some other cause relatively suverficial and unimportant. I 

emphasized to him, as I did to you, that there is nothing basically wrong with 

either one of you, and if this is correct, then any friction mst arise from 
trivial or unimportant causes. Incidentally, Lyle spontaneously credited you 
with leading the duck fight, and this was before we had had any talks at all 

: about the Delta situation. Incidentally, a more careful aporaisal shows that it 

will take Lyle at least two full semesters to complete his course work and his 

library work. 

I am moch interested in your appraisal of the Washington situation. I didn't 
kmow of your declining confidence in Pini, but I did imow, and incidentally 
share, your ascending confidence in Carl Shoemaker. a eo 

Gerry. Malaher's visit here was one of the events of the year for me, and I am 

glad it was for him. My whole crowd was charmed with him in every possible 

way, and I agree thet he has brains and ethics as well as charm. I have to 

smile at his disclaimer of scientific proficiency when actually his attitude 

is more scientific than that of most scientists. 

What about this dispute over the duck shooting manuscript? Just what is the 

Institute objecting to other than your condemnation of long range shooting? 

That might be a very important matter, and I would like to'be posted about it. 

I have had a fine visit with Starker and am more than ever impressed with his 

thinkings and doings. Why don't you consider a hitch-uo with his outfit 

similar with that of ours? He has a very live waterfowl project going. 

Give my love to Joan. 4 

i Yourg, ever, 

AL:pm ‘ Aldo oe
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

March 2, 1948 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station : 

Delta, Manitoba . 

Dear Albert: 

I can understand why you have to hurry back to Delta. We left much un- ' 
talked about but we will just have to postpone it. 

Art offered to come in subsequent to the Washington meeting, but something 
was going on with my eye at the moment, and I haven't yet gotten his 

personal account. 

Why don't you yourself throw your hat in for the professorship at Cornell? 
I am not at all sure that you are going to find wheat you want in the West, 

and as I told you, I suspect your sinus may be more than a matter of 

climate. ; 

I am glad to get your good word for Carl Shoemaker and Charlie Horn. I 

am inclined to agree. Carl was deeply impressed with Delta last summer. 

My visits with Lyle just started, and I can't yet say anything intelligent - 
about his plans. This much is clear: he will not complete his course 
work between November and Avril. It will take at least one solid winter. 
I will, of course, try to get him an assistantship for whatever time the 

Institute cannot carry him. 

I was pleased to hear from Lyle that the duck hunting book is moving 
along, but disappointed that neither you nor Pete have done any painting 
this winter. I would give a good deal to show you the preliminary samples 

of Charlie Schwartz's drawings. 

I will probably not make the St. Louis trip. The bandage came off my 
eye yesterday, and I am so pleased to have both eyes back that I am 
inclined to be cagey as to extra strains. 118 has jumped from 40 to 
97 students, with the inevitable loss in quality that goes with gain 
in size. I am not sure at all that I am any good at mass production 

in students. 

Grace showed me excellent photogravhs of your family. Give my love to 

Joan. 

AC 
AL:pm Aldo Leopold
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

February 9, 1948 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

ae Dear Albert: 

You are right that I had entirely forgotten the 
caption in the Game Survey about burned out marshes. 

I would hesitate a little to write a paver empha- 
sizing my own prophesies, although I am much interested 
in the general compilation of history dealing with 
past vs. present breeding pomlations and past vs. 
present migratory flights. lfty main reason for 
hesitating about any promises is that I am still 
deprived of the use of one eye, and cannot read 
freely. This is of course a reading job. I have 
many materials in the library here, and I will 
talk to Joe, Bob and Art about their compilation. 
At the moment I still thinic Bill Schorger is the 
nan. 

: Yours as ever, 

F ALipn P Aldo Leopold
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

; February 6, 1948 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I was pleased to learn through the carbon of your 

letter to Bill that the X-ray machine has been ; 

approved. This liberal view noint by Mr. Bell fun of 
the Institute is really highly commendable, and I 

appreciate it. I think it is a good gamble, and 

thet you will get somewhere with it. 

Ralph Hopitins gave a seminar on the shooting season 
at Horicon last night. The average bag, as you 

may have heard, was $ duck per day per hunter. 
That is a far cry from the 014 days on Horicon, and 
we didn't come anywhere near raising 4 duck per 

hunter on the marsh! 

Estella and I are still hoping that you will stop 
with us sometime soon. 

Yours as ever, 

ALi pm Aldo Leopold
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The Cilson Ornithological Club aa pher eye 
FOUNDED DECEMBER 3, 1688 ie we cA 

Gidersic( ce wield aiitbuse i cresseceay RaIENey) cee HOAU INO ae 
ANN, ARBOR. MICHIGAN The Wilson Bulletin ANH ANSORI MIERIGAAN AL 

UN SEA bee Per albeit Eines Vice) RcoIDENT OFFICIAL ORGAN MAURICE GRAHAM BROOKS, SECOND Vick-PRESDEN’ 

MORGANTOWN. WEST VIRGINIA 
JAMES BOSWELL YOUNG. Secretary BURT LEAVELLE MONROE, Treasurer 

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY i 

February 3, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin : 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

. Indeed it is good news to learn that you will serve on our Conservation 

Committee. I am throughly delighted and I know that Hochbaum will be. 

John Emlen's Committee on Research is attempting to stimulate group 

research projects -- projects which we in this country have never succeeded 

in developing to the extent possible. lt will begin on a small scale, then 

eventually will gather momentum when the machinery has been perfected and 

more funds become available. It is my earnest hope that the Conservation 

Committee will assume a leadership in a somewhat related line, namely, that 

of making “ornithological ornithologists" realize that they have opportunities 

to make significant contributions to wildlife conservation and management. 

The present-day tendency among American ornithologists generally is to pursue 

their own special problems in an independent fashion without making the most 

of time and effort expended and without stopping to consider ultimate values. 

This tendency can be corrected if there are groups (e.g. committees) sufficiently 

experienced and influential to direct them. 1 am confident that our Research 

and Conservation Committees are exactly the groups we need, 

Yours sincerely, 
— 

Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jro 
President
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Jamarry 31, 1948 

: Dr, Olin 3.Poettingill, dre : : 
Carleton College i 

Northfield, Minnesota 

Dear Pettingill: 

I have deen trying to make a rule to secent no 

nore conmmittesas, but your oronosad anpointment 

to Albert Hochboum's comittae is too good to 

turn dorm. I not only accent with pleasures, but 

‘ ft heartily ondorsa the mronesed chanze in the mate 
vo of the Bulletin. Under the old form the connlttee's 
naterial vas alnost necassarily confined to negtive 
protests on matters ef legislation and nolicy, whoreas ; 

your proposed. form will male reom for the positibe 

: contributions ef wildlize manacepe via, the resenrch 

‘ route end otherrisa, eae e : 

‘ I, too, lonls forward with pleasure to the Wilson 

3 Club moeting here next year. 

: Yours sincerely, 

: | Abtpm Aldo Leopold 

wenn aon
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

January 30, 1948 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba ; , 

Dear Albert: s 

Your news about Lyle is without any doubt the best thing that hes come my way 

for quite awhile. I know that it will help make a better winter for both of 

you. I did all I could to get him down here, but of course if he is feeling 
better it doesn't matter just when he comes. . 

Thanks for the excellent photographs which I am forwarding as per your request. 

Bob has got his heart set on Mexico, but I am handing on your invitation to 
Joe with my own urging that he mst see Delta soon in order to complete his 

qualifications ss a full member of the Wisconsin group. As for my own plans, 
I haven't any. Iam due for a minor operation on the eye in February, and if 
I can still shoot a gun this fell, I will be very happy. 

No, you were not mixed un on Jacksons. That is exactly like Pepper to send in 
a critical paper without letting me imow anything about it. His latest move 
is to quit the University entirely by reason of a financial difficulty, about 
which he had said nothing. Bob and I give him up. He is too mch of alone 
wolf. This leaves the scrub mallard study hanging in mid-air, and it is too 
valuable to drop. We are hunting for a new man for it. f 

I wish I could show you Charlie Schwartz's drawings for the essays. I think 
you would share my enthusiasm. Have you and he ever gotten acquainted? You 

should be. I of course have only an initial batch, but I can see the quality 
that is coming. 

Iam delighted that you will be here during Mr. Malaher's visit, which, by the 
way, is now all arranged for at this end except for the date. We are counting 

. On your staying with us at the house. 

Art has gotten his sea legs as a speaker. He gave a seninar last week which 

made me proud. Joe, Bob, and I are constantly talking about ways by which we 

might inveigle you into some similar plan for wintering in Madison. I hope to 
talk with you further about this during your visit.“*I hear there are almost 

no ducks on the South Atlantic coast this winter, and that geese are also 

badly down. Everything confirms what you fellows said last summer; that is 
everything excevt DU. : 

We will be looking for you in a month. 

Yours ever, 

» Abspm Aldo Leopold
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; Jamary 23, 1948 i 

My. Iwle K, Sowls 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Tyles 

We are required to submit, by February 2, a request for 
any reseorch grants needed during the school year 195- 
1949. ‘This raises the question of what kind of financial 
support you will want during this period. 

It cecursa to me as possible that the Institute might carry 
you on the grounds that you have to write un your research % 

anyhow, and you could better do it here than at Delta. If 
this ia a possibility, it would srobably be preferable from 
your standpoint because it would carry a higher rate. 

If it is not a possibility, then the question is would vou 
prefer a teaching assistantshin or a research grant? The 
former would entail helping with 179 end 161 during the fall 
semester and with 118 and Short Course during tho spring 

semester, } 

If you prefer a research grant, vou had better send me a 
‘ brief synopsis of your thesis ressarch go thet I can make 

my request conform with whet you will actually be working 

on (that is writing up) during the year. : 

All of us are of course kooicing forward to your shorter 
visit at the end of this winter, but we met also anticinte 
your needs for next winter. Since this possibility involves 

' plans for Delta, I an taking the liberty of sending a copy 
of this to Albort. 

With personal regards, ‘ 

Yours as ever, , 

Abipm Aldo Leopold 

; P.S, On thinking over the remaining time, I deetded I had 
better wire you for a tentntive answer to the above ouestions, 
and hence have sent you the following wire: "Do you vrefer a 
teaching assistantship or a research assistantship for next 
winter? Please wire tentative ansver collect. Letter follows. 
Should we then fail te get your detailed reply before the end 
of next week, we can improvise sone kind of a report oy Nebruary 2. 

: Ae Te Y
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Jamary 3, 1948 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 

Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: nn 

I can’t aecembes over having heurt i Poyvar 
Jackson's article on Janes Bay. I am showing 
him your letter and will let you mow of any 
farther developments. 

) Pepper will be meh pleased to kmow of your 
appraigal of his scrub mallard projeot, and , 

, Of sourse Tam too, I am asking him to have 
y complete readiness, ty the time you get here 

in the winter, a written summry of what 
he hag found so far, and a plan as to what 
additional moves are contemplated. 

Mr. Sutton's report on the possible mortality 
in mallard ducklings due to drakes is of obvious 

; importance, and I am showing it to Pepper in 
hopes that he can mke similar observations. 

. Joe arrived yesterday, and 211 of us will look 
: forward to your visit later on. 

What is the news from the bool? 

Yours as ever, 

ALgpm Aldo Leopola 

\ Hf
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Br. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Madison,Wisconsin a 

Dear A.L.i- 

; My stop-over in Madison was the highlight of my trip. I wteah 
I could have stayed longer, but I had to get back. Will be down for 
e few days later on, probably in March, 

Wheat you told me atout the Mallards is abcut the biggest thing 
I heve heerd in ducks for a long time. This is terribly interesting 
and valuable in light of the large volume of information vou fellows 
have. 

Regarding your earlier letter suggesting an editorial writer 
for the Institute who could come to Delta, a letter from Pink in the 
same mail told of their hiring a man, a Janes frefethen of the 
University of Mase. However, I like your idea so much that I have sent 
your letter to Pink anyways, and have aleo asked Gordon HacQuarrie 
to come up. If you see him again you might aleo give him an urge to 
drop up here sometime around May or June. 

The enclosed cut of Darlings has had wide distribution here. 
They are beginning to worry about more than ducks now, since the 
American gunnere are stemting in earnest on moose. 

I certainly enjoyed the evening at your home; and I hope you 
all had a Merry Christmas. Don't forget to take it easy once ina 
while. 

Lyle just tolel me he had nice long letters from vou and Bob. 
I hope Bob will be able to get up this spring, 

Yours, 

a ae foe Gung Ft, EF wer fhe fat Cone fitted a 
Fagfnqettt! FR a hong Cine Lee Lesccid Me, Leon acres oy Can j SPONSORED BY THE WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE wf
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1947 Yall Waterfowl Plight and 
; _ Sheeting Season at Oolte, Menitoba 

On November éth the lewal duek bunting season in the Delta 
marah elosed. The departure of the ducks colinetded «lmost 
exeotly with thet dete. After the &th only a few open holes ; 

( remained im the marsh, these viet inhabited by a fow Blue- 
bilis, onrenanee ard aixed eripples. The last of these 
open holes froge over on Hovember 14, thus foraing the lest 
remaining ducks out to waters ferther south and leaving the 
eripples to be teken by coyotes, mink, wergela and snowy owla. 

. the opening dote was the latest in history (noon, Sstober 16th) 
and the limit was the smallest ever known to Went tobe huntera 
(7 per day, 35 per senson). For the firat day of shooting, 
fewer buntera turned out than or the openiad eae year ago. 
This wea due to several faetora: the noon open dALagovrared 
auie, the 14 bird poseasion limit ond the Cenadtan Thenkseiving 
holiday coming ap three a later foll wing Saturday and 

' oe others to deley thelr shooting for a dey 
OF two. 

During the past year the marsh's largest sommeretal aemp 
had been glosed and diamanthied. Wevertheless the number of 
Americen hunters in the eres at any one time went up. ot 
#9 with the numbera of birds sent to the Portace la Pratrie 
piskers and freegers, This nunber decreased ane ereae inkhs 
to the later opening (3 weeks later), lower export limit (1946: 
23 birds, 1047: 14 birds) and fewer ducks. 

b 
Soat hunters olhnoen g908 shooting for the “long weexend” (the 
ave rage bag for;hunters ehesked the firet three deys was3-76) , 
Thia period of mo0a hunting was short but coincided with the time 
moet Ganedian “one-hunt-persyear" sportamen had set aside “or 

: teelr outing. Hy the end of thefirat week few qune were heard 
in the mersh, warm weather eontinued {until Movember Sth) 
and few ducks moved into the area. The lona-walted-for 
northern flight becan on Kovemher Sth and lasted unt11 the 
afternoon of November Gth, Most of these birda, mat a : 
Dille ond mellerds, wert right throuch southern Banttoba. 
During thelaet week of the seagan, fewer then 300 duake were 
ahote 

ALL speaies of waterfowl showed a desrense tn nunbers except 
buffleherd, leaser ecaup, Canada gocae and fJackanipe. 

The following report ie « auamary of data avalleble on 
the populations, the flight, end the kill, ‘The date presm ted | 
hore wae oolleeted by the staff of this station end eooperstors. 
These aooperating were: Arthur 3 Hawkins and David L Spenser of
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the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service who gathered most of 

the data on summer populetions, ‘end Game Guardians William 

Newman, Courtney Battensand John wank ey of theManitoba & 

i and Fisheries Branch who made the October 8th census by y 

cance and also furnished hunter success data. 

fhe area included in this report comprises about 35,000 acres 

of the Delte marsh from Delta to Clandeboye. 

Water levels in the marsh were about one foot higher then in 

1946 and many little potholes in the “back marsh" near the 

lake ridge held'their first water since 1941, ‘The sloughs : 

#o the south on the Portage plains were lower than in 1946 

and many which hed ducks s year ago were dry this season. 

2re~bysting season wlationst Besides being a breeding 

ares for twelve ou of ducks, the Delta marsh is a 

; concentration point for shifting waterfowl numbers from 

early sumer until late autumn. The ducks produced over & 

vast area to the north and west fucnel through this srea as 

they meke their way south into the Mississippi flywey. 

Gonsesvently, es the season passes, the population in this 

resting and feeding area increases bo a season's peak. ; 

Estimates of the summer and fall populations based on aerial 

z and ground counts are ss follows: 
April 25 300 
May 29 1,000 
June 12 2,800 
June 23 4,500 
July 25 10,000 
Aug. 25 17,700 
Sept. 1, 37,500 
Sept. 9 89,500 : 

Sept. 24 25,000 
Oct. 8 18,000 

/ As the above figures show this year's peek was reached about | 

one month before the opening of the shooting season. The drop 

in the pppuleation which occurred sometime about September 15th 

® was due to a shift of stubbling mallards end pinteails from the 

area. No estimate of the entire population was secyvred after 

the opening of the shooting season. Although small influxes 

of both diving end dabbling species oceurred continuously 

through the season, the entire marsh population never again 

; reached that which existed on opening day. 

Wobbacd As usvel the Mallard ranked first in the kill figures. 

@ year 36 per cent of the ducks examined were mallards as 

compared with 55 per sent in 1946. j 

The total mallard population in the region this yeer was down 

about one-third or more from 1946. Last yosr a concentration 

| 
: ?
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of mallards numbering 20,000 or more could be seen 5 
along the bare send\y lakeshore west of Delta. This 
year this favored concentration point attracted less 
than 5,000 birds et any one time, The Portage country ; 
elub which in past years enjoyed e-cellent mallard 
shooting was prectically umatterded by hunters due to 
a shortage of birds in their area. 

Along the edges of the large bays concentrstions of 
mallards outnumbered the groups which used the area in 
1946. This increase, however, did not compensate for 
the severe reductions in lakeshore populations. 

Some good mallard a obteined in a limited number 
; of amall potholes in the ack marsh" which held their 

first water since 1941. On several occasions when hunters 
passed up hens for “green-heads” the age ratio ran heavily © 
to sdults. How much discrepancy in the age ratios occurred , 
from this seleetive shooting 1s hard to determine since we 

: do not know e actly where or under what conditions most of 
the kill which we sexed and aged was obtained. 

Gadwall as a fall migrent through the Delta erea the 
gadwall has been steadily dropping in nombers in proportion 
to the other svecies., Hochbaum recorded a drop in 1946 ; 
as compared to 1945. This species ranked fourth in the 
total bag in 1946 and only seventh in 1947, At no time 
$his season were gadwalls seen in any numbers by the staff ‘ 

is of this station. ‘ 

Baldpat The baldpate is not a common breeder in this 
area. Tne fell kill which is never high for this species : 
ie made from a fall passage of juveniles. Thovgh only 
twelve baldpates were examined this year, all mt two were 
juveniles. During the pre-season count on October Sth, 
made by canoe, very few baidpate were seen in the marsh. 

Pintail The pinteail is an early migrant from the Delta 
area and few are shot in this region. The pre-serson pop- 
ulation, both in the marsh and among the stubbling® ducks, 
was down in numbers in about the seme proportion as mallards. 
this bird migrates and concentrates with mallards during the 
early season but is not seen in company with mallards near 

: the end of the season. On November 5th Hochbaum observed ~— 
a micrant flock of 150 pintails passing over the marsh on 
its way south, Such late movements of this bird in such num- 
bers are seldom observed. The pintailsmallard retio: in ‘
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last year's bag was 1:10 and in this year's bag, 1:13. 

Green Winged a In Hochbauni's 1938-41 figures this 
Species made up of the season's bag. In 1946 and 1947 
it made up only about .5% of the kill. As in the case of 
many species which a»pear in small numbers it is difficult 

‘ to appraise the ups end downs of e migrant population from 
one year to the next. It seems worthy of note, however, that 
this duek favors smell protected potholes where the best 
mallard shooting preveijled and since 2 limit of seven mallards 
was often obtainable in these favored areas this year, most 
hunters allowed the green-wings to settle among the decoys, 
thus removing the gun pressure from this species. 

ue Winged Teal Both as a breeder and as a migrent 
a a ees ares, the blue-winged teal population has been 
ste@ily dropping for nine years. The 1946 ill resulting 
from Res heaviest gun pressure in mere comprised only 

‘ 5% of the total bag. During the years 1938-41, it comprised 
5% of the total beg, Further eovihenas of decline appeared 
in the Station's teal-trapping program. In 1946,130 blue- 
winged teal were trenped and banded. This 7 the program 
was abandonned when no birds showed up in the Aurust con- 
centrations. : 

Shoveller This year's migrant shoveller population was 
own to half of last year's. Despite this dron, the shovelaer , 

ranked fifth in the examined bag as eompared to eighth lest ; 
yeer. This may indicate that hunters attach more importance 
to "trash" ducks as shooting gets poorer, 

ae The redhead population, both in breeders and 
grants, has continued its downward trend, Throughout the 

summer and autumn redheads were scarce. On October &th 
William Newman and Lyle Sowls saw only 4 in a 20 mile 
canoe trip where 6,767 ducks were recorded. Movements of 
small numbers of redheads into the marsh fave this snecies 
fourth place in the total bag. Last year it was thipd, most 
of the birds being killed prior to the comparable time of 
this year's opening. / 

With a low soeehee a to draw from this bird's hish position 
among bifds killed makes it clear that a species as vulnerable ; 
as the redhead could be killed off while other species sur- 
vived hesvy gun pressure. Although the late opening date 
this year probably saved mony redheads it wadapparent that 
the number here to save was fiver very great. ' Well planned 

\ : ;
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refuges of sufficient size to include all types of re- 
quired habitat may eventually be required in areas like the 
Delta marsh to protect this repidly disappearing species. | 

sgavesbaok This species maintained its usual second 
place in 1947 bag. The 1947 fall migrant population 
was down about one-third from 1946, In the October 8th 
gount 27% of the marsh population was of this species, 
Of the birds examined in hunters! bags 26% were canvas- 
backs. . 

Lesser Scau Practically no young bluebills were raised 
Tn the Sette marsh this year, but the fall movement throuch 
the area was twice as heavy ss Inst year's, It was, however, 
far short of the flights of five years ago. 

This year the lesser scaup ranked third in the bag, the 
same position it held in Hochbaum's 1938-'41 tally. Last 
year it ranked fourth, the redhead being third, 

The first observed movement into the area was e small flight 
: on Septenber 25rd. On October Sth this species alone with 

ringnecks made up 7% of the 6,767 birds censused, On i 
Sgtober 28th a fairly heavy flight into the marsh occurred. 
After that date the bluebill was the most common duck found 
in hunters! bags. i 

_ The main bluebill flight observed at Delte this yeer was 
a non-stop flight just before freeze-up. The flicht began 
on the late afternoon of November 5th and reached its 
peak on the 6th straggling flocks continuing through . 
the aree until the late afternoon of the sth. During the. 
peak of the flirht on the 6th it was estimated from sample : 
Ssounts thet in one hour just before sunset 100,000 bluebilis . 
had passed over the Delta marsh. ‘ 

Miscellaneous species Black ducks, ring-necked ducks, 
greater scaups, eoldeneyes, buffleheeds and ruddy ducks 
are seldom shot in any numbers in the Delta marsh. For 
nombers in this year's baz, see attached sheet. No per- 
ceptible chance in populations of these species was noted 
this year except in the case of the bufflehead. Hochbaum 
om November Srd observed what he describes s8 the heaviest 
movement he has ever seen in his years at Delta. This 
flight, observed about 15 minutes before sunset, was 
a northward movement in which 50 flocks of 3 to 25 birds 
each (average about 7 to 10) were seen, Jacksnipe sowed 
an increase over last year. An increase was reported for 
this species in 1946 also. One should keep in mind that 
the Portage plains are drier when evaluating the inerease. 

} ’ .
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ae, For the third i there was a heavy movement 

wnite-fronted geese through the eres during early 

Oetober. Geese of the Canada group showed an increase 

: in mombers over last yesr. The first geese arrived in the 

area about September 23. The heaviest flight arrived in 

the erea on November Srd. These birds rested on the lake and 

went to stubble on the prairie. On November 5th this group 

left the eres. The last group of Ganade geese seen here was 

observed by Peter Ward on November 16. Blue and snow geese, 

f rare here in autumn, were observed twice by Game Guerdian 

Williem Newman on October 25th. On one occasion three blue 

Weese were mixed with a flock of Richardson's seese and on { 

the other two snow geese were with a flock of Richardson's. 

There were about 30 birds in the second flock, One lone — 

immature snow soose came into the Station pond in early é 

September and remained with che captive flock. A 

sisi ge Whistling swans appeared to be less 
common. 1946. Pue to the late oowené of the dusk 

hu sting season in the marsh, concentrations appeared just 

south of the duck house in Cadhem oo where they fed on 

sago beds from the time of their arrivel on the 24th of nite 

September until the beginning of the shooting season on 

: October 10. After that date the concentretion moved to 
= usual fall ¢athering point in the south end of Cadham — 

ay» , ‘ 

During the fall micration juvenile swans remain with their 

parents in family eroups. Due to the dark piuna ge and high 
pitched voice they can be readily identified . Average brood 

: gize for 18 pairs with young was 2.2 young per peir. The , 

highest number in any one brood wes 5 and this oecurred only 

onee. Adults without young made up 62% of the fall pop- 
ulation recorded, The majority of these birds traveled in 

groups averaging 11. Meny of these probably represent non- 

breeding adults, particularly birds in their second year. 

Lyle K Sowls it 
November 28th, 1947 ‘
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Summery of sex and age data on birds examined in hunters’ 
bags. : | ; 

; } : Adult Juv Adulitduy Males Fem Adult duy Totals 
; Mele Wale Fem Fem ; 

Mellard 110 196 74 2116 306 190 1a4 512 496 ‘ 
Ganvasback 48 11S 16.207 146 293 49 320 . 369 
Lesser Seaup ' 53 86 -41 64 109 105 94 120 «214 
Redhesd 2) 62 4 @1 63 @5 6 122 1238 

‘ BShoveller — & 2% 2.314 2 16 S oT 42 
Pinteail 7. 7 Dw 3 te ome 38 
Q@ndwall 4 13 4 9 Fs Bm 30 
Blue-wirged Peal oe ee 4 12 6 4 4 18 

. Bufflehead 4 3 3 5 7 8 ¥ @ 15 
Baldpate ee Me Be Ne ge a ee 

et wale on ~ 3 2 Ss, @ 7 2 8 10. 
Dusk 2 wy ie 3 4 4 2 6 3 

ages - 3 3 3 3 4 1 6 7 
: Green god Teal 2 - 2 2 4 4 3 2 5 

ee Dueck - 3 \» ee Re 3 3 
ater _~- - - 1 - 1 - a ‘ 

si 17808 
; 3 ' Divers 652 

‘ Dabblers 744
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: : November 18,1947 

Uy.‘ Irvin 0. Buss 
Chief of Wildlife Research 
State of Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 
Madison,2?, Wisconsin 

Dear Irvi- 

Thanks for your several letters and the return of the 
clippings. It looks as though your D.U. crowd made themsives 
quite a show by chunging the regulations. One thing they cen't do overnig¢! 
however, is to chenge the weather or the number of duck@. 

We are mighty sorry you couldn't get up this eunner or falls 
hope you cin make it next yenr., Saw a good many W&scénein cars up 
here thie fell. Maybe these hunters cen Garry the tale of ducks 
down there. We didn't have zeny more then you did. And eventually, 
I think, it wiil be seen that mech of Wisconsin ia potentially ae 
good duck breeding grounds us is much of Manitoba. 

4 Gur lant flight pulled out of here between November 5 and 8 
With the heaviest flight on the 6th, mostly bluebilie but a toodly 
nusber of Mallurds. ALL 4n ali it was the pooreet season on record 
here. it te frozen over now snd you have all the ducks you 
are going to get out of us. 

Best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum.



September 19, 1947 

My, Arthur 5. Hawkins 
' Delta Waterfowl Research Station 

Delta, Manitoba y 

Dear Arts 

Aldo has gone to Mayo's for some surgery on 
that facial nerve that has been bothering. 
He will be gone for at least three weeks. A Be 

I read your note and enclosure regarding 
Cartwright. If think he is infuriated because 
the boas took him to task with Mort Smith, so 
I think his exaggerations have mughroomed. You 
ard absolutely right in saying that now is the time ; 
to mister an all out attack on that outfit. I will 

begin to tall it up among our group here. Unless 
there is lumediate need for action, I will hold 
your menorandum until Aldo gets back, 

Marie and I were very sorry to hear of Mrs. 
Tillotson's passing. I haven't been out to 
3G, tt IT am oe little worried about Grandpa. 
I hope he keeps up his fine spirits. ‘ 

Sincerely yours, 

RANCC: Pu Robert A. MeCabe 

\ 
* 

t . ote eel rT. |
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Or, Clarence Cotten, Aseietent Director oii 11, 1947 

, arthur 6, Rawkina 

Waterfowl, conditions in Henitebs 

During the Bottineau conference you expressed « desire to obtain con 
crete excmples of misleeding BU provegentns The attached elinpings ere for : 
your inspection, Gne of then wee being printed even ac we were dieoussing 
the matter in your Bottinegsu hotel room, ti, Melaber is in a position tw 
Judge the acoursey of thet news sevount sinee he was present when Oartwright 
geve the report et Brendon, 

irs Malaher expressed the wiah that Spencer sna’ T visit the Dor Lake 
ond Big Grace avene referred to in the Geptember fourth arti¢le so thet all of 
us could better judge the sccurney of Cartwright's statementa, We viaited fr : 
these areas and others in the lienitobe Lake basin ay Jewtyber 9, This is 
whet we founds 

Le Dog Loxe bad not to exeont 10,209 waterford taelading sootes ond geese, 

& Big Gres marsh had eo mexinw of 3°,000 wterfowl, more than a third 
of which were gots, 4 

. Se Reaths ay Moule mumeey eae tate ae eee 
ing Delta Harch, Leke Francis Merehes, Wershy Potut ond the rest plus the 
shoreline) had fewer than 100,000 waterfowl, « tenth of which were eoots, 

I need not point out thet Cartwhight hes @ieeradited releases ef both 
the Kendtobs Government and the Fieh and Wildlife Service by bin atatenents, 
ahem paper nmmpoed yg cen ytoe acme Noo gaa 
thie «ren ere in a yreeerdous position, goes without saying that Sas Biptecmer Steel! ke Gee celts en nn Ua come Eibtag i 
ne ae | he wee tele: foolishly, do a8 re @ gurveys 
pf, Hat snd i of our oom omganiuation were the only detailed studies 
of bre padre and broods mede in the Seaketehewn Dolta aren during the 
period that breeding pairs could be counted, ; : 

there is no “mystery to the thousands of ducke"4iseovered” in Kenitoda, As grim es the situation in Meniteba this year appeared to us, we still oom 
tinmteé thet thie province hee » couple of miliden ducks, ‘That would meen 
twenty concentrations as grent as the one seen during yeaterday's flight, 
after yesterday count in sone of Kenitebats best eoncentmtion points, I 
wonder whether I wxen't overly optimiatic rather than too pesuimistio, 

proc ray feeding ny Spi dyad Soong dose wreah tbe wad 
presented ot Bottineau is in marked contrast to Faneet*s thet duck sum bers are af © record bigh im Segketehewan and Alberta, J 

; Arthur &, Kewkins, Biologist



From The Winnipeg Iribune-~Thursday, September 4, 1947: 

THOUSANDS OF DUCKS DISCOVERED IN MANITOBA; ORIGIN Is MYSTERY 

Thousends of plump ducks are whirring about the mrshlanda of northern 
Manitobe and nobody is sure where they came from, 

Refuting reports of a festedininishing duck population which have been reaching the city for the past yeer, B, W, Cartwright, chief naturel~ 
ist for Ducks Unlimited and chairman of the waterfowl. committee of the 
Menitoba Federation of Game and Fish Associations, Wednesday at Brandon 
told members of the association's executive committee that there were plenty of ducks to keep lienitoba hunters happy for some time, 

Whistles and applause greeted the report of Mr, Cartwright, who hae 
—_ completed an aerial survey of the three preirte provinces, Man~ 
‘tova is poorer in ducks than the other preirie provinces, he seid, i 

but the diswml forecases of other observers are unfounded, 

‘The average duck family in some of the arens covered is reicing a brood 
of six to mturity, 

in the South Saaketchewin delta near The Pas Mr, Cartwright sew 50 
bfeeding pair per square mile in some localities, 

In other sections of The Fae area which had been reported poor, the 
duck population hed been very mood, In sections where a previous 
annual aerial survey had estimated one bird to five acres, he hed 
estimated one-half bird to eacheere, 

In the Dog Lake area, north of Ashern, dueks had risen in steh num , bers thet it had been impossible to count them, 

"We hed to bese our estimate upon our previous exveriences," He gf 
stated thet there would be 2,000 birds per mile of shore line, “The 
figures I give are very conservative,” he added, 

In the inaccessible portions of Manitoba's Big Grass Marsh, the dufors 
rese in such thousands thet it was negessary for the pilot, who was 
stinming over the area at 160 feet, to practice extreme caution to 

avoid wknctmg colliding with the whirring fowl, 

Waterfowl conditions in Saskatchewan and Alberta were good, Mr, Carte 
wright seid, 

The majority of Menitob birds would fannel through the Mississippi 
flyway and would provide shooting for cunnera along that migretion route, 

It was « puzzle where the Manitoba birds came from, both Mr, Cartwright and G, W» Melaher, acting director of the Manitoba Game and Fisheries 
branch, stated, The U.%, Fish and Wildlife Servace end the Manitoba Geme Brench had trained observers working throughout the area during the 
Summer and had reported a scarcity of birds, d 

“There was some possibility that of them had moved z Dekota,” tre taht eld, et many mo in from North ; 

cs



From The Winnipeg Tribune~-Aucuet 28, 1947 

DUCK NUMBERS AT RECORD HIGH 

. Medieine Hat, Alte., Aug, 28 (CP)--G, M, Fanset, Canadian manager of 

Ducks Unlimited, in an interview said favorebte growing season with water- 
filled sloughs in southern Alberta and Saskatchewan had produced a record coun 

count of wild ducks, 

Mr, Fenset is here on an official inspection of Ducks (Unlimited) 
projects, He left for Calgary end Edmonton, 

He said aneerial survey along northern weters now is in progress and 

when completed will furnish a better index of the fall migration, 

‘ Parched votholes in the breeding season can take just as great a toll 

of wildfowl as hunters’ guns, he seid, adding that the nimrods are just 

one factor taicen into account by ducka.
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September 11, 1947 

Mr. Tory Ward 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 

Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Tory: 

I wont to thank you for the duck skin. Maybe 

one of my daughters swiped it from you tut 

anyhow it is now labelled and deposited in 
my collection and I value it not only as a 
skin but also as a lot of growing up on your 

part. 

fell Pete thet his unfinished painting of the 
mallards hits me square between the eyes although 

I would be at a loss to give the exact reasons, 

I had to chuckle over the trade of the painting 
for a dog collar. 

} Also, tell Pete that his phalaropes are a knock- 

out. 

With regards to your parents, 

Yours sincerely, 

Al PM Aldo Leopold 

\ 

\ ‘
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Dear Aldo, 
By now you probably have about as complete a report on the 
Delta Station during the summer of 1947 as is possiblg to 
ever tell. We miss Bill and the girls heme and were very sorry 

to see them go. 

Your letter of August 1 was here when I got back from the bush 
and I hoped to find out about my winter plans before I answered 
it. I still do not know just what we are going to do but intend 
being in Madison for a while at least this winter. With all of the 
old data in the files and what we were able to collect this year 
there 1s more paperbd work now pending than I can get through 
this winter though I hop e to get to some library this winter 
and dig out some of the European literature. Also on the program 
some winter soon is some work on the wintering grounds. 

There is an interesting news item here sponsored by Cartwright which 
I meant to send but since I have just one copy Art has decided to send 
you one of his along with his own counter information. It is apparent 
now that the new DU is worse than the old DU and that some new 
appreach must be taken on the part of the waterfowl group to 

bring some better order out of a controversy which seems to be gettin; 
worse rather than better. We have gotten Irv's slant on the difficu 1t 
in Wisconsin due to the reluctance of the hunters to accept the 

new regulations. 

Would there be any possibility of you coming up for a few days this 
fall? You have never been here that time of year as I remember. 

I am glad to hear that the essays are moving along to completéon. 
Thank you for the reprint of the phenology paper. As yet I have not 
been able to give it more than a superficial glance but intend 
goin g over it thoroughly and organizing our next years approach along 

similar lines. 

Our very best regards to you and Mrs. Leopold. Hop e to see you 
this winter in case you cannot come up this fall. 

Yours, : 

SPONSORED BY THE WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF aca “AGRICULTURE ¢ MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

September 6, 1947 

Mr. H, Albert Hochbaum . 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Your Outdoor Life article is forceful and exceed- 
7 ingly timely. We have an explosion on in Wisconsin 

and your article has been nimeogranhed and broad- 
. casted all over the state. It will do a lot more 

good than anything that can be said by any commis- 
sioner or any meriber of the department because 
it is from outside. 

: : I am asking Hd Vanderwall for fifty copies of 
the mimeographed article for use in correspondence 
and for supplying my students. 

Yours as ever, 

AL: PM Aldo Leopold
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August 25, 1947 

Dr. Clarence Cottam 
US Fish and Wildlife Services 

, Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois 

Dear Clarence? ! 

: Thanks for letting mo see Joe Hickey's letter and 
your reply of August U4, 

Being one of thoss dovble headed fellows, I can 

geo both your argument and his. You both might 

be interested to know what heaopened in the Wisconsin ‘ 
Commission when the new resulations came un. ‘the 

usual delegation of duck hunters was on hand and eer 
they had at least half the Comalesion ready to 
‘secede". Tho duck hunters wented the early season : 

and the googe hunters the late. Tie ond result 
Was a wieninous approval of the late season on the 
grounds that we had to conserve our local brooding 
stock. I think the fish and Wildlife Service could 
make heavier use of that srvuuent. ! 

With best regards, : 

ne: Yours as ever, 

. j AL:PM Aldo Leopold 

P.S. ‘Thanks also for your good letter of August 19 
‘ about Ducks Unlimited. 

| 

i 

:
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - 

COLLEGE oe oe ® MADISON 
SUR EE. “ones 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 
August 1, 1947 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Thanks for letting me see the waterfowl paper and 
Gus Swanson's comments on it. I mst say I agree 
with some of his points and I am glad that you 
are not publishing it. For some reason which is 

hard for me to pin down, it is not as good as 

your parallel paper in Audubon Magazine. It con- 
tains some excellent thoughts however, and I hope 
you will use them elsewhere. 

I am returning Gabe's letter. Thanks for letting 
me see it. 

I was genuinely pleasedwith the Fish and Wildlife 
Service release on the breeding grounds which you 
doubtless have by now received. ‘This is doubtless 
the one that Gus refers to. ; 

I have been up to my neck in the essays and have not 
been able to think of mch else. I appreciate the 
many pressing invitations to come to Delta, and I 
needn't tell you how much such a trip would interest 
me but I am afraid I mst focus the summer on just 
one thing. It is the only possible way that I can 
get anything done. 

Do you remember your interest in my study of isolated 
robin territory at the shack? This summer I have two 
pairs instead of one,and everything is changed. It 
was a lucky break and if I can now find the second 
nest I think I will have it pretty well pinned down 
as a density difference. I thought of this when 

: Bruce sent me the correspondence with Milton Trautman 
about black duck territories. ) 

(@ 
I appreciate your hospitelity to my small daughter, 
whose letters actually pop with enthusiasm about 
Delta and all its works. 

Yours as ever, 

AL. 
AL: PM Aldo Leopold
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Survey of Delfa Marshes {the Daily Graphic (CP) 

Divulges Serious Situation eee ges Serious diiuallo | FORECAST 
The Delta Waterfowl Research Station at Delta,| The disturbance that gave such 

Manitoba, has provided the Daily Graphic with a compre- |¢*tensive rain to the southeastern 
x gis ae prairies is now centred over north- 

hensive statement of conditions as they really exist in the |western Ontario and is moving rap- 
Delta marshes this year, and the picture painted presents ie eastward. ot ee 

. * . ain is reported in the Pickle a very grim outlook indeed to sportsmen. These facts |; 210 region Pee aes gig 
have also been made known to the provincial department |light showers are reported. Skies 
of mines and natural resources®@—————-___—_——— are gradually clearing over Mani- 
Malas! sapebenent tips: Aare in |°f fine marshland have no breed-/toba and will clear over westerm 

P ng ducks at all. Arthur S. Hawk- |Ontario tomorrow. Skies over the 
Portage last week. ee oo ere ae ay bi /western portion of the district wil ; t ogist stationed in Manitoba says : 

anal ey toeal branch of the Game] isis condition prevails through |Temain generally clear except for 
te hat fae Seen * fhe. ‘ovin.| 20st of the province. In the very jbrief afternoon cloudiness today 
iS pon weation oe Clear Lake the, | est duck: breeding areas in Mant land Wedneaday. It will continue cial convention at Clear Lake this! oh, he seldom finds more than ‘ eos week, seeking support for their 0% of the areas occupied by ducks. cool in the northwesterly flow to 
proposals Deeeenree to pie ey n some fine areas, the percentage jthe west of the disturbance and 
feat Pate ae, get mani f occupancy is even lower so that jtemperatures are not expected to 

Deita Wie ndivateniisieanbernecd shad paca as Bene Sry pauoss rise much above 65 in most regions. 
led sportsmen to believe the only ae dunia! The Big Grass Masa | Thunder Bay: Overcast becoming 
paglution, Js 2. shortened hunting | ‘erated by. Ducks . Unlimited, cloudy tonight clearing Wednesday toes oT . ba it hows a severe reduction of its /evening. Frequent showers becom- 
Ower possession limit. reeding numbers since last year |ing widely scattered during the 
The statement, as prepared by H.| nd at the Lower Souris Waterfowl |” ’ s pivert oe of the Research refuge, in North Dakota, the story /night Pane eae ee 

Station, Is as ows: s the same: less..ducks. noon. Little change in temperature. 
ta wie fuck population of the Del’) “From farther west, in Saskat-|Winds south at 15 MPH changing 
et athe TORE of waterfowl | hewan and Alberta, come reports to west at 20 MPH this afternoon 
are far lower than last year when| f more ducks than last year. While dropping to light Wednesday morn- 
the seriousness of the shortage was | his is good news, Manitoba sports- ing, Low tonight and high Wednes- 
first apparent. Indeed, the 1947] 1en and naturalists should not let ‘day 45 and 65. 
duck population at Delta is but} his lead them to forget ‘the seri- ee os 

fraction of what it was ten years| usness of the Manitoba situation, | Winnipeg: Cioudy clearing cas 
}igo when. ducks were just recover-| fanitoba ducks’ mostly go south evening. Becoming cloudy Wednes- 
ng from their last “depression.” ia the sent ae Misaipsippl day afternoon clearing in the-ever 

“The decline has been most seri-! yways where the shootinglosses ; 3 7. i 
oe ae Canvasback. In 1946 ap-| vere most severe last year. Fur- nse Little change si temperature. 
proximately 131 pairs of Ganasel here west the breeding grounds Winds west at 15 MPH dropping to 
back bred at Delta, producing about | eceive birds which have wintered light*this evening. Light winds on i 
500 young. This year the top figure | less heavily-hunted areas. Thus Wednesday. Low tonight high on 
|s 80 pairs, and their production | he low. Manitoba. duck numbers. i Wedt ésday 45 and 68 
can hardly be in excess of 100 birds. Hh eee face a SS Cee RL rasan i scar ; 

hy anvasback has_ been | -itions, might be taken as ar ¥ ANGELS’ 7 
cates td i aah of an uncom- |dication that the ducks of the} ANGELS’ poe 
mon species on the Marsh which | ‘ississippi Flyway are in a serious late eels ee means: 
was once known as one of the finest | ondition. : iby, Of the “Angels. 
Rea peck breeding areas in aes ae 

orth America. 

| “Declines have been noted in | 
every species breeding at Delta. In 
the Mallard and Pintail, favorite 
game ducks, the number of breed- 
ing pairs is only half what it was 
in 1946. Pintails outnumber Mal- | 
lards, not only at Delta but else- j 
Where, and it is believed"that this 
relative scarcity of Mallards reflects 
a very serious condition of the Mal- 

: |lards of the Missieppt flyway, | 
\where this species has been so | 
heavily, shot during the last two } 
years. i mee | es 2 

| The record of the decline at Del- | 
ta has been kept by workers of the | 
Delta Waterfowl Research Station, 
who are working in co-operation 
with other Canadian Waterfowl bi- 

, f ologists and with the Flyway Bi- | 
ologists of the U.S. Fish and Wild. | 
life Service stationed at Delta. In- 
}tensive observations have been 
}made since the first ducks arrived; 
j and the ground surveys have been | 
haugmented by. careful air counts. | 
|Eight air surveys have been made 
of the marsh so far this spring. 
Peter Ward and Lyle Sowls have 
made air counts with the aircraft 
of the Portage Flying Club, while 
the Fish and Wildlife Service biolo- 
gists have their own survey plane 
stationed on the Rutledge farm, 
near Delta. ‘ i 

“Several reports of favorable 
breeding conditions on the Delta 
Marsh and elsewhere pate been in- 
vestigated by the Station biologists. 
In each instance these false re- 
ports were based upon observations 
of late transients, or of gatherings 
of non-breeding birds. In late May} 
and early June every year there} 
is a_ steady movement of ducks, 5 
mostly males, from other areas 
into the Delta marsh. These birds 
do not breed here but come to local 
breeders, such as the baldpate and 
green-winged teal, or of species 
which do not even breed here, | 
such as the black duck. These 
gatherings are a _ natural. shift 
which takes place every year and 
should not. be confused with resi- 
dent breeding birds. Indeed, even 
these gatherings of molting birds 
from other areas are found in les- 
ser numbers than in_ previous! 
years. | 

“There are other indications, be- 
sides the counts of breeding pairs, | 
which suggest the low numbers, 
In the finest nesting areas of the 
marsh where even last year there 
were numerous duck nests, the 
nests are few and far/between. In 
some areas Where Canvasback and 
Redhead nests were easily observ- 
ed last year, there are none now. 

{ “Another disturbing feature of 
( the season is the heavy propor- 

tion of males in the Canvasback. 
Neyer before have the Station bi- 
ologists seen so many gatherings 
made up entirely of males dur- } 
ing the early part of the breeding 
season. The records of the 1946 § 
shooting season show that the | 
kill of females was considerably ef 
heavier at Delta than of males, | 
and this unbalanced kill in the 
tremendous Canvasback bag may |} 
account for the greater number ] 
of unmated males this spring. ] 
There is as yet no explanation j 
for the heavier kill of females, 

; but the commercial duck camps § 
on the Delta marsh take a heavy 

| early-season toll of Canvasback 
| and. the females apparently are 
more vulneyable to such high- 
pressure shootiig. The Canvas- 
back was the Priv duck which 

| showed a heawie® kill of females 
last fall. , 
“Many areas at Delta where 

breeding ducks were once abun- 
dant have but here and there a few § 
seattered pairs, while vast regions 

«
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Gun Pressure on Delta Marsh and 
e 

Establishment of Nursery Area 
During the past decade there has been a tremendous peli 0 os yal ae 

inerease in gun pressure on water fowl all over the North ae ae raga arene tg ea 
American continent. There are numerous reasons for aR a ecu! Gaui, dnecde all 

this, e.g. more shooters, better transportation facilities] marsh area East of Delta Station 
and easier access to hunting areas, better arms and am-|in the Delta Fur Rehabilitation 
munition, ete. The Delta Marsh has experienced the same| Block and West of Delta Station 
increased gun pressure as other¢——___________________| all marsh area as far west as the 

places on the continent, but in ad- |persal is consequently delayed un-| White Mud River. 
dition to the above factors we have | til late September and early Oct-| If such an area could be set up 
had a tremendous influx of non-|ober. Banding studies have shown| then we could easily control the 

resident shooters, particularly dur-|that the adult females return to| gun pressure by doing two things: 

ing the early part of the season./the same spot in the marsh and} (1) Prohibiting shooting in this 
There has probably been more}juvenile females return to the] area before October 1st by any 
non-resident shooting on the Delta|same marsh area to set up house-| shooter. This would permit pre- 
Marsh than in any other area Of | keeping for the next season. These | liminary dispersal. 

the same size in Manitoba. Granted | same facts apply to river ducks| (2) Prohibiting of any shooting 
that the number of non-resident|sych as the Mallard and Pintail| in this area by non-resident shoot- 
shooters compared to the number | except that these species have a|ers until after October 15th. This 
of resident shooters is small, still| ;9mewhat earlier dispersal. would reduce and spread shooting 

the increase pressure from this! «te pulk of the non-resident| pressure during the latter portion 
SSE Ce ane great for two rea-| 1, ooting in Delta Marsh occurs be-| Of the dispersal period. 
sane __|fore October 15, and before dis-| We would suggest that these 

(1) These hunters shoot steadily persal has taken place. As a re- two points could be enforced ina 

over a period of days whereas the | suit the tremendous gun pressure| designated area such as this re- 
resident shooter shoots only on a}i, concentrated almost entirely on| 8ardless of the opening dates else- 
several day a season basis. our local breeding stock. The only| Where in the Province. It would 

(2) There is a constant turn-over|conclusion we can draw from|2°t influence hunting on stubble 
of these nonresident shjoters |these facts is that unless some| reas and since marsh shooting 
which means that the daily shoot-|<teps are taken to control gun| 70es not influence stubble popula- 
ing continues through the whole| pressure we are faced with the| tions, such local delays for marsh 

season. same fate that has over-taken| Shooting on the Delta Nursery 
We have actual figures to prove |g00d marsh areas in other places; ie would in no on a 

that there hag been increased |namely, a burnt out marsh, er cse nor Ouran eet 
‘ ; ; tural lands. The fact that the 

pressure in the Delta area. During NURSERY AREA | | other government agencies have 

Uae a pcehyaur aed To introduce the same thought been faced with similar problems 

others made daily ee of hunt-|in waterfowl management as in| is borne out by the fact that South 
crs bags and during that period tal-| s,,est management we will use| Dakota has prohibited all non-resi- 
at road Pete dl vo paar the word NURSERY AREA. In’ dent water fowl shooting and has 

ie *| speaking of a Nursery Area in for-| set up a delayed opening date on 
and working only 2 or 3 days e estry we visualize this area as an} their pheasant shooting. 

week, the tally was again 5000 area in which logging is prohibit- This problem has been given 

Se a Cis as many | oq in order to keep up a stock of | careful study by the members of 
ens were “tale Ce trees for years to come. We feel/ our Executive, and this brief is 

last season as were tallied in four | 1,4 a similar step has to be taken | presented to the Department of 
scene in waterfowl management in the! Game and Fisheries for their con- 

The Delta Marsh is one of the| Delta area and that our shooting | sideration in the hope that the 
most important breeding areas in| in this area must be controlled 1 prompt adoption of some plan 

Manitoba, particularly for diving|order to preserve our breeding | such as this will prevent the burn- 

ducks such as the Canvasback, Red | stock. Going further we would a | ing out of Delta Marsh. We fur- 

Heads, and Lesser Scaup. For the | fine the term NURSERY AREA as) ther believe that the plan is sound 

Red Head it is one of the two or}a permanent body of marsh water} Conservation in the broadest sense 

three important breeding grounds | producing an annual crop of water | of the word, and the effects will in- 

in North America. Most of these|fowl and maintaining its popula-| volve (because ducks are migra- 

ducks do not mature until late /|ticn until autumn dispersal. tory) far more than local benefits : 
summer and early autumn and dis- In line with this thought we! or local resources.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF "ae “AGRICULTURE # MADISON 

DEPARTMENT. OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ; 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

June 19, 1947 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaun 

Delta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Menitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I have thought often in recent months that you were. 

likely to have more biologists than ducks this 

summer, but I am glad that you are pleased with 
them as individuals. 

Have you picked out what you want in the way of a 
western job? I imow you don't need any help, but 

if I can be of any use in preparatory moves, tell 
me. 

I am leaving today for the annual meeting of the 
: Wilderness: Society at International Falls, Minn. 

I will see Olaus Murie there. The trip is worth- 
while on that grounds alone. 

I an glad to hear the youngsters are well, and 

wish you would give my love to Joan. 

Yours es ever, 

AL:PM Aldo cet gw 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's - 
absence to avoid delay.
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June 5, 1947 

My. G W. Maleaher 

Game and Fisheries Branch 
Dept. of Minea and Natural Resources 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

Dear Mr. Malahert 

Your friendly letter thaniding me for ny suggestions 
about Delta marsh is mthor an extraordinary docu- 

nont, because I imow from my experience ag a comnis- 
sioner that one seldom gets thanked for suggesting 
anythin

g 
to an administrator. You may be sure that 

T appreciate your attitude and also your invitation 
to drop in at your office. If I can get to Delta, 

I will certain
ly 

take advantage of your invitation 
to call, It is vory heartenin

g 
to me to see your 

Department taking this question seriously, 

Yours sincerely, 

AIPM Aldo Leopold
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, DEPARTMENT OF 
MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

May 29th, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
State Conservation Commission, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S, A, ‘ 

Dear Sir: 

The Honourable J. S. McDiarmid has asked me to express his 
appreciation of your letter of May 13th, in connection with the problem 
of hunting pressure on the Delta marsh. 

The suggestion put forward by the group of sportsmen at Portage 

La Prairie is one of @ number of ways by which the waterfowl population 
produced on this marsh might be safeguarded. 

The Department is now conducting a full survey of the situation 

in an endeavour to find a solution which can be applied not only to Delta, 

but also to other similar areas to which the gun pressure might shift 

quite rapidly. 

Your letter has served to emphasize to us the need for definite 

action to prevent the "burning out" of marsh areas such as the Delta. The 

hunting pressure last season brought the matter forcibly to our attention 

and some safeguard will have to be imposed before another open season 
commences. 

In a recent conversation with Mr. Hochbaum he mentioned that you 

might possibly be visiting Manitoba this summer. May I extend to you a 

most cordial invitation to call on us if there is any way in which we can 

help to make your visit more pleasurable or profitable, 

Yours sincerely, 

G.W. Malaher, 
GWM/JL. A/Director of Game & Fisheries.
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May 23, 1947 

Rear Aldo, 

Thank you for the large group of reprints and for the 

newsletter which just arrived. This is the busy sesson 

and I have nit yet had time to go over them in detail. 

I am enclesing a copy of the spring report on the 

duck flight which I am sure you will be interested in. You 

would hardly recognize this marsh here as a breeding ground for 

wayerfowl anymore, the ducks are so few. 

Sincerely,



May 27, 1947. 

My. lyle Sowls 

Delta Waterfowl Research Station 

Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Tye: 

Your report on the spring duck flight is even more discouraging 
than I had anticipated. ‘Thanks for sending it. 

Oae problem which emerges from your report is how to adjust the — 
fate of standardized yearly observations in order to take account 
of current earliness or lateness, ‘This, of course, is a phenologi-~ 
cal problem, 

The answor is not a aimple one, Ordinary plant phenology is cer- 
See ae the sole answer, becaase it is inereasingly clear to me 
that 3 @isplay a mech greater lag in response to weather than 
animals do, ‘mks at the present moment, here at Madison, plants 
ig weeks late while the May migration was ohly two to five days 

e 

Another reason ia that plant items are scarce during the spring 
waterfowl movement. 

Moreover spring movement and actual nesting are sot necessarily 
parallel. ; 

I think this problem can be worked out. ‘the first step is to 
accumilate general phenology, both plent ani ahfmal, including 
@ maxiuan of items antecedent to the events on which standard ob- 
servations are desired, ‘the ultimate analysis of such data, along 
lines you will see in the forthcoming phenology paper, will yield 
something approaching a method of stendardizing, 4 

My experiehee ia that in a group such as the Delta group, one per- 
gon should be “eaptain® of the phenolecy record, all others ki~ 
4n their date. I'm sending coples of this to Albert and Art 

Your 

i



Nelta Waterfowl Research Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Soring Waterfowl Gondittons ot Delta, Manitoba 
with Notes on the Minnedosa Pothole Country. . ( 

The Delta Region — : 

Waterfowl conditions in the Delta rerion for the spring of 1947 are characterized by: (1) a sold, tate spring, (2) lower water isvels than in 1946, : (3) om elmost complete absence of a ing passage of river ducks through the region, (4) e aren re- duced spring pessage of Giving ducks, (5) bree psire for moat species fewer than in 1946, and (a) breeding pairs far below the number the present 
suitable marsh habitat ean ecoomoedate, 3 

Water and eee The winter of 1946-'47 lett : sore snow in southern Manitoba then hes been recorded singe 1939, Despite the tnerease in snow, the mine off was ineuffictent te bring the slowchs and potholes up to last year's spring-level., Permanent water 
markers on the Portege plaing show a drop of about i 18" sinee May, 1946, The marsh shows no appreaiable | change in level from last spring. 

The mean temperature for Merch averaged 9 derrees below the mean for March 1946, April continued sold with an average of 14 degrees dolow leat year (thees fleures for Winmipeg area). To date, May 1s continuing old but no temperature extremes have occured sa last ‘year when 12 degrees of frost wes recorded during the : : second week of May. 

Arrival et aiapeneet Mallarda and set were Pat seen by he eee nh pergonnel on April 2nd, ebout two weeks behind Lest yeer'’s avrivel, From that date to April 9th only an ocensionsl duck . of ~~ speeles could be found in the marsh, Paring : this latter period there was litthle open water. Prom Acril Sth onward ineveasinghy mild weather brought : nore and more open water arens and a slow inorease in 
duake. 

; : 

. The regular flight 6f mellards and pintetls



through this ares oceurs in early April. This year ; 
it was hardly detestable. On April 23rd Peter Mard 
and Bill Newman, Provincial Game Guardian, sew a 
flight of between two end three thousand mallards - 
end pintalls pessing through. n April 2@n! about 
0 mallards and pintalls were seen migreting north. 
These two flights made up the total passare observed. 
During most years the spring flights of these birds | 
sen be watched over a period of two weeks. 

The arrival dates of other species of river ducks — 
are aa follows: 

Shovelier Aprtl @ 
Wigeon . April 23 
Green-winged Teal April 26 
Gadwall April 26 

. Blue-winged Teal April 28 

All of these species show « drop in. migrant populations 
; exeept possibly the blueewinged tesl whose numbers 

Y appear te be about the sane this spring es in 1946. 

The arrival dstes of the diving ducks are as follows: 
‘ Goldeneye : April 3 

Bufflenoad April 1é. 
Canvas back April 
Lesser scaup April #1 
Redhead . April 25 
Ringneck Duck April 25 MO RG, 
Ruddy Dueck April 29 
White-winged sasoter May 10 

: The numbers of sanvasbeck, redhead and leaser acaup 
; passing through this spring was far below 1946, the 

drop being most notisesble in the lesser seaun since 
the numbers for comparison are greeter in this species 
than in the other two. Ruddies are sbout the same in 
nmunbers aa last yeer. Ringnecks, buffleheads, white- 
winged seoters end aoldeneyes, never abwmdent in any 
year, do not show greet changes in numbers from one 
yeer to the next. The 1947 populations for these 
species appear to be about the same as in 1946,
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Ganeda geese were first seen on April @nd when two 
individuals were cited. Two later flights were . . 
estimated at 191 on April 9th and 369 on April 14th. 
After the 14th only small locel movements were seen 
in this region. On April 9th whistling swans came 
im and remained in the area, many of them being st111 
here at this writing. Wo appreciable increase or 
decrease in numbers was observed. This spring 6 ‘ 
flocks of blue and snow geese estimated at 1100 birds 
flew over. Lest spring two flocks estimoted et leas 
than 100 birds were recorded, Por the first time 
since 1940 a flock of about 400 birds spent two nichts 
in the extreme southern end of Cadham bay. Oceasional ‘ 
small groups of white-fronted geese were seen during 
the passage of Caneda geese. ; 

‘The Minnedosa Region 

The counts of ducks on the glaciel potholes near i 
Minnedosa was begun early in ey fe 1946 and wns con- 
tinued this spring. Owing to t late spring, 
cealander dates do not eoincide. The count this year 

. was made one week later then last year to insure a ' 
, comparable situation in regard to migrants and breed- 

ing pairs--chronology being determined by intensive 
observations at Delta. pat 

} On Mey 9, 1946, 186 sample areas were scouted. On , 
May 16th, 1947, 160 were counted and the comparison 
between these two sounts is here givens 

Number of Ducks per Pothole for Ten Most Gomnon 
y Specter. 1946 Commarea With 1947 

Mallard 84 32 
Pintatl 81 ‘ 27 
Gedwall O58 2090 ‘ 
Wigeon . «17 : «18 
Shoveller 3a «17 
Blue-winged Teal e71 242 3% 
Green-winged Teal 210 005 

' Ganvasback 46 032 
Redhead 044 21 
Lesser Seaup 37 044 

All 10 Species 3.7 2.56 ; 
heintioaitlinnsniecniediunietinnascrssneinansenticinlanuinliterieibsnsninstwbioananiabipeiinine
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‘s Goneiustonss The reduotions 1n nombers of mallards, 
Pinteails, blue-winged teal, shovellers, canvasbacks 
and redhesds is drastic. ‘The count of lesser seaup : 

- this year includes many late migrants; hence further 
eountea will have to be made before velid conelusions : 
sean be drawn. Numbers of ereenswinged teal, wiceon i 

_ and gedwell are too low for valid comperison. 

' When attempting to compare one year's waterfowl) 
: ’ population with another the chronology of events and fi 

' happenings must be made to coincide as nearly os 
possible. Althouvh this eer'e firat sou cts were 

. made ome week later than lest yeer's it is apparent 
thet this week's delay was not enouch and thet the 

' s@a@9n was more than one week behind last spring. 
| No sompletely setisfnctory means of fens how early 

or late s season is has yet been devised. 

Investication of waterfowl appraisal in terms of 
whet a mersh aren is able to accomodate rather thah ; 
@ Gomperison with the previous ore is being son- 
tinued. All arenes stwited tn 1946 had breeding 
populations far below their carrying capacity, Ob- ; 
servations this spring indicate further depletion 
of breeding pairs. ; 

eK. towls 

Blologist 

\
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: KEITH NEVILLE | 

oe NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA 

January 24, 1947 

prof. Aldo Leopold 

4yo4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am glad to have your vieWs With reference to the migratory Wild fowl 

situation. The statement in my fellow-hunter letter that in my opinion 

the closing of the Mississippi states to goose hunting Was punitive, 

Was based on information given me by tWo personal friends, one of Whom 

talked to Mr. Day in Washington before the regulations Were issued and Was 

told that the goose situation gave no Worry and in this conversation Mr. 

Day indicated very clearly his animosity toward hunters Who band together 

in clubs. My second informant Was a man Who Was associated With Mr. Day 

in the Wildlife Service for a great many years and from this association 

had formed opinions of Mr. Day's feeling concerning duck hunters Who 

promoted their hunting facilities py banding together. His impression 

Was that this feeling amounted to an obsession. If, as you suggest in 

your letter, the ban Was based on the situation at Horseshow Lake, it Would 

seem to me that the logical thing to do was to curtail or eliminate 

hunting in that immediate locality and if the goose situation along the 

Mississippi flyWay Was as you outline it, why would Mr. Day state during the 

summer that the goose situation Was Well in hand and that there was nothing 

to worry about With reference to it. 

I have no personal knoWledge of the situation along the Mississippi 

flyway. I doknow What the situation is in our own flyway. In eastern 

Colorado an extension on the hunting season confined, however, to shooting 

ducks in the fields has been in effect for a number of years. In this 

vicinity farmers are sustaining considerable losses due to ducks in 

the vicinity of the Sutherland reservoir. An agent of the Wildlife 

Service, I am advised by Nebraska conservation officers, made a survey 

before the reservoir froze over and reported to the Wildlife Service 

that there were 300,000 ducks on the Sutherland Reservoir and Lake Maloney. 

In 1945 there were more geese in Garden County,Nebraska (the Platte River 

is a reserve) than I have seen there in thirty years. During the past 

hunting season there Were more geese than average. 

With reference to ducks my information is that of every one hundred dueks 

that are hatched in Canada and in the northern states of this country only 

forty survive to fly south the first season. That the greatest destroyer 

of the young ducks is drouth, second predators, followed by fire and 

that the toll taken by hunters in Canada and in the United States is Well 

down the line as compared to those agencies above mentioned. of the 

predators, the crow is the greatest offender. , 

é Ducks Unlimited has made a practical and realistic approach to the problem 

f of reducing the number of ducks lost through drouth. They have reclaimed 

more than 1,250,000 acres of breeding grounds in Canada. In my fellow-
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hunter letter, I set the figure at 1,500,000 acres. This Was an 
unintentional error. It Would seem to me that Ducks Unlimited should 
be commended, but on March 12, 1946 at the llth North American Wildlife 
conference, Mr. Albert M. Day, Who Was acting director of the United States 
Fish and Wilflife Service and Who Was about to become director, delivered 
a blast against Ducks Unlimited Which Was intemperate, ill advised and 
absolutely Without justification. It Would appear that Mr. Day's idea 
Was that the ducks should be preserved by the Wilflife Service or not 
at all. 

Next to drouth, the croW takes the largest toll of ducks. The crow 
winters in the United States. It is characteristic of the bird that 
they form large concentrations and almost invariably the entire 
concentration roosts at the same place. By the expenditure of a 
comparatively small sum of money by the Fish and Wildlife Service the crow 
population could be greatly reduced, if not completely liquidated. 
There are tWo tremendious concentrations in Nebraska, one at Superior 
in Which it is estimated that there are 500,000 croWs and one six miles 
northWest of Cozad, Which certainly runs into the hundreds of thousands 
of birds. There are other small concentrations in the state. So far 
as I know, the Wildlife Service has never made a concerted effort to 
eliminate the crows. Under the Pitman-Robertson act certain monies 
are allocated to the several states, three-fourths from the federal governmen 
to-be matched by one-fourth from the state. The restrictions surrounding 
the use of this fund, I am told by Nebraska conservation officers, renders 
it practically useléss and Wasted so far as duck conservation is concerned. 

Scientific research is valuable if it disclosed how duck loooes occur, 
but if it is not folloWed by positive action in eradicating the cause of such 
losses, What can be said to have been ultimately accomplished? Mr. Day 
and those Who preceeded him appear to believe that the one remedy is 
shortened seasons and reduced bag limits. In my fellow-hunter letter, 
I stated that nothing could be more disastrious to the duck crop than a 
twenty day season if it ran consecutively, for the reason that certain 
species of ducks migrate southWard earlier than others and the result 

. Would be that the bag of ducks Would all come from a few species, Which 
species depending on Whether the short season Was early or late. 
Every one Who knoWs anything about the habits of migratory wild fowl 
knoWs that that statement is correct. 

In Mr. Day's release Which appeared on page 285 of the November 30th 
issue of the Sportsmen's Review entitled: "Early Prediction of Duck 
Scarcity Confirmed", in Which Mr. Day summarized reports from game 
‘management agents from the states in the northern and intermediate zones 
I stated in my fellow-hunter letter that these reports Were made before 
there Was any northern flight of ducks in the areas represented. The 

( Nebraska report Was as of October 12th. Upon the basis of these reports, 
: Mr. W. E. Crouch of the Wildlife Service in Milwaukee Was quoted in the 

Associated Press as saying that the 1917 season should be cut to twenty days 

With a bag limit of three ducks. Recently in a letter received by Mr.
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J. E. Davidson, Omaha sportsman, on January 18th, Mr. Crouch denied having 

made the statement, stating that his remarks at the Milwaukee meeting Were 

misinterpreted. 

Mr. Day's most recent release Was to the effect that the present hunter- 

angler army, Which Was Well over 16 million exceeding the peak of the 

12 million in the armed forces during the war, Was a great threat to the 

wild life of the ey eee Mr. Day arrived at this 16 million figure 

obviously by adding 8,280,232 anglers and 8,190,901 hunters. He evidently 

used the hunting and fishing licenses issues in the several states and 

in characteristic Day fashion assumed that no one Who hunts-fishes 

and that no one who fishes-hunts. In the same article Mr. Day placed 

the number of duck stamps issued in 1946 at nearly two million. Now 

unless We assume. that a lot of duck hunters do not bother to purchase 

duck stamps, the figures quoted by Mr. Day had no pearing on the migratory 

Water fowl problem. 

Most of the men connected professionally with the Wildlife Service 

appear to be crusaders and their releases and communications are emotional 

rather than Logical and realistic. As a result they cannot hope to 

inspire confidence. The average sportsman Will go a long way to 

preserve Wildlife, if he believes it is justified. 

Yours very truly ' 

Keith Neville
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January 21, -19%7 

Mx. Keith Neville . 
North Platte 
Nebraska i 

' Dear Mr. Neville: - 

A copy of your circular to duck hunters, dated December 19, has come to 

my notice. I cannot refrein from telling you that I think you are mis- 

taken in your appraisal of the present attitude of the Fish end Wildlife 

Service. 

I have half a dozen former students professionally engaged in duck work 

and scattered from Manitoba to Hew Brunswick and south to the Gulf, 

They all tell me the same story: that the Tish and Wildlife appraisal 

of the situation is an understatement. ‘the situation is actually vorse, Ay ‘ 

than it has been painted, and there were meny good breeding grounds et “ Aye Rear 

the-head of the “Duck Factory" which contained no breeding ducks Last 

summer, evidently because there were not enough breeders to go around. 

Iam sure you are mistaken about the Mississippi goose situation; the 

1946 closure was slsesG-on the fact that the winter population at Horse- 

shoo Lake, where most of the geese winter, has dropped by half in the 

last three years. 

: : Yours sincerely, 

4 ; ‘ Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 

P.8. In the same mail with your circular I have received a report of a 

very careful breeding survey in New Brunswick by Ducks Unlimited. This 

; f report shows a 52% decrease in black ducks as against 1945 and an 68% 

decrease in blue wings, with four other species showing decreases up to 

80% and one species an increase of 3. i am not authorized to release 
these figures and I request that you do not wublish them, but they are 

simply one sample of the reports that ara constantly reaching me. 

ec Cotten i 
V Hochbaum 

Wright
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yf BONDS: 

cin DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE : 
IN REPLY REFER TO: ; 

Lacassine Nat'l Wildlife Refuge 

Fi. 0. Box 168 ; 

Lake Arthur, Louisiana ; 

: i November 25, 1946. 

Professor -Aldo Leopold 
University Farm Place : 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin. i 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am hoping to get tine to collect some data on Sex and Age of ducks 

killed locally this season, but can't locate my copy of Hocbaun's reprint 
| on Sex and Age determination of waterfowl by cloacal examination; from 

i | the Trans. of the 7th. North American Conference. Can you obtain a copy 

| for me ? : 

At this time the duck picture, on the refuge and vicinity, looks a 
; : little better than last year. -The arrivals for all except blue-winged 

teal were a week or more later than normal and the last influx came the 

i second week of November. 
. ‘ 

Our fur trapping season opened November 20 and if the early yields 
continue we will remove about 750 mink, €00 raccoon, 40 otter and 150-200 
coypu. } 

' ; Trusting this finds you in good health and enjoying another stimulat- 

| ing year et Wisconsin, I remain 

. 53 4 ¢ 
i : Cordially 

}_- 

- Earl Le Atwood 

Refuge Manager. - 

| f 

: f| 
|
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Delta,Man,. 
November 18,1946 

Dear A.L.i~ 

Thanks for the cony of the Cottam letter. I am 

: glad you are getting some of these too. 

And I can understand how much Bob appreciates 

support, For I remember how good it was to recééve 

_ Letters from the same crowd during the "bush fever" 

period when support was at a premium. 

: i I gather from what you say in your letters 

that you really have not read Art and Bob's report. 

You mist do so sometime, for it is a tragic lesron 

of what can follow from a small degree of fact—distortion. 

Incidentally, since we are cling the books on 

i what has happened and are now working for a new plan 

you might like to know thet 1) the Smith-Hewkins gapost 

wae our suggestion to D.U. as the only ( or at least one 

; of the best wavs) the controversy could be settledsand 

2) that it weritive the points that we broukht out 

& year ago. Not that it mattere much, but it is true 

tae ( for the sake of history,as you rey) that whatever you 

doubted in me last year was,nevertheless, done without 

careless temper, that there was e plan, and that it has 

worked out within 9 reasonable degree of the original aim. 

So far, at least.
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Chicago 54, Ill. 

November 5, 1946 

Dr. Aldo leopold, 
Department of Fildlie Management, 

4ek University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Tisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just had the opportunity to read covy of your letter to 
C. A, Gross, State Chairmm of Ducks Unlimited, at Green Bay, Wisconsin, 
and want to compliment you on the stand you have taken and for the sup~ 
port you have given Bob Suith, 

I sincerely hope that the real conservationists with Ducks Unlimited 

will mike affort to correct the mistakes that have been so obvious to a 
nundsr of us. In fairness, I am convinead that there are a goodly number 

of competent men in Ducks Unlimited who are sincerely anxious to render 
& poblic service, and while with some of their staff, money may be the 
odjective with ducks the means to an end, I cannot believe this is the 

honest opinion of such men as Smith, the president, end at least a large 
percdntage of their executive committee, Because of the importance of 
the problem, and their capacity for rendering a yablic servics, I feel 

that every effort should be made to help to bring them into line. 

Anyway, I want to take this oprortunity to thenk you for the support 

you have piven Bob when he was under fire because of the honest report 
he had given, 

: Sincerely yours, 

7 s/ Clarence Cottam, 

Clarence Cottam, 

Acting Directors 

ect Al Hochbaum oe 
Art Hawkins ay thlan OF 
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aoe August 16,1946 } 

Dear A.L:- ERY? ; 

of Glad to get your note, but sorry to hear you can't make it 
up here. Joan was just saying.that she wiskad you would be coming up; 
and there is a spare bedroom. Lots to eat with four families here. hins 

. t-Lots of room, too. And lots to talk about. | f 

j ‘In your last letter you’asked me to give-you some more dope 
on D.U. as you were having’a meeting with Ruesenholt the end of the 
motnh. But there is nothing more I can say. I ted to get it across 

r to you ‘by cortespondence last year and in Madison last spring. My 
: a@memanmd main criticism of D.U. now and then if simply this: ‘Tom Main 

‘isa fantastic liar without a scratch of morals or ethics, Russenholt, 
Fast hie @ssistant is a high pressure sdlesman whoma@ operates on this . 

t stated ‘policy: "If e thing ie repeated often ¢ pugh the public will 
beleive it whether or not it is true? Rie “pete talk makes Tom's lies 

; plausible. There is just one thing to add. 0. has been badly sucked 
ins Tv‘have ‘stood by him solidly ell along. «I beleive he is still 
morally straight amd@. But he has made some serious errors and Tom 
knows-it. And Tom has so much.on C. that C. has got to string along 
with Tom. 4 no. longer trust him. 

tisk I have ‘made but ‘one error in my judgement of these ringleaders, 
- Tom and Russentolt, In the letter by which ‘vou judged me “bushed" I 

ee compared them with skunks, This is en injustice to the whole mephitis 
tribe. ‘No skunk could be so rotten, 99 9 /) ° t 

So you see how I stand. I know Tom is a swindler; he was last 
summer and he is more of @ one now. You people who are still behind 

+ | DU. , and if you are still a wember you are still supporting it, amnm 
. {°° ) Gannot be aware‘of what a serious fraud this whole thing is -- you could 
met not afford to have your names cgnnected with it if you realized the truth 

Sure they have done good work, ®@a you recently pointed out. But no 
propagands, political or btherwise, can operate successfully without 
something to show. ats eas 
Sere oe rut of Cavcthinn 

‘ The sad part of it -ts thet Deekeds the.D.U. ottfit is good. But 
you and others operate under the assumption that the program can still. 
be changed wWhAlecm and still keep ‘the two .ringleaders at the top. This 

+f {8 ‘impossible. These fellows have gohe so far that there is no turning 
of new leaves; to tell the truth about D.U., to start anew, ‘to build 
an honest prograp would necissitate an exposure. This is what they 
fgyought to avoid and which the clumsiness of .their critics permitted 
them to avoid. All I can say is that we are a fine bunch to let a 
thing go as fer as this has gqne —— and it is the naturaliste fault for | 
not getting down to the bottom of things when it started to smell, 
D.U. honor and saving their necks are one and the same thing for these 
two fellows. You are fighting only for a principle; they are fighting 
for everything. And thet is why they always are ‘tvo or three eteps 
ahead, : Thies 

But check with Art and Lyle. They entered (inte thing with open 
minds, have now seen most of the program, and tiowleither have a bad case 
of bush fever or feel exactly as I do: this whole’ thing is a fraud on 
a tremendous scale, It is far more serious 
beleive. Sus ‘then you sre willing to 

4
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I am sorry that you and other naturalists cannot come up. 
None of the naturalists crowd is looking into this thing on the ground. 
But there has been @ steady stream of loud—mouthed influential 
isprotsmen and eee ne who wondered about Al Day's remarks and who 

q have come up here,atfor ‘themselves. It does not matter that they are 
oh .eoprejudiced before they come up, that they are far from judges, that they 

are led on carefully .conductdéd tours and fed plenty of good whisky. 
Just having set foot in Canada gives them considerable authority over 

--youvand others -- at least the kind of authority that swinge a lot 
of weight where these fellows ‘can sewing it. a 

. i Most of these fellows have been pretty carefully steered around 

+i Delta: But one big shot from the.east Arodedrin and‘we had a long talk. 
it (eeeThis te one ofthe things he told mel "Iam not la duck hunter", he 

seid. -"Ducks Unlimited: is a lot bigger than ducks slone. Ducks Unlimited 
“+ -down-in our country is big politics ‘and a lot of politicians are in it 

1+ f -‘glndimfiem-it for politics and don't give a damn ebout ducke." In other 
' words, there-is a’ lot of big money ,;politicel weight etc. that ‘belongs to 
‘ceD.U. ‘for Ducks. Amd.a lot of fellows playing politics with it jfor 
co what they -can get out of it. This ghep wasn't up Here so much to see 
- | how ‘good: the duck management was. e wanted to see first-hand of 

Ducks Unlimited was still a sound political bet. - . i 

ae fost Perhape you attended the recent Chicago meeting. ‘Tom Main's 
T message was this: "THE NUMBER OF DUCKS WE ‘CAN ‘PRODUCE ON OUR DUCK 

>} ++ 4 FACTORIES IS LIMITED ONLY BY THE ‘AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU MEN CONTRIBUTE". 
Even if Tom had not dirtied himself with ten thousand lies which 
nam he has carefully covered-- this statement alone is snough to 

, brand him as a swindler. ae { ; , 

re eng ; But it is hopeless to try to get the seriousness of this thing 
free ~eaerose to you sm™i-the futility of compromise ,aad advise and criticsim, 

: Sometime you or some other D.U. member will find out mamta how things 
really stand, « And not until then can things be righted. 

: ‘But talk to Art about it. yao Obs cara © 

ber oo ; Art tand Lyle had a -ewell trip -- over 5000 miles between here 
iA and Peace River. And Bob has just ame back after having covered most 

at . of the country by afr. Sut I'll let them tely¥ yourabout it. “Art 
+ end Lyle, incidentally, ceme back sll patched up and their old selves 

' again. rae? i } ee : 

tee More later, f f t : 

eat Afr ed beet Youre, bat eit i
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DELTA WATERFOWL RESEARCH STATION : 

He Delta, Manitoba July 2,1946 ; 
i Canada 

Dear A.Le:— : 

Glad to get your letter and to knowtyou probably will be up this 

season. We had better arrange the date with the boys. They are just off 

on @ three-week tour of the parklands up to the Peace River. Bob Smith 

just left after a month aerial survev of the Manitoba breeding grounds. 

He will be back in August. 4 i i 

Art an@Lyle have settled their earlier difficulties and, al though 

Bob seems to expect them to brenk up any minute, I beleive they are going 

to work together. At least they left now in high spirite. Perhaps they 
ex@ having their troubles getting reacquainted. Both confided in me that 

{ | each thotght he knew the other until nowsand when I confessed to each that 

. both had said the same thing there wasn't much they could do but laugh it 

off. Art sort of likes to be boss and Lyle is free lence which ise a minor 

aifficulty. And both seem to hoard special bits of information from each 

other. Perhaps it would help if you would direct any comments on waterfowl 

to tiem jointly. { ; 

> -’ Re DU. I think it is more or less hopeless es long as the present 

regime is in power. They wan e great victory when they were not criticized 

_ directly on false statements thus avoiding an investigation. Now, I take 
it, they are quietly covering up. Their chief engéneer, Fancett wae cut 

here the other day in en attempt to patch things up. He and Tom and the 

reset cennot yet see where they have made a mistake. Russenholt, winitn 
whom you Say you are eaten e this reaction, I was told by Angus Shortt. 

He rubbed his hands, winked arid said: "Well boye, ne got to stick to the 
truth". Russenholt's stated policy was that if a etatement was repeated 

frequently enough it would be beleived by the public, whether or not it 
wee true. And it was .Ruesenholt who told me once when I criticised a fake 

picture that whet they were after was the "almighty dollar”, I simply 
don't beleive these boys are worth talking to. fim Their one great fer 
ie that Bartley imm has asked Art and Bob to make an inspection of the 
D.U. areas. I think Bartley is trying to get things straight and any 
further direct deplings with the Winnipeg crowd only confuse/things. He 
told me himself that he was steered around the bad places and that he cannot 

get the straaght goods. I am now sure that the Winnipeg crowd are ali in 

Seqpoatehomedtaeedaate their best to save their skins and to cover up 

Sponsored by The American Wildlife Institute. 
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Both Shortt and Lawrence are also sure of this and they are on the inside, 

4s for spreading yourself too thin, certainly you ere doing thie if 
you have dropped your conservation book. You seem to hire done a good 
job of running a "Chair " into a Depertment. There is a very fundamental 
differepoe between the two, hence I take it you have come to some sort 
of a crose-reads and decided in favor of the department. If you really 
have changed from a chair to a department there isn't much you ro anybody 
elee can do about it. ‘ 

I do feel badly about the conservation beek. The profession has 
been going ehead at such » mad pace thet it hae not had time to take a 
stop to see what direction it is headded for. Nor has it kept tell in 
touch with the fundamental sciences. There have been many discoveries, 
for instance, in ornithology which are unknown to the mase of "mansgeres$ 
end research workers in the management. field. The field is way behind the 
times, It might catch up ‘by taking e year off and checking up on what hip 
ties it has with other fields. Or someone could straighten things out 
in a book -- sheamamma Wheat it afiounts to is bringing "Game Management", 
now almost 14 years old, up to date. You can do this better tham‘anybody 
else. I am quite sure that such a book is worth far more than any scattered 
research projects you may be working on. { 

‘The waterfowl field ie a good instance of how far behind the tines 
we are. Administrators do not have the background to understand the | 
importance of new research findings, And many research workers are f 
handicapped because they think and work so closely in terme of "Management", 
For instance in my own experience. Art and Bellrose have Veen quite 
belligerent in theix discussions on the nesting behavior of the wood, duck, 
"Our ducke haven't read your ‘chapter on territory". ‘Art insisted that he had 
gone back to Illinois with an open mind,had spent so many ours in the 
field,could reach only one conclusion: the wood duck is in no way a territorial 
species. Bellrese read me long pages of his field notes to prove the points. 
My ‘answer was that I had never written anything about the wood duck, but 
certainly, since neither one of them had become acquainted with aven a few of 
the basic papers on the subject, they were not working with an open mind, 
You can't pam watch e cricket game if you.don't know the rules and the same 
applies to ducks. I gave Art a few things to browse through; and just laet 
night he admitted that all kinds of apparently insignificant observations he 
had made on the wood duck now had new and important meaning. Neither Art 
nor Frank were equipped to give their many hours of observation good ‘meaning. 

; It is the same way all around the shop: in upland game and in bég game 
as well ‘as in ‘waterfowl we are way behind the times, mostly because the crop 
of igame menagemers ‘and the researchers think that Game management is some 
sort of seperate science. .& thorough reorganization of .thought ‘is badly 
needed, That is why I felt badly when I saw you so crowded last spring. 

However, we can talk that over when you come up, 

i q ' Yours, Q ‘ 

: f
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DELTA WATERFOWL RESEARCH STATION i : 

Delta, Manitoba July 1, 1946 

Dear Aldo, 

In going over the deer paper I am impressed with the 
large amount of work you and Dave have put into it 
and I feel that my part has been too insignificant \ 
to warrant a co-authorship. If you strike my name 
I will be in entire agreement. 

I believe that the paper is iuite good but believe we 
should be very humble about many of the areas which 
we have not seen. I feel that only a trifle of the 
truth has come our way in the questionaire. Both 
Al and Art have gone over the manuscript. Both 
thought it good. Al did not feel he could comment 
on it since it was about deer and out of his line. 
Art is writing his comments, however. 

Things are going well here: at Delta. I have been 
seeing much of Manitoba this year and everywhere there 
are many unpopulated water areas. Art and I just re- 
turned from Whitéwater Lake yesterday. Botulism has 
already broken out and it looks like a new "high" in 
dead birds will be reached there this year. With this 
early start and the duck population as it is there, 
the toll will likely be in the hundreds of thousands. 
Few ducks are paised on the area but it is a concentration 
point for flappers, idlers and thwarted pairs. 

We have also seen DU's Maryland Lakes! project. One 
" of the two lakes is a good producer but DU's dam has 

never been closed. 

Sponsored by The American Wildlife Institute. -
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The prairie chicken survey is going slowly because 

chickens are scarce and few people know the difference 

: between sharptails and squaretails. I have found that 

people answer whatever you want them to answer--depending 

on how the question is phrased. So far we've covered 

the country so fast that we haverlt been able to seek out 

those who really know. 

Ground squirrels are less abundant that deer this year. 

There was a die-off this spring and we had some difficulty 

in gettine the University and Winntpes officials to in- 

vestigate what they assumed to be bubonic placue. The 

result is that we are sending what few specimens we can 

in to them for cultures and autopsy. 

I am leavine Wednesday with Art in the Fish & Wildlife 

Service car for the Pas and thence northwest to the 

Peace River country and DU projects. This trip came up 

rather suddenly and involves some air-sround co-ordination 

between us and Bob Smith. I've been wondering about the j 

possibility of your joining us on one later on. Could 

you and would you go through the southern sector with 

Grace and me about August 15 to about September 10? This 

trip would cover the short grass plains area and Brooks. 

The intensive work for this year is largely over and right 

now we are trying to get a picture of the whole breeding 

gsrounds as a basis for next year's intensive work. 

‘ Our best regards to Mrs. Leopold. 

Yours, 

C.3. Ota. Corn on Pur 2 Be aay 4 <a ‘
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DELTA WATERFOWL RESEARCH STATION rs 
Delta, Manitoba **"® *°** 

Canada 1 

Dear A.J. i= 
a 

The comings and going around this place have been a fright. At 
the moment there is a brief quiet spell,mmneam however, and I am taking 
a turn with thie machine for a change. I have counted on Lyle and Art 
keeping you in touch; I have been keeping away from office work for a 
spell trying to ehake a sinus infection which apparently was what hit 
mé in Madicon. 

Bob is still here, having made a very thorough air tour of the 
waterfowl breeding grounds of southern Manitoba. Art has traveled with 
him most of the time, although Lyle has been on some of the tripe and 
Pete hae helped him fly some. They have their plane parked over in the 
pasture and go up for a flip whenever weather permite. They are developing 
mam ae new technique and any of the short,brief att O&fmmrvem"surceys” ama 
manshy up to this dete on the breeding grounds are merely false etarts. 
These fellows are going to really get some stuff. However, I shall let 
them tell you about it. Enough to say that things are going well and 
they are getting a good beginning on what I hope will be a four or five-year 
job. 

I was extremely disappointed at first because Lyle and Art didn't 
hit it off at all tokether and things got very strained -- almost to the 
point of a show-down. Bab and I were afkraid the whole cart was going to 
be upset. It turned out that both their noses were simply out of joint. 
Art felt that Lyle didn't want to show him the advance material he hadsand 
Lyle felt that Art didn't want to see his stuff. We finally got them 
together and everything is hitting along on all fours. Lyle is getting 
a lot of new and first rate population dope. Is beginning to mark some 
territorisl pairs and plans an intensive study with marked birds next year, 
We should get all kinds of stuff frome careful study of known individuals. 
He tried imping feathers and the other techniques, but so far oil paint of 
various hues applied with carbon tet as the solvent seems to be best and 
is far more simple than the other methods. : 

The waterfowl situation is worse than anybody empambm realizes. At 
least it is so at Delta and,while I will let them speak for themselves, Art 
and Bob are finding everywhere low populations. The breeding population at 

Delta, based on careful counts made in '28 on special areae, besides memory, 

is far below the 1938 population. We have but a fraction of the breeding 

Sponsored by The American Wildlife Institute.



population we had 9 summers ago. Elsewhere underpopulation is the rule. 
Indeed there are many smell areas -- all excellent duck places which held 
breeding pairs’ béfore -- which have no ducks this year. There simply are 
not enough ducke to fill up the marshes we have -—- even thouch we have lots 
less water than last year. ; 

Wish you and Mrs. “eopold would come up. I think you should look - 
things over first hand before wording any more criticisms. The situation 
is extremely bad. M Don't be afraid of crowding anybofly. There is plenty 
of room and lots to eat with four families here now. Art has a nice 

i cottage a few steps down the road. He also will have a car throughout the 
summer and plenty of travel so that you could take a spin around and see 
some of these things first hand. Think it over and try to squeeze ina 
tripx if you possibly can. The point is: don't stay away because you 
think we're full up. 

-More later, -{, e 

Yours, 

t + 

o ¢ oe i} ue ge eR aan ' ‘
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Bert Cartyricht z 
¢/o Royal Yori: Hotel 
Toronte, Canada : 

Near Berts 

I have beon much verried about the status of DU and recently wrote Tom 
giving hin in detail the reasons for my anxiety. Those reasons you of 

; course already imow. It scems to mo a sound and good move for the 

questions at issue to be brought up from the inside es well as the 
outside; hence I am glad to hear that you are trlking straizht to the 
directors. tty huneh is that tho serlousness of the situation will 
impress itself usen them mich more readily if they hear from the staff 
itself. They may be impervious to sugvestions from the outside, or ; 
those suggestions may never even resch them 

I an sure that you and f sharo the conviction that DU is too imorm 

tant to allow 1t to be wrecked by dubiovs practices. Should it go to 

pieces, another structure will have to ba reared in its olnce, but at 
@ heavy cost tn time and public confidence. Noreover, tho dubious 
practices which are now at issus are entirely unmnecossary because the 

central idea is so meritorious as to nasd no exaggeration. All this 
. of course is old stuff to you, bet I hove it can be poundod into the 

directors. 

Needless to say, you are in my opinion doing the right thing and you 
have been practically foreed to your present action. You cen count 

( on my personel support. 

With best regards, ‘ 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold ‘ 

“ADM 

P.8. tT assume thet my letter of February 1 to Tom has ronched you : 
and the other members of the staff. If not, you might want to ask 
to seo it. I havo no extra copics but will make one and send it to 
you 1f necessary. t
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Creer be Delta ,Hanitoba. °-- 
fi t ; Jan.29,1946 

{ ue - ‘ 

oo : 

Dear A,L. te ‘ : ; : 

Thanke for the copy of vour letter to Tam ; wathh hor he equeszes 

out. The Statements in the RTADTRS DIGEST as well as ttose in the book, “ 

THE DUCKS CAUM BACK, are all from Ducks Unlimited Winniner att ioe. But 

iv is 6 very epeotel pert of their etudied propserenda to farm there out 

where they cen break free,when pressed, by claiming "misquete"” or the 

“Like. 

: oe is the truth attested by ell who know that Toms1) hee completely, 

broken the harrier between fact and fantary; 2) thet he (and rightly so, T 

Gruceee) considers nutureliste rither. low in the bh soctal hierarchy. In 

& recent speech to a group of Canadian engineers( I em told: by Cartrripht)s 

( he boidly set forth hie cletm thet all an engineer hed to know ver 4 bit 

: of natural history end,because natursiiete know nothing of engineering, the 

00 of *putldiar the west’ 4¢ entirely wishin the province of engineering. 

t tried to tell you last summer that something was wrong with the 

whole business, It all comes down to the fact that D.U. thinks that the 

Neturel Science prefecricn ia ro ‘dune that it dees not conetitute opposition 3 

that eny eriticien feam ® neturaliet ie a challenge to Conservationi!! 

Remember thisi- except for Cartwright's work and thet oc one or tivo geod men 

under him( and Cexrtwright is badly cordered) not one at the entire D.U. 

eteft hee @ background the sane as youre and mine, Part of thelr publicity 

program if clearly malicious; part of it ite due to the fact that as don! + 

know any better, but won't chenge beceuse their way works, This explains ; 

why the stetewente em exprreretions end actual untruths hee become ever 

C more bold until now many etetemente won't évin bear casual examination, 

j T have completely broken contact with the outfit since I developed 

my case of "brush fever" last Pals I know that last fall the eltuation



= HAW 
‘ within the orgenization was Sune that it wee ready to -blaw Up et) ne 

Teuliy good poke. I don't know how it ctande now. . But i suspect thet « \, 

couple of pokes in the right pleces vould blow the program to Hie i 
permit the ENNMEMESH reformation of a reliable and eubstential aay 5, 

I know thie: Ducks Unlimited is just holding off as beet they can until 

J epring. The water situation over much of the prairies promises a change for 
i the better. Thie ig #11 they need to get back on the good ola Wernwny 

trein'. What ever ie done( if anything is to be done ) “awed teke place 
between now and the coming of epring. I want to stress this. points The 

reliable alenents in Ducke Unlimited know how bad thinee are: and I secure 
you they ave much Worse than anybody on the outeide could ever guere, The 

; big job now ( which I heve on reliatle Buthority from éne-of the etaff) iz 
to ‘cover up, establish ea place in bistory,and pull out Quietly. This is 

a facts - Ducks Unlimited has been diving largely on the rood work of the 

early yeare; since then it has been mostly talk. And the dmmeneity of their 
tip iepversinne egainst the truth are beyond our Comprehension, But I am ee, 

| returning to the vein of last summer, In plain,cimple lunguege Lt is the — 
biggent hoax in the history of wildlife coneervation. The good that was 

cone was good; but the bed that has been said is beyond flefinition. In the 
i . . 

: e words of the grest Ivish poet: "It stinks.” 

te I an nending you my correspondence with Tor up until the time of my 
complete break. I wag, I Suppose, too wardy; but I think vou will avree that 
T vee entirely fair. Tom, now,thinke I an completely oroken emia becnure 
of the matter end effectively reduced ar a Critic. I shall write to him 

- no# more, nor will I present myself to hime But I have a tremendous beeket 
ot evidence which condems thetr publicity progran; Af and when the time comes 

Es shal ape 4¢. : hope the question of D.U. publicity cones up at the 
forthcoming wildlife meetings. There ere a lot of things that really > 

- showldn'¢ ge in any letter ~- they io thet unbelieveble. 

> » ; COM ne ne :
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Delta,Manitoba 
December 16,1945 

- fF > f Pat A fr a $ gat f a 

Dear A.L., : ob: te er 

5 ro fag Cf £ Tec f 7 t ea a 

Ps gee Eras F CT i ia e {> Se 
Your letter of the 8th is a hard one to get answered:- +I; 

am quite elated that you should think me worth a teaching job at 
Madison! ~ On the othar hend,Medison istone place I- am sure I don't 

- Want to settle in. And bine ten years older anf with ai family 
- ‘and dogs and «11 that, I must’ start thinking about the place I : 

vant to make my home in. I know you will undarstand that because 
tI! know you have passe up: good jobs when you were comine alons for 

ciithe Dame reasons } a Me fake ‘see 
eG t C E es Sigh ° oe ei NSC { peeTos 

f f I want you to be Bure of the reason why I don't feel up 
tio Work! in Madison. Tf yourhas some Steller's Jays there, or if 
Madison was’ on the high plains or “in the eastern highlands Tf would 

.° comet down at the drop of a hat. iy father went: to Washington |- 
MH from Idaho when I was young and I have regretted it ever since. 

‘ff am going to try to avoid teking the chance of settling down 
cmyself in an-enviroment tofwhich I don't feel suited and I~ - 

‘+ am sure I‘ would be planning how to: get away from Madison as mon 
as I got there. Hence I am Bseing up your curgestion to come down. 

bontet + $f ant eure that Ire on-Hammy or Art,: all of whd@ consider 
temttet;) Madiedn their home, would be able to-do .e much batter job than IL. 

2,And EF would be asi anxious as anyone to develop'a one-line tie 
betweer Madison and Delta. Art, I know, would pert with a couple of 
fingers to work into such an arrangement. And I woul’ © almost as 
much to get Art workine up heres! Is there: any -poseivility of 
drawing up en& arrangement with Art? UMMMNMMME Art is considerably 
impressed with his sdlary:imcrease on the Survey; yet in a dual 
arrangement batween Delta and your Dept. I feel sure that we coulda 
match what Art gets (although T don't know what it is. If you 

..@Carried him for four months on a school term, I am sure thet we could 
. - carry him for the rest of the year. And if you thought that workable 

I will find out at once if we covld handle it. The same, I tims 
am sure would work with Hsammy. : 

; I hope to stop vy in Madison for a few daye on my vey home from 
the Conference in March and mayhe at the conference and then we could 
™ork something up. : 

I feel ill at ease that you should feel obliged to formally 
acknowledge what vou call your "past errors". We were working ontsomethié 
new at a considerable distance apert in which some conflict of minds 
wae unevoidable, particularly under the top-heavy system we had. 
However, I don't wmmbmb have any"feelinge"y about such and certainly 

: am willing to acknowledge my own errors. The potnt is that these, 
whatever they sre,have no bearing. EMNMNHYN I can't accept your offer; 
but I am anxious to do all I can to restore some working arvongement
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between Delta and your Dept. I was counting a lot on Lyle for that 
and if you thiuk it possible, I would do my best to drar Art hm in. 

. 4 f ia aK mR 

We enjoyed Lyle's visit immenely. He probatly has told you 
all the ners from Delta. With a new office, new typewriters in 

sight and a few other items, we afe ready to start off this spring 

| in good shape. aes 

: My new book is still at five chapters, the relativity theory 

being a little slow to get around. But I think I can get over it this 
withers cue ; CUP whee ee heey i: 

| ae ” Rowen is comihe to the New York Gonferénce in Marchand I 
| believe is stopping off{dm Anw Arbor on the) way. back! for a leeture. 

| I mention it because you may'want Wim to get+him for ea Medison talk. 

| A GEG Teeyihakee Uee ; Ly Cre c 5 pegs tin eae 

| <d* ~cofThe only thing that concerne me about D.U. ie the fact that — 

| I never dreamed until lest summer how bad the stuff. they were sanding 

: acress the line was; and how harmful this might be to waterfowl 

| policy. I wanted you to know how strongly I had changed my mind and 

: why. But I can tinderstand how, without seeing fori yourself, you 
could have misunderstood what I was trying to say. Also I realize 

moun how your pesition as advisor +o one of their men makes it hard. 
: - (Bruce ‘can Go much to straighten out their program,although it 1s 

| a tremendous loud on his shouldere.am@ ‘Ivhave’ left the whole thing 
| vhere it was last fall. ‘And apparently DVU. considers iti over, for 
| not long ago Tom called me up in a woice! so ‘sweet that it plugged the 

| ~  .° phone with honey. f e : ease toa 

. 

| °° | hetde from all this, I am anxious’ to know how the flight turned 
| out in the States. Two years ago they vere talking about ‘overpopulatios! 
| MAMMARY © Some saw good flights in Cunadaj others 
| re ‘saw fewer birds: than even during the dapth® of the depression.’ 
| 5 aA i c sick ¢ fe ~ pb hley f a died mip 

| ml _*o Tldnivenclosing a formal letter re; the teaching work. fo: - 
Vice eps oge at cite t : Sra” ats: tp cee . + ree bese 

fc Tiwewer wan Rat oreo KH Vere A pery saci t ane tat : 

| Lionas wet ¢ i Pas CMe SMP Oia alee tA 

| ieeosua ia hae ® foes Hagar cul ce eae me ae | 
) ar - hk pratt ora ; in [A Re pee Cute’ + 26 ; 

| pee cine eas sua Pinata foo one lacked ts ean 

abs tees c ‘ t ' ie [0 f 

| ahead mie f : st i : 
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Delta Duck Station 
DeltagManitoba 
December 15,1945 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison,5,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor “eopold: 

4s a former student in your department, much of the work I 
am going now goes directly back to training under you. Your letter 
of “ecember 8 offers me the chance to return to Madison. Yet our 
own Delta program looms so large for the next several years that 
I do not believe I could dilute my own work sufficiently to cover 
the field season here end fill in wintere with teaching, This is 
partly because at eitherrterm,fall or spring, such teaching would 
conflict with the field season at Delta. I still have considerable 
field work to do before I can finish the manuscript for my book. 

Secondly, winters are too short as they are to bring together 
the work of each field season. This is partly because of the 
difficulty of trying to combine illustrative material with my 
manuscript. I have always been cramped for time to paint and 
I know I would give it up if I took on winter teaching, 

Thus,a8 much as I would like to come down, I must decline your 
offer and hope that Art or Irv or Hammy will be available, 

I do wish to further the association between Delta and 
Madison as mich as I’can. I hope it will be possible for one 
or more of your students to spend the field season here, as was 
the practice before the war. I will let you know after the first 
of the year how mach we can offer in the form of student aid. 
And I hope it will be possible for you to visit Yelta yourself 
sometime during the coming field season, 

Please know how hard it is to decline this offer;personally 
and professionally I am always leaning on the training I received 
under you. 

Yours, 

Ohi 

Albert Hochbaum
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Aldo Leopold 4 
424 University Farm Place ; 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

j November 2, 1945 

id be E 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum ee 
Delta Ducic Station : 

_ Delta,: Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

AlL of us here are pleased no end to hear about the Brewster 
Award. You can imagine my pride in such an event. "Congrat- 
ulations" seems a very mild term for my sentiments. 

Naturally I am going to crow about this all that I can and the 

' attached rough draft of a news story to be circulated by the 
College is my first crow. I hope that Joan and Hd Ward and 
all of your family are aware of the large dimensions of this 
event. I also hope that your father appreciates it and to 
that end I am taking the liberty of sending him a copy of 

this letter. 

Art was here yesterday and we talked about you most of the 
evening with Lyle. 

Yours as ever, | 

Qk. | 
; aa Aldo Leopold | 

/ 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay). | 

: cH. W. Hochbaum | 

| 
: 

j 

¥ I 
4 | Wee ick: . I
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 
Founded 1883 Incorporated 1888 

LAWRENCE E, HICKS, Secretary 
Ohio State University i 

Columbus, Ohio i 

Nov. 1, 1945 

Dy. Albert Hochbaum, 
Delta Duck Refuge, 
Dekta, Manitoba. 

Dear Dr. Hochbaum: 

I am pleased to be able to inform you that at the 

recent meeting of the American Ornithologist’s Union in Boston- ; 

Cambridge, you were granted the 1945 Awawd of the Brewster Medal for 

the most outstanding work on American Birds. i 

fhe Award this year carries a cash stipend of $396.06 less the 

cost of the Medal (about $20). Please communicate with our Treasurer 

¥rederiok ©. Lincoln, U.S, Dept. Interior, Wash., D.C., who will 

arrange for the transfer. You join a very distingui shea list of 

ornithologist's who have been similarly honored. Allow me to extent ( 

my personal congratulations for a work which has pleased me greatly. 

At the same meeting you were elected a Member of the Union as 

(a recognition extended or limited to the 150 outstanding ornithologists 

of North America) Please allow me again to congratulate you. Acceptarse 

must he received within one year. es 

Sineerely, 

a Mad Lawrence B. Hicks, 

(eve Ne ‘Seoretery, A.0.0.
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Delta,Manitoba 
te le: : Sept. 27,1945 

nese Aukey : Ye Wr) 

Iam terribly sorry that you-will not be able to get up for a 
shoot. I have just discovered a new and better way to make duck soup, 
gnd I was anxious to show you how, 4 

By all means get Bruce to give a seminar on his shark etudy. 

Iam not sure that I am much of a teacher -- but at any rate 
: » IT am quite certain that one need not-don scholarly robes to teach. Some 

of the best. teachers I ever’ knew never saw the inside of a graduate 
.school, The present job is to get Delta’ running again, Pete is back, 

- getting the buildings and equipment in shape. 1 do hope Lyle can 
—- ‘get back -- there are about three shmmam plans under which he could work 

at Delta and get. his graduate work off at Madison. I am writing him 
and;will send mam it via you. . 

Opening weck saw less birds than I heve ever seen st Delta during. * 
this period. Three birds is an Al bag.- ) 

It is hard to say definitely anything about the degree business’ 
you question me about. One of the bigest mmamekm shocks I ever had in 
my life was going to Medison -- it was like going from modern times to 
the middle ages. The trouble with University, Or he OTe. 
enything else, is that it is so far from the world e things are done 
because they mst be done.» 4t least that is what I thought and still : 
think. Instead of using up 5 or six asa in the make-believe graduate . 
shcool world, and then having the PhD, as a ticket to success, I say 
give two years of fundamentals, two years of association with specialists, — 
two years of intensive study,mma two years in which the student is close 
to the teacher ( All in the same two years,of course), and then let . 
the student go out on his own. If he has the stuff he will do a lot 
better,get a lot more out of the neat three years than if he spent those | 

_ same years in graduate sehool getting his PhD, Some will fail,of . 
course, Let them fail, The PhD. insures @ lot of second—raters against 
failure. And the ones who make good will be the ones who shape the 
future plans. Wheat conservation needs is realists with ideals ~~ not 
idealists who km heve had a buffer hetween themselves and the world of | 
realis¢ for so long that they wear shells, é 

I believe, of course, that certain specialists and teachers . 
benefit ure added years of the Ph.D. But when you give a PhD. in | 
Wildlife Management you mist do so with your tongue in your cheek or 
else you have unconsé¢iously let yourself become subordinated by the 
graduate school atmosphere. 

: i 
I-am glad that Bill is down at the U. of MkO. Bennitt asked me 4 

what sort of a chap Bill was. For goodness sake warn Bill about Bennitta-— 
at least I have heard the fellows who know say that Bennitt is a fussy. old © | woman. |



4 Returning to the business of extended graduate training, I think 
: that one evidence that we are going along the wrong track is the fact 

that wildlife research has become so much an end in itself. The journals 
2 are full of studies which report excellent research but which end right 

there. ‘he workers obligation ends when he publishes his report. I have 
just spent a couple of days talking to the head of a research. outfit for 
one of the big industrial groups. They believe in pure research -- but 
‘every worker has his eye ahead on the #@Rk hie work is eventually to 
.eccomplish. In other words, present day wildlife research hae ,all to 

» often, its main objective in getting a piece published . Doing a job : 
i and publishing it is the task, and.responsibility en® there. Witness the 

many and varied techniques and the few and scattered actual applications 
of those techniques. Lee 

Bs. ; Another thing I have against extended greduate education is that 
68 or 6 years is enough for anybody to spend in college. Some teachers 
don't realize it, but their students can't live as real péople, because 
othe graduate student traditionally must live on peanuts and crackers, 
Part of ‘life is living. There are a lot of things I’ wish I had now done 
instead of taking on the obligation of extra years as a graduate student - 
and it is that wey.all around. Look at the age of marriage and the number 

‘ and age of children in PhDs as compared-to the general run of college 
: _ graduates. Maybe that isn't important;and maybe it is . But certainly 

. ' the extra years’of low living standards and cloistered life make most 
! «“PhD.'s fish of different colors; | io8 . : 
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Personal Delta ,Meniteba 
s Sept. 20,1945 

+" ” ¢ + 

Dear A.he, } :: 

I have just spent a very pleasant week with Bruce Wright. As a 

duck man,naturalist and companion I rate him as 100% Al plus. He is a 

fine chap,keenly interested in his problems and the sort of a fellow 

who has a mind of his own. He is not one to say yee when he means no etc. 

On the personal side: He is a good sportsman,a fine shot,drinks 

beer socially,a good talker. Was orphaned in the last war and was raisdd 

by. an Uncle who isi a sportsman. The family is one of the pioneer families 

of eastern Canada. Reminds one mpm superficially of Pirnie, but. the 

.resemblence is only an outer one . He is married and has two children, 
the oldest a boy of seven. 

About his venture in Graduate education: "I have been looking forward 

to this for five yeare", or " This is the biggest thing in my life", In 

other words he is about to fulfill a long-held ambition. I think it is 

an obligation of the graduate school to see that everything is clear at 

the beginning so that he will know definately from the beginning exact}¥ : 
what he must do -~ so that there is no danger of this dragging on for f 
several years. Tt would be a tragedy for him to end up the year without 

being well away to the completion of his requirements. ; 

I think it is importanttmam if possible, for him to get off maam : 
all of his class-room courses off the first term. If he could take some 6f 

the lab courses for his second term credits it might be possible for him 

to get back east for the spring flight. = 

I was surprised that D.U. is not covering his salary for the graduate 

period. He is doing w# in Madison exactly the same things he would have 

to do in his office -- ree that he can work with a good library and 

companionship in Madison. n o@her words he probably can do hir first- 

winter work better in Madison than in the east. “ut because he is 

a graduate student his value to his employer automatically drops. It 

seams like tmbasd@d twisted ideals. D.Uk. Is willing to spend all sotts 

of money sending photographers around the country for fake shots buat 

nothing for this sort of business. I suspect,however, it is something ; 

that has not been thrashed out and I,with -Bruces permission, am bringing 
it to sm Bert Cartwright. : 5 : 

Bruce hes been away from home for five years, yet he is willing to 
shoot off to graduate echool and spend another year away from his family. 

He ie a good man and the Po obligation®to him are great -~ I mean 
he thinks thie is going to be the greatest thing in his life, it is 

something he has dreamed of for five years, is is willing to leave his ; 

family and a good salary to go down there and it would be a shame if the 

University did not size him up at once and act accordingly. If he is 

not going to make the grade, he should be told so at the very earliest 

date. If he is of your accepted calibre, then it is very important not 

to let graduate education become a prennial affair with Bruce. 

About you: "What shall I call him ? Sir? Mister" What will 

he think of wy work this eummer? He must be a great mon. Wonder if
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I will ever be able to go out for a shoot with him? " Etc etc. 

@ _ Of his work:3 am deeply impressed with what Bruce has dong, this m 

summer. He is a keen observer, as I was able to see in our field trips 

here. He iooke am for and sees the things that are passed by by most 

fellows. He is deep in his problem,seee it in terme of periods of years. 

- Is one of the feW fellows who i8 able to take’ and keep’ notes that are not” 

only recorded in orderly fashion but whichican be followed in orderly’ o 

' fashion later on. I myself do not belong in this category and I am glad 

to, fee someone who ie. ' a4 af 8 ( ° ' 
Sore wre ewe t fous’ pana at ae Deas tad Pe 

moitt “Quite” naturally, after’ five yeare' afield,’ Bruce’ is! not’ wellaread. 
In a way, this has been fine atthe beginning, for he 1s going about’ things 

in a very original fashion.’ But some cues’on reading will be! very helpful. 
a t teed ee! 

: He is. looking at his Black Duck study in terms of several years. 

But he is very anxious to complete his requirements for a thesis as 

soon, as, possible. mm One Oey that’ might be wound up in short order 

( but upon which he could continue working) is the post-breeding maamm =~ 
sere. movement of the. Black Duck. | There is a lot’ of material’ in the 

literature to be pulled together’ on this.” Bob Smith and’ some of the other 
i field men who have ‘been ‘around Have quite a bit of a tnant dope, end 

Bruce himself hae @ lot’ of material he ge "got together this summer.’ The 

things he could bring together this wirtéi‘wirtle wetting his literature 

together would make, i am, eure, @ very reLaee ie contribution. 

| ° | Bruce, I Chink, will be lonely after five yeare of intense 
| activity. “ Ue ee ek Omaam ewe em te ee : ( 

vines : pmincerely;i. 6 8 
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We \ _ Delte —< Station 
i ; Delta nitoba 

Sept.15,1945 jer 
ig et vy 

Genator F.C.Weleott - j ad 
President \ { 
The American Wildlife Inetitute 
Investment Bidg. ‘ : 
Washington, 5,0.C. $ : 

Dear Senator Waleott: \ : 

Tom Main and I had a blow-up in his office tast week. I . 
_ Can no longer cooperate wath Tom and still be loy#l to ay own 

_ Gonvictions. 4 ! : 

‘Let me cay that since the. beginning in 1978 I have been = - 
Tom Mainte friendly critic. And my erttielen She been. mainly on 
two linee* don't varnish the truth,don't fool around with 
Gueetionable shooting outfits. Tom always lietens,se¢rees, doce 
nething. ance 

In the September iscue of SPORTS AFIELD a dimmy Robinson, 
writing xs # Pucks Unlimited spokesaen, published af article on — / 
the favornble duck situation in which he printed some obvide and 
serious untruthe, untruthes which had apnesred first in the duly 2 
D.U. Ruckological, 2 DU. mip there said that, ahh water in : 
soubkern Alberta res on D.U. projects and that the “edheed hatch in 
southern Manitoba wae big, when aetuelly the. fedhead arop is.the 
poorest in 2t least ten years, I called Tom on theee wuntruthe and 
criticised his relations with en irresponsible writer... Tom rot mad 
and so did I. Somebody hed to gét mad at Tom, far hie trensgreerions ‘nd 
againet the ethies of natural history. seporiane ate hecoming more 
serious daily. Actually he hee reached the point where he ie 4 
above the criticiesm of staff or frimnde. : s 

We have made-up in-so-far ae teking back the: thinge ve 
sr2id to each other. But this is # serious matter nt Main ie 
losing his pereseetive entirely. fe hee made Ducke inited a 
highepressure money-raising outfit. Thie ie none of my concern 
until I am convinced thet his sections ere actually harmful to 
the general waterfowl situetion. Then I must say: something. 

f I am writing a report of my commente on the ).U2 publicity 
practices whiéh I shall bring to the attention of a bt ong of men 
who sre friends of D.0. and who are able to judge fairly snd,if 
possible,set Tom on the right track. I must exprere myself on these j 
peinte,e d will,of course,send Tom carbons. ‘ | 

I speak unofficinlly,of course, se ® private citizen, And I 
: will addrees my commente to a mutuel friend, poyibly Professor Leopold 

who can speak in the sare way. There ie no aoheetoee to harm either 
Tom liain or Ducke Unlimited. But someone hae got ‘to put Tom wise. ; 

I trust thet this doer not disturb you too greatly. It was Le 
- dmeviteble and I am eure things ill come out right side ud. ; : 

Yours sincerely, i 
ec:Kr.Bell,Prof .leopold. | 

: Albert Hochbave. +f



ae : : Delta, Manitote ” 
eer ‘ Sept. 7,1945 
Mre Aldo Leopold : - i 
2222 Van Hiee Ave. : : 
Madison, "isconsin 

Dear A Le: ; ; 

“I am addressing this to you because I wish to speak privately 
‘(rather than Officially as Director of the Delta Station) and because : 
I wish to speak to one whh is concerned with waterfowl preblems but 
who is not officially tied to any body officially regulating waterfowl 
policy and management. In other words, I wish to speak es one duck 
hunter to another. And I wish to speek about the Ducks Unlimited 

' program which both of us have supported strongly since the beginning. 

It is common knowledge that: 1) Ducks Unlimited has done much 
good for ducks; 2) that it must sell itself to the American Sporteman;3) 
thet this need to sell is its greatest weakness and thet because of 
this there is a tendency ‘tcwards overestatement in the DU. publicity 
program. It is of the last point I wish te speak 3; I believe that the 
current piblicity program of Ducks Unlimited is jeopardizing the status 
of some species,such as the Redhead, which have not yet recovered from 
their dangerous depression; end that it its giving,senerally, a much 
too optimistic picture of the waterfowl situation, I am convinced that 
the Ducks Unlimited publicity is,at the very least, careferss in its 
statements. VYertainly it is careless in the people it solicits to 

_ write and handle this publicity. . 

: I know you heave cautioned Tom Main against these dsngere since 
the beginning and sc have I, Many and frequent have been the diecuceichs 
with Tom at Delta —— chiefly about D.Ue publicity. Only last month I 
met Tom in friendly talk in which he agreed that D.U. mist be wore 
careful about its statements and about its choice of spokesmen, I res i 
much surprised, then ,to see on ~page 35 of the September SPORTS AFIELD, 
&n erticle bearing obvious mikes untruths (6m No waters in southern 
Alberta except on D.U. projects) and written by a man who operates a 
‘big-business,pay-by-the-day, widely advertised shocting cappy -—~- theze 
statements originating from the D.U. office. ah 

Sept. 5, in a meeting with Tom, during which we both lost our 
heads sufficiently to. preclude lengthy conversation, I pointed to the 
untruths in this article and to the obvious relation between this author 
and Ducke Unlimited. Tom admitted the statement and the relationship. 
But -- end here is the blesest surprise I ever had --Tom wovld not 

F accept responsibility for these. " I work for a bores the same es you," 
he said,"I can't help this —- I know it is wrong but what can I do about - 
it." I repeated my question: “Are you not the boss: are you not the 
Number 1 Man of Ducke Unlimited(Canada)” And Tom told me twice that even 
though he may not agree, he must carry out orders from above regarding 
statements and spokesmen, . 

' This is not squere, We all have been lead to believe that Tom 
was boss. Ducks Unlimited has been supported by we and by many others 
in the belief that it wee a Canadian organization, thet its General 
UWanager was boss and its Number 1 “en in Canada, that Ducks Unlimited 
(Canada) was free to guide its own policy and free to do what it~



; Had 

believed was right. That it was free to reject policy. from its money 
‘raising sponser in the U.S.A. was pne of the strongest points Ducks 
Unlimited(Canada) hed. And now,when we get down to brags tacks and 
put Tom on the spot regarding policy, we find that he does not accept 
finel responsibility nor authority. <‘erhaps this is the reason why . 
so many carefully-worded criticisms ,tectfully presented, have not. 
been heeded, They have been made to Tom “ain and Tom is not his ewn 
boss. We do not speak to authority -- we don't even know sham where 

. it is. Ducks Unlimited (Canada), then, is not what we think it is. 
This means that the American sportsmen are being told about waterfowl 
by an orgenization which can say what it- chooses to sey,ma but which 
cannot be held responsible for what it seys. This recks the very 

'- foundations of waterfowl management end policy. It is dead wrong. 

I am telling you there is no authority in Canada. Where is it 
then? Who is repsonsible for the Ducks Unlimited program? This is 
a fair question to ask. To whom can I go, te whom can anyone go 
who has a question to ask,a fair suggestion to make? What and where 
is Ducke Unlimited (Canada) end who reelly directe its work? Not 
Tom Main, by his own admisston. Perhaps you know someone to whom I can 
go with the following oriticisms. : 

. ‘ Firet, I want to say thet these are not unfriendly criticisms. 
I beleive there is much for Ducks Unlimited to do in Canada. They : 

~ have done much good and there is much more for them to do. But 
Ducks “nlimited is a grand idea thet hes gone "haywireon a terrific 
scale. For instance, just to set a scale for public interest, if 
D.U. stock was worth $169.00 a share in this region in 1938, it isn't 
worth 25¢ @ share in 1845. Not only have many people here lost faith 
in it; they associate 1 with undesirable elements which D.U. openly 
cultures, The obvious exagerstion of facts by Ducks Unlimited is 
becoming & wide-spread joke. In many parts of Canada people have lost 
faith in Ducks Unlimited, largely, I believe, because of their 
obvious over~statements, It is for the good of the orgenization, then, 
as weil as for the good of ducks, that I suggest(to whom I do not 

‘know) a reshaping of their publicity. ee - 

My criticisms are these? ; i 

1)_Fake pictures and movies, Ducks Unlimited sells its program largely 
thrdugh a personal i ogee peg tour of Tom Main with a movie he has made 
during the sumer. e tells what D.U., is doing, then proves it with 
movies. But all too often the "proof" is nothing more than a fake 
set-up . For instance Tom tells how D.U. resaues ducklings in drought 
areas, then shows pleturas of the rescue. I have just returned from 
Brooks,“lberta where I was told of one of these"salvage" onerations. 
A large number of ducklings were ceptured on a good leke,trucked to 
the dry preirie and there released. Then, before cameras, they were 
"rescued" by Boy Scouts recruited by Tom, and trucked back to good 
water, Several who took part in this "rescue" told me that there was aie 

. ho need- to remove the duckilngs from the originel water, that some were 
. killed in the operation and that there was no real rescue of stranded 

_ birds, I was also told that this was the only salvege work done at 3 
Brooks this year by Buoks Unlimited,



Thies is serious. This is nature feking on a much larger scale 
. than originally outlawed by Theodere Roosevelt and Frank Chapman. 

And This is just one example, I was told that the set-up "rescue” is 
an annual affair. Just last month the D.U. photographer was sent all 
the way to Edmonton tmx just because a@ man there had trained birds 
and animals to eat eggs. If D.U. wants to say these are seteups, 
that they ere taking pictures of rescues that are only pseudo= ; 
rescues3 if they want to say the animals harming duck nests are : 
captive-trained animals; if they want to say the hen destroyed by 
fire was captured prior to the picture ~~ 1f they want to tell the 
truth about these pictures, then they are complying with the 
photographer's code. But these set-ups are issued to the sportsmen 
ee true events. The photographer's code cf ethics has been followed 
so long ky respectable,honest naturalists that no one thinks to 
question the honesty of Ducks Unlimited. 

The D.U. reply to such criticism is this: "True these ere 
fakes, but they represent true events.". But such photography is 
éangerous in the hands of irresponsible people and this is why it 
was condemned by Roosevelt. The original intention way be perfectly 
honest. But it ie hard to say where it will end up, Fer instance 
when we were trying to hel D.U. we permitted their photographers to 
take pictures of captive ground squirrels eating eggs, on the 
agreement that the photograpner's code would ve folicwed. You can't 

i imagine the felshocds that have sccompanied the many reprintinge of 
f these pictures far and wide over the country. ANYTHING CAN BE 

BROCVED WITH PICTURES!$ I know that Tom Main went to quite a bit of 
trouble arranging the "rescue" at Brooks. Why didn't he go to 

_ Many Ieland “ake, a D.U. projects then in the process of drying up, 
or to some other drying area for aithentic pictures, If the D.U. 

~ Rescue program is important enough they they ask sportsmen for-money 
to support it, it is big encugh to take pictures cf. 

This feke photogrephy is not justified by the fact that Tom 

.Main( or the person eke Tom's behavior against his will,as 
- Tom suggested Wednesday) does not know this is wrong. Were Theodoze 

Roosevelt alive today he would have clamped down on this long ago with 

his Big Stick, What is our loyelty to Roosevelt worth of we do 

not stand up for the codes he fought so hard to establich. This type 

of photography is dishonest and it mst end. : 

a As a watter of fect some gspprtemen are beginning ta see through 

such fekes end upon this are beginning to question the progrem iteelf. 

Some of the fakes are so poorly-staged that they are ovvicusly dishonest 

‘even to the novices It is indeed a shame. It is a shame that tha : 

Ducks Unlimited believes thta is right. But even more a shame sperhaps » 

that they ere extending this belief. A young naturalist complained to _ 

me thet he was instructed to err from the natural in his photagrephic 

worke 

3) Over-enthusiatic Publicity: My second_eritician is of the Ducks 

Unlimited publicity. And for some reason I can't make e definite 

criticism, What is wrong with the D.U. publicity is elusive to descrite. 

Meet of the statemente are founded on truth. But as one reads(cr 

Listens) it is clear thet DU. publicity says one thing,which may be : 

the truth, but means something else, which isn't the truth. Thie hedging 

inverietly over-retes good newa, underretes bad news, seldom gives a
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cleer,honest picture. 

To put it another way. The D.U,. publicity is like e perfume add 

jn a cheap magazine. What the customer gets and whet he thinks he is 

going to get exe two seperate things ~- and yet the add cleverly does 

not Violate the postal lave. I know that DU. over-rates their work, 

that nothing they have is quite vhat they say it is, that one must 

not expect what one is toLG to expect -- and yet pxnowing all this, 

I cannot help but surpress @ peng of diseppointemnt when I visit a 

DeUe project. For, although I am prepered to be disappointed, it is 

Still a let down. 

This does not mean that DU. does not have good projects -—— 

they have some darn good ones. In a way this type of publicity is 

a wbnor tragedy for Dee They hope to be a permanent work. If thet 

- te the case they must sometime set out to revalue their holdings. 

They should be proud. of what they have done. But any just pride 

is deeply cut by this continual over-statvement. In plain,honest 

language, Ducks Unlimited hae done a great job, but this is far 

short of what it says it ie doing. 

When I criticise D.U. publicity, Tom often complains that D.Ue 

is frequently misquoted. The DU. publicity invites misquotes,. 1 

do not know tiuntel whether this is deliberate or not, bus misquotes 

; and mistakes -- usually towards further over=-statement -- are & 

natural outcome of this type of publicity. Huxley said that science 

is orgenized common Sencee Waterfowl management is an applied 

selence, It should be accomplished with commen sence ~~ and it 

should be presented to its sponsers in plain, unmistakable, un- 

varnished terms that add up to common GENEC. Whet is eald , 

what ig and what the reader has in his mind should ell be reasonably 

close to being the same things 

Personally I think this type of publicity is hurting Ducks 

Unlimited es en orgenizetion. ‘Therever I go I find many people with 

their tongues in their cheeks when the subject is DoUo But euch 

overstatement is bound to have ‘te influence on waterfowl. It means 

that we are getting a false impression of the waterfowl situation,of 

conditions ,of management measuresSe meh 

When I speak of the publicity I refer to an elusive style that 

over~rates the good,under-rates the bad. But in their sales talks 

to sportsmen their publicity sometimes contains downright false statc~e 

_mente. For instance in the prospectus they sent to the sportsmen cf 

Marylend there are shocking over~statements(to be polite). Maryland 

sportsmen might just as well buy parts of the Brooklyn Bridge ae some 

of the things D.U. sells them in this prospectus. 

- $) Unreliable reports_on the weterfowl situetion, I am deeply 

concerned about the DU. reports on the waterfowl situation, . These 

are neither fair to ducks nor to the public. In the first place, 

I beleive it is too much to except to give flash reports during the 

season and expect them to be reliable. The waterfowl behevior ,and : 

the vast area in which they breed just doesn't justify flesh reportSe 

It ig dangerous and has resulted in whet I beleive is 2 serious Uo
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violation against the Redhead, a species which has by no means recovered 
from the low of the mid-thirties. The Redhead was put on full bag last 
fell, it reportedly was shot quite heavily, in thie region at least it 
had a poor spring flight. In the duly 2 Duckological a map showed the 
entire southern portion of Manitoba as "big hatch CanesRedheads", I¢ is 
Quite true that the Canvasback did well through much of this area( 
(although by no means is it an abundant breejer in all waters of southern 
Manitobe.). BUT THE REDHEAD CLEARLY EAD THE POOREST BRETDING SEASON 

' IN AT LEAST TEN YEARS 23! What can one say about that now. For tro 
solid weeke, before the firet young Redheads were awing I traveled 
over the best Redhead marshes in southern Manitoba, I sew river ducks 
cf all especies in their many thousands, I was convinced by the numbers I - 
saw that the Canvasback hed & good season. BUT IN TYO WEEKS TRYING TO 
SEARCH THEN OUT, I SAW LESS THAN 50 YOUNG REDHZADS. Ducks Unlimited 
now admite that the Netley Merch, which with the Delta Vareh is one 
of the most important Redhead breeding marshes in the land, produced 
an unusually poor crop of Redheads, Much of the west is drys the “edheads 
did poorly in dlenitoba; they ere not a species thet ranges in great 
numbers into the far north. And yet we are told of a big hatch. 
It was & mistake, it was careless, it was not deliberate -~ but this 
kind ef reporting is going to be hard on ducks. Maybe the Redhead is 
going to nest on the maonl 

This is only one example. Anybody who gives attention to the true 
Situation of ducke knows there has been an increase,,e real substantial 
increase in some species. But even here_it is not as great as it is 
said to be — and some species like the Redhead are still having a 

- tough time of it, I say that there are a let of ducks being produced 
On wimweograph machines that never sew ,never will see a march, 

‘I have written five peges end I am not going to list further examples 
of over~statements. They are there for anyone to see, 

One thing that cute deep is thet Ducks Unlimited not only is 
careless with what it says-~ it is carelese in its choice of Bpokeemen, 
Take a look st the article on page 35 of the September SPORTS AFIZLD, 
This man who telle us that the Duck Situation is favorable ic the same 
man who operates a chain ~-yes I said chain ~~ of shooting camps in 
Manitoba. He is working hand in hand with Ducks Unlimited an@ one 
benefits from the other. If D.U* wants to keep this kind of company , 
that is one thing. But if they are going to let this type of a 
journaliste—ghooting salesman be their spokesman, then it is something 
else agein. ‘he ducks do not belong to D.U. and they cannot let anyone 
say enything about them without drawing fire. 

I,among others, started complaining to Tom Main about the D.U. 
arrangement with these shooting interests three years ego, Tom egreed 
it was wrong. But it continues. I have brought it to Tom's attention 
repeatedly. He always admits it is wrong, but nothing ever changes, 

‘Now, when I go in and get med about it, Tom saya he can't do anything 
about it, that he gets orders, I am not trying to meddle with the 
intricaciee of the D.U, administration. But I want to find out who is 
responsible for this tie-up and teil him it is dead wrone, This is the ' 
sort of thing everyone was afraid would happen in the war-time confusion 
anc here it is staring the public right in the face, :



pa i a Delta,Manitoba yer 
Z ~. ; Sept. 32,1945 @ | 

Dear. A.L., . 1 ' fe ye 4 

" I will. of course, give the Senator and Mr. %e11 advance notice before 
I.do anything in the way of making anything public. But first I am going to 
settle my account with Tom personally -- when he can deny,quallify or lie. 

\ I have been in Alberta visiting some of the D.UL areas --only the best 
es, not the dry ones of which there are quite a few. And what I said about 

/ in my two letters still holds. Only ten times more so. . 

Alberta sce@e: Rolling shert-gress prairie as far as you can see: no 
house,no tree,no bush,’ no fence,no telephone pole, no cover except very thin 

' short \grase3;no nothing except three antilope looking over the next gise’and, 
beside a little lake completely devoid of cover that is neetled in a coulee, , 
@ great stone cairn about the size and shape of a three-seat privy. Inscription 
on cairn +: "Dedicated to that great American sporteman and pioneer Socal 
conservation, Louis Barkhousen."” Comment: Heck—puttoole. Money can do 
anything I guess ~-- anything except erase an obscenity some cowhand hes added 
to the inscription, his earthy comment being the only really true statement that — 
ever has been made avout this place on cairn or paper. 

From train and car I saw 140 antelope in one day in the region of Brooks, — 
611 in small bands. I teok a run up to Banff when finished to meet Carl Rungius. 
What a man! 

Thanks for the Green Lagoons proof. Yes, they did make it quite a bit 
larger than it could stand. But no great harm done. Thanks for the check. | 

I greatly appreciate your desire to help me get mammbea a foothold back 
in the States. However, Wisconsin is not for me. I know the things I want to | 
do and they do not include mussing around in a mid-western University or fussing — 
around with anymore graduate work. I am really looking for a place to live 
rather than any special job. I have worked for independence; I have it; and 
I intend to hold it. fim For me to work for the Univereity of Wisconsin would 
mean that I must always be compromising with myself. You should know me better 
than to think I would take anymore graduate work. This is not sour grapes 
because of my failure to understand the intricacies and polatics of the U.of W. 
greduate work; I beleive that MHHMUNNUNBMUNNMEMMYMMMMMMMEHOMME MM the 
PHD-worship is one of the germanic influences we should have broken away from 
with this war. It has ite place; but it is not to be worshiped,and it should 
not be the password to the inner circle of. high muck-e-mucks. I do not mean 
thie as ingratitude; I am simply saying what I beleive and my beleifs of the 
good things in thie world do not include the University of Wisconsin : 
@reduate “chool. Thie is a rather harsh reply to your very kind offer and 
my Comments result only from the distaseful thought of taking more graduate 
work to reach a degree to gein entrance to a society to which I do not wish to - 
belong. f 

Warde are moving to the city and we ere taking the big house. Which means 
we will have spare room.for the first time in quite a spell. Wonder if there is 
any chance of your getting up for a duck hunt and gab fest. Since I am setting 
olans for a new progrem, we could make this officisl visit. Rowan's this spring 
was such, Plenty of room for two if you wish to bring Carl or someone else 
along. Have plenty of 12 guage shells now, but if you still are shooting 1é 
better let me know shead. Would be easy to bring your dog if you like; but |



should know a couple of weeks in advance to arrange permits for dog, Best time ; 

anytime in Oatober.. Harrison Lewie and Dewey Soper will be here Oct.7-8 th . 

Could you be here then, and there is plenty of room and enough sugar,could 

probably get a lot of things thrashed out/ We are concentrating on stubble 

birds this year because there is ges and the mallards are really up. « ‘We have 

our own canoe snd landing so that everythine is independent of the Sporte. 
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: UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

i COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT August 30, 19U5 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 

Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I am glad to have your further letter on the DU situation and I realize 
instantly the formula for publicizing favorable truth and playing down 

: unfavorable. Keep me posted on any move that you make in the direction 
of calling Tom's hand. 

I had a talic with Noble Clark yesterday about the possibility of your 
coming here. The immediate purpose would be to give you a winter head= 
quarters this side of the border. Noble would be much pleased to have 
you heres the problem being solely financial. Do you think the Institute 
and Mr. Bell would consider such an arrangement provided Wisconsin 
kicked in to a moderate degree for, let us say, a little light teaching 
load plus some guidance for the waterfowl work of the Conservation 
Department? The teaching I have in mind is a special advanced course 
on the ecology of waterfowl. 

Mr. Bell would doubtless prefer Minnesota, but it seems to me their 
present personnel, with the exception of Breckenridge, is hardly on 
the ecological side. 

ZI also have it in mind that it would permit you to Jeragnatry complete 
your doctorate after which you could of course have your choiee of 
university openings. I can't remember whether I have told you that 
I hope that Irv Buss will be in charge of research in the Conservation 
Department and will have 1 strong group under him. Bob is taking over 
the techniques course this year. Zoology is adding a mamnalozist and 
ornithologist (perhaps Tuzene Odum or John A. Emlen). Taking every- 
thing together I think we can offer a pretty strong state wildlife 

5 set-up. 

How long will it take to accomplish your purpose in respect to the 
citizenship of your boys? The arrangements sketched above need not 
neccesarily be permanent. ; 

} 

Yours as ever, 

: Aldo Leopold



Delta, Manitoba 
ey MMM August 22,1945 

Dear A.L., . 

After mailing my tirade against D.U. I realized that I had mentioned 
only the organization without heing specific. I mean specifically. Tow Main 
and Ed Russenholt. As far ae Bucks are concerned “ dirty liars" is a very 
mild description. ‘ . ; : ; ’ 

: Russenholt is Tom's assistant. It 1s he who cocks up all the mesh. 
Everything, or almost everything written by anyone in the outfit, comes 
through his hands where it receives the unclean touch. As far as ducke are 
concerned,he has no scruples. Ducks Unlimited is eesentialy a highly efficient 
sheme. for raising money. The technique for spebding that money for the 
benefit of ducks is the next thing to plain,ordinary everyday ignorance. 
D.U. is @ sales outfit; Russenholt is:its head salesman. He is selling 
ducks and beleive me he is selling down-stream . That man will say anything 
about ducks. Now, of course, aside from ducks, I don't doubt that he ts 
an honest man. Same as you or I in a jewlers shop; we might be essentially 
honest but we could do a let of harm to the stock. Me may beleive the means 
is justified by the end. I don't doubt that he beleivee what he is doing is 
right. But this is simply because he doeen't know whet is wrong. 

eee On the other hand, maybe it isn't just plain dumbness. It is a 
little too slick. There is a technique which is essentially this. If the 
truth is "super" stick to the truth. If not hold a fragment of the truth as 
a@ base but twist it, ieolate it, hide it or expand it -- do anything to it 
as long ae it mekes B: good news ®: publicity for D.U. 

; Every “i ss must have something that can be shown ae good. But that 
/may be only “ 5 of what D.U. says the project is. The Lake Maryland project 
_is 5% good management 95% pure bunk. Who can detect this. In the first plac¢ 
no one ever hae given their newer projects the once over. If they have they 

‘have seen only what D.U. wanted tm them to see. And everything is going to 
look rosy staying at the best hotels ,dringing the best licker and enjoying 
Tom's high spirits. As a matter of fact there are probably less than 10 
men who could give D.U.'« projects a fair appraisal -- by that I mean there 
are lees than ten men who know how to stack up a duck marsh, 

Now let me just show you a straight clean-cut and,damn it all,dirty 
lie. On the map of the July 2 Duckological they show all of southern Manitoba 
ae “Big hetch of Cans and Redheads! There was, indeed a good hatch of Canvas— 
back. But the Redheads are just not to be found. IT IS THE POOREST HATCH OF 
REDHEADS SINCE DX¥M UX 1936 W@ Bob Smith and I traveled almost two weeks 
through southern Manitoba: we saw herdly a redhead, It is hard to beleive, 
but we traveled the whole length of the Delta marsh without seeing more that 
20 young redheads. I am backchecking now for Bob on the possibility of wind 
having heg some influence on our check -- but it is eg that at the very 
bést the edhead has “a: poor year. Reports from the PMMMY teushy Yetley 
Marsh suggest thet the Redhead might have. had a tough time of it over there. 
And hexepis eomething more to think about. Time and again we would pass an 
ideal edhead set-up. Canvasback would be there-..- but Redheads there was — 
none. And the Redhead is generally more tolerant than the Canvasback ---if 
there were Canvasback there g ‘ hould have been Redheads.



Besides: whe Mueh of the area covered on this map is the flooded 
wheat country where there was a tremendous increase in the number of breeding 
River ducks. There was an increase of breeding waterfowl in this area; it 
will be interpreted as an increase in Redheade. It may be that the Redheads 
did all right this year, but beleive me,it wasn't in southern Manitoba. 

Now in this same Duckological there is enough truth to give this 
_ report on the Redhead some weight. Boy oh boy, its a dirty,rotten deal. 

And Tom is right in the thick of it. He knows all this dishonesty 
is going on. He knows it is wrong. “e could stop it. But he just lets it 
roll right along. And, kike Russenholt, 100% is not good -enough for fom . 
Add 100% to the good news; subtract naa 99% from the bad news; That is Tom's 
policy. I have been sincere in trying to help Tom and I know. you have. Yet 
now I even doubt his intentions in seeking help. "I had a little talk with 
Aldo Leopold the other day and he said".---. or "Up at the Delta Duck Station 
we are finding----- " is the sort of small-talk that makes for $looo checks 
in some circhte . And beleive me Tom laye it on -~- thick. 

“-)° The whole thing is sickening: a@ super-duper big talk saleaman telling 
the people about the waterfowl ----and the country swallowing it. The whole 
thing is sickening =-- the more so because it seems a deliberate fraud. 

: ‘SRS Do Mea DE aa eo a Dd DB ee ll a it 
RAMA BBA Mea pe ee a Ws i ee eer De dere TA 
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I've been here seven yeare ‘and never once said anything against D.U. ; 
If I criticized them I always qualified it by saying that they were doing much 
good. For more than a year I have been telling them in a friendly fashion 
to stick to the truth. But I never once knew how rer ee hed erred. 

I don't know where Cartwright stande. “e has had a tough fight. I 
know that many times it has ‘oo do as Tom says or go back to Sunday maming 
morning birding. The whole ng,really, is run by Tom and Russenholt and it 

. is they who are duping the country. As far as ducks go they have no morale. 
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Delta, Manitoba wer 
August 18,1945 Ws a 

| Deer:A.L., : 

Thanks for Dr. Rowan's letter. I am returning it and another in the 
master's hand. duet finished a 1000 milé tour of the Provinee with Bob 
Smith,seeing in the journey but four shearp-tails, two broode of one hen and 
one young. Travelling the same country in 1938 and 1940 one would see 
chicken at least every ten miles. Despite this rock-bottom condition generaly, 

_ the local band of squaretails seems to hold ite numbere right along. . 
t 

On the same trip.I sew some of D.U.'s work. Until this summer I have 
beleived Tom to be honest. It is now clear, after seeing their wok in the an Liela,,-that D.0. ape me tly ® money-making outfit and is fundamentally j 
fitaid dishonest. I,knor ma-D.U. to be the damndest bunch, of dirty low-down ~ 

- filthy liars that ever moved im thmtuerammmamand in respectable:circles. It is 
my hunch thet the D.U. program will prove to.be one of the big swindles in =i 
history;.certainly it..ie the greetest fraud in. the history of conservation, 

They haven't done anything to me to make me say tiis: except to lie 
to mé whmam® like they have lied to you end everyone else who would listeng 4 

“" to them,read their cookeduup reports or look at their fake movies. I can } 
never again: beleive snythineg they ssy or print., If they are not a bunch of € 
crooks, they are the next thing to its I won't say that they heave misspent ’ money or,anything like that ( elthouch there ere many who will sey that), i 
but I will say that they have given ducke one crooked deal when they ask us a 
to beléive what they say. They haven't_the slightest conception of the 3 
meaning of truth: I Gent think of one printable adjective to describe them. _ Whet I.think of them is unprintable. ; i 

* I don!t understand how they ever got this far without being exvosed. 
I suppore it is because everything they do is bared upon e freoment of truth. — The project we visited,for instance, is 5% good menacement 95% just plain . 
bunk. The 5% ic salt end thet is what one sees when they showx off one of : 
their areas. And,agein, considerably more of their early work was good. \. 
The Big Grass Marsh is something to be proud of. The ead part of it is that 
if they would only stick to the truth they could be proud of mach of what i they heve done. As I seo it, as the years mamma went by, good projects became 
harder to find,money easier to get and the truth harder to follow until they 
reached the point whete they discarded morals entirely vith the main objective 
being money rather than ducks, Ducks Unlimited is e wonderful idea that 
gradually, then rapidly has gone haywire on 4 terrific scale. nef Z 

Iam going weet-shortly and hone to see some of their Alberta and = — : Saskatchewan projécts. If these prove to be the same as the Manitoba work - I will find it impossible to hold my tongue. Tom has been askine me Questions | for seven years. Now I am. going to ask him some and he is going to either Ae have to lie or admit-D.U.'s volumns of lies to the american Sportsmen and. 
evervone else, There ie nothing personal in this, althouch I hate to think 
whet a sucker they took me to be. Duck's Unlimited is the rawest deal fi the waterfowl ever had; the lies heve done much more harm then any of D.U.'s 
piddling projects have done good. ze, ioe : e
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ee Good grevay but we are dumb! When I saw whmimtmm their vrojects in 

the western part of the Provence, then read what they said about them I felt 

like kicking in the eide of the house. Since then I have got some of those 

- Duckologocal reports.from the files. These are studied mfstatements of the 

Seeeruth. Everything they heve written is simed et the dollar without regard of | 

the truth. There’ are many ways of twisting a true fact into false meaning 

: end they are masters at thir. 

i i I heave heard that the black duck work/in the east is simply: dollar—bait 

for “tlantic coast hunters. TOm's comments on the eastern program seem 
 sgensbble enough: he seys D.U. doesn't know what they can do there and will 

study the problem until there is an answer, But thetr-record is so bad that 

t I would be inclined to wonder about their plans for the east.- 411 they need 

: to make the dollars roll in is something to talk about, and a research / 

project in the east is enough. It is a perfectly fair question to ask‘4arho 
. > ie there’ to know that his contribution is going for duciic or for a couple 

2 of botties of 01d Parr‘! Thet is the gripe: Buck reseerch in the hands of 
a bunch of shysters, NNMMEMMMMNMNEYMEMEMEN MEIN . 

Ee: ‘Until now I have beleived in D.U. I am now convinced thet they are 
‘i a bunch of dirty skunks although I am not yet certain what. degree of skunkhood 

z they-have reached, Now thet I know they trade in dishonesty 9 lot of things 

* Gome-to mind: The fact that most of their presidents end directore have 

: reputations as being game hogs. The fact thet in all seven years I heve seen 
Bs them in the field, amounting to a totel of aporoximmetke 4 or 5 solid months 

I have never seen them do mmthm anything but take pictures, usvally of set-ups 
. or of themselves’ in fake poses. There movies I know mm to be 95% fake. It 

Gomes to mind that anything can be proved in pictures with # gullible audience. 
E & rescue of drought-stricken ducklings or some suth trine is stagé, movies 

~, taken and that is all. Them-only time they do a lot of things ie when they 

' teke-pictures of it,but the audience is led to beleive the pictures represent 

Ee every-day events. Their structures look cheap ae tresh although I'll have 
c to admit I. really wouldn't know. I have had experts tell me,however, that 
‘ many of their structures sre puorly—made. On some-of their areas the most 
Ee <expensive structure is the cairn. Just thie month they shinved MMMEY their 

photographer off to Edmonton just to take pictures of tame crows eating eegce— 
 @ roundstrip journey half-way across the country to take a fake set-up. 

. The Lake Maryland project we sew is the pothole country south of the riding _ 

-. mountains. There are large numbers of excellent potholes here, all in good 
, condition, and two lakes which need control structures. They sre working on 

but 8 or £0 sections, the rest of the pothol= country is in good shape-except 
ss im dry years when D.U. canid@® nothine for it. "What. ie D.U. going to do with 

thesé potholes! I asked the local menager. "Ohgnothineyhe said,/‘they are 
, naturel projects! In other words giving money a project of thie kind is not 
i much short of buvinge the Brooklyn Bridge, Ae a matter of fact, the best 

. "Duck Factories" they heve are,as far ae I can eather, "natural projects" 
‘they just took over. Think of the hours they spend raising money and the 
relatively emall amount of time rorking for the things they telk about. It 
ie 8 joke that-if you ever want to find one of them you Yave to go next door 

. to the coffee shop; when I wes there that is where thev spent 50% of their 

time. And boy oh boy, you should see their licker cabinet. I never thought 
2 anything of there at the time, but now thet I am beginning to see the whole 

x picture it sure looke like 4 phoney set-up. I am told, elthoush I em not 
é sure that it is true, that epoetes-writere sre paid for every time they mention 

D.U. And beleive me some of the writers in charge'of D.U. publicity ore 

- ecum'of the earth -- you wouldn&t keep your ‘seat if one of them sat down 
a besides you in a street car. Yes, Ducke Unlimited is the MMMEMMIUConservation 

a miracle of the century", the miracle being that the public shonld be so 
ee completely hood-winked by euch a low-down bunch of scoundrels.
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‘ I am so G@emn mad thet I hed to work off the steam; the typewri ter is 

getting too hot to handle so I guess I have gone far enough. To sum things WU 
_ Ducke Unlimited is a dirty bunch of liars. Of thet I am certain. To what 

degree of dishonesty they heave resorted remains to be seen, but whatever they 
_ heve done has been a studied attempt to turn ducks into dollars through dis— 

honest means. Beleive me, their dishonesty is studied, carefully-planned, 
slick ss grease, or we wouldn't have been taken for such e long ride. The — 
whole thing now seems untelievable. : SR Sees oe ga 

ss 5 etek : \ ; : i. Bg ok oe 

Pete is home for good. He ie epending 70 deys in Vancouver with his 
. family, then is returning beck here. EMMY we will have the place in shape — 

for bisinees next spring. % : é | PMc oes aa 
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Ph ‘Delta ,Menitoba ae 
; August 2?,1945 ; 

Dear A.L. , R ; 

Thanke for your coements on the discussion of the tradition and ; 

relativity theories. I em still reletively numb on the selativity theory 3 

since having reveiwed the liaterature:and such things as Rowans crows 2 

gum things up, but it will eventually'all come out straight at which time 

I may be able to explein myself more clearly. It just occurred to me that ; 

our swellow trees are an example of a tradition carried by record(as well, . f 

of course,@s by action). I have successfully discoursged the birds from 

using them this yeser by scaring them with stuffed owls. Next year we can J 

see if a tradition has been broken, amdmehanyeaanninbhomiae : : 

Thanks for the copies of your correspondence with Congrescman Henry. 

As far as Ducks Unlimited is concerned, you need not have felt it necessary — 

to have retracted your statement re prope ines Theirs te propaganda with an 

a cepitol P. Tom's publicity director sa AE 9 mony words: We don't care 
whet we sey as long as we get the almighty dollar. I think Tom is wise 

enough to know that his publicity is on the wrong track and agree that he oa 

hes a hard job keeping it straight. ; < i 

: I have just reed Victor Solman's report in the April 1945 Ecology, : 

Ecological Relations % Pike and Waterfowl. This is a good report and study 

it seems and we Stl the identification of ducklings.in the stomachs,so 

that these are perfectly good. What bothers me is that Solman should wind ~ : 

up a serious report with the eame old Ducks Unlimited song and dence about é 

1,560,000 young weterfowl being destroyed @ year, this conclusion being based — 

upon a study monfiemedmia which was rather confined. I cen't help but heehee as 

that Solman mist have felt compelled to wind up an otherwise excellent report 

with the broad sssumptions he mekes on the last two pagee, This is serious 

if this is the way Ducks Unlimited is going to influence Canadian waterfowl 

research. This paper should be reviewedin one of the journals by someone ; 

* able to comment on this point. : 
\ s 

We expect Pete home this week. Hope Lyle will be able to get back ; 
: by next spring. 

Yours, 

L 2 
_ phe. | 
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A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

c/o Dept, of Biology, 
; : University of New Brunswick, 

Fredericton, N,B, 

August 1, 1945, 

: Professor Aldo Leopold, , 
oh University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wis, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have written to Mr, Hochbaum giving 
: him a copy of my working plan and a summary of what I have 

done to date, and am now awaiting his reply, . 

You ask if I got the date of the flightless 
period and if I got any notes on male behavior during it, 
Apparently your flightless period is considerably earlier 
than ours,.as it generally occurs here the last ten days 

in August, I observed an aggregation of adult male Black 
Ducks yesterday who flew away with no difficulty and left 
no feathers behind when I flushed them, I also saw 50-6 
male Ringnecks who were very wild and flew before we could 
get anywhere near them, One Green-winged Teal male was 
noted who looked very ragged but he was still able to fly 
strongly, His body feathers were moulting but his head and 
wings were still in full plumage, The Chief Game Warden 
tells me he has picked up adult Blacks covered with pin 

‘ feathers and unable to fly in the first week in September, 
I will make every effort to check the date of this period ; 
this year and again next, as this unusual lateness will 

; have a bearing on the survival of locally bred ducks as the 
: season opens here on September 15th, 

General Manager: 

eee se eeGer Bert Cartwright is coming down to spend 
Asst. General Manager: two weeks in the field with me, starting August 20th, I 

nies Haas will show him the principal breeding areas in the Maritimes 
“G. R. FANSET, p.sc,ceand southern Quebec, and go over with him carefully the work 

Chief Naturalist: done to date on the study area, He thinks that my proposed 
B.W. CARTWRIGHT hunting pressure and bag analysis study should be secondary 

Saskatchewan Manager: tO the rest of the program, but I think it is essential to 
W. L, BUNTING, B.sc.,c.€ind out what percentage of the locally bred birds are being 

Aiherta Gdaumeer: killed off and what percentage of breeding stock is left to 

TR, M. HARLEY return the next year, However, we will thrash this out 

when he gets here, 
OFFICES: 
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A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 
os, 

Howard Mendall of Maine will be with me 

most of next week, We will discuss the stomach analyses 

study, I think it would be well to take a few during the 

rest of this season and bear down hard on the spring feeding 

habits next April and May, The vegetable foods, pondweeds, 

pulrush, wildcelery, wildrice, etc,, are here in abundance, 

so I think we will tearn very little from analyses of 

stomachs as late as this in the season, The animal foods of 

early spring appear to be one of the limiting factors, The 

4 other appears to be lack of nesting cover caused by inadequate 

et | flood control, 
Ww 

This latter 1s serious here and all other 

management techniques will be subordinate to it, It's remedy 

4s a matter for joint action by the State of Maine and the 

Province of New Brunswick, as flood control must be started 

at the head of the river which is in Maine, All the necessary 

surveys have been made and it is now up to the legislators, 

The D,U, organization might take a hand in bringing the two 

ithe hee together, I have several ideas in mind on 

: mproving this condition, but it is much too early yet to draw 

any conclusions, so I will not put them on paper, 

: I have my assistant and my motor now, so 

all is well, We seem to be making satisfactory progress, 

4 I have arranged a meeting in Quebec City of the Provincial 

Game Department, the Provancher Society and Bert Cartwright 

and myself, We are going to discuss the possibilities of 

getting the big pulp companies to cooperate with D,U. by 

letting us establish projects on their limits which are at 

. present sealed up tight, This will be a major step forward 

: for us if we can get them to cooperate, They are very touchy 

see : about letting any outside organization into their limits so 

cneral Manager nc. 2b Will take a bit of diplomacy on our part, 

“tn 8. RUSSENHOLT In conclusion, I would like to ask if you 

Chief Engineer: ean suggest any arrangements I might make in advance about 

G, R. FANSET, Bsc. CE] dying accommodations at the University, I plan to arrive ‘ 

Chiet Natures our September 17th in Madison to allow me to go over my course 

with you prior to commencement, 

_ Saskatchewan Manager: 

W. L, BUNTING, B.Sc., C.E. Sincerely, 

Alberta Manager: 

R. M. HARLEY 
i. 
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daly 23m, 1945 

Robert K Renyy, Concrosaman . 
‘ Congress of tho United States ‘ 

House of Represcntatives 

i Washington, D. GC, 

Dear Sirt . 

In my letter of July 16th concorning the live anooy : 
ALL S.°24, Z used the phrase "rosoganda by tho ish 

. ond Wildlife Service ond Ducka U,_linitea". 

On more sober thoucht I realize that the word "sronarmnda" 
nigh$ imply intont to deceive. ‘Thore io of courso nothing 
of that sort. I therefore retract the word. 

I do not retract my opinion that these tuo ormmnigatione 
have wreisaly allowed the huntora to est the immrescsion 

’ there ars oxtess duels. Thoy hove failed to distincuish “ 
inereasou fron concentrations. Henes the present bille 

y Yours sincorely, 

4iéo Leoreld 
oo ¥, F, Grimnor f i 

fra Gadrislcon, Director Fash And Weidlife Service 
fom Matin, Duce Uniimited, Winndpog, Cgnada 

: Albart i,chbaum 
Kommoth Hold, IWLA, Morchandise Mart, Chicago
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Delta ,Manitoba ae 
June26,1945 ee 

: a 
Dear A.L., . i Oa 

Thanks for the news about your robins. Now that I think of it oure 
behayve the same way although I hed given it no thought until you pointed Saas 
it out. The cardinal business is tremendously interesting and your graph 
shows it clearly. I can see that you sre filling in the gaps of your bird = 
song work with a lot of really new stuff. I noticed that our Arkansas Kingird 
givee his awakening song this year from a new tree. Four years in a row he \ 
has given it from the same branch of the same tree, This year he gives it 
from one°SO yerds distant in a small cherry that was exposed when the willows 
Were cleared away. Too bad it wasn't banded so that we could tell whether 
it was a new bird or the same bird in a changed situation. ae 

Bees 
Yes a beer would be the only way to settle the businees I mentioned, 

The more I think about it the more I am convinced that a bird relies on no 
6th sense. The supersonic orientation of bats '@ eseentially the same am 
the "facial reading" they are now teaching the blind. It is not a new senee 
but a develope  semedbimitey of senses we know we have. And as far as I can 
find out a mystic "sense of direction" in man just doesrit}4 exist. If you (23 
know of any studies that have proved its existance I surely would be interes 
ed in learning ebout them. 5: : ae 

I spent severel days reading all the material I covld find on the 4 
theowy of relativity and admit thet most of it is over my head. But what I 
understend about tims it answers most of the questions that in the books see a 
not explainable. ; S ——_ 

I will have to state my case very simply, for that ie the only way 
I can understand it. — Uae 

To begin, objections to certsin phases of avian orientation based on 
vievel perception and memory are mane objections. He couldn't do it and 
so concludes that birds couldn't do it without the aid of a sense he doesn! i 
have. me 

Firet of all it seems clear that we will, have to revise our opinion 
of landmarks upon which orientationg depends. The very word "landmark# is 
used in the cense that man uses it. MOUNMEMVINMEOMEENE OY Guides" would 
be a better word. For it seems clear that such things as wind, atmospheric 
pressure, temperatures of air and water, water currents ,other fauna ete 
are quite possibly guides to orientation. Supersonic orientation is always 
related to something,some force that reflects perceivable waves to the 
senses. A sea bird at sea has no landmarke such as we know them and yet ~~ 
We must conclude that,since the sea is not of one pattern either of color, 

: temperature,salinity,depth or fauna, smi orientation there by a sea bird 
is a positive reaction to the see juet as the land bird reacts porétively to — 
lend forms. e ae. 

Slane 
1 see 

All bird behavior is hard to exblain or underetand unless thenempban 
we do so in terms of- human behavior. In moet studies, such as thore of 
territory, neeting behavior,song,etc. the work has been mynd jae in ‘such! 2 oi 
@ manner that there ie no confusion in the interpretetions. UBMMEY The: ne 
Tact that we understand ourselves permite us-to break completely away from 

_ ourselves to study end discuss such behavior entirely on the level of the 
bird mind. ‘ a Lise ia
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; But it seems clear that in migration we have not completely aa ome 

forgotten ourselves. he thinge that are mysteries in bird migration ee 
are mysteries because we cannot explain ttem in terms of human behavior, — 
Extended flights through fog -- impossible for man, hence, with only the —_ ine 
five senses;,impossible for bird unlese it has a sense we do not have, And =~ 
tina one of the main obstacd#’as is distance. Murres were observed flying ee 

e direct course of 60 miles through fog.Wow! How can they do it wéthout ees 
some sense we do not have. : ee 

As long ae many of the objections to some of the mysteries of bird «= 
migration are man's objectionewmmbim let ue look further into the problem ae . 
with man oe the control animal. Sa 

travel has — eee 
Man is an object in motion. Every motthom he makes nave four dimensiones: 

length(distance) ,height( of the wamm eyes,the organs of orientation) ee 
Width( the horizon on either gids) ene time—space( the movement in space as 
this ie reletive to length,height and din iaaser. if we leave out the last 
dimension, and think of travel only in terme of the-three dimensions, then 
comparison of man's movements with movements of other diving objects(birds 
or anything else) is an entirely unfair comparision, for in eveyyanimal the 

value of time in space varies according to its structure and mode of travel, 
The only fair basis for study is in terms of relative values, using the time 
in space as the constant and the other three dimensions s® reletive. In this — 
way of thinking, the relativity of thamm objects to their systeme of | aaah 
coordinates is always the same. ee 

To start with a simple example of whet I mean. When you were a lad 
you reii¥ered the corner store as being fer away at the edge of the world; By 

~ the picnic grove was at the edge of eternity. When you returned home os ace 
man you found that the store was but ea step down the street, the picnic = 
grove was a ehabby patch of elms at the edge of town. What heppened, ho 
terms of the three dimensions, this change is merely a mental illusion, = 
But in terms of relativity this change ie real. The boy with his shorty; 
etride and 32 foot evyelevel moves within dimensions that are not the same ee 
the men with the long stride and the five-foot eyelevel. The store for the 
voy was the end of a long route, for the man it is the first landmark in © 
@ world beyond the boy's conception. How can the boy explain the worldly 
movements of the man without understanding relatively. How can man explain 
the movements of a swallow without applying the same relativity of —— 

To put it another wey. I can(by test) cover a mile course ovex oe 
plowed field to a given destination in dense fog at four miles an hour. — A 
I cannot do this(again by test) by relying on my "sense of direction"; IT 
guide myself by the plow furrows. If, like a bird, I could releive my mind 
of everything but the problem at hand, if I could escape from thought, IT 
probably could extené my fog travel several miles. I can't find the _ 
flight speed of murres, but let us say they travel at 60 miles an hour, 

- Visability at this epeed is the same as at mine( it was loo yards in the ~~ 
case of the murre problem). They had a"landmark" for they flew within = = = = 
sight of the water. Relatively, then, e course of 15 miles for them is the — 
same as the course of a mile for me, the dimensions of the course are only , 
relative to the time of movement. ee 

aise aia 
These murres flew within sight of water. Mfuwmey A fog isa Lae 

thin layer on the earthe surface. If they relied only on a sense of direction 
why didn't they rise above the fog. oe ae aie 

Thet is only one of many exapmles, “ Point of still grester = 
: i YRS ee
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Sea 
importance is this. Not only are the dimensions of a route of travel relative 
but the componants of the landscape within the dimensions ere relative. ae 

Back to the boy and the men. Between home and store the boy must have a oe 
dozen or more landmarks: the stone wall, the picket fence,the horse trough, 
etc. Yor the man the store is the first landmark to the world beyond. a 
The same with birds when we examine height ae thie is relative to speed, eee 
distance and width. This means thet what must be seen and whet must be ee 
remembered are relative values. _Sixty miles of river valley have the same 

Teletive comlerity for #9 bird travelling #9 miles an hour at 75 feet as ice 
four miles of the valley for man at four miles an hour and at a height of 
five feet. The birds advantage is that while man is bound to the five-foot 
eyelevel, the bird can alter the value of height to the other dimensions by 
rising. WMM I can see this right from my window in operation. The Teal 
moving from her nest to her territory 60 yards away travels just above the est 
grass. The Teal drakes moving from the bey to the lake travel at about — Ae 
50 feet. Teal leaving the marsh to move elsewhere rise severel hundred Soegy 
feet. In autumn the mallarde moving to close stubble ftelds fly about aaa 

"150 feet up. But those going a ways down country invariably climb hicher. ee) 
In every movement the height traveled is relative to the course of travel 

oe 

All of this means not only that orientation may not be as complex as 
we have beleived it to be tut that the problem of memory is also ee 

Sa 

Kelativity does not e wlain everything, such as homing, or the momem 
movement of young to their wintering grounds, But it simplifies the pattern — 
in which we think of the problem,which mey be further simplified if we ‘ane 
understand more than. we ¥now do of "landmarks". And problems are further Ss 
simplified if we think more in terms of movements following ecological as 
well ae geographical petterns. é Beit 

i 
: It all comes back to the duck passes on the Delta lakeshore. Why ae 

and how are they so. unerringly selected year after year. The selection may 
be of the moment; I believe not, because the movement towards them is so 
direct and so everlastingly the same even though, as in the cease of many 
of the passes , the terrain croesed is little or no different than other fee 
portions of the ridge. Then it must be innate, or the following of a Ane, 
sith sense, or choc: gee Since most innate movements, when directed oats 
towarde the envirement direct themselves towards learned objects, it is hard 
to believe that the special crossings are instinctive. If they follow a> cate 
mbmhinmmenme magnetic sense they are taking points from the compass,for they 

_elways move well west of north. The obvious conclusion must be thet if they 
do follow a magnetic sense, they are taking pending or establishing = = 
bearing on e mamm known object in the landscape. If this minute sp etep is 
known, why the need for » magnetic sense. If they follow some other sixth 
sense, this is related to an anually ghambmen changing Tandscape, which, 
a: vertheless ,theabmunsunhtinnntenposebimean they react #@ in a posative manner. — 
(How can any eixth sense guide Birds over a special step,such as the changing 
landecape of the ridge, which they have never seen before), If it is Was 
traditional it can be explained on the basis of old birds going the way they — 
went before and the new birds following the experienced ones, And ,we must 
ask, if this step is known, ommm is not a route made up of many steps thet 
are known and followed traditionally. This is possible when we think in — 
relative terms. : iS = 

: : ano) 
Applying the theories of relativity and traditional behavior, most 

travel behavior can be explained in terms of visual perception and hemory; 
it seems more logical to study the still unsolved problems,which exist a8 
exceptions rather than as rules, in the same terms a aaa 

S ‘i ‘i . a Shi. oces 2, heen eeeprag a is 
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ie 
As I read this over it seems rether meaningless; it takes me five a 

chepters to cover the ground, hence it is difficult to get it in a letter. | 
The mein thing is that when we think of bird movements mm 9 mile is not ie 
a mile. Reletive values have changed the face of the world in the last 
few yeare; I think they will’change our outlook on bird movements. hee 

‘| : Op ee 

One last example of what I mean. How covld the mouse in your cellar 
imagine your daily movements in the Madison region except in terms of a Cae 
6th sense. How could you explain your movements to the mouse except in ue 
terms of relativity. How can we imagine movements of birds except in terms 
of a sixth sense; how could birde explain them to us except in terms of Le 
relativity. Distance is alwaye the pugale, relalive velves the anrucr, : ae 

: : Ns 
One other point. When an instinctive act is directed towards the ie 

environment, the ect is innate, but the object toverds which it is directed 
is MHHMKW learned. Are we to believe that migration ig one exception to 
thie. Nesting behavior in the hen is innate, but the site towarde which 
her activity is directed as well as the route from the *erritory to the site — 
is learned. Are we to say that just because distances are greater that pa 

thie does not also apply in migration, ea 
a ie 

; Thanks for introducing me to Bruce Wright. I shall look forward to 
discussions with him. I am pleased to learn that Tom Mein ie getting a See 
few live wires in his outfit. Knowing Tom, however, I suspect that he Ue 
still is more interested in the publicity value of reseerch workers than = = 
in their materivl worth; but I do not doubt that such ae Wright will soon 
win him over. : / ae 

} : i oe 
1 gather( end this is only gossip) that it is about time for D.U. 

to get a backbone of fellows like Wright. From my narrow vantage point I 
would venture to say that the orgenization lcokes like it is going to the a 

- dogs. I gather this from: 1) dissatisfaction in the office, fveryone wants 
to cr#% on my shoulder about everyone else. It may be the heat wave we are 

“having, but they certainly did not have a happy bunch when I was in there 
; leet week. &) I gather from this and that, that ,while originally the i age 
} objective was ducks with money.only a means to that end, the object now ie 

‘ money with ducks only e means. #0 3) They are sendine ovt mich of their 
‘\Y puvlicity through scoundrels. At least one of the feliows who handles their — 
z publicity hes opened up e pay—-se~you-go shooting lodge here on the marsh Re 

which in three years has ankbmehm changed the complexion about 100%. Tle 
e D.U. stock was worth $100 a share five years ago, it isn't worth 50¢ right 25 

—now,} I understand, and again this is only heareay, that D.U. is Ae 
v encouraging American Spoetemen to buy up land about some of the projects, 278 

‘this often being done under hidden purchase . Buying land is all right, ~~ 
but I have had several mncemtomem chances to see the attitude of some of ae 
those fellows which come up,which is this; "I gave D.U. $100,and I am to 
get back $loo worth of ducks, I have seen old-time locel shooters eluost 
cry, when discussing the matter. ; oe 

Bob Smith,the Flyway Biologist for the F&WLS dropved in the other ‘yee 
. Gay. I say this with some hesitancy, but before he ael7d mg about ducks. ie 

he asked if I could give him some insight on the friction between Harold 
and Bill. I gathered from what Bob said that the Service holds both tee 
very high regard. Whether Bob wae asking a parsonal question or had been > 
aeked to ask I don't know; but the fact that he should venture the query 
Suggests that whatever Harold and Bill have between them isn't doing them 

" -eny good. From the way Bob placed the question I gsthered that the = = 
Service would like to heve both Harold and Bill but are leary of their? 2. 

“Gitsare REOVOBRELEIORCOS BOE GERH FEvEHCHRYSHCSE HBENEOyN aBecMEpEAtwRETETHE two — 
ae ; Sete SP Sk Se 

Sen Paice ess ec atraes Baie Socata | RR RE SES Ee Oi ep



differences. I told Bob that it apparently was nothing more than a chronic 
. Gondition of the camp fever which developed when the two were up here and 

that it shouldn't be taken seriously. As I recall, Harold and Bill were = 
is bickering back and forth when they were here over such things as who vee 

cut the pie, or wash the dishes or who was heavyweight champion in 18983 and 
¢ since it is not naturel for everyone to get along with everyone elee I 

_ for got about it. I told him Bill was one of the best workers I mh know, 
that Harold has great cepabilities,but nesds someone to hold his enthusiasm 
in check. ae 

‘ee 
Forgive me for mentioning this; but I know vou can do both of them’ 34 

a good turn by gmbmbmenwin either gettine them together or having them oS ae 
forget about each other. I hea@with forget about it and I believe I oa 
convinced Bob thet the Sevrice should too. i | ‘ a an 

; 3 Oo. a 
3s Thaks for using the drawing with fhe Green Lagoons". <a ies 

Your Branklin “round Squirrels ere way behind oure which were out ee 
April 19. I sent the note to Lyle. lyle seems anxious to get back here = 
and I hope he will be releived among the earliest. | oa ae 

: i i Been 

Young Albert ie getting to be quite a lad and I am sure would be 
a match for your Grandson. It is getting Bieng to the point where I will 

“have to decide whether he learne sbout George “ashineton or the King and = 
am in favor of the former. Hence as eoon as things get well underway here — 
“again I will have my eyes open for a place memmehan eopaneate in the tt ae 
Rocky Mountain belt below the line. } : ik 

j : eae 
Best regards to all, pa i 

: | | Yours, ; a 

: t % Po Rae 
3 P.S. Be the differences in phenology between city and country,or wild 2 es 

and tame robins, I would place all my money on density. If mutual a) eG 
display or song serves to synchronizeyxskuxxhaxtany the breeding ee 
phenology of a pair, then it seems likely that it would synchronize ,and | 
thus hasten, the phenology of # close community of pairs. What you seem 
to have is both sides of the question for which Darling really only gave  — 
one side, If you can really show adequately what you say you have in your). 2 
letter, you really have something. By all ek it is important that you 
measure your populations in terms of establish“unite of land rather than 
by earshot or city block methods. a ae 

_— oe 
: } So a 
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| : a | : clef OUT Comments are greatly appreciated. + ran into the usual ' 
obst when trying to relate tradition to bird migration. Then this ~~ 
occurred to me* Al] objections to eyesight and memory( upon which 3243 4 

, traditional behavior depends) in orientatin transinet birds (as in fog, i 
or from an unknown starting point to theme") are really human objections. eG 
In every objection the logic is essentially this: "TI,a men, conte ; 
follow a 100-mile direct course through fog, hence birds cennot do i: | with- 
out the aid of some sense I do not have." And at every such dead-end the 
proposal of an innate sense of direction or magnetis.sense is made. None 
of these theories has yet been mmamed defined or proved but, as long ac we 

g think in terme of three dimensions we will keep looking for something that 
-ien't there. eee a 

\ eee A 
8 But when we apply the theory of relativity(which we are not . (yew | 

supposed to understand) to our thinking, and include tho fourth cineee 5 
time in space, with the other three dimennions of travel(for travel like 
an apple crate has three dimensions); and when we ure a unit of thes. 9 
fourth dimension as our constant of measure and reduce our three—dimensionsl 
messurea(such as feet,yards ané miles) to purely relative velues(as ,indeed, 
they are to birds), then the sun begins to shine and all, or most,of the 

_ mysteries of bird orientation are explainable and understandable in terme 
of facts now at hand. If we apply the theory of relativity to our thinking, 
we can discard all need for the mystic 6th sense. gee 2 

3 “Se ih 
Clearly,too, the theory of relativity does not apply alone to. Gas 

migration. Application of this in our thinking will help us reach out to. 
a much clearer picture of many phases of life history and behavior, , 

; f . | } et 
_ it am still on the rough draft of this now and it will be some tome 

' before it is all unwound. But so far everything is coming out right side — 
up. 5 ‘ : aes ‘ i 5 “4 

‘ ia Yours, a 4 

"- Pg,Thanks for the references. I am reading Starkers Turkey paper which | 
. Clearly is a dandy job. . : as 

Peg 3 | - ie 
Goleert arnreuy be on Une peop, rock ) ora y dont pele to oe ; 
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: oes Delta, Manitoba peer 

May 79,1945 Se ee. , eS 
. - \ “a 

; 2 D 
: Dear A.ln, we Cy ; 

Thanks for your discussion on the subgect of tradition. Yes | 
I am aware of the evidence piling up re the return of young to their ; 
birthplace. However I would not go as far as you do to say.that this 
wompm refutes “incoln's theories,for still it is clear that many many 5 
birds do not return to their birthplace -- enovgh so that Lincoln could ~ 
easily have been thrown in that direction. For instance’, the Manitoba — 

‘ prairie is wetter than it has been in many eprings. And everywhere : 
' scattered over the wet prairie are breeding peire of ducks. Some of 
the wet fields are close to permanent marshes, so that nesting could 
€till be in a newly wet field's at "home" at the same time. ut é 

ict meny breeding pairs are far removed from permanent waters and such : 
waters are on areas mm that have been dry for at least one waterforl i 

“generation. Some -- I would say many -- birds are setting up quartere 
& long way from their natal grounds. y * 

‘This is important. This is pioneering and the ability to break 
away from traditions must be closeky related to the ability to survive . — 
A eurvey of the agricultural prairies ehowe that by far the two species — 
which are the most numerous as pioneers are the Mallard and Pintail. a 
And these two species, of course, have already demonstrated their ability 
to a@ithm build up their numbers momh more rapidly than other especies. a 
The more rapid increase of these species with the return of water on - 
the breeding grounds and the ability to pioneer must be closely related. — 

f ‘And the diving ducke are m almost absent from the new prairie waters. ee 

There is still another point. However strong ‘the home ties may 
« be it is clear that when a epecies pairs on the wintering grounds, or 

even enroute to the breeding grounds, the chances are against both the 
é male and female being of the same netal grounds. Thies being the case, 

they both can't go homes an Alberta drake which ties up with a Manitoba — 
OE hen can_go home or he can stay mated to his maim hen and go where she , 

goss. But he can't do both. This is very important. It means that 
‘ species which pair prior to reaching'the breeding grounds are less bound 

to traditions than species which do not peir until they arrive on the P. 
f breeding grounds. One would expect that in the former, because of the ° 
( "mixed blood", timmm thet there would be very little specific subdivision 

- / while in the latter, because both males and females probably return to _ 
netal grounds before pairing off,there would be great specific sub— i 
division.-- that tradition, under such circumstances,might be gjmumbmam 

: important in isoleting groups,hence giving evolution the chance to me 
{ zemhontepmnam go to town on specific subdivision. I have not yet gone 

down to chapter and verse on this but it looks as thovegh it might be 
true. Thus in the Mallard, which pairs on the wintering groujde we find. 

»/ No specific subdivision on this continent. But look at the many races 
z of song sparrows, a species which,we know, returns"home" and doés not 

pair off until it gets there. Most of the passerines do not pair until 
they get to their home grounds, and look at the meny racee in thie 

~ ~ - group. But in the few which we know timmt to pair in the south, we find 
. little or no racial divisions. There are exceptione both ways, which I 

think can be explained. But ae’ far: ae I have. looked at: it ,it seems to 
hold pretty strongly. i . a 

Thie business; of -course, is only @ side isstie to the a oe 
but it seems important enough to dap dilly-dally with on the tie 

“ ‘ ais Gil Pony Ad ot Uae TSN TS eae
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Tradition might contribute to racial subdivieion in still another 

. way. In the Canada Goose, for instance, pairing takes place in many 

instances prior to arrival at the breeding grounds. But, probably naman. 

because of the strong family traditions, groups tend to remain more 

together than in ducks, hence there is less chance for"new blood" than 

in ducks. -And, of course, we find more races in the Canada Goose than 

' in any of the ducks, while the snow goose has three races and the 
'  White-fronted goose hae two races on this continent. . 

: ' f rn 

F Re tradition and covey-size --— I can't see how this would operate 

; ' pecausexummndimm, while. the tradition elways is carried by "flesh and 

blood", the traditional act is elways directed towards the environment, 

never the companion. Covey-size could not be treditional but it ie 

disproved by the above( which I am not yet able to state clearly) and 

not by the fact, as you cite, of a rapid turnover of individuals. Ae 

long as a group of individuals followe a tradition, that tradition will 

“ - still live no matter how rapid the turn-over of the population. Just 

to eite an example on this quail point. On the other side of Madison 

there is a vacant lot. Instead of going around it, the people there 

take the short-cut across the lot. This short-cut is a tradition. 

You may visit that part of Madison only once in your life, but you 

fe f follow the tradition when you ‘take the shortcot. And no matter how 

rapid the turnover of war-waorking families timam may be, the tradition 

.| lives through the years. This of course is a tradition carried by record 

ia rether than by movement, but the principaé is the same. Every covey 

.- | ef quail probably is bound to many traditions(which do not include 

covey size) which live despite covey turnover. 

8 '- Re the Horseshoe Leke Geese. Tradtional behavior is distinguished 
from innate behavior in two important respecte: 1: he tradition can 
be broken in a short period(century-old traditions of a marsh are broken 

_ when the marsh is drained) ;innate befiavior cannot be broken,except ,of 
_ Course, over immesurably long periods of time. 2:3 The tradition can 

Re be created spontaneously; innate behavior dekelopes through evolution. 
The latter point is related to the Horseshoe “ake Yeese(and also to 

: Jack Miner's). In both cases, for half a dozen reasons, strong traditions 

, have been built up in a very’short time. In this respect, evidence points 

: to the fact thet new traditions are more easily formed when relating to 
: food supply than when related to a breeding place. The only way to save 
a the Horseshoe “ake “eese is by breaking the local tradition( which I 

es l ' understand the Survey is trying to do by attracting them to other laces) 

A or by cutting the slaughter( which I gether hasn't worked ‘too well). 

Dr. Rowan was here for a few daysilast week on-his way home 
from tne east(The same Rowan) and we hed some interesting discussions. 

Me believes that"Tradition " may not be the right word; but we could 
‘ not think of a better one; MMUMNMKYYY The fault of the word,as with 

many of our words, is that we have given it sloppy usage. We think of 

: tradition as something. very old tnet is usuaisy handed down orally. If 
it lasts but one generation, it 1 still a tratition and, as I see it, 
the tradition, in ourselves, can be. handed down by four methoda: 

: . L:Orally, bv word of motnh. Example: Cucn pnrasees as “How-do-you- 
: f do", 

2:By symbol. Example: Tribal headgear. 

3:By record. Example‘ Art, Literature, Buildings, roads, highway 
eee: seen oe a Smerkers eto. A 5 

¢:_By action or movement . f#xample: The hanshake,standing up 

i in the presence of a lady.



§ os 

In lower animals the first two are out. In mammals traditions 
may be carried by 3 and 4,record and action. The game trail, for 

instance,is e record. And a given individual need never have seen 
another of its kinfi follow the trail to follow it himself. In birds, 

tradition is carried largely through movement, but there are the seman 

occasional traditions handed down by record. For instance, the 
nest structure im Ospreys is probably a valid example of a tradition 
handed down by record. In some truly terrestrial species trails, as 

in mammals,are records. But one must be careful. For instance the , 
same hedge-row may be used by many generations of pheasants as a trail. 
But they follow the trail because of their innate attachement to cover 
rather than because of any record left behind by previous generations. 

Working with it in these terms, I believe "tradition"is the 
proper word, but if you can think of a better one it would be much 
appreciated. ; 

q 

I was aware that Errington and Fred had used tradition in terms q 
of quail behavior, but I cannot yet find, although I have not yet 

. . given eae careful review, where they defined tradition oroperly or ; 
used it precicely. The fact that covey-size ehould be attributed to 
tradition, I think, suggests that they were not entirely clear as to 
the meaning of the term. 

My discussion of the subject, all building from the lakeshore 5 
passes, approaches book-length volume in itself and I have not yet 
started to review the Literature, so that I do not yet know hummh 
what it will look like when it was finished, I was interested that 
Rowan should find some points in his own work now explainable in i 
terms of tradition. Indeed, in and out, around and about, it seems 
that traditional behavior plays a much more important role in bird 
behavior than one would expect at first glance. But the first thing, 

: which I am doing now, is to try to find out what the tradition is and — 
how it operates and I still have a lot of etuff to sort around before i 
it will straighten iteelf out. In the discussion, I am not starting 
right out with the subject, but building up to it through a careful 
discussion of all the elements mpmpm upon which the tradition must be 
built. At least I should know more about birde when I get to the 
end of it than I do now. 

Glad to hear about Art and the reat. While I would have. been 
happy to have had Bob up here this summer, I think it best to wait 
until we are open, which I am sure will be next year, before bringing 
up any students. Bob knows his way around and would get a good deal 3 
from being here by himself. But half of the station here is the place, 
end helf of it is what is going on. And I would rather not bring up ; 
eny stddents until we mmm have the crew for a real schedule. When '- = 
we are on the move again, I am anxious to have ons of your fellows each 

> year; will leave the selection to you. I am also anxious for you to 
get up her for a spell the first ecummer., or, if you can make it, for 
the spring flight which you have not yet caught. 

/ COB 

- * nese Rake nila



5 Delta Duck Stetion 
Delta,Manitoba 
May 10,1945 

Deer. Ack, 

Many thanks for "Beetle Rock",and for writing on the flyleaf. Yes, 
they did a nice job on this and surely it gives me what I need to go by 
in the way of dimensions,etc. I'll let you know how I get along. I am 
still undecided regarding the use of scratchboard, as this fellow has used 
too for his cuts, or to stick to straight pen and ink. I hope I can get 
the bugs out of this drawing business this spring. 

The story is a good one, although it frequently gets a bit too "too", 

Re the grebes diving with young I have seen it many times in the 
eared and western grebes. Often one sees the youngeters almost burfied in 
the feathers of the parent's back; I suppose they are under the scapular 
tract and that this holds them to the mother when she dives. It ia a question 
as to whether she voluntarily compresses the tract to hold them when she 
dives. One often sees the young bob to the surface first, but again they 
stick with the mother until she surfaces. I suppeee it depends upon how 
well they are covered by the scapulars and I have seen the young stick 
throughout the dive most frequently in the western grebe which has a larger 
scapular tract in proportion to the sise of the young. 

In all the many hundred of duck broods,I have seen young carried on ; 
the back only twice, both times when it was a two-young family. : : 

As for the book -- I defy anyone to spend a week on the bay here 
without getting material for three booke. The trouble is when you stay 
two weeks you begin to know too much of what you should knew. The book is 
coming along, but will take as long to do as the Canvasback report. It is 
harder because it carries on where the Canvasback left off; easier because 
I know what I want to look for. I have discarded the daily chronologecal 
idea of setting it down and have now ansimbham outline similar to the 
Canvasback. Where the former gave mostly the answer te "what", this one 
attempts to answer why. For instance the Canvaskack merely stated what the 
duck territory was; this one will attempt to tell why the territory is a 
part of the pattern of breeding behavior. It will be in two parts, the firet 
dealing with the ducks behavia in relation to other members of the marsh 
society, the second dealing with behavior in relation to the environment. 
For instance manegement takes it as a truism that ducke breed on prairie 
marshes and lets it go pretty much as that. There are-at least 40 reasons 
why ducks breed on marches none of which have ever been plainly stated and 
all of which, when examined and understood, will mean much to management. 
It is mostly an attempt, I geass, to figure out what the hell goes on inside 
6 ducks head. I have been in and out, around and about the question for 
three years and am not too dismayed to find out that I am not as far across 
the threshold as I thought I was when I got down to serious business on it 
last fell. 

An interesting sidelight on duck behavior which I believe has not 
reveived much attention is the role of tradition. Each generation of ducks 
is linked to past generations by tradtions that are carried from one year 
to another through movement. And some of these traditions of movement I 
have traced back as far as forty years. It is the tradition of meveeens . 

pace “OrtetiellY Rad's Lesson For fee Pinction b2a°paketas yen koe harton
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Ve a creek or a narrows. And while it now may be many years dry and 
completely obliterated, the flow of traffic over it remains as strong as 

y ever because present generations are so strongly linked to past generations . 
wm The same tradition bring the whistling swans back to exactly the same 

ff April rendévous on the bey here. Traditions are stronger in some species 
\ than in cthers. Mallards and pintails pioneer to new waters in wet_springs 

to which,they cannot be linked by tradttion, while Canvasbacks and Redheads 
tend to hold to the permanent and traditional breeding areas. Traditions 
do not become a part of the innate behavior pappaimm pattern and are carried 
from one generation to another only by movement. They can be broken. 
For instance ,Ed once thought he could make a pass better by clearing away 
all the tree growth in its span. Perhaps because it was so suddenly strange, 
or because they were wary of the slashings, the ducks did not use it that 
yeer and, although it was one of the best passes on the ridge and hes now 
become overgrown to its former appearance, it has never been used since the 
slashing. The as renene of a tradition probably depends upon the life span 
of the speciee and its breeding potential. tmmdmcim Take away hunting and 
traditions would be stronger in geese than in ducks, because of their longer 
life expectancy. But bemausemoafi hunting cuts so heavily into the expected 
long life span of geese amd, together with their lower breeding potentiea, 
that traditions in geese are probably more easily broken than in auch 

@ 

We have had a strange spring flight here. The usual mid—April passage 
of Mallarde and pintaile took place between March 20 and 31, Then, with 
colf weather in April, the flights slacked off and the other species have 
come in about on schedule. In general the numbers have been about the same 
hamm as lest year, with a drop in bluebills. Mowever, on the m agricultural 
prairie which is wetter than last spring and where, in many places, there 
was an unharvested crop carried over from last year, Mallards and pintails 
are present in unbelievable numbers. Geese are more abundant than in four 
years perhaps because they are staying here longer since the training planes 
etopped using the marsh. There has been a whopper of an increase in Whistling 
swans, which never were bothered by the planes. Last year the highest count 
I could get on the bay wae 500; last night I counted 1400 whistling swans. 
In ea emaple, incidentally, there were 31 wrey—headed young to 120 adults. 

I am anxious to get things moving here as eson as posetible, but will 
hold off until Lyle and Pete get some definite word as to when they will be 
able to start in again for, if iimmm possible, I want them to be in on the 
beginning of the new program. 

; Joan and Ed send their regards; the baby is breaking all existing 
Provincial records. Hope Carl is still in the States. 

Yours, | 
Cbs 
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Aldo Leopold 
r 424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

April 18, 1945 | y r 

} 

Dear Albert, 
‘ 

| 
I think you have something on the second variable, 
in addition to civil twilight. I will see the Astronomy | 
Department, and see what information I can get. 
Thanks very mech for the idea, } 

Beetle Rock ig going forward. 
[ee 

We, too, are paying for the hot weather of } : March, but the season is nevertheless three ea 
weeks ehead of last year. It is going to be a F 
rare chance to detect the general effects of 4 
temperature on the song curve, and the two years er 
can be superimposed. 

i 

: Iam still mentally digesting your various | 
comments on the paper, and hope to rewrite it 
&8 soon as school is over, 

i Prectically no ducks passed through this region 
this spring, although the goose flight was 

ae at least as good as usual. We now have four 
. geese on the Arboretum refuge, and are hopeful 

of more next year. 

! Paul Jones talked to Kumlien last night on 
} Holboeli's grebe. ‘There was an interesting 

Naa discussion on the mechanics of diving with the 
young on the back. Apparently, the literature 
is very vague on this, and you no doubt know 
all about it. Jim Hale, one of my students, says 

; that on the Souris one specics of grebe lost its 
young in diving, and they popped up by themselves, 
but another always kept the young attached. I 
think the two species were Holboell's and eared, 
but I cart remember which was which. 

(over) 3 

A a
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You haven't said anything recently about the new 
book. Are you still working on it? 

With personal regards, | 

ly 
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Deltea,#enitohbe 
March 26,1945 

Dear Aeley 

; An off-hand criticiss of your discurrion of sanz stimuli ves nok 

fair particularly when, in your letter, vou menmtdom suscest thet 

topography on your areas does not influence the tive of sone. The soint 

ie thie. You show that your birds resrond to # Lisht threshold. You 

also isoly, by not mentioning it, that 211 of a epeciers teapond to the 

thresbold and begin singing at the sase moment. You do not mention 

indiviguel variation in the time of avakenins songe ; 

Now I dun eae how,in the early lieht before civil twilient, end on 

cloudy morninee, Licht intensity woul’ be the eame on every portion of a 

terrain. But with the later singers thet do not beria until the Light 

: je eatronger there mist be, even on feirly even terrain, 4 varistion in 

lieht intensity. For inetinuce, is the lisht of the sane intensity end 

dose threshold light as ear et the same moment on the sart side, tha heart 

and the waet edge of a woodlot. Here, between civil twilioht end eunrise, 

there is,on brirht worntics,a noticsble difference in Light intencity 

batween the east and west cide of the duck *ouse fom inetanee, tnie,of 

course, i= merely en impreesion and ray not be trues. 

At any rate,eines there seemr ta be a variation in late Jazn Licht, 

e7a the Kirce reennnt th 6 Light freeasnald, dt easred etrenmre to se that 

ell individuals of 2 enecies would herin to sine at the sane tine. 

Qur juncos.and tree sperrove have been here for ten deve, and you sre 

rights eli ol 8 specter dn etart singing st the came tiwe. I suncoee we 

have 2000 juncoae within esrehot of the house and they #11 buret into, 

song at the sare moment. ut of thie [ em sure, they to not 11 be cin 

einging at precieely the eame inetent. On the goo rorninge we bave had, 

: it hae heen the rule that the firet song comes from the hires in the 

thickete exnnesd to the cast, juet eart of the duck house, *% enbit movant 

after theese bewin, trose in the cluster of puildinge avd thickets where 

direct exnorure to the eastern horison is Dlocked, bein singing. this 

may be chance, but so far the birds witr @ clear exposure to the cast 

i are the firet to sing. 

iow if it is true that we have a variation in Light intensity me 

hacause of broken terrain, it must be that,eince song in all iadividuais 

beeine at the ence tine, thet some favoravly exposed birds respond 

directly te threshold lisht while others resoond to the eange of the .. 

first singers. Then sone itself wust be a stimuli. Can it be thet fin 

any community where there ie a yvarintion in exposure there are come 

individuale which, beceuss of position, reeoond directiy to threshold 

light, hile the vemainder of the ¢o munity rescona to the sonre of the 

key birde., this seas Like an imvortent question end i think.is : i 

conspicuous in your paver because you don't vention anything erout it. 

sath pe liehh meter you could easily cheek, and also von sieht mish to 

go> if trere ie any relation between differences in Licht intensity end 

{ndividual varietion, horever winute, in the time of erskening sone. 

Tt must be true that all birde resnond to lieht threshold, or sore to 

: threshold, sore to sang. If there ir no varistion of Lisht inte jsity the 

former is trues if there ic variation and eli birds thnevratyrthe-case of 

A evecier bevin sinzing at the erate moment, the latter ie true.



ee a a Wau 
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here are tro gore exagples of response t» variation in Licht inte 

Our house soarrovs that roort in toe sarame to not berin te chiro until 

those in the eaves have etarted. Your station B is full of such artificial 

barricer to licht. This worning ~ae cloudy when, 211 of a sudden, the sun 

ehot throuch a hele in the clovds lichtineg up 9 ersll petech of thicket. 

The juncos and tree sparrows in the eunlieht beean to eine, am in a moment 

all the birde, whether in evn or shade, beran to satnw-sine. Fut thore 

; in the sun sang first. This, of course, is not arekenine esne, but it 

je cone induced by sun followed by sone induced by scone, 

All-of this in merely to suseact that your discussion of sonr 

atimuli is weak without any discussion of the importance of song iteelt, 

This is varticularly true xren, in vour discussion of deneitv effects, 

you actuall¥ show that fone inducer sang. pe 

; Thie rewinds me that I found vour scattering of related subjects 

ie one things keeps your caver fros flovine freely. An exanmle is your 

ee aration of eong estiruli and density effects. I think your section on 

deneity effects would be much better if it folloved directly after song 

i etinuli. 
tH Ke 

Other comrentss 

face 17%. Eacent in on inetance you are working with nuombere of five 

or lees, And vet with euch small nupulatione you heve to resort to 

aetiunter. This aeews very maak. You have teen working with thee birde 

ell year, Listening to them daily morning end evening, and still von ean't 

tell the veager cxactly how many there territories thera are. In the Tires 

place I gon't think it is ‘sefentifié" to meke an eetizeate where the nurbars 

ere less than five. In saying “estiuate” you acknorledie that vour firures 

way be off one zayv or enother. The ewallest possible error, one, is huge, 

Secondly, it os so easy te be exact in a cass of this kind thet you way : 

leave your reader tn doubt regarding your rethode. “eny of your readers, 

aven those sho have never aade a studv, know bv actual count the number of 

peire about their viaces. ‘ou PAve made a study but have fsiled to count. 

Since 4t is your nature to count thines, 1 wether that you thoueht 

of this point shile your were on the manuscrint, found vou didn't heave the 

ficures and did the beat vou covld. There are ep many other exe7nles 

of thinking on the manveeript rather than on the study, hence mv suvvertion 

to let the paner wait until another vear. 

when you start working with bird ‘sonm you are plaving in the major 

lescue. 
. : 

Prose 22, six lines jown: You say Allarad's method is laborious. You eive 

B good exouse for net using his wrethod, so why ienly that vou shun hard 

rork. © tha next pace you seer to feel the necessity of defending vour 

ocular smoothing 

Page 22: Tn your second peragraph I thi m your reference to "non-singing 

ee eiras ie Til ehoess ; 

Later in this vagze you say" I fetled to ask mvself this avesction in 

: tize to find out", confirwinz for the reader what he has already been think 

dine ahout many other q estions. ‘
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a “nern of much journal literature. Fut only one like vourself, "ho can write, 

* © }egn show the way. I eather that the confuston is not in eyeciol rords, as 

; You sverest. You used "phenology" in Yawe Menncement which is no lese 

j ecientifie than thie but still beautiful writine. It is vrobatly 8 watter 

oof. trying to brine a COMDLAX ©et of materiol toeether in ten wuch of a 

hurry. pest you think I am telking in the ecloude, let mo point out one 

ee exercle. Bill Vooh's willet parer ia every bit, ne ectentifie se vours, but 

: be refused to hash it vp with the jargon of science. Ani I don't think 

‘ that the facet that his paner makes vleasant reading detracts from the 

importance of what he hase to ray. 

: Law returning the sanuescript in another cover. I did not marke it 

up eines 1 don't think + could be of anv help on the conetruction of 

sentences and phrases. But 2 still wonder if you are won over to your 

use of tha " who" for orioles. 

Yours»



Be a a HAW 

March 19, 1945 

Mr. Clinton Simpson 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
501 Madison Avenue : 

: New York 22, H. Y. 

f Dear Mr, Simpson: 

You will remember that I sent you sone sample drawings by Hans Albert 
Hochbaum as proposed illustrations for the essays. 

t The Army, for some inscrutable reason, has not called Hochbaun, although 
he has been holding himself on call for a long tims. This unsettled 

interval offers an extraordinarily favorable opportunity for him te do 
\ the drawings, but you have never indicated whether his work would be 

\ acceptable to you.- i 

Assuming his work to be acceptable, he of course nsoeds some specifications 
before he can go ahead with it. You doubtless know more about this than 
I do, but the specifications needed doubtless include: . 

\ (1) Probable size of page Cheat «Ore ta Oe 
(2) Probable.grade of paper {sanple_cute) Ay Soaps.) ( 

| (3) Your leanings (if any) as to full page, inserted or marginal, 
; or tailpiece drawings. Your leanings as to mumber per essay. 

I realise, of course, that you can make no final commitments until after 
the esscys themselves are before you, but in order to give Hochbaum 

something to shoot at, in the event that his opportunity should contime, 
could I ask you to give me seme’ kind of a guess? You might want to state 

this in terms of comparison with Miss Carrighar's “One Day on Beetle Rock", 
If so, please send ne a copy for Hochdaum, and bill mo for it. ‘ 

: Yours sincerely, 

ae ‘ Aldo Leopold 

ec Albert a / ; 
3
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é Delis, sanitobs 
Feb. 4,1945 

Deer Aebes 

: : This is not 2004 newes I am ereatly diseprointed in your bird sone 

paver. The work you did is firet rate; but 1 so not beareve the reoori ts. 

I heve finished a set of commente but went to ~sit until next mail ta have 

> ehanc: to check ther carefully with the pener srein before senijinc thom 

down, for I can't) find very mich in the paner thet Dake 

To me there are tro thinze thet mar the penert 1) the jercon of 

eotonees and 2)-your admitted failure to acquaint yourself with: tre 

literature before you etarted writing th woaner and shallow thinkine that 

ie not charzeterietic of you. 

The jargon of science fe hard to flevre out <- that Ve tof imare 

out) juet what if amounts to. Same of it te nekward ohresing, fore OTs 

{cs eimelp incomplete staterent of fact. One of the oreetest hanticane te 

the understanding of bird tehavior is the srkverd mennor in aricm it is 

eo frequently revorted. You dontt ro wery far to help the-mitter, 

To ve one of the major nugzlee of the never isivbere in creation is 

"Station BY, In your text you say “rv home" end en "upland suburb". This 

4e all right until I try to pioture thie region that still hes pheasants 

but hes lost its mescowlarke. 4nd then, from ficure 1, tho lost meedovlarks 

are apparently found. An’ the footnote on pave tyo stroncly eurrestes that 

one or Pll of the Arboretum, University Fay Nersh and Hanle Bluff are 

included in Stetien B.. ‘nere is Stetion BT What de it and how many 

@ifferent types of areca does it includs, ‘erhane this ie not amortant 

for most of ithe paper, but it is vitel to your discuesion 6f Rotin density... 

If Station BR is confused,vhat have you done with your tore complex etatements. 

‘ There are tro charscterietice of bird bebevior.}) Yorkine with it is 

fun and one always fesls that he is at the helm of a shiv in new wate: ss 2) 

Dxeninetion of litereture, much of mkek which hee been stuck in ofd cornert, 

revenle thet meny heve shinned this vay before. And Gharacteriatio of 

mort who heve gone thie wey before is this: They seldom brave carried their 

thinking or studies down to bed rock, nd they report their vork in such 

a wenner that it tends to make em even a stable mini 6s wit dizzy. These 

lest tro point sre characteristic of your paver. 

In your discusrion on nage 78 you either think you must samehor 

apologia= for not offering anything news ot voux are afraid the reader “on't 

know #hat ie new in the paver and you must point 11 out. Forget this. 

: A different, fresh spproach to any subject is alrays new. You have the 

chance to offer fresh thinkin= on the subjects you concede are not new; but 

you don't take the oprortunity. Indeed, your shallor thinking on same 

elentery points staker the resdere confidence in all your thinkins, 9s doses 

your feilure to honor certain vointe thst_hsve plreaday heen recoried in 

literrture, An «xample of shallow thinking is your feilure, in your. 

discussion of ~inter cone, to lock at the subject from all angeles. Yor 

inetenes the Freirie Horned hLerk not only siness in winter, but nests in f 

winter. (Forbush save they hesin neetine in Tisconsin Fotruery 2% ond they 

are probably eincing on one of vour stetions nowhh, denendine, of covree,on 

where the Limits to Stetion & reelly are). Now vovu can't make a statement on 

winter singing without refering to species thet eine end nest early, unless 

you say that you are considering only pheasant end cardinel in your cation.



’ P ! y hese : see Had 

Your robin density meterial is new ond exciting, but your m=trods 

are questionable. ‘Naybe you eorefully determined the nutber of territorial 

pairs by a nest count or ty sore other trathod by th which tre possibility 

of singing unmated males te elirineted. Put you say only that ten prirs 

wer city black is a conseryetive estimstes or ten pairs vithin earshot. 

And again, one wonders 4f Gtation B in this discussion is chsracteristic 

of all or only a part of the etation. 

You wemntkony mention cesuelly on page “4 that meny vlente bloom 

earlier at Station B than at A wo earlier than would be expected under 

Kovkins Laz. ‘et when you come to earlier sineing vou do not mention the 

plents. One would st lenet axpect you to deny that bird vhenolozy is 

related to plant phenolory -- OF on tre other hend to surceest that the 

foeetors responsible for «rlier blooms at B mfy also influence earlier 

song at Be ‘ . \ 

L am continually mixed up on A and B, e& will be many readere$ This 

confusion could be avoided by resorting to the simple, but perhaps 

unscientific method of calling a plece by its right meme name 

I am terrivtly disappointed in your jergon of science 

£
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: Novenber 9th, 1944 

Mre He Albert Hochbaun 
Delta Duck Station 

Debta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Al, 

Your letter of October 3rd cane from Mr. Leopold just Wore I went 

out to sea on a week*s cruise. Sines I got back I have been trying 

to answer your letter and have the waste basket fairly full of attempts. 

The sun of all ay efforts anounted to just one thing--that is that your 

long letter was very welcome and that I want to come back to Delta and 

to the Prairie region to study the more complete protlen that you 

mention. TI an glad that you were able to take up my past work and my 

future desires with ‘re Bell and the Senator. I am very, very rusty 

on wildlife and want toe get tack in shape on exactly the problens you 

speak of. 1 guess we never will get all the answers and will have 

more provlens when we think we are finished than we have at the start. 

For the preset then let us consider that I will return to Delta as 

soon as I an out of the Yavy and make more definite plans then as to 

Length of time, etce 

Tt bave a note bere from Mre Leopold on the fatness of some FGSs that 

Rill Sehorger collected. As T recall, our late specimens were in good 

physical shape at Delta mt I have no notes here with mee 

I heave not had malaria or tropical dysentery yet and will try to 

i avoid it if I go back into the walaria areas again. I om. glad you 

brought that matter to attention. Such a thing had not occured to me 

but I ean see that the authorities’ concern is well-founded 

Tt have finished school here and am waiting for orders to a ship and 

may leave on a few hours notices Fred Zimmerman, here in the same 

status, drove us out to the Bverglades on Sundays We saw a lot, mt 

all from the care There were three water-turkhys, Louisiana herons, 

both egrets, Ward's heron and many smmller birds. Our Florida list 

is aot too impressive, however--just 43 species. It is hard to get 

far eaongh out with the little time we have. There are shorebirds 

and warblers near the hotel, thoughe 

‘AL, your letter is going to sea with me for reference and I shall be- 

gin dreaming about Delta again. Don't be disappointed in me if I can't 

get this war finished up right away. My best regards to all the Delta 

folks. I am sending a copy of the letter to Ur. Leopolé. 

As ever,



November 9, 1944 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold os 
424 University Farm Place 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, i 

Thank you for your letter of October 16th, Bill Schorger's note on 
the ground squirrels, and Albert's letter. 

I have finished school here and an waiting for orders. ; 

Albert's letter was very welcomee I have written him and an sending 

a copy of the letter to you. I feel that I will need familiar grounds 

to step back into the wildlife field and that during my first season 

there I will be able to tell how things shape up. 

Fred Zimmerman, who is here in the same status that I am, made a trip 
into the Everglades with us one Sunday. I would like to spend a few 

weeks out theree We saw many herons (Louisiana, Ward's, black-crowned), 

both egrets in abundance, many ospreys, broad-winged, marsh, sparrow, 

and red-shouldered hawks, and many buzzards. Warblers are abundant 

as are gnatcatchers, blue-gray in particular. Probably the biggest 

treat for us was the water turkey--we observed three of those closely. 

We did not go far enoygh for ibises. We may not be able to go out again 

because I cannot be away for many hours at a time. 

; We want to thank you for the use of the book on Florida birds. It has 

been indispensible. ‘We have purchased a copy which has just caught up 

with us. Your copy we will return by mail to Alice. i 

I am sorry that I cannot answer the question on seasonal fatness of 

ground squirrels. I appreciate the note and will put it away for 

future work. As I recall, our fall specimens were well fattened. 

In fact, nearly all the squirrels at Delta were in good shape with 
the exception of the very early spring specimens that carried a dark 

yellow fatty tissue in small quantity. 

Grace and I have spent two short afternoons deep-sea fishing, and I : 
: am forewarning you that we will have a big fish story to tell when 

. we return. We each caught a sailfish--mine was 610" long md 

weighed 38. Hers was slightly bigger. I don't know just how it 

Xe pat laa ete ce



happened. Perhaps a kind providence watched over our vain attempts 

in Wisconsin and decided that our time had come. Wo one else in 

our party brought one in but ours were dandies. 

I hope that the fall hunting season hae been a pleasant one. Mother , 

writes that quite a number of pheasants-were killed near home. 

Qur best regards to Mrs. Leopold. 

, Sincerely yours,
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sie 2 Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
; 424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

The "Canvasback on e Prairie Marsh" has 
just arrived and a brief preliminery glance at its 
illustrations and text convinces me that I have a 
treat in store when I have time to eit down and really 
enjoy it. The illustrations by Albert Hochbaum are 

2 wonderful. That frontispiece, "Canvasbacks in Court- 
ship Flight", comes nearer being a real preirie marsh, 

ot S with a real canvasback over it than anything I have 
ever seen in print. Few artists have ever succeeded 

' in making the canvasback look alive in the air--even 
tha haster, Frank Benson, fell down when it came to 
pAfvuring canvasbacks. They all looked like stuffed : augxs, but this one ig really alive with both atmos- 

> pheYe and birds. 

> ay ie ‘ I don't think I did send a copy of my 
etter vo you to Bill Vogt but I don't suppose it is goo late and I'll try and find it and send it along. 

* = a a, ' a _ i'm off tonight for a series of nee tings ; and to Florida for the rest of the winter. My address i will be Captiva, Florida, in case enything happens that 
I ought to know about. 

caer: Best regards and good luck. 

C2 i 
oe Ve 2) 

J.N.DARLING 

JND: BG
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; Had 

. ‘ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN . 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILOLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

October 21, 1944 

Dear Albert, 

What an interesting point that the Senator is such a good shot. 

I am glad he got there, end I infer that you and he had a good 

visite 

What are the implications of your rejection by the Navy? Does that 

mean that you are subject to draft? 

Thanks for the additional small pointers about the essays. Now that 

you bring it up, I am sure you are right about the pelican, and that 

the wording should be changed. In the matter of the deermouse, Tr 

had the prairie deermouse in mind. 

All this: is small potatoes compared with your letter to Lyle, which 

is the best piece of “post-war planning" in wildlife that I have seen. 

I have my eye on Lyle for the eventual management of Horicon Marsh, 

but I am sure that you are outbidding me in the way of opportunities, 

and of course, in a way, I am glad of it. 

Be sure and let me know more fully about your military status, and 

plans for the immediate future. 

: Yours as ever, 

(oh) 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence)



: Delta,Manitoba 
August 35,1944 - wv 

Dear A.L., 

Am glad thet thinge are clearing up on the manuscript. 

I take it that Beebe's letter was favorable. Does this mean 

that the original plan holds or are you going to reorganize? 

Glad to hear about Lyle. Wish he and Grace could 
come up for a week or So. 

Enclosed is the correspondence with the Senator. 

Your last paragraph has me wondering all kinds of things. 

Yours, 

lig eae ee 
pu OS
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August 11, 194 

Senator Frederic 6. Waleott 
Anorican Wildlife Institute : 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. 6, 

Dear Sonators : 

I am glad to have a word from you, and I am not surprised that "The 
ee eee I hear more and more favorable comment 
about it, and my prediction is that the gale has just begun. 

I am delighted that you contemplate running up to Delta from the 
Minneapolis meeting, and I hope that Mr. Bell ean go with you. 

Thot is bad news about Juan Zinser. 

Starker is full of enthusiasm for his new assignment, after a period of 
preliminary worry about paseporte and other routine. The more I think 
about it, the surer I am that it was wise to turn that job over to a 

FOUN, mans 

I haven't heard whether Carl Hubbds has actually moved to the Pacific coast 

yet or not. 

Did you happen to read MoAteo's review of "The Canvasback"? Just on the 
chance that this did not come to your notice, I am enclosing tho first 

ar You will notice that he goos out of his way to point out 

that Al ‘s personal stylo was not edited out of the mamecript. This 
gave me a great deal of satisfaction. 

When you go to Delta, I hope you will draw Albert out on the general 

direction of future research. wate Se een ee Perce ean eee, 
in ducks, and I think wo should be to hold our lead in this, beemse 
4% 49 go important to management. Delta also ploncered, mt has only 
partially developed, the now idea of physiology and endocrinology in relation 
to breeding habits and movements. I think there is an oqualiy big future in 
this, bet 1t will we aon personnel. When we next have a chance, 
I'd like to tell you what we are doing in this line here in upland 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Hochbaum
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INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

August 7, 1944 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madigon 6, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Your gracious letter on "The Canvesback on a 

Prairie Marsh," by Hochbaum has been very mich apprecisted. 

It is selling very rapidly. Up to the first of July we had 
sold 1,628 copies without much of any advertising. It is 

a delightful book; it makes one love a marsh, as you end I 
have always done. 

I have just been invited to speak at the annual 
concleve of “Ducks Unlimited," in Minneapolis, September 13. 
If I get there, I shall be very mich tempted to go up to 

Delte, particulerly as Hochbaum will not be ectually drefted 
until December, perhaps not then. I hope Jim Bell will go 
up there with me. There may be a chence of your getting up Ww 
there at the same time; I hope so, 

. i I am enclosing a copy of a letter I have just 
paver? written to erry weal Starker ceme in for mech praise 

ee - br? when it was decided to employ him a month ago. The money is 
poe t ie all raised. The Institute is contributing $2,500 this year 

p st toward the $6,000 which the work is estimated to cost for a 
fee year. The work will probably lest for two years. The work 

will be very interesting and I feel confident that Starker 
will do an exceedingly good job. (UV Hog! Wee, J<eryp 
dan ty rem , HOE needs ce- 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E Tos tee 
as ea 4 Hts Fe PF. C. Walcott 

le Pacegce Conat er, ? 

W:B 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
August 35,1944 | 

Senator F.C.Walcott 
President 
The American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator Walcott: 

Professor Leopold sent me copies of your recent 

correspondence in which I learned that you and he may 

pay the Station a visit next month. That is grand news! 

Your friends the Yellow-legs and Dowitchers are here 

already in forces and the Army is still quite indefinite 

about my status, so that you may be sure I'll be here 

too. ‘ 

While I have no reason to reset the direction in 

which Delta is already aimed, I am looking forwatd to the 

chance to go over the plan with you in anticipation of the 

time when we can open up for business again, 

Trusting thet we will see you soon, 

Yours sincerely, 

ae t 

cc :Professor “eopold
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August 8, 1944 

Office of Naval Officer Procurement 

1645 Northwestern Bank Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota : 

Dear Sirst 

Hans Albert Hochbaum has worked directly under my supervision 

during the past seven years. During two years of this period, 

he was one of my graduate students, and during the remainder 

of the period, he was Director of the Delte Duck Station, and 

I was a member of the Advisory Board. ‘ 

It is my opinion, based on this long acqusintance, that 

Hochbaum has oxcentional qualifications as an officer. He 

4s quiet, determined, and forcefuls yet I have never known 

hin to antagonize people or to mike an eneny except on points ‘ 

of principle. He habitually analyzes situations in an ; 

4mpersonal mannor and arrives at calm welleconsidered judgments. te 

His subordinates have ranged from graduate students to local 

woodsmen, but they all have the same loyalty to Hochbaum. 

During the entire period of our acquaintance, Hochbaum has 

lived under conditions of: physical hardship, and has naintained 

his intellectual activity despite these handicaps. 

: XY think you will look a long time pofore finding any better 

‘ i timber for a position ae naval officer. i 

; Yours sincerely, 

j Aldo Leopold i : 

Professor of Wilalife Management i 

ALth
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May 9, 1944 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert, 

Your incidental statement about not having a Master's degree almost floored 

me. Alice immediately got on the phone after verifying our own records 

that everything was in order, and she found that some employee over in the — 

registrar's office had been holding the thing since 1941 for lack of a 

mailing address. I think this is the prize instance of ossification. If : 

this has weighed on your mind all this time, I am certeinly more sorry than 

I can tell you, and I fervently wish that you had mentioned it sooner. I 

had long ago brushed the matter aside as finished. One would not suppose 

that such mishaps were possible, but apparently one is mistaken. 

My statement in the letter that the Delta report was your thesis is then 

still correct, but of course I was entirely innocent of any mishap to your 

diploma. 

Coming back to present matters, I am sending you first some blueprints which 

show a form for a phenological record which ean cover @ period of years by 

simply leaving appropriate spaces for additional entries. Most of the 

sheets cover only 1983, wut my record goes back five or six years. ‘There is 

@ legend on sheet 1 (Feb.-Apr.). On the lest sheet (Oct-Nov.) is a sample 

summarizing the dispersion dates of a few events. The sheet called Miscellaneous 

| Categories brings together some samples of long and short bloom, variable and 

constant dates, earliest fall color, etc. The sheet entitled Yearlong Phenology 

| gives some samples of how a given plant can be followed through the year 

| after the constituent items have been established by averages. The deer sheet 

| explains itself. The sheet "Growth of 3 Pines" is a special detailed measurement 

i of the elongation of the shoot, the sppearence of the new bud cluster, and the 

| new elongation of the needles. 

My initial thought was that it would be interesting to compare Madison and 

Delta, and that this would be easier if we each followed a similar system. 

These blueprints convey some idea of my system, and if they look promising, 

I can put a lot more down on paper which I am now carrying in my head. 

I am glad you at last know where you are headed, but Tf hope they allow you a 

further period of grace. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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Ur. John B. Raker 
Rational Audubon Sectety 
1006 Tifth Aveme 

. Hew York 26, Now York 

Dear Johar 

Diek Paugh's report on the Trampeter is an eye-oraner, 

It is certainly ironical thet the “mansgement# point of view should 
have to be urged on the Fish and Wildlife Serviee by the Audubon Socloty! 

fhe report ta clocuently silent on FYLS inspectors who presumably should 
have oriented this new men 4n thie new job, especially a Job of auch 
national importance. It is disenisting that an cutaids arnency ehould 
have to point out that the job is the custody of a vanishing specias, 
rather than the custody of a plece of land. 

The evetrontly spiritless attitude of the Yellowstone Pork efficials 
4a also sonething to worry aboute 

I have only one point to add to Dick's admirable revert: the local men 
should be coached by somebody skilled in sex and sage criteria. I tried : 
to interest Dr. Bell in this four yenra ago: I offered to Loan him a 
Deltastrained man to go the rounds of the federal refuses to instruct 

refuge persannel in this new technicue. ‘ 

Presumably sex and age criteria could be worked out on whistling ewens. 
Maybe they have been worked out, but are they in Dr. Sharos's hands? 
I notiged nothing is eaid sbout sexing or aring carcasses or predator 

kellils, and Dick saya that the Malheur and deckaon Hole plants were not 
sexed and agede 

If no ona has worked out technioues for svans, then the FYLS micht eat a 

forning start by comsulting those who are working them out far gecas, 
ranely Willian Elder and Arthur Eewkine of the Illinois Katural History 
Survaye 

I wonter if the migratory component of the trumpeter powlotion has not ~- 
beon icllicd off, ani thus the apecies has become fonetically “frozen", 
a@ pointed out by Alles on poe l17-128 af "Seeial Life of Animale®, 
Of course this would not tell ua how to correct the situation, even if 1¢ 
vera known to be truce 

c ; Yours sincerely, 

Aldea Leopold 

eg Sider, Bechbaum, Pough 

(Signed in Me. Loopold's absente to avoit delay.)
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r } { March 27, 1944 

Yr. Je Paul Miller 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Bldg. 
Washington 6, D. Ce 

Dear Paul: 

4 I mach appreciate receiving the special copy of Albert 
Hochbeum's book, and have now finished reading it. 

I am, of course, too close to this work to appraise 

its value, but I suggest that the Institute be furnished with copies of 
the reviews. I have a hunch that even those biased in its favor, like 
myself, underestimate it, end that it will take several years for the 
public to realize how much it contains. 

The Institute should know that it contains only half of 
the Delta findings; that the rest should come out es soon as war con- 
ditions permit. If any institute members have misgivings as to whether 

‘suc h work should come out in war time, let them be reminded of Elton's 
book, which followed soon after Dunkirk. 

Let me emphasize this particularly: the value ofthis work 
; is not in its details, but in its approach end its mode of thinking. The 

recent dissatisfaction with waterfowl policy expresses itself superficially 
in terms of live decoys, seasons, limits, crop damage, etc., but deeper 

down it is a dissatisfaction with stagnant modes of thinking. Those who 
do the griping are of course unaware of this, but it is nevertheless true. 
Their real gripe is tht their leaders are not far enough ahead of the rank 
and file. This work puts us several new steps ahead. 

I am sending copies of this to Rowan, Pirnie, Mr. Bell 
: and the Senator. ‘ 

; , Yours ever, 

(Signed: Aldo Leopold; ) 

P. S. I take pride in the fact that the new chapters which I hed naver 
seen are written just as clearly and simply as those I edited, and 
that I detect no dilution of Albert's personal style anywhere in the 
volume, Also notice the extent to which the work has been tied in 
to the modern literature, This more than justifies what at times 
probably appesred to be undue deleys in finishing the MS. 

ec Rowan 
Pirnie 
Bell



Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

; March 1, 1944 

Dear Albert, 

You are probably right that Lyle would rather finish 
} the paper himself. It occurs to me that it would be 

a@ very nice thing, unless you have already done so, to 

remind some of the younger Ward boys who are still at 
home to keep an eye out for information on the points 
that Lyle's paper needs. They might be able to gather 
a little additional data without much trouble. 

I shipped Pete's goose picture to Bill and Nina 
yesterday. I am interested to hear that he's going 
abroad. 

Your orders' getting lost is something to smile about. 
Well, anyhow, it gave you a breathing spell which you 

certainly needed. 

Your comment on the essays has been turning over in my 

mind for a month now. I think you are partly right, 
but I am not yet persuaded that you are wholly right. 
Perhaps I can explain whet is on my mind this way. 
When you paint a picture, it conveys a single idea, and 
not all of the ideas pertinent to the particular landscape 
or action. If you inserted all of the ideas on your 
picture, it would spoil it. 

In order to arrive at an ethical judgment, however, 
about any question raised by the picture, you need to 
consider all pertinent ideas, including those which 
changed in time. It seems to me, therefore, that any 
artistic effort, whether a picture or an essay, must 
often contain less than is needed for an ethical 
judgment. 

(over)



This is approximately what I meant when I said 
I intended to revise the essays insofar as could be 
done without spoiling the literary effect. 

I have frequently noticed this same question 
in connection with novels. Harvey Ferguson wrote a novel' 

about New Mexico which was in effect a character 
sketch of the native people. He was heavily 
criticized as rendering an unjust jydgment because 

he had nof included a balanced appraisal. His 
rebuttal was that everything which had been 

included was true, and that it was not.up to 

him to include everything requisite to a balanced 
judgment. 

I offer you this not as a rebuttal of your 
. Griticism, but as the statement of a question. 

I don't know yet whether you are right, but I 
do know that the essays can give a more accurate 

jodgment, particularly in reference to my own 
changes of attitude in time without hurting the 
literary effect, and possibly improving the literary 
effect. 

I wish we could talk this out. One trouble with 
our relations is that we always had too mech 

official business. There was not enough time 

left for an interchange of purely personal opinion. 

I showed your drawings to John Curry, and he 

expressed himself as very favorable. He wanted ix 
to know how long you had been doing ink, and I 

told him you had just started. I have formed 
one idea about the ink drawings. They are entirely 
free of "blandness", which, as I told you long 
ago, is my only criticism of your paintings. 
It does not apply to all of your paintings. 

With best regards, 

Rede 
Tro 

i . ue ’
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te UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
3 MADISON, WISCONSIN 

6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

February 12, 1944 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Your letter of February 2 shows me that you have done a lot of 
very effective revision on Lyle's paper, and his letter of 

December 21 indicates to me that he probably would welcome your 
comauthorship. The fact that the Army has not yet called you 

suggests to me the idea that you might be willing and able to 
i round up the whole paper, and if you assume co-authorship, it 

would enable you to expand the parts that you now consider 

weak, such as: that part of the nesting study mentioned in 

paragraph 2 of your letter. 

I am not saying anything about this to Lyle until I have your 
reaction. You would, of course, be gambling on a sufficient 

j protraction of your period of waiting, but that would be less 
of a gamble than any rewriting by Lyle himself, and any 
considerable editorial work by me. The latter would certainly ? 
have to wait until June. 

I am almost certain from Lyle's letter that he would be pleased 

if you could round the thing up as co-author with him. If you 
should be called before finishing, that would, of course, cut 

off the attempt, but on the other hand, you might be able to 
finish and get the whole thing in press somewhere. 

I have been thinking a great deal about your last comment on 
the essays. Please regard my reply as purely tentative, 

since I will think the whole thing through, and will have some 

more to say later. 

With best regards, 

(doe j san 

Aldo Leopold 

a



Aldo Leopold 4 

| Madison, Wisconsin 

koh Univ. Farm Pl. 
February 11, 1944 

Dear Albert, | 

I wish I received more letters ef the kind you have 
just written. It is probably the most valuable 
comment I have had so far on the essay series. 

I am mch impressed with what your letter seems to 
add up to, namely that the essays collectively should 

present a point of view. 
As they stand, they represent fragments which do not 

add up to anything significant. 

I particularly agree that they mst heve something 

more important than nostalgia. 

Some of your own philosophy, as given in this letter, 
makes me wonder whether you have ever read Conservation 
Esthetic. I suggest this not for defense of the essays, 
but just as a personal matter between us. I have 

plenty of this one, and am sending you a copy. 

I am not at all offended by your homily on "Literary 
effects", There is mech in what you say, but I think 
there 1s something in what I said. It is probably 
too tangled to thresh out by mail. 

I am entirely convinced that the essays collectively 

should make clear that everybody, including myself, 

goes through the points of view which are deplored 

in the essays. 

Your drawings have been growing on me. I particulerly 

like the one for Escuadilla. 

(over) 4



I will probably lack time to revise the essays before | 
sending them on as a sample to Knopf. 

Your having time enough to read some Thoreau sounds 
like a welcome change. Has the Army said anything 
recently? 

: Yours as ever, 

Gn) 

P.St Bruce Stollberg stopped in Madison on his way 
: to Colorado where he will have six months' land 

F : i, duty. 

Sigack in Me. hegneld ‘s absenpe . 
4 dala.



Ky 
Delte ,Manitoba yr 
Jan 21,1944 bbe 

Dear A.L., 

I had been hoping I could get into Winnipeg when I could find out, 
casually, something ebout D.U.'s plan, but I won't make it until we get 
@ change in the weather. However, I heve no doubt that if Bill wrote 
to Tom and tof{d him what he wanted to do, Tom would back him. The only 
question, which” Bill could answer, would be whether he wanted to work 
for Tom; he would have to resign himself to Tom's publictty which is all- 
inclusive and getting bigger and "better" every day. 

I thought that Bill was still hitched to the I.N.H.S. end planning to 
go back with them. And I'm sorry to hear that Cottem heen't funds to 
suppert the work he want's to do. While I don't know what plans Bill 
has for up north, I frankly think it would be a shame for him to put in 
his time in work such as arctic studies wherithe number of hours(and years) 
piles up so high for the amount of material gained. Thet, of cousse, 
is reletive, in Bill's case. Wheat I mean is, thet with his background 
he can do pioneering work right et home, elwost anywhere where he could 
have birds to work with, And @ year at thet would put him way sheed of 
@ year in the north where, until the planes get back, a fellow must spend 
half of his time getting in end out end taking care of himeelf. 

You mention the work with casteratdd Black Ducks. Why confine it 
, to Black Ducks or to this one isolated item for study. ‘he whole business 

of the change in plumage ie almost untouched. I don't mean "“plumege 
studies" ae Pirnie proposed them for Delta. I meen finding out the truth 
behind the plumage change. We gave our Canvasbacks and wood ducks light 
in winter. They never bred, or even paired off. But when we turned off 

; the lights in April they went into eclipse way ahesd of time, Why? 
What determines the time of the wing molt in brood hens? Do they 
abandon their boowds because they have to go away and molt or can't they 
molt while still broody. There ere dozens of questions, some related to 
praticel menagement, some not, but an understanding of what happens to 
e duck before, during and after the molt is unknown and important. 
Simultaneous work with casterations, manipulation of light and with hormones 
would give the answer. And before, whenever eny such work has been tac¥led 
there has seldom been more than one objective or more then ore method of 
study. Follow all changes together, particularly behavior, and in three 
or four years we would know e@ hell of a lot more about ducks than we do 
now. 

The damdest thing about. the status of wildlife research today is 
evidenced by the feeling, as you yourself mentioned in your letter, that 
@ study is not worth supporting unless it leads to practical applicarion/ 
4s long as thet feeling persiste there are a lot of valuable management 
items thet are not going to be uncovered. I cen see vy the Illinois N. 
H.S.reports that they probably would not support projects mmkehm where 
the definite practical end could not be forseen, and it may be that way 
with the F.W.L.8. It seems funny when one reads of all the money tinatnp 
they have for post-war wildlife work that they should say right off the 
bat that there are not the funds to eupport a particular piece of work. 

At Delta whata can be done and what would like to be done are two 
different thinge. By the time the war is over the budget will be suffuctiens



Out 

to carry two full-time workers. Because they have so much behind them,am 
I want these to be Lyle and bete and the Institute hes given approval of | 
their employment at Delta after the war. There is enough on deck to carry | 
our work ahead for quite some time, and until we are well underway with 
this, I do not feel it wise to branch out( with the small staff) to 
specialized work such as endotrinology in which none of us know a whit. 
There are too many new things to uncover along the road we are aleaady on 
to try to branch out now, 

But if mmm it is ever possible to take on more, then I agree to 
specialization, There is considerable interest in endocrinélogy behind 
Delta. My first step in planning the post-var work was to get agreement 
(which was granted) to follow plongs the lines we amemathmad we know we 
must travel -- completion of “ete's Coot work, Lyles ground squirrel and 
mareh ecology, my behavior work. My second step, not yet taken, will be 
to sie up the matter of specialized work in endocrinology. If it is wanted 
&t Yelta we have got to have what it takes to put it across above and 
beyond the present set-up and budget. It will take a lot of money. A 
fellow like Bill would need four or five years and nearly as much of a 
yearly working budget (expense and salary) as we operated on here in the 
early deys. That mey not be much elsewhere, but it looks bic here. 
efore I go ahead with this, I want to know what we want to do. ' Endocrinology 

is a majic word these days and in itself misht be eufficient to bring support 
But before we ask for anything I want to show what we are going to do with 
it. What we should have from Bill first is a plan of what he wants to be 
done and how he would go about it. I'11 not force any suggestions 6f my 
own; he knows what we have been doing and how his work coukd tie in with 
the Delta program. The only suggestion I will offer is that where a species 
is to be considered particularly it micht be the Canvasback. And while 
I hope it will slwaye be the policy of the station to fummmm refrain from 
conmittments on "practical" work, it might go a long way towards getting 
support if some place in the outline was given to an investigation Of Ue of fi. 
hormone injections and pellets on the breeding behavior of the Canvasback. 
And I, persénally, would be very much interested in seeing some of the work 
directed towards behavior studies. For instance, can a Canvasbacks 
position in the pen heirarchy be changed by gonad-stimulating hormones. 
The 

_ If we have a good strong program outlined I'll go down with it to 
Mr, Bell and I am sure he will find or suggest some way of getting it 
across. This plan should also include costs *4- the salary he would expect, 
the amount of travel he would need for the year(at least one annual trip 
to the States) and special equipment that would be needed here. (Micrascope? 
sectioning knives? etc.). 

I am not sure that this sounds worth trying. If it does, you can 
pase these ideas along to Bill, or I will write him directly. 

Yours, 

is 

PS; Too bad about Alice;poor girl.
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Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

December 8, 1943 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
333 Ashland Avome 
Winnipeg, Canada 

Dear Albert, 

First of all, I am pleased that you liked the 
description of the bDluebills. I agree with you 

_ about modifying the allusion to Gabriel Heater. 

I imagine you and I are alike in continually 
having chills about the quality of our work. ‘The 
main thing is, though, that you are pleased with ; 

the reproductions for the bulletin. 

The special drawings for special copies sound like 
a formidable job, but of course it will be a special 

treat for those who receive them. 

My point about the mink densities was not intended 
to rebut your decision. I imagine that Lyle will be 
just as well pleased to join with you in a ground 
squirrel paper when you both get back. 

I await with keen intersst any further news of your 
Army experience. It's good news that Mr. Bell, and 
also Paul, speak as if Delta were to roll along 

after war. I had assumed they must feel that way, 

but it's nice to be sure. ; 

I know you will be interested in the attached last 
chapter of Gus's biography. 

Yours as ever,



Aldo Leopold ji 

Madison, Wisconsin 

. 6 

November 13, 1943. 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
333 Ashland Avenue 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Albert, 

I appreciate getting your long letter, and I hasten 

to comment on just one item, in the hope that it may 

save you some worry. 

I remember that Lyle gave at least part of his population 

densities, and I think all of those included in the 

pyramid‘ itor the Ridge only, rather than for the marsh 

as a whole. The text, if I remember rightly, somewhere 

explains that this is the case, although it may not 

have been given sufficient emphasis. 

It was necessary to assume some definite area, and the 

densities for songbirds, ground squirrels, and other 

species of short range would have no meaning as applied 

to the marsh as a whole. Hence, he may have modified 

the mink densities to fit the particular area dictated 

by the other species. 

My suggestion about flushing rates for grouse was 

too hasty. This works on ruffed grouse where one hunts 

the same territory with the same dog year after year, 

put I can see that it would not work for sharptails. 

Yours as ever, ; 

20 0 

wo 
emer engiay  aeaes
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/ $33 Ashland “treet 
: Winnipeg -, Manitoba 

; Nove~ber 7,1943 

Dear A.L., 

I have alsways been so busy with the duck bags each autumn that 
I have had only about three chicken shoots since 4 have been here. And, 
since I have kemk had to keep records from stem to stern on the ducks, 

' I have more or lessm written the chicken days off for the fun of them. ~ 
Consequently I havcen't very much to saye 

In the autumn of 1942,although 4 did no hunting, I gathered from 
accounts of a good many hunters that where chicken had been abundant the 
previous year, the birds were hard to find in 1942. rniminhempeonm 
However, some shooters found no decline,and they were as abundant as 
ever on the west shore of the lake,near tangruth, where "r. 5e11 shoots. 
This year m most of the hunters 4 talked with said shooting was poor to 
rotten where even last year they had got their birds. But still the 
tangruth area held up and, although local fellows there say the 1943 
population is about 40% of last year's, sharptails are still there 
in large numbers, and shooting is excellent. 

I don't believe numbers flushed per hour or day would be a very 
good index’ in this country; at least for one shoot a year. If one 
is lucky and runs across a flock when they are on the fields in the 
early morning, and then gets on their tail for the rest of the day, the 
number per hour would be high, even in a poor year. While if one started 
at random an hour atten ot two after sun-up, he might be lucky to 
gee flush his limit in a day. ‘this is just what pepened happened with 
mee ™y last hunt at “angruth was in the autumn of 1940 when birds were 
pretty well at their peak. JI haven't the record of the number flushed; 
but starting at 7 am, I had only one bird by three pm, and my partner 
had only one. Hunting the very same cover this year, when the birds 
are less numerous than in 1940, 1 gobk my limit tm (8 birds) in 
four hours of hunting, flushing 44 birds in the four hours with one other 
gun and a springer as company. “he reason hunting was better this year : 

‘. was that we found a flock of about loo birds in a field just after sun-up 
and got on their tail as they moved to the popple bluffs. 

Another party we met told me that the seven hunters got their 
limit easily, they also having got on the tail of a large flock. 
Wiha While in the same region, the prexvios day, three hunters, hunting 
all day, got only seven birds. 

‘ On October 7, the day of our hunt we contacted, all before sun-up, 
three flocks of approximately 100 birds each, and another of similar 

size from an area we didn't touch was reported. I suspect that 400 birds 
on fifteen sections familiar to me would be a conservative number, 

The Langruth country is made up of small popple bluffs, broken 
by hay and pasture, with no grain to speak of, 

The best index to the chicken(all this and the above refers only 
to sharptails) is the winter population on the Yelta ridge which moves in 

: during October and remains until April. “he peak year was 1939, but 

their numbers in 1940,1941 and 1942 showed no appreciable decline. This 

year, however, there was a noticable drop in the numbers moving to the 
ridge and sil October 23, when + left “elta, we had seen less than a 
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ie 1 take it, then, that the chicken are on the way down, with 
the drop severe in many localities, but some areas ,such as Langruth, 
holding up pretty well,although likewise on the down-grade. 

This ties in with some ovher things. While 1 have not checked 
numbers of snowshoes on the Yelta ridge since last June(but will do 
so at Thanksgiving), it seems certain that there has been a big drop of 
numbers ,the decline beginning sometime in duly. On the other hand, 

‘ 1 was astounded at the numbers of snowshoes seen on or sehicken shoot at 
4angruth . I jumped 12 in the four hours, which to me seems high 
in that kind of country; and + have never seen so much sign. I will 
let you know how we find them when 1 get back at thanksgiving. 

As + told you, the Yranklin ground squirrels jamh have practically 
disappeared from the “elta ridge. They started dying off shortly after 
they came out in April, and by the middle of the sum~er it was uncoymon 

' to see one in a trip up the road. Local lore says they disappeared 
before the heavy rains of late May and early June. “owever, their 
decline started before that, and we found enough dying mimals to 
suggest there was something more than flooded borrows wrong with them. 
Unfortunately 1 was unable to get an autopsy on any of the deaths. 

“eginning last autumn the femmeem farmers south of felta 
started complaining about red foxes, which are now more abindant than 
they have been in a"good many years". And coyotes, last winter were 

more common at Yelta than they have been "in years", As far as i can 
gather, they were last abundant at “elta 20 years ago. 

thonry Huns show no appreciable decline. Although I have not followed 
them closely, the same coveys are in the same place and about the same 
size as last year on the grade between “elta and Portaze . Inhere were 
reports of small broods credited to the wet spring, however. 

We have not kept accurate count of the pinnated grouse on the 
meadows just south of “elta. We.figured last year, and the year before 

fe that that there were approximately 40 square-tails on six segtions of land 
on Slacks am@ farm just south of the marsh, and they seem to be about the 
same this year. I went out ma one late afternoon there and ran into 31 
birds, although possibly there may have been some repeats. I saw something 
that afternoon that puzzled me. Shortly before sunset, I saw four birds 
get up from the middle of a very lightly grazed pasture, fly + mile mn 
and alight. 1 had another bird to tend to ,and it was almost dark when I 
got over to where + had marked these dow. Theye were in exactly the 

i same sopt, and the one + bagged had no food in crop or gizzard. Do they 
usually go to bed on an empty w@ stomach? I take it this was an exception, 
for they flight regularly to their feeding places in the late afternoon. 
The bird, as far as 4 could tell, was in good condition. 

The autumn has rewained open until now, but with a freeze last night 
i suspect things will be closing up pretty soone My last night on Yadham 
bay the Bluebills got up just before dusk for a fly around,and + never 
believed there could have been that many birds in the province, much less 
on one bay. 

I still don't know what my plans are. ~efore joing up here, + want 
to find out what,if anything,I could do in the*»tates, but can't get in 
touch with anyone,even my draft board who will answer my letters. At least 
I will see. the book through and finishe up Lyle's paper ,wiich I hope to 
be able to send down soon. ‘vy delay on this is not in putting it off, as much 
as not being able to wind up wmmene some of the thinoa whian ¢. Rel Teer. Z
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are uncertain. For instance in his section on ambhal numbers he gives 
1 mink for ever ten acres of ridgex, which is 64 per section -- an unheard 
of figure here. “he highest figure I can get from the mink trappers is 
12 per section. And he gives mink as being twice as abundant as skunks, 
which never was the case any year. it has been hard to honestly work 
this without being able to consult Lyle,and i have done more than the 

‘ usual a~ount of futil pencil scratching. 4owever, I have reworked 
the que stional® parts ame as carefully as + could, mmwe and am now retyping 
it agains for your review and editing. 

We feel more or less lost in the city,even with lights and running 
water, However, I am glad to have the chance to get in a library again; 
it has been almost three years since + have seen one. Checking up on 
the recent litcrature, and others which 1 had previously overlooked on 
ecology, I feel a bit sheepish about my own ambition to start a mmuseript 
on marsh ecology and management, and wiyitimmmene sus.ect when 1 send what 
i had on paper down you will see that IL am an innocent abroad in wild 
country. it looks like a four or five year job at the least, and i have 
told Lyle that 1 hoped he would tackle it with me when things are settled 
againe 

thanks for the picture of the Shack, iI found a@ good elm tree yes terday 
By the looks or things in the photo, you had a pleasant shoot.
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
October 11,1943 

Dear A.Lo, 

We Rave had a beautiful open,mild early autumn,which has made it har 
to stay in the caboose. I had one fine afternoon with the chicken, however, 
and despite the fact that in some localities they are reported on the down 
azrade, I saw more than I have ever seen before. Their numbers are unbelievale 
Pete's double-barreled mugzle-loader works fine,and really makes e® hunt a lot 
more fun, One has to be careful,however,for when the caps are on it it a 
touchy piece. And sometimes one forgets which barrel he was loading end 
puts two in one, thus getting a real jolt when the time arrives. The barrels 
are not choked, but they are 2% inches long,and it kills cleanly at 40 vards, 
with a light load of powder and shot and half the Saturday edition of the 
Winnipeg Free Press for wadding. It burns black powder,and of course 
produces a lot of smoke and at dusk on the stubble mskes a flash like a 
stack fire. Incidentally, the score per shot fired tm is much higher with 
it because one is more careful. 

Despite the lack of shells, it poems that there are more hunters and 
more shooting than in any previous year. ertainly there have been many 
more out then usuel at the ditch,and there was more noise opening day than 
any previous year. A good many of the fellows have reloading outfite,and 
I believe thés is the reason for the abundance of shells, for there are none 
to be bought and few last year to carry over.” 

The duck flight so far seems good. There are plenty of Canvasbacke 
and the Redheads seem to have done well this year. However, with the mild 
early season, the kill in young Redheads hae been heavy. he Mallard 
population on the lakeshore is the biggest yet. There are quite a few 
geese down,too, and since the weather has turned to real autumn today, there 
will be some taken. 

I like your new essay. I like it because of all you have written, 
this is the first I have read in which you give a picture of yourself, 
You did so unconsciously; but you,rather than your theme ,are the strongest, 
and for this reason it will be particularly velued by the rest of us. And 
for the same reason, I wish it was a bit longer. Of ell vou essave,I think 
this is the gem. Alice sent up some revisions which I think are good 
improvements. 

I have a new batch of paper on which I am etartine the black and 
whites; I don't think the ones mI sent you before are good enough and I 
would like to do them all at the same time so that the technique would be 
uniform. I wonder if you have a. photogranh of the shack, taken from the 
west to help me on this one. I would like to do it as ae silhouette against 
the sunrise in strong black and white. As I remember, the elm tree is 
just east of the corner of the shack, but I cant recall exactly the 
form of the shack. 

I have not heard from the army yet, and as there still are few few 
things to wind up on the bulletin-the design for the dust cover,and the 
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folio proof to read, I am remaining until that is finished and doing my 
best to wind up and retype Lyle's and Peter's papers to send down, Until 
something is definite, Joan and I are taking a small apartment in 
Winnipeg so that I can finish up the rest of the work close to a library. 
I am also planning to help Cartwright round together their banding data. 
I will let you know of the new address. 

I did not mean to be insistant on the piece on writing,except to 
express what I had in mind and what, if accomplished, I know would be a 
great help to all of us. I did not know that you were on a new book. 
That is dandy. I much prefer your first title "Conservation Bcologv". 
I will send down a bunch of notes I worked up during the summer which 
may give you an idea of what we have been thinking about since we last 
telked over marsh ecology. 

Not very much local news. Ed is having a whale of time trapping 
skunks. I caught the fever and set one by the back porch —- the result 
being that everything in the house from the chocolate pudding to the linnen 
became completely saturated. 

Hope your leg is all better by now. Everyone is fine here and hope 
you are all well and that you hear good news from Carl. Please mam remember 
us to Mrs. Leopold; little Albert and Joan certainly mm have had much 
enjoyment from the little ait she sent. 

austen 

Yours,
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i Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Hl 

t Delta, Manitoba 
I 

Dear Albert: 

{ It interests me that your comparison of Peattie and 

Darling checks precisely with my own opinion. 

I also thins you are right in velieving that Errington 

hag a more unqualified respect for "gcience" than ‘ 

' I have, and I take it, than you have. 

‘ Your argument in favor of my attemoting the paper on : 

writing is very persuasive, put for the moment I have 

my hands more than full with the book. Perhaps I had | 

j not told you that I had spent the summer at at., 1 oat 

' think I will call it "Land Ecology" instead of e 

i "Conservation Ecology". later I may want to ask for rome 

; your help in writing up a case history of the 

‘ Delta country. 

a I am very anxious to hear how Peter comes out with 

| his mzgzle-loader. I am quite prepared to believe 

i that the results will be gratifying. 

oe } Starker and I gave the partridges a whirl when the 

season opened last wiekend in northern Wisconsin. 

i ; We founi very few birds, and at least one covey of 

which we got three, ail had pinworms. It looks as 

| though the cycle had started working. 

' Tuna's coming home this week on furlough after a long 

i absence, He has just finished his meteorology course. 

I have one new essay which I shall send you shortly. 

' Yours as ever, 

eee jee ei 
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cy i Delte, Duck Station Wr 2 Lo 
Delta, Manitoba Jf 

: September 14,1943 

Dear A.Lo: . 

Thanks for your comments on plant succession. We have plots to study 

the effects of plowing,burning and heying, but what happens in each case 

ie not clear. In a dense bed of Phragmites hardly used for nesting, a deep 

Auguet burn was followed the next year py weeds with Fluminea, a preferred 

cover plant, coming in shortly after. 

It is rather difficult to tell exactly what kind of a piece on 

mriting that I had in mind. I can see the difficulties mmm in working 

up a piece on the preparation of a MSS. I don't think it should be a 

set of rules or directions; but whet you think about literature ie important. 

In my mind there are three types expressed by Brrington,Fraser Darling, ; 

perheps,and Peatie. I have beerd you say Fraser Darling vas good. Why 

you think he is good or why the works of others in his class are good pam 

mmm is vhat I would like to know, The examples you could mm use would be 

of good literature. I think it is tmomnnmmt importent for you to express 

yourseli,first to mi select a number of what you think are classics in 

wood wildlife writing,and then to show whay they are sood. Most of us 

recognize good literature, but do not realize why.it is good. Dealing 

largely with good literature, you could avoid the obvious difficulties 

of discussing bad,burdened or avkward writing; but wherever you did 

refer to the latter, a salting of Immman humor would help. Another thing, 

Most of us don't realize that what Fraser Darling or Elton or you write 

mma about are essentially the same thingSif any thing supertor, that 

Errington handles. Only for some reason Errington is "“gectientific" and 

because of that, I am convinced he is the greatest influence on present— 

day methods. Errington is overwhelmed with the idea of making wildlife 

ptology an accepted science and he believes that it can't be a science 

until the writing is eclentific. He forgets that in the medical. world and 

probably in other fields, there is taking place a revolution in the manner | 

of preparing technical pepera,end that burdened writing is no longer 

accepted as a mark of ecientific competence. “ee 

Another thing you might try to explain, 4f it actually true. 

I heve pethered the impression that the bulk of the wildlife literature 

mritten before the early thirties is easier reading than that written efter 

thenmimn thet period. 

Then many confuse Darling, for instance, with Featie, I thought 

Pesatie was good five years ago; I don't think so any more. Derling is 

solid, Peatie is "slick",and the difference is the same as between good 

ert end the pictures in Sears and Roebuck. It is just as important to 

point out this difference as tna the one between Brrington and Darling. 

At leagst: one other thing is important. Good writing in its making 

does not swing as free and easy as the final product. Maybe you have not 

saved examples but you could scare up some illustratione. For instance 

en example of a first draft compared vith the final product would be good. 
._ The time involved in preparation of a MSS. The fact that some good 

writers heve to use a dictionaty, ff that is true, would be a dorn to
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earth examples. The fact that all good writers have a battle with 
repetitions,redundant statements ete, if that is true, would be important. 

Good writing, like the faats of life, is something the first ceneration 
lets the second find out for itself, It is that way now and vill be so 
until someone like yourself does something about it. 

t fete 

I hardly think I should sign Lyle'e paper with him; probably a 
footnote wovld take care of the additional matnrial I am adding to the 
discussion of the nesting sfudy. We can decide when I get it retyped mah 
and down to you. : 

The season opens Mondy with hardly a shell in the country, The fiient 
so far among the early migrente is good. The Blue-winged Teal are coming 

through in lerger numbers than any previous year. Water is down, but mam 
aummm constant north winds have been pushing quite a bit into the marsh. 

Hope your leg is better. That bs mean business. 

pam 
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Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Ge 

42h University Farm Place 
September 1, 1943 

Dear Albert, res 

Your new observations on kingbirds, marsh hawke, 

crows, and yellow-headed blackbirds are extremely 
interesting. Certainly they are "services", but, : 
I fear, of the sort that would be hard to incorvorate 
in a diagram. It occurs to me that actual maps of ; 
the division of territory between marsh hak and 
kingbird would be very much to the point. 

Your description of the plant succession is very well 
done, tut deals almost entirely with the "primary" 
succession rather than with what happens during 
shorter periods when plant communities are disturbed. 
Of course, in a marsh the primary succession is often 
so ranid that it is of actual importance to management. 
For a management chapter, however, I would also suggest 
including the secondary succession, hay meadows, grazed 
lands, plowings, 9tc., end the manner in which these 
changes affect ducks.) Gas fare 

I can see your difficulty in respect of Lyle's paper. 
One thing that occurs to me is for you to make the 
necessary corrections and sign the paper with him. 

I approve of using it as a Journal paper. 

I have been laid up with a sciatic leg and lost almost — 
@ month. : 

It's good news that you are awaiting proef on the 

bulletin. 

; Yours as ever,
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| Aldo Leopold 
f heen 

August 28, 1943 

Dear Albert, 

I like your "War and Waterfowl" very much, particularly 

the first vart.. I think you have hit exactly the right 

note. The latter part plays out a little bit. Taking 3 

' the article as a whole, I am not at all surprised that 

a Wilson Bulletin grabbed it. 

| Incidentally, I am enclosing a clipping from the last 

Harper's Magazine, "Don't waste the game crop!". Please 

return at your convenience. 

| I am pleased that you sent me Margaret Nice's letter. 

She had been enthusing to Joe Hickey about your letter, 

. and I am mich pleased that your findings appeal to her. 

| I return the letter and also the article herewith. 

If you get reprints of the article, be sure to save me 

: half a dozen. 

Bob does not intend to do anything but incidental ob- ; 

. servation on the Arboretum mallards, at least at vresent. 

Alice and I both got a chuckle out of the clipving 

you sent, but I am intimidated by your suggestion that 

I write a manual for preparation of scientific papers. 
. That I fear would be beyond my vowers. I know, at least 
| sometimes, when something is. done wrong, but thet is a 

different matter from writing a prescription for doing 

| it right. 

: Starker is here writing up his thesis, together with his 

son Fritz, and that makes me apprecietive of what you 

say about young Albert. : 

. Is Lyle's paner going to make the bulletin? 

Yours as ever,
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Delta Duck Station A 
Delta, Manitoba jg’. , y 
August 17,1943 a7 " 

Dear A.L,, 

Thanks for the reprints and the references. I have not read Kalmbach's 

paper but have sent for it. He used a good many Delta birds in his experimen 

Thanks also for the food chains. As yet I have nothing but a box a 

waste paper. You put it mildly when you said it took some figuring out. 

There are two kinds of services which I wonder if you helieve minum 

might be valid on a marsh arrangement. One is the type of service I am 

_ convinced the Kingbird gives. We cut out the willows in front of the house 

for a view of the marsh and have seen a good deal of interest from the front 

porch. I noticed that the pair of Marsh Hawks which nest by the R.R.tracks 

have s regular path of search which they have followed day in and day out all 

season. It is in fact several paths by which they cover most of the marsh 

in the region of the hatchery. The only mmmmmmameanh area not covered by these 

paths is a rather wide area about a kingbird's territory which is conspicuous 

ly avoided. I have never seen a Marsh Hawk in the heart of the Kingbird 

territory and on its maundhrbam boundaries the hawk is always high-tailing 

it away with the Kingbird after it. It is obvious that,avoiding the heart 

of the Kingbird territory and harassed on its boundaries, this is the one 

parcel of marsh not hunted by the Marsh Hawk, hence this must be a service 

by the Kingbird to the species living within the boundaries of its 

territory. | 

The same thing works to & lesser degree with Grows. However, Venti te 

pairs of Crows ignore the Kingbirds, hunting within their territortes,and 

i it is only transients or strangers which are sucessfully evicted. 

Another type of service is a signal. When a Marsh Hewk comes near 

the colony of Yellow-headed Blackbirds, the malX¥es all rise in the air and 

give a special note which is given only in the presence of a Hawk. This 

hawk cry is clearly recognized by Coots,mm Virginia and Sora Rails ,and 

within a wide area about the blackbird colony,all Coots and Rails give their 

alarm notes the moment the blackbirds cry "hawk". I do not know whether 

they teke cover, but certainly they are on the alert. Ducks, however, do m 

not show any recognition of the blackbird's signal. The hawk cry of the 

blackbirds, incidentally, is passed from one colony to another. When a 

hawk comes over the colony behind the stable, all the blackbirds in the 

pothole colony are autmefi up in the air ready for the hawk as soon as the 

stable birds give alarm, although they cennot yet see the hawk. 

I think there probably are meny more examples of such signal 

service although as yet this is the most clearly defined example I have 

seen. Ducks, of course, recognize signal movements of geese,and geese 

recognize those of ducks; and one species of duck regognizes many signals 

of other species. 

As I told you in an earlier letter, I was writing a managemnt 

chapter for the bulletin. It has by now gotten completely out of hand, 

that is,as far as a chapter goes, I have already more on vaper than is 

in the original Canvaeback manuscript. It is pretty rough, but fits so 

neatly together that I am very much pleased with it. Until the first of 

)
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the month I thought I might get it ready for the first puvlication, but now, 
with time slipping by, I am putting it aside, to pick it up acain as soon 
as I can, for I now see it will take as much or more time to put in shape as 
the Can ms. The discuesion is in two parts, the firet part" Ducks. in the 
Meareh Community", the second part "management". 

1 

The first part is divided into four sectiong which for convenience 
at the moment are: "Ducks in relation to land", "Ducks in relation to 
water" ,"Ducks in the Plant Community" ,and "Ducks “in the animal Community". 
In the first .I am discussing land forms as t>ev influence flight movements $ 
and all land activities of ducks. FMMEMEMMUYHMMHHEMHY We heve a sood deal 
of interesting material on locel lanes of travel and the land formations 
which quite apparently influence the use of such lanes; and I have gathered 
some interesting notes on thex same from other “anitoba marshes. There are 
also some interesting movements which are not marked by env land formations 
recognizable to me. Thus Whistling “wans alwavs cross Cadham Bsy at the 
same point year after year,althouh there seems to be no good reason for 
this special lane that I can see. Other points discussed: overland travels 
of broods and adults,feeding activities on land,loafing spots and how the 
seventeen or eighteen natural tyves of loafing spots are formed. 

The second item discusses the response of ducks to various types 
of water areas within the breeding grounds,i.e. the influence of size,shape, 
depth of water etc. on breeding populations. This has developed into @ very 
interesting discussion, little f it new but most of it as yet unorganized. 

In the third I am discussing the various plant associations, their 
relation to each other and to ducks. In going through the literature on 
marsh plantsx I find a good many ideas and observations left untouched. I 
also find a good many things still hard to understandjone of them is plant 
succession, with which I open the discussion. I have tried to treat it 
simply,mostly because I understand it only in simple terms. Barring the 
rough spots which I think I can iron out, is the following too simple, 
in your estimation ,and, from what you have seen,essentiuily correqts 

"From the mumm seat of a canoe in a Yelta Bay we can take a duck's—eye 
view of the plant community. We see the marsh ss.no helter-skelter arrange. 
ment of plants, but as neat tiers of plant societies each occupying its 
special portion of the marsh. Beneath us in the water is the society of 
true aquatics, plants which live entirely in a water environment. This 
society is made up of a large number of plante of a few species, the 
dominant members being the pondweeds and watermilfoils. When 4» wind riffles 
the bay we see these submerged beds mepned clearly on the surface as 
"slicks" of quiet water. 

Along the shoreline is the society of emergent plants, those with thet 
rootsoil underwater, but most of their growth above the surface, This 
group too is made up of a small number of species. Indeed at least 90% 
of the shoreline vegetation at Delta is of hardstem bulrush,cattail and 
Phragmites. 

Peyond theshoreline is the society of Phragmites growing in the moist 
peat soil and reaching far back from the edge in unbroken beds. Beyond 
the Phragmites are the meadows of shorter grasses,sedges and sowthistle, 
and man's pastures and hay fields. And still beyond are the willow thickets
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banked against the border woodlands of maple,ash mm cottonwood and elm. 

These societies, each so clearly defined, are not stable. They are, 
in effect, members of an army of vegetation, each upper tier advancing upon 
the tier below and sll advancing towards water. 

The aquatics are the pressed society. Their movements are limited 
by water. Within their realm,individual species many advance upon manothen 
mamnmam one or retreat before the aggressions of another member of wh the 
society according to variations in their water environment; but all give - 
way to the advances of the shoreline society. 

The shoreline plants are the shock troops, They are the first 
to make the waterward advance. Take off your shoes to wade in that 
border bed of bulrush. The strong, firm matting of rootstocks gives you 
solid fonmdamhom footing and you may walk through the bed with ease. Now 

"step from the edge into open water. Down you go waist deep in the soft 
bottom muck. The bulrush, no more than you, can teke footing in the soft 
oozy bottom. It¢ establishes its own root foundation to move slowly, @ 
few inches e year, towards open water. Now walk to the suoreward edge of 
the bulrush. See how the accumulation of plant debris gives foothold for 
Phragmites to advance from the rear. 

The same is true of cattail. The pioneer, bay-side plants stand in 
shallow water; but behind them the vast beds are growing in firm soil, 
much of it their own making. And upon this bridgehead follow mmtrihtian 
nettles, then Phragmites. 

Phragmites is the great occupation armg. In some sites its place 
is taken by sedges or other grasses, but over most of the marsh Phragmites 
holds its gains for long periods. On its landward margins the dense 
stands sre still holding gains made forty or fifty, perhaps a hundred or 
more years agos3end all that is now Phragmites was once water. 

But Phragmites, like the other societoes, must eventually give way 
to the advancing army in its rear. In times past when the prairie flora 
was dominant, it replaced Phragmites. But now it is trees which follow 
in its wake, first willow, them maple,ash and Gottonwood, then elm and 
oak. 

At the present time the waterward advances from the lake ridges 
shows gains of fifty yards to a mile or more. Most of these gains made 
over & period of many yeers are still held by Phragmites. But in some 
places trees gradually are gaining a foothold and in recent dry years they 
are hommomenphames making rapid advances marshward in the rear of 
retreating Phragmites ; indeed, some have advanced deep into Phragmites 
to gain foothold before the Phragmites hae disappeared. 

There is, of course, variation in the manner of this watrerward advanc 
of vegetation. Sometimes Phragmites bordering shallow water sends ami 
rhyzomes foreward. Taking root at the nodes, these advance positions are 
followed by strong,dense growth until shallow waters may be obliterated 
vy Phragmites befare the intrusion of bulrush or cattail. Sometimes 
terrestrial weeds, tinmmm then grasses and sedges quickly gain a foothold 
on a shoreline or in @ dried slough, giving willow a chance to seed,sprout
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and grow before bulrush or cattail can take over. 

In times when percipitation is normal or above average, the process 
of advance is slow, so slow as to be all but impreceptable. But when 
drought prevails the advance is rapid. 

takes 

Man, of course, hammmmkmm a ploece in thie battle line when he 
Claimes part of the marsh as his own. By the grazing of his cattle and 
the mowing of the meadows for hay, he interrupts the natural step of 
succession between Phragmites and trees. He advances upon Phragmites, but 
retards the advanctof tihm trees. 

We ar®interested in the marsh plant community because of its relation— 
ship to waterfowl; for, although the distribution of ducks follows the 
pattern of water, their abundance off within the realm of water is modified 
by vegetation. Each ofimmma plant society of the marsh community eserves 
ducks. The aquatic plants of the open water provide food. The shoreline 
societies provide nesting,rearing and escape cover; and some emergents, 
notably the bulrushes,amamhmpammanmt provide food as well. The several 
societies ofimtmm between shoreline and willows provide nesting cover for 
many species." 

As I write this over I can eee a good many holes, but at least it will 
give you an idea of what TI am trying to develop. 

The fourth part discusses the animal community ,collectively at firet 
then individually by species, for all those species which are related to 
ducks. This means, of course, thet it will be spread thin for some specier, 
but for others I was surprised at how much there is at hand, 

The management section is still too vague to outline. One thing is 
clear, however: I want to put the discussion of sex and age determination 
in the discussion of techniques, hence I am not including it in the 
Canvasback ms. I feel justified in doing this since the preliminary motem 
discussion came out in the Transactions. 

The Canvasback, ms, then will end at the Shooting season chapter plud 
a summary. It has been changed very little since you last saw it except 
for the weeding out of some more of the rough spate and some additions to 

the discussion of territory and courtship. The Senator gave it to Dr. 
Wetmore to look over before publication and I expect to get galley proof 

before the end of the month, It is planned to be out sometime this autume. 
Pirnie fell down on photographe, so that I am usénge but a few to illustrate 
key points. I intend using your picture of mallards flushing from the 
lakeshore, but find the soft-paper copy I have will not reproduce. Would 
it be too much trouble to make a copy on glossy paper? 6¢ X5¢ " the same 
as the print I have will be fine. 

In working up the original plan for 8 management addition to the 
; Can ms, I tyned up Lylée FGS paper for a chapter. However, since the 

Can ms will end with the discussion of behavior and lifehistory, rether than 

being a greb beg for sex and age discussions, Coots and Ground Squirrels 
which most logically fit into the discussion of ecology and management, I 
want to hold this for the new arrangement of material. Since this has 
been on deck “or so long, however, it probably would be wise to get Lyle's 
paper in print, possibly as a snecial bulletin or,sas you suggested, as a 
journal paper, rather than holding the original for a publication the
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date of which can't be foreseen. This means reworking the introduction, 

end several other minor items which were rearfenged to fitmimhm meke it fit 

as e chapter as originally planned. I will do this as soon as possible 

and get it down to you. 

Two things bother me about Lyle's peper. One is the discussion of 
cycles immed which is rather detailed considering that it based on but 

three yeers of observations. It is thrownm 911 out of whack by the events 

: of the last two years. Lyle detected a variation in numbers from year to 

year of which he speaks in terms of am a cycle. This variation,1978 to 1941, 

however, was gentle compared to the drop this year. Ground squirrels have 

practically disappeared from the ridge and where, even in Lyle's low vear 

we could see at least 15 in a mile of road on a sunny afternoon, we have 
yet to see more then five in ea travel of mm the entire leneth of ridge any 

day thie year. MMMyyuHMM There is undoubtedly a cyole which is just now 
hitting ite low. ‘ 

The second is Lyle's discussion of the pyramid of numbers, Torry 

and I have been making a census of all birde end mammals on a section of 

mersh this year “with very careful counts for many sample areas. Although 

there is veriation from year to year, I am convinced that Lyle's figures, 

come of which were based on crude estimates, are misleading. These are 

minor iteme which I think can be adjusted without changing the mmhmm paper 

very much. 

I am writing to Lyle explaining in detail so that he will know. 

I have sent“6¥iginals and carbone to him by separate mails and he gets the 
one but never the two. We got a card from him with a Feangaroo on it 

this week so he must be bear “ustralia. 

I missed my June date on that first picture for you by getting into 

@ rut on oils but am coming out of it in watercolors. 

Everything fine here. Please say hello to Mrs *eopold for us. 

foun J 

P.S.: I have heard from a number of sources, including D.U. that Netlgy 
Marsh was pretty well wiped clean of this year's crop of ducks, which of 

course will be hard on the Redhead. High water on ake Winnipeg and 

strong wind tides left few nests to hatch.
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July 21, 1943 

Dear Albert, 

I have been worrying about the contradiction 
between Tom Main's "Biggest duck crops in 
history" and your earlier reports of small 
broods. Your welcome letter now reconciles 
the two, although I suspect Tom is still not 
underestimating. I guess we expected the flightless 
period on the Arboretum too soon. I am showing 
Bob McCabe your comments. 

I'll be glad to read over lyle's paper and also 
the management chapter if you want me to. 

When you work on food-chain diagrams, you 

will likely find as I did that they must necessarily 
be incomplete, because the brandes are too numerous 
to show on a flat sheet of paper. However, the 
idea can be conveyed, although one sometimes 

has to figure quite a while to make a diagram 
clear. Naturally, I'd be glad to have you use 
any of my diegrams , or the ideas in them. I am 
sending you a recent set just to make sure you 

have then. 

Starker is coming here next month to finish up 
his thesis. Carl is on a new island, presumably 
closer to the front. 

I hope your family is well. 

Yours as ever, 

Wang Cree BO) ocean
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 14,1943 

on eo ,-2 
Dear A.L., 

We are at last having a spell of summer weather, but rains in 

between have been sufficient to menp? the water up in fair shape. With 

a bit of calm,sunny weather both the ducks and ourselves have been on 

: the bay more frequently than in June,and it appears that the earlier 

observations of fewer and smaller broods do not hold. At least on Cadhams 

Bay, mmenm to which our travels have been confined this year, there are 

more broods than we have ever seen before. We rarely sav” Vanvasbacks on 

Cadham's bay before this year, but during the last week or so we have 

seen many Can broods of all ages. 

I have finished typing Lyles paper over, but in reading imm it 

through again, I find that pmamhm there are certain mapaetimhomm points 

covered by both of us. To avoid mammmham repetition, I will modify some 

of mine and some of his on an even-8t ephan basis. I want you to look it 

over mami if you will and will send it down as soon as I can take care of 

these points. 

All I know about the flightless period in scrub mallards is that 

some I had years ego lost their flight feathers the same as wild birds, 

although I do not know how their schedule compared with that of wild birds. 

In wild mallards the wing is not lost until after the change of the body 

plumage into the eclipse is complete. Thus if your arboretum birds still 

3 had speckled hahihtem breasts the 6th of July ; it might be a couple of weeks 

© before they lost their wings. In captive birds which do not fly, it is 

€ easy to miss the wing molt. At least in our captives the birds frequently 

had lost the old feathers and were well along with the new ones before I 

noticed the wing molt had started. 
,
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Regarding the manuscript, Paul Miller asked me to draw up a 

summary for management. This, of course, was one of your own suggestions, 

but I never felt I could fit it in with the time schedule. “he Institute 

has given me until October ist to work up this added chapter. When it 

is in shape I would like to send it down for you to read before it is 

published. 

I have become very much interested in your charts of lines of 

dependencg and food chains. I will confess that some of them were 

complicated enough to give me trouble in grasping them. But the one 

you published in the last Transactions is clear one sight. I can't 

see how any discussion of marsh or waterfowl management can be without 

a@ discussion and graphic demonstration of these,if only in simple form. 

Do you mind if I draw on your charts for ideas in developing my own 

discussion, 

Good for Irv and Joe. Is Starker able to finish up his tunkey 

work? Where is Carl; I hope he is where you are able to keep in touch 

with him. I feel more and more uncomfortable being at home while so much 

is going on. The Army has given me until October to finish up the 

manuscript ;after that my plans are fluid. 

Everyone is fine here. ‘lease remember ue to Mrs. “eopold and 

to Bill and Nina when you see them. 

Aron, 
mn a
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SEX AND AGE DETERMINATION OF WATERFOWL BY 
CLOACAL EXAMINATION ’ 

H. Avgert Hocupaum 
Delta Duck Station, Delta, Man., Canada 

Sex and age determination of ducks in autumn plumages is a notori- 
ously diffieult task. Accurate sex tallies of adults ineclipse are all but 
impossible except for the expert. Sexes are often alike in juvenal 
plumage and, after the autumn molt, young birds of many species are 
indistinguishable from adults. 

The difficulties involved in accurate sex identification by plumage 
characters have''been long recognized by ornithologists. One of the 
oldest axioms is that final judgment of sex must be based upon exami- 
nation of the gonads (testes or ovaries). But gonadal examination 
requires the dissection of a dead bird, and dissection cannot be used in 
large-scale studies of hunters’ bags, nor in classifying living birds in 
banding traps. Nor do the gonads provide an unfailing key to age. 

In most mammals, sex can be determined from the external repro- 
ductive organs, In all birds, however, these organs are enclosed within 
a common chamber, the cloaca. In most groups of birds, the reproduc- 
tive organs in the cloaca are too simple to be easily distinguished. In 
all ducks, geese, and swans, however, the reproductive organ of the 
male is a well defined penis held within the cloacal chamber (Owen, 
1886). Any duck, goose, or swan that reaches the hand, regardless 
of age or plumage, may be sexed by the presence or absence of the 
penis. The penis as a criterion of sex is as constant and as easily rec- 
ognized as the gonads themselves. i 

REPRINTED FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE SEVENTH NORTH AMERICAN 
' WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 1942, AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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The penis shows two distinct stages of development. In immature 
males the penis is a small, unsheathed organ; in adults it is large and 
enclosed within a conspicuous sheath. These two stages may be recog- 
nized at a glance. Thus, in the male the penis is a criterion of age 

as well as of sex. 
In the female, a criterion of age is the left oviduct which empties 

into the cloacal chamber through the left cloacal wall. In immature 

females the oviduct is closed by a membrane; the left cloacal wall is 
unbroken. In adult females, the occluding membrane is absent; the 
oviduct may be seen as a conspicuous slit on the left cloacal wall. The 

occluding membrane never disappears before the young hen attains 
maturity, hence the presence or absence of the membrane marks the 
hen as immature or adult. 

In both sexes another criterion of age exists in the cloaca, the bursa 
of Fabricius. The bursa is a sac-like organ which, in immature birds, 
extends as a pocket from the dorsal wall of the cloaca. The bursa is 
always absent in adults, Thus the presence or absence of the bursa 

distinguishes immature birds from adults. 
The unsheathed penis, the occluded oviduct and the bursa are uni- 

versal characters of immaturity in all ducks, geese, and swans; but the 
period of immaturity is not the same in all species. The mallard, for 
instance, attains maturity and breeds when it is 1 year old. The 
Canada goose does not attain maturity and does not breed until it is 
more than 1 year old, In the mallard, the cloacal characters of imma- 

tunity become adult before the bird is a year old; in the Canada goose 
the characters of immaturity persist in some or all yearlings. Thus, 
all mallards showing immature cloacal characters are young-of-the- 
year; Canada geese showing cloacal characters of immaturity may be 

young-of-the-year or they may be yearlings. 
In all species of ducks studied at the Delta Duck Station,’ the penis, 

oviduct, and the bursa become adult in character before the birds are 
1 year old; hence these characters may be used as age criteria only 

part of the year. During summer, autumn, and early winter, how- 
ever, these characters may be used to distinguish all young-of-the-year 

from all adults. 
All species of geese probably belong to the group in which some or 

all of the characters of immaturity persist in yearling birds. Pre- 
liminary studies of the Canada goose by Arthur Hawkins? indicate 
that in this species there may be an intermediate stage of development 
in the penis and an intermediate stage of regression in the bursa char- 

Mallard, gadwall, baldpate, green-winged teal, blue-winged teal, shoveller, pintail, redhead, 
canvas-back, lesser scaup. 

2Unpublished notes.
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acteristic of yearling birds. It is possible that in further studies, eri- 

teria may be established by which young-of-the-year may be distin- 

guished from yearlings. 
Some species of ducks which do not mature until they are more 

than 1 year old may, like the geese, retain the cloacal characters of 

immaturity as yearlings. This group might include the American 

golden-eye, Barrow’s golden-eye, buffle-head, old-squaw, harlequin - 

duck, and the scoters and eiders. 
Few ducks of the above species have reached our hands for study. 

The limits of use of the cloacal age characters are therefore not known 

and these species are not considered in the following discussion of the 

penis, oviduct, and bursa as sex and age criteria. 
The duck penis shows two distinet stages of development: the small, 

unsheathed penis of the immature male and the large, sheathed penis 

of the adult, These two penis forms distinguished male young-of-the- 

year from adults. 
The penis of the immature male is merely a short, fleshy appendage 

attached to the forewall of the cloaca just within the cloacal lip (Fig- 

ure 1, D). It shows a conspicuous left-hand twist, giving it the ap- 

pearance of a miniature pigtail. It is never more than 12 millimeters 

in length. The penis of the immature bird retains its small, un- 

sheathed form with little or no change in size or appearance until the 

young bird is 5 to 10 months old. Then, when the post-juvenal molt 

has been completed, the adult penis is assumed. 
In the transition from the immature to the adult penis the organ 

enlarges rapidly and a new structure, the penis sheath, forms on the 

left cloacal wall. In its transition from the immature to adult stage, 

the penis enlarges until it may be 50 to 90 millimeters in length, even 

longer in some species. The left-hand twist of the immature penis be- 

comes the spiral sperm groove of the adult organ, giving the adult 

penis a corkscrew-like appearance. The penis sheath, white or gray 

in color, develops as a conspicuous fold on the left cloacal wall. When 

the penis and the penis sheath are fully formed, the adult penis be- 

comes enclosed within. the sheath from which it protrudes only when 

distended (Figure 1, & and E). The penis sheath opens on the fore- 

wall of the cloaca, just within the cloacal lip, extending caudally and 

dorsally along the left cloacal wall where, in dissection, the penis may 

be seen to pass through the cloacal wall into the body cavity. 

These two stages of the penis cannot easily be mistaken one for the 

other, except during the very short period of transition, the two stages 

are entirely dissimilar. With few and but minor differences, the two 

stages show no important variations in different species of ducks. The 
immature penis of the mallard, for instance, shows no important char-
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acters which distinguish it from the canvas-back. The adult penis of 
the redhead is essentially the same as that of the baldpate or pintail. 
Thus, unlike plumage characters, the penis as an age character is es- 
sentially the same in all species. 

In examining the penis of a living duck, the bird is held belly-up, 
tail away, with the outer fingers of each hand holding wings and legs. 

- The vent is located with the forefingers. As the vent is located, the tail 
is pressed backward with the forefingers and the thumbs are placed on 
either side of the vent. With gentle pressure of the thumbs, separat- 
ing them slightly at the same time, the vent is opened. As the cloaca 
is exposed, the short, unsheathed penis of the immature male or the 
large sheathed penis of the adult will protrube (Figure 1, A and B). 
A skilled hand may bring about this protrusion in a few seconds. 

In downy ducklings the examination is much the same, although 
very young birds may be held in the palm of one hand, with thumbs 
and forefingers of both hands free to make the inspection. Great 
care must be taken in the examination of newly-hatched ducklings; 
pressure of the thumbs at the vent may rupture the yolk-sac. At 
Delta, young captives ate not examined until they are 2 or 3 weeks old. 

In the examination of ducklings, the penis is sometimes held within 
the folds of the cloaca, not protruding at once. If the penis does not 
protrude, the forewall of the cloaca should be examined with further 
manipulation of the thumbs to make certain of the presence or ab- 
sence of the penis. 

In determining the sex of a small goose, the procedure is the same as 
in ducks, but the bird may be held under the crook of the arm, giving 
hands more freedom for examination. The examination of a large 
goose or a swan is a two-man job, one to hold the bird, one to make the 
examination. In these larger birds it is sometimes necessary to insert 
a finger into the cloacal chamber to relax the sphincter muscle. The 
finger should be moistened with mineral oil. 

The examination of freshly-killed birds is the same as in living birds, 
the penis protruding with gentle pressure of the thumbs at the vent. 
As the vent dries, however, it is necessary to distend it with the fingers 
or with a probe before the penis may be examined. Examination may 
be made with greatest ease immediately after killing, while the tissues 
are still elastic. 

There are no limits of time and age in the use of the penis as a sex 
eriterion. Sex determination is possible in downy young of all spe- 
cies, and the presence or absence of the penis continues to be an iden- 
tification of sex throughout the bird’s life. 

As an age criterion, the penis is reliable only during the summer, 
autumn and early winter. The period of reliability for all individuals
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of a species closes when the earliest developing young drakes assume 
the adult penis. With respect to this time limit, the species studied 
at Delta divide into two groups: Group 1—adult penis never assumed 
by young males before December 31: gadwall, baldpate, green-winged 
teal, blue-winged teal, shoveller, redhead, canvas-back and lesser scaup. 
Group 2—adult penis sometimes assumed by young males before De- 
cember: mallard and pintail. _ 

The species not studied in sufficient numbers to warrant final classi- 
fication may be grouped as follows: (1) Cinnamon teal, ring-necked 
duck, greater scaup, ruddy duck; (2) black duck, wood duck. 

My evidence for these categories is as follows: 
Most young captive-reared redheads, canvas-backs and lesser scaups 

showed the adult penis in early March; a few showed the adult penis 
in mid-February and a few retained the immature penis until late 
May. Wild birds probably change earlier, but certainly not before 
January. Hence the penis character is reliable up to December 31. 

Most young males among the captive-reared river ducks of Group 1 
changed in late January, February, and March; a few not until May. 
The penis change has never been observed in wild or captive birds of 
these species before December 31. 

A few young mallard drakes began changing in late October at the 
age of 5 months; by November 15 they could not be distinguished from 
adults by the penis, I have observed that a few young wild mallard 
drakes likewise assume the adult penis by mid-November but most cap- 
tive-reared drakes and, I believe, most wild drakes do not assume the 
adult penis until after the end of December. In wild mallards, the 
penis is reliable until November 15, but after that, and until the end 
of December, the bursa must be used in aging drakes. After the end 
of December, the bursa is no longer reliable. In the pintail the same 
time limits apply as in the mallard. In the black duck the same lim- 
its as in the mallard probably apply. 

In wood ducks reared at Delta, the adult penis was assumed by 
young drakes in January and February when these birds were 8 and 
9 months old. In the southern United States, however, where some 
wood ducks nest in late February or early March, we might expect 
early-hatched drakes to assume the adult penis by late autumn. 

In all ducks, geese and swans, as in most birds, only the left oviduct 
is functional. The terminal portion of the oviduct empties into the 
cloaca through the left cloacal wall at a point about midway between 

the cloacal lip and rectum, or opening of the large intestine. In adult 
females the opening of the oviduct may be seen as a conspicuous slit 
on the left cloacal wall. In immature females the oviduct is blocked 
by a membrane; the left cloacal wall is unbroken. Until the occluding
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membrane disappears in the earliest-developing young hens, the pres- 
ence or absence of the membrane marks the hen as young-of-the-year 
or as adult. 

Unfortunately the presence or absence of the oceluding membrane 
is not easily examined in living birds.? In dead females, however, 
inspection of the cloaca is a simple procedure. The lips of the vent 
are grasped with thumbs and forefingers and stretched to relax the 
sphincter muscle. With a blunt probe (the quill of a wing feather is 
always handy and effective) the left wall of the cloaca is examined. 
In adult females the opening of the oviduct is located ventrally to the 
large intestine (Figure 1, G@). The probe may be inserted to verify 
the presence of the opening. In immature females, the opening is 
blocked and the oviduct may be examined only by perforating the 
membrane (Figure 1, F). 

The period during which the presence or absence of the occluding 
membrane may be used as an age criterion in all individuals of a spe- 
cies closes when the membrane disappears in the earliest-developing 
young hens. Because few hens have been available for study in winter 
and spring I cannot place this date accurately in all species; I can 
say, merely, that I have never observed the perforated oviduct in 
young females of any species before December 31. Thus the presence 
or absence of the occluding membrane during summer, autumn, and 
throughout December marks all hens as young-of-the-year or as adults, 

The persistence of the immature oviduct, however, shows some 
puzzling variations in the canvas-back and lesser scaup. In captive- 
reared yearling hens of these species, the membrane has persisted as 
late as January, that is, perforation did not occur in some hens until 
they were 14% year old. This persisting membrane in captive yearlings 
may reflect their slower development resulting from captivity; I have 
never observed the occluding membrane in wild,adults (age judged by 
the plumage age character of the greater wing coverts). Until fur- 
ther studies have been carried out, however, the oviduct must not be 
considered entirely reliable in the canvas-back and lesser scaup. 

The disappearance of the occluding membrane in young females 
apparently occurs as a normal function of development attending the 
maturing of the reproductive system; it is entirely independent of any 
mechanical force such as contact with the penis in copulation, or the 
passage of the first egg. Its disappearance coincides with breeding 
readiness, but is not caused by breeding. 

The bursa of Fabricius, described by the noted Italian anatomist, 

SIf the cloaca is swabbed with a 10 per cent solution of cocain, the sphincter muscle of the yent is relaxed sufficiently to permit examination of the cloaca in the living female. Such examination is not recommended in large-scale studies of wild birds. It is feasible only in 
the laboratory or hatchery.
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Fabricius, in 1621, is a thin-walled, sac-like diverticulum which ex- 
tends as a blind pocket from the dorsal wall of the body cavity between 
the intestine and the spine. The bursa opens to the cloaca through a 
duct in the dorsal wall of the chamber, posterior to the opening of the 
large intestine. 

The bursa is present only in immature birds. As the young bird 
approaches maturity, the bursa degenerates, finally disappearing en- 
tirely. It is never present in adults. (This is true of all birds except 
the ostrich and the rhea; in these species the bursa presists in adult 
life.) The importance of the bursa as an age criterion in ducks and 
other game birds has been pointed out by Carl Gower (1939). 

Dissection is not necessary in determining the presence or absence 
of the bursa in dead ducks, but in living ducks, examination of the 
bursa is difficult. The cloaca of the dead bird is exposed as described 
in the examination of the oviduct and the posterior dorsal wall is ex- 
amined with a blunt probe. In immature birds, the opening of the 
bursa may be found on the dorsal wall posterior to the large intestine 
(Figure 1, D and F), <A conspicuous membrane partly separates this 
posterior portion from the anterior portion into which the intestine 
empties. The probe may be inserted within the bursa to make certain 
its presence and to measure its depth. 

In adults the bursa and the bursal opening are absent; the dorsal 
wall of the cloaca is unbroken (Figure 1, E and G). All that remains 
is a small sear in the place of the opening or, rarely a very small, shal- 
low cavity. Eventually in adults the scar and even the membrane 
separating the anterior from the posterior portions of the chamber 
disappear. 

The bursa attains its greatest size when the young bird is 2 to 4 
months of age. The maximum development is attained in river ducks 
at an earlier age than in diving ducks. 

At about the time of the post-juvenal molt, a gradual degeneration 
of the bursa begins; it becomes shorter and its cavity smaller, until 
it finally disappears. 

The period when the bursa may be relied upon as an age criterion 
in all individuals of a species closes when the bursa disappears in the 
earliest-developing young. Early-hatched pintails, for instance, may 
lose the bursa by the middle of January, after which such birds cannot 
be distinguished from adults by the bursa character. Other pintails, 
presumably late-hatched or otherwise retarded, retain the bursa until 
April or May, . But after the early-hatched birds have lost the bursa, 

“The bursa of the living bird may be examined if the cloaca is swabbed with a 10 per cent 
solution of cocain. This, however, is a laboratory technique and is not recommended for 
examination of wild birds in the field.
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it is no longer reliable as an age criterion for all individuals of the 
species. 

It has not been possible to examine many ducks in winter and spring, 
hence I cannot date accurately the earliest disappearance of the bursa 

in the various species. I have never observed complete degeneration 
in any species before the end of December. Carl Gower, in his Michi- 
gan studies, likewise found the bursa always present in young ducks 
throughout December. Pending further studies in winter and spring, 
I must consider the end of December as the close of the period when 
all individuals of a species may be aged by the bursa, 

There is much room for further study of these cloacal characters. 
All time limits for their use need to be refined species by species. We 
do not know when the transition from the immature to adult penis oc- 

Ke ? _ 

STE, » & x TR & 

@ ee % VJ : ei cS 
Sti P BD. Reine A Chis bi boo 
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Co P Penis Coe ie oY Sweathep Penis 
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Figure 1, The Cloacal Characters of Sex and Age 
A—Immature penis as seen in examination of living bird. B—Sheathed adult penis as 

seen in examination of living bird. O—Adult penis protruding from vent. D—lxposed 
cloaca of immature male showing position of penis and bursa, E—Exposed cloaca of adult 
male showing sheathed penis on left cloacal wall. F—Exposed cloaca of immature female 
showing position of occluded oviduct and the bursa, G—Exposed cloaca of adult female 
showing position of perforated oviduct.
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eurs in geese, swans and many species of ducks; nor do we know when 

perforation of the oviduct and complete degeneration of the bursa 
occurs in many species. 

In this present study, nevertheless, we have examined the cloacal 
characters of more than 5,000 ducks in hunters’ bags, banding traps - 

and the Delta pens. In addition to this, Arthur Hawkins and other 
field workers of the Illinois Natural History Survey have studied these 
cloacal characters in several thousand ducks on the Illinois River. 
Both the Delta and Illinois studies indicate that within the defined 
periods and with the species studied, the cloacal characters are reliable. 

I need speak but briefly of the importance of the cloacal characters 
of sex and age. They greatly expand the possibilities of autumn bag 
tallies. Already the Delta Duck Station and the Illinois Natural His- 
tory Survey have a 4-year record of the sex and age composition of 
hunters’ bags in Manitoba and Illinois. The Delta studies have shown, 
among other things, that on breeding-ground shooting areas, the kill 
of adult females in most species is much heavier than the kill of adult 
males; that the kill of young females in some species is heavier than 
the kill of young males; that differential sex and age migrations and 
different types of shooting play an important role in the sex and age 
make-up of hunters’ bags. 

We are giving more and more attention each year to our waterfowl 
crop; counting our stock in winter and summer, improving wintering 
and breeding ground environments, appraising yearly production, but 
we know very little regarding nature of the legal harvest, Samples of 
the yearly loss to guns should be studied not only in Illinois and Mani- 
toba, but in many parts of the shooting range. 
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Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

April 15, 1943 

: Mr. Albert Hochbaum 

Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I am just leaving on a trip so pardon this dictated 

reply to your welcome note. 

I have always wished I could see the spring arrival 
with you. The duck flight here has so far been 
light and the goose flight only moderate. At the 
shack Sunday I saw about 150 geese. I find a year~by- 
year decline in the number of geese passing up the 
Wisconsin River. This, of course, does not prove 
there are fewer geese, but it is interesting in 
connection with the propaganda about "surplus" 
waterfowl. 

I am mich pleased that the manuscript is moving 
along and that Rowan's comments were useful and 

did not make a lot of new work. 

Give my love to Joan and the baby and my regards 

to Ed. i 

With personal regards, 

Al : 
Gh 

(Signed In Mr. Leopold's absence) 

P.S. What is your present leaning on the joint 
venture we planned sometime ago for an 
illustrated volume of literary essays? 
I have added a few more, but only a few, 

(over)



, pa ae - ‘e ae ee a 

and if you are disposed to go ahead with it sometime 

within the next year or two, well and good. If, on 

the other hand, you have your hands too full, I wish 

you would let me know. I am asking Alice to enclose 

| one of the recent ones. 

P.S.5 Harold is getting married sometime this 

week to the girl from Minnesota. He is 
still working at the Badger Ordnance 

Yorks. 

é 7



Aol 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Kpril &,1943 

6 

Dear A.L. a & > 0 f\" 

Thank you for your letter. Also for “ewis's paper and for 
the Riley News Letter. I would like to see the'38 pine plantings. 

Spring has been late as you expected. We had the heaviest March 
snow storm in twenty years and it will be a long time before we get 
down the back road. The drifts are deeper and more solid in the 
phragmites and on the ridge than any year since I have been here which 
will mean good water for the back sloughs. It was winter right up 
to the end of March,and April 2nd it went.below zero. South winds 
have blown since then,however, and the arrival of the first peese,mallards 
and pintails was not long delayed. The early flight of pintails which 
started to pour in last night and this morning ° the heavieestvI have 
seen. 

I am still devoting most of my time to the ms. Rowan is through . 
all I sent hém and Pirnie has it now. Rowan's comments called for no 
greet changes but he had some good comments to offer regarding interp= 
retation of courtship behavior. 

Torry is helping me and right now im making a shooting count of 
hares on selected portions of the rifige for Dr, Rowan who is gathering 
material on grouse and rabbit populations in the prairie provinees. 
The average per acre of bush is nine hares. 

Things should be moving rapidly these next two weeks and I will 
let you know how the spring flight turns out. I am msking no plans ; 
until the report is out of the way but intend devoting as much time 
@s possible amemamimm trying to find some of the still unanswered 
points regarding territory. fis yet there is no formal outline of 
chores with D.U. 

Joan askes to be remembered to yousalso Ed. I will write 
more when the spring flight gets underway. - 

TC 

: 7 
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; Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

February 17, 1944 

Dear Albert, 

\ Since writing you about the possibility of 
a joint paper, I have received a note from 
lyle suggesting that the ms. be held until he 
returns. I don't know whether his real preference 
is for a paper by him after his return, or a 
joint paper by the two of you now. Doubtless 
you could guess on this better than I. At any 
.rate, I thought I had better let you know about 
his letter. 

I have gotten out the drawings several times recently 
4 to show to people who were asking about them, and 

each time I looked at them I liked them better 
than the last time. I still like the Escuadilla 
one particularly. 

Yours as ever, 
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. { UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

t \ MADISON, WISCONSIN 

1 > 
DEPARTMENT oF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

May 9, 1944 

"Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba s 

Dear Albert, Rela Hie 

Your incidental statement about not having a Master's degree almost floored 

me. Alice immediately got on the phone after verifying our own records 

that everything was in order, and she found that some employee over in the 

registrar's office had been holding the thing since 1941 for lack of a 

mailing address. I think this is the prize instance of ossification. If 

this has weighed on your mind all this time, I am certainly more sorry than 

I can tell you, and I fervently wish that you had mentioned it sooner. I 

had long ago brushed the matter ‘aside as finished. One would not suppose 

that such mishaps were possible, tut apparently one is mistaken. 

My statement in the letter that the Delta report was your thesis is then 

still correct, but of course I was entirely innocent of any mishap to your 

diploma. 

Coming back to present matters, I am sending you first some blueprints which 

show a form for a phenological record which can cover a period of years by 

simply leaving Cr spaces for additional entries. Most of the 

sheets cover only 1943, but my record goes back five or six years. There is 

@ legend on sheet 1 (hepa) On the last sheet (Oct-Nov.) is a sample é 

summarizing the dispersion?dates of a few events. The sheet called Miscellaneous 

Categories brings together some samples of long and short bloom, variable and 

constant dates, earliest fall color, etc. The sheet entitled Yearlong Phenology 

gives some samples of how a given plant can be followed through the year 

after the constituent items have been established by averages. The deer sheet 

explains itself. The sheet "Growth of 3 Pines" is a special detailed measurement 

of the elongation of the shoot, the appearance of the new bud cluster, and the 

new elongation of the needles. 

My initial thought was that it would be interesting to compare Madison and 

Delta, and that this would be easier if we each followed a similar system. 

These blueprints convey some idea of my system, and if they look promising, 

I can put a lot more down on paper which I am now carrying in my head. 

I am glad you at last know where you are headed, but I hope they allow you a 

f further period of grace. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

Keep burqa ! P nantly Unrate y vw heute faut arhiol nu ubout 

at,
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ii . Aldo Leopold The fewe hithy, ® ; 

A farmer and his boy are out in the yard, pulling a cross-cut saw 

through the innards of an ancient cottonwood. The tree is so large and 

"old that only a foot of blade is left to pull omy +, cf links [ls aur sgt 4 

foakowy,} or chorapr faogrcnct ube uf ybonae Ocermmnudedis teach, tuclof le cut, : 

f ee as leap darth Uet ber us 10 errerny au be xtnne ah, Feige Regtre 

Rant rental rsscttnat} fobpete hirctataliipsoele Hime, aruel obras flats, 

Pe aa A firnens Rr eat lees of 

a lp the tees is the best historical library short of the State College, 

but once a year it sheds cotton on the farmer's screens. Of these’ two 

; facts, only the second is important. k 

- The State College tells farmers that Chinese elms do not clog screens, | 

and hence are preferabley me iMewins pontificates on apwoustinge, cherry — 

preserves, Bang's disease, hybrid corn, and beautifying the farm home. The 

only thing it does not know about farms is where they came from. I+~has 

no-anchor-in-histery. Its job is to make Illinois safe for soybeans. 

i ea 

/ The sign says "You are entering the _________ Soil Conservation District". 

Via Bibhine wre low ramet R dye anadt free w 

t In smaller type is a list of who is cooperating, The-List..is—toe—long-vo 

oor ed ising ees It mst be a roster of who's who in conservation. 

The sign is neatly painted. It stands in a creekbottom pasture so 

short you could play golf on it. Nearby is the graceful loop of an ola day 

exhaming creekbed. ‘The new creekbed is ditched straight as a ruler; it has ~ 

been “uncurled" by the county engineer to hurry the run-off. On the hill



\, P| : 

in the background are contoured strip-crops; they have been "curled" : 

by the erosion engineer to retard the run-off. The water mast be confum d 

by so much advice. ; 

RK , f 

Everything on this farm spells money in the bank.. The farmstead 

abounds in fresh paint, steel, and concrete, A date on the barn 

commemorates the founding fathers. The roof ks with lightning rods, 

the weather cock is proud with new gilt. Even the pigs looks solvent. 

i The old oaks in the woodlot are without issue, Poe-to-teneeeenay 

stoaic. There are no hedges, brush patches, fencerows, or other signs 

of shiftless husbandry. The cornfield has fat steers but probably no 

quail; the dry stalks are thriftily bare. 5 : 

Come fences jiink ian ‘narrow ribbons of sods Jhnoever plowed that 

Benny aeiprasy 
close to barbed wires mst have believed "waste not, want not". 

In the jereckbot tee pasture, flood-trash is lodged high in the bushes. ‘ 

The creek venice are raw, Y Hishen of giant ragweed mark where freshets 

et Vo fon Grebe net chang t 
have thrown down silt!) Jyst who is-solvent? For how-long? ‘ 
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TIFT and STODDARD 

Timber Management 

Thomasville, Ga. 

July 19.19), 

Prof. Aldo 4eopold, 
Madison, Wis. ‘ 

Dear Aldo; ; 

Your good letter of the 12th,together with 

the "Canvasback" arrtved yesterday. Last night I read 

several chapters of the book, and it certainly is a fine 

piece of work |jand written up in a most interesting manner. 

That fellow seems to have what it takes. Wany thanks for 

the book which will give me much information and pleasure.In 

fact ~ got more out of the first few chapters on duek 

courtship tna] I realized was in the subject from fragmentary 

observations. | 

Surely will be interested in seeing your Prairie du 

Sac quail dope. I know that terrain so well that it will 

make it doubly interesting. Am very glad that my old friend 

Albert Gastrow is still associated with the work;a natural 

born woodsman and naturalist. 

| Starker should find work in Mexico of very great interest 

and I hope that the plan you mention materializes. 

I will have to send for a copy of the current issue of 

the Journal of Forestry (which I do not get regularly, but only 

when something especially interesting to me comes oub) e 

Chapman can be relied on to "clear the atmosphere" once HH@ 
in awhile. 

Letters from Sonny written July 5th and 9th show that 

he has been in Normandy for some time. “e likes the country 

_ there,and seems to enjoy the “rench kids,who are very much 

underfoot. Has been sleeping on the ground under a pup tent 

for some two months and says he is as fit as a fiddle. He 

marvels at the size of the cows and the luxuriance of the 

vegehation. I went all over that country by auto in 1945 and 

have been in and out of those channel ports, so the Normandy 

campaign has been easier to follow .His fly rod has been with 

him on all his travels. Came in useful in England, but he 

says he sees no liklihood of getting fishing in Normandy. 

Is getting into the quiet time for the birds here. 

Martins flocking and the Bluebirds calling already suggest the 

Fall of the yeare As vegetations are now drying off I must i 

quit and hie me to the woods and mark loblolly pine.Wish you 

could gpene a fow days with me in the woods;then I have a week- 
end with you at the Shack" With my best to you and yours,
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. August 11, 1944 

Dear Albert: ey 

4 Thanks for your offer of additional books, but I really think I have already 

supplied all those to whom I am obligated, or whose opinion I was especially 

: anxious to get. Of course, new opportunities may arise, and if Paul is 

willing, I could unioubtedly use another two or three copies to good 

advantage. 

I am glad to return the letter to you for permanent retention. 

f Yours, 

: l oes) :
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' Aldo Leopold 

; ae AD University Harm Place 
: Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Monday, August 6th 
1945 

Dear Albert, 

Your letter to Bruce Wright is exactly what I 
hoped it would be, but you'ye gone to a lot more 
pains than I expected. 

I agree with you about the Solman paper, but 
since Don Farner left for military service I 
have no ready way to place your suggestion 
in the hands of a reviewer. 

I'm mich pleased to hear about Pete. Is he 
pack for good or is this just a temporary visit? 

Fred Greeley is now at Truax and getting in 

touch with things here. 

Best regards, 

Joe Cean Uren y to Lot of entig nen Rue & get tach Le 

Ut Boker , cand of Crarae nope ct your cu our , A. cag 

Aagetlins omy he mage ot ALE. Lasohily gee hoe 
7 a ; 
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AARP on ob at, abl. us se Urs vo vuk, & grrtad,
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Delta,Manitoba 
April 22,1948 

Yesterday, as on all days since he touched our lives, we had 

some reason to think of Aldo Leopold, @nce or a dozen times, In my own 

case I saw a small flock of Sandhill Cranes in Brown's Slough about 

noon, the first I had ever seen there; and at once there came to mind 

the time at the Shack when he showed me my first cranes, and the halfs 

dozen times since when we had seen cranes together, Yesterday ,Aldo 

left our world, 

Grief is so very deep at the’ moment that we think little beyond. 

our loss; and yet there is no end to the goodness that lives after him, 

We who knew him closely are living lives patterned by his kindness, his 

Wisdom and his everlasting courage. The land he loved will be forever 

a better land because of him. We now know what history will record: 

Aldo Leopold was a Great American, Few men loved tho land so deeply 

as he loved America; few who have loved the land examined it so carefully; 

and few who have examined the land have been so articulate in detailing 

their discoveries. Aldo Leopolds discoveries and his philosophies are 

just as important to America as Benjamin Franklin's, 

There was ea time when he thought he might live to see his ideas 

take root in the plan for America. It is true that one field of his 

interests , game management, is so deeply rooted to his precepts that 

this work will always go on in the force of his spirit. Yet it came te 

pass that even though many were fired by his spirit, few grasped the deep 

fundamentals upon which he operated. Some of us know of, the deep ,biting 

discouragements he suffered, Facing these, he realdged that at best 

he would see only the beginning of his ideas taking shape in plan. From 

then on all he ever hoped he could do was to plant his seed in younger 

minds. For this reasom he became a teacher, andowe are the students
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earrying his trust te go on with a job he knew he would never finish, 

In sorrow let us not forget the hope he hes given ue. In yerrs to 

come we mst never forget the lescon he taught. And in bed times legs 

us alwayé remember how hard he worked to give ue what we now bave. 

Few mon in ony walk of life at any time in history have Lived 

so choseky to whet must have been God's pattern for minkind.



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
January?8 ,1942 
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My, Bernard D, Tunik ote. 4 Brof. Aldo Leopold. ae 
Dept. of Wildlife Management ce 
University of Wisconsin. : 

Dear Mr. Tunic; 

I am returning your notes on Incubation; thanks for letting 
me look it over. I have held it until I had a chance to go over my 
nesting chapter for apparently my statements have been such as to lead 
to some misunderstanding. 

It is quite true that the authars you cite and many others 
agree that incubation follows the laying of the last egg; I agree 
with them. We have many good observations to show, however, that 
the hen remains on the nest from one sma to three hours a day during 
the egg-laying period. The period at the nest each day,in captive birds 
at least, is longer as the clutch grows, until by the time the clutch 
is nearly complete the hen may be spending four or five hours on the 
nest each day. I claim no knowledge concerning what this intermittent 
sitting may do to the eggs during the egg-laying period. 

We candle about 2000 duck eggs bere efry spring. On a good many 
clutches which we know to be collected at the time or within a day or 
two of the completion of the clutch,some eggs, identified as early eggs 
by imprints or pencil marks by ourselves,show developing embryos; the 

: last laid eggs are perfectly fresh. More than a few of these clutches 
have been followed carefully through the incubation period. In spite 
of the advanced embryos in the early eggs of the clutch, the entire 
clutch always hatches in a short period, not over a period of five 
or six days as one would be lead to believe from the first ceandling. 

This causes one of our biggest incubator problems. It is important 
that all eggs in a compartment are mibhimmandaymanmtmwa of the same 
stage of incubation within a day or two. Our guides bring in several 
clutches of different ages which are candled as closely as possible for 
matching in the trays. But the date of hatching of two eges,one an early 
egg in a fresh clutch and the other a late egg in a clutch which has been 
incubated four or five days, may vary by three or four days although the 
embryos, in candling,are identicmal . 

I do not claim to know why this is. My only hunch was that early 
eggs in a clutch show developing embrgyes because they have received 
intermittent incubation during the egg-laying period. 

Ye wre 

I took the question up with Br, Cole at Wisconsin and have 
written to Dr. endYeigh. 

Why 811 this is I can't say,but I can assure you that our observatinha 
ions of sitting hens during the ege-laying period and the variation in 
fresh clutches are not *rroneoy,g*® YOu suggested,
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I will let you know what Dr. Kendyeigh esys when I get his 
answer. ; 

Yours sincerely 

i H.Albert Hochbaum
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Mr. He Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Menitoba, Canada 

Dear Al: 

I am sorry that you will not be able to use Anderson 
this spring, but can understand your inability to do so. 
Thanks for Letting ug know at this early date, so that we can 

Cc make other arrangements. 

Our Barrington station is all set to go; just in time 
too, for a wood duck nest containing 2 ose was found on March 21. 

O Concerning our obtaining eggs from you, there anything I have 
to do in the way of de tathing & permit or permission to receive 
the eggs? Should I write to Hayes Lloyd? Will it be necessary 
to have a letter from Washington at the customs in order to have 
the egga get through, as Firnie seems to think? Please let me 

Pp have all the information at your disposal on this matter, so there ean be no possible hiteh. As I understand it, you will be willing 
to furnish us with a setting (a dozen or so) eggs from each of 
whatever duck species from which you can spare eggs. In mallards 

Y you will try to furnish us 100 Sees, if possible. Can you give us 
a@ general idea of how much incuba room we should reserve for 
the eggs; in other words about how weer, eggs of each kind do you 
estimate we shall receive? Can you tell us, also, sbout what date 
to expect these eggs? Please label any eggs sent so that we shall 
know what is expected to hateh from them. 

During the past two years, we have examined about 9,000 
dead waterfowl bs the cloaca method. In addition to these examined 
from the hunters! bag, we have checked over 7,000 drakes taken in 
traps; a total inspected of about 16,000. wellaras and pintails 
composed most of this total, but over a dozen other species were 
also represented. Geese are more difficult to examine than ducks; 
first, because of the possible confusion in the date that the bursa 
disappears; secondly, because there is less contrast between the 
size of the male organ in juveniles and adults than is found in 
Gueke. If am inclosing a drawing which you can feel free to use in 
any way you like (except for waste paper or starting a fire). As 
Pete says, we suspect that tuetpeancatn geese still have the bursa. 
Our evidence was: (1) the lack of juvenile feathers usually present
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in first year birds at that season (December); (2) the presence 
of an oviduct opening plus a bursa; (3) general appearance and 
development of the organs. Color and ance of the skin 
around the vent proved to be a fairly reliable index of age in 
geese. This region was cream-colored and tender in juveniles; 
purplish and tough in adults. Between December and February 
the adult male organ developed from scarcely larger than that of 
the juvenile to several times larger. As late as mid-Fetruary 
the juvenile tail persisted. 

We found no evidence that the bursa character was not 
good up to December 15. We examined too few birds to tell, there- 
after. In my opinion, the male organ character in all ducks and 
geese, including mallards, is at least 95 per cent accurate up to 
mid-December. Ye found very few young drakes with the complete 
adult-type penis in lbecember. ‘There were, however, a fair number c of what we called "juvenile plus" in this period. ‘Pete can tell 
you how added presswre on the organ usually solved these problems. 

ee bill color served as a good supplementary character in 
mallard Grakes. In fact, juvenile leg color in a few instances 

O outlived the juvenile-type penis. In ring-necked ducks, I have 
noted the Juvenile penis as late as early April. If I heave any 
other information which you need, do not hesitate to call on me. 

The main mallard-pintail flight hit here March 17, 18. 
P I have a new method for getting sex ratios that works well for 

dabblers. First lacate a large concentration of Mors, birds. 
Flush them without further ado. Set yourself comfortably, with 
a telly ond in each hand, or conveniently hang from a 

Y branch within easy reach; have your field glasses r » your 
notebook open on your lap and wait for the birds to return. As 
they come back, one register can be used to tally pairs, the other 
odd Gdrekes. If an unattached hen returns, record this fact in a 
notebook. If groups larger than a pair return, they can be recorded 
in the form of a fraction in which the numerator represents the 
drakes, the denominator the hens. Courtship flights can be indi- 
cated by circling the fraction. ‘This system, in my opinion, is very 
accurate. Incidentally, I have noted « dozen or so courtship 
flights in the past two days. Pintails are more active than mallards 
in this regard. Some observed ratios in courtship flights follow: 

Pantails: 9, 4, 6, 4, 3, 5, 7, 5, 6, 9 PREPS PLETE 
Wallards: 10 Ay i (only two observed) 

These flights lasted ssmuch as five minutes, with the 
hen leading the chase in a zig-sagging manner up and down the marsh. 
Since pintails do not nest here, I conclude that the courtship 
flight takes place during migration as well as on the breeding ground. 
Pintails are unbelievably graceful in their maneuvering during the
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flight; the mallards seemed clumsy in contrast. The flights 
were noted in mid-day as well as later in the afternoon. 

According to our data, the mallard sex ratio, based 
on 2500 birds, is not far out, whack (55:47). Pintails are about 
58:42, based on 1500 records.’ Ked heads show about 64:56, based 
on 600; Cans slightly worse off; bluegills still further off. 

Sincerely yours, ; 

CA - oO few ae 

Aw 8+ Hawkins “y 
Gane Technician 

ASH: NE C. 
ec: Mr. Ae Le. Bustice if 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dy. T. He Prison
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Delta Duck Station 
Pi Delta, Manitoba 

Varoh 20, 1941 

Professor William Rowan 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Dear Dr. Rowan: 

I wes very much interested in your recent comments to 
Professor “eopold regarding the selective shooting of drake 
mallards in Alberta. Experienced hunters at Delta likewise try 
to pick drakes in the late season and at one club we visit, shooters 
often get their limit of "green-heads. Bags of drakes are possible 
only in decoy or stubble shooting. Jump shhoting yields heavy 
kills of females, 

The following record of the 19279 mallard beg shows a e 
preponderance of drakes reflecting, I believe selective shooting Le: 
rather than an actual preponderance of drakee in the local sheotidg.! j 
All but ® small number of birds examined in 1939 were taken on the 
stubble or in the morsh over decoys-- most of them ,in fact, were 
taken over decoys.or at passers in the marsh, 

Ad. W Ad, F. J, M, J. &. 

106 98 241 211 

The 1940 season was mild throughout and most of the mallards 
were taken by jumping. Few birds were ehot in the late season when 
sexes might easily be distinguished. The number of younm males and 
females is about the same. Adult hens greatly outnumbered adult 
males. This is because the adult females cling to the edge of the 
mersh during the early season; 411 but two or three of the adult 
hens in the 1940 bag were with soft or undeveloped primaries, Adult 
drakes are seldom taken in jump shooting, The 1940 mallard bag:— 

Ad. M. Ad. F. J. M, J. vr. 
14 45 75 73 

I should think that selection of drakes maight be possible, 
&S you suggested, with the canvasback. Mr. Bell and a few other 
experienced hunters sometimes come in with all drake cans, but most 
hunters shoot more hene than drakes, Local shooters believe that 
hens decoy more readily than drakes. The heavy number of adult females 

i in the bag might be explained by the fact thet old hens outnumber old 
drakes in the marsh during the late summer and fall, The males 
leave after the breeding season and apparently do not return in any 
numbers. But why should more young hene be killed than young drakes? 
The 1929 canvasback bag was as follows: 

Ad. M. Ad. F. J. M. Sealine 
27 87 a7? 216
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HR « 
would like 

Regarding our summer meeting of the Board at Delta, T/to 

arrange this to meet your convenience . Professor Leopold will be 

free during July; would a July date be convenient for you? I am 

anxious that Dr. Riddle's proposed visit coincides with yours. Perhaps, 

rather than making a definite date this early,it would be better if 

you would let me know the periods it will be impossible for you to 

be here ae well as the period, within @ week or two, which would 

be most convenient for you. then we could narrow it down with Dr. 

Riddle, Dr. Meyers and the others. ’ 

Professor Leopold has written you regarding the proposed 

cooperation with Dr. Riddle and Dr. Meyers, This comes partly 
from Mr. Bell's interest in Dr. Riddles work with hormones and 

partly from ovr own interest in going deeper into the physiology 

of the penis and oviduct of ducks,now being used as &ge criteria. 

If this idea meete with your approval, we shell extend invitations 

to these two groups to visit Delte this season. 

Last summer you mentioned thet it might be possible to 

obtain ezee of some of the species we do not have breeding here. 

We ere particulerly anxious to have egze of the Americen golden-sye, 

puffle-head, ring-necked duck, green-winged teal and baldpate. Yould 

it be possible to get eggs of any of these species in your regio? 

We have had some real winter enows this winter and are looking 

asheed to water in the mareh this spring for a change. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum.
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42h University Farm Place 
February 7, 1941 

Mr. R. D, Ussher 
Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada 

Dear Mr. Ussher; 

Professor Leopold has shown me your letter of Jamary 31. Since 
1938 we have been weighing ducks in hunters! bags at Delta, : 
Manitoba, and have weights on about five or six hundred birds 
of the following species: mallard, gadwall, blue-winged teal, 
green-winged teal, shoveller, pintail, redhead, canvasback, and 
lesser scaup. 

In 1938 birds were woighted without regard to age. Since 1939, 
however, using the reliable cloacal characters as a key to age, 
we have been classifying all birds in autumn bags as birds of the 
year or adults. 

I have the weights of the 1938 bag with me here and will send 
them if you wish. If you can wait until I get back to Delta in 
early March, I will send you the autumn weights of both juveniles 
and adults. 

Yours very truly, 

H. Albert Hochbaum
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St aee 

BY cs you like to spend a full year on one of the most productive marshes 
in North America? Would you like to watch the spring arrival, the courtship an- 
tics, the nesting and rearing of a galaxy of waterfowl, and spend the hunting season 
on the same marsh? 

IF you would—‘“Al” Hockbaum will be your guide. He will show you all there is 
to see, and he will tell you what it means in 

THE CANVASBACK ON A PRAIRIE MARSH 

IN 200 pages, illustrated with 18 half-tone plates, 10 tables, a map and numerous pen 
and ink drawings by himself, he explains, in his inimitable manner, the story of the 

CANVASBACK WHITE-WINGED Scorer Lesser Scaup 

MAaAtiarp SHOVELLER REDHEAD 
BaALpPATE Ruppy Duck Pinta. 
GADWALL BLuE-winGepD TEAL GREEN-WINGED TEAL 

AN AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE PUBLICATION 

rasa: __———_—=—=_—=_—=_—_—_—_—_—_—_————— 

American WiLpuire INsTiruTE 

INVESTMENT BurLpInc 

WasuinctTon 5, D.C. 

Please send me _........... copies of THE CANVASBACK ON A PRAIRIE MARSH 
@ $3.00 per copy, postpaid. 

| I enclose $. uty Name sae Acerca hace 

| Address. i SR aes City. é pens tater seme wer 

fe tee ce hee a sl



PLL buLlin, 

Kovember 22, 194% 

Mr, James 7. Bell 

200 Chambex of Commerce 
Minneapolis, Minnesota : 

Dear tir. Dells 

Thank you for your note. Siace writing you, I heave the 
following from day Darling: 

“The ‘Oanvasback on a Prairie Marsh’ has just arrived and 
& brief preliminary glance at ita illustrstions and text 
convinces ae that I have a treat in eters when I hove time to 

: eit down and really enjoy it. The illustrations by Albert 
Hochbaus are wonderful. ‘That frontieplowe, 'Canvasbacks in 
Courtehip Flight’, comes nearer being a real prairie marsh, 
with & real canvesdack over it than anything I heve ever secon 
in promt. Yow artists have evar succeeded in making the 
canvaebatx lock alive inthe alr--even thet master, Frank 
Benson, £011 down when it came to pleturing canvasbacis. 
They 611 looked like stuffed ducks, bat thie one is really 
alive with beth atmosphere and birds. # 

With personal regards, 

Alde Leopold 

ee Senator Faleott



Rovenber 8, 194% 

Me, Jamon ¥. Bell 
200 Chanber of Comerse 
Minnespolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

Bee oe be Sete bane eeeren Se Sapeeiete seonetenn it 
ALdort's book. . a ee oe ee your attention to the 
latest instance: reer coe on Sten for 
September, pe 163. you Gare to read this, Dr. Roberts 

Gants Aedbthesd senk ote a Gigy teen the Seneune i have 
only sy library copy. 

Masgavet Mice is, by common consent, the most ovitical ani 
nost able of reviewers in the ornithological ficld, Praise 

. from her ie quite something. 

I am sending Senator Yaleott a copy of this, 

With personal roganis, 

Aldo Leopold 

Ath
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Mr. Paul Miller 
Anerican Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, DB. C, 

Dear Paul: 

I mech appreciate reesiving the special copy of Albert Hochbaum's book, and 
have now finished reading it. 

I am of course too close to thie work to appraise its value, mt I suggest that 
the Institute be furnished with copies of the reviews. I have a hunch that even 
those biased in its favor, like myself, underestimate it, and that it will take 
several years for the public to realize how much it contains. 

The Institute should know that it contains only half of the Delta findings; that 
the rest should come out as soon as war conditions pormit. If any Institute 
members have misgivings as to whether such work should come out in war time, let 
them be reminded of Elton's book, which followed soon after Dunkirk. 

Let me emphasize this particularly: the value of this work is not in ite details, 
but in its approach and its mode of thinking. ‘The recent dissatisfaction with 
waterfowl policy expresses itself superficially in terms of live decoys, seasons, 
limits, crop damage, etc., tut deeper down it is a dissatiefaction with stagnant 
modes of thisking. Those who do the griping are of course unaware of this, but 

it ig nevertheless true. ‘Their real gripe is that their leaders ore Bok far enough 
ahead of the rank and file. {hie work pute us several new steps . 

I am sending copies of this to Rowan, Pirnie, Mr. Bell, and the Senator. 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.8. I take pride in the fact that the new chapters which I had never seen are 
written just as clearly and simply ae those I edited, and that I detect no 

dilution of Albert's personal style anywhere in the volume. Also notice 

the extent to which the work has been tied in to the modern literature. 

This more than justifies what at times probably appeared to be undue delays 

in finishing the MS. 

ec Rowan 
Pirnie 
Bell 
Waleott 

Ce Albeo fy QbhenX



| - 
AS hg Deiter 

December’ 1," 1942" 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum OP noe Nee Delta Duck Station . ts 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

By all means take your time in making a decision on 
Delta plans. 

Tam not sure whether you correctly understood my letter. 
When I said: 

"On the other hand ‘military duty' is hard to 
predict and maybe we should set up a budget 
as if you were going to be there and send it 
in, subject to military exigencies" 

I had reference to the dozens of cases among married 
graduate students here who have been unable to plan their 
future beceuse they were unable to interpret the draft 
policy. 

Starker, of course, is in your boots and is racing to . 
wind up his affairs lest some unexpected turn in é@raft 
rules catch hisj with an uncompleted publication. ] 

We are about to lose John Catenhusen who has a new arrival 
in the family. 5 

I just want to be sure that. you kmow what I was driving at. \ 

Another point which has been in the back of my mind; I am 
uncertain that Mr. Bell would approve the indefinite 
existence of Delta activities even though he did enthusiastically 
approve the proposal to finish up the Delta publication. 

over
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a Belta Duck Station 
i Delta, Manitoba 

fe November29 ,1942 

Mr, Aldo Leopold ty 

Dept.of Wildlife Management il 
424 University Farm Place al 

Madison, Wisconsin Pr 

Dear A.L.? 

In answer to your letter of Nov.19, I wish to accept your 

first proposal,i.e, to close shop at Delta. Therefore I am not 

submitting a budget for 1943. 

You qualify your proposal with your comment on military 

service. I am not at present eligable to enter the Service because 

of my draft status but, as I may be so within the year,I much prefer 

the complete decision of your first proposal rather thanh to hang on, 

on a still more inflefinite basis than our present set-up. 

I know you will understand that I cannot close shop as easily 

as you or the Institute; I am more deeply entrenchedim here than you 

realize and, if form no other reason, an abrubt move at present is 

a financial impossibility. 

I have accepted a position with Ducks Unlimited effective 

January 1. I have worked with their staff on a very pleasant and 

cooperative bssis from the beginning of Delta and, if Delta is to 

close I belteve this is the mmm logical move. I want to insure the 

continuity of what we started atDelta for the present and after the 

war is over. 

The first thing to come to your mind with this change is the 

Bulletin. I cannot possibly tke it up beforem the end of the year. 

MMUMMEHMMMMi I have asked Mr. Main for three months to complete the 

final manuscript andm to wind up all otherm details regarding plates, 

etc. He has granted me all the time I will need to see the ms through. 

; I am not sending copies of this to Pirnie,Rowan etc. 

Sincerely, 

© ‘ gee r~ 
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ae 333 Ashland Ave, dit 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

November 27,1943 . 

a 

Dear A.L.¥, ; 

I have been cooling ~y heels on army benches ~ost of the last two 
weeks. I have passed ~y exa~inations and am now eligible as a buck 
private. How soon I will go,I don't know but probably not before the 
middle of January at the earliest. Joan and the baby will stay with 
her folks at “elta. Both “r. 5e11 and Paul,as weal as ~yself expect ~e to 
be back at Delta a when the army is over. I decided to join the A»erican 

rather than the Canadian Arwy,~ostly,I guess, because ~ost of the 
Canadians + know are trying to get in the A-erican Arhy. I haven't 
the faintest idea what is in store for me, but ru~or has it I will be sent 
to Vancouver to join up. 

Your last essay is another gem, I have only one co~~ent. Iwenty- 
five years fro~ now no one will know who Gabriel Heater was,hence go~e 
ti~e-lasting word or phrase for the news ~ight wear longer. 

‘Your sentence on the bluebills is one of the -ost beautiful + have 
ever read. If 1 was per~itted but one ~e~-ory of marsh life, it would be 
of the bluebills and cans ripping down into the bay just before daybreak. 
And ,as with you, it has always ~ade ~e catch ~y breath. I can't recall 
ever having seen this described,and you have done it perfectly. | 

At the ~-o~ent I a~ doing a batch of original drawings to be bound in 
a few copies of the bulletin. They are not “uch, but will lend an air 
of originality. I a~ continually fro~ high to low on ~y drawing and a~ 
afraid I a~ not fulfilling ~y end of the essays veyy satisfactorily. I 
want the~ to be so-ething extra; I think one day + have so~ething good and | 
the next I wish I had never tried to be an artist. Perhaps it is because 
I have never hai the chance to see enough of »y things in print. I was 
terribly blue about the sketches I had sent he~the for the bulletin; but 
I.saw the proofs last week and they are ~uch better than I believed they could 
be. “eduction, for one thing works wonders. At any rate, after seeing these 

_ i think mabe ~aybe the ones I’ a» doing for you will be better than i thought. 
I will do »y best to have sone of them dow by Christmas. 

I will try to work out some sort of a plan for keeping records on 
chicken, and appreciate your co~ments. By the way, kowan is collecting 
a good bit of material by questionnaire througout the Prairies and going over 
a lot of birds in Alberta. 1 don't «now any of the details of his study 
or whether it is independent or with Elton. At any rate his questionna ire { 
is far better than average and I think he is getting a stack of first-hand 
infor~ation besides. 

I will tryvto send down Lyle's paper by the first of next week, or 
at least the first part of it which 1 have finished typing. I see your 
point on the ~ink, but still + think it needs so~e ironing out, at least so 
that it will show that ~ink are not ~ore co----on than skunk, 

Tire is getting close if the “nstitute is going to be able to 
publishm before Christ~as. I a» very’~uch pleased with all the proof I have 
seen and think it is going to be an attractive job of printing ;but will 
ad~it being in a state of jitters wondering what the final job will be like. | 

Poll Gtyau hors ober au€ af Paaore Cl a, er 

ee, Atle GET 
ic Og
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November 28, 1943 

Mr. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta, Manitoba 
CANADA 

Dear Albert: 

It was good to hear from you after such a long 
silence. Of vourss, we all knew thet your silence was predicated 
by that unkindly siege of mishaps. At any rate, we are glad to 
know that you are back on the job again, and hope thet your 
recovery hus been final. . 

Make no mistake im thinking that 1 an trying to 
rush you, I hewe been advised by several thet the nanusoript 
wae ready for publication, and working on thet prgnibe have pro» 
ceeded as per instructions, 1 have just finished publishing 
one of those manuscripts that wes supposedly ready when 1¢ wee 

‘ offered to us, nemoly Kortright's menuseri pt. Even after this 
menuserint wag in the paresproof form, Kortright admitted to m 
that he expected to have St least another year te complete the 
Original! From this, you ean see that I have hed all the exq 
periences I care to have in the way of publishing unfinished 
menuseripte. I don't blame you in the least for deciding you are 

going to take your tine in bringing the final work to completion. 
can see that it will take several weeks and possibly months 

before you can secure Doctor Rowan's and Doctor Pirnie's approvals 
therefore, I an all set to let things ride until I have heard fure 
ther from you. 

a With regard to the house of publication, we have 
found it more convenient and qite a bit less axpensive to deal 
with printers here in the East, The prices as quoted us in-open 
bidding were from $500 to 81000 more reasonable than those quoted 
by the University ¢ Minnesota. This, of course, is only to be 
pen. peso a = “Te oe @0GP ae ta aee ee ee 

competition here is so as me ke necessary competitive 
a Before meking any atteapt to seoure quotations looally, 

contacted Mr. Bell, and reoeived in reply his enthusiastic 
I approval of this action, Since no finel deoiaion has been reached, 

I have not further advised hiv. U think it might be apropos, 
however, for you to let him know that we believe publishing the 
book in the Bast will be more in keeping with our budget. 

| | i 
AM tse 2)



Albert Hochbaum -- 2 

; Wich regard to the make-up end other details of 
the publication, I will make no owe to anewer ther a¢ this 
point. We had more or less arbitrarily set several standards, 
and I wee working on best arrangements whon your letter errived. i 
These will all now be held in abeyence until you have come nearer | 
finishing your work. 

Again rest assured that we understand your decisions | 
and predioanent perfeotly, end sre in somewhat of e poaition to sym 
pathiae with you. 

Cordially yours, 

PF. Wallace Taber 
Assistant Secretary ; 

Tsb | 

oa to: Aldo Leopold 

/



Delta, Manitoba 
‘ Nov.14, 1942 | 

Mr. F. Wallace Taber ; | 
Assistant Secretary | 
The American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Bldg. 
Washinston, D. C. 

Dear Wallace: 

Thank you for your letter of the 9th; I am going ahead with 
the photographs at once. I am having those on hand here printed 
according to your specifications and will complete the job with 
Dr. Pirnie who, as you know, has a large collection of Delta printe, 
Since you said in your letter of Sept. 1 there wae no rush on the 
prints and since Prof. Leopold sucgested that the number might be 
reduced, we had let this ride for the present. \ 

I will also have the color plates down as soon as possible 
hut, since you apparently are planning to go ahead with the engraving, 
I am not letting them go until I am satisfied with them. 

The charts and tables I am holding until the final manuscript 
is inorder. The ms has been revieed so often and new material 
added so frequently in the last year that I will have to rework some 
and there will be some new ones. A 

You fellows are getting way ahead of me on thie publishing pa 
business. Let me give you some sort of an {dea where I stand on 
the ms, The copy you have has been considerably reworked since I sent 
it to you and there is still some revision to take caré of before 
I can get a complete copy typed up for Dr. Rowan and Dr. Pirnie. 
After they have gone over it there will be further revisions to 
ancorperate before a final copy can be tyved for the publishers. I 
am sure it will take another three months, 

: I am soryy that the Delta bulletin, as you pointed out to 
Professor Leopold, has sreaged. One reason, however, is that it was 
anticipated too soon, The first draft of the ms was drawn up im 
two years before the work it covers was completed. Ever since two 
winters ago I have been writing for a deadline which has never been ; 
more than a couple of hope away; now that we can see the end,I am 
going to take it calmly and finish it when it is finished. Believe m, 
it hasan't dragged for lack of effort, " ‘ 

Can you give me some of the details regarding the mem publisher | 
of the Institutes choice. I have carried out business with the 

i University of Minnesota Press through Mr. %e11's office and if hmm we 
3 are through with them,I want to let them know. Perhaps you will ; 

write Mr. Bell directly. In any event he will be interested in having 
the details regarding the new publisher, 

What are the plans regarding the make-up of the bulletin-size, 
type of paper, cover,etc? ‘



i : 2. 

I realize the importance of hurrying things through in these 
times and I am going as fast as I can. But there is till a lot — 
of careful work to do and I am not goin to ruch this tail end of it 

: any faster than it will go. / 

! Yours sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum 

ec :4eopold



’ 

November 10, 1942 

Dear Albert, 

I was about to write you for further news when your 
welcome note of October 31 arrived. Please don't 
rush things. It is encouraging to know, however, 
that you are on your feet. I i» 

I haven't heard from lyle. Neither has Grace Martner. 
Naturally we are anxious to hear from him after the 

rumpus on the Pacific. 

When you are fully ready to think about such things, 
let me know your attitude on the place of publication. 
I assume if a thousand dollars can be saved by publishing 
in Washington, that the Institute will wish to publish f 
there. Have you heard anything from Mr. Bell as to 
his reaction to the possible Washington publication? 

The good flight of ducks is especially encouraging. 

Carl has his commission, was married the other day, and 
is slated for another eight weeks training at Quantico. 

Yours ad ever,



Delta Manitoba 
October 71, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place ~ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

Thank you for your note and for explaining my leave of absence 
to the Board. 1 was out of the hospital when I wrote and am now 
in shape again. I will have the ms off to, Raxap and Pirnie in short 
order. ah ae 

Thanks for your kind offer to help with things, but everyone 
runs into something like this and I can get by in good order. 

Apperantly we had the best flight of ducks through here since 
I have been at Yelta; at least that is what everyone says. The freeze 
up came fham before I could get out for a look, but there are still 
more bluebills in the holes out in the bay than I have ever seen 
before. Apparently there has been a real pick up in numbers this 
year. There are no shells in this part of the country and havent 

been any for sale since late September, A few who stocked up and 

othera who load their own have been doing a lot of shooting, but 

there was a very noticable drop off in the number of shooters 

towards the end of the season. Except for privat®stocks and home 

loads there will be no shells for nesxt year. f 

Peter is going east mm as a flying instructer. The Baby 

is a big ver by now and takes his orange juice straight. What's the 
news about Carl? 

Sincerely, ’ 

|



| ay é of eer = 

| ; 

| Aldo Leopold f, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

| November 19, 1942 
j 
B } 
| 

Dear Albert, 

I am gratified by Wallace Taber's letter and 

: the fact that the Delta Bulletin is now a definite 
commitment on the part of the Institute. I j 

bis imagine we will both get a little chuckle out 

of the "inimitable style", but it is nevertheless 

: pleasing that the Institute should appreciate 

the literary quality of the Delta work. 

Drop me a personal line just gossiping about 

how things stand and whether the proposal of 

publication in Washington is acceptable to 

Mr. Bell. 

: : With best regards, 

| a fs 
; 

P. S. Just received the attached from Paul Miller 

asking for a Delta budget for 1943. This forces 
: me to ask you about your vlans. Presumably all or 

most of the work on the Bulletin should be completed 
before the end of the vear. If you anticipate mili- 

tary duty, I would be inclined to close up shop unless 
you can think of someone who could carry on in your 

absence. I have been unable to. 

: On the other hand "military duty" is hard to predict, 
and maybe we should set uo a budget as if you were 

going to be there and send it in subject to military 

exigencies. 

Will you please draw up very briefly the kind of budget 

F you want so thet Paul Miller can act? 

; ‘Your letter of November 14 to Wallace Taber is very 

well taken. The Institute may have overlooked that 

oe Rone: .



publication plans and especially estimates are subject i 

to Mr. Bell's o.k. 

I am sending copies of this to Rowan and Pirnie for 

their information. 

; With best regards, 

PS onky Ly 
ec, Rowan ee 

Pirnie 

i
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Sane 
: 

' P. S. to personal letter to Hochbaum 

Just received the attached from Paul Miller asking for a 

Delta budget for 1943. This forces me to ask you about your 

plans. Presumably all or most of the work on the Bulletin 

should be completed before the end of the year. If you 

anticipate military duty, I would be inclined to close up 
shop unless you can think of someone who could carry on in 

your absence. I have been unable to. 4 

On the other hand "military duty" is hard to predict, and : ; 

maybe we should set up a budget as if you were going to j 

be there and send it in subject to military exigencies. ; 

Will you please draw up very briefly the kind of budget you ' 

want so that Paul Miller can act? Your letter of November 14 
to Wallace Taber is very well taken. The Institute may have 

i overlooked that publication plans and especially estimates 

: are subject to Mr. Bell's o.k.. ‘* 

I am sending copies of this to Rowan and Pirnie for their ; , 

; information. / | 

As be 

cc Rowan 
; Pirnie ; 

‘ \
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE A Ww | F, B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. a 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

November 18, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Wally has referred your letter of November 
10 to me for consideration and reply. 

I have not forgotten the arrengement regarding 
Albert Hochbaum's salary. By all means, we should provide 
for this salery increase in next year's. budget. For the 
Institute's part, this matter has been taken into considera- 
tion. A great deal depends, however, on whether or not Mr. 
Bell will feel that he is in a position to continue his cash 
contribution in an amount sufficient to carry on this work. 
As you know, our arrangement has always been that we will 
match the funds put up by Mr. Bell. 

It would help me a great deal if the Committee 
could submit to me, in the relatively near future, a proposed 
budget for the Delta project for the calendar year 1943. It 
is necessary for me to present the Institute's budget within 
the next few days. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mev 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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November 6, 1943 

American Wildlife Institute 
Iavestment Building 
Mashington 5, D. 6. : 

Dear Pauls 

You Boe quite right that the old introduction needs revision 
in view of what has happened since it was written. 

I attach a new version, and am sending it to Albert, Pirnie, 
and Rowan for their o.k. 

You will doubtless want to examine carefully the new paragraph 
on Ducks Unlimited to mke sure it saye exactly what it should. 

Year the bottom of p. 1, the introduction speaks of “several 
former students". I don't know the exact contents of the present 
MeBe, hence I don't know whether the word "several" is accurate or not. 
I am asking Albert to serutinize thie particular point to see 
whother it is correct. 

On the last page the expression “vacation period" is used. This 
is & new one on me, but I suppose it is a new term coined by 
Albert to cover the interval between flightless period and 
shooting season. If so, I think it should be in quotation marks, 
at least the first time that it occurs. 

You may want to get Mr. Bell's approval, and of course Senator 
Waleott's; I am leaving that to you. I am asking Bill Rowan 
and Milos Pirnie to write you direct to save time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leapold 

(ee Hochbaum 
Pirnte 
Rowan 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absense to avoid delay)
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INTRODUCTION 

The chain of circumstance which produced the Delta Duck Station was 

as erratic as the flight of a teal. 

In 1925 Mr. James Ford Bell of Minneapolis bought « shooting property 

in the Delte marsh, in Manitoba. . 

In 1930 the drouths started. ‘he flights dwindled. People asked: 

What can be done? 

Mr. Bell resolved to raise more ducks than he shot. He built a duck 

hatehery, employed Edward Ward to operate it, and for a decade has released 

to the flights wore ducks than were begged on his marsh. Banding returns 

from many states soon attested that his account with nature showed a plus 

balance in actual wild feathers, as well as on paper. 

It then oceurred to Mr. Bell that his marsh and hatchery should yield 

not only ducks, but scientific knowledge about ducks. He made inquiries about 

men and methods, and thus became acquainted with the Ameriean Wildlife Institute. 

The upshot was that in 1938 Albert Hochbeum was sent to Delta to begin 

the researches herein reported. Hochbaum had studied ornitholegy at Cornell 

and game management at Wisconsin. By 1939 it was apparent that Delta 

offered opportunities, not only for research, but for advanced training in 

waterfowl management. The venture was accordingly named the Delta Duck 

Station, and provision was made for 4 small staff of student assistants during 

the field season. When the war began, the staff was discontimed, but several 

former students have contributed chapters to this report. 

Up to 1942 the undersigned acted as an Advisory Board for the Delta 

enterprise. It was then decided that the enterprise had sprouted its full 

plumage and no longer needed an Advisory Board, which was accordingly
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Aigbended. We here sponsor this report because much of the work was 

done under our sdvisory direction. 

In 1942 Ducke Unlimited, Cansda, gave Delta the use of ite field 

personnel to gather data from other parts of the breeding region. At the 

game time Delta gave Ducks Unlimited research service on current problems. 

The present set-up is accordingly a cooperative one. | 

The Delts Station is financed jointly by Mr. Bell and the American. 

Wildlife Institute. 

Delta aime to undertake researches not undertaken by other agencies. 

Ite unique advantage is that a given problem may be studied sim taneously 

@mong confined ducks in the hatchery, and among wild ducks in tho marsh. 

This report attempts to deveribe, in chronological sequence, what the 

Delta Station has learned since 1938 about the principal events of the 

duck summer: arrival, courtship, nesting, brood~season, flightless pericd, 

‘yacation-period", shooting season, and deperture. In each of these 

guccensive periods, the canvasback ie used as a "base-datum", and the other 

nine dueke which breed at Delta are compared with it. We offer no apology 

for thus elevating the lordly canvasback to a classical role, for among 

duckeminded people he has long been the “gold standard" against which all 

lesser fry sre weighed and measured. 

Aldo Leopold 

tiles 0. Pirnte 

William Rowan 

Yormor Advisory Board 

(copies sont to Albert Hochbaum, Miles Pirnie, William Rowan)
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Novenber 9, 1942 \ 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, CANADA 

: 
Dear Alberts | 

It wag most eneoouraging to learn that you a 
are up and about again. I have a notion that you must feel 
like death warmed over, so don't let us rush you into any= 
thing until you regain your complete health again. 

I have previously written to Aldo Leopold | 
asking him if, in your convalescence, he could round up the 
80 photographs that were to be used as illustrations for the 
Delta publication. A copy of his reply to me hae been directed 
to you eo that you are already advised as to where you stand 
in the matter. These photographs should for convenience sake 
be 8 by 10 inches in a ze, and should be reproduced on glossy 
paper to bring out the maximum contrast necessary for the bes | 
engraving. If you could spend the majority of — effort to 
getting these photographs and the remainder of the art work to 
us, you could possibly teke more time with the manuscript. 
The illustrations are the thing thet is holding up further progress 
by the Institute, and also the item that will require the mos 

time to handle in the long run. ; 

You will be interested in learning thet the back 
cover of the dust jacket on tha Kortright book is to carry a mem- 
ento, prepubliciging the Delt. publication. For your edifica- | 
tion, it mentions the "inimitable style of Albert Hochbaum." I 
hope this meets with your epproval, for after reading the 
menuseript, we all certainly feel that your style ia exactly that. 

Bes regards for your speedy and full recovery. 

Sincerely yours, 

. F. Wallace Taber 
Assistant Secretary j 

Tb
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42k University Farm Place 
Hovember 3, 1942 

lr. F. Wallace Taber 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Wallace: ; 

I am encouraged by your letter, and if your printers have 
under-bid Minnesota by $1000, I take it that the place for 
publication is about settled. However, since Albert has 
boon in direct charge from our end, I offer this only as 
comnentary. 

It would not be possible for me to round up the photographs. 
I have been in intimate touch with the manuscript, but not 
with the illustrations. Moreover, I doubt if it would 

“ gave any time, since Albert is evidently recuperating by 
this time. I note that you have sent a copy of your 
letter to him, so I suggest the whole thing be handled 
by him when he gets around to it. 

The most encouraging thing in both your letter and Senator 
Walcott's is that there appears to be no doubt in the 
mind of the Institute that they wish to go ahead with the 
Delta publication despite the fact that the cost exceeds 
the original estimates. This is what I had been worrying 
about. 

I am sorry but not surprised about the delay in the 
Kortright book. The original schedule sounded a little 
too good to be true. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Hochbaun 
Pirnie ; 
Rowan



HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board FREDERIC Cc. WALCOTT 

President =~ 

M. HARTLEY DODGE VieeGhatemea of Rho Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE * VicerPesidont” 
f FREDERIC EWING j Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Mreatues 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman Technical Committee " oa 
October 29, 1942 id 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
424 Univer sty Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is most distressing to learn of Hochbaum's 

41l luck. Either the @ pendix or the pneumonia would have 

been a man's burden by itself; the two together is certainly 

most unfortunate. It certainly is a lucky thing that Hochbaum 

is a real man physically speaking, and we have the utmost con- 

fidence in his ebility to conquer both trouble s. All of us 

q have the deepest concern for his welkbeing and wish him a 

speedy recovery. ! 

( I head previously seen a copy of Senator Walcott's 

letter and had proceeded to secure bids from our local printers 

and engravers. It seems that we will be able to better the 

Minnesota bid by approximately a thousand dollars. As Senator 

Walcott said in his letter, it will be impossible to go any fur- 

Poi le ther Ax the securing of these bids until we have the final manu- 

script and the illustrations. As a matter of fact, if it were 

possible for us to secure the illustrations, we could be going 

ahead with the work in advence of the receipt of the manuscript. 

The engraving is elweys the dowest part of the publishing geme. 

From what I have been given to understand, 

Doctor Pirnie is going to furnish the 80 photographs or at least 

the large majority of them. Since I am not certain about this 

point, and since Albert is in no po sition to go ahead with the 

work, I am wondering if it might be possible for you to round up 

the photographs, and get them into our hands at your convenience? 

I am sorry that the Delta publication has been 

allowed to drag as much as it has. From the way the Kortright 

book went, however, I cm readily understand this. Even efter the 

manuscript was in our hands, and even after the page: proof had 

been completed, the book has still found ways of being delayed. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Aldo Leopold -- 2 

We had previously anticipated the book some 

time in September; the printer now advises us that it will be 

ready for mailing the last week of next month. At this rate 

you can see that even though we get started now, the Delta pub- 

lication will probably not be ready for several months. I be- 

lieve it would be to our advantage to get under way with the 

: greatest possible expedience. 

Anything you can do to help, as you are well 

aware, will always be more than apprecieted by all of us. 

Cordially yours, 

: F, Wallace Taber 
Assistant Secretery 

T:b Copy tos Albert Hochbaum
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F, B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. (5) Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee October 28, 1943 Secretary 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Manegement 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Here is the introduction to Albert's 

"Canvasback on a Delta Marsh," which was written in 
1941. 

Before incorporating it in the book 
; we thought that the 3 authors should have an oppor= 

tunity to 0.K. it or suggest changes. I am sending 

copies to each of the authors to save time, so if you 
will return the enclosed copy to us as promptly as 
convenient, it will be very greatly appreciated. i 

The book is in galley and has been 
proofed. 

Jl st wishes. 

J. Paul Miller 
Secretary 

Mib 
Ene. 

“AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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Bin : November 3, 1941 

oro? tg) 
INTRODUCTION nt 

heed 
The chain of circumstance which produced the Delta Duck Station Oy ftl- 

was as erratic as the flight of a teal. 

In 1925 Mr. James Ford Bell of Minneapolis bought a shooting 

property in the Delta marsh, in Manitoba. 

In 1930 the drmths started. The flights dwindled. People asked: 

What can be done? 

Mr. Bell resolved to raise more ducks than he shot. He built a duck 

hatchery, employed Edward Ward to operate it, and for a decade has released 

to the flights more ducks than were bagged on his marsh. Banding returns 

from many states soon attested that his account with nature showed a plus 

balance in actual wild feathers, as well as on paper. 

It then occurred to Mr. Bell that his marsh and hatchery should 

yield not only ducks, but scientific knowledge about ducks. He made 

inquiries about men and methods, and thus became acquainted with|the present 

members of the Advisory Board, and with] the American Wildlife Institute. 

The upshot was that in 1938 Albert Hochbaum was sent to Delta to 

begin the researches herein reported. Hochbaum had studied ornithology at 

Cornell and game management at Wisconsin. By 1939 it was apparent thet 

Delta offered opportunities, not only for research, but for advanced training 

in waterfowl management. The venture was accordingly named the Delta Duck 

Station, and provision was made for a smell staff of atadent assistants 
Wham Or romrrheg are Crolefh war thacowliueel, Cut 

during the field season. ; Several a ies students have contributed chap- 

Re | " ters to this report. 
» goannas 

oe The Delta Station is financed jointly by Mr. Bell and the American 

Boon,
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Wildlife Institute. 

Delta aims to underteke researches not undertaken by other agencies. 

Its unique sivextace is that a given problem may be studied simultaneously 

among confined ducks in the hatchery, end among wild ducks in the marsh. 

This report attempts to describe, in chronological sequence, what the 

Delta Station has learned since 1938 about the principal events of the 

duck summer: arrival, courtship, resting, brood-season, flightless period, 

7 : vacation=period, shooting season, and departure. In each of these successive 

periods, the canvasback is used as a “base-datum," and the other nine ducks 

which breed at Delta are compared with it. We offer no apology for thus 

elevating the lordly canvasback to a classical role, for among duck-minded 

people he has long been the "gold standard" against which all lesser fry 

are weighed and measured. 

Aldo Leopold 

Miles D. Pirnie 

Williem Rowan . 

Funin Adereoy Cav
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Cee ee ee 
Ualverstiy Yarn Place 

Madison, Bilaconsin 
Oetober 26, 1942 

Mesars, Rowan, Pirnie, Waleott, Bell, Taber 

Gentlemen: 

Tt have just learned that Hochkheum has been in the hospital 
for a month with a ruptured appendix and pneumonia. This 
ia the reason that he has been unable to proceed with the 

’ Delta manaseript. He is not yet on his feet. 

I hope that WallacesTaber has been able to go ahead with 
printing negotiations in Washington in secordance with Senator 
Waleott's Letter to Hochbaum of September 25. The letter does 

not indicate that a copy was sent to Wallece Taber, so 
just to make sure that he gets « copy, I am enclosing one 
herewith. 

T will keep you all posted as soon en Hochbaum is on hin feet 
and able to proceed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 

ec Hochbaum 

, : j
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} Horfelk, Connecticut 
September 25, 1942 

My. Albert dochbawn 
Delta Dusk Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

My Gear Alvert: 

; I have just written Myr. Bel) for his half of the funds for 
this year and heve just reviewed the situation with referance 
to the manuseript. 

When you ave eure of the final corrected manuseript, shoot 
1t slong so thet we Gan get it inte print. I think we con 
deat the western prices in Washington, and I am putting thie 
up to Taber to work out. 

I agree with Aldo that the manuscript can not be shortened 
withont throwing away much of its value. He wrote me toward 
the ani of Anguat: 

"It could be put ia paper covers; nobedy would object to that, 
in fact the Mivisory Committee recemmended a bulletin instead 
of e hook. The number of photegrapha gould, in my view, 
be reduced, The Color plates could be omitted, tat it would 
break my heart (so to wpenk), because one of the peewiiar 
virtues of this venture ls Albert's combinetion of art and 
ecience, Yo. and 1 know how scarce that combination ie, end 
80 does Mr. Geli.* 

I agree with all ef this. We shall see whet can be done, 

I am glad to have news of Peter. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥, GC. Waleott
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Chairman of the Board 2 PREP ER Sot Arey 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F. B. DAVIS, JR. | Vice-Chairman of the Buard AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-bratdent | 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS . 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D; C. Treasurer . 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

‘ v ve uo 

September 4, 1942 We 

Prof. Aldo Leopold ; 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter which I just 
dictated to Karl Kagler. I am quite impressed with the work which 
he and his associates have done in the several bulletins - the one f 

on the turtle assuming the size of a monograph. 

With reference to the Delta monograph, we are ready 
to get final estimates on the cost of this as soon as we receive 
Albert Hochbaum's line and colored drawings. Of course, they ought 

to be included unless the cost of the color seems prohibitive. 

Gabe is urging me to make a trip with him to the North- 

west - North Dakota and southern Manitoba, particularly - toward the 
end of Septeanber. I am not sure whether I cen make it or not as I 
have a good many irons in the fire other than conservation, here in 
Washington at the present, connected with war problems, but it is 
very tempting end I shall go if it is at all possible. 

Paul Miller will be back here about the first of 
October. He will be mighty glad to get back too. He has had a hard 
summer but has discharged his filial duties which will always bring 
him a great deal of satisfaction. He writes of stopping in Iowa, 
Denver, and Chicago and I am advising him to do it. In Iowa, I want 
him to see"Ding" Darling, who is hitting the paper hard with his brush 

these days. 

You will be interested to kmow that the work on the 
Kortright book is progressing favorably end according to schedule. 
The color work is quite outstanding and practically all approved. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

be Gi Nap aN tenes 

F. Co. Walcott, 
President 

Wev , 
Bnee AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Delta, Manitoba ; 
Sept. 1,1942 poe gte Rnte , 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: 

' Enclesed is the last section of the nesting chapter which 
includes the discussion of territory. MWimbm I have had some 
trouble with this as much of it is based in this Spring s work. 
I have worked at it as carefully as I know how but am aware that 
the same old stumbles are present which, for the life of me, 1 
can't work out. 

This is the last chapter for check over before the ms is sent 
to the Board. I think it is one of the most important chapters 
and, as I have still a few loose ends to tie up here, don't feel 
rushed with it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Las
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Senator ¥, Ce Waleott 

Norfolk, Connecticut 

Dear Sonaters 

To me the most important news of the year (aeide from the war, of 
course) is your favorable impression of the Delta mamseript. 1 
felt quite sure you would see its merits, tut the treatment is so 
different that I neoded assurance. I am equally pleased over Mr. 
Bell's favorable timpression, 

Ae for ay own view, which you ack for: I watched every chapter grow 
from infancy, and would never have given it the green light, had I 

not been convinged of its outstanding quality, both as to research 
and presentation. 1 enthusiastically urge publication, but could 
not gracefully say so until asked, because the cost will exesed the 
Carpenter donation. I was responsible, I think, for the estimte of 
$500 on which itr. Carpenter based hie gift. Bat that was two years 
ago, ani the job has outgrown ite original aise because twice as 
mach work bas been done, 

The mamseript sould not be shortened without throwing away much of 
ite value. It could be put in paper covers; nobody would object to 
that, in faet the Advisory Committees recommended a bulletin instead 
of a book. ‘The number of photographs could, in my view, be reduced. 
the color plates gould be omitted, but it would break ay heart (so 
to speak), because one of the peculiar virtues of this venture 4¢ 
Albert's combination of art and science. You and I kmow how searce 
that combination is, and so does Mr. Bell. fowan has it, and a 
handful seattered aparsely here end there, bet it le ae rare aa the 
whopping crane or the ivory~bill, and equally worth cheriching. 

tir. Bell says, in his letter of July 31, that you hope for better 
prices in “aehington than at Minnesota press. Is Yallece looking up 
those prices? {I hepe so, I think we ought to keep the bell rolling, 
i guepended negotiations with the @isconsin press when Mr. Bell and 
Alvert expressed @ preference for Minnesota, but I stand ready to 
resume the simte you aay 20. 

One of wy regrets is that the lack of stenos at Delta, plus the cona- 
tant revisions of the text, have delayed submission of the MS te Rowan : 
and Pirale. 1 of course do not pretend to speak for them. Albert 
will got a copy to them just as soon as it is physically poseidle, 
ond you will of course want their o-k. before any final conmitment is 
made. I am sending them this letter, and algo Mr. Bell and Albert. 
W412 you let Sallage see your copy? 

Yours ag ever, 
oct Mr. Bell 

Mir. Hoehboum 
Dr. Pirate Aldo Leopold 
Prof. Rowan \ Professor of Vildlife Management



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
August 13, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept of wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A... : ; 

The enclosed latter from Senator Walcott answers your question 
of July Zlst. Other enclosures bring us up to date on correspondence 
regarding the manuscript. 

Frankly I am having trouble with the nesting chapter, hence 
the delay on thie which is the last for you to go over before a typed 
copy is sent to the Board. I can work it out and hope to have it 
down in a week or two. I want to include my ideas on Territory in 
ducks, but even with Mre. Nice's recent reviews, it is still hard 
to state it for any birds outside the passerine group. 

Until we decide how tima we are going to publish I am at loose 
ends as to reference to the Manuscript. The title all alone has been 
Delta Bulletin No. 1.3; the chapter on sex and age: Sex and age 
identification in Ducks. I prefer a title lees stiff than 
Bulletin No.1. but the only suggestion I have had to offer is: 
The Canvasbeck on a Preirie Marsh » of which the sex and age material 
is the last chspter. 

Yours sincerely, 

= 
e?



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
August 1°, 1942 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
Norfolk, Connecticut 

Dear Senator Walcott: 

Thank you for your letter of August 5; I am glad to know 
you were pleased with the manuscript. There is, of course, some work 
to be done before this is in finel shape for publication and the copy 
you have is not entirely up to date. Parts of the courtship and 

nesting chapters are based on work just recently completed and meed 

“ironing out". F 

I have sent Wallace Taber estimates of the number of words, 
black and white drwaings and photographs as Closely as these can be 

drawn at this time. When we decide upon a publisher and the manner 

in which this is to be published, I think that the work can be but in 

final form in short order. 

This manuscript has taken longer to organize than any of us 

anticipated, largely because it has not been a summary of the Delta 

work but has developed with the program. I think partes of it are 

new and that the added time we have given it will make it much more 

substantial than if we had gone to press with it hastily. 

I am glad to know Kortright's book is coming along and am looking 

forward to seeing the final copy. I saw much of the manuscript in 
its various stages and know that it is a good job. 

Everything is going fine here, although with the manuscript and 
: no students, the program has not been as broad as in other years. Peta, 

as you probably know, is with the R.O.A.F. He is now in the last 
stages of his training, flying big bombers. By October he will 

either go over-sessm or remain here as an instructor. 

Sincerely yours, 

Albert Hochbaum
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( ae F. ©. WALCOTT 
Ww NORFOLK, CONNECTICUT 

August 5, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta 
Province of Manitoba 
Canada 

My dear Albert: 

I have just finished two weeks in Washington in sweltering heat 

ranging from 95° to 10l or 102 @ith great humidity, too busy with rubber 

problems and a Congressional investigation concerning them for which I had 

to appear ,to read promptly your manuscript dated July 14. 

I brought it home with me and have read it with the greatest inter- 

est, about 192 pages of double spaced typing, perhaps fifty thousand words. 

It is to me quite fascinating to read of the intimate family relations of 

some of the wild waterfowl. "The Nesting Season” impressed me very much. 

The Post Breeding Season" was exceedingly interesting and some of it quite 

newe “Sex and Age Identification in Ducks" is all new and exceedingly well 

donep It is 4 real contribution. Your style is splendid, very lucid and 

in places picturesque and entertaining. It is all interesting. 

I did not read it with the idea of criticizing as I am up to my 

ears with work now, but I will get down to reading it in a more critical 

sense before long. It is longer than I supposed and will consequently be 

more expensive to publish. It is not clear in my mind in what form we 

should publish it. It would make e fair sized book, and I presume you have 

a good many colored drawings in addition to the tables and charts. Line 

drawings add immensely to a book, bulletin or monograph of this nature. 

We are making splendid headway with the Kortright book which I 

think will appear early in October. The colored prints are exceedingly 

satisfactory as well as the line drawings, and the text is delightfully 

written, some of it quite new and original. 

You have done a splendid piece of work on this monograph, and 

when Dr. Leopold finds time to comment on this we will be brought face to 

face with a definite decision as to how this volume is to be put out. I 

was hoping we could bring it out ahead of the Kortright book, but I do not 

feel that it is very important whether it comes out before or after. I 

have not heard from Dr. Leopold yet coucerning this piece of work. I await 

his comments with interest. 

’ Sincerely yours, 

& 4



, i. 200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. ia 

JAMES F. BELL July $1, 1942 

Mr. H. A. Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Al: 

I have just had a letter from Mr. Taber saying 
that the manuscript arrived just when Senator Wal- 
cott was in the office and was received with very 
favorable and enthusiastic interest. 

They feel they can get a better price than that 
quoted by the University of Minnesota and I think 
that they should go ahead and secure bids. 

Yours very truly, 

jfb aj : 
2 N 

AU



200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

U.S.A. 

JAMES F. Beck 

July 27, 1942 

Mr. H. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Al: 

I have yours of the llth regarding the correspon- 
dence with the University of Minnesota Press. I am 
glad to know this has furnished the desired infor- 
mation regarding the subsidy required. I hope a 
decision may be reached soon in this matter as the 
material is of such originality and importance that 
I feel it should be published as soon as possible. 

I shall eagerly await word from Walcott, Taber and 
Leopold. a 

Yours very truly, 

: 

oO: 

jfb aj 

| 
.



Delta Duck Station i 
Delta, Manitoba 

duly 31, 1942 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 
The W.K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear M.D.: 

You have noted in Professor Leopold's letters that an esgjimate for 
the Delta bulletin has been received from the University of Minesota 
Press. The Inetitute is now obtaining estimates from eastern publishers and 
will let us know when they have reached a decission. i) 

In the meantime, I can give you little more than I have already 
on photographs. In the publishers estimate I proposed 80 photographs 
most of which are your Yelta prints. Page size of the bulletin will 
probably be aii 6" X 9" or 73" X 10", I don't know what the plans for 
arrangement will be but personally I would like to have the half—tones 
together in one section. &@RHMMMABK What definite information will you 
neéd before going ahead preparing prints? I can take care of any costs 

/ entailed in this work. ‘ 

IT am sorry that the yearly trip had to be set aside this year; as soon 
as the present crop of ducts is off I shall submit an account of Del ta 
to-date. In the meantime here is a brief account of the premature eclispe 
which you mentioned in your letter to Professor Leopold: 

| The canvasbacke end wood ducks were subjected to a daily five-minute 
| increase in light beginning December 26, The artificial day was gradually 

| dnereased until the birde received 15 hours of light a day in mid- 
| February. The day was then held at 15 hours until March 71 when a gradual 
| reduction was effected until the birds received only the 1% hour of 
| natural daylight prevailing in Mid-April. They were then released to the 
| outside pen. Although neither the canvasbacks nor the wood ducks bred 
| under the lights, both entered a period of intense courtship when the day 
| reached 12 hours in late “anuary. This subsided abrubtly in the cans before 
| the birds were paired, but the wood ducks paired-off and the hens started 
| to inspect the nesting boxes. None of the birds molted under the 15 hour 

day, but when the tmghmingints day was decreased immmimmbmpm the drakes of 
| both species started to molt into the eelppse. The wood duck drakes were in 
| full eclipse by the last week in April; the canvasbacks were in full eclipse 
|; and flightless by May 15. Birds which were not under the light did not 

begin the post-nuptial molt until mid-June. 

As soon as I finish up the present edition of the mss I mm am 
having copies typed for you and Dr. Rowan to check over. 

Youre sincerely, 

Albert Hochbaum,



Dilla butter, 
Delta Duck Station mie 
Delta, Manitoba 
July 21, 1942 fs 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management ‘ 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.3 

Thank you for the courtship chapter; it was encouraging to 
heve comments on the material as well as on form. I seree that 
I should not conclude that it is the most vigerous male which takes 
the mate in prenuptial courtship; it is the most advanced male. But i 
in the penned ducks, at least, vigor and advancement perallel 
each other. 

It was taken for granted that a copy of the mes should go to 
Rowen and Pirnie; I suggested a cop to Soper and Munro merely out 
of courtesy. 

I can see your point on the prologue. 

There has been no summer here and with good June reins there has 
been little water loss to-date; it is just beginning to go down. 
Mallards end pinteils sre beginning to pile in on the beach, the 
Phragmites is topped and the western grebes are talking in the bay. 

‘ Wé will miss your visit. There will be a three-week chicken season 
beginning the first of October. Wish you could meke part of it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gh | 
« © . ‘cipal ‘ 

W)t nen Arey Em heme obnt Marner p hep ohee nh fel ta old a tlp aymens



Ly, Whta bebiy 

424 University Farm Place 
duly 22, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum , 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Replying to your letters of July 7 and 16: 

I think you have greatly improved the courtship chapter by 
interpreting your observations in terms of the latest psychological 
papers. My editorial suggestions are minor ones and are attached. 

Yes, I think it would be a good idea to let Dewey Soper and J. A. 
Munro see the manuscript. Copies should, of course, bo to Pirnie 
and Rowan as soon as typed. 

It 1s not clear from the carbons whether the correspondence with 
the University of Minnesota Press has gone to Pirnie and Rowan. 
I am therefore telling them briefly that the Press wants a subsidy 
of $1500 whereas the Institute has available only $500, and that 
the question is now in Senator Walcott's hands. 

If we have to pull in our horns on costs, I suggest that the first 
item to sacrifice is the stiff covers. In other words, let it be 
a@ bulletin rather than a book. 

I like your idea of a prologue, tut I fear your execution of the 
idea is a little cloying. This is a personal expression, and should 
not be edited in the usual sense, but I have stripped down page 1 
simply to illustrate how to remove some of the sententious elements. 
On pe2 the concluding figure of speech seems to me a little too 
abstract and "intellectual". I am not at all sure that the briefer 
one which I have substituted is better. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

7 Pirnie (last paragraph omitted)



Delte Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba ; ! 
July 16, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 
424 University Farm Plave 
Madison, Wisconsin © 

Dear A.L.: 

The canvasback paper breaks too abrubtly into the discussion of 
the Delta Marsh. To soften this I have written this brief oreface. 
Whether it should be called a"'Prologue"” or not I do not know,except 
you referred to the last thought as en epilogue. Perhaps is should not 
be included at a11. Will you look it over. 

I was able to scrape together a complete copy of the next to the 
last edition of the ms and have sent it on to Teber. I will have 
photostats of the black and whites as soon as I receive them frm 
the U. of Minn. Press. 

I have completed the final draft of the territory end nesting 
chapter and will send it down to be typed. When that is done I have mm 
engaged the services of tim e stenographer to type m up the full paper, 
two originale and four good carbons which will give us the chance to 
distribute it to the Bosrd all at the same time instead of having 
to pass copies around. 

Both Dewey Soper and J.A. Munro have been more or less looking 
over my shoulder all along, and,as this is in their official 
territory, I am wondering if it would not be proper to let them 
look over the manuscript before it is published. It might be the 
the difference between cooperation and a twisted nose. ' 

Yours sincerely, 

- ¢ c:



es, Oty 
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424 University Farm Place 
duly 8, 1942 

Ur. Vallade. Taberiunaiventeel sh eid dud tise? ehh Yi 2 ehoase 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building: s:so sa00 635% 
Washington, D. ¢, 

Dear Wallace: 
PReeOme: Ob Le 

I am glad you pointed out that Mr. Dorems did not forget to 
write Rowan. The fault then lies in non-delivery rather than 
any active omission by our group. Gimiiaen ot 

I agree thet Hochbaum had substantial notice that the budget 
was approved, but he thought in an excess of caution that he 
should have sub-allotments as well as a general allotment before 
he could spend money. 

I know you have your hands full, and I did not mean to be 
complaining. Hochbaum and I are glad enough to be allowed to 
go shead with the Delta work. Thanks for your interest. 

I also have your letter of July 3 about the Delta Bulletin, and 
in the same mail I have the attached letter of July 1 from Albert. 
I am sending your letter to him with emphasis on the following 

specific points: 

1. Let you and Senator Walcott see the manusoript at the 
earliest opportunity. 

2, To get a closer idea of the additional subsidy even if this 
requires a trip to Minneapolis (Paul Miller authorized such 

a trip, the cost to come presumably from the Delta budget) | 

3. Give you a more refined bill of specifications for the printing 
job so that you may compare costs at Minnesota and Washington. i 

I think it proper for me to say at this juncture that in my 
opinion the Delta Bulletin is going to be a ten-strike for the 
Institute. Naturally, I want you to make up your own mind when 

you see it. 

over
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duly 3, 1942 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

It seems thet all I do nowadays is write letters to you, 

not that it is not one of the more pleasant tasks that I have to Serforn, 

but that you may get tired of reading them all. 

First of all, thanks for the new introduction. It is 
exactly in line with what I had in mind and I am sure will please Kortright. 

With regard to the Delta publication. I have just talked 

it over with Mr. Doremus and have a letter from Peul Miller. My under- 

standing about the $500 as being a gift from Mr. Carpenter was correct and 

I can assure you that the Institute will definitely commit itself to that 

extent at this time. As for the paper, Paul says that he was not certain 

at the time hé talked with you as to the disposition Bill McCormick had 

planned for the surplus stock left over from the little duck booklet. He 

had thought of offering this for the Delta publication. Unfortunately or 

fortunately, depending on the way you look at it, we have been able to 

use this paper for the text pages in the Kortright book end therefore 

do not have it available for the Delta booklet. I believe, however, that f 

this should present no major hurdle. So far as anyone here at the Institute 

knows, the only data we have on the Delta publication is as follows: 50 

black and white cuts size ?, 30 tebles, 3 full-page color plates, and 50,000 

words. I amwondering if you can't bring us a little more up to date with 

regard to your idea of the publication. Have you any quotations from the 

University of Minnesota or Wisconsin press? We would like to compare these 

with bids which we can have submitted by our printers here in Washington. : 
Of course, Mr. Bell, may want the University of Minnesota press to publish 
the book in which instance his choice would certainly take precedence over 

ours. We cannot, however, completely disregard the cost item and would 
like to see what sort of bids we can get here in Washington. In order to 
do this, we would have to have a little bit more information. What is the 

average size of the black and white cuts, tables, and size of page? Also, 

is the 50,000 words approximately the number you anticipate. 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- July 3, 1942 

I am sure thet Senator Walcott is very anxious to see 
the manuscript end I would suggest that as soon as it is ready it be 
forwarded to us. y 

We are in the same boat that you find yourself. In your 
letter to Hochbaum on June 22, you mention that you cannot express 

: yourself about additional subsidy until you have a better: idea of the 
amount needed. We feel the same way only a bit more so as we have not 
seen the text nor art work yet. I would not like to make any commitment 
on the advisability of publishing a book over a bulletin until we have 

: had a chance to review the manuscript. The finel decision, of course, 

will depend on the difference in price. 

Very sincerely yours, 

F. Wallace Taber, 

Assistant Secretary 

Ted
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t Prof. Aldo Leopold : 
: 424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thanks kindly for the copy of your letter 
to Albert Hochbaum of Jume 22. 

Since I em at a loss to know just what paper 
stock Paul Miller had in mind, I have written to him to 

i refresh my memory on this. As soon as I hear from him I 
will advise you immediately. 

I believe that the "$500 publication fund" 
‘ of which you speak is actually to be a gift from Mr. Carpenter. 

I em referring to Paul Miller's letter to you under date of 
September 5, 1941. Perhaps you end Peul have had further 
understendings about this money to be used for publishing 
the Delta bulletin, but I am unsble to find any record of 
this in our files. 

As soon as I hear from Paul, I will know what 
his wishes on the matter are and will be able to teke them 

up with Mr. Doremus, who will be here later in the week. I 
will notify you immediately about the status of the paper 
and money. 

Yours very sincerely, 

F. Wallace Taber, 

Assistant Secretary 

Tiv 
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424 University Farm Place 
June 22, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Dueck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

It is not clear to me from your letter of June 11 just how 
far apart you and the University of Minnesota Press are, and 

% just how mech subsidy they require in order to undertake the 

publication of the Delta Bulletin. : 

It is my understanding that the $500 publication fund is 
available in cash, and that this would about pay for the 
three color plates. 

In addition, it was my understanding that Paul Miller was 
ready to donate $300 worth of paper which he had in storage. 
Whether this represents an actual contribution would, of course, 
depend on whether the paper available is the kind wanted. I am 
sending a copy of this letter to Wallace Taber to verify f 
whether he has the same impression, and if so, I am asking him 
to send you a sample of theynper. 

Before I can express any opinion about additional subsidy, I 
need a clear idea of the amount needed. 

I am sure that the propoasal to publish the bulletin as a book 
rather than as a bulletin will be entirely acceptable to the 
Advisory Committee of the Institute, provided the change 
does not figure too largely in the cost. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Taber
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Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
June 11, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagement 
424 University Farm Place 
edison, Wisconsin 

i Dear A.L.$ ; 

Enclosed is the correspondence up todate on the Bulletin. 
Apparently the University of Minnesota Press approves of the material 
and would prefer to publish in book form. I take it from our 

discussion in Toronto, a book, rather then a soft-covered bulletin 
was agreeable with the board. 

I am perplexed over the matter of finances. I understood that 
we could go up to$500.60 and no more. This of course would rule out 
the U. of M. press. I am confident I could reise up to $2000.00 here 
to cover the subsidy, but until that is a function of the station I would 
not go out after money. Mr. Bell probably would like to subsidize it 

if he could but I would rather look for the money ourselves. Ie it 
possible that one of the gun or amunition companies might put up the ? 
subsidy? 

Unless we heve to publish without funds, I would like to stick ; 
with the University of Minnesota Press. Instead of looking for a subsidy 5 

for this one publication, as long as we need money, why not try to 

establish a publication fund of say $5000.00,or for the estimated cost 
of the present publication which the U.of M. Press will submit. I know 

money is herd to get now, but we now have something to show. 

I will send you a tentative estimate of costs if “rs. Harding 

is able to supply this. 

Albert Hochbaum 
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424 University Farm Place 
June 9, 1942 

Dr. Miles D, Pirnie 
Kellogg Bird Sanctuary 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Miles: 

Thanks very much for the clippings. . 

Albert and I have been doing our best to get the 
Delta M.S. together for you and Rowan to go over. 
It was not possible for Albert to send you the work 
chapter by chapter; remember he has no steno and 
can't pile up carbons at will. It is hard enough 
for him to deal with one editor--much less three-- 
during the process of constructing the M. 5. 

As soon as there is a complete M.S.,1t will be sent 
to you and Rowan and the Institute for critical 
reading. Albert now estimates this will be by August. 
He is filling a lot of gaps with 1942 information; 
territorial behavior was one of the gaps. 

Rowan is passing near Delta on another trip, and 
I have asked for $50 to enable him to drop in. 

Yours, 

Aldo Leopdi 

(Signed in Mr, Leopold's absence to avoid delay. ) 

Loe NOAA Os vie aS oe te eae /) 

Ro np reed ty At ere a



42h University Farm Place 
May 22, 1942 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
The Yale Club 
4th and Vanderbilt 
New York Oity 

Dear Senator: 

T am glad to bave your letter and appreciate your detailed analysis 
of the Delta Bulletin situation. The last chapter just arrived on 
ny desk today for a last going over. This is just minor polishing 
since it has been gone over twice already; hence I can fairly state 
that the mamuseript is complete. Meanwhile, Hochbaum has already gone 
ahead with the preliminary inquiries as to printing. He reports that 
the Winnipeg presses do only second rate work, and hence that he is 
not going any further with them. He is sending Mr. Bell a completed 
manuscript, and Mr. Bell is taking up the matter with the Minnesota 
Press, I gather from this that the Minnesota Press is Mr. Bell's 
first choice, and I know it is Hochbaum's because of their excellent 
previous work on ornithological publications. 

I imagine it will take several weeks to feel out the Minnesota situation, 
hence that it will not be possible to catch the Wisconsin Press 
Editorial Committee before the beginning of vacation. However, if 
Minnesota gives us a good reception, there would be no occasion to 
go further with the Wisconsin crowd. We can hold it in reserve in 
the event that anything should block the Minnesota negotiations. I 
hardly feel like asking the Mditorial Committee to read such a large 
manuseript on the chance that it might be offered them later. 

I am pleased to hear that the work on the Kortright book is going 
ahead, and I am not disappointed about the delay until October 
because I have dealt with publications so long that I expect such delays. 

I don't think it's important which one comes out first since Mr. Kortright 
has fully acknowledged the Delta work. 

Hochbaum reports that the spring migration at Delta was disappointing, 
especially in mallard and redhead. I am sending you my news letter, 
which gives a boiled down account of the doings at the Station. 

Thanking you for your interest, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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May 19, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am going over the correspondence relative to the 

Delta bulletin, starting with your letter to me of March 13, from 
which I quote: 

"Hochbaum and I both have been working hard all winter, getting 
the bulletin into shape end it is now within jumping distance 
of completion". 

You speak of encountering some delays, but I antici- 
peated that the manuscript would be forthcoming shortly after March 13. 
Mr. Bell is very much interested and anxious to see it when it is 
ready, as many others are. Mr. Kortright hoped that it would be out 
fairly early in the summer, ahead of his book, thinking that, in a 
sense, it would help prepare the way for the larger book. Bell has 
written me, asking when it might be expected. ; 

I find, in looking over the office records, that 
} Delta has expended, during the four months, January 1 through April 

30, 1942, $1,033.74 of a total budget of $3,650.00. Your propor= 
tionate expenditure, therefore, is almost exactly correct, just a 
little less than one-third of the total for the year. I would 
like to ask Mr. Bell for at least part of his half, $1,825.00, 
shortly, but I would like to be able to give him some assurance 
as to the probable date of publication of the bulletin in which he 

is very much interested. 

Fi With reference to to the Kortright book, there have 
; been some deleys in the color work and it does not look as though 

: it will be out now much before the first of October, which is very 
disappointing, They promised that it would be out by the first of 
September, or rather Bill McCormick did. As you know, Bill’ has 
gone with TIME and Wallace Taber is taking Paul Miller's place 
while he is in the West, looking after his femily. Paul will be 
back on October 1, end I imagine back to stay. He finds the outlook 
pretty black in Grandview, 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2= May 19, 1942 

I hope you ere ell well end everything is going 
along smoothly at Delta. 

If you will consult your file copy of the letter 
you wrote on April 22 to Albert Hochbaum, you will see that you 
were hesitating between the University of Minnesota Press and 
Dr. Stoke, of the University Press, which I take to mean Madison. 
I have never asked Mr. Bell whether he had eny preference as to 
the printer. The manuscript should first come before the Meanu- 
script Committee, as you say on April 22, “before they: disperse 
for the summer". What is the chence of having this moving along 
toward the printer and whet are your ideas now as to who should 
figure on the printing? Perhaps the University of Minnesota Press, 
your own University Press, and as a check, perhaps some printer 
here in the East. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

pe sie ern i 

F. C. Walcott, 
President 

Wiv :
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42h University Farm Place 
May 6, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbeun 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I return the two chapters. The brood season chapter neods 
little except very minor alterations, mostly optional in nature. 
It is very well written. 

The post breeding chapter is considerably rougher, except the 
introductory section. I have also suggest ecme revision of the 
captioning, and there is an occasional spot that needs repairs 
and many others where optional changes might be considered. 
Whre a change is not strictly necessary, I have indicated it by 
question marks. 

I found a few repetitions, not of subject mtter, but of words, ied 
but repetitions are very scarce compared with some of your 
earlier versions. 

Tn general I feel mech pleased with this wind-up of the writing 
work, and I am sending copies of this letter to Pirnie and Rowan 
to let them know that the manuscript is now revised throughout 
and ready for eventualities. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Pirnie 
Rowan



Delta Ouek Station 
Delta, *anitohe 
April 27, 1942 

ur. dames F. Bell 
200 Chamber of Commerce 
Minnespolis Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

_ At the Wildlife Conference in Toronto exrlier in the month, 

Mr. yoonene, Senstor Yaleott, Paul Miller and I met to duccuse the 

ie ang of the bulletin. fe sre getting publisher's atisentes from the 

nivereity of Biscensin Press, from the Yachington press which publishes 

for the Amertoen Wildlife Inetitute end from two Winniper publiching 

houses. “efore contracting for publication it wes felt that we should 

investigate the possibliities of publishing with the University of 

Minnesota *reee. 

There are two advantages in publishing with the Univercity of 
Mannesots Presst the excellence of their work and the neesrnes to 

Delte should any probleme arise requiring mectings with the publishers. 

Sefore approsching the prese I thought that you might possibly 

‘be femiliar enough with thet outfit to sugrest the person to be 

epprosehed in the initial contact. 

The eemennetes is now ready for the er to see as well 

ae the black and white illustrations. "e of course do not know 

if the Univereity of Minnesota Preee would be willing a to 

handle this type of publication, but the only thing to ie to Let 

them cee that we have. Any sumzestions you may have concerning the 

approach will be greatly appreciated. f 

; Yours eineerely, 

; Albert Hochbaum.



Delta, Manitoba 
April 27. 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
rofessor of Wildlife Menagement 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear A.L.: 

Enclosed are the brood and post-breeding season chapters. The 
shooting season chapter is not quite tyved over but I will send it 
down as soon as possible. When these three sections are revised and 
again typed I will have the complete MS. I will try to finish Lyle's 
paper as soon as possible. 

It was good of you to see the Ag College and theUniversity Press. 
I have not been able to get estimates from Winnipeg publishers yet 
although they have been approached. The enclosdd letter to Mr. “elly 
I hopex is in order. I think the University of Wisconsin Press is 
the best bet if the University of Minnesota Press cannot handle it. 
Because of the job on Jaques' book, however, I hope we can get the 
U. of M. Press. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cite
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424 University Farm Place 
April 22, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbeun 

Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

Immediately upon returning from Toronto, I saw the Ag College about their 
possible interest in bfinging out the Delta Bulletin. We have their good wishes 
and the use of their facilities if we wanted, but they are not in a position to 
underwrite any merchandising risk. In effect, the Institute would have to guarantee 
them against any loss. As I understand it, Paul Miller wants to avoid any possible 
further liabilities; hence I think the College is about out. 

Today I saw Dy. Stoke of the University Press, and hie reaction was very favorable. 
He said there was nothing to prevent the University Press from bringing out the 
Bulletin except the illness of Miss Appel and possible printer's delays, which he 
said we might encounter anywhere. He did not mention any advance underwriting of 
losses, so I take it this ie part of the game in University Press circles. 

It would seem to help greatly to have the Institute donate the color plates and 
and the paper if necessary. 

I have just received your letter and agree that you should have at least samples 
of the line-euts before seeing the University of Minnesota Press. I told Dr. Stoke 
that 4f Mr. Bell particularly wished the Minnesota Press to have it that we would 
be obligated to publish there. If you learn that Mr. Bell does not have any 
particular wish, then I suggest you send me the manuscript at the earliest possible 
date in order that it may come before the Mamscript Committee before they disperse 
for the sumer. The Committee is a large one, mostly liberal arts, but it contains 
at least one ornithologist and one anthropologist of ecological leanings; hence, I 
have no fear that your work would get a favorable reception. 

I like Munro's suggestion for the question of territorial nomenclature. I am also 
delighted that you are filling o few gaps in the nesting chapter. 

I perhaps forgot to tell you that I spoke to Paul Miller about a new typewriter, 
and he said by all means go ahead if you ban handle it out of your budget. He also 
approved your buying stationery. 

I am sending copies of this letter to Pirnie and Rowan to give them the gist of 
discussions at Toronto; a copy is also going to Paul. 

: Youre as ever, 

ce Hiller Aldo Leopold 
Pirnie 
Rowan



Delta Duck Station i 
Delta, Manitoba 
April 16, 1942 

Dear A. Le? 

It surely was good to see you last week. 

I am geting things pretty well tied up on the bulletin and its 
mostly down to chores of getting thingas typed up. I will send 
the rest of the M.S. down this next week and believe I can finish 
typing Lyle's and Fete's section in fairly short order. I am getting 
bids on local publishers but think I should have my black and whites 
finished before bringing the matter up with The University of 
Minnesota Brese. I will have the series in order at an early date. 

After our talk, perhaps it would be best not to approach Tom 
Main on support. There is danger that we would get tied up with their 
publicity works; I have had a hard time keeping Delta out of their 
loose publicity releases and if they had a finger in the pie it would 
be harder still. 

Had the good fortune of riding back with J.A. Munro. We went over 
part of the M.S. together and I was glad to have his reaction to the 
territory business. Uverything clicked right back to his golden-eyes 
and buffleheads which was interesting because we have been unable to 
watch these species. Incidentally he gave a good suggestion on the 
adjective for territory. He was of the opinion that after the first 

description that merely “territory” is enough. It is hard to fit this 

back in your mind now, but going over it again it seems that after an 

adequate description, just"territory"is clear. 

The ducks are back in force more than a week early and it has been 

touch and go ever since last Monday. Before breakfast and from supper 
till dark gives enough time in the field to check #hat I want for the 
moment. I already have several birds on territories and have a few 
important gaps which I think will slip into the nesting chapter with 

ease. I do not want to alarm you on thése additions; imm they are ' 

merely gaps I have been waiting all winter to fill and it is just this 
one chapter which needs them. For instance I have seen for the first 
time a pair actually take the territory and have had the chance to run 
some experiments with captive and stuffed drakes on the territory. 

; Munro is a very likeable old chap whose world revolves around 

ducks; he has never met you and I am sorry you didn't have the chance 

to get together with him at the meetings. Incidentally, most of 

Pete8s coot material is new to him, although he is also working on the 

coot. I asked him mmmmmena if the color in the canvasback paper went 
against his grain. He said he liked it. 

The chance to talk with you and with Paul and perhaps to exchange 

a few thoughts with others helps to tie things up and I believe you 
can expect to have the bulletin rounded up in fairly short order. 

Sincerely, 

LUA,



Delta Breil | 

March 6, 1942 

Dear Albert: 

I think you have considerably improved Iyle's paper. We can no longer 
reach him with jobs of this kind because he has his hands full on his ship, 
and moreover does not have his notes with him, and hence could help us very 
little even if he had time. Hence you and I between us have to do the 
fixing. 

Alice is snowed under with course work and could not undertake a long 
copying job like this without long delay. I was planning to hire a steno , 
to copy it, but 16 occurs to me that since many of your changes are 
tentative, you had better hire a copyist, first making your changes final. 
It is thinkable that the next copying could be the final one, if you can 
use paste pot and scissors to put together a legible draft. Your alterations 
and additions all seem sensible to me, and I have no ifs and ands to set up. 

» As to drawings, I had azdraftsman do the pyramid, but I find that no 
| photostat copy of the drawing is made. Alice is having one made, a copy 

, Of which will be sent to you soon. Meanwhile the attached mimeograph will 
yi! do a8 a temporary substitution. It contains the same data, but I think 

| a few additions and deletions. I will hold the original drawing here with 
j your other drawings. 

I notice you did not return the range of the Franklin ground squirrel. I 
will be glad to have this drawing made by a draftsman if you return the 
map to me. Or you can make it yourself as proposed in one of your letters. 
However, with your hands so full, it might be preferable to have it done 
here. I have an inexpensive man who will do a job like this for a couple 
of dollars. I told the Institute a year ago that we would be running up some 
charges for drawings and stenography, and I suggest you charge your copyist's 
bill on your Institute expense account. 

Your alterations are in my opinion not severe enough to raise any question 
about approval from Lyle. They don't change the general flavor of the paper, 
and I think it will be unnecessary to consult him further. 

I enclose one copy each of the photostats so far made of your drawings. All 
wo | these originals are held here. There are three photostats of each drawing, 

and I can send you the rest ag your call. ; 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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February 27,1942 fe 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ‘ ; el 
Professor of Wildlife Management (ube bus 
424 University Farm Plage 
Madison, Wisconsin 4 

Dear A.L.: 

I have just received the courtship chapter. I am sending down 
another batch which I have purposly held so it wouldn't pile up on 
you. At our present rate we should have it in order by the time of 
the meetings. 

Perhsps well-chosen and well-placed esubheeds would clear up the 
metter of whéhh species was which . The original outline has become 
more or less iost in revisions and I will try to rework to 4 new one. 

“eearding repetition: I see I have repeated many words; this 
cen be releived. Of the other repetition, I do not believe it is 
the came as that which marred some of the other chaptere. A foothell 
game is a constant repetition, with verietions,of a few basic palys. 
I can't conceive of anyone explaining a footbsll game to an Englishman 
without certain mapmihame repetitions of basic palys to show the 
variations. I can't run through courtship either without some 
repetition. Some points you have cut aut as repetion are important 
variations in basic phipm playe. If I consider them all at once to 
avoid repetition, the phenology is lost, To cut them out is to 
leave much unsaid. Undoubtedly I can handle this better than I have 
but until you ring the finel bell I:will stick to my gune that a 
certain amount of repetition here is necessary to give the true 
picture. Otherwise I am trying to set forth a football game wii 
merely by setting forth the basic plays without showing how, in 
variation, they make the game. 

I believe that in a narrative vhich concerns man, the interpretetion 
is usually immediate because men is man. In any narrative which 
concerns a duckws or any other animal, however, I believe there are 
alwaye two interpretations: one when it is read, the other mfihemntine ; 
when the event is actually seen after the narrative hes been read. 

The best writers can bring these two points very close together. I 
will try to do so but I do not wish to play only for the first 

interpretation, ‘ ‘ 

I used "novice"drake because novice seems to tmphm be the best 
word to explain these birds. They are young males which have been 
unsuccessful in obtaining a mate and are merely looking on at the 
effairs of an experienced bird. Novice has been ueed in reference 
to similer drakes clinging to paired English dotterels(svelling?9. 
Wommin "Guest" is out because they are accepted only after attempts 
to drive them away. ‘Batchelor " is out becouse most people think 
of the drakes which have completed their marital duties as bachelor 
drakes. 

The closest I can come on juvenal-—juvenile is that Dwight, when 
he named the juvenal Lagioow: used the obsolete form of the word. All 
who. heve followed have used the same for the plumage although they call 

an ous : 
\ , ‘ i i 

—— ’
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juvenile 
the bird }txandke. Alden Miller hasn't got it clear in his head 
if he allows juvenel as a noun but not as an adjective for juvenal, 
noun or adjective , is merely the obsolete form of juvenile. Or 
at least that is as far as I have been able to get. We should 
settle this; no one else has. MsMiNWMMMNNYUR Why not write Alexander 
Vetmore? . 

I am beZinning to see what you are up egainst in editing. The 
papers are beginning to come in *or my session and with no exceptions 
the are all excellent for materials and terrible for organization. It 
is hard to be tactful without knowing the authors but I am going to 
insist that they are in order. 

I am including Peter's coot vaper which I have smoothed over : 
some but have left still rough so that it doesn't become all mine. 
If this is editable,perhaps Fred H. or one of the Hickeys might take 
this off your hands efter a preliminary runover. 

Sincerely, 

CMS 

4



Dorta Bit. 

Delte Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Feb 1€6, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.; 

Thanks for the nesting chapter. I am sorry that there were still 
rough spots but think this next time should do it. 

One point I had meant to take up with before this: the section 
on management. I have never been able to put one of these together 
well enough even to send down; it is partly because it hasN't all sunk 
in yet. I am afraid that to include s management section would mean 
that it would be superficial end would probably further extend the 
date of publication. 

Some time ago you said you liked an outline for @ "@slendar for 
marsh management" I have since spent & couple of days on it and have 
come to this conclusion. Such an outline covers just about all we have 
talked about since Delta started; we have brought up many, many points 
in casual conversation,at seminars and at meetings all of which 

“build into one idea: an outline for management and waterfowl research. 
Many of these points are scattered and half forgotten; some need a 
good deal more thinking over, but most of the ideas to me ssem to be 
new thought and even now mmm seem to come together on an orderly 
orgenization. 

Sometime someone's going to organize waterfowl management and 
research thinking. The Survey isn't doing it nor practicing an 
orgenized taskmanfinm attack. Why not put this in a folder to work 
up together “when the works all done thie fall". I cen't do justice to 
it as an appendage to each chapter,and,when you start thinking back, 
this material becomes worthy of separate organization. The bulletin 
wasn't meant to hold all the work of theeamoment, and I think an 

; outline or calendar for waterfowl management and research might well ) 
be a logical follow-up for this first bulletin. | 

About the frequency curve: our nesting dafa cannot show this 

because,even in the best year,nesting studies could not be carried 
through from beginning to end of season syfematically because of 
pressure of hatchery work. In the table 9 which you went over when 
I first prepared the chapter(and which will be included in the bulleting 
the span of the nesting season was shown in e straight line. This 
material was gathered from field observations of pairs, of nests and 
of broods. This is sufficient to give an accurate span of the | 
season and even to show the peak of nesting activities by a heavier d 
line but I don't think I can draw it together into a frequency curve, 
even for one species.



EB 

I heve not had time to go through all of your comments but 
I teke it you are satisfied with dwelling territory. I wasn't 
when I wrote it but can think of nothing better. Cartwright was out 
the other day and I let him read over this chapter. He thought 
dwelling didn't ring the bell either but could think of nothing 
better. It is more or less a pioneer expression which I don't 
want to be sorry for; maybe you could get an idea from a seminar 
group unless you are perfectly satisfied with it. ; 

I have just read over Lyle's paper and will get into it 
carefully during the coming week. I am very much pleased with it 

1 ARZ and Ed gave a loud snort of approval after going ovez it briefly. 

I have six papers for the marsh management session so that there 
is no real worry about 4rt's place. I will let it go at that. The war 
has put a cripm in everyone(s plans. 

Thanks for looking into the egz business. I can get most of the 
references in Winnipeg. I haven't heard from *Sendeigh to whom I wrote 
about this. 

DonIt worry about a mamhimmmd salary increase,slthough I 
appreciate your thought very much; or at least let's wait until 
the bulletin is actually out before saying anything about it. There 
are certain compensations which make up for a lower salary. One is 
the present 10% exchange;another is that I vay no rent. 

‘Yours sincerely, 

P.S.: Where is Carl?
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February 10, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

4 I have now completed going over the chapter on "fhe Nesting Season", 
and I am mich pleased with it. The editorial corrections are few and 
superficial up to the last few pages. 

Beginning at about p. 23 there is some repetition mixed in tith new 
material, : 

I am a little disappointed that you have no frequency curves for pe 26, ; 
In case it is the saw teeth in these curves which worry you, you would 
be entirely justified in "smoothing" them by moving averages of 3. In 
case you don't know how thido this, I am attaching a hypothetical 
example. It also occurs to me that maybe the difference in weather 
between years produces saw teeth when you attempt to combine the years. 
In such event you would be entirely justivied in making 2 plus or mimes 
correction for each individual year to suit its particular phenology. 

Page 26 refers to Figure 9, but this is not included in the batch of 
drawings. Does it come in the next chapter? 

Have you abandoned the idea of having a section on "management" at the 
end of each chapter? This chapter would be a particularly good one for 
such a summary section. : 

I don't want these small criticisms to obscure the fact that this is an 
excellent chapter and that it is now for the most part very well written. 

Alice is photostating the figures ¥8 so that we will have extra cophés 
to attach to carbons of the assembled report. I am not asking Alice to 
type my notes but am simply sending you the original longhand copy. 

I am also sending you the edited copy of Lyle's ground squirrel paper, 
I think you can read it without going to the work of typing the changes, 
Please add your own changes in ink or colored pencil, after which I will 
have it typed. 

The map showing the ground squirrel's range (lyle's Figure 1) will have 
to be redrawn because his slight extensions of the range are illegible. ; 
I told Paul Miller that we might have to hire some drafting work, so I 
think this would be a legitimate expense. I am attaching a base map of 
North America for you to make any boundary corrections or additions. I 

f don't think the map need show the whole continent. I am holding the - 
photographs here since you have seen them 

With best regards,



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
‘Feb.1,1942 ' 

a 

(Te put Dr. Fie D. Pirnie, Director Fle eer 
W.K.Kellogg Bird Sanctuaty ; ‘Nae 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear M. D.: 

Thenks for your letter of Fan.28. The Bulletin is escentially the 
“same as we went over last summer. Only minor changes have come as 
thought develops with writing and the p erspective of editorial comments. 
We are on the last leg of the trip to a final draft and hope to have a 
copy for your review and comments before very long, 

I can see how an outline of the peper would help as a suplement 
to the list of photos I smt you last sutumn and here it is. 

Delta Bulletin No.1. 

Sect.1- The Canvasback on _the Delta Marsh (about 28-32,000 words) ~ 

Chapters. 1 The Delta Marsh ( a descriptuon of the area) 
2 @eunmhetbp Spring Flight 
2 Courtship 
4 The nesting season 
5 The brood season 
6 Post-brecding season movements and habits. 
7 Autumn and the Shooting season, 

There probably will be some change in chapter _ 
headings but this ie the outline of the 
material 

Sect.2- Sex and age identification of ducks by closcal examination 

4A review of the closcal sex and age criteria 
about 5-7000 words. 

Sect.3- Franklin Ground Squirrel- Waterfowl relations. 

Lyle Sowl's life history study of the FGS and 
ground squirrel-waterfowl relations during ; 
the nesting season based on a study of about 

: 200 nests. 

Sect.4— The American Coot on the Delta Marsh. 

; An introduction to Peter's Coot study. 
The theme: Why have coots increased at Delta 
during a period of mminemfi Cuck decline, 

: Many of your best pictures are in Kodachrome. I will try to give 
you something definite on expenses for printing at an early date. a 

RY el ye mah nw 7 Mh Ay Aiden etek AEE : 
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We are having a busy but quiet winter here. Peter just finished 
hie preliminary training at “esina but I don't know what his next step 
will be. As his adress is subject to early change it would be best to 
send a letter here to be forwarded. 

Yours sincerely,



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN 

Januery 28, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your carbons and notes keeping 
me a bit in touch with Delta. I had intended writing 

; when I noticed (Nov. 1 research letter) the shift 
from progress report to the Canvasback report, but 
got lost in fall duck studies end my own writing of 
a series on duck idantification for the Detroit News. 
I am just now getting up to the job of prints for 
Al, as you will see by the enclosed carbon of my 
letter to him. I have suggested sending me a 
table 8f contents or outline to help me look for 
illustrations as that will do almost as well as 
the text, for Al has given me the list of some 
that he wants. 

As to Brooks' coot menace paper=- killing 
young ducks: I certainly wouldnt think them unable 
to do it, but have no observations.-- I think his 
duck food destruction by coots is a misinterpretation; 
for many of the finest weed beds continue to thrive 
even tho coots used them regularly. We are noting 
tremendous changes and shifts in weed beds as waters 
rise and fall- but can only guess as to the actual 
physical and chemical causes. Believe it or not, we 
lost every bit of pondweed, muskgrass, etc. in 
Wintergreen Lake this past summer-- and we have NO 
carpe 

I note your letter of the 22nd to Mr. Bell. 
I certainly agree that it will be wise to limit ‘the 
Delta job itself as needed if fewer assistants are 

y S= to be on the payroll. I think Al should do field 
wae work and writing, and work with penned Canvasbacks 

o m5 even if hatchery hasto close for this year, or the 
ws 4 duration. Shall be interested in Mr. Bell's reaction. 

Sincerely, 

IN M. De Pirnie 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg - this Sanctuary is now owned and operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing



Sent for Information of 

1D tol cluapot 

January 28, 1942 

Albert Hochbaum 
Delta, Manitoba. 

Dear Al: 

I am not sure where tine s-« only sure it 
does. I expected surely a nice bunch of prints 
ready for you long since, only now seem to be getting 
KBS jobs caught upe not be surprised when I 
say that writing the t News identification series 
#55 finished«= ta lot of study and timo.) 

From bale ante you and here are revising 
manuscript, and I seem to understand the nature 
of the bulletin or report is more inclusive than when 
we talked of Nos 1, at the time of the summer conferences+ 

Am I wrong or corrects and how does that effect the list 

of photos called for in your September letter? If I had 

just an outling of the publication as you are now planning 
it I should canvas all of my Delta negatiges to see what 

will be most suitable, for there is little liklihood of 
me trying to get out any book of duck photos for some 
time, and shall be glad to cooperate with the problem 
of illustrations. How many cuts do you hope to use? 

As you know, some of my best are in Kodachromes, 
and as yet I do not make my own black and whites from 
them. It costs close to a dollar for each such negative 
made at the commercial places. I can make enlergements 
at low costs but KBS funds are not such thah I can use 
them for paper, ete., and it will help me plan if you 
advise what help I can expect to cover such costs-< 
from the Delta budget or special publication funds from 
the Institute. (I'm having an ewful time to scrape up 
money for a reprint of the Sanctuary pamphlet; and alse 

am saving for the new leb building-- not yet started! 

Hope the Werds are well; but have heard nothing 
since your Xmas card and your fall letters. Where's Pete? 
Or shall I send a letter to be ferwarded? 
(Actually I started a letter to you in November its 
here yet!) Hope you wont wait so long. 
Kindest regards to you and Joan. oo long, 

MBF Cote Ve Angora ‘ 

: W. K. Kellogg Bird Boneayirews 
(The Nov. 1 Madisanatdarsaivetiédete “The Canvasback at Delta ete.’
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Delta Manitoba 
Jan 27, 1942 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farp Place 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear. A.L.: 

< 
My only reason for continuéng the discussion of manuscript 

troubles is to clear your mind on the point of irritability. If I have 
shown it it hasn't been meant. I don't understand the downward trend 
of the paper from"Minor adjustments"of last January and "microscopic 
revisions"of October, to large sections now entirely"dead ", I am not 
contesting that it is dead but if I am slow it is because it is hard to 
put life into something I no longer thoroughly understand. 

You will consider me loose with time and obligations. I am getting 
the manuscript back as fast as I can and I can't fulfill my obligations 
until they can be fulfilled. TId@ the paper still in such bad shape 
that perhaps Paul Miller or some other members of the board who may be 
asking for fulfillment might not see that it does exiset-- with the 
understanding, of course, that final revisions are still to be made. 
This might help with obligations for the moment and spread out the mmm 
little time you now have for editing. 

I will wait until we hear from Mr. Bell before submitting a budget, 
but can submit a tentative one now if you think necessary. 

\ There is not muth chance of my going into the Army now except as 
a volunteer. I have of course offered my service but have been told 
tt is best to stay where I am for the present. My class is 3b which 
is pretty far down the list. 

Yours sincerely,



elTa flutectind | 

dJamary 22, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

T am glad the sex and age chapter editing was helpful. Yes, I 
worked harder on it than any of the others. 

I am considerably distpyrbed over the "hybridizing" of styles. You 
may be entirely right, although I was unaware of it. Naturally, I 
would mech prefer to have you disregard my detailed suggestions 
if they can put you on the track of reworking according to your own 
style. It is also entirely possible that some passages I have found 
fault with don't need reworking, i.e., I may have failed to grasp 
them. In such cases, I urge you to take the bit in your teeth and 
go your own way. The only exception I would make is in case of 
repetition, and this was not. bad in any but the sex and age chapter 
as far as I remember, I am glad that the difficulties seem to be 
decreasing in size, and that there is a prospect of completing the 
reworking soon. 

When I take time to reflect, I am aware of another thing: I have 
undertaken too many editing jobs, and perhaps get sour on them. 
This,of course, is none of your fault, and part of it is not even 
mine, but just the drift of events. At the moment, I am really 
forced to round up publications on many ventures in danger of 
being checked by the war. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
Jan 15, 194% 

- 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

“rofessor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ae be? 

: I have held any remarks regarding difficulties while you had 
the sex and age chepter in your hands. My difficulties are these: 

1: An inability to handle the English languege on paper and 
to recognize my errors after they are once on paper. 

2: Pecomming rattled after editings. 

The first difficulty is a serious one which I believe I can 

overcome slowly. Your comments and help have meant a great deal. I 
am sorry to have to trouble you with the burdensome details of these 
errors and appreciate the effort you have put in to smbothing mm them 
out. Your comments heave never irratated me; of course ungatached 
drake is better than bachelor drake. 

The second is perhaps more serious for the moment and I don't 
know how to overcome it. Your comments leave me trying to say a thing 
as you would say it; the result is a hybred organization thet pleases 
neither one of us. The"dead" sections of the paper are,with but one 
exception, the parts we have worked over the herdest together and 

in your editorial comments over a period of time, the first five 
chapters show a decided downhill trend. I have found it hard to believe 
in anything I hed to say, which has made the preparation of the sex 
end age chapter run into months and still not having snything satisfactory. 
Somehow I have not been able to convey a meaning to you and your comment 
leaves me to say something I didn't mean to say at all. 

Somehow the sex and age chapter whic h I have just received and 
read this afternoon presents none of these difficulties, in fact in every 
instance you have developed it into what I wanted to but couldn't. I 
don't know whether this ie because you have had to put more work on this 
than any writer should ask, whether its a subject on which we both have 
the same ideas in mind,or a change in my ability to interpret editing. 

I am having no difficulties with the rest of the paper now num 
am and will try to get it to you before the end of January which I 
realize is fading fast. I can't explain my mhbfifiham slowness in getting 
thie out,but whetever difficulties I have had they have been dispelled ‘ 
now. 

Tappfeciate your invitation °° °°m® 20"M but I hardly see
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how I could make it now financielly and I do not believe we could 
finish it up in a couple of weeks. 

Thank you for all the trouble you have put on the sex and age 
chapter. Reading your comments heve dispelled any difficulties regarding 
the problem of reworking the material that may have exieted. 

Yours sincerely, 

eles on a e 
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424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 20, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I'd like to exchange a sort of general size-up of our situation in respect of 
the Bulletin, 

I think it's very important that neither you nor I allow ourselves to get 
irked by the necessary process of revision. I am free to confess that after 
& long and difficult session, my notes may show irritation, and I am afraid 
that after receiving the results you may feel hurt or otherwise frustrated. 
If we allow these little things to get the best of us, we might conceivably 
end up in an impasse. These little things are of absolutely no importance 
in comparison with our joint obligation to get the thing out. I hope, there- 
fore, that you will be able to proceed calmly to grind away at the job, and I 
will promise to do the same. 

After February 1 it will be harder for me to find time, hence I hope you will 
send me what is ready as soon as it is ready so that the load can be spread out. 

Alice finished typing Lyle’s ground squirrel stuff recently, and I am now going 
over it and will have a session with him about 1t next Monday. It will then 
go forward to you. The ground squirrel chapter is, of course, a simpler matter 
than the duck work and will not present many difficulties. 

T would feel reassured 1f you would write me fully and frankly just exactly 
how things stand. After all, this is no impossible undertaking, and we are 
in easy sight of the finish. 

T am making special effort to get all my ventures into print insofar as they 
are ready, after which I will taper off the animal work and put in a considerable 
part of my time in erosion in Joe Hickey's project. 

I anticipate that the Delta budget will be cut since that seems to be in the 
air for all wildlife undertakings, but I am in hopes that a nucleus can be kept 
going, provided that we are ready to hand over the ms. at the time of the 
Toronto meeting. I have written Paul Miller for assurance about publication, ' 
but have not heard from him. Maybe he is unable to answer. But we have the 
obligation to hand in a manuscript whether or no the Institute is able to 
publish. Should the Institute be unable, I think there would be little question 

\ of our ability to run it as a serial in a journal. 

lyle looke badly and says the officers’ school was a man-killer. 

Arthur Hawkins is now at Sheppard Field, Texas.



f Albert Hochbaum 
January 20, 1942 

“2 

Ted Sperry was recalled to the army early this month, but we managed to 

finish the Arboretum pheasant paper. 

Fred Greeley is at Camp Wolters, Texas, as you probably know. 

Where is Pete, and how is he? 

Bill Elder recently moved to Cairo to start the goose work, 

Harold did well on his mouse trapping, but so far has few rabbits. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Enclosed is a popular squib for Wisconsin Agriculturist and 
Farmer which I would appreciate your checking for accuracy.
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yok University Farm Place 
‘January 12, 1942 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station , 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I have gone over the Sex and Age chapter probably more carefully than 
any preceding chapter. My impression is one of admiration for the 
literary passages, the excellence of the date, and the excellence of 

y the drawing, but my impression of the organization is just the opposite. 

i There are 2 defects in organization: 

pp. 1 & 2 simply lack an outline. I don't know whether you want to 
follow the outline I have followed, but I think some re~outlining 

is called for. 

The second and almost universal defect is repetition. I think it is 
no exaggeration to say that mich of the me is repeated 3 times: 

first in the introduction, second in the categorical discussion, and 

again in the summary. It would be hard to exaggerate the importance 
of eliminating this repetition, for by the time the reader has come 

to the third instance, he will, I fear, be ready to shy the whole 
bulletin in the waste basket. 

The remedy lies, I think, in developing most of the detail in the 

middle section, boiling it down in the introductory section, and 

revamping it into the form of a key in the last section. 

I have proposed a key which may not be accurate in detail, but I think 
illustrates one possible form for the last section. 

We face the question of how to handle drawings from now on. I am 

asking Alice to have 3 photostats made of each drawing, which can be | 
used in circulating 3 copies as soon as they are ready. Meanwhile 
Alice will hold all originals in safe keeping until the printer has 
actually started work. By this means we can avoid shoving the 

| waluable originals around through the mails. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



ae January 12, 1942 ; 
pullelier 

fiphetta’ 
COMMENTS ON SEX AND AGH CHAPTER “ad 

pe 1. Pitle: Chapter is not confined to cloacal examination. Wouldn't it be 
simpler to say: “Sex. and Age Identification in Ducks", or simpler still "Sexing 
and Aging Ducks. 

p- 1. Par. 1. Beautiful Job, but a little too moh repetition, and a shift of time 
base which may distract attention from the picture. If you want to retain "tonight" 
better insert "will be" happy hunters, for today the ducks "were" flying. "legal 
kill" 48 too technical for this literary paragraph. 

pe 3. Have tried to simplify a little 

p. 4. Too highbrow, i.e@., too many anatomical terms? Otherwise much better. 

pe 4, Par. 3. "Perforation" ts the wrong word? It implies a mechanical perforation. 
This is exactly what you later refute. 

p- 4. Par. 4. “apparent is the wrong word. You later caution the reader that it 
is not apparent without relaxing the mscles with cocaine. } 

pp. 4-5-6. There is too moh repetition between this introductory diseussion, and the 
descriptions pp. 817. I have indicated a few of the repetitions, but not all. 
This should be carefully combed. Mr. Bell also noticed this tendency to repeat, 
A little repetition is sometimes unavoidable, but not this mmch. 

Couldn't you simplify all of p. 5, and adjoining parts of 4 & 6, by saying: 
“Some mature at one year, some at two. In group 1 are all the Delta ducks ( J 
and probably ( ). In group 2 are all the swans and geese, and probably 
( ). treat the two groups. 

pe 6 line 5. Do you moan age criteria, or sex and age? 

Penis 

p. 6, Par. 3, line l. “is essentially part of the cloaca" seems a spinning of terms. 
I'm no anatomist, but my hunch would be to omit. Have to leave this to you; you've 
Studied it, I haven't. 

Pp. 7, Parl, line 1. “more” is hanging loose. Something obscure, and I can't 
help you. 

p- 7, line 4. “extend to" seems obscure. Again I don't know. 

p- & Par. 1. "Swollen" seems to eliminate need of sentence above. 

pp. 7-8. Still seems to me to contain a lot of repetition, but since I kmow so 
little anatomy I don't feel like tampering. Thus “left cloacal wall" occurs 
3 times. Another question: is "forms" or btages" best? One or the other should 
bu used consistently, Likewise "transition". 

& 
‘ Drawing for Figure 1. This is a beautiful job. 

p. & Par. 2. Could first sentence be shortened ae indicated? 

p. 10, Par. 1. Aren't you splitting hairs here? If you know when the juvenal penis 
is "always present", you automatically know when the earliest young drakes have not
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assumed adult form. In other words your two categories are a dates which may be 

later refined. I have suggested a simplification on this basis. 

pe 10-Par. 1, p. 12-Par 1. This is so repetitive as to be very hard going for the 

reader, I have attempted a simplification. I am still in doubt whether some of your 
detailed discussion refers to captives or wilds. This alone invalidates the present 
form. Please examine my substitute carefully to see if I have specified correctly 
on this. 

Oviduct 

p. 12. par. 2. I dislike the editorial "we", It savors of the "grand manner", I 

know of course you do not so use its; probably you want to give credit to your staff, 

Hevertheless I would carefully consider the question, and follow one or the other 
consistently. 

ps 13, par. 3. The opening line is very misleading; it sounds as if you were 

"qualifying" the assertion just made about December 30. 

pe 13, par. 3 ‘Tenses. If ed or many captives display this character, then "does" 

and "are" are correct. If o: some do, then say "some captives" "did" and "were". 

p. 14, par. 1. "perforation" seems to be an accepted term, so I have to back water, 
but I retain my opinion that it is 11l-chosen. 

p- 16, par. 1. Sentence 1, 2, & 3. You confuse the reader by not following, in 
sentence 2 & 3 the lead given in sentence 1. See substitute. 

pe 16, par. 3. "This group". Wo group has been defined. I am unable to make out 
your meaning, hence can't suggest anthing expect the paragraph is obscure. 

p. 16. par. 5. Repetition: Is there a distinction between "Dec" and “during 
the autumn"%? Are you here speaking of probing or dissection? If probing say “dppth". 
If dissection, length is better. "Extent" is evasive in either case. 

pe 17. Bplilog: I think can be shortened. Seq) marks. 

Other Characters 

Ps 17. last par. This is a delightful little interjection; wish you would do more 
of it. 

pe 19. last par. Gross-paging within a m.s. is seldom practicable. When you get 
page proof you may not know the final numbering, hence you may not be able to fill 

this in. 

p20, par. 2. “is best defined" is perfectly good Mnglish, but I found myself wait- 
ing for a new "definition" by you, not the duck. The suggested change is to kill 
this possible ambiguity, although my words are less definitive than yours. 

pe 20. par. 3-p.2l. par. 1. This seems to me rather unsatisfactory; it leaves 
no clear impression, and is too long for something you do not intend to cover anyhow. 
De you like substitute any better?
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pe 22, par. 2. “similar” might imply redness. To kill this I changed construction. 

pe 22, par. 3. "dill saddle". Sentence not clear to me. Pinhead spots could hardly 

form a saddle. Or do you mean that see at the spots enlarge, become adult, and 

form a gaddle? This is evidently the ng, judging by following sentence. Do 

you like substitute better? 

_ Pe 23. last par. “may be found" is ambiguous. 

(Break in paging here. Is a page lost? Where does fragment top of p. 7 belong?) 

Summary 

pe. 7. Title. Why not call this a key? 

General; It seems to me that this is almost entirely a repetition of the preceding 
text, indeed it contains detail even greater than the text. I'd suggest this detail 
ve shoved back to the text, so that this part can be a real summary, or even so brief 
as a key. I have attached a rough key. 

ec Rowan 
Pirnle
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bk Delta Duck Station 
a Delta, Manitoba ; 

December 70,1971 

Dear A.L.°: i 

Thanks for the Orristmas letter. I surely would like to see 

Jaques! card and will send it back. I have apdeoetaube the clivvings 

and pictures you have sent up from time to time. 

I like the idea of vutting ihe eteriac together; I am afraid 

I am terribly sarxx slow in pictures but until I get this manuscript 

off my hands I find it hard to do anything else. I am afraid the 

sketches I sent you were a bit stiff. 

: Franfky the manuscript is coming along very slowly. I have 

peen resolved to have the sex and age section in order before I sent 

it down but I sm efraid it is as bad as the rest. 1 will send it 

down ,however, by Friday's mail and it should reach you on Monday. 

Yer, I have been feeling fine for some time, It was just one | 

of those things thet gets you under the weather for a few days and 

in our weather it did dot seem advisable to go on a trip at the time. 

Best regards for the coming year, 

¥ Sincerely. { 

a pul



(9bte Brceoti- I. 

December 3, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum . 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

One of my 161 students asked for permission to read your 
chapter on nesting, and raised the question treated in the 
attached digest. I ama bit cloudy on just what you assert 
in the nesting chapter, and Tunik's digest may not be in 
point. I think, though, that he has done a nice job of 
digesting some of the literature, and I thought you would ; 
like to see it. 

If there is a conflict between your observations and 
physiological theory, 1t would be well to acknowledge that 
fact. We are, of course, not obligated to explain it since 
the theory is just as likely to be wrong as we are. 

I contime to think about, and I would like, your sketches 4 
for the book of essays. Would it be any help to you if I 
assembled a set of the essays which are ready and bound them 
ina cover? We could then add photostats of your sketches 
from time to time and alse add new essays as I manage to write 
them. This would also do as a means of feeling out publishers. 

i With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



OE lin # | cornceperberee 

42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
November 19, 1941 

Mir, Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 

. Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

i, by no means, insist that any of the chapters should be rewritten 
for "solor*. Your coloring is cheracteristically inserted by means 
of scattered passages here and there. Should you ace an extra favor- 
able opportunity to interject some of these passeges--fine! But I 
am not expecting it. 

An editor is no more consistent than a writer, and I am not surprised 
thet I o.k.'d the brood season chapter last winter, and found fault 
with it this winter. I do not recollect last year's work clearly 
enough to heve anything to say. 

T am a little disappointed that you do not contemplate adding the 
1941 data to the me. throughout. I had the impression that this 
should not be very difficult, but, of courne, you know better than I 
how mach work is involved. 

In the chepter on the shooting season, there is a mathewatical weakness 
in the emallnese of the mmbers, that is, in the chance for accidental 
distortion of percentages. I fully understand the reason for this, 
and, by no means, regret that we do not work in the astronomical figures 
of the Tllincis River. The addition of 1941, however, would go a long 
way toward correcting this weakness. 

I am delighted to hear about the $300 balance. Wy first nomination is 
that you get yourself a new typewriter. I think it is unjust to you 
thet you should not be provided with a reagonably good machine. I also 
am favorably disposed toward the work-shop in the duck house. I have 
no objection to adding any balance to the publication pool, tut I would 
suggest thet the typewriter and the workshop have precedence. Since 
thie involves financial peliey, I sm sending copies of thie letter te 
Miles, Rownn, and Paul Miller. I will assume that, unless they express 
contrary views, thay are willing that you use your own judgment in 
investing this balance. 

Yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec Pirnie Professor of Wildlife Management 

Rowan 
Miller



“elta Duck Station 
Delta, “anitoba 
November 15, 1941 

Mr. Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife “enagement 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L. : 

Thank you for the "eclipse" chapter. Your suggestions are all 
very much to the point. 

I am a bit confused about the lack of color in the lest chapters. 
In a few places you have demonstrated how, by a word or a phrase, color 
can be added and I am pleased with these. But for the present it's 
quite beyond me to go to any great length in reworking the paper to 
bring in still more color. My greatest fault seems to be wm my failure 
to give a statement directly and simply. You have helped me a great 
deal on this.mmh Phere has been so much to say in some of the last 
chapters that I have tried to hew to the line and to say what I hed to 
as carefully as possible. If these chapters are not too stiff for 
the want of color, I would like to keep going along as we are, working 
in your editorial revisions but not trying to go too far beyond whet f 
we already have even if we have to stick pretty much to plain black 
and white. 

I have a greet deal in the back of my head and some on paver for 
a color picture which I think will please you. There is so much I want 
to get down that I find it hard to keep from thinking beyond what we 
already have,but I am afraid if I tried to re-work the present paper 
for more color I would get terribly bogged down, x 

I was puzzled at first with the brood season chapter. This ; 
is the only one which was not touched after we had worked over it 
so carefully last winter.amd I had felt that it must be approaching 
final judgement. I can see, however, that it must have been ill conceivdd 
in the very beginning and will do my best to make something out of it. 

The shooting season ended today. There were some good bags 
during the last days after the freeze-up- mostly mallards end bluebills. 
Bluebill shooting in the holes is murder. Two to eight men merely 
walk up to & hole, fire into the flock, then push in a boat lugged 
a2eross the ice to fish them out. As many as thirty or forty birds may 
go down in one volley. &H 

“cooked at nearly 1400 birds this autumn, mostly mallards, cans and 
bluebills. This is not many vompared to what the boys will see on 
the Illinois but takes a good desi of hustling here, particularly with 
the lodge open for such a short time. The results tie in very nicely 
with the prewious years but, unless you think otherwise, I think I will 
let this yearf{s talley go until our final tmhbem summary and not 
include it in ‘the bulletin.



By the way, with Pete not drawing his salary, there will be 
something like $300.00 in the budget witbh will not be used up. 
I can think of two ways of using this:1) put it in the publication 
pool ,2) use part of it to mmm convert a part of the duck house 
in to a livable place to hold the collection ,books and white mokan 
collar workshop. The latter would not take more than $150.00 
and is badly needed . In any event, I think we should put our 
hands on this money or at least make sure that is can be carried 
over for future use. 

Yours sincerely,



42h University Farm Place 
November 8, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaun 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

J What pleases me most about your recent letters is that my 
editorial coments stimlate you rather than depress you. 
As long as this is the case, I am more than happy to go 
through with the job. I haven't the slightest doudt but 
that occasionally I mistake your meaning. Obviously in 
such cases, you should disregard my suggestions. 

I am much pleased, as I know you mst be, with Dr. Roberts! 
: comments. He mst have been trying to tell Mr. Bell that 

the ms. Contained excellent stuff, which, of course, has 
been clear to all of us all along. 

Mr. Bell's offer to help with an editor is also pleasing, 
and, of course, I'd be delighted to have any help that 
would be effective, but I rather doubt whether an editor 
with ne knowledge of ducks would constitute effective help. 

Rowan's comments on the bluebills are generous and amusing. 
He is betting on 1943 for the eycle peak. I suspect 1941 
was the peak. 

Your deseription of the last flight of the seagon makes me 
wish you would add such a deseription to the manuscript. 
It would be an admirable closing for the phenology of the 
year. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
November 2, 1941 

ee a 
Mr, Alde “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
“edison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L. 

The second batch of editing reached me in good shapes; they 
apparently only gave it a passing plance at the border this time, 
I can't tell you how clear your comments are nor how greatly they 
add in punch snd meaning. In a very few places you have not caught my 
exact meaning but have ,nevertheless,given me enough to see what's 6 
wrong. Thank you for all the trouble you have put into this. Your comment 
make it fun to work up the new copy. 

A week ago Saturday(the 25th) we had a warm south wind all day. 
Sunday Morning the leke was roaring with a strong north winds Monday 
morning the marsh was frozen except for a few holes. Monday afternoon 
we sat for a while at an open hole near the lodge. Just at sunset 
when we were picking up the decoys a flight of ducks came from the 
north which was one of the grandest things I have ever seen. They 
were mostly diving ducks,most of them bluebills in flock of 40 or 60 
to 2 or 300 birds. They were tiered in the sky from just out of mam 
gunshot to as far as the eye could see and east and west as far as 
we could see. They were still going strong at dark, always 40 or 
50 flocks in sight,passing right over the marsh to the south. There 
are still a few mallards and bluebills around for the lake isn't 
frozen yet but this just about closes another season, 

Yours sincerely, }



424 University Farm Place 
November 4, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

I am much pleased with the drawings, particilarly 
the arriving geese. Yes, I can readily insert the 
ruled lines and circles on the graph. 

I have changed "What is the Delta Duck Station?" in 
accordance with your suggestion, and a revised draft 

; is enclosed. I am sending several copies so you 
won't have to retype it. 

I have also changed the goose essay to leave out the 
lady. 

The nesting chapter went forward to you recently, 
and I am now working on the Brood Season. 

Your letter to Rowan is a masterpiece of politeness-- 
very well done. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



November 3, 1941 

Jile Molin wing, 
WHAT IS THR DELTA DUCK STATION? 4 

The chain of circumstance which produced the Delta Duck Station 

was as erratic as the flight of a teal. 

In 1925 Mr. James Ford Bell of Minneapolis bought a shooting property . 

in the Delta marsh, in Manitoba. 

Tn 1930 the drouths started. The flights dwindled. People asked; 

What can be done? 

Mr. Bell resolved to raise more ducks than he shot. He built a duck 

hatchery, employed Béward Ward to operate it, and for a decade has 

released to the flights more ducks than were bagged on his marsh. 

Banding returns from many states soon attested that his account with 

nature showed a plus balance in actual wild feathers, as well as on 

paper. 

It then occurred to Mr. Bell that his marsh and hatchery should 

yield not only ducks, but selentific knowledge about ducks. He made 

inquiries about men and methods, and thus became acquainted with the 

present members of the Advisory Board, and with the American Wildlife 

Institute. 

The upshot was that in 1938 Albert Hochbaum was sent to Delta to 

begin the researches herein reported. Hochbaum had studied ornithology 

at Cornell and game management at Wisconsin. By 1939 it was apparent 

that Delta offered opportunities, not only for research, but for advanced 

training in waterfowl management. The venture was accordingly named the 

Delta Duck Station, and provision was made for a small staff of student 

assistants during the field season. Several of these students have 

contributed chapters to this report. 

The Delta Station is financed jointly by Mr. Bell and the American



i“ 

Wildlife Institute, 

Delta aims to undertake researches not undertaken by other agencies. 

Ite uniove advantage is thet a given problem may be studied simltaneously 

among confined ducks in the hatchery, and among wild ducks in the marsh. 

This repert attempts to describe, in chronological sequence, what 

the Delta Station has learned since 1936 about the principle events of the 

duck summer: arrival, courtship, nesting, brood-season, flightless period, 

vacation~period, shooting season, and departure. In each of these 

successive periods, the canvasback is used as a "base~datum", and the 

other nine ducks which breed at Delta are compared with it. We offer 

ne apology for thus elevating the lordly eanvasback to a classical role, 

for among duck-minded people he has long been the “gold standard" against 

which all lesser fry are weighed and measured. 

The report also contains special chapters on the Franklin ground 

squirrel and the coot in their relation to breeding ducks, on a new 

method of sexing and aging ducks, and on plumage criteria for determining 

apecios, sex, and age. 

There is no last word in duck-research., This, then, is only 1 

progress report. We expect, in fact hope, thet future studies will 

amplify, modify, or even contradict the present findings, not only at 

Delta, but wherever skies are cleft by whistling wings. 

Aldo Leopold 

‘ Miles D. Pirnte 

William Rowan



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
October 24, 1941 

aa 

Mr, Aldo “eopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L. 

I have just received the first chapter and the graphs; they 

evident ;y looked them over at the border. TI like your suggestions 

and comments very much. Although they seem obvious now, I am afraid 

it would have taken me a long time to spot them. 

Under separate cover I am returning the chickadee and goose 
stories. Please pardon me for keeping these so long. The chickadee 

e story appeals to me very much but I do not believe it gets within 
4 one as do the others. One sentence would do it; I,have tried to 

“oe place it but can't. My only criticism is of the ekedana paragraph on 

yo page two. There may be plenty of evidence that chickadees have few 

‘ natural enemies, but to me it doesn't sound right to say it is 

merely because he is so small. I may be wrong on thie but somehow 

it seems poorly stated. 

The goose story I like very much; it has a real tug that is 
without the lady. 

I have been thinking a lot about What_is the Delta Duck Station 

My only criticism is the reference to the shooting rumors which, although 
never true arg herd to disown. Cant we leave tm this idea out and aeeny 
say that My, Dell wished to produce more ducks than he shot. 

Weather here continues mild and shooting has been poor this 
last week. The cans are gone but are replaced by bluebills which are 

here this year in unbelievable numbers. The hunters aren't getting 

many of them. They won't even get up for the bombing practice on 

adhams Bay. 

Yours sincerely, 

CY,



& Dette Rrntctit, | 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN i. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE pt . 

MADISON, WISCONSIN oe a 

424 University Farm Place RZ 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT October Ws 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 

Delta, Manitoba ( 

Dear Albert: Ba ’ er 
nee ee wns brtetnins ov, A ieit D iiy howe ekefferullr, rr bape y 

My eyes played—o befors—finishinesdetailed editine—jeb~on 

introduction;so-i+—seens—oxtzenely-untikety~thet-—I-ean ive you a 
detailed editing of the whole manuscript. However, I have skimmed 
over enough of it to be reassured on the point I was worried about, 

namely, you have put the color: back ine By all means keep it in, because 

I shall never b@ satisfied without it. ra 

Judging from what I have read so far, there are few structural defects 

in the present manuscript. In the introduction, I found only one small 
spot at the top of page 3. which seemed not to adhere to the structural 

scheme of the rest of the introduction. This means that the éditing 

job boils down for the most part to very small simple instances of 
repetition, clarification, and the like. It is these "microscopic" - lew 
smoothings that seem to be the main job and I am wondering whether you 9b” L 

can't learn to detect and remove, then yourself. pho ye 
meth , Ow tobdder 1 we 

It is always easier, of course, forn outsider to detect them, but/I am 
at a loss to suggest who could do this for you. I doubt 
whether Miles would be much good At it. I am almost sure from Rowan's 
own writings that he could do it, provided you felt free to call on vant 
him to do detailed work of this/kind. It is seldom sumPUGat eReek 
these spots, because unless writes out the nature of his criticism, 
it will hardly be much clearer to you than if you made the search for the 
spots yourself. L 

I am returning the intréduction simply as a sample of what to look for, 
: UL UAMMA phim dnchae-tenllencquiedioneeteeer, I shal] work over the other 

chapters as I can, but I would be rash to promise any date for completing 
the process. I take it from your letter that you have an extra copy of 
it to work on. sie as oo ARM ye ul bi 

1 ehORMend alpreface which w ve e.9robAd a bas pit eka 
of the Advisory board. 

nendsy Dus table at” Wh otan tha elka Veter " tty howtty oar Cobb yorunrutr eel arabe 
* Urlemt or he Delta biareh ? " 
I am much pleased that Mr. Bell was willing to read some of the m.s., and 
I feel embarrassed that I should be blocking progress by this eye trouble. 
I feel enthusiastic about the whole undertaking. If you can in some way 

e 

|



, Albert Hochbaum 
October 7, 1941 
Page 2 

help me iron out the small detailed editing, we shall come out all 

right. 

I have gone over the figures and am attaching +e-tkem such comments 

as I have to offer. In order to keep the set intact, I am returning 
them to you. In general, they are in good shape. The only clear case 
of reworking is the phenological graph. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Ree lig Delta Duck Station 
1 7 ee 

f 6 Mr. Aldo “eopold Delta Manitoba 
rae Professor of Wildlife ~sanagement Sept.23,1941 
ey University of Wisconsin 

i ee Madison, Wisconsin 
BAe 
at A Dear A.L. : , 

The shooting season caught up to me by a day or so but here 

at last is my section of the report. “It*is much the same as we 

covered last winter and you will Srobably wonder where I put 

my time. Nevertheless, I believe it is a bit more consiee and to the 

point. 

I feel there are still some places that need your pencil badly. 

Please give it as rough and tough treatment as you can, for I feet now 

thet I am sure of what I am saying but perhaps have not slways said 

it clearly. This last season has given me a chance to have my feet 

on the ground on a number of voints which were questionable last winter. 

I have not included all the figures and tables, am still working 

over some of them. All the mmm figures will be done agein;mmmiim you 

will probably have some suggestions for these. 

I am holding the chapter on sex and age identification for 

another weck or so as there have been a number of new points which have 

amhem come up during the last week. I am also holding Pete's coot 

chapter until we have a chance to work it over together once more. 

I am afraid I am unloading a headach*on you, not being there 

for the editing. Please take it easy, for it seems to me we are 

at last near the end and I see no need for rush. I mdm would not 

like to send this to Pirnie or Rowan until we thrash it out together. 

iy | Ie there some way of letting them know that the rough job of getting 

Ap it in shape amd is finished and that we will send it on sometime 
vi in the next month or so. 

The shooting season opened yaesterday. We had north wind and storms 

fro three days before the opening; everyone says it was the best flight 

of ducks they have seen the opening day. Evidently the storm had 

pushed a lot of cans down from the north. They were one of the most 
abundant birds on the marsh and the game guardian says that over 40% 
of the birds in bags he checked were cans, So it was with us. We had 

@& good day, checking nearly 200 birds. Although the lodge will be 

closed this year, the game guardians are helping me round up bags; 

we should have a good autumn. J 

Yours sincerely



The Cloacal Characters of Sex and Age. 

A. The juvenal penis as it protrudes from the vent in cloacal examination. 

B. The sheathed adult penis as it protrudes from the vent in cloacal examination. 

C. Distended adult penis protruding from the vent. 

D. Cloaca of immature male. Ventral aspect of cloaca opened at the vent, showing the juvenal penis and 
the opening of the bursa. 

E. Cloaca of adult male. Ventral aspect showing sheathed penis on left cloacal wall. 

F. Posterior view of the cloaca of the adult male in dissection, showing the penis as it passes through 
the wall of the cloaca into the body cavity. 

G. Cloaca of immature female. Ventral aspect showing the occluded oviduct and the opening of the bursa. 

EH. Cloaca of adult female. Ventral aspect showing the perforated oviduct on left cloacal wall. 

I. Cloaca of immature female in dissection showing the position of the bursa.



Age Characters as Shown in the Tail Feathers. 

1. Adult tail feather of the canvasback showing the barbs to the tip of the shaft. 

2. Juvenal tail feather of the canvasback showing the barbless shaft at the 

feather tip. 

3. Adult tail feather of the pintail. 

4, Juvenal tail feather of the pintail. 

5. Juvenal tail feather of the whistling swan. 

6. Juvenal tail feather of the Canada goose. 

7. duvenal tail feather of the pintail showing downy tail feather still attached.



The Trachea of the Canvasback 

Above; Adult male and female 

Below: Embryonic male and female (22 days)
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